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PREFATORY NOTICE.
IN the beginning of 1887 my predecessor, Mr. Medlicott, wrote as fol
lows in his Annual Report of the Geological Survey: — " The two first
parts of the Manual of the Geology of India, issued in 1879, have been
out of print for some time, and the question of re-writing it has been
murh upon my mind. Parts of it would require abridgment, leaving local
information to be sought for in the special Memoirs ; and parts of it
would need alteration and addition in view of extended information.
The greater part of the two volumes was written by Mr. Blanford,
who was for the time relieved of other work. To re-write the whole
while carrying on the manifold current duties of the Survey has been more
than I could attempt in India with any justice to either."
The directing of the Survey since Mr. Medlicott's retirement is even
fuller of current duties, not the least of which has been a considerably
increased system of frequent tours over the length and breadth of the
land ; so that, however pressing it may also have been on my mind,
I have been unable even to venture on the elaboration of a revised form
of Messrs. Medlicott and Blanford's most excellent work ; and I therefore
gladly accepted Mr. R. D. Oldham's offer to prepare a fresh issue accord
ant with our progressive survey of the Empire.
Mr. Oldham had had a varied experience of survey work over widely
separated tracts in India where he had opportunities of studying most of
our repiesentative formations in their peninsular and extra-peninsular
development : while of his own motion he devoted his first period of
well-earned leave to a comparative study of our Gondvvdna representatives
in Australia. His close acquaintance with the literature, as evidenced
in the careful Bibliograpliy of Indian Geology, compiled by him in 1888,
had already indeed predisposed me in favour of a possible ultimate
placing of a src ond issue of the Manual in his hands ; and in now au
thorising that issue I would fain hope that my choice may be justified.
WILLIAM KING,
Director, Geological Survey of India.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE want of a general account of Indian Geology has been feit for
some years. The regular Geological Survey of India may be
considered to have commenced in 1851 ; and but few of those who took
part in the work during the earlier years now remain in the service. It is
desirable, before all the older members of the Survey pass away, that
some record of the early observations, many of which are unpublished,
should be rescued from oblivion, for the benefit of future explorers. The
published Memoirs and Records of the Survey, moreover, have now
become too numerous and bulky for general use ; and it is difficult for any
one, without much study, to gather the more important observationson the
geology of the country from amidst the mass of local details. Many papers
on Indian geology are also scattered through various Indian and European
periodicals. As a guide to all who have occasion to acquire a knowledge
of Indian geology, or who desire information from a love of the science,
some compendium of the observations hitherto collected has become abso
lutely necessary ; and the present Manual has been drawn up, by direction
of the Government of India, to supply the deficiency.
It was originally desired by the Government that this work should b"
prepared by the late Dr. Oldham, or that the compilation should have the
advantage of his supervision. As Dr. Oldham was the first Superintendent
of the Survey, and remained at the head of the Department fron: its com
mencement in 1851 to 1876, he would, unquestionably, have been admir
ably qualified to carry out the work ; and it was his own desire to do so, as
the completion of his labours in India. Failing health, however, and the
pressure of other duties, prevented him from even commencing the task ;
and when, at length, he was unable any longer to remain in the country,
the duty of preparing a Summary of Indian Geology was left to his
successor. At this time the only preparation that had been made for the
work was the partial compilation of a general Geological Map of the
Peninsula.
The double authorship was not entirely a matter of choice; although
undertaken, and carried out, most willingly by both the writers. Both
have been engaged in the work of the Survey almost from tilt commence
ment ; and as each has, in the course of his service, examined very large
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areas of the country, the combination secures the description and discus
sion, from personal knowledge, of a much larger portion of India. At the
same time the advantages of wider experience and thought may not be
found an adequate compensation for want of uniformity and occasional dis
crepancies—the natural results of divided authorship. To secure, so far
as possible, the responsibility of each author for the facts and opinions
stated, the initials of each are affixed in the Table of Contents to the chapters
contributed by him. Every such chapter has been read and revised by
the other writer ; but the alterations have in no case been of more than
trivial importance; so that each chapter may be practically taken as an
individual contribution. The number of subjects is so large, and the con
nection between them, in many cases, so slight, that the lack of uniformity
will not, it is hoped, seriously detract from the usefulness of the Manual.
In addition to the subjects discussed in the present work, it was, at first,
proposed to add an account of the Economical Geology, and to treat in a
special chapter of the known Mineral Resources of India. But the length
to which the Manual has already extended has rendered it advisable to
postpone this very important subject, and to reserve it for a separate
volume.
Although many of the details in the work now issued have not previ
ously been published, and although the discussion of the observations involves
several new deductions and suggestions, the book is, in the main, a compi
lation ; and it is quite possible that, especially in treating of areas and
formations of which the authors have no personal knowledge, full justice
has not always been done to the views of original observers. It has, in
several instances, been thought more important to point out possible
causes of error than to endorse opinions which, although very possibly
correct, are not sufficiently supported by published data to be accepted
as conclusive. In all such cases full references to previous publications
have been furnished ; and an examination of the details given in the latter
will, it is hoped, serve to correct any errors of interpretation on the part
of the authors of the present work.
The numerous and large areas left blank in the annexed Map show,
at once, how far the present publication falls short of completeness, and
how imperfectly the promise implied in the title is fulfilled. A note upon
the Map further explains that large portions of it have been coloured
from very imperfect information, from sketch surveys or rapid traverses
affording no sufficient opportunity for a proper study of the formations.
It had, however, become imperative, as a duty to the public, for reasons
already mentioned, to bring together a summary of the work accomplished
since the commencement of the Survey ; and it was equally essential, for
the Survey itself, that some general record of the results obtained up
to date should be compiled. These objects could only be attained by
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attempting a general Map and Review of the Geology of India ; but the
reader must not forget that the present attempt is more of the nature of
a progress report than of a finished work.
The Map, it is feared, will be found defective in several other respects.
Under the circumstances it was impossible to prepare a special reduction
of the topography ; and, amongst the Maps of India available in the Sur
veyor General's Office, there was, practically, no choice but to accept
that on the scale of 64 miles to the inch, then well advanced towards com
pletion, as a basis for the geological details. The scale is inconveniently
small for all parts of the country that have been geologically mapped in
any detail, and the mountain ranges have not been inserted ; so that many
features discussed in the text are not indicated. But the most serious
drawback is in the names of places. Many towns of importance are
omitted, owing to the small scale ; and other names of interest, for pur
poses of geological description, ""^'j ^p ^mpe of fossil-localities, or of
villages near important sections, are wanting. Nor is this all. The spelling
of Oriental names is a well-known cause of perplexity ; and the confusion
has been increased by the unfortunate circumstance that, while one sys
tem has been adopted by the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and employed
in all the maps, including those of the detailed Topographical Surveys,
issued by the Department, an entirely distinct system has been employed
by the Revenue Survey, by whom the maps of all the best known parts of
the country have been prepared. Under the first system, each letter in
the Indian language is represented by a corresponding letter in the
Roman character ; diacritical marks and accents being employed to distin
guish such consonants or vowels in the latter as are required to represent
two or more sounds, and the Italian or German sounds of the vowels
being used, instead of the English. Under the second system, an attempt
is made to represent the original sound by English spelling ; double vow
els being largely used, but no diacritical marks. The imperfection of the
latter plan is manifest ; because, in the first place, the sounds, of the vow
els especially, in English, are variable, and incapable, in many cases, of
representing those of Oriental languages ; and, secondly, the representation
of the true names by supposed equivalents is arbitrary, depending chiefly
on the ear, often very imperfectly trained, of the transcriber. When maps
of Inrge areas, as in the present case, are compiled, the mixture of names,
spelt according to two different systems, is inevitable. The attempt, at a
general revision of the nomenclature, however desirable, would have
involved serious delay.
Of late, the Government has adopted a compromise in the question of
spelling, and lists of the principal places in each province have been
issued; the familiar and well-known names being spdt in the manner that
has become customary by usage, whilst transliteration is employed in all
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other cases, with the exception that no diacritical marks are used for
consonants. This system is obligatory for all official publications ; and it
has, consequently, been adopted in the present work. In some cases,
however, the lists for particular provinces have not been published in time
to be available ; and in the following pages it is not unfrequently necessary
to mention places not contained in the lists, and the proper vernacular
pronunciation of which is unknown to the writers. In such cases, an at
tempt has been made to spell the name according to the recognised system ;
but it is only fair to warn the reader that no dependence can be placed
on «nany names of places, specially upon those in the south of India, when
taken from old maps.
In the preparation of the Map a large share has been taken by various
Officers of the Geological Survey, all of whom have contributed. The
colouring and printing have been carried out at the Surveyor General's
Office, under the superintendence of Captain Riddell, R.E., to whom the
authors beg to express their obligations for the labour he has given to the
work, and for the assistance he has afforded to them personally.
In the plates of fossil plants and animals at the end of the work some of
the most common and characteristic forms of organic remains found
in India are represented. The plants have been selected and arranged by
Dr. Feistmantel, and the tertiary Mammalia by Mr. Lydekker. Atk|he
plates are lithographed by Mr. Schaumburg, whose work will answer foT
itself. The majority of the figures are from original drawings, or from the '»
" Palaeontologia Indica ;" the remainder are copied from other works ; but
these copies have, in many cases, been compared with specimens.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

THE first edition of the Manual of the Geology of India was found to sup
ply a want so much felt that it soon went out of print, and for several
years has only been procurable from the dealers in second-hand books.
It had, besides, become out of date in many parts, and the Government of
India decided that the time had come for the preparation of a new edition.
So great have been the strides made in our knowledge of Indian
Geology in the last fifteen years that it has been found possible to entirely
change the arrangement of the book and to adopt the more scientific and
orderly course of describing the rocks in chronological order, instead of
breaking the book up into a series of descriptions of separate districts,
as was found to be inevitable in the preparation of the first edition.
There is not, unfortunately, everywhere the same certainty regarding the
proper position in a chronological arrangement of particular groups of
beds. Frequently the true homotaxis is unknown, and there is a conspicu
ous instance of the mistakes which may then be made, in certain rocks
of the Arakan Yoma, which were supposed to be triassic at the date when
this second edition was written, but have been shown to be eocene as the
pages were passing through the press, and consequently rocks which
should have been classed with the tertiary were described in the chapter
devoted to the carboniferous and trias.
Many districts have remained untouched since the publication of the
first edition, and in all such cases, and wherever indeed no serious modifi
cations of the original text have been necessary, it has been allowed to stand
practically as in the original publication. All these passages have been
carefully revised and generally more or less condensed, while many minor
alterations needful to adapt them to the altered scope and arrangement of
the work have been made, as well as such alterations as have been neces
sary on account of the advance of our knowledge. In the table of contents
the portions in which the first edition has been taken as the basis of the
text are distinguished by a different type from that which refers to the
portions which are new or have been entirely re-written.
As there is now a special volume devoted to the economic aspects of the
geology of India, not to mention the Dictionary of Economic Products and
the Handbooks of Commercial Products of the Imperial Institute, it has
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been decided to exclude all references to economic geology in this work.
The references would necessarily have to be too brief for commercial pur
poses, while they would have confused the stratigraphical descriptions and
increased the bulk of the volume. It is, therefore, better that these sub
jects should be relegated to the books specially devoted to them.
For the rest, the remarks in the preface to the first edition, relative to
the geographical basis of the Geological Map of India and the spelling of
place names, still hold good. As regards the latter, the Imperial Gazetteer
of India has been adopted as a standard by the Government of India and
the Royal Geographical Society. The spelling in that work has conse
quently been followed, and as regards places not mentioned in that work
the same system of spelling has been adopted so far as possible. '1 he
scale of the Geological Map adopted for this edition is smaller than that of
the map issued with the first edition. It is hoped that the alteration will
make the map more convenient to consult, while the amount of detail
that can be exhibited remains practically the same, and the impossibility of
finding a map showing all the places mentioned in the text has been
rectified, so far as possible by an index of place names giving their geo
graphical co-ordinates.
The date of the map will be seen to differ from that of the title-page
of the book ; this is due to the fact that it was necessary to go to press
with the map before the text was completed. The map consequently repre
sents the state of information available in the office of the Geological
Survey on the 3ist December 1891, while the text dates about four months
later, and subsequent additions and corrections have been made in foot
notes up to the beginning of this year.
Finally, I have to express my obligations for the help so readily ren
dered in the preparation of this work, specially to Prof. Suess, for the loan of
the illustration block on p. 202, and to Dr. W. T. Blanford, who, in addi
tion to other assistance, has been good enough to read the proofs of the
passages referring to the fossil tertiary and pleistocene mammalia.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
(Ordina-y type refers to matter which has been adapted from the first edition,)

refers to matter which is new or entirely rewritten in the present edition. 1

CHAPTER I.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Limits of area treated, three great divisions, I ndo-Gangctic alluvium (i), penin
sular, extra-peninsular. Contrast of peninsular and extra-peninsular regions. Extrapeninsular rocks and peninsular structure west of Aravallis (2) ; extension of peninsular
rocks into Assam hills and eastern Himalayas; nomenclature of Indian Hill ranges,
difficulties. Peninsular mountain ranges (3), merely remnants of plateaux isolated by
erosion, Aravallis the only important peninsular range com posed of disturbed rocks (4),
hills of Souihern India possibly isolated by marine denudation, former continuity
of hills of Central India, absence of connection between direction of peninsular
mountains and disturbance df rocks (5), Aravalli range an exception, but disturbance of
great antiquity. Extra-peninsular ranges directly due to disturbance of rocks, difficulties
of nomenclature (6j, consideration of Himalayas postponed. Hills of western frontier,
separation of Salt range, two principal directions of strike in hills west of Indus (7),
hills of eastern frontier and Burma, Salt range and Assam Hills. Drainage system of
extra-peninsular hills always crosses axes of special elevation (8), " tangis " of western
frontier, gradual elevation of hills with occasional interruption of drainage. Simi
larity of hills on eastern frontier and differences introduced by climate. River system of
Peninsula (<j), easterly trend of drainage, antiquity of east and comparativer recent origin
of west coast. Tertiary changes of extra-peninsular coast line, changes of level on
peninsular coast. Sahyadri range, resemblance to sea cliff (10), Cremnoconclius allied to
marine form, Subaerial erosion, elevation of the Konkan tertiary rather than posttertiary. Possible isolation of Southern Indian hills by marine denudation. Supposed
submerged cliff on Mekran coast, submerged forests of Bombay and Tinnevelli coast.
Changes of level in Cutch and Arakan (n), in Andaman islands. Coral archipelagoes off
west coast, erosion and accretion of land on east coast (12), in Cambay ; silting up of Rann
of Cutch (i ). Evidence of glacial period, former extension of Himalayan glaciers, boulders
of the Potwar. No physical proofs in the Peninsula, other evidence. Hirrilayan plants
and animals on higher hills of Southern India (14), migra'ion not due to greater
dampness (15). Volcanoes. Barren Island (16), Narcondam, Ptippadoung (17) other
extinct volcanoes of Upper Burma ; termination of the Sunda chr in. Doubtful cases of
volcanic eruption ; in Bay of Bengal (i 8), Lonar lake. Salses or mud volcanoes (19),
Burma, Ramri and C'hcduba (20), ignition of marsh gas by lightning (21), Assam, Baluch
istan (22,.
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CHAPTER II.
METAMORPIIIC AXD CRYSTALLINE ROCKS.

Great extent, imperfection of data available (23), gneissose rocks of two ages, older
or Bundelkhand gneiss, leading characters and distribution, newer or banded gneiss
appears to pass into transition rocks, doubtful validity of separation, a large part probably
newer than Bundelkhand gneiss (24). La Croix suggests presence of groups of successive
origin in Southern Indian gneisses. Bundelkhand gneiss in Bundelkhand. characters (25),
generally massive, schistose gneisses in southern portion of area (26), absence of
limestone ; pegmatite veins, absence of accessory minerals, quartz reefs, absence
in area of schistose gneiss (27), foliation of quartz reefs and occasional presence
of serpentine; newer series of quartz veins; trap dykes (281, newer than quartz
reefs; relation to newer rocks. Newer gneiss of Singrauli ['29), abundance of
accessory minerals, well marked banding and foliation (30!, quarlz retfs, dome gneiss,
comparative rarity of trap dykes, pegmatite veins (31). ChuliA Nagpur banded gneisses,
relation to transition rocks of south-west Bengal; inliers of older gneiss, trap dykes,
uncnnformablc junction with transition rocks. Gneisses of Talcher and Mahanad1' valley
(32), schists and conglomerate in gneiss. Nagpur and Nizam's dominions. Gneisses of
Nellore, Carnatic, massive gneisses, schistose gneisses (33), Bezwada gneiss containing
Murchisonite. Mica mines at Inikurti (34). Gneiss of Southern Maratha country and
Bellary; massive gneiss with granite intrusions, resemblance to Bundelkhand gneiss, quartz
reefs and dykes (35), absence of limestone, and rarity of accessory minerals. Gneisses of
the Konkan.
South Malabar, three distinct forms (36), indications of successive origin.
VVainad and Nflgiris (37). Limestone and granite intrusions in gneiss of Coimbatore and
Trichinopoli. Salem district, magnesian schists (3*), La Croix on Salem gnei-.ses, Siulh
Arcot and Trichinopoli. Madura and Tinnevelli, supposed stratigraphical succession 39 .
Distribution and composition of ancient trap dykes in Southern India. Aravalli range,
apparent passage from gneiss to transition rocks. Limestones and slates associated with
gneiss near Jobat. (40) Extra-peninsular gneissose rocks. Afghanistan Himalayas.
Kashmir, supposed presence of gneiss of two ages, doubtful correctness of
interpretation (41). True gneiss of Zanskar, Rupshu and Kumaun Himalayas Gneiss
of Darjiling. Porphyritic gneissose granite, description (42). mode of intrusion, similar
granite of Haza-a, distribution in Himalayas (43), date of intrusion. White granite and
syenite in Himalayas. Assam gneiss (44), outliers in Brahmaputra alluvium, and in Siwalik
zone. Gneissose rocks of hills east nf Burma, metalliferous veins (4.^). Resume, imperfec
tion of data, antiquity of the Bundelkhand gneiss, other gneisses largely newer, but in put
due to deformatioj of the older gneiss (46;.

CHAPTER III.
TRANSITION SYSTKMS.

Unfossiliferous older sedimentary rocks of Peninsula. Difficulty of classification, divi
sible into two. partly contemporaneous, groups systems. Newer may be classed as older
palaeozoic, older as Transition (47), meaning attributed to the term. The Dharwar
system, distribution, petrology (48), volcanic beds, and deformation of pebbles bj. com
pression, haematite schists and auriferous quartz reefs, unconforn ity to granitoid
gneiss (491, apparent local passage into gneiss, relation to Cuddapahs, complete isolation
of Dharwars, probable relation to transition systems of Central India, outlier of Lharwais
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in Nellore (50), possible confusion with disturbed Cuddapahs. Bijdwar system, unconfoimable to Bundelkhand gneiss, bottom beds (51) irregularity, total thickness, absence of
disturbance in Bundelkhand, probable disturbance under the Vindhyan area. Beds
at the Ken, sandstone and conglomerate associated with gneissose rock (52), possibly a
metan-orphosed arkose. Bijawars of lower Narbada valley, relation to gneiss (53),
exposures near Bdgh and Jobat, older sedimentary rocks associated with gneiss;
outcrops in upper Narbada valley (54), Bijdwars of Son-Narbada watershed, metamor
phosed condition ; Son valley (55) an older system also seen j section in Rer valley,
nbmpt junction of gneiss with Bijawars, and passage into slates of the Rer valley (56).
Transition rocks of Behar hills, disturbance (57), distinctness of boundary, metamor
phosed condition and parallelism of stratification with gneiss j less metamorphcsed condi
tion of rocks in detached hills (58). Junction with gneissose rocks in the Shaikhpura ridge
and at Luckeeserai, analogy to section in the Ken, probable equivalence of Behar transi
tions to Rer valley slates (59). bhillong series of Assam, resemblance to Behar transitions,
two divisions, conglomerate at base of upper quartzites (60), relation to gneiss. Eruptive
diorite and granite (61), mode of intrusion of the granite. Transition rocks of Manbhil'n
and SingbhJm (62), unconformity to gneiss inliers, associated eruptive rocks, metalliferous
veins (63). Chilpi ghat or Saletekri series of Central Provinces. Gwalior system, unconformity to Bundelkhand gneiss, distinctness from Bijawars (64), Par sandstone and Morar
yroup, absence of disturbance, original limitation (65), organic remains, volcanic rocks,
porcellanic beds. (66) limestone beds, hasmntite shalis, outlier at Hindaun, antiquity of
the Gvcalior system (67). Aravalli system, limitation and doubtful separation, apparent
passage into gneiss, uuconformably covered by the Delhi system, conglomerates near
Udaipur (68'), Jasper beds in Aravalli system, granite intrusions. Delhi system, distribution,
subdivision (6y), Alwar quartzite, Delhi system near Nimach, unconformity at base of Delhi
series (701. reported passage into gneiss. Beds in contact with Gwaliors of Hindaun (71),
post- Gwalior age of Delhi system ; flexible sandstone. Chiniot and Kirana hills, antiquity
of rocks (72). Champaner beds, apparently belong to the Delhi system (73). Malani series,
fclsitcs, doubtful age, formerly considered Lower Vindhyan, unconformity with Upper
Vindhyacs, resemblance to Aravalli felsites of Tosham (74), classed as transition. Possi
ble contemporaneity of part of Gwalior and Delhi systems with the Cuddapahs, relative
ages of the transition systems. Extra peninsular area, Vaikrita system of Hundes and
Spiti, schistose beds of Nepal ( 75). Dating series of Sikkim, apparent infraposition to
gneiss, misleading appearance of section (76;.
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OLDER PALJEOZOIC (CUDDAPAH AND VINDHYAN) SYSTEMS OJf THE PENINSULA.

Absence of fossils, nomenclature, age possibly in part contemporaneous with transition
systems. Two principal areas. Southern India ; Cuddapah system (77), extent, distur
bance of strata on east, Nallamalai range, subdivision (78), unconformities between
different groups, boundaries of basin, original limit of deposition on west. Papaghni
group, Gulchtru quartzitc, contact with gneiss, basal conglomerates; Vempalli limestone
(79), volcanic beds ; Cheyair group, two areas, Puiivendala subdivision, unconformity to
Papaghni group, Nagari quartzites, basal conglomerate.Tadputri beds, volcanic rocks (So),
porcellanic beds, Pullampet beds, pseudo-fossils ; Nallamalai group, Bairenkonda quart
zites, Cumbum slates (81), Es.hwarakupam hill; Kistna group, Irlakonda quartzites,
Kolamnala shales, Shrishalam quaitziies. Kaladgi scries, Cuddapah age, distribution
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(S2\ relation to gneiss, subdivisions, disturbance (83). Karnul scries, separation from
Cuddapahs (84), subdivision ; Banaganpalli group, diamond gravels ; Jamalamadugu
group, Auk shales (85), Narji limestone ; Paniam group; Kundair group, Nandidl shales,
Koil Kuntla limestones, supposed fossils, original limitation. Karniil series in the Palnad,
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subdivisions (87), relation to metamorphics, basal diamond bearing (?) conglomerate,
slight disturbance, breccia formed in situ, doubtful fossil (88), probable original continuity
with K; n mil-. Cuddapah outliers north of the Kistna. Pakhal series, subdivisions ; Pakhal
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regarded as lower Vindhyan, identified with Pakhal series and Cuddapahs (go) similarity
of disturbance. Cuddapahs of Bastar and Mahanadi valley. Sullavai series (91) sub
divisions, relation to Pakhal series, regarded as Vindhyan. Barrier between Vindhyan
and Cuddapah areas. Vindhyan system (92), origin of name, extent of deposits; lower
Vindhyans, distribution (931, Son valley, Bundelkhand, and Chitor arens, outliers (94) ;
subdivisions in Son val'ey, relation to gneiss, porcellanic and trappoid beds, Rohtas group
(95); Bundelkhand area, subdivisions, general resemblance to Son valley rocks, Uohtas
group recognised, silicious brecc'a (96), peculiar bottom rock of eastern portion of ex
posure, supposed nidus of the diamond (97). Original limitation of lower Vindhyans,
Overlap by upper Vindhyans in Bundelkhand. Chitor area, conformity Of lower and upper
Vindhyans, basal conglomerate. Ooubtful propriety of uniting lower and upper Vindhy
ans (98), unconformity, nature of disturbance of lower Vindhyans, apparent conformity.
Upper Vindhyans, subdivisions (99), general composition ; Kaimur conglomerate, charac
teristics of the groups, diamonds (100), Bhander limestone, supposed fossils (101), connec
tion between variations of subdivisions and boundaries of th^ basin, surface features of
Vindhyan area, general absence of disturbance, local disturbance at Jhalra Patan
(102), Dhar forest. Faulted boundary of the Vindhyans to the Aravallis, ana'ogy to
main boundary of the Himalayas (103), analogy of Vindhyans to Gangetic alluvium and
Siwaliks, age of the Aravalli mountains (104). Outliers of supposed upper Vindhyans
in Bundelkhand, peculiarities and probable mode of origin (105). Vindhyans west of the
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age, relation to,Vindhyans of main area (106). Diamond bearing rocks of India, of
approximately equalla?e, diamonds derivative, original source of the diamond (107). Re
sume, relative age of rock systems, probable equivalence of Gwalior and lower Cuddapah
rocks (108).
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Marine fossilifcrous deposits. Salt range, subdivisions (109) ; Salt marl, absence of
stratification, salt and gypsum deposits, impurities of the salt, gypsum beds (i lo1, sup
posed hypogene origin of the salt marl, appearance of intrusion (in), evidence not con
clusive. Kohat salt and gypsum, supposed age and origin, gypsum due to hydration of anhy
drite, anhydrite inclusions in quartz crystals, general conclusions (112); Purple sandstone ;
Neobolus teds, cambrian fossils; Magnesian sandstone (113); Salt pseudomcrph zone.
Central Himalayas, classification of beds, Haimanta series (i 14), passage to Silurian, Silurian
fossils (115). Cuter Hin alayas, unfossi'iferous slates mapped as Silurian, in part carboni
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beds, resemblance to Haimautas ; Deoban limestone, distribution (117). Supposed
organic remains ; B&xa scries ; Devonian fossils in Thibet ; Silurian of Burma (118).
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CHAPTER VI.
CARBONIFEROUS AXD TRIASSIC ROCKS OF EXTRA-PENINSULAR INDIA.

Passage between palaeozoic and mesozoic. Salt range (119), glacial boulder bed,
fragments derived from the south, facetted pebbles (120), Australian fauna, upper carboni
ferous age (121), distribution of fossils in Productus beds (122), speckled sandstoneProductus beds, classification (123) ; lower Productus beds, change of fauna, absence of
Antralian forms, European affinities (124), permo -carboniferous age, changes of land and
sea, Salt range fossils in China ; middle Productus beds (125), relationships of fauna,
appearance of mesozoic types (126); upper Productus beds, permian facies of fauna, pale
ozoic ammonites (127); Chidrn group, great change of fauna abundance of mesozoic types ;
probable age. Trias of Salt range ( 1 28j. Central Himalayas, crinoid limestone, possible
glacial beds (129), Kuling series. Trias, subdivisions, lower trias (130), supposed rhaetic
and lias, provisional character of conclusion (131), palaeontological break between Silurian
and carboniferous, absence of rhaetic and lias. Carbonaceous system of Simla Himalayas,
Simla slates (132), Blaini group, glacial boulder beds, infra-Krol carbonaceous slates (133),
Krol or Boileaugunj quartzites, felspathic grits of western Garhwal. Upper carbonaceous
slates. Volcanic beds. Kashmir carboniferous (134), glacial boulder bed, carbonaceous
slates and volcanic rocks, fossils (135), affinities of fauna; Trias. General similarity to car
bonaceous system and contemporaneity of origin (136) ; connection of Simla and Kashmir
areas, absence of fossils south of snowy range. Former correlation of the Blaini groups
consequent errors (137). Supposed trias fossils in Simla district. Outliers in Kagan.
Hazara, carboniferous, infra-trias of Sirban Mountain (138), Tanol series, Trias of Hazara.
(139). Carbon trias of Pir Panjal and Dhaoladhar, inliers of limestone in tertiary zone.
Karakoram range, Syringosphaera beds ( 140), Afghanistan and Sulaiman range. Supposed
carboniferous of Tenasserim. Maulmain group (141). Limestone of Tenasserim and
Mergui Archipelago. Unfossiliferous slates of doubtful age ; Khwaja Amran range, not
tertiary (143), serpentine intrusions, Trias fossils in Baluchistan ; Arakan Yoma (144), axial
beUs, supposed triassic age ; ?ince proved to be nummulitic (144), Ncgrais rocks, description
(145), serpentine intrusions (146), distribution. Manipur (147), resemblance to rocks of
Simla area. Disang group of upper Assam (148).

CHAPTER VII.
THE GONDW.ANA SYSTEM.
Orig! n of name, extra-peninsular outcrops (149), distribution in the Peninsula. Fluvi.
atile origin ( 1 50), possible lacustrine origin of the Talchir group, relations to older and newer
rocks (151). Connection of outcrops with existing river valleys 1152), faulted boun
daries (153), supposed deposition against cliffs, evidences of disturbance (151). Barrenness
of Gondwana rocks, contrast of lower and upper Gond-.vdna floras (155), classification
of the Gondwana rocks (156). Talchir group, glacial boulder bed (157), glaciated rock
surfaces in Penganga valley, trappoid bids, resistance to weathering (158), flexible
sandstone, fossils, possible lacustrine origin (159), evidence of existence of glaciers.
Karharbari group, separation from Damudas (i6.>), description, conformity with Talchirs,
distribution (161), fossil plants. Damuda series, subdivisions (162), flora (163); Barakar group characteristics, structure of the coal (164), Hall coal, relation to Talchirs;
Ironstone shales (165) ; Rnniganj group (166) ; Damudas of Satpura area, Motiir group,
Bi'ori group (167), flora. Godavari valle) and Chhatissjarh, Kamthi group (168),
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description and flora, Mdngli beds (169), fossils. Almod group. Pdnchet group (170),
fossils (171). Mahadeva series, Pachmarhf group (172), Denwa and Bdgra groups (173),
other exposures of Mahadeva rocks. Dubrajpur group (174)1 Rajmahal series, volcanic
rocks (I75\ foci of eruption, dykes of Rajmahal age (176;, original extent of volcanic
rocks; interval between Damuda and Rajmahal periods ; flora of the Rajmahal group
(177), contrast between Damuda and Rajmahal floras; outliers on east coast, Athgarh
basin (178), Ellore area, subdivisions, flora of the Golapilli group (179) Ragavapuram
and Tripetty groups (180), marine fossils and range in time ; Ongole area, three-fold
division, equivalent to groups of Ellore area (181) ; Sripermatur and Sattavedu groups;
Trichinopoli area (182) j flora of the Outliers (183) ; comparison with other groups. KotaMaleri groups (184.), fauna and flora (185), presence of a Panchet fossil, correlation with
the Denwa group. , Chikiala group (186). Jabalpur group, flora (187), relative age.
Umia group (188), flora of the Umia and Katrol groups; Kathiawar plant beds (189),
relation of Kathiawar and Umia beds to Jabalpur group (190).

CHAPTER VIII.
HOMOTAXIS OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM.

Controversy now extinct (191), affinities of the Damuda and Rajmahal flora (lyA
Heterogeneous character of the floras, difficulty of determining relationship of fossil plants.
Alliances of the Panchet flora 1,1 93) of *ne Umia and Jabalpur floras (154), palaeontological
contradiction in the Umia group. Affinities of the Gondwana faunas (195), Gondwana
£orainTongking(i96}. Gondwanas of Afghanistan (19;). Coal measures of Australia,
liacchus marsh teds, glacial origin, correlated with Talchir beds ; sequence in New South
Wales, marine carboniferous (198), glacial boulder beds, contemporaneous with Bacchus
marsh beds, fora of the Stony creek and Newcastle beds (leg), affinities with the Damuda
floras, equivalence of Newcastle and Barakar groups. Hawkesbury group, recurrence of
cold (200), indications of cold in the Panchet group, probable equivalence. South Africa,
Karoo series (207), characters and distribution (202), classification, Karharbari and Damuda
plants in the Ecca and Beaufort floras, glacial boulder bed in Ecca group (203), reptilian
fauna of the Beaufort beds, Australian facies of Stormberg flora (204^, Uitenhage series,
affinities with Rajmahal flora (205). Correlation of the rock groups, equivalence and upper
carboniferous age cf the glacial beds and of the Barakar, Beaufort, and Newcastle groups,
permo- carboniferous age (206), Panchet, Stormberg, and Hawkesbury beds, trias. Rajmahal
group, doubtful age (207), minor uncertainties of the correlation (208;, range in time Of the
Gondwana system. Evidence of a former land connection with Africa 209 , close connection
of Goadwana and African floras necessitates land connection (210), evidence of marine
provinces in Jurassic and cretaceous periods ; bearing on doctrine Of permanence of
oceanic areas (211), and on the constitution of the earth's interior. Probable changes of
latitude, carboniferous glacial beds within the tropics (212), recent evidence of secular
changes of latitude (213), Fisher's theory of the constitution of the earth (214).

CHAPTER IX.
MARINE JURASSIC ROCKS.
Absence in peninsular area. Cutch (215), general distribution and subdivision (216),
classification (217); Patcham group (218); Chari group, subdivisions, macrocephalus
beds (219), Dhusa oolite, general distribution (220), relations of the Cc.phalopoJa ; Katrol
group (221), Kantkot sandstone, distribution and relation of the Cfphtilopudjt (222), Umia
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group, general description (223), palaeontological contradiction between flora and fauna
(224), upper oolitic age. Correspondence of horizons with Europe (225), general results
of the examination of the Cutch Cephalopoda. Jurassic rocks of Western Rajputana
(226), Balmer sandstone, Jaisalmer limestone, Bedesar and Parihar groups (227), Abur
group or Kuchri ammonite bed. Salt range, connection in Cutch jurassics (228). Hima
layas, Spiti shales, Giumal sandstone, Jurassics of Hazara (229). Doubtful jurassics of
Western Garhwal, Tal beds. (230.)

CHAPTER X.
MARINE CRETACEOUS ROCKS OF THE INDIAN PENINSULA.
History (231), distribution and relation to other rocks (232), classification. Utalur
group, general description (233), coral reefs, littoral character of upper beds, derivation
of sediment from the north (234), fossil wood, distribution, fauna (235), middle cre
taceous, presence of older forms ; Trichinopoli group, general description, granitic
pebbles (236), source of the pebbles, littoral character of deposits, unconformable to Ulatur group (237), distribution, fauna, Jurassic types (238); Ariyalur group, possible sub
division (239), conformity to Trichinopoli group, distribution (240), relation to older and
newer rocks, mode of formation, richness of fauna (241), upper cretaceous age, Jurassic
types, abundance of gasteropoda, occurrence of Megtilosaurtis an oolitic reptile (242).
Richness of South Indian cretaceous fauna (243), pala;ontological anomalies, creta
ceous fossils of Sripermatur (244); distribution of invertebrate fossils, in the groups
(245). Affinities of fauna with Khasi hills cretaceous fauna (246), and with South African
cretaceous fauna (247), former continuity of coast line. Western India, Bagh beds
(248), general description, nodular limestone, Deola and Chirakh&n marl, coralline lime
stone (249), fauna of the groups (350), correlation, cenomanian age, contrast to fauna of
South Indian cretaceous (251), large proportion of European forms, cre'aceous fauna of
Arabia, contrast with South African fauna (253 1, a land barrier between the marine prov
inces. Nimar sandstone, doubtful cretaceous age, possibly Mahadeva Wadhwan sand
stones of Kathiawar (253), equivalence with Nimar sandstones, and age. Stratigraphical
relation to Deccan trap (254).

CHAPTER XI.
DECCAN TRAP.
Extent (255), name, peculiarities of scenery (256), vegetation, petrology, abundance
of amygdaloids (257), columnar structure, volcanic ash (258), bole beds, mineral constitu
ents (259), secondary minerals, zeolites (260), horizontal!^ .. ' bedding, thinness of separ
ate flows (261), sedimentary beds, thickness of the series (262). Lameta group, general
description (263), relations to underlying rocks, and to overlying trap, distribution, rarity
of fossils (264), fauna. Intertrappeans (265), general description (2(6), alternation with
traps, small extent of individual beds, distribution (267), fossils, fresh water origin.
Rajamahendri outcrops (268), infratrappean, fossils, relation cretaceous of Southern Indian
marine origin, doubtful correlation with Lameta group (269), intertrappeans, description
fossils, estuarine origin (270), relationship of fauna. Intertrappeans of Bombay, position
in trap series (271), confined to uppermost beds, description (272) fossils, deposited in
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marshes (273). Origin of the traps, characteristics of subaqueous cruplfons, absence
of stratified ash beds, or marine organisms in the Deccan traps (274). Uneven sur
face of underlying rocks, subaerial erosion of Bagh beds, fresh water origin of interstratiried sedimentary beds (275), hypothesis of subaqueous origin in a large lake rejected
(276), difficulty of accounting for horizontally. Sources of eruption, evidence of ash
beds, distribution of dykes (277), Rajpipla hills, supposed vents in the Konkan, trachytic
cores (278), distribution of dykes outside trap area (279), lava* flowed far from their
sources. Age of the Deccan trap, unsatisfactory evidence of Rajamahendri beds, intertrappean fauna (280), relation to eocene of France and Laramie of America, relation to
cretaceous of Narbadii valley (281) and to tertiary in Surat, Cutch, and Sind, general
conclusion (282). Recapitulation, history of the Deccan trap period (283).

CHAPTER XII.
CRETACEOUS ROCKS OF THE EXTRA PENINSULAR AREA.

Continuity of cretaceous and tertiary deposits, breaks in the succession only local. I solated exposures of lower cretaceous recks (285), Cutch, Chichali pass, Hazara. Cretaceous
of Sind (286), Hippurite limestone (287), Cardita beaumonti beds (288), age, volcanic beds.
Baluchistan (289), Hippurite limestone, Belemnite beds, unconformity, Dunghan group (2ox>)»
palaeontologies! anomaly of fauna ; section near Khel.it (291) j Sulaiman range. Petroleum
(292). Afghanistan, Kandahar section, volcanic beds, basic (293), and syenitic intrusions .
Tin ki tin section. Central Himalayas, Chikkim series (204). Thibet. Assam, Khasi hills,
coal beds. Chera sandstone (295), original limitation, Garo hills, Jaintia hills (296). Arakan
Yoma, Ma-i group, rocks included and extent. Supposed cretaceous of Tenasserim (297)-

CHAPTER XIII.
TERTIARY DEPOSITS (excluding those of the Himalayas].
Peninsular tertiary confined to west coast. Travancore (299). Ratnagiri. Surat and
Broach, lalcrite beds (300), nummulites, upper gravelly beds (300, no nummulites. Ter
tiary of extra peninsular area, difference between upper and lower. Tertiaries of Sind, classi
fication (302). Ranikot group, description (303) age j Baluchistan area, Gbazij group"
Pseudo-conglomerate (302), coal seams, original limitation ; conformity of tertiary with
cretaceous. Kirlhar group in Sind (305), Rohri hills, local unconformity to Ranfkot group,
change of character to the south (306), relation to Ranfkot, evidence of the ccbinoderms •
Baluchistan area, Spintangi group, nodular structure, gypsum beds (307) ; outliers in Western
Rajputana. Nari group in Sind, subdivision (308), possible original limitation, change
of character lo the south (309), possible fluviatile origin of upper Na>i, age, exposures in
Baluchistan (310). Gaj group in Sind, absence of nummulites, passage into Manchhar
series, change of character to the south (3:1), general conformity and local unconformity.
Nari group, fossils (312). Manchhar series, equivalent to Siwaliks, subdivision, differ
ence between lower and upper (313), local unconformity to lower beds, general conformity,
marine beds to the south (314), distribution ; Mekran group (315), fossils, probable marine
equivalent of the Manchhars. Fossils of the Ivianchhar series (316), character of the
vertebrate fauna (317). Baluchistan area, unconformity between Siwalik and nummulitic,
Siwaliks of the Quetta valley plains, disturbed river gravels (318), vertebrate, and aberrant
fresh water molluscan, fossils in Bugti hills. Tcrliaries of Cutch (319), relation to Deccan
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trap, classification (320) ; sub-nummulitic group ; gypseous shales ; nummulitic limestone
(321) ; arenaceous group ; argillaceous group, equivalent to Gaj ; upper tertiary (322),
Kat hi.-iwa r , eocene o utcrops, miocene beds, upper tertiaries of Perim island!;, 23), Mammalian
fauna, Dwarka beds (324). Afghan Turkistan. Kohat tertiaries, classification (325), rock
salt and gypsum (326), difference from Salt range Salt Marl, nummulitic beds (327), upper
tertiaries. Eocene volcanic beds of Thai. Assam, Garo hills nummulitic (328), increase
of limestone to the east ; Kh.isi hills, Cherapunji coal (329), relation to cretaceous fossils
(33°). a limit of deposition, easterly extension of nummulitics. Coal measures of upper
Assam (33 1), probable eocene age. Upper tertiaries, Giro hills, marine beds (332), disturb
ance, outliers on high ground (333), NagS and Manipur hills, upper Assam (33 0 Dis
tribution of upper tertiaries, original extent, special upheaval in Manipur (335)- Tertiaries
of Burma, classification, nummulitics (336), general description (337), coal bed, exposures
west of the Arakan V'oma; Pegu group (338), Sitsyahn shales, Prome beds, volcanic bed,
extent (339) possible cretaceous inliers, possible representative west of Arakan Yoina.
Fossil wood group (34oX fossil wood, vertebrate fossils (31 1). shark's teeth, probable fresh
water origin, former extension (34.2) ; Upper Burma, volcanic outbursts. Tertiary coal
bearing beds of Tennasserim (3 13). Andaman and Nicobar islands, Archipelago series
(314).

CHAPTER XIV.
TERTIARIES op THE HIMALAYAS (including the Njrth-Wesltm Punjab).
Two areas, central and outer Himalayas. Indus valley, glacial beds •.? i.V. doubtful
tertiary age, nummulitic limestone, volcanic beds i.u1'1. Original extension, outliers;
(747)1 tertiaries of Hundes. Doubtful tertiaries north of Sikkim. Outer Himalayas (34^),
classification, Sirmur series, Subathu group (349) ferruginous bottom bed, relation to
Older rocks; Dagshai group 135111, Kasauli group, passage from marine to fresh water
conditions ; Subathu inliers of Jammu hills (35 1 ) Salt Range tertiaries, nummulitic
limestone, C.irdit^beaiimonti beds. Hill nummulitic limestone Of Hazara (352), inliers
in newer tertiaries. Correlation of Eocene beds, east and west of the Jehlam (35',). Salt
range nummulitics older than Subathn, unconformity at top of Salt range nummulitic lime
stone, possible equivalence to hill nummulitic limestone, older than Subathu 1354). Murrce
beds, age, mammalian fossils from supposed Murree beds (.^55). Siwalik series ; lower
Siwaliks. Nahan group '3361, lithologir.il similarity to Dagshai group, distinctness, limi
tation (357), fossils; middle and upper Siwaliks, subxrial origin of Siwaliks (35S) thickness.
Age of the Siwaliks, Molluscan (359) and mammalian fauna.plcistocene and miocene types,
general character of fauna (361), large proportion of recent mixed with miocene genera
(362), evidence of reptiles, fishes, and birds, pliocene age (363); relation to Manchhar fauna
of Stnd. Pikermi beds (364), fauna, affinities to Siwalik, miocene species (365), pliocene
age. Migration of miocene mammals of Europe to Africa (367), and to India, non-exist
ence of Himalayas in miocene period. Relation of Siwalik to recent fauna, disappear
ance of dominant types (367), influence of the glacial period.

CHAPTER XV.
LATERITE.
Laterite, importance, order of description (369). composition, character (370). scoriaceous aspect (37i),lithomarge, detrital nature, recementation, barrenness (372). High level
and low level laterite, distinction of distribution, no distinction of character (373), difficulty
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of ascertaining detrital or non-detrital origin of laterite. Distribution of high level taterite (374), laterite of Rajmahal hills (375), denudation and antiquity of the high level
laterite (376), distribution of low level laterite (378), origin of laterite, chemical change,
transference of iron oxide, hypothesis of origin by alteration of basalt (379), passage of
basalt into laterite, deficiency of iron in basalt (380), absence of amygdules in laterite, only
certain lava flows capable of alteration into laterite, hypothesis not universally applicable
(381), difficulties of supposing sedimentary origin, resistance to denudation, detrital origin
of Bundelkhand laterite (382), former continuity high level laterite of Bundelkhand and
the Deccan. Laterite of Malabar, vesicular variety (383^, pellety variety Of detrital origin,
vesicular laterite formed in situ. Iron ores of Ulster, hypothesis of origin in marshes by
action of vegetation (384). Summary of theories, definition of laterite, laterite partly formed
by decomposition of underlying rocks, difficulties, large proportion of iron (385), time an
element in its formation, thickness of some patches due to deposition in marshes, climatic
conditions of formation (386), Geological age in part tertiary (387), partly still being1
formed. Laterite of east coast, not true laterite, mode of origin, stone implements (388),
post tertiary origin, denudation, antiquity (389).

CHAPTER XVI.
PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT DEPOSITS (exclusive of the Indo-Gangetic alluvium').
Extent, difficulty of separation from tertiary (391), classification. Cuddalore sand
stones, extent (392), fossil wood, age and origin (393), Warkalli beds, possibly tertiary (394).
Miliolite of Kathiawar. Cave deposits (395). Alluvial deposits, valley plains of Narbad.'i
and TApti, alluvium of eastward flowing rivers (396), Narbada alluvium (397), occupies a
rock basin, fossil fauna (398), stone implement, relations of fauna (309), fluviatilc origin
(400) ; Tapti and Purna alluvium, salt wells. GodaVari alluvial gravels (401), fossils,
Kistna alluvium (402), fossils and flint implements ; diamond gravels; East Coast allu
vium (403), sub-fossil shells, thickness, lignite at Pondicherri (404), submerged forest
at Valimukam ; smooth water anchorages of West Coast (405) ; alluvium of West
Coast (406), submerged forest at Bombay, coastal alluvium of Narbadi and
Tdpti (407); Gujardt and KdthiAwaV, littoral concrete (408). Lake deposits. Soils (409),
red soil ; R egur (410), composition (411), fertility, distribution (412), theories of origin
(414). Peat. Blown sand (415), Teri or red sandhills. Extra-peninsular area ; hills west
of the Indus (416), disturbed snbrecent beds, gravel fans, the Karez (417), loess, pseudolacustrine deposits. PotwaV alluvium, erratic blocks (418), raised Indus gravels, floods of
the Indus (419), fossils in alluvium. Himalayas; Kashmfr, Karewas (420); Nepal (421).
Hundc, mammalian fauna (422). Eastern hills, Manipur, upper Chiadwin valley (423).
Burma, EngJain tract of older alluvium (424) Irawadi delta (425. J~

CHAPTER XVII.
THE INDO.GANGETIC PLAIN.
Extent (427), unity of Gangetic and Indus plains, no evidence of marine conditions in
Upper India (429), probable recent presence of sea in Sind (430), older and newer allu
vium (431). Thickness of alluvium (432), Calcutta boring, pebbles, peat bed (433) ; Borings
at Lncknow (434), Agra, Umballa, Sabsalkot (435)- Fossils in Jumna alluvium,
Explanation of the terms kankar (436), bhabar (437). tardi, bhdngar, Ichfidar, bhur (438),
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Alluvium of the Brahmaputra in Assam (434). Delta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra,
windings of rivers (410), backwardness of eastern delta, change of course of the
Brahmaputra (441), 'swatch of no ground.' The M.idhupur jungle (442), age of the
Ganges delta, former continuity of Gangetic and Punjab rivers (443). Alluvium of
Upper India (444), cause of distinction between bhAngar and kha/ar (445), course of the
Ganges (446), changes of level. Reh or Kalar, origin of Reh salts (447), cause of con
centration, influence of canals. Salt wells (448). Alluvium of the Punjab; lost river of
the Indian desert (449), former independent course of the Sutlej, the Saraswati of the
Vedas (450) ; recent origin of the Khadar. Alluvium of the Indus in Sind, passage of the
Indus through hills at Sukkur (451), changes in the course of the Indus. Indus delta
(45:2). Ran n of Cutch (453), changes of level (454). Desert of western Rajputana, two
types of sandhills (455). longitudinal type (456), origin, derivation of the sind (457).
Other tracts of sandhills (458).

CHAPTER XVIII.
THE AGE AND ORIGIN OF THE HIMALAYAS.

Geographical limitation Of the Himalayas, views regarding their orography (4.59), moun
tain chains of the north-west termination (460), main range probably an aggregate of
separate chains. Three orographical regions, Tibet (461), snowy range and lower Hima
layas, Sab-Himalayas, lesser elevation due to lesser upheaval (462). Drainage system,
rivers cross main range, cause, cutting back of transverse valleys (463), direct evidence.
Stratigraphical zones correspond with orographical (464). Tertiaries of the sub-Hima
layas, distribution (465), local conformities and unconformities (466), formed during disturb
ance ; the main boundary fault (467) an original limit of deposition (468) ; sub-montane
recent deposits, relation to present river valleys, a similar relation in upper Siwaliks
(4691 ; Himalayas existed in pliocene times. Siwaliks deposited in an area of subsidence,
encroachment of hills on area of deposition (471 ). Fisher's theory of ir.Ountain formation,
modification in the case of the Himalayas, agreement with observed facts (4721. Theory
tested, evidence Of the borings (476). Himalayas non-existent in eocene period (477)
absence of conglomerates in lower Siwaliks (478), tertiary age of the Himalayas, evidence
of the Tibetan fauna (479). Opposing views ; greater antiquity, Middlemiss, successive
boundaries of the Sub-Himalayas (481). comparative disturbance of tertiaries and older
rocks, transverse str ke (482), definition of the age Of the Himalayas, disturbance in Hima
layan rocks partly pre- Himalayan, recent origin, Howorth (483), supposed absence of
glaciation, reason for abseuce of ice sheet (484!, post tertiary increase of height, differential
movements of surface, evidence of Hundes pleistocene fossils (485), desiccation Of Tibetan
lakes, O'igin of Tibetan lakes (486), Himalayas at their maximum development. Sup
posed connection between sedimentation and mountain ranges (487), sedimentary deposits
of the north-west Himala; as, absence in Eastern Himalayas (488), divergence in two
areas, position and elevation of the Himala7as not due to sedimentation (4 '••>).

CHAPTER XIX.
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE INDIAN PENINSULA.

References to changes of land and sea in previous chapters. Earliest periods, ob
scurity, an ancient land surface, changes of land and sea Uyo), none Of the main features
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of existing geography pre Cuddapah. Vindhyan epoch, rise Of Aravallis, Other contentporaneous hill ranges (491), origin of East Coast. Silurian seas in extra-Peninsular
area (4.92). Carboniferous and Permian, glacial period, peninsula part of an Indo-African
continent, cretaceous land connection with Africa (493)) Deccau trap eruptions. Tertiary,
break up of Indo-African land connection, encroachment of land oa sea (4941. Origin of
the Western Ghats movements of elevation, antiquity of the Peninsular drainage system,
a possible case of reversal of drainage. Western Gh Ms the most recent and conspicuous
feature of the Peninsula (495).
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CHAPTER I.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Scope of the work —Threefold division of British India— Contiast between extra-peninsular and
peninsular areas— Mountain ranges of the Peninsula—Extra-peninsular mountain ranges
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.

THE limits of the area, whose geology is treated of in this book, coincide
with the limits of the jurisdiction of the Governor-General of India. In
some few cases references to the geology of adjoining countries will be
found, but such are not many, and are all imperfect as they depend on
observations which were made during hurried traverses and under cir
cumstances precluding the idea of detailed geological work. In spite of
these drawbacks the results have often been important, interesting and
impossible to ignore, but there is generally less reason to congratulate
ourselves on the knowledge obtained of countries across the border than
to deplore our ignorance of large tracts within it.
The general shape and principal features of British India, the great
triangular promontory with the pear-shaped island of Ceylon south-east of
its extremity, the great range of the Himalayas to the north, and the large
area of Burma to the east, running down into the narrow strip of Tenasserim
along the east coast of the Bay of Bengal, are well enough known, as well
as the principal political divisions of the empire. But, for geological pur1 poses, the important point to be noticed is the threefold division of this
I area into, rst, the great Indo Gangetic alluvial plain, comprising the Punjab
it
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and Hindustan proper, with Bengal and the eastern prolongations up lite
/ valleys of the Brahmaputra and the BaYak ; 2nd, the triangular area of the
Peninsula, lying to the south ; and jrd, the extra-peninsular area, compris
ing the hilly country west, north, and east of the Indo-Gangetic plain.
Nor is this division an arbitrary one. The geological history of the pen
insular and extra-peninsular areas has been radically different. Since
the latter end of the palaeozoic era the former appears to have been an
area of dry land ; no sedimentary formations of marine origin have been
found except near the present sea coasts, and there they thin out against
the older rocks on which they rest, in a manner suggesting that the shore
line cannot have been very far removed from the present position of the
coast when they were being deposited. In the extra-peninsular area, on
the other hand, marine deposits range through the palaeozoic and mezozoic
eras, and only in the latter part of the tertiary period is there any great
development of deposits formed on dry land.
\ Structurally too the two areas differ greatly. The Peninsula has under
gone no great compression since the close of the palaeozoic era, and the
beds all lie at low angles of dip. In the extra-peninsular area the con
ditions are totally different; the rocks have everywhere undergone great
compression and disturbance since the commencement of the tertiary
period, a disturbance which ranges in degree from the comparatively
icgular, though high dipping, folds of the Baluchistan and Punjab hills, to
the complicated overfolds and thrust faults of the Himalayas.
This difference in geological history finds its expression in the differ
ence of the present contours of the t,wo areas. In the extra-peninsular
area we have mountain ranges which coincide with regions of special elevauon, that is, the courses of the principal chains, and often of the minor
ridges, are governed by their structure and are the direct result of the
compression, and consequent disturbance and elevation they have under
gone. As a result of this, the valleys are deep, narrow, and steep-sided,
the rivers and streams rapid and torrential in their nature, and, as a
rule, evidently actively at work in deepening their valleys. In the penin
sular area, on the other hand, the mountains are all remnants of large
table-lands, out of which the valleys and low lands have been carved. The
valleys, with a few local exceptions, are broad and open, the gradients of
the rivers low, and the whole surface of the country presents the gently
undulating aspect characteristic of an ancient land surface.
Such, broadly speaking and subject to some minor exceptions, are the
contrasting characteristics of the two areas. In the country lying west
of the Ardvaliis, between them and the Indus, there is a tract of geo
graphically debateable ground, which exhibits a combination of the
characteristics of the two areas. The rocks exposed are very largely
secondary and tertiary beds of marine origin, agreeing in this with those of
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the extra-peninsular area, while in their low undulating dips and absence
of any marked degree of disturbance, they approach the type of the penin
sular area. On the north-east again beds, belonging to formations which
are characteristically peninsular, are found in the Himalayas of Sikkim
and north of the Assam valley and in the hills intervening between the
Brahmaputra and Eterak rivers. We will find the explanation of these ex
ceptions to the geological contrast between the two areas in the great
structural disturbances which took place during the tertiary period, and
profoundly modified the outlines of that ancient land surface of which
the Peninsula proper is but a remnant.
The nomenclature of Indian mountain ranges is still a difficulty, it being
a rare exception that any definite term is applied to a mountain chain,
throughout its extent, by the people of the country. In many parts of India
peaks and passes have names, but the ranges have none and, even if names
exist, their application is not unfrequently vague. Thus, the ancient name
of ' Vindhya,' applied to the hills separating Hindustan proper or the Gangetic country from the Deccan (Dakshin or south), has now, by common
consent, been restricted to the hills north of the Narbada, but it appears
almost certain that the term originally applied also to the ranges now known
asSatpura, south of the river, and it is very probable that the latter hills were
more especially indicated by the term " Vindhya " than the former. The
term "Sa'tpura " again was of very indefinite application and probably in
cluded other ranges besides that to which it is now restricted. The names
here applied are those employed by the latest writers on Indian geography,
but some of them are by no means generally adopted on maps.
The most important mountain ranges of the Peninsula are the Sahyadri,
or Western Gheits, running along the western coast from the Ta'pti river to
Cape Comorin, at the southern extremity of the Peninsula; the Sdtpura,
running east and west on the south side of the Narbadet valley, and
dividing it from the drainage areas of the Tclpti to the westward, and the
Godavari to the eastward ; and the Aravalli, striking nearly south-west to
north-east, in Rajputcina. The so-called Vindhyan range, north of the
Narbadci, and the eastern continuation of the same north of the Son valley,
known as the Kiimur range, are merely the southern scarps of the Vindhyan
plateau comprising Indore, Bhopal, Bundelkhand, etc. The plateaux of
HazaYibeigh and Chutid Nagpur (Chota Nagpore) in south-western Bengal
appear to form a continuation to the eastward of the Sdtpura range, but
there is no real connection between these elevations and the Sa'tpura chain.
They are formed of different rocks and there is no similarity in the geo
logical history of the two areas, so far as it is known. In many maps a
range of mountains is shown along the eastern coast of the Peninsula, and
called the Eastern Ghdts. This chain has not the same unity of structure
or outline as the Western Ghdts. It is composed to the southward of the
B 2
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south-eastern scarp of the south Mysore plateau, on the east of the Yellakonrla range along the eastern margin of the Cuddapah transition basin,
and further north of the soutli-easterr. scarp of the Bastar- Jaipur pla
teau, north-west of Vizagapatam, and of several short isolated ridges of
metamorphic rocks, separated from each other by broad plains and having
in reality but little connection with each other. There are also several
minor ranges, such as the Rajmaha1! hills in western Bengal, the Indhya'dri
between the Tdpti and Godavari, the Nal'amalai (Nullamullay) near Cud
dapah, north-west of Madras, and the little metamorphic plateaux, such
as the Shevaroys, Pachamalai, etc., scattered over the low country of
the Carnatic, routh-west of Madras.
The peculiarity of all the main dividing ranges of India is that they
are merely plateaux, or portions of plateaux, which have escaped denudation.
There is not throughout the length and breadth of the Peninsula, with the
possible exception of the Ardvalli, a single great range of mountains
that coincides with a definite axis of elevation, not one, with the exception
quoted, is along an anticlinal or synclinal ridge. Peninsular India is, in
fact, a table-land worn away by sub-aerial denudation, perhaps to a
minor extent on its margins by the sea, and the mountain chains are
merely the dividing lines, left undenuded between different drainage areas.
The Sahyddri range, the most important of all, consists to the northward
of horizontal or nearly horizontal strata of basalt and similar rocks, cut
into a steep scarp on the western side by denudation, and similarly eroded,
though less abruptly, to the eastward. The highest summits, such as
Mahdbaleshwar (4,540 feet) are perfectly flat-topped, and are clearly un
denuded remnants of a great, elevated plain. South of about 16° north
latitude, the -horizontal igneous rocks disappear, the range is composed
of ancient metamorphic strata, and here there is, in some places, a distinct
connection between the strike of the foliation and the direction of the hills,
but still the connection is only local and the dividing range consists either
of the western scarp of the Mysore plateau, or of isolated hill groups,
apparently owing their form to denudation. Where the rocks are so
ancient as are those that form all the southern portion of the Sahya'dri, it is
almost impossible to say how far the original direction of the range is due
to axes of disturbance; but the fact that all the principal elevations, such
as the Nilgiris (Neilgherries), Palnis (Pulneys), etc., some peaks of which
rise to over 8,000 feet, are plateaux, and not ridges, tends to show that
denudation has played the principal share in determining- their contour.
The southern portion of the Sahyadri range is entirely separated from
the remainder by a broad gap, through which the railway from Madras to
Beypur passes west of Coimbatore. The Anamalai, Palni, and Travancore hills, south of this gap, and the Shevaroy and many other hill groups
scattered over the Carnatic, may be remnants of a table-land once united
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to the Mysore plateau, but separated from it and from each other by
ancient marine denudation. Except the peculiar form of the hills, there
is but little in favour of this view, but on the other hand there is nothing
to indicate that the hill groups of the Carnatic and Travancore are areas
of special elevation.
The whole of the western Saipuras, from their western termination in
the Rajpipla hills to Asirgarh, consist of basaltic traps, like the Sahyadri.
It is true the bedding is not horizontal, but the dips are low and irre
gular, and have no marked connection with the direction of the range.
The central Satpuras, comprising the Pachmarhi or Mahadeva hills, from
the gap in the range at Asirgarh to near Narsinghpur, are composed chiefly
of horizontal, or nearly horizontal, traps, but partly of sandstones and of
metamorphic rocks, and there is here again, as in the southern Sahyadri,
some connection between the strike of the foliation in the latter and the
direction of the ranges. The highest peaks, however— those of Pachmarhi
(4,380 feet) —are of horizontal mesozoic sandstones. Farther east still
the Satpuras consist entirely of horizontal traps, terminating in the plateau
of Amarkantak, east of Mandla. East of this plateau there is, north of
Bilaspur, a broad expanse of undulating ground at a lower level, and
farther to the eastward again rises the metamorphic plateau of Chutii
Nagpur, capped in places by masses of horizontal trap and laterite. These
formations were apparently once continuous, across the low ground near
Bilaspur, with the same strata on an equal elevation at Amarkantak.
Similar outliers occur on the Bundelkhand plateau, north of the Narbadd,
all tending to the same conclusion — that the low valleys of central India
are merely denudation hollows, cut by rain and rivers out of the origin.il
plateau of the Peninsula. The chief exceptions to this law— the instances
in which the strike and dip of the rocks appear to have produced import
ant effects on the contour of the country — are to be found amongst the
metamorphic and transition formations.
It is true that some small ridges are formed of azoic and mesozoic sand
stones, in places where the beds of these systems have been disturbed,
but the only important lines of disturbance in either appear to be due to
older axes of metamorphic foliation, and it is a rare case to find that the
strike of the sandstones appears to have much effect upon the directions of
the hills and valleys. A possible exception occurs in the Damodar valley
in Bengal, but even this is a disputed case, and the subject will be dis
cussed in the chapters relating to the Gondwana system.
This remarkable absence in the Indian Peninsula of any evidence of
disturbance in late geological times — a feature which abruptly distinguishes
the whole area from the remainder of Asia— will be further noticed in the
sequel; at present it is sufficient to remember that the principal mountain
chains of the Indian Peninsula are, with one exception, not coincident with
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axes of disturbance or elevation, and to note the contrast in the extra
peninsular area.
The Aravalli differs from the other great ranges of India in being
entirely composed of disturbed rocks, with the axes of disturbance cor
responding with the direction of the chain. The formations found in the
AraValli range belong to the transition rocks, and are of great antiquity ;
for the most part they are much altered, they are quite nnfossiliferous,
and there is evidence which renders it probable that the elevation of the
range dates from a period anterior to the deposition of the Vindhyan
rocks, themselves of unknown age but almost certainly not of later date
than carboniferous, whilst the fact that these Vindhyan rocks are found
almost horizontal in the neighbourhood of the Ara\alli range, on both
sides of the chain, shows that here, as elsewhere in the Peninsula, the
forces which have affected the extra-peninsular area in later geological
epochs have not beer. felt.
Passing to the other side of the Indo-Gangetic plain — no matter whether
the region reached be to the westward in Sincl and the Punjab, to the
northward in the Himalayas, or to the eastward in Chittagong and Burma
— the mountain ranges, with the exception of the Salt-range and the Assam
range, are everywhere composed of disturbed and contorted beds, and the
disturbance has invariably affected rocks of late geological age. The
amount of alteration may be small or great, the hills may consist of simple
anticlinal folds as in Sind, or of the most complicated inversions as in parts
of the Himalayas, the strike of the bedding may vary from east and west
to north and south, but two characters are constant— great disturbance
affecting all the formations, and the coincidence of the direction of the
ranges with synclinal and anticlinal axes.
The nomenclature of extra-peninsular mountain ranges is compassed
with the same difficulty as those of the Peninsula, owing to the absence of
local names except for individual ridges, peaks or passes, and has been
further complicated by a war.t of unanimity among geographers as to the
true limit of the term 'mountain range.' Different geographers have recog
nised from two to seven distinct ranges in that great system of mountains,
collectively kr.own as the Himalayas, which rises to the north of the IndoGangetic plain, and the opinions regarding the true western limit of the
principal range have varied Irom that which regards it as ending in the
Simla spur to that which looks on it as continuous with the Hindu Kush.
These contradictory opinions are all more or less correct, according
to the limited point of view of the individual author, but if we look below
the accidents of surface contour to the underground structure of this "real
mass of hills, we find in their geological structure and composition that they
owe their elevation to a great series of earth movements, which must be
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regarded as a single and continuous system of disturbance, and this
structural unity is now generally held to unite the separate chains into
a single system of mountains to which the term of ' range ' is inapplicable,
unless we give it a wider application than is usual. 'I he details of the
physical geography of this great system of mountains, which stretches from
the Indus to the Brahmaputra, have so important a bearing on the history
of its elevation that they will be deferred to a subsequent chapter.
At its north-western extremity the great snowy range of thr
Himalayas bends round into the Hindu Kusli, which runs south-westwards
along the southern side of the upper Oxus valley. On their southern
boundary the strike bends round to southwards at the valley of the Jehlam, and from this termination of the Himalayas proper there extends
through Afghanistan and Baluchistan a complicated series of hill ranges ot
whose detailed geography very little is known.
The proper nomenclature and classification of these hill ranges is a dif
ficult matter to determine, and, in the present state of our knowledge, both
geographical and geological, it is impossible to arrive at a satisfactory result.
An attempt has been made to classify these ranges according to the "sys
tem of disturbance " they belong to, which would hardly need mention
wete it not for the eminence of its author and the nature of the conclu
sions arrived at. In his great work "Das Antlitz der lirde," Prof. Suess
has regarded the Salt-range of the Punjab as forming part of the foot hills
of the Hindu Kush, and has united all -the ranges between , it and what is
known to geographers as the Hindu Kush into one range, on the ground
that they belong to the " Hindu Kush system of disturbance." This is
still a matter for proof. We have no knowledge that there is a unity in th«'
disturbance of the rocks composing these hills, comparable to that seen in
the Himalayas, and until such knowledge is forthcoming it would be use
less to adopt a system of nomenclature so opposed to that ordinarily cur
rent, and so certain to lead to needless confusion. As regards the Saltrange we shall shortly see that it ought to be classed by itself, and the
individuality of the Safed Koh range, as depicted on our maps, is so marked
that it is difficult to believe that it has not also an individuality of structure.
In one sense the whole of the ranges west of the Indus may be classed
together, for there can be little doubt that they were contemporaneously
elevated, and that the greater part of this upheaval, if not the whole,
took place within the tertiary era. But, structurally, they may be divided
into two classes, whose strike is about north and south and east and west,
respectively, and these two alternate with, and pass into, each other in
a manner that is at present not understood.
The most northerly range is the Safed Koh which runs eastwards from
the neighbourhood of Kabul, forming the south side of the valley of the
Kabul river, till it ends in British territory. Further south the Suldi ua:i
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range is found striking north and south along the western frontier, and at
its southern limit this bends round into the east and west running hills of
the Bugti country, a strike which extends to near Quetta. The hills again
take a southerly bend, and the Brahuik and Kirthar ranges run north and
south. Further west the strike again changes, and in western Baluchistan
the ranges run east and west.
At their eastern extremity the Himalayas are met, in a manner that
has not been worked out, by a series of hills which at first strike southwestwards, afterwards bending round to a more southerly direction in
the NagA hills, where the principal ridge is known as the Patkoi. They run
through the Manipur country southwards, till they are continuous with the
range of hills, known as the Arakan Yoma, which lies between the Irawadi
valley and the Bay of Bengal.
Besides these principal systems of hill ranges there are two minor ones
to be noticed which, despite a total difference of the rocks they are com
posed of, show a considerable similarity in their structure and geographical
position, subtending as they do the angles between the southern margin
of the Himalayas and the hills which meet them at either extremity. The
first of these is the Salt-range in the Punjab, the second that set of hills,
called for convenience the Assam range, inhabited by the Garo, Khisi
and Jaintia tribes. !n both cases the hills are composed of a plateau
with a steeply scarped face to the south, along which there is an axis of
abrupt folding, accompanied by more or less faulting. This similarity of
structure and position, in spite of great difference in the rocks of which
they are composed, would seem to show that their elevation is a direct
result of the same great series of movements of the earth's crust which
resulted in the elevation of the hill ranges forming the extra-peninsular
limits of the Indo-Gangetic al'uvi-um, but they cannot be regarded as belong
ing to any of the mountain systems whose re-entering angles they subtend.
To the east of the Irawadi valley there is a great series of mountain
chains, stretching southwards through the Shan states till it terminates in
the Malay peninsula, of whose geography and geology even less is known
than of the hills beyond the western frontier of India.
The drainage system of the extra-peninsular hills everywhere shows the
peculiarity that, though the valleys often run along the strike of the hills for
long distances, the streams and rivers always sooner or later break across
the axes of maximum elevation. This peculiarity is very noticeable in the
case of the Himalayas, whose river system must be deferred to a future
chapter, but is in some respects more conspicuous in the case of the hills
west of the Indus.
Here the ridges are mostly formed by the hard limestone cores of anti
clinal folds through which the streams flow in narrow precipitous-sided
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gorges, locally known as 'tangi.' Tliey form a very characteristic feature
on the scenery of the hill country west of the Indus, and are commonly
attributed to some disruptive force, which opened a way for the stream to
flow through the mountain. Such is not, however, the true explanation, not
only can it be disproved in many cases by the continuity of the solid rock
across the stream bed, but it is inadequate, as it fails to account for the
broad open valleys invariably found above the gorges. The fact is that they
have been gradually cut down by the streams that flow through them, and
the same absence of vegetation which increases the erosive power of rain
wash on soft clays enabling broad valleys to be formed where they are
exposed, diminishes its action on the hard limestones, at the same time it
reduces chemical action to a minimum, and the absence of moisture almost
entirely deprives the night frosts of their power to disintegrate the rock.
As a consequence, the steep sides of the ravines cut by the streams, where
they meet with compact rock, remain standing almost perpendicular, while
in the intervening stretches of soft clay the valley widens out.
It must not be supposed that the whole country was elevated to the
height of the crests of the ridges through which these "tangis" were cut.
It will be shown in the sequel that the compression, contortion and con
sequent elevation of the hills was taking place at the same time that the
valleys were being excavated, but sometimes the rate of elevation was too
great for the streams, and areas of closed drainage were formed in which
extensive alluvial and aeolian deposits have been accumulated. These are
particularly common in Baluchistan, where they are usually occupied by a
broad expanse of wind-blown loess.
In the eastern hills the same features are to be seen, but, owing to the
greater rainfall and dense vegetation, as well as to the different type of rock
forming the hills, tl.ere is not the same abrupt alternation of broad open valley
with deep and narrow gorges as on the west. The chemical action of the
humic acids developed in the jungle-clad soil has smoothed off the steep
ness of the sides of the gorge?, while the vegetation has protected the softer
clays from being so easily washed away. As another result of the more
rapid erosion of the stream beds there are no areas of closed drainage, but
there are broad alluvial valley plains, such as those of Manipur and the Kubo
valley, where differential movements of elevation of the beds of the streams
have checked their velocity and compelled them to deposit their solid burden.
The river system of the Peninsula, omitting the drainage into the
Ganges and small streams flowing to the west coast, is nearly all taken
by six large rivers, of which two, the Narbadd and Tdpti, drain the
north-western portion and escape into the Gulf of Cambay, while the
drainage of all the rest of the Peninsula, even from the crests of the
Western Glints within sight of the sea, flows eastwards by four great deltaic
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rivers, the Mahanadf, Godavari, Kistna, and Cauvery,—the only other
streams of any importance being the northern and southern Penner.
This easterly trend of the drainage is probably of very ancient date, as
there are patches of littoral marine deposits along the east coast, ranging
as far back as the close of the Jurassic period, which show that, since that
period at least, the eastern coast of the Peninsula has maintained very much
its present position. On the west coast no marine sediments older
than the upper tertiary are known, if we except the cretaceous beds of the
lower Narbada" valley. At the close of the Deccan trap period, that is the
commencement of the tertiary era, dry land must have extended consider
ably west of the coast line ; south of the trap area the evidence is only
negative, but the absence of any large valleys draining in this direction
suggests that the present position of the shore line is of more recent origin
than that of the east coast, and that the earth movements which gave rise to
it were either too slow, or more probably not of a nature, to change the
easterly course of the drainage.
There can be no doubt that, beyond the limits of the Peninsula, there have
been very great changes in the distribution of land and sea since the com
mencement of the tertiary era and, even in the latest part of it, the great
disturbances which the rocks have undergone must have been accompanied
by great changes of shore line. But when we come to the post-tertiary period
and enquire whether, on the whole, there has been elevation or subsidence,
the evidence is contradictory. In the alluvium of the Gangetic delta, and
near Pondicherri, beds of peat, at various levels below the surface of the
Around, show that there has been subsidence, but this is the usual, if not in
variable, condition in a delta, and it is more than probable that al! the large
deltas along the coast are being gradually depressed.
Along the non-deltaic portions of the coast evidences of sub-recent eleva
tion are found in coral reefs and marine deposits raised above the present
level of the sea. The low level laterite of the east coast lies on a gentle
slope of the older rocks, unaffected by subaerial erosion, such as is formed
by the sea, and must have been deposited either before or shortly after this
was raised above sea-level.
The escarpment of the Sahyadri range— a remarkable feature of the hills
parallel to the western coast of the Peninsula — has frequently been noticed
as furnishing evidence of a rise of land. Throughout the trap country of the
Bombay presidency, the Western Ghats rise from the Konkan in an almost
unbroken wall, varying in height from 2,000 to 4,000 feet, cut back in places
by streams, projecting here and there into long promontories, but preserv
ing throughout a singular resemblance to sea cliffs. This resemblance,
however, ceases to a great extent to the southward, where the metamorphic
rocks replace the horizontal basaltic traps. The escarpments of the MAIu.i
plateau, north of the Nnrbadd, and of the Deccan plateau, south of
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Khandesh, although far inferior in elevation to the scarp of the Sahyadri,
resemble the latter too clusely in appearance to justify the assumption,
without further evidence, that the cliffs of the Western Ghats are of marine
origin. The parallelism of the Sahyadri escarpment to the sea-coast is
suggestive of a connection between the two, and this connection is strength
ened by the facts that a thickness of at least 4,000 feet of bedded trap has
been removed from the surface of the Bombay Konkan, and that the plane
of marine denudation, already mentioned as supporting the low level laterite,
extends in places nearly to the foot of the scarp. The circumstance that
the hills of the Sahyadri are inhabited by certain fresh-water tnollusca
belonging to the genus Cremnoconchus, which is unknown elsewhere
and is so closely allied to Indian forms of the littoral marine genus
Liitorina as to render it probable that both are descended from the same
ancestors, also tends to strengthen the view that the SahyAdri mountains
were formerly washed by the sea. But it is certain that great denudation
has taken place since the scarp was a sea cliff, and it is far from improb
able that, if the sea ever extended to the base of the Western Ghdts, the
epoch belonged rather to tertiary than post-tertiary times. It is also
possible that the isolation of the different hill mnges of Southern India,
and the denudation of the Palghat Gap, south of the Ni'lgiri plateau, are
due in part to ancient marine action of the same date as the formation^of
the Saliyadri escarpment. In this case, as in so many others connected
with Indian geology, all that is now possible is to suggest probable inter
pretations of phenomena, and to leave them for future exploration to
confirm or contradict.
On the other hand, a sudden deepening of the sea, at a distance of
10 to 20 miles from the shore, along the Mekrdn coast, has been sup
posed to represent a submerged cliff. More positive evidence of recent
subsidence is to be found in the occurrence of a number of trees
imbedded of mud, in the spot where they grew, at a depth of 12 feet
below low-water mark on the east side of the island of Bombay,1 and in
the submerged forest at the western end of the Valimukam bay on the
Tinnevelli coast described by Mr. Foote.*
Local alterations of level, accompanied by earthquakes, are known to
have occurred on at least one occasion, namely the great earthquake of
Cutch in 1819, when a considerable area in the Rann of Cutch was suddenly
submerged.5 A more doubtful instance is the elevation and subsidence
which is said to have taken place on the Arakan coast in the middle
of the last century, presumably during the great earthquake of 1762. A
raised beach which is 9 feet above sea-level at Foul island and 22 on the
1 Records, XI, 302, (1878).
<
• Memoir st XX, 82, (1883).
' McMurdo, Tram. Lit. Soc., Bombay, III, I

90, (1823) ; Lyell, "Principles of Geology.''1
See a'.so A. 13. Wynne, Mcmrirt, IX, ac,
(.872).
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north-west of Cheduba island, has been attributed to the effects of this
earthquake which further nortli is said to have caused the permanent sub
mergence of 60 square miles neat Chittagong.1
Away from the sea coast, the Andaman and Nicobar islands have
certainly at one time been connected with Arakan, and the intricate chan
nels and long ramifying fjords which penetrate the great Andaman and
adjoining islands indicate a considerable submergence. Along the coast
there are, however, indications of minor oscillations of level, both upwards
and downwards, within the recent period, the last movement being probably
one of subsidence.* Off the west coast of India the coral archipelagoes of
the Laccadive and Maldive islands probably mark the site of submerged
land, though this is a matter still under dispute.
Besides the changes produced by rise and fall of the sea-level as
compared with that of the land, there have been minor modifications of

Fig. I.— Pagoda on the sea-shore at Tranquebar.

the shore line due to erosion and accretion of land. St. Thom£, a short
distance south of Madras, is said to have formerly been situated 12
leagues inland and, 40 miles further south, the town of Mahibalipur is
said to have been overwhelmed by the sea.8 Still further south, erosion
of the sea beach at Tranquebar is well attested by old records as well as the
destruction of a large portion of an old pagoda, whose eastern gate tower
had been partially destroyed in 1859* and has probably now been com
pletely removed.
1 Phil Trans., VIII, 251, (1763); G. P. Halstead, Jour. As. Soc., Bengal, X, 433. ("841) ;
F. R. Mallet, Records. XI, 190, (1878).
1 S. Kurz, " Report on the Vegetation of the
Andaman Islands," Calcutta, 1870; R. D.

Oldham, Records, XVIII. 14.1, (1883).
' T. ]. Newbold, Jour. Roy. As. Soc., VIII,
250, (1846).
* VV. King, Mfmoits.lV, 362, (1864).
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Evidence of the advance of land is to be found on the Tinnevelli coast
where the deseited town of Korkai, now five miles inland, has been idenl
tified with the " Kolkoi Emporium " of the classical geographers. About
600 B.C. this town was the capital of a kingdom and apparently an
important sea-port. By the time that Marco Polo visited this coast in
1292 A.D., the advance of the land had necessitated the abandonment of
the old port and the establishment of a new one at "Cail," a town which
also has decayed and was forgotten till its site was discovered and re-

Fig. 2.-Fart of Tinevelly coast shewing present position of old seaports.

cognised by Bishop Caldwell in the modern village of Kayal, and made
public in Colonel Yule's edition of the travels of Marco Polo.1
A similar advance of the shore line is said to have taken place on the
east coast of the Gulf of Cambay, and it is said that the Rann of Cutch
was once a gulf of the sea with sea-ports on its shores, and that remains of
ships have been found imbedded in the mud2. The Rann is now a sort of
debateable land, being flooded during the south-west monsoon and a dry
barren mud flat during the rest of the year ; the change, which has
.ndubitably taken place, if not so recently as has been supposed was
doubtless due to silting up, partly aided by a slight elevation of the 'land
The evidences of alterations of level along the sea coast, which have
been detailed above, point to a slight elevation of the Jand during the
post-tertiary period, though too small to have any appreciable influence
on the climate.
1 ist edition. Vol. II, p. 307, (1871).
1 Trans. Geog.Soc.. Bombay, XVIII, pp. Ivi,

Ixix. Ixxxv, (.868); A. B. Wynne,
IX, 26, 0872).
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Tliis is important in its bearing on the evidence that there is of the
cold of the glacial period having been felt in the peninsula of India
There is no physical evidence, so far as is known, of a geologically recent
cold epoch, and some geologists have doubted whether India was affected
by the glacial period. In the Himalayas there is everywhere abundant
evidence of the glaciers having extended to lower levels than they
reach. Grooved and polished rock surfaces have been found .now at as
low a level as 7,500 feet in Pangi,1 and in a higher latitude large boulders
are found imbedded in the fine silt of the Potwar at an elevation of
less than 2,000 feet above the sea.* Besides these there are many cases of
large erratic blocks and supposed morraines which have been referred by
some observers to glaciers and by others to river action. The positive
and unmistakeable proofs of a period colder than the present are suffi
cient to enable us to discard all the more doubtful evidence, and more
recent investigations have shown that it cannot be attributed, as was once
suggested,* to a former greater elevation of the Himalayas than they now
attain.
These indications do not point to a sufficient diminution of tempera
ture of the Himalayas to make it probable, or even possible, that there
should be any actual physical proofs of the glacial period having been felt
in the Peninsula, and it is of importance to ascertain whether there is any
collateral evidence of a cold period having affected India in later tertiary
or post-tertiary times, it being remembered that a general refrigeration
of the earth's surface, sufficient to produce an arctic climate in Europe,
would not diminish the temperature of the Indian Peninsula beyond the
average of the temperate zone at the present day.
The argument is, briefly, as follows. On several isolated hill ranges,
such as the Nilgiri, Anamalai, Shevaroys and other isolated plateaux in
Southern India, and on the mountains of Ceylon, there is found a tem
perate fauna and flora, which does not exist in the low plains of South
ern India, but is closely allied to the temperate fauna and flora of the
Himalayas, the Assam range (Garo, Kh3si, and Nagd hills), the mountains
of the Malay peninsula, and of Java. Even on isolated peaks, such as
Parasnath (4,500 feet high in Behar) and on Mount Abii in the Aravalli
range, several Himalayan plants exist. It would take up too much space
to enter into details ; the occurrence of a Himalayan plant like Rhodo
dendron arboreum, and of a Himdlayan mammal like Martes flavigula
on both the Nflgiris and Ceylon mountains, will serve as an example of a
considerable number of less easily recognised species. In some cases there
is a closer resemblance between the tenperate forms found on the peninsular
1 C. A. McMahon, Records, XIV, 3io,(i88i). 3 H.B. Medlicott, Mtmoirs, III, pt. ii, p. 156,
> W. Theobald, Records, X, 140, (1877).
(.864).
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liills and those on the Assam range1 than between the former and Hima1layan species, but there are also connections between the Himalayan and
peninsular temperate regions which do not extend to the eastern hills.
The most remarkable of these is the occurrence on the Nflgiri and Anamalai
ranges and on some hills further south, of a species of wild goat (Cafra
hylocrius), belonging to a sub-genus (Hemitragus), of which the only other
known species, C. jemlaica, inhabits the temperate region of the Hima
layas from Kashmir to Bhutan. This case is remarkable, because the
only other wild goat found completely outside the Palaearctic region is
another isolated form on the mountains of Abyssinia.
The range in elevation of the temperate fauna and flora of the
oriental region in general appears to depend more on humidity than
temperature, many forms which are peculiar to the higher ranges
in the Indian hills being found represented by allied species at lower
elevations in the damp Malay peninsula and archipelago, and some of
the hill forms are even found in the damp forests of the Malabar coast.
The animals inhabiting the Peninsular and Singalese hills belong, for the
most part, to species distinct from those found in the Himalaya and
Assam ranges. In some cases even genera are peculiar to the hills of
Ceylon and Southern India, and one family of snakes is unrepresented
elsewhere. There are, however, numerous plants and a few animals in
habiting the hills of Southern India and Ceylon, which are identical with
Himalayan and Assamese hill forms, but which are unknown throughout
the plains of India.
That a great portion of the temperate fauna and flora of the Southern
Indian hills has inhabited the country from a much more distant epoch
Ihan the glacial period may be considered as almost certain, there being
so many peculiar forms. It is possible that the species common to Ceylon,
the Nilgiris, and the Himalayas, may have migrated at a time when the
country was damper without the temperature being lower, but it is
difficult to understand how the plains of India can have enjoyed a
damper climate without either depression, which would have caused
a large portion of the country to be covered by sea, a diminished temper
ature which would check evaporation, or a change in the prevailing winds.
The depression may have taken place, but the migration of animals and
plants from the Himalayas to Ceylon would have been prevented, rather
than aided, if the southern area had been isolated by sea, so that it may
be safely inferred that the period of migration and the period of depression
1 Only one species of plant, however, is men
tioned by Hooker and Thomson (''Introductory
Essay to the Flora Indica', p. 238) as being found
both in the Khasi hills and Nilgiris, but not in
the Himalayas. One land-shell at least, Uuli-

mul nilagiricus, has the same distribution,
and the genus Streptaxis is found in Burma,
the Khasi hills.and the Southern Indian ranges,
but not in the Himalaya west of Bhutan.
Several other instances might be quoted.
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were not contemporaneous. A change in the prevailing winds is improb
able so long as the present distribution of land and water exists, and
the only remaining theory, to account for the existence of the same
species of animals and plants on the Himalayas and the hills of southern
India, is depression of temperature.1
The Indian empire can boast of one volcano, which is at present
dormant, but has been in active eruption within the century. Barren island
in the Bay of Bengal is not only a perfect model of a volcano, but is
classical in the history of geological controversy. It has been repeat
edly referred to and described by geological writers, but the earlier refer
ences were all more or less inaccurate, and it is only within the last few
years that a careful description of it has been given by Mr. F. R. Mallet.8
The volcano of Barren island has an irregularly circular form of about
2 miles in diameter, composed of an outer rim, rising to a height of
from 700 to 1,000 feet above the sea and surrounding a slightly ellipti
cal amphitheatre, whose larger axis runs north-east and south-west with
a length of about 9 furlongs. From the centre of this a cone of re
markably regular form rises to a height of 1,015 feet above the sea. The
depression, where the slope of this cone and the inner slope of the
amphitheatre meet, has a maximum elevation of 300 feet above the sea,
and is almost entirely occupied by three distinct lava streams. It is
evident that the island was once much higher than it is at present, and the
outer rim marks the limit of the crater, produced by some great paroxys
mal eruption which blew away all the upper portion of the old cone.
The bottom of this old crater must have been much below the level
of the sea and, for a time, before the new cone attained its present
dimensions, the sea must, as is represented in the older descriptions of
the island, have flowed round its base, between it and the foot of the inter
nal slope of the amphitheatre, but there is no authentic record of any one
ever having seen this stage. In 1789, when Blair saw the island, the sea
did not penetrate into the amphitheatre, which had all been filled up to
above sea-level. The volcano was then in active eruption, throwing out
blocks and scoriae, and it may be that it had been visited at some earlier
1 The above is a meagre and condensed
account of a very interesting subject, which
requires further enquiry. One possible objec
tion may be answered at once. It is true that
many of the temperate damp-loving forms of
the NilgirU and Ceylon hills are forest forms,
and it maybe urged that they might have
migrated when the plains of India were covered
with forest. But, judging from what remains
of the forest on the plains of the Carnatic,

Deccan, Central Provinces, etc., the flora, even
when the whole was forest, differed so widely
from that of the hills, that it is improbable that
any general diffusion of hill species could have
taken place without a change of climate.
In a subsequent chapter reference will be
made to the probable influence of the glacial
epoch on the Siwalik mammalian fauna.
1 Memoirs, XXI, 251, ff, (i885>.
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period, before the hollow was completely filled up, and that the only record
left of this visit is to be found in the erroneous description which was at
one time current in text-books.
It must be remembered that the portion of the volcano above sea-level,
which is all that has been referred to in the description, is but an insigni
ficant portion of its whole bulk. Soundings taken by Captain Carpenter,
show that the cone rises from a depth of 800 fathoms below the sea, aud
that the total height is consequently some 6,000 feet at present, or was
8,000 feet before the upper part of the outer cone was blown away.1
At the time of Blair's visit there appears to have been no lava stream
in the gap where the outer rim is breached, but in 1832 the lava was
there, and still so hot that the water in contact with it was boiling. Since
that period the flow has cooled down and the temperature of the waten
which percolates beneath the lava and issues as a spring on the sea shore,
has steadily diminished at each visit, till it was no more than 110° F. in
i8S6.* It seems certain, therefore, that this lava flow was poured out later
than 1789, and probably within the present century.
Seventy-five miles north-north-east of Barren island lies the island of
Narcondam, indubitably of volcanic origin like the former, but composed
almost, if not quite, entirely of hornblende andesite lava with little or no
volcanic ash. It is not certain whether this volcano ever had a crater,
as it may have been of the so-called endogenous type, formed by the
quiet extrusion of lavas unaccompanied by any crater-forming materials.
The complete obliteration of the crater, if there ever was one, is in itself an
indication of the period for which the volcano has been extinct, and in any
case the deep ravines, with which its sides are scored, are an equally
eloquent testimony of the time during which subaerial denudation has been
uninterruptedly at work, so that this volcano has probably been longer
extinct than either of the two that follow.
About 50 miles north-north-west of Yenangyoung and 25 to 30 miles
east-south-east of Pag^n, both large towns on the Irawadi, the extinct
volcano of Puppa3 rises to a height of about 3,000 feet above the undulating
country composed of pliocene sands and gravels. The mountain has
preserved its original form to some extent, but the crater has been greatly
broken down by denudation, and the rim completely cut away at one
point, where the drainage from the interior has made itself a means of
exit. The peak consists of ash breccia, but lava flows, mostly trachytic,
form the lower slopes and the surfaces around the base of the volcano.
Among these flows are some of a very beautiful porphyry, with crystals cf
pyroxene.
The horizontal beds of gravels and sands around the base of the volcano
1 Records, XX, 46, (1887).
» Kccords, XX, 48, (1887).

1 W. T. Blanfon), Jour. At. Sof, Bengal,
XXXI, 215, (i86a).
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contain fossil wood and ferruginous concretions, and apparently belong to
the pliocene fossil wood group. They are capped by the lava flows,
contain pumice and volcanic fragments, and, in one place, a bed of ash
breccia was found interstratilied with them. It appears highly probable,
therefore, that the volcano was active in pliocene times, but it may have
continued to emit lava and scoria; at a later period.
Far to the north the extinct volcano of Hawshuenshan near Momicn in
Yunna'n has been described by Dr. Anderson1; and near Kanni, on the
Chindwin, Dr. Noetling observed basalt breaking through the pliocene
sandstones and forming a cone on their surface, but no detailed notice of
this locality has been published.
In this connection mention may be made of a mass of trachyte which
is found about four miles east by north of the village of Byangyi on the
Bassein river and some 30 miles south of Bassein town. It is about six
feet in diameter, there is no reason to suppose that it has been trans
ported from a distance and no similar rock is known anywhere else in
the province. No rock is seen in contact with the trachyte, but unaltered
shales and sandstones of upper nummulitic aye are seen not far off, dipping
at low angles. Close to the block itself are some fragments that have
flaked off, and among them a piece of shale, which had a somewhat baked
appearance on one side, was found. This, taken in conjunction with the
fact that it lies on the same general line as the volcanoes just described,
suggested the idea that it forms part of an intrusive neck,* but the true
relations of the mass are obscure.
It will be noticed that these old volcanoes lie along a line which, if con
tinued to the south, \vould be continuous with the general direction of the
great chain of volcanoes running through the islands of Java and Sumatra
in the Malay peninsula, and this suggests that they form the northern termi
nation of what is known as the Sunda chain of volcanoes. The observation
is interesting and important in view of the fact that this chain has been
supposed to find its final expression in the pseudo-volcanic phenomena on
the Arakan coast which are described below.
But before passing on to this subject it will be well to notice some
doubtful cases of volcanic action in the Indian Peninsula and on its shores.
In 1756 a submarine eruption is said to have taken place off the coast of
Pondicherri, which threw up large quantities of ashes and pumice and
formed an island half a league long and of the same breadth. No exact
details of locality are given, but the account is a very circumstantial one8
and, unless a pure fiction, must refer to a true volcanic eruption. It may
1 Report on the expedition to Western
Yunnan, Calcutta, 1871, p. 87.

• Memoirs, X, 330, (1873).
3 "Asiatic Annual Regisler," 1758, reprinted
in Juttr. At. Soc., Bengal, XVI. 500, (1847).
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he noticed that the Admiralty chart of the Bay of Bengal marks a sound
ing of 5 fathoms in east longitude 80° 42', north latitude 12° 46', with the
remark ' Doubtful ' ; the position would agree sufficiently well with that
indicated in the account, and the depth is that which would be produced
by the action of the waves.
'1 his also is the best place to notice a very curious crateriform
lake, situated in the interior of the Indian Peninsula, near the village
of Lona>, about 40 miles east by north of Jilna in the northern part of
the Nizim's territory, and about half-way between Bombay and N^gpur.
The surrounding country for hundreds of miles consists entirely of Deccan trap and in this rock there is a nearly circular hollow, about 300 to
400 feet deep and rather more than a mile in diameter, containing at
the bottom a shallow lake of salt water without any outlet, whose water
deposits crystals of sesquicarbonate of soda. The sides of the hollow
to the north and north-east are absolutely level with the surrounding
country, whilst in all other directions there is a raised rim, never exceed
ing 100 feet in height and frequently only 40 or 50, composed of blocks
of basalt, irregularly piled, and precisely similar to the rock exposed
on the sides of the hollow. The dip of the surrounding traps is away
from the hollow, but very low.1
It is difficult to ascribe this hollow to any other cause than volcanic
explosion, as no such excavation could be produced by any known form
of aqueous denudation, and the raised rim of loose blocks around the
edge appears to preclude the idea of a simple depression. It is true that
there is no sign of any eruption having accompanied the formation of the
crater, no dyke can be traced in the surrounding rocks, no lava or scoriae
of later age than the Deccan trap period can be found in the neigh
bourhood. The raised rim is very small, and cannot contain a thousandth
. part of the rock ejected from the crater, but it is impossible to say how
much was reduced to fine powder and scattered to a distance, or removed
by denudation.
Assuming that this extraordinary hollow is due to volcanic explosions,
the date of its origin still remains to be determined. That this is long
posterior to the epoch of the Deccan traps is manifest, for the hollow
appears to have been made in the present surface of the country, carved
out by ages of denudation from the old lava flows. To all appearance
the Lonar lake crater is of comparatively recent origin, and if so it
suggests that, in one isolated spot in India, a singularly violent explo
sive action must have taken place, unaccompanied by the eruption of
: Malcolmson, Geol. Trans., and series, V, 562, view of the lake);—G. Smith, Mad. Jour. Lit.
(1840); Newbold, Jour., Roy. As. Sac., IX, 40, Set., XVII, i, (1856). See also Records, I,
(1848) (with this paper there is afairly executed 63, (1868), where other references are given.
C 2
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melted rock. Nothing similar is known to occur elsewhere in the Indian
Peninsula.
Associated with true volcanoes in name at least, even if, as is held by
many geologists, in nothing else than name, are mud volcanoes, of which
two principal groups are known, in Burma on the east, and Baluchistan on
the west, of India, respectively.
Of the Burman ones the best known are those of Minbu on the Irawadi,
and those of the islands of Ramri and Cheduba on the Arakan coast.1 A few
others are reported, but they are small and isolated, and consist only of
temporary outbursts.
The Ramri mud volcanoes are more interesting than the others, since
they alone, so far as is knov\n, are subject to paroxysmal eruptions of great
violence, and from them alone stones have been ejected and flames emitted.
Some of the principal phenomena may be briefly described here. There
are about a dozen or rather more vents in Ramri island itself, more than half
that number in Cheduba, and a few in the other neighbouring islands. Near
Kyauk-pyu in Ramri, six occur in a. line, within a distance of about a mile
and a half along the summit of a low broad ridge.
Many of the vents consist of truncated cones, built up of the dried mud
ejected by outbursts of gas. The crater, filled with more or less liquid or
viscid mud through which the gas escapes, occupies the top of the conical
hillock. The majority, however, of the Ramri mud volcanoes consist
of mounds, composed on the surface of angular fragments of rock and
having scattered over them a few small mud cones with craters at the top,
varying in height from a few inches to eight or ten feet. When gas ceases
to be omitted from a vent, the mud is rapidly washed away by rain and
ihere remains a low mound, composed of angular fragments of rock which
were ejected together with the mud, and the repetition of a similar process
accounts for the forrr.ation of the mounds. The mounds in Ramri are from
50 to 100 yards in diameter, with a height of from 15 to 30 feet, two, of
exceptional size, near Pagoda hill in Cheduba, being- 200 to 250 yards across.
The cones in which the mud is viscid are very steep, being built up partly
of small quantities of mud, spurted out by the evolution of gas so as to form
a hard rim round the mud crater, partly of mud poured out from the crater
down the slopes through broken portions of the rim.
Besides the gas and mud, a small quantity of petroleum is usually
discharged from the vents. The gas consists mainly of marsh gas (light
carburetted hydrogen), probably mixed with some of the more volatile
hydrocarbons usually associated with petroleum. The mud is simply the
1 For a description of the mud volcanoes of
Minbu by Dr. Oldharr, see Yule's fiairative
«/ the Mission to thr Court of Ava in ISSS,
appendix, p. 339. The Rainrf and Cheduba mud

volcanoes are df scribed, will) full references to
earlier accounts, by Mr. Mallet in Records, XI,
188, (iSyS). Sketches of the cones are giveu
in both case*.
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grey shale or clay of the tertiary rocks, mixed with water containing some
salt in solution.
The association of petroleum with large quantities of marsh gas, and the
frequent emission of, usually saline, water and of gas in abundance from
borings for mineral oil are too well known to require the recapitulation of
details. Both petroleum and gas are known to be found in many localities
amongst the tertiary rocks of extra-peninsular India and Burma. Not unfrequently both gas and mineral oil issue with water in the form of a bub
bling spring being, perhaps, forced to the surface by the pressure of the gas.
Whether a spring of this kind forms a "mud volcano" or not depends
evidently on the nature of the beds traversed on the way to the surface.
As a rule the mud in these vents is either of the same temperature as the
air or a little higher, but in the Kamri craters a higher temperature has
been recorded after the more violent eruptions.
These paroxysmal eruptions appear to occur at irregular intervals,
are at times very violent and appear frequently to accompany earth
quakes. Mud and stones are shot out with great force, accompanied bylarge quantities of inflammable gas, which in many cases takes fire
and lights up the country for miles around. Some of these eruptions
of ignited gas have taken place at sea off the coast of Ramri, and in one
case a small island was formed near False island, south of Ramri and
south-east of Cheduba, but it was soon washed away again. The ejected
stones are in all cases fragments of the tertiary rocks, chiefly shale or sand
stone, some of them being from half a cubic foot to a cubic foot in size and a
few are larger, but the majority range from half an inch to live or six inches
in diameter. The ignition of the gas is ascribed by Mr. Mallet to frictional
electricity,1 and not to the high temperature at which the various ejecta issur,
the fact that the stones, and even fragments of lignite, thrown out during
eruptions are, as a rule, entirely unchanged by heat, proving that the gas is
not in a heated state previous to emission. A very few rare and excep
tional fragments of burnt and reddened shale have been found, and these
have probably been calcined by the flaming gas.
It should be noticed that even the fiery eruptions of the mud volcanoes
of Arakan have nothing in common with the igneous outbursts of true volca
noes. In the former gas is emitted at, in all probability, a low temperature
and is ignited, or perhaps occasionally exploded, when mixed with atmo
spheric air. In the latter red-hot lava and scoria? are ejected, and the
appearance of flame is due cither to the high temperature of the substances
1 Kecot <ls, XI, 202. Mr. Mallet points out that
ilic principle of the hydro-electric machine, in
which the production of electricity of high tension is due to the issue of partially condensed
steam through small i rifices <>f such form ;is to

produce great friction, is similar to that of
i violent evolution of gas from such vents ;is
, those of Ramrf. He also notices the wtllknown iact that lightning often accompanies
volcanic eruptrins.
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projected into the air, or to the reflection of masses of glowing lava by
condensed vapours or by clouds of volcanic dust.
One mud volcano is known in eastern Assam, but none have been found
in the Himalayas or in the Peninsula of India. On the Baluchistan coast
in Lus a number have been described, which do not appear to be sub
ject to the same paroxysmal eruptions as those of Ramri and attain a
greater size, the laigest being over 300 feet in height. How far this is due
to the absence of paroxysmal eruption or to a greater constancy of the
vents, and how far to the rainless nature of the climate, is not clear, but in
all other respects they resemble those already described.

CHAPTER II.
METAMORPHIC AND CRYSTALLINE ROCKS.
Gneissose rocks of the Peninsula of two ages—The older gneiss—The newer gneiss—Bundelkhand gneiss—Newer gneiss of Singrauli—Contrast with gneiss of Bundelkhand—Chutii
Nagpur — Orissa— Central Provinces — Haideriibad— Nellore — Bellary—The southern Konkan — Malabar — Nilgiris—Trichinopoli and Arcot— Madura and Tinnevelli - Instrusi vc trap
of Southern India— Gneissose rocks of the Aravallis —Extra-peninsular India — Afghan
istan- Himalayas— Assam — Hills east of the Irau'adi and Malay Peninsula.

The oldest rocks in India, and consequently the first to be considered
in the arrangement adopted in this book, are those belonging to the great
series of gneissose rocks, which covers a larger area in the Peninsula of
India than all the newer formations put together, and forms the foundation
on which they are built up. In spite of the great interest of the numerous
problems presented by these rocks, they have as yet received but little
attention from the Geological Survey, its energies having been mainly
directed towards those districts where the most important results were to
be expected in the shortest time, and we have consequently but little
detailed information regarding the gneissose rocks, except in the imme
diate neighbourhood of the sedimentary formations.
How imperfect is our present knowledge of these rocks may be judged
from the fact that it has been found impossible to distinguish, on the accom
panying map, between true gneiss and intrusive granite. It is only within
late years that the frequency with which granite has acquired gneissose
characters has been recognised, and it is highly probable not only that
some large exposures, of what has been described as granitoid or massive
gneiss, are composed of gneissose granite, but that what have in many cases
been described as beds of gneiss, interbedded with non-felspathic schists, are
in reality veins of granite which have been intruded along the foliation
planes, and subsequently acquired a parallel arrangement of their consti
tuent minerals. Under these circumstances it is impossible to attempt
anything like a complete or connected account of the gneissose rocks,
and the following pages must be taken as the merest sketch, whose main
use will be to show how much has yet to be learnt.
In spite, however, of the imperfect state of our knowledge, certain
leading features have come out from the investigation, so far as it has
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gone, and the most important of these is the recognition of the fact that
the gneissose rocks do not belong to a single system, but are comprised
in two or more distinct systems differing in age from each other.
The oldest of these, often described as the Bundelkh-and gneiss
from its having been first recognised in the country of that name, is
characterised by its massive structure, with the foliation generally but
obscurely developed, and the extreme rarity of accessory minerals. It
has been recognised in Bundelkhand, in the gneissose inliers of Singbhum and in the Bellary district, and it is possible that the massive
granitoid gneisses of other parts of Southern India may belong to the same
system. In the first and last named districts, and apparently also in the
second, it formed the floor on which the oldest distinctly sedimentary beds
of the Peninsula were deposited, showing that it must, even at that
remote period, have been an ancient rock which had undergone a great
amount of sub-aerial denudation. These facts indicate a greater unity of
character than can be found in the very diverse characters of what are
believed to be the newer gneisses, and seem to show that the Bundelkhand
gneiss maybe considered as a true rock system.
The second, or newer, type of gneiss exhibits a much better deve
loped foliation as a rule, it is at times interbedded with schists and is
distinguished from the first by the abundance and variety of the accessory
minerals it contains. The rocks of this division are looked upon as newer
than those already mentioned, firstly, because no unconformable contact
of original deposition, between them and the sedimentary beds of the
older transition systems, has been observed, secondly, because, where
they are in contact with the latter, bands of gneiss have in several places
been observed apparently interstratified with the distinctly sedimentary
beds, and thirdly, because the general type of rock is, according to theories
that are widely held, newer than that of the Bundelkhand gneiss. All
three of these arguments are open to dispute. As regards the first it
may be observed that the presence of a contact of original unconformity
with the transition beds has of itself been held sufficient to show that
the gneiss belongs to the older class, as regards the second, there is no evi
dence in the recorded observations to show that the supposed interbedded
<meiss is not gneissose granite intrusive along the planes of bedding, or
a foliated arkose, and as regards the third, the theories are by no means,
completely established. Still, though absolute proof is wanting, there is a
distinct balance of evidence in favour of the more foliated gneisses being of
newer origin than the massive forms, and this is in accordance with the type
which the foliated gneisses and their accompanying beds of crystalline
schist exhibit, intermediate between that of the granitoid gneiss on the
one hand and the distinctly sedimentary, though metamorphosed, beds of
the transition systems on the other.
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In the only critical and detailed examination of tlic gneisses of the
Peninsula that \ve have at present,1 Lacroix has suggested the existence
of groups of successive origin among the gneisses of the Salem district
and Ceylon. His investigations were based entirely on specimens whose
localities had been but imperfectly recorded, and the suggestion still lacks
that confirmation from detailed observations in the field which alone could
render it authoritative. It is, however, probable, as will appear in the
sequel, that there are more than two successive series of gneisses repre
sented in the Peninsula of India.
After these introductory remarks it will be best to proceed to a brief
review of the principal points of our knowledge of the gneisses in
different districts of the Peninsula, commencing with that of Bundelkhand.
This gneiss forms the basis of lower Bundelkhand, as distinguished
from the higher portions of that district lying on. the adjoining Vindhyan
plateau. On the north-north-east border, for 200 miles, the gneiss is
gradually covered by the superficial deposits, forming outlying- and mar
ginal portions of the Gangetic plains, at an elevation of 500 to 600 feet
above the sea. Elsewhere the area is very sharply bounded by a scarp
of overlying formations, whether Vindhyan or transition. Along the base
of the scarp to the south-west the elevation varies between i,oco and
1,200 feet above the sea, the scarp itself rising to 1,900. The gneiss
sometimes forms hills, but the general features of the ground are flat, un
dulating uplands, sparsely cultivated, including shallow valleys and plains
of alluvial land.
Gneiss is by far the commonest rock.8 It may be described as consist
ing of some six minerals — red orthoclase felspar, a white plagioclaslic
felspar (probably oligoclase), quartz, hornblende, chlorite, and mica. In
any one place the gneiss may contain only two of these, or it may in
clude all of theui. With regard to texture every variety is met with,
from a homogeneous felstone, in which no individual mineral can be dis
tinguished even with a lens, to a coarsely porphyritic rock, including
felspar crystals more than two inches long. The orthoclase nearly always
forms the main mass, and exceeds in quantity all the other minerals to
gether. Its ordinary colour is a darkish red, but now and then it is much
paler, and almost or quite white. In such cases it is not easy to distin
guish the felspars on a fresh fracture, when both occur, but the difference
becomes apparent on a weathered surface. The orthoclase has a
vitreous, or somewhat pearly, lustre and translucent aspect, the other is
' Bull. Soc. Fratif. Mintral., XII, 83, (1889) ; I 3 Tlie characters of the rocks of this area are
Ktcotds, XXIV, 155, (1891).
! chiefly taken from the unpublished reports of
I Mr. F R. Mallet.
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dull and quite opaque, having been superficially altered into kaolin. The
plagioclastic felspar is a comparatively uncommon mineral, when present
it plays quite a subordinate part, and occurs in much smaller crystals than
the orthoclase. As often as not, no free quartz can be detected in the
gneiss, and it very rarely indeed occurs in large quantity. The rock is
usually hornblendic, but sometimes the hornblende is partially or entirely
replaced by chlorite and mica. The mica is of more than one species, both
uniaxial and biaxial, and of varying colours, green, brown, black, and
silvery-white, the last being rare and chiefly found in the southern part
of the area.
Foliation is seldom well developed, the rock being very commonly to
all appearance perfect granite, but no direct evidence has been obtained,
beyond this, of the existence of true granite, and sometimes, by close
examination, traces of foliation may be detected in rock which at first
sight appears quite devoid of it. This foliation has generally an eastnorth-east direction, but varies to north-east and east-south-east. The
planes are more or less vertical.
The subordinate varieties of rock, all combined, are of very insigni
ficant extent in comparison to the gneiss. One of the most prominent is
hornblende rock, which sometimes resembles trap very closely, parts
of it being as fine-grained as the intrusive dykes of diorite, or the over
flowing basaltic trap, and weathering into similarly rounded lumps, but
this variety passes into a much coarser kind in which the felspar and
quartz are well separated. The most trappean looking portions, more
over, contain thin strings and films of epidote, which have not been
observed in the trap. Another well-marked variety contains about equal
quantities of hornblende and white or greenish-white felspar, in crystals
about an eighth of an inch long. This rock sometimes contains, in addi
tion, an inconsiderable proportion of reddish felspar, quartz, and green
mica, and very minute speck.s of iron pyrites.
Besides the hornblende-rock, talcose, hornblendic, "hloritic, quartzose,
and even argillaceous schist, and the combinations of these with each other,
occur with the gneiss. Mica schist has not been observed. Schists are of
very rare occurrence in the gneiss generally, but all the above varieties are
to be found in some force in the southernmost part of the area, in the
Maraura region. This peculiarity of distribution is so marked that it
was thought that the schistose strata might here be separable from the
cnieiss, a suggestion which is much encouraged by the fact that the great
quartz-reefs, elsewhere so prevalent in the gneiss, stop short of this ground,
but it has not as yet been found possible to draw a line between the
gneissic and the schistose subdivisions. Gneiss of the usual type is still
a prevalent rock in the schistose area, and is the most southerly rock seen
at Shahgarh. It seems, too, to be truly associated with the schists. We
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may perhaps at least infer that in this region we have the top of the
gneissic series of Bundelkhand.
It is a noteworthy fact that over the whole of this large area of gneiss
not a single bed of limestone has been detected.
Pegmatite veins, from a few inches to a foot or two in breadth, are
very common. If these were intrusive, it might be expected that they
would be somewhat uniform in composition, irrespective of the nature of
the surrounding rock, but it has been invariably observed that the felspar
of the vein is the same as that of the rock adjacent, whether the latter is
orthoclase or plagioclase, or includes both, the chief difference consisting
in the larger crystallisation and in the usual absence of the third mineral
(hornblende, etc.) in the veins. It is therefore presumable that the veins
were formed by segregation at the time of the crystallisation of the gneiss.
The almost total absence of accessory minerals in these rocks is
remarkable. Mr. Mallet only mentions epidote sparingly in the horn
blende rock, schorl in some of the small quarlz veins of the Maraura
region, small grains of ilmenite in some of the pegmatite veins, and
strings of altered kyanite in the quartzose rock of Dhankua hill. Sicall
pieces of galena have been sent from Jhansi for analysis, but their
locality is not known, and they may not have been procured from the
gneiss. Iron ore has been extensively burrowed for at Dhawara, it is a
decomposed earthy condition of the banded haematite and quartz. The
absence of any trace or tradition of gold in connection with the quartz
reefs is noteworthy.
AH over lower Bundelkhand long narrow serrated ridges composed
of quartz-reefs form a most striking feature of the landscape. They
run in straight lines, generally with a north-east to south-west direction,
sometimes attain an elevation of 600 feet over the surrounding country,
and are exclusively confined to the gneissic series. They are pretty
equally distributed over the ground, with the exception noticed in the
southern region, which, moreover, lies right across the strike of the reefs
to the north-east.
'1 he prevalent strike of these quartz-reefs is about north-east by
north, but varies from north-north-west to east north-east. The
breadth of the veins varies from a few feet up to 100 yards, in the reef
west of Bhagwa. Some of them are traceable in a direct line for more
than 60 miles, the local interruptions which occur being sometimes due
to removal by denudation, sometimes to strangulation of the vein itself.
Other reefs, again, though of full thickness and very prominent at the
surface, are short and end abruptly. There is a good case of this at
Dehri, where a broad reef, 300 feet high, is only about a mile long, no
trace of it occurring in the gneiss to the north or south. The narrow
gaps by which the minor streams in many places cross the reefs give
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peculiar facility for the formation of lakes, as a very short dam is often
sufficient to pond back a large surface of water, and many of the numer
ous artificial lakes in Bundelkhand are formed in this way.
The reefs are often affected by joint planes, which sometimes give an
appearance of horizontal bedding to the mass. When parallel with the
direction of the reef itself they suggest, in a more puzzling manner, the
impression of a bedded mass. Now and then the quartz is much shattered.
At Deokalli and Bagpura samples might be taken for the Bijawar hornstone-breccia, a description of which will be found on a subsequent page.
Foliation is often developed, owing to the metamorphic condition of
the reefs themselves, and it usually extends to the contiguous gneiss,
which is generally so amorphous. When the foliation in both rocks has
the same direction as the reef itself, the quartz mass might be taken to
be interbedded with the gneiss. Generally the foliation is oblique to the
direction of the vein, while still the same as that of the gneiss.
Many of the reefs are of greyish white quartz. Frequently they con
tain a large amount, of impure serpentine, and occasionally they are formed
almost entirely of this material. The more northerly of the two ridges at
Dallipur is an example. At Rajapur a band of nearly black serpentine
occurs, apparently a continuation of the quartz vein to the north. In
many cases the gneiss is serpentinous for some distance en each side of a
vein, there being no distinct separation between the two rocks, but ser
pentinous gneiss has not been observed except near a quartz vein.
Steatite takes the place of serpentine in a few veins.
From his observations, as above sketched, Mr. Mallet concludes that
the reefs were probably formed before the metamorphism of the gneis
was accomplished.
Many of the quartz-reefs, as well as the gneiss itself, are traversed by
more recent, and much smaller, veins of pure white quartz, the thickest not
much exceeding one foot in breadth. They are very frequently crystalline
anddrusy in the centre, and they are always sharply distinct from the rocks
they traverse. Their direction is very irregular.
The gneiss of Bundelkhand is also remarkable for being traversed by
extensive trappean intrusions, none of which penetrate any of the younger
formations. These dykes, of true igneous rock, are more numerous than the
quartz-reefs, and exhibit nearly as much regularity in their course, their
prevailing direction being about north-west by north, so as to cut the reefs
obliquely at an angle of about 70°. Some few run east of north, or due
west. Many are of considerable size, a breadth of 100 feet being not
unfrequent, while some are much wider. They are often persistent for
great distances. The commonest type is an extremely hard and tough
close-grained greenstone (diorite), in which the hornblende and the white
felspar are sometimes clearly separated. The rock often weathers into
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large rounded blocks without any tendency to exfoliation. The small
dykes are of a more earthy texture.
It is very rare to find any intersections of the dykes and reefs that
can be taken as conclusive of their relative age. It is not so uncommon
to find a dyke running close up to a reef on both sides without cutting
it, but such an occurrence, might easily happen, even though the reef were
the older, as it may have offered a greater resistance to splitling. One
good case of the converse carries much more weight. Mr. Mallet records
an occurrence where a quartz vein, striking east-2O°-north, abuts against
a strong dyke running west-2o°-north, traces of the quartz being found
also on the other side. But he considers the general argument from
the condition of the two rocks to be independently conclusive, the trap
has certainly not undergone metamorphism, whereas the reefs as certainly
have.
The history of this comparatively small area of gneiss would be very
interesting. It has served as a shore or a bed for each of the great
adjoining formations. The Bijdwars and the Gwdliors lie upon its margin
north and south, but no detached outliers of either are found within its
border, so that it may have been a well-elevated area at the period of their
formation. The same may be said of the lower Vindhyan deposits It
is not so with the upper Vindhyans, of which the outliers are numerous,
and lie at considerable distances from the scarp of the basin. In the east
these form a portion of an ascending slope, the base of the capping
Vindhyan sandstone being higher in the outliers than in the scarp. In the
north-west it is curiously the reverse, the gneiss reaches high up all along
the western scarp, but the outliers of Vindhyan sandstone to the eastward
rest at the general level of the low country.
The next overlying formation is the Deccan trap, remnants of which
are found on the low ground in the southernmost part of the area, and
traces of the infra-trappean (Lameta1) conglomerate occur more exten
sively in the same position. That this portion of the scarp-bounded area
can have been so occupied almost necessarily implies that the. whole of
the gneissic ground must, at the period of the Deccan trap, have had
a configuration very like what it has now, and, the source of the eruptive
rock being presumably to the south or south-west, the lava must have
poured from the plateau to the lowlands. Trap does, in fact, occur
continuously from one level to the other in the Madanpur gorge, but its
condition suggests no resemblance to a lava stream.
The newer type of gneiss is well developed south of the Vindhyan
basin, in Rewa", Mirzapur, and Behar. It has been there examined by
Mr. Mallet, from whom the account of the Bundelkhand area has been
taken, and consequently we have not to allow for discrepancies of
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observation.1 He gives the following tabular abstract of the constituents
of the gneiss in Singrauli, a pf tty principality now absorbed in the Rewi
state and adjoining districts: —
i.— Minerals occurring as constituents of the gneiss : —
Quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase, muscovite, biotiie, hornblende, epidote.
2. — Occurring in beds in the gneiss : —
Limestone, dolomite, corundum, magnetite, quartz as quartzite and
quartz-schist, hornblende as hornblende-rock, tremoliie-rock and
jade, mica as mica-schist, epidote.
3. — Occuiring in veins in the gneiss: —
a. — Quartz in veins and reef-quartz, stilbite (?)
b.—In pegmatite veins '.as constituents) : orthoclase, oligoclase, quartz,
mica.
c.—In epidotic veins : epidote, quartz.
4.— Accidental minerals in the gneiss: —
Magnetite, ilmenite, schorl, garnet.
5.—Accidental minerals occurring in the subordinate beds (2) of the gneiss : —
a.—In the limestone — magnetite, pyrite, haematite, serpentine, chrysotile, phlogopite (?), wollaslonite.
b.— In corundum bed— schorl, euphyllite, diaspora.
c. — In jade bed (associated with corundum) — corundum, rutile(?), schorl,
euphyllite.
6. — Accidental minerals occurring in the veins, etc., in the granite veins : —
a.— In the quartz-veins— micaceous iron, tremolite, augite. epidote, schorl,
muscovite.
ft.— In the quartz-reefs—galena, ccrussite.
c. — In the pegmatite veins— schorl, garnet.

To this list may be added the minerals found by Mr. Mallet in the
same zone further to the east, in HazaYibigh : lepidolite, tourmaline,
beryl, apatite, leucopyrite, and tinstone. Zircon is also said to occur.
The contrast between the minerals named in this table and the con
stituents of the Bundelkhand gneiss is very striking. The most marked
differences are the abundance of the disseminated quartz, the compara
tive frequency of limestone, and dolomite, and of mica schist, and the
general occurrence of accessory minerals in the Bengal gneiss.
The structural characters present another noteworthy point of con
trast between these two gneissic series. In Bundelkhand the rock is
crenerally homogeneous and amorphous, the foliation obscure and con
stantly in more or less vertical planes, as if due to the causes which
produce cleavage. In the Bengal gneiss bordering the BijAwar basin on
the south, the foliation coincides with what appears to be the original lami
nation and bedding. It has a general cast-north-east strike, corresponding
with that of the main rock-boundaries, but the alternating strata frequently
roll about at low angles of dip, or are crushed together confusedly, the
foliation constantly agreeing with the lie of the beds. A third point of
1 Mr. Mallet's work has been only partially published, Records, V, 18 ; VI, .(2 ; VII, 3?, (1872-74).
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contrast is in the relation to the overlying transition formations, which
rest nearly horizontal and undisturbed on the gneiss of Bundelkhand, and
are uniformly disturbed, metamorphosed and subjected to granitic intru
sions where they occur in contact with the gneiss of the Bengal area.
Quartz-reefs have been described in this gneiss also, but to a very
subordinate extent, and their origin as veins is in many ca?es open to
question. A common mode of occurrence of this quartz, or quartzite, is close
to the boundary of the slate and gneiss series, but it does not coincide with
their junction, and it is not in any sense a contact-formation separating
sharply distinct types of rock. It occurs in the strike of the foliation and
stratification, and may well be an altered quartzite.
There is a rock common in this northern area of the Bengal gneiss,
perhaps occurring most typically within the zone mainly occupied by the
transition series. It is known as dome gneiss, from its weathering into
great hemispherical or ellipsoidal masses of bare rock, the only divisional
planes being concentric: layers of exfoliation1. The domes are often
several hundred feet high, and form a very peculiar object in a landscape,
foliation is always more or less traceable, and, in every respect of texture
and composition, the rock is the same as that of the thin bands alternating
with schists in the adjoining ground. Both are often porphyritic, the
dome-gneiss generally so, containing large ill-formed (rounded) crystals
of felspar. There can be no doubt that the peculiar form exhibited by
this rock is due to the occurrence of large masses of more homogeneous
composition than usual, but the question is how thess conditions were
produced, whether we must not suppose a partial degree of plasticity to
have been attained, and whether the rock is not in a manner intrusive.
At the Kal^pahdr and the Bhiaura hiils on the northern fringe of the
Hazaribdgh plateau, and the Mandar hill of the Bhdgalpur district in the
same geological region, there are very typical examples of the dome-gneiss.
The comparative rareness of trap-dykes in the Bengal gneiss is another
point of contrast with the Bundelkhand area. In some parts they are
pretty frequent, perhaps most so in the vicinity of the basins of Gondw^na
rocks, where they are often continuous into such basins, thus fully establish
ing, their comparatively recent date, but they are by no means generally
distributed.
Pegmatite is not uncommon in the gneiss of Singrauli. Mr. Mallet
does not consider this to be intrusive, its composition varying with the
rock it traverses, as was explained in tl.e case of the pegmatite of
Bundelkhand. In northern Hazdribagh, however, he describes the extensive
occurrence of intrusive pegmatitic granite, ramifying in the most intricate
manner, in veins and dykes of from i inch to 50 yards wide, through both
the gneiss and the transition schists, and maintaining its composition
1 V. Ball, Memoirs, VI, 132, (1867) ; XVIII, 95, (1881).
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irrespective of the enclosing rock. It is composed, in order of crystallisa
tion, of tourmaline, mica, felspar, and quartz, all four being generally
present, but their proportions vary greatly. Its texture is very uneven,
the coarsest forms being often found in comparatively narrow dykes. It is
in this rock that the mica-mines of Behar are worked. Not unfrequeutly the
pegmatite assumes the curious form known as graphic granite.
The gneiss of the Chutii Nagpur districts, up to the basin of trans
ition rocks in south-west Bengal, is more or less freely interbedded
with micaceous hornblendic and silicious schists, and occasional bands of
the porphyritic granitoid variety. Patches also occur of less highly metamorphio schists.
The junction of the Chutia Nagpur or Bengal gneiss with the trans
ition rocks of Singhbhum, is described by Mr. Ball1 as a great fault. But
within this basin of submetamorphic rocks there are extensive inliers
of a gneiss which seems to be of an older date than that of ChutiA Na'gpur,
and is apparently equivalent to the Bundelkhand gneiss. It is very uniform
and granitoid, there is a total absence of the thin-bedded gneiss, schists,
etc., which abound in the main gneissic area to the north, and we again find
a remarkable abundance of trap-dykes, forming two intersecting systems,
having north-westerly and north-easterly courses, respectively. In contact
with this Chutia Nagpur gneiss the transition strata exhibit a minimum
of alteration and disturbance. Mr. Ball describes them, at and near
Chaibasa, as sandstones and mudstones resting immediately on the rough
weathered surface of the granitic gneiss. There are local faults along the
boundary, but it is certain that the original relation of the two series is like
that between the Bijd wars and the Bundelkhand gneiss,as already described .
Further south, in the Talcher country, the ordinary newer type of
metamorphic rocks again prevails. The following rough classification of
them is given by Mr. Blanford8 : —
Gness, a. - Hard, coarse, and felspithic, becoming sometimes lithologically a
perfect granite.
„ b. —Soft foliated, quanzose or micaceous.
,, c.—Compact, but sometimes soft, containing garnets, frequently decom
posed.
Hornbler.dic gneiss or schist, soft and foliated.
Quartz-schist or schistose quartz, occurs frequently in bands separated by softer
micaceous layers

The variations in composition coincide with the planes of foliation, the
prevailing direction being west-north-west to east-south-east.
Higher up the Mahanadi valley in the neighbourhood of Sambalpur,
Mr. Ball3 observed sycnitic ard protogenic gneiss as common, horn
blende-rock and schist as somewhat rare, strong quartzites forming the
1 Memoirs, XVIII, 88, 130, (1881).

*Memoi,f, I, 39, (1856).

" Records, X, iSl, (1877).
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most peculiar feature in the gneiss ; mica-schist, quartz-schist, and shaly
slate (and in one instance, near Kdtikela north-east of Sambalpur, a con
glomerate) were found associated with the gneiss. The strike in this
region would seem to be very variable—east to west, north to south, north
west to south-east, and north-east to south-west, being all recorded.
On the same latitude, about Nagpur, Dr Blanford1 has noticed the
general resemblance of the gneissic rocks to those of Bengal. Mere
again there is much irregularity in the strike.
There is but little information available regarding the gneiss of the
Nizam's dominions in Haideribdd. Westward of Kamametthe massive form
is known to be largely developed in broad bands running about north-north
west, with the more foliated types intervening. From a short distance east
of Kamamet the schistose forms are found,8 an-1 continue to the eastern
limit of the gneiss area'.
In the Nellore portion of the Carnatic, and the coastal regions of
the Kistna and Godavari districts, Dr. W. King recognised four distinct
varieties of gneiss, occupying separate areas and apparently indicating
different periods of formation, which were distinguished as—*
4. Micaceous, talcose and hornblendic schists, with
schists or quartz-rock
.
.
3. Foliated gneisses with frequent quartz-schists or
2. Grey gneiss, sometimes porphyritoid .
.
I. Red granitoid gneiss
.
.
. ' .

few quartz- NO ,.
.
. r
quartz-rock '
,
.
,~) Massive
.
.
.j gneisses.

The red granitoid gneiss only occurs south-west of Venkatagiri and
westwards into the upland of North Arcot and Cuddapah. The gneiss Is
generally a close-grained aggregate of quartz and felspar (orthoclase, oligoclase (?) and a little albite), hornblende being often scarcely discernible
and mica even more rare. The quartz is of two forms, dull amorphous,
and glassy, and the felspar usually of a pale flesh colour.
The grey granitoid gneiss forms a band immediately east of this, and
extends northwards along the eastern edge of the main exposure of Cudda
pah rocks. The actual passage from one type to the other is gradual, but
on either side of a narrow interval the rocks differ decidedly in type.
There is more variety in the rocks of this band than in the red gneiss, but
the prevalent form is a rather rough gneiss of quartz, felspar, and hornblende.
The rock is obscurely foliated, but the foliation can generally be detected.
The boundary between the granitoid and the schistose gneisses is said
to be tolerably defined. The latter are distinguished by their distinct
foliation, and consist of hornblendic, micaceous, talcose, and chloritic
schists, and well foliated and more massive gneisses. No attempt was made
to map the two -subdivisions separately, but the relative age was regarded
' Memoirs, IX, 301, (1872).
| » W. King, Memoirs, XVIII, 201, (iSSi).
* R. B. Foot?, Kecoids, XVIII, 28, (1885).
'Xtmi-t.s, X VI, 126, (.SSo).
U
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as that given in the tabular statement. The gneiss No. 4 is said to occur
in a band separating the granitoid gneisses from No. 3, and to overlie
both. It seems probable, however, that an outcrop of the Dharwdr system,
which had not been separated svhen the survey was made, has been included
with the metamorphics.
In the northern portion of this area a fifth form of gneiss is known,
w hich lias been described as the Bezwada gneiss1 from the town of that name,
where it is typically developed. It forms a band along the edge of the
alluvial area from the Kistna northwards to the Goddvari, and, from its posi
tion as well as the less degree of metamorphism it has undergone, is
believed to be newer than the other gneisses. With the exception of thin
subordinate bands of quartz-schist and quartzose gneiss, the usual rock
is of a dark brownish colour, composed principally of lustrous red murchisonite, which sometimes so predominates that there are seams, and even
thick beds, of felspar rock, the murchisonite being then granular. Garnets
are frequently scattered through the rock and often extremely abundant.
Here and there graphite occurs in sufficient abundance to convert the rock
into a graphitic schist.
These rocks appear to extend northwards along the coast as far as
Vizagapatam*, where they attain an extensive development, and, besides
the types of rock seen further south, contain some bands of crystalline
limestone.
In the southern part of this area important mica mines have lately
been opened in some very coarse granito intrusions. At Inikurti the
crystals are as much as 10 feet in diameter, sheets of 4 or 5 feet across

Fig. 3. Mica mines at Inikurti.

have been obtained, frre from adventitious inclusions which would spoil
1 W. Kinp, Memoirs, XVI, 206, (1880).

;

' W. King, Records, XIX, 149, (1886)-
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their commercial value, but the size of the crystals can perhaps be best
realised from the photograph reproduced iu figure 3.
In the south Maratha" country, and in the Bellary district, the massive
type of gntiss, resembling that of Bundelkliand, is largely developed
The outcrops form broad bands intervening between the strips of trans
ition rocks, which rest on an eroded surface of the granitoid gneiss.
There are two principal types of this,1 first a fine or medium-grained red
dish or grey rock, sometimes so homogeneous as to be hardly distin
guishable from a felsite, whose most remarkable accessory mineral is
pistacite, occurring in veinlets and films lining the joints, and also as grains
scattered through the mass of the rock. The other type is coarse-grained,
often highly porphyritic, and is principally developed in the west, while
the finer-grained types are more common in the east of the district. The
foliation in the coarse-grained porphyritic rock is very obscure, and the
prevailing felspar a pink orthoclase.
Schistose-foliated gneiss is found in a band lying between the massive
porphyritic rock of Bellary and the band of DhaYwaYs to the south-west, the
principal form of rock is quartzo-hornblendic, but no sections showing the
contact of this rock with those on either side were seen.
Numerous veins of granite, composed of quartz, red or pink'orthcclase,
and pistacite, are found intersecting the granitoid gneiss near Gooty, and
the schistose bornblendic gneiss further south.
The crystalline rocks in Bellary district are, as a rule, [very unlike the
mass of the gneisses in the east and south of the Peninsula, but bear
a very strong petrographical likeness to the Bundelkhand gneiss. The
resemblance is not only a petrographical one in hand specimens, but
also a very striking one in the features of the landscapes of parts of these
two widely remote regions—a likeness abundantly confirmed by compari
son of good photographic views of the granitoids in both tracts.
The long, narrow, serrated edges of quartz reefs, which form such
frequent and striking a feature in the Bundelkhand landscape, are nearly
as common in Bellary district and other parts of the Ceded Districts and
like those in Central India, they not unfrequently attain to heights of
500 to 600 feet and upwards above the general level. The granitoid
gneisses in Bellary district and the adjacent districts of Ananta"pur,
Karnul, and Cuddapah, are also traversed by very numerous trap dykes
of great size and length, which often rise into bold crests and ridges, form
ing very conspicuous objects in the landscape. The relation o&f these to
the gneisses and to the great quartz reefs is precisely the same as in the
typical Bundelkhand area.
' The description in the text is base,! on
3. Foote, ttfmoirs, XII, 37, (1876) ;

Kff0rds, XIX, ico,(.886) and a forthcoming
Memoir on the Bellary district.
I) 2
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A further noteworthy fact, in perfect agreement with the geological
structure of the Bundelkhand gneiss, is the total absence, as far as our
present knowledge goes, of limestones in the gneissic region of Bellary,
(he south Maratha country, the Raichur DoAb, and the districts of Anantapur, Karnill, and Cuddapah. Yet another point in which the granit
oid gneisses of bundelkhand and Bellary show a strong similarity, is
in the extraordinary rarity of accessory minerals—a point in which they
differ much from the gneisses in the eastern Carnatic.1
The gneissic rocks of SaVantwari and Ratnagiri in the Konkan, as
the low country between the Sahyadri range and the sea is called, would
seem, from Mr. Wilkinson's description, to be more varied than on the
Deccan plateau above the ghats. The distribution in separate bands of
more massive and more schistose characters does not occur. The beds con
sist of true gneiss (i.e. a well foliated quartzo-felspathic rock), micaceous
and hornblendic schists, quartzites, and altered micaceous sandstones, with
some subordinate bands of granitic and syenitic gneiss, also occasional
talcose, chloritic and actinolitic schists. The mass of porphyritic syenite
forming Wajhiri hill, five miles from Vengurla, is considered to be intru
sive.1
In south Malabar Mr. Lake* has described three principal types of
gneissose rocks, which appear to be of different ages. They are, firstly, the
quartzose gneiss, composed principally of quartz and hornblende, or some
times mica, the other minerals are frequently absent, and thick bands of
pure quartz occur ; large masses and runs of very hornblendic rock are also
found, and some beds consist principally of quartz and haematite, the latter
apparently due to the decomposition of garnets. Secondly, the garnetiferous
gneiss, usually a granular rock, with much quartz, a little felspar, and horn
blende in varying, though seldom, large, proportion; garnets characterise the
rock, and are occasionally very abundant, but usually subordinate to the
quartz. Thirdly, the felspatliic gneiss, in which felspar forms the principal
constituent, quartz also occurs, but there is very little of any other mineral.
There are also exposures of granitoid and hornblendic gneissose rocks which
appear to be intrusive and do not cover any large area in the district.
The distribution of the three types of gneiss presents some features of
interest. The quartzose type of rock is found in two areas, which are pro
bably connected with each other in the intervening unsurveyed ground. The
strike of the foliation is nearly north and south. The quartzose gneiss
is succeeded to the west by the garnetiferous, and this again by the felspatliic
1 This and the Hvo preceding paragraphs are
extracted from Mr. R. B. Foote's unpublished
Memoir on the Bellary district.
a Kecnrds, IV, 41, (1871). Some allowance
must be made for discrepancies of nomen-

! clature between different observers in the,e
rocks; what some might call an altered
micaceous sandstone others would name a
quartz-schist.
' Men-.oiis, XXIV, 209, (1690).
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gneiss, in which the foliation runs nearly east and west, but bends round
ihe outcrops of the quarlzose gneiss, in a manner suggesting very
strongly that they are of different ages and that the latter is the oldest.
The foliation is usually coincident with the banding in all three types, but
where the east and west foliation bends round the north and south foliation
there are occasional discrepancies.
Our next note upon these rocks refers to the south-east Waina'd, on
the uplands of Mysore at the north-west base of the Nilgiris. In the little
map published with Dr. King's report1 on this ground the greater part of
the area is shown to be within the region of the steady east north-ea.'t
strike which obtains in the Nilgiris and along the south-east edge of tlur
Mysore plateau, but towards the north there is an area of troubled dips,
centred round two masses of granitoid rock forming the Mani malai and
Yedakal malai, north of which the foliation again passes into the normal
north-north-west strike of the Sahya'dri. Dr. King treats these granitic
masses as doubtfully intiusive. This Nflgiri strike is noted as distinctly
that of the lamination and bedding of the gneiss as well as of the folia
tion, the general dip here being southerly. Four belts of gneiss are
recognised in the south Wainad, the quartzo-hornblendic gneiss of the
northern face of the Nilgiris, and below (north) of it the Devala band
of highly felspathic gneiss with two minor belts of chloritic gneiss.
North of this is the quartzose and ferruginous band forming the Marpanmadi range, beyond which is a broad area of more varied gneiss.
'I he auriferous quartz-reefs are perhaps most developed in the Devala
band. Their lie is peculiar, the strike is north-north-west, corresponding
with that of the gneiss in the country to the north, and at right angles to
that of the rocks in which they occur, yet they generally have a low dip
from 10° to 30°, always easterly. One small trap dyke occurs in the
Devala band, running east by north, nearly in the strike of the gneiss.
In the Nilgiris* massive (obscurely foliated) gneiss prevails, but it
is of a very different type from the massive gneiss of the south Mardthi
country, which is granitoid and copiously felspathic. It is in the very
hornblendic variety of the gneiss, such as prevails over the northern
portion of the Nilgiri plateau, that the foliation is least marked.
The rock is described as hard, tough, and black, breaking with an even
fracture and consisting of an irtimate mixture of quartz and horn
blende, with some garnets. It was taken by early observers for syenite
and greenstone. A similar rock, but with a variable proportion of felspar,
is very common in the central parts of the hills There are also several
strong courses of a quartz.j-felspathic gneiss, which has been taken
'Kecotat. VIII. 20. (lS;5).

I

> Mtmoitt, I, 218, (1858).
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for graphic granite.1 Locally this gneiss also contains garnets in great
quantity.
A few thin dykes of trap have been observed in the Nilgiri hills, but
no granitic veins. Small irregular veins of white quartz are common, but
no reefs have been observed.
To the south, as well as to the north, of the Nflgiris the gneiss of the
low ground becomes well foliated and schistose. South of Coimbatore
a band of limestone has been observed in the metamorphic rocks. Granit
ic veins are also common in this neighbourhood, being especially
conspicuous in the hill of Sankari Drug, but no intruded granite mass
of large dimensions occurs. Mr. H. F. Blanford, from whom the notes
on the Nilgiris are taken, describes* a band of granitic rock to the
north of Trichinopoli, and points out that this band is possibly a con
tinuation of the very similar rocks of Coimbatore. In Trichinopoli, as
to the westward, there is no massive intrusion, but the whole band
(about four to six miles wide) may be considered rather as a network of
veins, running generally in the planes of foliation of a shattered band
of highly foliated hornblendic gneiss, which is frequently twisted and
contorted in every direction. The veins consist of a largely crystalline
binary granite, mica occurring but rarely. The proportions of quartz and
felspar vary greatly, and these ingredients sometimes affect the structure
known as graphic granite. Mica is altogether a rare ingredient in the
gneiss of this region of the Peninsula.
A considerable area of the gneissic rocks of Southern India, from the
Cauvery northwards, has been mapped in some detail. The geology has
been described by Messrs. King and Foote, and the leading features have
been made out, or at least suggested.3 The belt of granitic intrusion
along the north bank of the Cauvery, already mentioned, is on an anticlinal
axis. Beds of variable gneiss and schists, with some limestone, dip from
it on both sides. To the north they pass under the great mass of rocks
forming the several clusters of hills in the Salem district, where, as in the
Nilgiris, a syenitoid hornblendic gneiss is very prominent. With it
are associated the various magnesian schists from which the magnesite of
the "chalk hills" is derived* and also the great beds of magnetite which
have made Salem famous as an iron-producing district. These are not
lodes, but regularly bedded masses of banded iron-ore and quartz, associated
with the gneiss. With the aid of the very conspicuous outcrops formed
by this rock, several great features of contortion have been made out,
proving the strata to be frequently repeated at the surface.
1 Recent unpublished observations by Mr.
Holland indicate the probability that some of
these are intrusive.
* Memoirs, IV, 3°, (1863).
* Menfi'S, IV, 269, -1864).

4 Recent observations, as yet unpublished
by Mr. Holland, show that the magnosite is
probably derived from the decomposition of the
ultrabasic intrusive rocks which he has detected
in this district.
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A collection of rock specimens from the Salem district, made by Leschenault de la Tour in 1819, has recently been made the subject of an
important study by M. Lacroix,1 who found among them an interesting
series of acid and basic gneisses, scapolite bearing rocks, and mica
schists. The greater part of his results are of a lithological and mineralogical nature, too isolated in their bearing on Indian geology to bear
summarising here, and his suggestion, that the specimens belong to three
separate stages, corresponding to those known as $*, *8 and K of the
geological map of France, yet waits the confirmation of detailed work
in the field. The paper is, however, of importance, apart from the valu
able results it contains, as showing how much remains to be done in the
study of the Indian gneissose rocks.
In South Arcot, to the east of the Salem hill-groups, a considerable
area is occupied by rocks having a very granitic aspect, yet showing in
many places an appearance of stratification and occurring in great con
tinuous ridges, which apparently form anticlinal and synclinal folds. The
rock is composed of quartz and white and pink felspar. It frequently
contains blocks, both angular and rounded, of hornblende schist. Alto
gether, the nature of this rock and its position in the metamorphic series
are still open questions.
North of Trichinopoli a change takes place in the direction of the
strike of the metamorphic foliation analogous to that noticed in the
Waindd. The east-north-east direction changes rapidly into north-north
east, parallel to the Coromandel coast. The regularity of the coast-line
is no doubt connected with this fact, and it is interesting to note how the
main structural features of the fundamental rocks thus determine the
actual configuration of the Peninsula. All the fossiliferous deposits,
and even the later azoic formations, are but patches on the weather-worn
surface of this most ancient gneissic mass.
In the Madura and Tinnevelli districts the gneissose rocks are of
two types,8 one the ordinary granitoid gneiss, the other described as
granular quartz rock, and Mr. Foote believed that he had recognised no
less than six alternations of these in the northern portion of the Madura
district. Such supposed stratigraphic.il successions, however, in rocks that
have been so highly metamorphosed and disturbed as these, are open to
grave elements of doubt. Both micaceous and hornblendic types of gneiss
are found, granite intrusions are not abundant, quartz veins are rare,
and trappean intrusions almost entirely absent. A few exposures of
coarsely crystalline limestone in the gneiss are recorded.
'Bull. Soc, Franf. Mineral., XII, 83, (1889).
Translated by Mr. F. R. Maliet, Records,

XXIV, 155-165, (1891).
a K. B. Foote, tfemoits, XX, I o, (1883).
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A few words may here be said regarding the distribution of the trap
dykes which traverse the gneisses of southern India. They are extremely
rare in Tinnevelli and south Travancore, aTid very few are seen in Madura.
Pudukattdi, south Trichinopoli, or in tl-e bani penetrated by granite
veins north of the Cauvery In north Trichinopoli, Salem, and South Arcot
the number increases, but in Coimbatore they are not numerous On the
Nilgiris they are few and small, and only one is known in the Waina'd. In
North Arcot they are very numerous, and often large and of great length,
they continue to be numerous in southwest Cuddapah and Ananta'pur,
becoming less so in Bellary and Karnul. In Chengalpat, Nellore, and
Kistna they are not common, and none very large.
In composition the trap is dioritic, usually of medium grain, though
both very coarse and very fine-grained varieties are met with. The in
trusions are of very ancient date, and probably connected with the vol
canic outbursts of the Cuddapah system. The ancient volcanic neck of
Wajra Karur, a notice of which will be found in a subsequent chapter,
may be connected with them.
Turning northwards to the Aravalli range, we have very few observa
tions recorded, regarding the gneissose rocks.
In some exposures
in the northern part of the range and on its eastern margin, beds
belonging to one of the transition systems are said to rest unconformably
on granitoid gneiss,1 but in the central portion of the range the contact
is said to be transitional and accompanied by an interstratilication
of the transition beds with the gneiss. It is not impossible that there is
gneiss of at least two distinct ages in the range, but the apparent trans
ition is probably due to the disturbance the beds have undergone, and
the apparent interstratification to veins of gneissose granite intrusive
along the planes of bedding. True granite is known to occur abundantly
in the Ara\allis.
The gneiss of Mount Abu and its neighbourhood is said to be highly felspathic, massive, and crystalline, but occasionally a few schistose beds occur.
At the southern end of the range, in the lower Narbada valley, near
Jobat, well foliated gneisses, with quartz and hornblende schists, are promi
nent, while mica schists and granitoid rocks are rare. Limestone and
slates occur among the metamorphics, but whether the association is real,
or only due to the disturbance they have undergone, is not clear.8
In extra-peninsular India the gneissose and granitoid rocks occupy a
smaller proportion of the total area and, except in a small portion of the
Himalayas, have been even less studied than in the Peninsula.
i C.'A Hackett, Rccotds, XIV, 270, (1881). [

« P. N. Eose, Memoirs, XXI, 7, (1884)
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Of the gneissose rocks of Afghanistan we have very little information
They are known to occur in the Safer! Koli and in the Hindu Kush, and
probably occupy the greater part of Kaliristdn, up to the region of the
Pamirs.
• In: the Himalayas the few observations that have been recorded are
often of a misleading nature, owing to the difficulty there often is in
distinguishing between true gneiss which has become so metamorphosed
as to be passing into granite, and granite which has assumed the foliated
structure characteristic of gneiss. The broad features of the distribution
of the gneissose rocks in the north-western portion of the Himalayas
are tolerably known, and it is found that the area occupied by them
not only corresponds to the regions of special geological elevation,
but is approximately coincident with the principal ranges of high peaks,
the coincidence being due quite as much to the comparatively greater
resistance offered to denudation by the crystalline rocks, as to the fact
of these being areas of greater special upheaval.
In the region north-west of Kashmir, where the Himalayas and Hindu
fCush meet, there is known to be a large extent of gneissose rock ;, associated
with some schistose slates and crystalline limestones, but no lithological
details of importance are available.
In Kashmir territory the boundaries of the crystalline rocks have been
approximately mapped, and the rocks themselves cursorily described by
Mr. Lydekker,1 but his description, being based on rapid traverses, contains
few details of sufficient importance and certainty to be repeated here, and
fails moreover in always distinguishing between the gneissose granite
and granitoid gneiss. Mr. Lydekker believed that the gneissose rocks
were of two ages, — for the one, the older, he retained Dr. Stoliczka's name
of " central" gneiss, while the newer gneiss was regarded as conformable
with, and in part formed by the metamorphism of, the sedimentary unfossil.
iferous slates, believed to be of silurian age, so largely developed in the
Himalayas. It is more than probable that the Himalayan gneiss, like that
of the Peninsula, belongs to more than one system, and is not all of one age ;
but the second conclusion, though in consonance with a somewhat discredit
ed theory of metamorphism, is open to doubt. The apparent interstratification of gneiss with schistose slates and limestone appears, in at least some
instances, to have been due to foliated granite, intruded along the bedding
planes, and the apparent complete metamorphism of the slates into gneiss
is probably due either to a complete obliteration of the sedimentary rocks
by a gneissose granite, or to a misinterpretation of the scattered obsenations.
1 Memoirs, XXII.265, (1883). It must be re- widely separated traverses of the country
mcmbered :hat the observations were made on which has not yet been exa-nined in detail.
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It is certain, however, that in Zanskar, Rupshu, and the gneissose area
which extends along the main axis of the Himalayas north of Kumiun, true
gneiss is largely developed. In places this is well foliated, and exhibits a
succession of parallel layers, of differing mineral constitution, which are
strongly suggestive of an origin by some process of sedimentation.' But
often the gneiss is extremely granitoid, with the bedding very obscurely
exhibited, and it is at present uncertain whether this is merely the
result of a more advanced metamorphism of the bedded gneiss or indicates
a difference of age.
No careful and critical examination of these gneisses has been made as
yet. The principal minerals are quartz, orthoclase, and mica, in varying
proportions, but plagioclase felspars, schorl, garnet, and kyanite are not
uncommon accessory constituents. In some of the beds porphyritic crys
tals of orthoclase are found, of lenticular shape with a well developed crys
talline structure, exhibiting universally a twinning of the Carlsbad type,
with the plane of twinning coincident with that of the foliation.
The gneiss of the Ddrjiling district is of the foliated type, apparently
a true gneiss* composed of translucent colourless quartz, opaque white
felspar and dark brown and silvery mica, varying in texture from fine
grained to moderately coarse. The gneiss frequently passes into mica
schist or felspathic mica schist, bands of quartzite are rare, while hornblendic rocks are extremely uncommon and in beds of insignificant
thickness. Almost the only accessory minerals are kyanite, schorl, and
garnet, the two last often forming large-sized crystals in the schists.
The well-bedded gneisses seen on the ascent from the Sutlej valley
to the Babeh pass, were originally classed by Dr. Stoliczka3 with his
" central " gneiss, which he considered as forming the original central
axis of the Himalayan chain, on either side of which the subsequent de
posits were accumulated. The name has, after being current for many
years, been abandoned of late, as it implies a theory which, to say the
least, has not been proved, and because a granitoid porphyritic rock,
which was included with these bedded gneisses and regarded as the
typical member of the system, has since been shown to be a true granite
in its mode of occurrence.
This rock consists of porphyritic crystals of orthoclase imbedded in a
fine-grained matrix composed of quartz, orthoclase, some plagioclase
felspar, and mica, both biotite and muscovite, as well as crypto-crystallir.e
mica whose exact mineralogical species is indeterminable, with magnetite,
garnet and schorl as accessory minerals.4 The larger masses of this rock
1 It is now well established that the apparent
stratification of the crystalline gneisses is
oft»n deceptive. In the cases referred to in
.he lent this cannot always be the case, for not
only are acres of surface of a single hed occa
sionally exposed on 1 he s'.eep hill-sides, but the

beds themselves occasionally show palpable
indications of their detrital origin.
1 F. R. Mallet, Mennirs, XI, 43, (1874)
3 Memoirs, V, 15, (1865).
4 C. A. McMahon, Records. X, 32 ; XV, 34
XVI, 129; XVII, 53 168; (1877-84).
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exhibit slight traces of foliation, generally recognisable in the field,
hut barely, if at all, in hand specimens. Besides the larger, slightly
foliated, intrusions it is found in sheets, generally intruded along the planes
of bedding, and traceable at times for distances of 20 miles with a fairly
constant thickness of as many feet. Under these circumstances, it has a
remarkable resemblance to a truly interbedded rock, a resemblance en
hanced by the well-developed foliation, parallel to the bounding sur
faces, which these thin sheets invariably exhibit. But there is one con
stant character which marks both the thin sheets and the larger, less foli
ated, masses as intrusive, and that is the presence of numerous porphyritic
crystals of orthoclase, one and all twinned on the Carlsbad type, varying in
size from half an inch to as much as six inches across, and lying with their
axes pointing in every direction.
The small amount of disturbance with which the intrusion was
accompanied, is in many cases remarkable. It is especially conspicuous in
the case of the Chor mountain, which rises to a height of nearly 12,000
feet, 25 miles south-east of Simla. All round this mountain the stratified
rocks are comparatively little disturbed, dipping inwards on all sides,
and in the centre of this quaquaversal dip the granite has risen, as if
it had simply dissolved and absorbed the rocks whose place it occupies.
There is some direct evidence that such really was the case, for in the
south-eastern portion of the intrusion, where it has replaced volcanic
beds of the carbonaceous system, the fine-grained matrix is coloured dark
jreen from the amount of hornblende it contains, a mineral which is
usually conspicuous by its absence. Even the thin sheets appear to have
been intruded to some degree in the same manner, for the further they
are traced from their parent mass the more micaceous, that is to say the
more impure, do they become, till the mica in some cases becomes so
abundant that the rock splits easily into large flags. This contami
nation of the rock only extends to the matrix, and the porphyritic ortho
clase crystals are unaffected, showing that they had already solidified, and
crystallised out from the still fluid or pasty magma, when the rock was
intruded into its present position.
A similar porphyritic granite is found in Hazara, where it has been
graphically described by Mr. Wynne,1 it occurs in the core of a highly
compressed anticlinal fold in the Pir Panjdl and Dhdola Dhar ranges,
and extends eastwards along the ranges bordering the Sutlej valley.
It is also found in the gneissic area to the north of this line, associated
with the true gneisses of Zanskar and Rupshu, and, to the south of the
main axis of intrusion, is found in the Chor mountain already referred to,
and in the Dudatoli mountain in Garhwdl. Intrusions also occur in Kumaun
which have not yet been mapped in detail.
1 Kecordt, XII, 118, (1879).
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The date of tliese intrusions is still undetermined, and the evidence is
contradictory. On the one hand, \ve have the recorded occurrence of blocks
of it in the so called Panjal conglomerate of Kashmir,1 but on the
ether, the intrusive masses of the Pir PanjaM and Dhaola DhaY ranges mus-t
have been in a plastic condition subsequent to the period of deposition of
the beds in which these boulders were imbedded. The probable explana
tion is that the boulders were derived from an ancient land area, composed
of a rock very similar to the porphyritic granite of the D'na'ola Dhar, and
that in the great compression and disturbance which caused the elevation
of the Himalayas this rock was once more fused and intruded into the
position where it is now found.
Another very characteristic intrusive rock of the Himalayas is a white
granite, occurring in veins of various sizes and degrees of coarseness ct
texture. The granite consists of quartz, white felspar, which in at least
one instance is oligoclase,' and muscovite. Schorl is a very common acces
sory constituent, and beryl, fluor spar, and garnet are found. The rock is a
very common and conspicuous one along the principal axis of the Himalayas,
occurring in intrusive masses and innumerable veins, ramifying through
the gneiss and schists, and even penetrating the slates. Its intrusion
appears to have been, generally, of later date than the porphyritic granite.
Syenite is largely developed in the range north of the Indus and west
of Leh, where it is unconformably overlaid by the eocene beds of the
Indus valley. Another outcrop of syenite is known, east of Chakrata. in
Jaunsar, but this is intrusive in the slates, and is very probably of later
origin than the Ladakh rock.
From a geographical point of view, Assam and the Shillong plateau
could not be affiliated to the Peninsula, but, geologically, this would
appear to be their proper connection, since the prevailing rocks clorely
resemble the gneissic and transition formations of Bengal, and differ
widely from the rocks of the adjoining mountains to the north and east.
The structural characters bear the same relation ; on the edges of the
Shillong plateau secondary and tertiary strata lie quite horizontally,
while much younger deposits have undergone intense disturbance in the
contiguous Himalayan and Burmese regions. The plateau thus forms a
wedge-like mass of neutral ground, occupying an acute angle between
two regions of contortion.
The ground to which these remarks apply is not known to extend
north-eastwards, beyond the Dhaneswari (Uhansiri) river, though it is likeiy
that the gneissic rocks stretch for some distance under the alluvium of
Memoirs, XXII, aSo. (1883).
Memoirs, V, 14, (1865). Tlie felspar was at

first incorrectly described ns albite. Sec F R
Maliet, Rccoids, XIV, 238, (1881)
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upper Assam. The principal area is the continuous hill-mass, 250 miles
long, between the Dhanesvvari and Brahmaputra. The whole of the lower
Assam valley may be included in the same geological region, for the numer
ous hills protruding through the alluvium, north of the Brahmaputra, consist
of tiie same gneiss, and not of the Himalayan type of metamorphic rocks.
The most interesting of these outcrops in the low ground of the Brah
maputra valley is one observed by Mr. Mallet1 within 200 yards of the
tertiary sandstone at the base of the Himalayas, on the left bank of the
Raidak river, in the western Bhutdn DwaYs. It is really within the subHimalayan Zone, being up a river-valley, inside the mean outer boundary
of the sandstones. The rock is thick-bedded hornblende-schist, a com
mon type of rock in the Bengal gneiss, but one that is rare in the Ddrjiling gneiss of the adjoining mountains. This is the only instance of close
proximity of the azoic rocks of the Peninsula to the Himalayas.
The only observations hitherto made on this Assam gneiss prove little
more than that it has a likeness to the Bengal rock, and that the general
strike is the same. Some granitic intrusions occur in the transition rocks
of the Shillong area, in connection with which they will be noticed.
Gncissose rocks are largely developed in the hill ranges which run
southwards from the eastern termination of the Himalayas, to the east of
Burma and Tenasserim, but very little is known of their constitution.
More or less granitoid gneiss, hornblendic gneiss, crystalline limestone,
quartziie and schists of various kinds are found. In many places the
gneiss becomes a true granite, and much of the area is occupied by a rock
which has been described by various observers as an eruptive granite.
Some of the granitoid portions of the rock weather into remarkable
rounded masses resembling perched blocks, isolated from each other
oy the disintegration of the intervening rock.8 The hornblendic gneiss
appears to be less common than in the Peninsula of India, while crystal
line limestone is not uncommon.
These gneissic formations are known to be metalliferous in several
places. Tin occurs in abundance in Tenasserim and the Malay Peninsula,
lead and silver mines—one of them at least, the famous Bau-duen-gyee,
of very large dimensions and highly productive —exist in the Shan States
north-east of Ava, while the valuable and productive ruby mines of
Mogouk and the less important ones nearer the capital, are situated in the
same series of metamorphic rocks.
From the foregoing brief account of the present state of our knowledge
of the gneissose rocks of India, some idea of its imperfection can be
1 ifrmairs XI, 44, (1874).
Jour. As. Soc Brng., XXXIV, pt. 2, pl,.tcs
; Sktt< lies of tin te are g'n en by C. P;irist>. ' yi, vii vi-i (186-).
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gathered. As was stated in the opening paragraph of this chapter, the
attention of the Geological Survey has, with few exceptions, been only
incidentally devoted to the gneissose rocks, the exceptions being almost
exclusively surveys made at an early date, when the true nature and
origin of these rocks was far less understood than at present. The
analogy of other countries makes it impossible to doubt that results of
great importance and value will be obtained when the great gneissose area
of India comes to be examined in detail.
In the meanwhile there seems to be only one thing certain, that what
has been described as the older or Bundelkhand gneiss had already solidi
fied, acquired most if not all of the characteristics it now has, and been
exposed to extensive denudation, at a period anterior to that of the oldest
of the distinctly sedimentary rocks of the Peninsula. How far the banded
gneisses are newer than this, or how far they are the result of subsequent
changes of the older gneiss, it is at present impossible to say. The re
searches that have been made in other countries renders it almost certain
that, in many cases, what has been described as stratification in the gneiss
was not produced by any process analogous to sedimentation, but it is a
result of the deformation and other changes set up in the rock by pressure,
heat, and the intrusion of foreign igneous rocks. The recognition of this
will necessitate a profound meditation of many of the passages in this
chapter, a modification whose extent and limit it is not yet possible to
indicate.

CHAPTER III.

TRANSITION SYSTEMS.
Transition systems— Difficulty of classification — Definition of term—TlieDlia'rwa'r system— The
BijS'.var sy-tem— A possibly older system— Transition rocks of Behar — of the Assam
hill> —of south-west Bengal— The Gwalior system— The AraValli system The Delhi
system— KirSna and Chiniot hills - Champ^ner beds — MaUni rocks- Relative ages of the
Transition systems — Transition rocks in extra-peninsular India— The Vaikrita systemThe (baling series.

Resting upon the crystalline gneisses, and intervening between them and
the oldest fossiliferous beds of the I'eninsula, there are a number of rock
systems vvhcse age it is impossible to determine with certainty, whether
relative to the European sequence or, in many cases, relative to each other.
This difficulty is due to the complete absence of any recognisable fossil,
an absence which in many rases is easily explicable by the disturbancf
and partial metamorphism the beds have undergone, but equally often they
have undergone little or no disturbance, and are apparently admirably
fitted for the preservation of the remains of such animals as may have lived
when they were deposited.
Failing fossil evidence, we are compelled to fall back on lithological
characters and the degree of disturbance or metamorphism the beds have
undergone, and on these grounds they can be divided into a number of
separate systems, representing different periods, or at any rate different
areas, of deposition, and these systems can again be divided into two
groups,— an older which, as a rule, has undergone considerable disturbance
and some degree of metamorphism, and a newer which, as a rule, shows
only gentle dips and a much less degree of alteration than the other. The
characters are by no means constant ; the Gwalior rocks, which we will
have to include among the older group of systems, are almost undisturbed,
while the Cuddapahs, which will fall among the newer, are in places highly
compressed and contorted. On the whole, however, the distinction appears
to be valid, as it certainly is convenient for the purposes of description,
though it is impossible to say how far the eras represented by the two may
not_have overlapped each other.
The newer of these groups of rock systems we can, with some degree
of propriety, class as older palaeozoic, and for the elder the name 'transition'
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has become customary. This word is not intended to imply any theory
as to the mode of origin of the deposits, but merely to indicate their posi
tion, intermediate between the older crystalline gneisses and the newer
sedimentary deposits, which have undergone a less degree of disturbance
and metamorphism.
The most recently recognised of the transition rock systems, though
probably the oldest in point of age, is that which has been described by
Mr. Foote under the name of Dha'rwa'r system.1 As at present seen, it
occupies a series of long bands and elongated outliers of highly disturbed
beds, folded and faulted into the gneiss, which have a general north-north
west and south-south-east strike, and extend from the southern limit of
the Deccan trap to the Cauvery valley, south of which only a few small
outliers are known. '1 hese outcrops exhibit two types of structure. They
are either a sharply folded synclinal or series of synclinals, or else, show
ing on one side, usually the west, a natural boundary of original contact,
they are cut off on the other by a fault of great throw, by which the softer
beds of the upper DhArwars have been dropped down, and so preserved
from entire removal.
The most westerly of these bands commences in the north as a series ofinliers in the Kala'dgi basin north-east of Belgium. From the southern
edge of this basin it runs down, with a width of 10 to 16 miles, past Dha'r
wa'r to the Tungabhadra river. Here it spreads out and covers a large area
in north-western Mysore, sending one offshoot down to within 40 miles of
the city of Mysore, while another may possibly run southwards from Shimoga
down into the low. country of south Kinara. The next of these bands
starts at the southern boundary of the Kalddgi rocks and runs by Damb.ii
and Chitaldriig to Chiknayakanhalli. South of this the band bifurcates, —one
branch extends to Sei ingapatam, the other, running somewhat east of south,
crosses the Bangalore-Mysore railway. A third band runs along the north
east boundary of the Kalddgi rocks, east of Bellary, and on to the Penner
river. Between this and the last-mentioned band there is a tract of
Dha'nva'r rocks forming the Sandur hills and copper mountains west of
Bellary. A fourth band runs southwards through the Shora'pur district
past Maski to near the Tungabhadra.
Besides these larger bands there are a number of outliers, the most
important of which are those which form the gold-rields of KolaY, and the
three bands, further east, which run out from under the Cuddapahs.
The rocks of the Dha'rwa'r system are hornblendic and chloritic
schists, phyllites and conglomerates, associated with contemporaneous trap,
handed jasper, and hzematitic quartzites. The degree of metamorphism"
'The princ'pr.l published descriptions of ] the text are principally based on the unpubihe lllirlrw/ir system are in Rccaids, XXI, 40-56, lish«d Memoir on the Bdlary district by
K), and XXII, 17-39, (18^9) The notes in • Mr. R. B. Ko..te.
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they have undergone appears to vary considerably and to be connected
with the varying and often extreme degree ol compression they have
undergone. Generally speaking, the beds are distinctly schistose and fre
quently well-characterised schists, but in places they are described as arc
gillites, which readily weather into soft shale. The dioritic traps, which are
usually found conspicuously developed in the lower part of the series, are
replaced by hornblende schists on some of the highly disturbed sections,
,ind the pebbles in the conglomerates have occasionally been deformed
into long rod-like forms.
Conglomerates are of frequent occurrence at and near the base of the
system, some being of the ordinary type of true conglomerate, others of
that type, consisting of boulders scattered through a tine-grained matrix,
for which tlie name of ' boulder beds' has been suggested. The included
pebbles and boulders consist of various varieties of schist, quartz, quarUite, grit, banded hornstone, and gneiss.
The hsematitic quartzites are composed of alternating layers of quartzite and harmaute in proportions varying from a rich, pure, haematite iron
ore on the one hand, to a banded hornstone containing little or no
iron on the other. These haematite beds are everywhere found in the
lower portion of the system, and owing to their hardness, they stand
up as sharp ridges from the softer schists, which have been denuded away
from their sides, thus acquiring a conspicuousness quite out of proportion
to their real importance. They are specially abundant in the Sandur state,
where there are vast supplies of a rich, pure, haematite iron ore, formerly
worked to a considerable extent, by the natives of the country. The
industry is now almost extinct, as much in consequence of the reckless
destruction of forests as the competition of imported iron.
'Ihe Dhdrwar system is economically important as it carries all the
paying gold reefs that have yet been discovered in Southern India, all the
known gold fields being on the Dharwar outcrops, and all trials outside
them having so far led to nothing but disappointment. The gold appears
to be most abundant in the outcrops situated in Mysore territory, where
gold-mining has, within late years, passed through the phase of fierce
speculation into a well-established and remunerative industry. The reefs
have been mined in prehistoric times by miners, whose workings, in spite
of their primitive appliances, penetrated to depths of over 200 feet in
places and, besides the abundant mines, old dressing floors can still
be found, with the mortars in which the quartz was crushed, generally
small hollows in which the quartz was pounded, but occasionally large
saucer shaped depressions in which huge blocks of granitoid gneiss of a
ton and more in weight were rolled round and round.
The relation of the Dharwar system to the granitoid gneiss is one of
most unequivocal unconformity. Wherever a section showing the original
E
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contact is found, the bottom beds of the DhaVw^rs are found to rest on an
uneven eroded surface of the granitoid gneiss. Yet gneissoid beds are
occasionally found in the Dha'rwa'rs and a section, east of Memkal in Bellary,
is recorded, where several alternations of micaceous gneiss with quartzites
and hornblende schists are seen. The section is, however, exceptional, the
gneiss is described as differing more from the typical granitoid than from
the DhaVwaV schists with which it is stratigraphically connected, and it is
possible that the interbedded gneiss may be metamorphosed arkose. There
is of course the alternative interpretation that the Dha'rwa'rs are here
locally in contact, with a gneiss newer than that to which they are so dis
tinctly unconformable.
In a northerly direction the Dha'nva'r beds of the central and western
bands run under the great spread of Deccan trap, but not before their
upturned and denuded edges have been seen to be unconformably covered
by the Cuddapah beds of the Kala'dgi area, and to the south-east a similar
relation subsists between the DhdrwaVs and the typical Cuddapahs of the
Cuddapah area. The Dha'nva'r system is thus completely isolated, both
geologically and geographically. The unconformable breaks above and
below are so great that they indicate nothing more than the necessity for
an utter separation of the system from any other occurring in its neigh
bourhood, while the distance which separates it from the north of the
peninsular area is too great to allow of its identification on mere lithological grounds with any of the transition systems there seen. Yet these
are the only ones on which we can venture even a guess at its correlation
and, so far as they go, the resemblance is greatest in the case of the
Gwalior system ; contemporaneous dioritic traps occur in both, while the
nagmatitic quartzites of the Dha'rwa'rs resemble the haematite beds of the
Gwaliors and not those of the Bijdwars in their structure. On the other
hand, the small amount of metamorphism or disturbance which the Gwaliors
have undergone sharply distinguishes them, and it is probable that both
they and the BijAwars are newer than the Dha'rwa'rs of Southern India.
There can be little doubt that, when the gneissic area of the Madras
presidency is more fully surveyed, other outcrops of Dha'rwa'r rocks will be
discovered. At present one, at least, can be indicated in the Nellore Carnatic, where a distinct band of more eminently schistose rock1 is said to
occupy the western edge of the field, the schists being talcose, miraceous and chloritic, with frequent intercalations of hornblendic bands.
Interbedded quartzites are common, and a laminated hsematitic quartz
schist occurs south of the Swarnamuklii. Associated with these more foli
ated rocks there is a development of trap, both as dykes and as a large
irregular mass of diorite and greenstone, which was regarded as intrusive
on the whole, but in certain cases* distinctly stated to be interbedded. This
' Ktmoirt, XVI, 133, (<S8o)| ' JUc«:oi,s, XVI, 150, iC8, (1880).
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association of rocks is strongly suggestive of the presence of an outcrop
of the Dha'rwa'r system, which had not been separated from the crys
tallines at the time the survey was made.
A good deal of doubt attaches to the mapping of this area owing to
the occurrence of what appear to be outliers of true Cuddapah quarteites,
and the difficulty of distinguishing between the less altered and disturbed
DhaVw^r quartzites and those of the Cuddapah system, where they have
undergone much disturbance and alteration. Between the Penner and the
Swarnamukhi, the narrow strips of quartzite appear all to be associated with
contemporaneous traps and schists, and are probatly Dha'rwa'rs. North of
the Peoner there seems good reason for supposing that they are Cuddapahs.

Turning now to the northern part of the Peninsula, we find a great
system of transition rocks, which has been distinguished under the name of
Bijdwar, from the town of that name in Bundelkhand. By far the greater
part of the area, over which these rocks originally extended, is now covered
up by the newer Vindhyans and Deccan trap and they are only exposed in
a series of outcrops, of varying size, which extend from Bundelkhand to
south of the Narbadd, a distance of about 100 miles from north-north-west
to south-south-east, and from Jobat to the upper Son valley, some 500 miles
from west-south-west to cast-north-east.
The commonest bottom-rock of the Bijawar system in Bundelkhand,
is a quartzite1 that might locally be called a sandstone. It is generally fine
grained, but sometimes, at the base, coarse and conglomeratic from con
taining pebbles of white quartz. It rests quite horizontally, or with a
slight dip, upon a denuded surface of the gneiss, even in that most western
part of the area, where the uppermost portion of the Bundelkhand
gneissic series is supposed to be found.8
With this quartzite a hornstone-breccia and a limestone are intimately
associated. They sometimes replace the quartzite as the bottom rock, or
else are interstratified with or overlie it. The hornstone is compact
quartz, more or less transparent or opaque, of yellow, biown, and red
tints, the angular fragments included in it being generally of white
quartz, and always paler than the matrix. In some cases, if not in all,
they are clearly not the result of fracture caused by contortion, for the
breccia mostly lies quite flat upon a firm support. Occasionally the
former continuity of the detached pieces is evident, the mass looking as
if thin bands of quartz had been shattered by concussion or shrinkage,
then re-cemented in place, and the interstices filled by a more jaspideous
form of quartz. The limestone, too, is highly silicious, the quartz appear
ing both as thin layers and as shapeless, irregular segregations of chert.
1 ,l>i- mi i is, II, II, (i860).
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These bottom rocks of the Bijawar system in Bijdwar are very irre
gular in their distribution. In some sections there is no quartzite, in others
no hornstone-breccia or limestone. The total thickness nowhere exceeds
200 feet. This unevenness of the basement-bed tends to suggest the un
conformity of the succeeding deposits, but no confirmation has been found
of this suggestion, on the contrary, sub-schistose shales, like those of the
upper part of the system, are sparingly intercalated with the limestone and
quartzite.
More or less earthy ferruginous sandstone, locally somewhat conglo
meratic, is the prevailing upper rock, and is associated with incipiently
schistose rusty shales. The iron in these rocks is locally concentrated into
a rich hamiatite which has been extensively worked. Several thick, but
discontinuous, beds of dioritic trap occur in the bottom part of the
group.
The whole Bijdwar system in the typical Bijawar area is probably
not more than 800 feet thick. The strata generally either have a very low
south-easterly dip, or are quite horizontal, but in a few places to the south,
before they become covered up, they are seen to have undergone a consid
erable amount of crushing, which has not in the least affected the lower
Vindhyan rocks immediately overlying. The general immunity from dis
turbance in this small area may be due to the original shallowness of the
deposits here, where they thinned out over the mass of gneiss, which
afforded an unyielding support against compression. It is probable that the
transition basin deepens rapidly to the southward, beneath the Vindhyan
rocks, and that the complete unconformity between the Bijawars and
the lower Vindhyans, as observed in the Son valley, rapidly replaces the
general parallelism ol stratification that obtains in the Bijawar area. East
of the Ken the Bijawar rocks soon disappear, being totally cut out by
the Vindhyans overlapping on to the old gneiss. From a little west of
Allahabad all the lower azoic rocks are concealed by the Gangetic allu
vium, which stretches up to the base of the Vindhyan scarp.
At the Ken the character of the bottom Bijawar rocks changes rapidly,
the strong quartzite thins out suddenly, and a prominent rock, on the
continuation of its strike, is a peculiar, sharply cellular quartzite, much
quarried for quernstones, but the beds associated with this quartzite
are sandstones and shales like those of the upper part of the series. In
the river, and certainly below the horizon of the bottom quartzite of the
Bijawars west of the Ken, there are two or more steady outcrops of pebbly
sandstones, having the same low south-easterly dip as the adjoining Bija
war strata, but occurring in the midst of thick pseudo-crystalline gneissic
rocks. It is important to notice these observations with a view to their veri
fication or correction, for these sandstones seem to have escaped the notice
of the later observers, and they are important as fixing the allinities of the
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associated gneissic strata with the transition series rather than with the
normal gneiss of Bundelkhand. Very similar rocks are found far to the east
in an analogous positional the base of the transition series in Behar, and
again extensively in the Aravalli region, and the question arises as to
whether we must not recognise in the great gneissic series some rocks that
are not metamorphic in the full sense of the word, but are merely reconsolidated granitic or gneissic detritus.
Proceeding from BijaAvar in a south-west direction obliquely across
the plateau, where the Vindhyans are for the most part covered by the
Deccan trap, we should strike the Narbad£ about Handid, at the west end
of the wide alluvial plain, 200 miles long, which, in India, is specially desig
nated as the Narbad£ valley. West of Handid there is a considerable
area occupied by transition and gneissic rocks. They abut on the west
against the Vindhyan rocks of the DhaY forest area, but appear again in
the north of this area, and west of it about BaYwai. These transition
strata have been fully recognised by Mr. Mallet,1 as bottom BijaAvars, con
sisting of quartzite hornstone-breccia and chert-banded limestone, identical
with those of Bundelkhand. No associated trap rock was observed.
These rocks are more disturbed here than in Bijawar, but Mr. Mallet
describes their relation to the gneiss as the same, the quartzite being
often found quite flat and surrounded by vertical strata of the tnetamorphics. It is only possible to question this view by supposing that what
we take to be stratification in the metamorphics is a result of molecular
forces acting on lines of cleavage. This possibility has been forcibly
argued with reference to this very area, and is connected with the sugges
tion that the two series may be very closely allied, the gneiss being more
or less a metamorphic condition of the Bijawars.
Upon the settlement of this question as to the relations between the
metamorphic and transition series, it will depend whether the gneiss of
the Dhar forest should be affiliated to that of Bundelkhand, or to the sup
posed younger gneiss of Bengal. The composition of the Dhar forest
gneiss is in favour of the former, as well as the relation stated to subsist
between it and the Bijawars.
Here, as so often elsewhere, a doubt occurs as to the intrusive charac
ter of the more granitoid varieties of the gneiss. Some hornblendic and
earthy schists of this area, as above Mortaka where the Indore railway
crosses the Narbada, have been included with the gneiss, but it may be
questioned if they do not belong to a transition group older than the
BijAwars.
In the lower Narbadd valley the Bijawar formation has been recognised*
1 Wrmoiis, VI, 199, (1869).

a Memoirs, VI, 2OO, (1869); XXI, 14, (1884).
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specifically identical with the beds in the Dhar forest, near Bagh and
Jobat, the two localities being separated by 80 miles of Deccan trap.
All the most characteristic rocks of the formation are well represented
at Bagh,1—quartzite, hornstone, breccia, and cherty limestone,— and here
again interbedded trap occurs, though not found in the Dhar forest area.
Clay-slate, too, is more prominent, and sometimes becomes conglomeratic
through the presence of pebbles, which are more or less drawn out in the
direction of the cleavage planes. The town of Bagh stands near the •
south boundary of the small triangular area of Bijawars, where it is covered
by cretaceous rocks, the other two boundaries, with the gneissic rocks,
being faulted. The area only extends 7 miles to the north-north-west,
and 5 miles to the ea-t of Bagh. The rocks are highly disturbed and
cleaved, but the metamorphism is local and moderate.
Jobat is about 15 miles west-north west of B«[gh, and stands at the
southern point of another small patch of transition strata. The conditions
are peculiar and puzzling. The only recognisable Bijavvar rock is a very
typical one, a locally brecciated, ferruginous jasper, with veins of hornsione. It lies almost horizontally, forming a low scarped plateau. Along
the north east border, south of Anthi, black and grey schistose slates ap
pear between the jasper and the metamorphics, the foliation and apparent
bedding in the schistose slates and gneiss being parallel, with a high dip
to the south-west. Both rocks are highly charged with vein-quartz, sug
gesting local crushing or faulting.
1 hese disturbed rocks were originally regarded as Bijawars and classed
with the horizontal jasper beds. Mr. Bose has, however, described patches
of slates, quartzites, and limestones, which are said to pass insensibly into
the metamorphics, but are quite distinct from the horizontal jasper rock.2
In this case the latter alone can be regarded as Bijdwar, and this appears
to be the more probable interpretation.
Proceeding eastwards up the Narbadi valley froni Handi^, no rocks are
exposed under the Vindhyan scarp, on the northern side for a distance of
1 20 miles to where the Bijawars form low hills in the Narsinghpur district.
The cherty limestone and breccia are the only beds seen here, but this
may be because the lower rocks are covered by alluvium. The gneiss
does not appear again on this side of the valley.
Along the south side of the river, on the edge of the Gondwana forma
tions of the Satpura hills, there are more frequent outcrops of the trans
ition rocks. The most westerly are near the Moran river, about 30 miles
east of Harda, where some narrow ribs of the cberty limestone protrude
through the Deccan trap, which covers all the rocks to the west of this
point. On this south side of the valley, the cherty limestone, generally
1 yemoin, VI. 303, (1869).
| 2 Memoirs, XXI, 13 (1884).
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much contorted and brecciated, is also the rock most frequently seen, but
other beds do occur, as in the BaYi hill 15 miles east of Soh^gpur, where
a considerable thickness of trappoid and earthy rocks is exposed, the latter
being so little altered as to be easily mistaken for the Talchir shales of the
contiguous Gondwana area. In many places on this south side of the
valley gneissic rocks of doubtful character occur close to the Bijawars,
and the relation between the two series is certainly not simple superposi
tion, both being found at the same level in closely adjoining positions.
At the head of the Narbadd valley in the north of the Jabalpur district,
there is a continuous exposure of Bijdwar rocks between the Vindhyan
and Gondwana areas. All the leading characters of the system already
noticed are represented here, with a greater development of the argillace
ous element. Fine earthy slates of reddish tints are the lowest strata seen.
Their upper beds are associated with the quartzite, which underlies the
limestone and is intercalated with it, and the limestone itself is not so
constantly cherty as has been described elsewhere. Ribboned jasper
beds, passing locally into bluish quartzite, among which rich haematite
beds are well developed above the limestone, and both jasper and quartz
ite are frequently brecciated. Locally conglomeratic, earthy schists are
also freely associated with this band.
Above the iron band there is again a considerable thickness of earthy
schists. Bedded trap occurs throughout the series.
These rocks are not on the whole greatly disturbed. Low undulating
dips prevail, although locally there is much contortion. The highly inclined
planes, so general in the schists, are of cleavage, not stratification. The
thickness of the whole series exposed cannot be great, probably it is under
1,200 feet, and there is scarcely any presumption that the conformable
slates beneath the limestone attain any great thickness.
Notwithstanding these conditions the rocks are in an advanced state of
metamorphism. The limestone is jfenerally crystalline. The schists are
often highly micaceous, hornblendic, and garnetiferous, and the iron-ore is
mostly the micaceous form of haematite. The section in the Narbada. at the
well known marble rocks, 10 miles south-west of Jabalpur, exhibits the
high degree of alteration and local disturbance to which the Bijawars have
been subjected in this region.
Immediately to the east of the flat watershed between the Son and the
Narbadd the band of transition rocks is entirely concealed by an extensive
spread of laterite and alluvium, and beyond this we get into the region
of the lower Vindhyans, which stretch to the south of the scarp of the
upper Vindhyan plateau until they nearly come into contact with the Gond\vaY.a deposits. After crossing the Son. however, the band of transition
rocks again expands gradually to a width of 25 miles in the south of the
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Mirza'par district, and it is here we encounter the question whether one or
two formations occur within this basin of transition rocks.
The noithern half (about 10 miles wide) of the transition band, at a
little west of the Rer river, is formed of regular P.ijawar rocks, such as
we have hitherto seen them—quaftzites, hornstones, banded jasper and
haematite, limestones and slates or schists, with an abundance of intercalated
trap. The whole band strikes against, and under, the lower Vindhyan
strata, where the Son takes a southerly bend opposite Agori. The south
ern half of the transition band, 15 miles wide, as exposed in the Rer,
is entirely composed of fine slates, with intrusive trap only, the dykes
being mostly transverse to the bedding. Both groups are so intensely
crushed together that no decisive section of the junction has been found
in the low jungle-covered hills. Mr. Mallet mentions an instance at Ubra,
at the north end of the section in the Rer, where a quartzite of the
northern set seems to c;ip a ridge of the slates, but the case is not clear
and the question of the relation is quite open, except that it certainly is
not one of horizontal transition, as the two contrasting deposits are in full
force and character in close juxtaposition to each other.
The western extension of the section into the Rewd country has
been but imperfectly examined. The slates have already disappeared at
the Gopat, and the northern band of true Bijctwars is in contact with the
gneiss. In this region, where the Son takes a bend into the area of
the transition rocks, there is a good instance of local metamorphism,
the transition rocks along the lower Vindhyan boundary, distinctly re
cognisable as Bijdwars throughout the whole length between the Gopat
and the Son at Marai, being in a gneissose condition and intrusive granitic
rocks occur in them. The character of the contact of these beds with the
main gneiss to the south is, however, of the kind described by Mr. Hacket
north of Jabalpur, abrupt rather than transitional, but it is certain that they
themselves are locally gneissic, and have been effected by granitic intrusions.
If it were certain that this character of the contact of the BijaVars
with the southern gneiss is constant and not due to faulting, and also
that the gneiss of the Rer and the Gopat are the same, we could at once
affirm the distinctness of two transition systems in this ground, for the junc
tion of the slates of the southern band with the main gneiss is perfectly
transitional—a gradual alternating passage from the strong gneiss, through
gneissose and other crystalline schists, into the tine clay-slate, as is well
seen in the section in the Rer. But while doubts exist upon these two
conditions, it must remain possible that these slates of the Rer are only
a bottom member of the Bijawar system.
East of the Rer and the Kanhar several large inliers of gneiss and of
granitoid rocks, of more or less intrusive character, occur within the slate
area, and gneiss is the only rock seen below the Vindhyans at the Koel.
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This encroachment of the crystallines upon the zone of the transition
rocks is extended in Behar, where, for some miles north of the Grand Trunk
Road west of Gaya, gneiss reaches quite across the strike of the slates.
Several hills isolated on the alluvial plains in this neighbourhood are of
thorough granite.

Immediately east of Gaya, transition rocks appear again on the pro
longation of those in the Son valley, and having the same strike. They
form several groups of hills in east Behar, known as the Maher, Kdjctgriha
(Rajgir), Shaikhpura, Kharakpur, and Gidhaur hills, which stand clear
of the main gneissic area and more or less isolated in the alluvial plains,
and those of Malabar and Bhiaura on the northern margin of the gneissic
upland. The aspect of all these hills at once shows that they must be
formed of very different rocks from the BijaVars of the west, and sug
gests also that all these Behar rocks belong to one system. They
generally present scarped faces formed of massive quartzites on every
side, the associated schists or slates appearing obscurely in the valleys.
All the peculiar Bijdwar rocks are wanting. There is no limestone, hornstone, jaspideous ironstone, or bedded trap. The only similar rocks in the
west are the slates of the Rer section, and there the quartzites, which
form such a prominent part of the transition series of Behar, are absent.
We have a somewhat detailed description of the MahSbar and Bhiaura
hills by Mr. Mallet,1 and the relation of the gneiss and transition rock-series
is shown to be very peculiar. The transition series here consists of three
divisions, an upper, composed exclusively of strong quartzites as seen in
Mahdbar hill, a thick middle band, in which fine mica-schists largely pre
dominate and a basal member, in which quartzites again occur, sometimes
in great force, as in the Bhiaura ridge, though they may be altogether
wanting at no great distance. The frequent presence of these quartzites
here is of great service, by removing the doubts that so often arise, as to
whether planes of lamination in schistose rocks, of uniform composition,
are due to bedding or to cleavage.
It wouid be difficult to draw a more irregularly intricate line than the
transition and gneiss boundary on Mr. Mallet's map. Near the Bhiaura
and Maheibar ridges there is some approach to an average east and
west strike of the boundary, but, as the plane of junction between the two
series rises to the south, its line of outcrop meanders about in the most
devious manner. This is not due, as might easily occur, to the irregular
denudation of two deposits in flat parallel superposition. Here, as a rule,
the lower (older) rock forms the prominences, between which the schists
are deeply buried, yet the bedding in both rocks is found to follow
1 An abstract of it is published in Kctotds, VII, 36, (1874).
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the intricate twistings thus produced, the actual junction being generally
inclined at a high angle.
The boundary can always be fixed with precision, even in the absence
of the bottom or Bhiaura quartzites, on account of the strong contrast be
tween the fine mica-schists and the coarse gneiss, yet the transition rock
seems to have fully partaken in the metamorphic action, for it is a tho
roughly crystalline, garnetiferous mica-schist up to the base of the Mah^bar
quartzites. Variations are found in the gneissic series at the contact.
On the north side of the Bhiaura ridge the bottom quartzites lie steeply
against the dome-gneiss, elsewhere schistose gneiss occurs at the boundary.
The dykes and massive outbursts of pegmatitic granite of this region are
principally exhibited in the transition series.
A very close connection is thus established in this position, by conform
ity of stratification and by a common metamorphism, between the transition
rocks of Behar and the gneiss in contact with them, and it is probable that
a large part of the gneiss of Bengal is of the same age as that at the
boundary of the transition series. There is, for instance, a very distinct
outlier of the Mah^bar schists and Bhiaura quartzites on the plateau just
north of the Grand Trunk Road at Barhi, 30 miles to the south of the
boundary in Behar.
There can scarcely be a doubt that the rocks of the Rdjdgriha and other
detached hills of Behar are of the same formation as those of Mahabar,
and so the contrast of their mineral condition is interesting. The latter
have undergone general crystalline metamorphism, the former have only
very locally suffered this change, being for the most part still in slaty con
dition. Yet it would seem that they too are closely surrounded by crys
talline rocks, for whenever rock is exposed, through the alluvium near
these hills, it proves to be granite. At one spot near Ghansura, on the
north side of the Rajagriha range, there is a contact showing distinct in
trusion of granite into the soft earthy schists. It is an ordinary ternary
granite, not like the pegmatitic granite of the Mahdbar region. In the
immediate neighbourhood of Gay£ many forms of special metamorphism
and of contact-action are well exhibited.
The amount of disturbance is rather greater in the detached hills,
where the rocks are less metamorphic than in the Mahdbar region, and
(he very peculiar confused form of contortion, noticed in the surface
of junction where the transition rocks rise against the gneiss to the south,
is well exhibited throughout the formation, but in larger proportions
in the top beds of the series. The Mahdbar ridge itself is a typical instance
of this structure. It is a long, narrow, synclinal ellipse, the quartzites dipping
at a high angle all round, towards the centre, and curving continuously at
each end of the axis The Ra'ja'griha range contains a pair of such ellipses
compressed together, the quartzites being for the most part quite vertical
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along the sides. The Kliarakpur hills, which form the largest of these
groups, are a congeries of these discontinuous flexures, little or no regu
larity being observed in the direction of the axes of contortion.
We have still to notice the rock underlying the quartzite in the small
ridge of Shaikhpura, and in the little hills a few miles to the east at
Luckeeserai, the junction station for the chord and loop lines of the
East Indian Railway. There can be little doubt that the quartzite of these
localities is the bottom rock of the Behar transition series, the Bhiaura
quartzite. In the Shaikhpura ridge it rests steeply against a rock having
the texture of a thoroughly crystallised coarse granite, but completely
decomposed. The relative position of the two rocks is precisely that of
the Bhiaura quartzite and the dome-gneiss. Along a steady outcrop of
some two miles long no feature of special intrusion was observed, and there
is no extra metamorphism at this junction. The only contact-action that
occurs is of secondary origin, in the formation of layers and vein-like
strings of a sharply cellular quartz-rock much used for making hand-mills.
This section is noticed in connection with a more decided one at Luckee
serai, only a few miles to the east on the same strike, where the quartzite
again rests against an amorphous mass of pseudo-crystalline granitoid
rock, of much less sharply defined texture than at Shaikhpura, in which
strings of pebbles can be detected. This is underlaid by strong beds
of coarse conglomerate, having the same dip as the overlying quartzite.
The pebbles and boulders in this conglomerate are mostly sub-angular,
and are exclusively of varieties of quartzite like those of the over
lying formation, none being of crystalline rocks. They often appear elon
gated in the direction of the foliation, and adhere firmly to the matrix,
which is a quartzose, sub-gneissose schist. Just east of Dhardrah station
some masses of this rock protrude through the alluvium close to the base of
the Kharakpur hills. Another outcrop of conglomeratic schist was observed
under the east end of the Gfdhaur range and dipping towards it.
These Lukeeserai beds remind one forcibly of the pseudo-gneiss ob
served conformably underlying the Bijdwarsin the section of the Ken river
in Bundelkhand, and the suggestion revives, however slightly, the question
of the possible correspondence of the transition groups in the two areas.
There is another rock frequently found with the undulating gneissic
rocks of Behar, and elsewhere in this zone or protruding from the alluvium
near the hills, that suggests the same connection. It is a jaspideous quartz
ite, often brecciated, and not unlike the bottom Bijdwar rock of Bundel
khand and the DhSr forest. It commonly has the same moderate dip as
the rocks with which it occurs, but, when vertical or crushed, it is readily
mistaken for fault-rock or vein-stone.
Suggestions of an opposite tendency can, however, be pointed out from
observations recorded in preceding paragraphs. It «as stated that the
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contrasting groups of transition rocks in the northern and southern portions
of the section in south Mirzlpur cannot be, in any degree, representative
of each other by horizontal transition, and the presumption would be
strongly in favour of the southern beds — the slates of the Rer—being the
older of the two. If the Behar rocks had to be affiliated to either of these
exclusively, it would certainly be to the latter group.
It has been already explained that the gneissic formations in lower
Assam and the hills to the south are more closely allied to those of the
peninsular region of India than to the metamorphic formations of the
Himalaya. This relation holds also for the transition rocks, which are
largely developed on the south side of the hills, where the sub-metamorphic
beds are for the most part covered by the horizontal cretaceous rocks
of the plateau, but are exposed in the deep ravines that penetrate to the
very axis of the range. The lateral extension of these transition rocks
has not been ascertained. On the central cross-section in the Khdsi country
they stretch for 30 miles from near the south margin of the plateau to
beyond the watershed north of Shillong, the culminating ridge with its sum
mit 6,450 feet high being formed of the quartzites of the transition series,
which have hence been described as the Shillong series.1
These Shillong beds have a general resemblance to those in Behar. They
consist of a strong band of qaartzites overlying a mass of earthy schists.
Great masses of granite and of basic trap rock also occur intrusively. The
former may well represent the similar rock seen to be intrusive into the
slaty schists of Rajagriha, and the latter resembles certain trappoid rocks
in Behar. Thus altogether the affinity is sufficiently marked to introduce
the notice of the Shillong area in sequence with that of Behar. In the
lofty and deeply eroded ground of the Assam hills the sections are much
more favourable for study than on the alluvium-smothered plains, and some
very puzzling observations have been recorded regarding the relations
of the hypogene rocks to the Shillong series.
The lithology of these Shillong rocks varies much, according to local
conditions of metamorphism. In places the quaitzites, generally very firm
and more or less schistose, are quite friable and might be called sand
stones, but this state is probably due to decomposition, for the texture
always reveals the effects of chemical change. It is coarser grained
than is common in the Behar quartzites, and at the basp, immediately over
the slates or schists, there usually occurs a conglomerate, often of
considerable thickness, made up chiefly of quartz pebbles, but with some
rounded fragments of coloured quartzites. Still, so far as has been made
out, the quartzite is conformable to the schists, but in troubled ground
it is difficult to make sure of such a point. The schistose beds also exhibit
' H. B. Mcdlicott, Memoirs, VII, 197, (1869).
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much variety of texture, from ordinary clay slate to well foliated schists
and gneiss. These changes are simultaneous in both quartzites and
schists, and it is noteworthy that the increase of metamorphism is towards
the south, away from the area of the old gneiss.
The relation of the transition rocks to this gneiss has not been made
out. On the only section of which we have critical observations, nearly
due north and south through Shillong, the boundary with the gneiss occurs
in the low jungle-covered hills, where observation is almost impossible.
The dividing line between the two series crosses the high range to the
west of our section, and it is there that the junction should be examined.
The observation already noted, that the metamorphism increases to the
south, would suggest that the junction of the schists with the main gneiss
to the north may be lithologically abrupt. At the southern boundary there
is a steep plane of contact between the highly altered transition rocks and
the great accumulation of bedded eruptive rock, known as the Sylhet trap,
supposed to correspond with that of the Kajmahdl hills and, therefore, to be
of Jurassic age. The cretaceous sandstones lie evenly and unconformably
011 both formations.
In the midst of the transition area there is an extensive exhibition of
eruptive rock, of very different character from the Sylhet trap. It is a
dense, massive, basic diorite or greenstone. The high road between Suralim and Mauphlong crosses this rock continuously for five miles in the
gorges of the Kctlapdni and Bogapdni rivers. The direction of the road is
oblique to the strike of the rocks, but at right angles to its outcrop the
greenstone is fully a mile wide. It nowhere betrays any bedded structure,
and its intrusive character is not so marked as might be expected with so
extensive a display of igneous rock. There is, however, sufficient evidence
of intrusion for this greenstone, as a well defined dyke passes from the
main mass into the quartzite of the ridge, about half a mile south of
Mauphlong. Elsewhere one may walk for miles along the junction of the
two rocks without finding any signs of penetration of one by the other.
The relation of the granite, or at least of the larger masses of the crys
talline rock, to the transition rocks, is also very puzzling. Two such
masses adjoin the high road across the Kha'si hills. One is the MyllJm (Molim)
area just south of the Shillong ridge, and close to the road between Mauph
long and Shillong. The other area is much more difficult of approach, the
granite being only exposed in the deep gorges under the sandstones of the
plateau, as on both sides of Surarim.
The rock is a thorough granite. It commonly affects a spheroidal struc
ture, and it is composed of pale pink orthoclase, often in large crystals, a
small proportion of very pale greenish oligoclase, a little dark-green or
brown mica, and an abundance of disseminated hyaline quartz. There can
be no question that these great granitic masses are of later origin than the
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transition series, for the total want of symmetry in the arrangement of the
surrounding sedimentary rocks forbids the supposition that they could have
been deposited round the granite, yet the absence of any apparent con
nection between the form of the intrusive masses and the disturbance
of the transition rocks is very difficult to understand. The quartzites (the
upper member of the transition series) are generally found at the boundary,
but their dip and strike are quite independent of the granite, as if their
contortions had been fully established before the granite was introduced,
and remained quite unaffected by it. The facts seem totally to preclude
the notions of fracture and compression commonly associated with the
word intrusion. The supposition of the mass being faulted into position
also lacks any corroborative evidence, the boundary lines are all rounded
and show no symptoms of fissuring. It is as if a great hole had been
burned out of the old stratified rocks and the crystalline mass let in, or as
if the transition rocks had been converted into granite up to a certain
boundary, without affecting the area beyond that line. Yet the junction
is quite sharp, the quartzites not being more altered at the very contact
with the granite than away from it. In keeping with all these negative
characters is the fact that no dykes or veins of granite have been observed
issuing from the great mass of Myllim, nor even in its neighbourhood. This
is the more remarkable, because dykes and veins of similar granite are not
uncommon in the southern part of the area, where the general metamorphism of the transition series is so much greater as to suggest that the
focus of hypogene activity lay in that direction, beyond the present southern
limit of these formations. It is also in agreement with the facts and
suggestions recorded to note that the granite is younger than the old
dioritic KhaVi trap; several small dykes of granite are seen ramifying
through the diorite in the bed of the torrent east of Surarim.
The gneissic uplands of Hazaribdgh and Chutia' N4gpur, about 120 miles
wide, separate the transition rocks of Behar from those which occupy
parts of Minbhum and Singbhum in south-west Bengal and stretch far to
the west, the whole transition area being about 150 miles long from east to
west, and 80 miles wide1.
Although the total thickness of this series must be great, no distinct
ive zones are marked in it. From top to base it seems to be an indiscri
minate alternation of quartzite, quartzite sandstone, shite and shales, hornblendic, micaceous, talcose, and chloritic schists, the latter passing into
potstone, and some bedded trap. Well-preserved ripple marks are found in
the slates and shales, and some of the latter are so little metamorphosed
that they might be mistaken for Talchirs, but for the quartz veins that
penetrate them.
1 Memoirs, XVHI, 73, 124 (1881).
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Some large inliers of gneiss occur within this basin of transition rocks.
Around some of these inliers the boundary is in its original condition,
as at Chaibdsa1, where shales and sandstones rest flatly and quite un
changed upon the coarse gneiss of the principal inlier, and the uncon
formity of the two series is further proved in this case by the fact that
the underlying gneiss is profusely traversed by trap dykes, which do not
penetrate the overlying deposits. The boundary between the transition
rocks and the main gneiss of Bengal on the north is said to be a fault, on
account of the more or less continuous presence along it of a rib of vein
stone. This boundary occurs, however, at the base of a long descending
section of the transition rocks and the beds along the line of junction
are such as elsewhere appear as bottom-beds of the transition series.
There are besides outliers of the slate series beyond the supposed faulted
boundary to the east, about Supur, and an inlier of gneiss a short distance
inside it at Borobhum. We can at least conclude that the junction here, whe
ther faulted or not, is abrupt, that is to say, without any gradation of stratigraphical or mineralogical characters. In this part of the basin the maxi
mum of disturbance and of metamorphism seems to occur away from the
boundaries. Further to the west, however, the junction of the slate and
gneissic series is described as transitional, and granite veins penetrate the
slates without much affecting them.
The most striking feature of this area is a mass of dioritic trap running
continuously, but with varying width, nearly east and west, through the
centre of the transition basin. Dalmd hill, 3,050 feet high, is formed of
this rock, and here the outcrop is nearly 3 miles wide. The trap is de
scribed as a great dyke, but its composition is described as complex and
obscurely bedded. A section north of Ramgarh is given as—l
1. Indurated chloritic schist.

2. Porphyritic trap.
3. Indurated chloritic schist.
4. Compact and amygdaloidal trap.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Indurated chloritic schist.
Brecciated trapIndurated chloritic schist.
Brecciated trap.

Several other cases of similar variation were observed. The supposed
dyke is found along the axis of a greatly compressed synclinal fold, and
has evidently been subject to much crushing, the description is not
such as one would expect in the case of a truly intrusive rock, and it is at
least possible that it is composed of contemporaneous volcanic rocks
whose structure has been obscured by disturbance.
As in Southern India, these transition rocks carry metalliferous lodes
of gold, silver, copper, lead, etc., but so far none of these have proved
remunerative— except to promoters of joint stock companies and a limited
number of speculators in mining scrip.
In ChutiA Nagpur a few exposures of quartzites and schist have been
1 Memoirs, XVIII, 80, (iSSi).
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separated from the gneiss, and it is probable that more will be fouml
when the gneissic area, intervening between the patches of Gondwdna
rocks, is more closely examined. Some of these patches are indicated on
the map, but they do not exhibit sufficient peculiarity to require detailed
notice.
West of Raipur, in the Central Provinces, is another stretch of trans
ition rocks, known as the Chilpi ghdt or Saletekri beds,1 which have been
but little examined. They consist of quartzites, dark green and buff slates,
and shaly beds, coarse conglomerates and numerous beds of trap. They are
for the most part much disturbed, but sometimes lie at easy dips. The
succession of the beds has not been worked out, and little more is known
of them than their approximate boundary.
To the south-east Dr. Ball found, on the eastern side of the plateau
south of Tarnot,2 some much disturbed shales, with subsidiary quartzites
underlying the horizontal quartzites of the plateau. These very probably
belong to the same series as the Chilpi ghdt beds, and on the accompanying
map have been coloured as such.
Turning to the north-west corner of the Peninsula the beds of the Gwalior
system8 are found, about 120 miles from the Bundelkhand outcrop of the
Bijdwar system, resting upon the gneiss in precisely the same mechanical
relation, horizontally or with a gentle slope. The denuded outcrops of the
quartz reefs traversing the gneiss are in both cases covered by the bottom
deposits of the overlying transition groups, but a slight difference is
noticeable at the actual contact. The bottom layer of the Bijawars is
commonly more or less adherent to the gneiss, the result of the partial
metamorphism that the Bijdwars, even in Bundelkhand, have undergone,
whereas in the Gwalior rocks the bottom contact-layer is still unaffected
in contact with the gneiss.
A general list of the rocks of the Gwalior formation would not suggest
any separation from the BijaVars. Each contains sandstone or quartzite,
limestone, jasper, iron bands and bedded traps. The arrangement of
these different strata is, however, markedly different in the two cases,
and the general facies of these two series does not suggest to the observer
that they are representative. Still, the Gwaliors are more nearly allied by
their mineral characters to the Bijdwars than to the lower Vindhyans, and
on this account, on account of their relations to the slaty series of the
Ardvallis, and of the great unconformity which subsists between them and
the upper Vindhyans, they are here classed with the transition rather
than the older palaeozoic systems.
1 The only published description will be
found in Records, XVIII, 187, (1885).
* Records, X, 175, (1877).
* There u a short notice of the Gwalior

series by Mr. C. A. Hacket in Records, III, 33,
(1870); it is also mentioned in Mr. Hacket's
paper on the north-east Aravalli legion,
Records, X, 84, (1877).
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The area occupied by the Gtvalinr system is only 50 miles long, from
east to west, and about 15 miles wide. It takes its name from the city
of Gwalior, which stands upon it, surrounding the famous fort built upon
a scarped outlier of Vindhyan sandstone. The composition of the Gwalior
formation is very mixed, and admits of only a twofold and very unequal
subdivision. There is constantly at the base a sandstone, or semiquartzite, a fine-grained stone, pale grey in colour, regularly and thinly
bedded, often conglomeratic at the base, called the Pdr sandstone, from
a town 12 miles south-west of Gwalior. It varies from 20 to 200 feet in
thickness, and is overlaid by about 2,000 feet of strata, consisting mainly ot
thin, flaggy, silicious, ferruginous shales, copiously interbanded with
tiornslone and jasper, frequently of a brilliant red colour. Limestone, more
or less cherty, occurs on two principal horizons in these shales, but not
continuously, and there are two principal zones of a dense basic dioritic
trap. All these upper beds amounting to about 2,000 feet in thickness, and
constituting the bulk and the characteristic portion of the Gwalior forma
tion, have been distinguished from the P4r sandstone as the Morar group,
the name being taken from the military station close to Gwalior.
With the exception of some very local slips and crushing, the
Gwalior rocks are undisturbed, having a steady, low, northerly inclination
of only three to five degrees. The features of the area correspond
with this arrangement of the rocks. There is a continuous broad
plateau-range on the south, from 300 to 500 feet high, formed largely
of the P3r sandstone. On the west it is connected at right angles with
the Vindhyan scarp, which lies at a slightly lower level, and it stretches
thence eastwards to the Sind river, forming a steep scarp overlooking
the gneissic area of lower Bundelkhand to the south. There are two
other ranges on the north, parallel to the Plr scarp, but they are much
broken by cross-drainage, the two longitudinal valleys between the three
ridges being due to greater decomposition and erosion alorg the two
outcrops of bedded trap. It is only at the west end, near the Vindhyan
plateau, that these trappean bands are well exposed.
The general easterly direction of the Pa> scarp is very steady up to
the Sind river, but the line is much serrated by bays and headlands, in which
the nature of the junction with the gneiss is well exhibited. At the most
southerly points of the range the gneiss reaches to within a few feet of the
summit, and is capped by only a few feet of sandstone, but the surface of
the gneiss gradually slopes downwards in the valleys cut back to the north,
and the thickness of the o\erlying Gwalior beds increases. This slope of
the junction is largely due to the original form of the basin in which the
beds of the Gwalior series were deposited, for close to the edge of the
scarp the thickness of the PaY sandstone is small, near PaY only about 20
feet, while on the north side of the range, wherever sections are exposed,
as at Badhano, ten miles south-east of Mordr, the thickness is not less
F
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than 200 feet. No trace of an unconformity between the PaV and MoraV
groups having been detected, this thickening must be due to the form
of the basin of deposition, and would seem to show that the present south
ern limit of the Gwalior series represents very closely the original limit of
deposition of the P&r sandstone.
On the top of the P&r sandstone there occurs locally a compact
calcareo-silicious bed that is worth noticing, because the peculiar coralloid
forms it exposes by weathering were thought by Dr. Stoliczka to be of
organic origin.1 This rock is best seen just south of B^ra, 25 miles east
by south of MoraV.
The lower zone of bedded trap is about 400 feet from the base of the
Mordr group. There are two or more flows with intervening shales
well seen on both sides of the Indore road, at from 6 to 10 miles south
west of Gwalior. The thickness of these flows is very various. From
70 feet they thin out to nothing, but they are probably nowhere absent
on this horizon, obscure outcrops of them having been observed at several
places in the valley formed along their strike to the east. At some spots
there is an appearance of the trap having burst up through the under
lying shales. Thus, in the strenm near the Trunk Road north-west of
Bela, there is a low section showing the shales and trap in vertical con
tact, but otherwise the interstratification is unbroken.
In connection with this lower zone of trap there occurs a rock that will
again come under notice in the Cuddapah system, and also in the lower
Vindhyans. It is a compact porcellanic rock, as sharply and regularly
bedded as the associated jaspideous shales. Occasionally it is obscurely
porphyritic, having small indeterminate crystals scattered through it. An
analysis of a specimen from the Gwalior beds gave a composition ap
proaching to that of orthoclase felspar.* But there is no presumption
that this porcellanic rock, or hornstone, which has more than once been
described as volcanic, has any connection with volcanic activity, and its
association here with trappean beds of highly basic composition is probably
quite fortuitous.
The upper zone of trap is on a much larger scale. The whole plain
of MorAr is underlaid by it, at least on the north side, and, if allowance
is made for the small dip, the flow can hardly be less than 500 feet thick.
It is admirably exposed in the undercliff of the Vindhyan scarp in the fort
hill and the promontories to the westward. In a small plateau about three
miles to north-north-east of the fort it is overlaid horizontally by typical,
rusty, jaspideous shales of the Gwalior series. Several detached hills
in the plain lying east by north of Morar are formed entirely of this
massive trap.
Limestone occurs principally on two horizons, in and above the lower
Irappean zone and, in the northern hills, above the great trap flow. In
'Records, III, 35, (1870).
| ' Records, III, 37, (1870).
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both positions it is very uncertain and discontinuous. Within a space of
100 yards a mass of limestone, more than 50 feet thick, is found to be
totally replaced by ochreous shales.
The iron ore, which is largely mined in the Gvvalior system, is quite
different from that found in the Bija\vars. The latter is a massive
concretionary haematite irregularly concentrated in ferruginous earthy
sandstones. The Gwalior ore is a fine wafer-like shale, composed of thin
flakes of haematite with still thinner films of clay. It is a decomposed con
dition of the jaspideous shales, from which the amorphous silica has been
dissolved out, leaving the iron ingredient in a very favourable stats for
mining and smelting. The conditions for this change seem only to have
obtained near the base of the group, as the mines are in the shales a
few feet over the Par sandstone.
To the east and north the Gwalior system is covered by the great
alluvial plains. On the west it passes under the upper Vindhyans, and two
inliers, exposed by the removal of these covering rocks, are crossed by
the Trunk Road. The only specific identification of the Gwalior be-ls
beyond this area is at the nearest point on the opposite side of thU
northern extension of the Vindhyan basin, 70 miles to the north-west of
Gwalior. At Hindaun there is a narrow ridge of banded jasper and fer
ruginous shales, which Mr. Hacket considers to be indubitable Gwaliors1.
The Gwaliors at Hindaun are more or less vertical, and in contact with
them, but not conformably, are some quartzite sandstone and red and
black slaty shales, with irregular bands of limestone, which will be again
referred to when dealing with the Delhi system.
The antiquity of these rocks is shown not only by this section at
Hindaun, but by the very extensive denudation they had undergone pre-

Fig. 4. Section showing the relation between the Gwalior and Vindhyan systems at
the junction of the Par and Vindhyan scarps. Ks. Kaimur sandstone. Kc.
Kaimur conglomerate. G. Gwalior beds. C. Bundelkhand gneiss.

vious to the deposition of the upper Vindhyan sandstones. At the western
end of the Par scarp, the Kaimur sandstones and conglomerate are de
posited against a scarped face of Par sandstone and rest on the gneiss at
a lower level than the base of the Gwaliors close by a.
The Aravalli system was formerly taken to comprise all the transition
1 Rfcords, III, 40, (.870) ; X. 90, (1877).

| ' Memoirs, VII, 58, (1869).
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beds of the AraValli range, including those belonging to what we will now
distinguish as the Delhi system1. Little can be said of the petrography or
of the relations of the Ardvalli system, as limited by the exclusion of these
newer beds, and even the validity of the separation is in doubt. Mr.
Hacket was inclined to believe * that the schists of the AraVallis were
merely the metamorphosed equivalents of the lower portion of his Delhi
system, but the disproportion, in thickness as well as in metamorphism,
between the beds of the great schist area of the AraVallis and the much
smaller thickness of slates and limestone, which alone can be included
with certainty in the Delhi system, renders this doubtful. Moreover he has
recorded some observations, noticed below, which point to an unconformable break between the two systems.
Accepting the validity of a distinct AraValli system of transition age, it
may be described as consisting of quartzites and limestones, often con
taining coccolite, hornblendic and mica schists, abounding in crystals of
andalusite, staurotide and garnet, and felspathic schists and gneisses.
The contact of the schists and gneiss shows a gradual transition3, both in
the centre of the range, and where they are in contact with the granitoid
gneiss of Dhariawad and near Chitor, which has been regarded as belonging
to the Bundelkhand or older gneiss series. This transition is in part appa
rent, and due to the true gneiss not having everywhere been distinguished
from gneissose forms of intrusive granite, bnt is not improbably to some
extent real.
The relation of the AraValli schists to the Delhi system is somewhat
doubtful ; where the lower beds of the latter have undergone metamorphism they are difficult to distinguish, and it is probable that in those sec
tions which appear to show a passnge between the two, the break occurs
between beds which it is difficult to distinguish from each other. This is
rendered probable by the unmistakable unconformity which is shown by
some sections, such as the one near Nithahar, where the Alwar qaartzites
rest upon the edges of nearly vertical argillaceous and quartz schists, and
in the hills south of the Basi railway station, where a thick band of coarse
conglomerate occurs at the base of the Alwar quartzites immediately above
what were regarded as beds belonging to the Raialo group.*
East and south-east of Udaipur, in the heart of the range, conglomer
ates, containing numerous boulders and pebbles of quartzite in a schistose
quartzite matrix, occur close to ridges of quartzite, which were regarded as
of Alwar age5. The position of these conglomerates is not very well
established. The nature of the boulders they contain would lead one to
suppose that they were of later date than the quartzites of the rid&e close
by. but their position would indicate that they came between the quartzites
and the adjoining older schists.
Manual, 1st ed., p. 49.
*C. A. Hacket, MS. Report, 1886.
*C. A. Hacket, Records, XIV, 282,

(1881). MSS. Reports, passim.
4 Records X, 86, (1877); XII, 4, (1879).
•' C. A. Hacket, MS. Report, 1885.
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Thesesections appear to leave but little room for doubting that an
unconformable break exists, and for this reason it appears advisable to
recognise the existence of a distinct system of schists and slaty beds,
underlying and older than the Delhi system, though it is impossible to
attempt any subdivision or detailed description of them.
Beds of compact silicious rock and jasper, slightly resembling those of
the Gwalior system, are recorded as occurring in the Raialo group in
ShaikKdwati, near Chenpura, north-east of the Basi railway station, and
near Muhammadpur, south of Kherly railway station. At the time the
observations were made the term Raialo covered all the beds below the
Alwar quartzite, except the gneiss, and it is consequently uncertain
whether these beds belong to the Delhi system or not, but the occurrence
of jasper pebbles in the conglomerates of the Alwar group makes it prob
able that they should be referred to the Ardvalli system, as here restricted.
In the central part of the Ardvalli range the Ardvalli schists are profusely
penetrated by granite veins, and have in consequence undergone great
metamorphism. But west of Udaipur there is an area where granite
is wanting, and the beds are almost as unaltered as the slates and lime
stones below the Alwar quartzite, west and south of N'imach. This was
considered to be an indication that the last-mentioned beds were repre
sented in a more metamorphosed condition by the Ardvalli schists, but it is
equally possible, and on the whole more probable, that they are an outlier
of the newer beds or, belonging to the older system, have locally escaped
metamorphism.
The rocks of the Delhi system extend, in a number of isolated out
crops of varying size, from Delhi to beyond Mmach, a distance of about
340 miles from north-north-east to south-south-west, and for a width
of about 150 miles in a direction transverse to this. The name applied to
the system by Mr. Hacket in iS8il has proved an unfortunate one, as it
is but ill exposed near Delhi, and we must look to the hills near Biana, and
those of Mandsaur and the neighbourhood of Nimach, for the typical sec
tions. It is, however, the name which has been used on the maps and in the
publications of the Survey, and a change would lead to greater incon
venience than its retention.
The beds comprised in the system consist of a lower group of slates and
limestones, and an upper, very much thicker, group of quartzites, known
as the Alwar quartzites. The lower group was, in the first instance,
named the Raialo, but as this name has subsequently been applied to all
the beds below the Alwar quartzites, including those which there seems
good reason for separating as an independent system, its use will be
abandoned here.
' Records, XIV, 281, (1881).
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The Alwar quartzites may be described generally as well-bedded
quart ;ites, of light grey colour and fine grain, in which ripple markings and
sun-cracks on the surface of the beds are common. Coarse grained beds
are of frequent occurrence, and slaty bands are met with, arkose is often
found near the base of the group where it rests on gneiss or granite, and
the earlier part of the period during which it was formed appears to have
witnessed an outburst of volcanic activity.
In the Biana hills the Alwar quartzites have been divided into five
groups as follows : —'
5.
4
3.
2.
I.

Wer quartzites and conglomerates.
Damdama quartzites and conglomerates.
B:dna white quartzite and conglomerate.
Badalgarh quartzite and shale.
Nithahar quartzites and bedded traps.

These groups are all separated by slight unconformities of denudation
and overlap, but the distinctions appear to be quite local, for, even in the
Bidna hills, they are distinguishable on some sections, while in other
outcrops it has been impossible to recognise them. All the groups vary
very much in thickness, and are completely overlapped near Nithahar by
the Wer quartzites, which rest directly on the schists.
West and south of Nimach* a very similar succession of beds is seen,
consisting at the base of a conglomeratic sandstone, overlaid by about 200
feet of shales and limestone, and capped by a varying thickness of quartz
ite. The beds are very little disturbed and the exposures are completely
isolated, but, northwards of Sadri, there are exposures of highly disturbed
quartzite which, forming a series of ridges running northwards, can be cor
related with the beds of Mandsaur and Sadri on the south, and those of the
lii.in.i and Ahvar hills and Delhi on the north. The identification depends
partly on the observed relation of the quartzites to the older rocks, partly
on the similarity of lithological character, a perfectly justifiable method over
such short intervals as we are dealing with, and is helped out by the frequent
occurrence of beds of contemporaneous trap in the lower part of the series,
though these have not as yet been subjected to a critical examination.
The relation of this system to the gneiss west of Nfmach, and to the
schists of the AraValli system, as now restricted, is one of complete un
conformity, there being usually a conglomerate at or near the base of the
section, in which pebbles of the underlying gneiss are stated to occur near
Daulapdni. In the ridges north of Sadri the same unconformity has been
observed, and a similar unconformable contact, accompanied by a basal
conglomerate, has been observed near Nithahar where the quartzites rest
on vertical schists, near Talra south of Alwar where they rest on granitoid
gneiss and contain gneiss pebbles, and at Marot, north of the Sdmbhar
salt lake, where the bottom beds of the quartzite, conglomeratic with rolled
Records, X, 86, (1877).

|
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and subangular fragments of quartz ar.d felspar, rest on micaschists pene
trated with granite intrusions'.
In the Nimach area the lower slates and limestones of this system rest
unconformably on the gneiss, but no case of unconformity with the.Aravalli
beds appears to have been recorded. The complete overlao of the slates
by the quartzites which are conformable to them is, however, in itself an
ample proof of the unconformity of the Delhi system to the underlying
rocks.
The central sections of the AraValli exhibit an apparent passage of the
quartzites into the gneiss, one section in particular being mentioned, where
alternating mica sch'sts and gneissose beds are overlaid by schists and
quartzites, then a two-foot band of gneiss, capped by the Alwar quartz
ites1. In these cases it is probable that a gneissose granite, intrusive
along the bedding planes, has been described as a gneiss, or the so-called
gneiss may be merely a metamorphosed arkose, in neither of which cases
would there be any proof of a transition between the true gneiss and the
Alwar quartzites.
In the bills near Hindaun quartzite sandstone, associated with red and
black slaty shales and irregular bands of limestone, occurs in close proximity
to the jasper beds which are considered to belong to the Gwalior system.8
No actual contact is seen, but the distribution of the two types of rock
leaves no room for doubting that the quartzites and slaty shales are the
newer of the two. In spite of their likeness to the beds of the Delhi system,
and the absence of anything at all resembling them among the Vindhyans,
they were referred to the latter system*. This reference appears to have
been due to the supposed difficulty of finding time for the deposition of all
(he transition beds of the Arivalli range, and their subsequent disturbance,
between the close of the Gwalior period and the commencement of the
Vindhyan, the beds of both these systems being almost undisturbed. The
difficulty regarding the time required for the deposition of the transition
beds vanishes if we recognise two distinct systems in the Ara'vallis, the
older of which may be contemporaneous with, or older than, the Gwaliors,
while the newer is younger; and as regards the disturbance, we will find
when we come to deal with the extra-peninsular mountain ranges, that
an intense and extensive disturbance of the strata has taken place during
the tertiary period, and even within the latter half of it. The time required
for the disturbance of the Arivallis may consequently be reduced to a
very short period, geologically speaking, and if the suggestion,' that the
Vindhyans bear much the same relation to the AraValli range that the
deposits of the Indo-Gangetic plain do to the Himalayas, is correct, the
1 Records, XIV, 294, 296, 298, (1881).
3 Ktcords, XIV, 297, (1881).
1 Kicards, X, 90, (1877) ] Supra, p. 67.

4 Manual, 1st edition, p. 52,
n IfM
' Infra, p.
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disturbance would not be anterior to, but contemporaneous with, the
deposition of the Vindhyan beds.
Under these circumstances the correlation subsequently adopted,1 which
classed the quartzites of Hindaun with those of the AKvar group, seems the
most probable one, and we have the Delhi system established as newer than
the Gwaliors. This conclusion is supported by the occurrence of pebbles
of jasper, closely resembling that of the Gwalior system, in the lower
beds of the Alwar quartzites, north of Dhaulapani and in the Biclna hills.
Before leaving this system we must notice a peculiar form which the
quartzite locally assumes at Kalia'na, near D4dri, in Jind. The rock is here
extensively quarried for millstones, and in some of the quarries it has become
locally converted into what is known as itacolumite, or flexible sandstone.
The quartzite in its natural form is glassy, and the individual grains of
sand have become coated with an outgrowth of secondary quartz, giving
them an irregular outline when seen in section. Generally the rock appears
to withstand weathering extremely well, and is as hard and glassy a few
inches from the surface, as in the depths of the quarries; locally, however,
decomposition has been able to penetrate into the rock, and it has wea
thered into a mass of very irregular-shaped aggregates of quartz grains,
held together by the interlocking of their irregularities, but capable of a
certain amount of freedom of movement over each other. There is
nothing to show why this peculiar form of weathering should have taken
place in some places, and not in others. It is not confined to particular
beds, nor is it continuous for many feet along the strike in the same bed*.

Far to the north west of the termin.-ition of the Ara\allis, after a wide
interval of plains traversed by the Sutlej and the Ravi, some hills occur on
the sides of the ChenAb at Chiniot and Kirana. These hills are only 40
miles distant from the Salt-range, but the rocks are totally different from
any that occur there, and correspond well with those seen in the AraValli
range. They consist of strong quarlzites with associated clay slates, form
ing steep ridges with a north-east to south-west strike. The highest
summit is stated by Dr. Fleming to be 957 feet above the plain. The
rocks seem, from the uncertain observations given of them, to be in a
less metamorphic state than those nearest them to the south east, a fact
which agrees with their remoteness from what is presumably the centre
of disturbance of the region. The oldest rocks of the Salt-range are pro
bably, from their contrasting petrological conditions, very much younger
lhan the strata of Kirdna, and, as the former are at least Cambrian, we thus
obtain a small hint of the age of these transition deposits
1 C. A. Racket, Records, XIV, 288, (1881).
> C. A. Hacket, Records, XIV, 285, (1881) ;

H. B. Medlicott, Rrcards, VII, jo, (1874) •
R. D. OUlliam, Keca-ds, XXII, 53, (1889).
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East of Baroda, at the south-west extremity of the AraValli region, there
is an outcrop of rocks which must be referred to one of the transition
formations. It extends some twenty miles east from the Pawagarh hill, for
eight miles south from Champ^ner, and to a considerable but unknown dis
tance to the north. The beds of this exposure, while resembling those of
the Bija\var system in general character and state of metamorphism, do not
contain any of its characteristic rocks, while the most remarkable rock
of the exposure is wanting in the Bijdwars. For this reason it is not
possible to refer them to the latter system. So far as can be judged from
the description, th»y are more like the rocks of the Delhi system, but it is
impossible to definitely refer them to it, owing to the long stretch of
unexplored ground that separates the two. Under these circumstances it
will be best to treat them under the name of Champaner, from the capital
of the old Mahomedan kingdom of Gujarat, which stands upon their
margin.
The principal constituent of the Champaner beds is a quartzite or
quartzite sandstone, the other beds being conglomerates, slates, and lime
stones, with occasional ferruginous bands. The conglomerates are the
most distinctive beds of the Champdner area ; the matrix is a coarse, gritty
sandstone, containing pebbles and boulders, often a foot in diameter, and
occasionally ranging to three feet, consisting of granite, quartzite, talcose
slate, and crystalline limestone, hut none of typically Bijawar rocks.
Cleavage, which is well developed in all the beds which are susceptible of
it, is occasionally seen in the pebbles of the conglomerate, but is rarely
distinguishable in the matrix.
The passage from the Champaner beds to the gneiss appears to be
gradual, so much so that it is frequently almost impossible to determine
where the boundary should be drawn. Within the tract occupied by the
metamorphics, quartzites are found, and a true conglomerate, containing
rolled fragments of quartzite and very similar to that of the Champiner
beds, is found among the gneiss west of Jambughora. This area has not
as yet been subjected to a close examination, and it is impossible to say
whether the apparent transition is a real one, or the result of the intense
disturbance which both the metamorphics and the Champaner beds have
undergone.1
In the south and south-eastern portion of the country west of the
Aravalli range there is a series of very ancient eruptive rocks, named after
the Malani district of the Jodhpur state. They consist principally of very
silicious felsites, so hard that they are not scratched by quartz, and have
1 The description in the text is based on that
of Dr. W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, VI, 2O2,
(1869) ;— Mr. R. B. Foote, in a letter received
as th:s work is going through the press con

siders that the Champaner beds, by their
mineral character »nd degree of metamor
phism should be referred to the Cuddapah
rather than the transition systems.
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frequently the appearance and texture of jasper. They vary greatly in
colour, from black or dark-brown to pink, blue, or white, the dark-coloured
rock being always hard and undecomposed, whilst the light-coloured varie
ties are softer and appear to be altered. The most constant character
is the presence of small crystals of felspar, usually of a pink or red colour,
in addition to which small grains of transparent silica are frequently
disseminated throughout the rock1. Their extremely silicious nature may
be due to alteration, but their porphyritic character, and the occasional
occurrence of ash beds, sufficiently attest their volcanic origin.
In places diorite was found associated with these rocks, and in some
of the hills west of Balmer coarsely crystalline granitoid syenite and peg
matite are intercalated in large masses with the porphyriticfelsites. True
granite may occur, but in the few hills examined mica was absent, al
though the character of the rock was distinctly granitic. The presence of
similar granitoid rocks elsewhere is rendered probable by the occurrence
of pebbles and boulders in some of the later formations.
The Malini rocks must be very ancient, but no idea can be formed of
their geological position, as they are nowhere associated with rocks of
known age, except where underlying beds of comparatively recent date,
and nothing resembling them appears hitherto to have been detected
elsewhere in India.
They have been regarded8 as of lower Vindhyan age, since they occur
undisturbed in close proximity to the highly disturbed slates and schists
of the Aravallis. They have not as yet been found in actual contact with
the older rocks, but small hills of both are found standing up from the
recent alluvium and irregularly interspersed with each other. On the
other hand, nothing at all resembling the Malani felsites has as yet been
found in the lower Vindhyans east of the Aravallis. The general type is
that of a much more ancient rock, and felsites, closely resembling those of
Jodhpur except that they are not porphyritic, are found in the Toshdm
hill8, dipping at high angles with the older beds of the Aravalli range.
Besides this, the unconformity between them and the overlying sand
stones, which are regarded as upper Vindhyans, is most marked, con
trasting with the verymuch less pronounced unconformity between the lower
and upper Vindhyans of the typical area. The correlation of the sand
stones with the upper Vindhyans is, however, conjectural, and if they
belong to the uppermost members of the system, this unconformity would
not be inconsistent with a lowermost Vindhyan age for the Malanis. The
age of these last must remain doubtful for the present, but they appear
to belong to the transition rather than the Vindhyan rocks.
1 W. T. Blanford, Records, X, 17, (1877). I ' C. A. McMahon, Records, XIX, 164. (1886).
1 Records, XIV, 303. (1881).
'
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Reference has just been made as to ihe doubtful propriety of classing
the Mal^ni beds •with the transition systems and a similar doubt may
almost be expressed with regard to the Gwalior and Delhi systems. The
former of these finds its nearest analogue, as regards both mineral com
position and degree of induration, in the Cuddapah syrtem of Southern
India, and Mr. Foote's suggestion that the equivalents of the Champdner
beds must be looked for among the Cuddapah rather than the Dhdrwdr
deposits of Southern India has been referred to.1 As will be noticed in the
next chapter, there are grounds for questioning whether the Cuddapah
system should not be classed with these, among the newer of the transition
systems, rather than with the Vindhyans. However this may be, there
seem good reasons for accepting the Delhi and Gwalior systems as the
newest of those described above. Next after them would come the Bijawar
and Behar systems, the latter being the older of the two, and finally the
transition rocks of south-west Bengal and the Dhdrwdrs of Southern
India, the last cf these being marked out as the oldest by the greater
degree of disturbance and metamorphism it has undergone, as well as by
the manner in which the eroded edges of its upturned and metamor
phosed strata are covered by the nearly horizontal basement beds of the
Cuddapah system.

There can be little doubt that rocks corresponding to the transition
systems will be found extensively developed in the extra-peninsular
mountain ranges, but as yet these have not been sufficiently explored to
allow of their separation as distinct rock series, except in a few isolated
localities.
In Hundes and Spiti Mr. Griesbach has separated, under die name of
Vaikrita*, a series of beds which overlie the granitic gneiss. It is described
as of great thickness, varying much in lithological composition, composed
principally of micaceouj schists, talcose rocks, phyllites and gneiss. The
beds are now found occupying the cores of highly compressed synclinal
folds, ihe crests of the intervening anticlinal* having been denuded away
till there is now an apparently continuous succession of strata across the
folds.
Somewhat similar schistose beds occupy large areas in the central part
of the range, and appear to extend far towards its southern margin in
Nepal3.
In the DaVjiling district Mr. Mallet has described a series of beds, said
to be transitional with the gneiss, under the name of the Dating series.
1 Supra, p. 73. foot-note.
1 Said to be the Sanskrit for metamor

phos»d, Memoirs, XXIII, 41, (1891).
Record,, VIII, 93, (1875).
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They consist of light green, slightly greasy, slates, sometimes interbanded
with a dark greenish grey kind, passing insensibly into ordinary clay slates
and more or less earthy or silvery according to the degree of alteration
they have undergone. There are also bands of quartzite and quartz flags,
occasionally some hornblende schist, sometimes slightly calcareous and
passing into an impure dolomite containing crystals of actinolite. This
is, however, a rare and exceptional rock, the most prominent lithological
distinctions between these and the succeeding Baxa series being the almost
complete absence of lime and the rarity of the brilliantly-coloured alterna
tions of slates.1
The distribution of these beds is peculiar, and led to an erroneous idea
of their position being formed in the first instance. They occur along the
outer (southern) edge of the gneissic masses of Da'rjiling and Daling, in
the valley of the combined Tista" and Ranjit rivers. They separate these t\vo
areas of gneiss and extend on the northern side up each of the valleys,
dipping inwards towards the gneiss on all sides, and the junction is de
scribed as transitional, except for a portion of the boundary north of Da'rjil
ing, which is faulted. On the south the apparent passage is somewhat
rapid, but on the inner sections the Dalings are more metamorphosed, and
the distinction between them and the gneiss more difficult to draw. The
form of the outcrop and the direction of the dips combine to convey the
impression that the Darjiling gneiss lies in the centre of a synclinal and is
newer than the Daling series.
At the time the description was written a belief in the possibility of
regional metamorphism, that is to say, of ordinary sedimentary rocks
being converted, within a moderate distance, into true schists and gneisses,
was still held by many geologists, but the whole tendency of recent
investigations has been adverse to this opinion, and the opinion now
prevalent is that of two contiguous series of beds the one which exhibits
the greatest degree of metamorphism is priind facie the older. Added
to this, the apparent dip of newer beds under older is a common feature
of Himalayan sections, and when we find that the apparent relation of the
gneiss to the Dalings is the same as of these to the Damudas, and again
of the Damudas to the tcrtiaries, it is impossible to escape the belief that
the true sequence is the reverse of the apparent one.
I Memoirs, XI, 40, (18741.

CHAPTER IV.
OLDER PALAEOZOIC (CUDDAPAH AND VINDHYAN)
SYSTEMS OF THE PENINSULA.
Older paljeozoic rocks — Reason for adopting the name— SOUTHERN INDIA— Cuddapah system
— Cuddapah area — Knla'rlgi area— Karnul series — Cuddapah area— Blifma area — Godavar1!
valley— Pakhal series— Penganga beds— Chhatfsgarh— Sullavai series— CENTRAL INDIA—
Lower Vindhyans— Upper Vindhyans — Relation of upper Vindhyans to the ArdvalH
range—Vindhyans west of the Ardvalli —Source of the diamond— Relative ages of the
fock systems described.

In dealing with the newer group of systems, intervening between the
gneiss and the lowermost fossiliferous beds of the Peninsula, we are met
by the same difficulty as with the transition systems,—the absence of
any fossil evidence by which we can judge of the true position of the beds.
In this case the absence of fossils is the more extraordinary as many of the
.^trata appear well adapted for the preservation of organic remains and
have undergone no disturbance which could account for their subsequent
obliteration.
The selection of a general name for the beds described in this chapter
is a difficult task. Omitting purely local names, they have been classed as
upper transition, azoic, or Vindhyan, but none of these are completely satis
factory and the best course to pursue will be to take into consideration the
strongly marked unconformity that exists between the newest of them and
overlying beds, of upper palaeozoic age, together with their general lithological character, and class them as older palaeozoic. This much we know,
that they must be considerably older than permian, but it is as impossible
to decide whether some of the oldest may not be precambrian, as to
determine whether they may not to some extent be contemporaneous
with part of those classed with the transition systems.
The older palaeozoic strata, as defined here, are principally developed
in two separate areas, one in the Madras presidency, the other in
central India. There are besides a number of exposures in the Goddvari
and Mahdnadi valleys in which the beds are not so well exposed and have
been less studied than in the two principal areas.
Tliere can be no doubt that the oldest rocks of this group of systems
are those that have been described as the Cuddapah system in Madras,
and they will consequently stand first for notice lit-re.
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The rocks of the Cuddapah system occupy a large area about the
middle of the east side of the Peninsula, where the coast line bends from
a northerly to a north-easterly direction. This feature is probably con
nected with the form of the Cuddapah basin, which is of a roughly
crescent shape, convex to the west. The north-east horn of the crescent
is known as the Palna'd, and reaches to Jaggayyapet, a few miles north
of the Kistna river ; the southern termination at Tirupati (Tripetty) hill
is 30 miles north-west of Madras, or only 18 if measured to the outlier at
Ndgari Nose. The town of Cuddapah stands in a south-central position
near the Penner river. Karnul is on the northern edge and, further south,
Gooty is just outside the western border, at its centre. The length of the
basin is about 210 miles and its width 95, the area being nearly 13,500
square miles.
The eastern edge of the basin constitutes a well-defined segment of
that vaguely expressed general feature known as the Eastern Ghats.
The actual face of the highlands is locally known as the Yellakonda
ridge. It is a flanking member of the Nallamalai range, which is formed
by a belt of contortion of the Cuddapah rocks along this side of their basin.
Between the hills and the sea there is a zone of low country, formed of
metamorphic rocks and alluvium, about 50 miles wide, constituting the
plains of the Carnatic, or Pdyaii Ghit (country below the Glints), in the
Guntur, Nellore, and North Arcot districts. The elevation of this ground
at the base of the hills is under 200 feet, the crest of the Yellakonda rising
to about i ,000, and the summits of the Nallamalai to 3,500. The centre of
the Cuddapah basin is occupied by the broad valley of the Kundair, the
rocks rising again to form a steep range along the western margin of
the basin, 2,000 feet above the sea and overlooking the gneissic upland
of Mysore and Bellary, the elevation of which near the range varies
from 800 to i, 800 feet. The Madras railway enters the basin at Gooty
and leaves it at the southern point of the crescent, while the Kistna
river adopts a very similar course in the northern limb. The watershed
of the basin lies far to the north, and the Penner receives most of the
drainage.
More than a third of the area, within the boundaries indicated, is taken
up by the overlying Karnul series, which occupies all the low ground of
the Kundair valley in the middle of the basin and another large space
in the Palnad.
The Cuddapah formation has been divided into the following groups1 : —
Kistna group, 2,000 feet

.

.

.

Nallamala! group, 3,400 feet

.

.

iQuartzites (Srishalam).
. jSlates (Kolamnala).
IQuartzites (Irlakonda).
f Slates (Cumbum).
. [Quartzites (Bairenkonda).

1 Memoirs, VIII, 126, (1872).
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Cheyair group, 10,500 feet .

.

.

Papaghni grouo, 4,500 feet
'

.

.
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( Slates (Pullampet).
. ^ Quartzites (Nagari).
, J plates (V^mpalli).
i Quartzites (Oulcheru).

The groups are all more or less unconformable to each other, and all in
turn overlap the others and rest directly on the gneiss, but there is so
marked a unity of character running through all that it is necessary to
regard them as a single system.
The distribution of these groups relieves us in some measure of the
enormous aggregate thickness of 20,000 feet given in the list. Although
the succession may be taken strictly in order of time, it is scarcely to be
supposed that there was ever at one spot a continuous superposition of
these strata to the extent of their aggregate thickness. Even within the
present rock -basin, which must be taken as only a part of the area of deposi
tion, the groups are local and discontinuous, each in turn overlapping the
one below it and resting on the gneiss. In each case, however, there is
more or less of denudation-unconformity, as well as overlap, so that the
groups are much more than mere horizons of variation in deposition.
The original characters of deposition, and the induced characters of
disturbance, are closely related to the actual boundaries of the field. All
round the western boundary the junction is natural, and the deposits
rest as originally laid down upon the gneiss, the strata having undergone
comparatively little disturbance. On the east side of the basin, on the
contrary, there has been much contortion of the strata, the boundary is
represented as faulted and the beds often inverted. The lower groups
are found to the south-west, and are gradually overlapped to the north
and east.
In each of the groups of the Cuddapah series sandstones or quartzites
prevail at the base and earthy deposits forming shales or slates above,
limestones often occurring with the latter. The Papaghni group is only
found between the Tungabhadra and the Cheyair, being overlapped in both
directions by the Cheyair beds. It takes its name from the river, in the
gorge of which the best sections are seen. Its bottom member, the Gulcheru quartzite, rests upon an uneven surface of the gneiss, and rises up
to the west to form steep cliffs, over an undercliff of the crystalline rock.
Although the contact is quite sharp the two rocks are often connected
together into an adhering mass. A considerable thickness at the base is
coarsely conglomeratic, the pebbles consisting of the brecciated veinstones
and banded jasper-rocks, which form prominent outcrops in the adjoining
metamorphic area, but no pebbles of gneiss or granite were found except
at one spot.1 These bottom beds are described as shore deposits.
In the Vempalli subdivision of the Papaghni group limestone is
1 Memoirs, V11I, 158, (1872).
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largely associated with the shales, and intrusive sheets of trap are
also of frequent occurrence. In contact with, or near, the trap the lime
stone often contains bands of serpentine and steatite, as may be seen
close to Karnul, where the Vempalli band has overlapped the bottom sand
stones, and rests directly on the gneiss.
The Cheyair group is well exposed on the Cheyair river. It is divided
into two areas by the Karnul formation stretching southwards, west of
Cuddapah, into contact with the Pclpaghni rocks. The constitution and
relation of the Cheyair group in the two positions are somewhat different.
In the north-west area, traversed by the Penner, the bottom band of sand
stones and conglomerates is comparatively unimportant. It is there described
as the Pulivendala (Pulavaindla) subdivision, from a town 40 miles west by
south of Cuddapah. North of the Kistna it overlaps the Vempallis, and
rests upon their denuded surface in the Penner ground, the conglomerates
and breccias being largely made up of the characteristic chert-bands of the
Vempalli limestone. Here, too, intrusive sheets of trap occur in the Puli
vendala band. The corresponding beds in the southern area are described
as the Nagari quartzites, from the well-known hill near Madras. They
form for the most part the bottom-rock of the Cuddapahs resting on the
gneiss in this region. The conglomerates are here made up of pebbles
of quartz and quarlzites (which are themselves sometimes conglomeratic),
and occasionally of red-banded jasper, being thus more like the Gulcheru
beds of the Penner area.
The upper dand of the Cheyair group in the Penner area is described as
the Tddputri (Todapurti) beds, named from a principal village of the district.
They comprise a great series, in which slaty shales predominate, with
limestones, eruptive rocks both intrusive and contemporaneous, ferru
ginous chert, and jasper beds. Although not greatly disturbed, the shales
are to some extent affected by cleavage and are hence qualified as slaty.
Limestone occurs in two principal bands. It is a finely crystalline grey
rock, with much segregated chert, which often assumes very fantastic
shapes, especially in the upper part of the beds and near trap-flows. Of
these eruptive rocks there are many strong outcrops, in two principal
bands, a main one near the base of the group, and another two-thirds up.
The only rocks that can be certainly classed as eruptive are coarse-grained,
dark, basic diomrites, someties compact and of grey or pale-green colours.
They are shown to be contemporaneous by their outcrop being continuous
for long distances between well-marked bands of aqueous deposits, but
the intervening deposits frequently cease, and the flows locally coalesce ;
moreover, they are distinctly confluent with intrusive dykes, as is well seen
in the small bay below the southern flanks of the Opalpdd plateau, 20 miles
east of Gooty. Perhaps the strongtst argument for the contemporaneity of
the bedded traps on this horizon is the fact that no intrusive igneous rock
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is known to occur higher in the formation, or in the Karnuls, and this
could hardly be the case if the massive bands in the Tadputri zone were
intruded after the completion of the sedimentary series.
In this group there are, associated with the traps, porcellanic beds re
sembling those of the Gwalior system. They have been regarded as of
volcanic origin, but there is a great difficulty in supposing so highly silicious
an ash could be produced by the same series of eruptions as gave birth to
the unmistakcable igneous rocks in the section. They do not in any way
resemble any known product of volcanic activity and their associations with
the lava flows is probably fortuitous.
In the Cheyair area the Pullampet slates and limestones represent the
Tadputri beds of the Penner. The traps and porcellanic beds are absent.
The limestones are again silicious, and sometimes they are brecciated in a
very unaccountable manner, without any disturbance of the strata. Some
beds present a rugged humpy surface, suggestive of a coralline formation,
but no organic structure has been detected.
The Nallamalai occupies a larger area than the other groups, principally
on the east side of the basin, and takes its name from the range. The
Bairenkonda summit, 3,500 feet above the sea, gives its name to the bottom
band of quartzites. In the Palkonda range, east of Cuddapah, these
quarlzites rest with slight unconformity upon the Cheyair group. In the
Heuner area the strong quartzites of the Gondicotta hills, overlying the
Tadputri shales, are on the same horizon. Here the beds have a gentle
north-easterly slope and pass under the Karnul formation, but when they
rise again to the east, in the Nallamalai, contortion is the rule, often to so
extreme a degree as 10 produce folded flexures and inversion. In the
synclinal troughs of these contortions the upper member of the group,
called the Cumbuni slates, is found, the underlying quaitziies rising up to
form the ridges.
The Cumbum slates arc by far the thickest member of the group, and
cover the greater part of the area. They are not very uniform in compo
sition. There are several subordinate bands of quartzite, which it is not
easy in broken ground to distinguish from the underlying Bairenkonda
rock, and the slates themselves present many vaiieties, from fine, silvery,
talcose beds to coarse, earthy clay slates, of many shades of colour. Occa
sionally they are foliated and schistose, and not easily distinguished from
the schistose beds of the adjoining gneissic area, when the two happen to
come in contact. As a rule, however, quartzites are found at the junction.
Strong bands of limestone are frequent in the Cumbum slates. It is generally
compact or finely crystalline, micaceous or talcose, of a slate grey colour,
with purple tinges. The old lead mines near Nandidlampet, 16 miles north
of Cuddapah, occur in a dark silicious variety of this rock.
At the north end of the Nallamalai, just south of the Karnul and Guntur
C
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rend, there is a great dome-shaped mountain known as Eshwaraknpam. It
is composed of lower Cuddapah rocks dipping away from the hill on all
sides, and surrounded by Nallamalai beds. A great thickness of strata is
exposed, but it is not easy to identify them specifically with the groups
already described.
The plateau through which the Kistna has cut its gorge, known as the
Kistna Nallamalai, is formed of beds higher than the Nallamalai group and
unconformable to it. These beds are therefore distinguished as the Kistna
group. They comprise three well-marked divisions ; the Irlakonda quartzites, forming the plateau of that name on the west, where they are
>,2oo feet thick; the Shrishalam qnartzites, forming a higher plateau
to the north and east, called after a well-known shrine on the Kistna;
and the intermediate shales, which are called Kolamnala, after a stream
that traverses them. To the north the group spreads out over a flat
surface of gneiss, and to the east it passes under the Karnul beds of
the Palndd, in which region the rocks are, again, intensely disturbed on
the east. This group is supposed to be also represented further south in
the Nallamalai, but the evidence is not decisive.

In the south Mara"th3 country, on the southern border of the great area
occupied by the Deccan trap, and in great part separating the trap-region
from the gneissic area of Mysore, there is a basin of somewhat similar
-rTcT<s~narnt|dafter the town of Kala'dgi1, which lies near its eastern end. Its
peculiar posiWftUjsJna manner accidental, for it is certain that the whole
of this basin was once^overspreacT'i^the trap, which still stretches con
tinuously along the crest of the SaliyadrVyfor some distance to the south, and
elsewhere outliers of trap are found resftiig ~6lr-^he gneiss. The strata
rest with total unconformity on the crystallines, quite^»vnaffect.ecl by metamorphism, and are considered to belong to the Cuddapalh system on the
strength of a general resemblance in lithological character, ^although the
particular sub-divisions of the Cuddapah area cannot be recognised.
From the Kistna, below its confluence with the Gatparba, th&tKaladgi
rocks stretch continuously westward for more than 100 miles and then
disappear under the trap forming the crest of the Sahyadri. In this direc
tion several inliers are exposed by the local removal of the basaltic cover
ing, the largest of which, at the foot of the PhondaGhat in the Konkan, is
probably continuous with the main basin. On the north there is a l*rge
inlier at Jamkhandi. In all of these inliers, however, only the lower bVs
occur, so it is probable that the formation does not extend far beneath titrap. On the south borders of the basin there are numerous outliers $
the bottom ouart/ites resting on the gneiss, both on the uplands of th"
1 R. B. Foote, ifenoirs, XII, 70, (1876).
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Deccan and in the Ko:ikan. The Vengurla rocks and other small islands
off the coast all consist of the very hard rocks belonging to the quartzitc
series. The former continuity of all these patches of rock cannot by any
means be asserted, for it is evident that the deposits took place upon a
very uneven surface of the crystallines, of which there are extensive inliers
within the main basin, as at ( iok.lk.
The series is divisible as follows1: —
Upper Kaladgi.
Thickness,

6. Shales, limestones and haematite-schists
.
5. Quartiites, local conglomerates, and breccias

.
.

. 2,000 feet
i,.'oo—1,800

Lover Kalddgi.
4.
3.
2.
i.

Limestones, clays, and shales
.... 5,ooo —6,000
Sandstones and shales
.....-)
Silicious limestones, hornstones, or cherty breccias > 3,000—5,000
Quartzites, conglomerates, and sandstones .
.'

The bottom conglomeratic rocks are made up of the debris of the ad
joining crystallines, and vary with the composition of the latter. They
generally slope up towards the boundary of the area and form a scarp over
a basement of gneiss. The cherty breccias form the most peculiar and
conspicuous member of this part of the series. Mr. Foote suggests, with
much probability, that they are formed by the decomposition and crushing
of the highly silicious limestones that occur on the same horizon. A
large proportion o? the total area, forming a continuous margin to the basin,
very wide on the south, and including all the outliers, is formed of the lower
members (Nos. i, 2, 3) of the series, and in this position the rocks are very
little disturbed, and scarcely at all altered.
The limestones and shales forming the fourth division of the Kalddgi
series are only found in a special basin of depression and contortion on
the north-east side of the area. They generally occupy low ground and
are much concealed, but may be fairly seen about the town of Kalddgi,
exhibiting much disturbance. Several varieties of the rock are very homo
geneous in texture and variously tinted, making pretty marble.
The only remnants of the upper Kalddgi group are found in the axes of
synclinal flexures within this special basin, their preservation being evi
dently due to their being thus let in and encased by the folding of the
"'hole series, so that the maximum of disturbance and of metamorphfsm is
exhibited in these remains of the topmost beds of the format on. The
principal of these elliptical synclinal areas of the upper groups are all within
a short distance of Kaladgi. The direction of the axes of disturbance is very
steady between west by north and west-north-west. This is also the
direction of the major axis of the basin itself, in which all the special
JUewvin, XII, 71, (1876).
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contortion seems to have been concentrated on the north side, along what is
now the lower valley of the Gatparba.
Only four cases of intrusive rock have been observed in the Kala'dgi
area, and all in the region of disturbance, in the highest beds ; three in the
Lokapur basin, and one in the Arakere synclinal valley. They are of com
pact, green diorite, unlike the older diorites of the gneissic area.

The rocks of the Karnul series lie almost entirely within the basin
of the Cuddapali system, where they are found in two separate areas, the
larger of which occupies the whole of the Kundair valley and stretches to
beyond the Kistna, while the other lies in the district known as the Palnad.
The series has here a total thickness of only 1,200 feet, less than that of
the smallest group of the Cuddapahs, and might be regarded as a member
of that system, a view which has been urged1 on the ground that the
tmconformity between the two is not much greater than those between the
different sub-divisions of the older system, and that on the east side of the
basin the Karnul series has felt the full effects of the disturbance which they
have undergone.
Such was not the opinion of the actual observers, who described the un
conformity between theCuddapah system and the Karnul beds as sufficient to
Nby W.

Fig. 5. Sketch section illustrating the relation of Cuddapah and Karnul rocks, after King.

justify the separation of the latter.* This claim is strengthened by the oc
currence of an outcrop of beds, referred to the Karnul series, under the edge
nf the Deccan trap plateau in the valley of the Bhfmd river. Although the
westernmost point of this basin is separated by only 8 miles from the
boundary of the Kala'dgi area of Cuddapah rocks, and though each basin is
over 100 miles in length, yet no representative of any of the rocks found in
the one has been recognised in the other. If the reference of the rocks
of one area to the Cuddapah system and the other to the Karnul series, on
the strength of general petrographical resemblances, is to be trusted, this
indicates a change in the areas of deposition of the two periods sufficient
to justify the separation of the rocks formed in each.
1 Manual, ist ed., p. 70.
8 The nature of this unconformity is exhibitcdby the sketch section, fig. 5, which, at the

least, shows the interpretation put by the actu.il
observer on t'.e observations made bv him.
-W. King, Memoirs, VIII, 125, (1872).
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The Karnul series, which is mainly a limestone formation with subor
dinate bands of sandstone and shale, has been divided into the following
groups1:—
Kundair group
„, .
Paniam group

.

Jamalamadugu group
Banaganpalli group

, Shales (Nandial).
Uimestones (Koil Kuntla).
t Pinnacled quartzites,
.
.
.
.
. II Plateau
_.
.
quartzites.
< Shales (Auk).
i Limestones (Narji).
..... Sandstones.

The Banaganpalli groif'p consists of sandstones, generally coarse, often
earthy, occasionally felspathic or ferruginous, and usually of dark shades of
red, grey, and brown colours. Pebble beds are frequent, the pebbles being
small and numerous, composed of quartzite and various coloured cherts,
jaspers and hardened shales, evidently derived from the cherty shales
of the Cheyair group, on which the Banaganpalli beds rest.
The Banaganpalli beds are of interest as being the principal source of
the diamond in the Cuddapah area.* There are many places on or near
the Karnul group where diamonds have been worked for in surface
gravels, but at Banaganpalli these workings are carried on in the solid
rock. Shallow pits, not more than 15 feet deep, are sunk in the rock>
which is hard and quartzitic at the surface, but turns soft and easily worked
underground, where short galleries are driven in the diamond layer,
at, or close to, the base of the group. The diamonds occur in some of the
more clayey and pebbly layers. Dr. King has recorded the opinion that
they are innate in this rock, an opinion based principally on the perfection
of many of ihe crystals. In the case of so hard a mineral the argument is
not conclusive, and the nature of the rock in which they are described as
occurring certainly suggests that they are of detrital origin. It is rather
mysterious why the rock-workings should be so crowded as they are over
certain spots, whilst large adjoining areas of apparently the very same
deposits are left quite untouched. If this irregular distribution of the
mines be only due to a delusion of the diamond-seekers there is still a very
large field awaiting exploration.
The Jaroalamadugu group takes its name from a large village on the
west side of the Kundair valley. It is composed at the top of buff, white,
and purplish non-calcareous shales, well seen near the village of Auk
(Owk). They have a maximum thickness of 50 feet, and pass down
gradually into a finely crystalline or compact limestone, generally bluegrey, sometimes nearly black, and occasionally of pale buff and fawn
colours. A very inferior lithographic stone used to be obtained from these
1 Aftmoirs, VIII, 30, (1872).
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l Memoirs, VIII, 96, (1872.
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beds, and tlie rock is now mudi used for building, large quarries having
been opened near the railway at the village of Narji, by which name the
stone is known. West of Banaganpalli the Narji limestone is about 400
feet thick, but thins out bolh to the south and north. In the Rtfichur
Doab, about Karnul, it rests on the metamorphic rocks, where it becomes
cherty and brecciated in a peculiar manner and is described as a shore
deposit.
Between the open Kundair valley and the western ranges, or Yellamala, there are in the Karnul district some low flat hills, such as the
plateaux of Upalpad and Undutla. These low plateaux are composed
of a sandstone or quartzite, locally intercalated in the Karnul lime
stones and known as the lVmi.no group, after the town of that name.
The greatest thickness of the quartzites is only 100 feet, and the group
disappears altogether to the north and south, nor has any sign of it been
observed on the eastern edge of the basin. An upper portion, formed of
firm white sandstone, has been distinguished as the ' pinnacled quartzites'
from its mode of weathering, the lower beds, or ' plateau quartzites/ are
coarser, more earthy and ferruginous, of various rusty tints.
In a basin of slightly disturbed strata the uppermost group must cover
ihe largest area, and so the Kundair beds occupy the whole valley of the
Kundair. There is a thickness of 500 to 600 feet. The upper two-thirds
of purple calcareous shales and earthy limestones, distinguished as the
Nandial shales after a large village of that name, pass insensibly down
into purer, compact and crypto-crystalline, flaggy limestones, known as
the Koil Kuntla band, from a town 10 miles south-east of Banaganpalli, in
which small papillae resembling casts of Cypris^ and numerous discoidal
markings of half an inch to two inches in diameter are found.1 The town
of Cuddapah and all the large villages in the centre of the valley are on
the Nandial shales. In this position the rock is soft and crumbling, but
to the south and east, on the margin of the mountain region, these upper
most beds of the whole sedimentary basin are quite slaty, being cleaved
and contorted proportionally with the underlying formations. The lithological character of this group, as in some of the Cuddapah groups, changes
to the north-west, and in the proximity of the metamorphics the Koil
Kuntla beds are described as shore-deposits, which never extended much
beyond their present boundary.
In the Palnad there is a large exposure of limestones which are be
lieved to be of Karnul age, and even the sub divisions have been in a manner
specifically recognised in the south-west part of the ground.1 The limestone
is underlaid by a diamond-bearing sandstone, which has consequently
been supposed to represent the Banaganpalli rock. In the Palnad country,
however, there is great difficulty in distinguishing this rock from a closely
» Memoirs, VIII, 46, ('872)-

I

'* Mtmoirs, VIII, 107 (1872).
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associated sandstone, clearly belonging to the Cuddapahs, but of the Kistna
group at the very top of the Cuddapah series and several thousand feet
higher, stratigraphically, than are the beds of the Cheyair group underlying
the diamond sandstone of Banaganpalli ; such at least is the position made
out for the bottom sandstone on the south-west of the Palnad, towards the
expanding rock-basin. On this side, too, some slight unconformity has
been pointed out between the Palnad limestone and successive masses of
the sandstone, and it has been remarked that the diamond workings here
are confined to the rock close under the limestone, so as to suggest the
limitat ion of diamonds to the horizon of the Banaganpalli group. All round
the north-east coiner of the basin, however, this sandstone, there known
as the Jaggayyapet quartzite, rests directly upon the gneiss.
The leading structural character of the Cuddapah basin is maintained in
the Palnad. On the west side the strata are comparatively undisturbed,
while on the east border they are cleaved, foliated, and contorted, and
appear to be overlaid by a natural ascending sequence of shales, lime
stones and quarttites, above what have been described as the Palnad
limestones, and so these upper rocks would be newer members of the
Karnul formation. According to another, more probable, view this sequence
is deceptive, being due to total inversion of the strata, the top quartzite
being really a Cuddapah rock,
On the north-western border of th-e Cuddapah basin the Karnul deposits
are described as overlapping the formations upon which, for the most part,
they rest, and lying upon the gneiss for a short distance up the Kistna
val ley. Seventy-five miles further in this north-westerly direction there
is another area of rocks, having a strong likeness to the Karnul deposits,
and resting throughout their entire south-east border, for a distance of
more than 100 miles, immediately upon the gneiss, while along their
entire north-western border they are covered by the Deccan trap. The
width of the basin thus exposed is exceedingly variable, both bound
aries being very irregular in outline. It is greatest, about 25 miles, where
the Bhinict river crosses the outcrop nearly at its middle, and from this
circumstance Jhe name of the river has been taken for the local designa
tion of the rock basin.1
The Bhimi series is mainly a limestone forma ion which has been divid
ed as follows in the central portion of the basin : —*
Upper.
(t,') Red calcareous shales
......
\f) Flaggy limestone beds
(-•) Butt shales
........
1 Mmoirs, XII, 139, (1876).

\

Ihiclnesf
30 feet.
18 „

» Memoirs, XII, 160, (if 75).
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Upper— contd.
Thickness.

(d)
(c1)
(c1)
(r)

Quarlzites (sandstone)
......
Blue thick-bedded splintery limestone, brecciated in part
Thin-bedded limestone, with chert
.
.
.
Blue and grey splintery limestone, occasionally brec
ciated
........

200 feet.
200 „
20 „
200

„

Lower.
(b) Purple, red, drab, and dark-green shales, with calcareous
flags at top ....
...
(a) Quartzites (sandstones) and conglomerates .
.
.

100 „
60 „

It is principally in the south-western part of the area that the bottom
sandy beds are developed to any extent. The pebbles of the conglo
meratic bands are derived from the adjacent metamorphics, upon a very
uneven surface, of which the Bhima" deposits were laid down, as is shown
by the very winding outline of the boundary and by the occurrence of
gneissic inliers, some of which are found near the trap of the north-west
ern edge of the area. There is thus no presumption that the sedimentary
basin extends far beneath the eruptive rock.
At Bachimali, the extreme easterly point of the southern expansion of
the Bhimd basin, there is a basement pebble-bed much resembling the
diamond layers of the lower Kistna valley. It is much broken up by
small pits, as if at one time it had been searched for diamonds, but there
seems to be no local tradition of any having been found.
The upper quartzite is quite a local intercalation, so that in some sec
tions the series is almost exclusively made up of limestone. This is a very
fine-grained rock for the most part, with a texture approaching that of
lithographic stone. The colours are very various. Grey prevails, but
drab and pink tints are common. The rock generally occurs in flaggy
beds, and is much used for building, the pale cream coloured variety
being preferred, although the grey stone is the more durable.
The formation has undergone very little disturbance, and the inclina
tion of the strata very rarely exceeds from 2° to 5°. At a few places near
the boundary some crushing and faulting has taken place, as at Gogi,
where the lowest beds are vertical.
There are some patches of a singular limestone-breccia resting on the
gneiss within the confines of the Bhjmd basin, as west and north of the
village of Yeddihali in the Agani valley. The brecciation has clearly been
caused in situ, and Mr. Foote conjectures that these patches may be rem
nants of a former spread of the Kala'dgi rocks.
With the exception of a doubtful fragment of silicified wood (or bone)
found by Mr. Foote in the basement conglomerate close to the village of
Kasakanahal, just within the Agani valley, no traces of organic remains
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were obtained from any of the Bhfma' rocks. Mr. 'Foote speaks of the
limestones as a pelagic formation, and remarks that there is a good deal
to suggest that they were once continuous with the like rocks of the
Karnul area, and that they have been separated only by denudation.

North of the Kistna some outliers of highly disturbed quartzites and interbedded limestones have been recognised as belonging to the Cuddapah
system1, and north of these a large spread of Cuddapahs, originally
described * as the Pakhal series, extends up the Godavari valley.
In the hills east of the Godavari at Albaka the series is described as
consisting of two well-marked members, namely, a more or less slaty
division, with many strong bands of altered arenaceous beds, and at
least two bands of limestone, best exposed near Pakhal ; and an upper
division which is more generally arenaceous in its composition. The
thicknesses of the divisions, where best developed, may be reckoned as—
2. Albaka division
1. Pakhal division

.......
.......

2,500 feet.
5,000 „

Near Pakhal the lower division can be divided into sub-groups as
follows :—
5.
4.
3.
2.
I.

A slaty band with thick seams of quartzite sandstone .
Grey and fawn-coloured silicious limestones
.
.
Clay slates and quartzites
.....
Silicious limestone .......
Quartzites, with a few slates
.....

3,600 feet.
300 „
500 „
150 „
700 „

These sub-groups are not constant and overlap each other. The lowest
beds are frequently conglomeratic and at times pass into strong conglo
merates, which rest unconformably on the gneiss. The upper division,
more fully represented east of the Goddvari in the hills which run parallel
to the river and touch it at Albaka, is described as essentially a sandstone
and quartzite formation.
The Pakhal outcrop extends in a north-west direction to the Maner
river, a short way beyond which it is abruptly cut off by a fault. The
rocks become gradually less indurated in this direction, the shaly beds
finer in grain, and the limestones less prominent. In the Maner valley
the shales, fine in texture, green and purple in colour, and much banded
with thin calcareous seams, closely resemble those of the Cheyair group.
On the east side of the Godavari there is another large area extend
ing from about 10 miles south-east of Albaka for over too miles to the
north-west. In this exposure the upper arenaceous beds are largely de
veloped, but there appears to be a slight unconformity in the cliff sec tions
I Records, XVIII, 20, (1885).

|

» W. King, Mimiirs, XVIII, 209 (1880).
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on the west of the range of hills, and it is not impossible that part of what
has been here classed, and coloured on the map, with the Pakhal series be
longs in reality to the Sullavai service which succeeds it.
In the upper Pranhfta valley, west of the great Wardh£ valley coal
field, a series of limestones and shales of ancient date, known as the
Penganga beds, have been recognised by Dr. King as identical with the
Pakhal beds of the Maner valley. They fall naturally into a lower lime
stone and an upper shaly group.
The limestone group consists of pale or dark grey or buff-coloured,
seldom red limestone, well-bedded, with occasional layers of ribbon
jasper. It is overlaid by the shale group, composed of fine-grained earthy
shales, usually some shade of red in colour, with occasional beds of
flaggy limestone. The shales have often a nodular structure and weather
into small thin discoidal fragments like the Talchir shales, for which an
isolated outcrop might easily be mistaken. It is extraordinary that no
fossils have been found in these beds, whose texture is eminently fitted
for the preservation of organic remains, while there has been no subse
quent disturbance or metamorphism to account for their obliteration.
The Penganga shales and limestones are usually found resting directly
on the gneiss without any representative of the lowest quartzose conglo
meratic zone of the Pakhals. North-west of Edlabad, however, there are
said to be sandstones which appear to dip under the limestone, and a
quartzite is recorded as occupying a similar position, in the hills north
of Aksapur.*
These Pengangd beds were regarded by the earlier observers, and
have always been referred to in the Survey publications, as of Vindhyan
a«e. Further on we will return to the discussion of the validity of this cor
relation, but in the meanwhile it may be noticed that the evidence in favour
of identifying the Pakhal and Pengangd beds with the Cuddapahs is as
strong as it can be in the case of unfossiliferous rocks, where there is an
absence of absolute continuity of outcrop. They were unhesitatingly
identified by Dr. King, who examined both areas. The general lithological resemblance is described as very close, and, though the particular sub
divisions cannot be recognised in the different areas, the Pakhal beds were
regarded as answering to the Kistna and Nallamalai groups.* They
exhibit much the same degree of induration and a similarity in their rela
tion to the gneiss, and to the rocks of the transition period, and the case
is much strengthened by the occurrence of a series of small outliers, in the
space intervening between the northern limit of the main Cuddapah area
and the southern extremity of the Pakhal outcrop.
i W. T. Blanford. MS. Report, iS66.
i. XVIII, 224, (1881).

;

3 Mtmoirt, XVIII, 212, (:8Sl).
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In the degree and nature of the disturbance they have been subjected
to, the Pakhal beds resemble the Cuddapalis. Lying at low and gentle
dips throughout the western portion of the area they occupy, they are com
pressed and folded at high angles about their eastern limit in the neigh
bourhood of the Singareni coal-field.
The Cuddapah beds have been recognised in Bastdr territory, where the
Indrawati river, at Chitarkot, falls over quartzites that rest horizontally on
the gneiss. They are overlaid by limestones and red shales, which over
lap on to the gneiss and are overlaid by a yet higher series of quartzite
sandstones. The country has not been examined in detail, and it is not yet
certain whether the latter belong to the Cuddapalis or to the overlying
unconformable Sullavai series.1
Further north Dr. Ball recognised the same beds on th« plateau
south of Tarnot,8 and they spread out and occupy a large area of the
Maha"nadi valley in Chhatfsgarh, where they have been regarded by
observers working from the north as Vindhyan. They are described as
consisting of a lower group, composed principally of quartzitic sandstones
at times pebbly or even conglomeratic at the base, and an upper group
of limestones and shales.3 The shales are nearly always of a red purple
colour, very rarely green or dirty grey, the limestones are fawn-coloured,
grey or even black, sometimes pink or pale reddish purple, thick-bedded,
compact, splintery or shaly in composition, graduating into shale, often
seamed with chert bands. These beds, which were recognised in 1866
by Dr. Blanford as very similar to the Pengangd beds, occupy the
centre of the basin and lie with easy rolling dips, the underlying sand
stone band forming a margin round the outcrop, where it is often turned
up at high angles.
The evidence for classing these with the Cuddapahs is not at present as
good as in the case of the Pakhals, seeing that the intervening ground has
been only cursorily visited, but the general resemblance is close, and cer
tainly much closer than to the rocks of the overlying Sullavai series, which
must now be noticed.
Besides the beds of Cuddapah age Dr. K ing recognised, in the Goddvari
valley, a series, unconformable to the Pakhals, which he called the Sullavai
series.* They consist typically of a massive quartzite sandstone and con
glomerate with a few slaty beds, overlaid by generally salmon or chocolate
coloured sandstones, and capped by a strong series of thin and thickbedded, very pebbly and gravelly, quartzites or indurated sandstones, which
weather in the peculiar and picturesque manner characteristic of the pin
nacled quartzites of the Karnul seres in its typical area.
1 Memoirs, XVI II, 124, (1881).
1 Records, X, 174, (1877).

* Records, XVIII, 173, (1885).
• Attmrirs, XVIII, 227, (1881).
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The thickness of the series where best developed in the Dewalmari
hills and in the western outcrop near Kapra are stated to be—1
Kipra.

3. K5pra quarUites and conglomerates
.
2. Venkatpur salmon and chocolate beds .
I. Kncharam quartzites ....

100 feet.
200 „
900 „

700 feet.
300 „
600 „

The unconformity of the Sullavais on the Pakhals is indicated by both
overstep and overlap, yet on the whole there is a remarkable parallelism
of dip between the two near Sullavai itself. Some sections are, however,
recorded where the Sullavai sandstones rest almost horizontally on the
eroded edges of the nearly vertical Pakhal slates and quartzites.
These Sullavai beds were recognised in the hills near Dewalmari and
the observation is important, as the sandstone of these hills had already*
been identified with that of the exposures, regarded as of Vindhyan age,
east of the Wardhi valley coal-field. According to Dr Blanford these are
white and purplish quartzite sandstones, breaking with a distinct conchoidal fracture, and, in the great exposure extending from Chimur to Mul,
they are associated with a more or less felspathic coarse grit, which
decomposes into a very soft rock, easily mistaken for Damuda sandstone.

There is a much wider and more distinct barrier between the great nor
thern Vindhyan basin and the Chhatfsgarh, or upper Mahanadf area, than
between the latter and any of the affiliated rocks to the south. The ridge of
gneiss which, to the west, forms the well-raised b.ase of the basaltic plateau
throughout the districts of Mandla, Seonf, ChhindwaYa", and Betul, and to
the north-east forms the highlands of Chutii Nagpur, is interrupted at this
point and the Gondwdna deposits stretch across from the Son to the
Mahan.uU valley. The watershed between the Son and the Mahdnadi
drainage is pretty high, and is occupied by Talchir rocks, probably
of no great thickness, so that the gneiss most probably forms a rockbarrier from east to west, though of course it is open to question when this
was produced. It may well be of post-Gondwina age. To the north of this
barrier of gneiss the Cuddapahs and Kamiils of the south appear to be
represented by a great series, principally composed of sandstones, long
known to geologists under the name of Vindhyan.
The name Vindhyan, one of the oldest introduced by the Geological
Survey, was used to designate the great sandstone formation of Bundelkhand and MiUwd, and was adopted from the name currently applied by
1 Memoirs, XVl:i, 231, (1881).

| a W. T. Blanford: MS. report, 1866.
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Anglo- Indian geographers to the scarped range along the north side of the
Narbadd valley. The Vindhyan system ranks third in superficial extent
within the rock-area of the Peninsula, occupying in a single basin a larger
surface than the combined areas of any other formation except the gneiss
and the Deccan trap. The form of the basin is peculiar. There is a great
area, 250 miles long, between Chitor on the west and Sdgar on the east,
and 225 miles broad from Indargarh on the north to Barvvai (or Mortaka)
on the south, all presumably occupied by upper Vindhyans, although a
very large part of it is covered by the trap of the Mdlwa" plateau. From
Sagar a long arm, with a maximum width of 50 miles, stretches eastwards
for 340 miles to Sasserdm in Behar. Another broader tract extends north
wards from Sagar, and passes under the Gangetic alluvium between Agra
and Gwalior. The gneissic mass of Bundelkhand lies between these pro
longations. The exposed surface of the Vindhyan deposits is about 40,000
square miles and, with the area beneath the trap, the basin would occupy
about 65,000.
Throughout the greater part of their border the Vindhyan sandstones
are unconformably related to transition or gneissic rocks, but in the
eastern branch of the area in Bundelkhand and the Son valley, and in the
neighbourhood of Chitor and Jlialra Patan, they rest, with little or no un
conformity, upon deposits of very different character. These lower
beds were at first noticed under local names in the several areas, but the
convenience and fitness of having a common name for deposits so nearly
related was soon felt, and the term lower Vindhyan has been used in this
sense in spite of the very disproportionate importance ot the two divisions
so established, and a doubt as to whether they are really members of the
same conformable system.

On the map prepared for this Manual it has been found necessary to
make one colour serve for the lower Vindhyans and the Cuddapahs, but as
the lower Vindhyans, in the sense here used, are confined to the margins
of the Vindhyan basin, this is not likely to lead to confusion. From Sasserdin, at the extreme east end of the area, the lower Vindhyans are con
tinuous at the base of the Kdimur scarp for 240 miles, disappearing at
tlie Son-Narbadd watershed, where the upper Vindhyans sweep across
into contact with the transition rocks. The greatest width of the lower
Vindhyans across their outcrop in this their typical area is 16 miles, just
\\liere the Son enters its main valley from the south. At some points
on the lower reaches of the river their outcrop is less than two miles
•wide. Some small inliers, appearing through the alluvium in Behar at a
short distance east and north of the termination of the Vindhyan plateau, are
most, if not all, of them of lower Vindhyan rocks, which also ciop out
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from b eneath the upper Vindhyans in some of the valleys on the north side
of the plateau west of Sdssera'm. In this direction, however, the lower Vin
dhyans soon disappear and at the lowest level, where the Ganges washes
the base of the plateau at ChanaY (Chunar), only upper Vindhyans are
exposed. The concealment of the lower groups is probably only due to
depression in the main axis of the basin, for the very same rocks appear
again beneath the Kdimur sandstone as it rises towards the gneissic mass
cf Bundelkhand.
It may be considered certain that the Semri rocks, under the KaMmur
scarp in south-eastern Bundelkhand, are the same as the lower Vindhyan?
of Son valley, but their appearance on the north is much more irregular in
every way, a circumstance which is easily accounted for. From Chebu,
close to the Jumna, they are seen at intervals below the Vindhyan scarp
for 160 miles to beyond the Dhasa'n. The principal exposures are for 20
miles east of the Dhasdn, and for 12 west of the Ken (Cane). East of the
latter river the beds are totally concealed for long distances, where the upper
Vindhyans pass over them on to the gneiss, and the lower formation is
only visible in the gorges of the principal streams. About Karwi again,
where the main scarp begins to trend eastwards, oblique to the general
strike of the basin, the lower Vindhyans are freely exposed, but at Bhita,
where the Jumna first touches the rocks of the plateau a few miles above
Allaha'bcH, the upper Vindhyans are at the water level, the position being
more to the dip of the basin.
The third of the principal exposures of lower Vindhyans lies in the
extreme south-west corner of the main outcrop of the system and extends
from about 10 miles north of Chitor in a southerly direction to the edge
of the Deccan trap, whence it turns eastwards and occupies a narrow
strip, with irregular boundaries, extending to about 25 miles south-east of
Jhalra Pa'tan. Besides these three principal exposures there are some
small outliers of what are believed to be lower Vindhyans resting on the
disturbed Alwar quartzites on the eastern margin of the AraValli region,
south-west of Karauli.
The classification of the lower Vindhyan beds wants the definiteness
lhat is attainable in the upper Vindhyans. There are no well-marked zones
of sub-division, and all the members of the group are not to he found on
every section, the irregularity being partly due to thinning out and partly
to a lateral change of mineral character. The want of constancy is more
conspicuous in the lower members than in the upper, a direct result of the
mode of deposition. The first beds formed were deposited on an uneven
floor of the older rocks, and as the irregularities of this became smoothed
off, and the area of deposition enlarged by gradual subsidence, the con
ditions of sedimentation became more uniform and gave rise to more uni
form and constant stratification of the succeeding beds.
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The following sub-divisions have been recognised in (.he Son valley :
II.
lo.
9.
8.
7.
6.

Limestone,
Shales.
RohtSs group.
Limestone. ^
Shales and sandstone.
Limestone.
Shaly sandstone.

5.
4.
3.
2.
I.

Porcellanic shales.
Trappoid beds.
Porcellanic shales.
Limestone.
Conglomeratic and calcareous sand
stone.

These lithological characters by no means indicate well-defined or con
stant horizons in the series. They are all variable and pass into each other,
both vertically and horizontally, by interstratification and thinning out, or a
horizontal replacement of one form of sediment by another.
The lowest two groups, which, strange to say,, appear to be in some
degree equivalent to each other, are only found in the Son valley, and
doubtfully in some outliers near S^sserAm. They exhibit great and capri
cious variations of thickness, which can only be explained by their having
been deposited on an uneven surface. The conglomeratic beds vary in
type from a coarse thick-bedded conglomerate, composed of slightly rolled
fragments of the underlying older rocks, 6 to 8 inches in diameter, to
a coarse sandstone, with pebbles of quartz. The limestone No. 2 is also
capricious in its distribution. It is in part a tolerably pure limestone, but
is for the most part hard and silicious.
The porcellanic and trappoid beds are almost sufficiently described by
their name. The porcellanic beds, mostly grey in colour, are very much
like the beds described under the same name in the Givaliorand Cuddapah
systems. The other beds interstratified with them were called trappoid
from their resemblance, in mineral constitution and mode of weathering,
to traps, but they are in fact composed of the debris of crystalline rocks
which has undergone a subsequent induration. Their distribution is in
accordance with their origin, as they are conspicuous where there is an
abundance of crystalline rock close to the boundary, and absent or very
slightly developed where slates are the chief rock exposed.
The divisions Nos. 6, 7, 8 form a sub-group of limestones, shales, and
sandstones with a band of limestone, thicker and more prominent than the
others, about its centre. Some of the sandstone is described as lithologically similar to that of the Kaimur group, and owing to the dark, often
black, colour of the shales, they were once mined into in the hope of
obtaining coal.
The three uppermost members, Nos. 9, 10, i r, form another group
for which the name Rohtas has been suggested*, derived from the ancient
fort of Roht^sgarh. Taken together, they are by far the most constant of
any of the groups of lower Vindhyans in the Son valley.
1 F. R. Mallet, Mtmoits, VII, 28, (1871). |

1 Manual, lat ed., p. 78.
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The beds of No. 6. are described as being almost universally ripplemarlced in the Mahanadi tributary of the Son, besides which sun-cracks
and the marks of rain-drops are very common.
In Bimdelkhand the Semri, or lower Vindhyan, beds were classified by
Mr. Medlicott as follows1 :
5. Tirohin limestone.
4. Pulkoa schists.

I

3. Dulchipur sandstones.
2. Semri shales and limestone.
I. Semri sandstone.

These are not all represented on every section. In the easternmost
exposures only the Tirohan (Tirhowan) limestone, and what was believed
to be a representative of the Semri sandstone, are seen. The Semri
shales die out near Shahgarh and the Semri sandstone, thinning out about
the same place, can only be traced to the Dhasan river. Coincident with
the decline in thickness of these two groups, the Dulchipur sandstones,
whose most easterly limit is near Chopra, increase in thickness and
impoitance and come into direct contact with the Semri sandstone by the
overlap, or thinning out, of the Semri shales. At the western end of the
exposure of the lower Vindhyans the Dulchipur sandstone is the only mem
ber of the group represented.
Though none of the sub-divisions of the lower Vindhyans in Bundelkhand can be identified with those in the Son valley, the general resem
blance in lithological character, and more especially in their relations to
the upper Vindhyans, is such as to make their identity certain.
The two uppermost members very circumstantially represent the
Rohtas group of the Son —the thin, sharply bedded, fine grained limestone
of very variable composition, both in chemical and mechanical ingredients,
and the flaky silicious shales between which, even more capriciously than in
the Son area, occur the most complete vertical and horizontal transitions.
When the Bundelkhand ground was first described the equivalence of
these different rocks was not detected, and consequently it was supposed
that the shales had suffered denudation before the deposition of the lime
stone, and the limestone again before the deposition of the Kaimur sand
stone, which is found resting directly on both. In one form or the other, as
shale or limestone, this group is found from end to end of the outcrop,
being, like the Rohtas group, the only constant member of the series.
There is one character connected with the limestone in Bundelkhand
that does not occur in the Son region. It is almost constantly overlaid
by a silicious breccia, not detrital, but apparently composed of thin
layers of agate, chert, and jasper, shattered in places either by con
cussion or desiccation, and re-cemented by sintcry or hyaline silica, free
' JUeu:oirs \l. 6,
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from sand or other detrital matter. This breccia, which is adherent to
the limestone and also fills cracks in its upper surface, is connected
rather with the Tirohan limestone than with the overlying Kdiinur
sandstone, which often has at its base a breccia conglomerate very differ
ent in character from the Tirohan breccia. This bed is sometimes 40
feet thick, as on Panwa>i hill, south-east of Tirohan.
In the middle area, at and west of the Ken, the Scmri sandstone and
the overlying shale and limestone band are well developed. The latter is
also fairly seen in the gorges of the Ran] and the Boghin, east of Fanner,
but in the eastern area, about Karxvi, the Tirohan (Ri ht^s) limestone,
very free from its familiar shales, is with one exception the only member
of the series. The exception consists of a very peculiar bottom rock
covering the granitoid gneiss. Where found under the limestone this rock
might readily be referred to the Tiroh£n group, for it often has layers of
dense, fine limestone just like that rock, and is otherwise chcrty, as is
often the case with the limestone, but it is largely a detrital rock com
posed of quartz-sand, felspar-grains, and (characteristically) glauconite.
Cherty segregation in many forms, — spongy, pisolitic, amygrlaloidal or dis
seminated, —gives a most peculiar aspect to the bed. This rock is trace
able in the hills south-west of Karwi, the most nouli-weiterly of which
about A kbarpur are altogether of metamorphic rock, and have a pointed
or rounded outline, the next have a thin cap of Kdimur sandstone,
but the sedimentary beds thicken steadily to the south-east, and at the
sacred hill of Chhattarkot the gneiss is only seen at the base on the north
west side. At the high elevation of the junction there is only a remnant
of the cherty contact rock coating the gneiss under the Kaimur sandstone,
but in the Chhattarkot hill the contact rock occurs under the limestone, hold
ing its position as a true bottom-rock. At a few places in the eastern area
the flaggy sandstones of this band are well marked, as in the gullies to
the south-east of Chhattarkot hill, and they become more developed to the
west or nortli of Panna, on Bisrdmganj Gh«1t, where they are 50 feet thick.
In this way they are traceable into relation with the Semri sandstone, in
which ;ilso glauconite grains are of common occurrence.
This peculiar contact-rock of the east has been more specially noticed
because of a conjecture that it may possibly be an original nidus of the
diamond. A common form of it is a semi-vitreous sandstone, or pseudo
quartzite, of a greenish tinge, the result of tho local solidification of
sandstone by diffused silica. Large pebbles of this rock are very abun
dant in the conglomeratic diamond bed of the RewA shales at the Panna
mines, and it is said they are broken up in the search for diamonds.1 The
diamond-bearing beds of the upper Vindhyans are now at a much higher
level than any existing ouicrop of the Semri bee's, but it is very probable
^ tit m«i> s. II, 71, (186')-
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that this peculiar rock once extended over the then elevated surface of the
gneissic area.
Roth in the Son valley and in Bundelkhand there are indications that
the present limit of the lower Vindhyans is not very far from that of their
original extension. The irregularity of the lower groups in the Son valley,
together with the coarseness of texture of the lowest member of the group,
show that they were deposited on an uneven floor of deposition. The
thinning out of the subdivisions, except those forming the Rohta's group,
east of Bardhi, and the complete absence of Nos. 6, 7, and the sandstone of
No. 8, are evidently due to this area having escaped the sedimentation,
which went on elsewhere Another observation of importance is that in
the outliers to the south the lowest conglomerate is much thicker than
in the main exposure, indicating an approach to the limits of deposition.
In Bundelkhand the original limitation of the lower Vindhyans is most
unmistakeably exhibited by the overlap of the Kdimur group on to the
gneiss and Bija'wars. This is clearly enough seen on a large-scale geo
logical map, where, in all the northern prominences and outliers, the upper
Vindhyans are in direct contact with the older rocks, while in the deep
cut valleys draining from the south the lower Vindhyans intervene. It is
confirmed by the record of sections, where the lower Vindhyans are seen
to be banked against a sloping surface of Bija'wars.
The lower Vindhyans of Chitor and Jhalra Pitan have not been so
fully described as those of the other two areas. They consist of shales,
limestone, and sandstone, the latter often conglomeratic near the base of
the series and sometimes containing boulders that range up to three feet
across, but do not appear to contain any of the volcanic or pseudovolcanic beds found in the Son valley. No unconformity with the upper
Vindhyans, or trace of one, is mentioned as occurring in this area, and the
beds do not exhibit that degree of compression which is seen further east.
At their western limit they rest unconformably on the gneiss and trans
ition formations, but along the southern margin the boundary is formed
by the overlying Deccan trap. The lower Vindhyans are here exposed
in an anticlinal, whose southern half is for the most part concealed, but
at Jhalra Patan and south of Rampur.! there are outliers of the upper
Vindhyan sandstone, intervening between the lower Vindhyans and the
edge of the trap.1
The justice of classifying these beds with those next to be described in a
single system is open to question. There is most certainly an unconformity
between them and the so called upper Vindhyans. This might be inferred
from the complete overlap of the lower Vindhyans by the Kdimur group
But there is better evidence than this in the very different facies of the two,
1 C A. Hacket, Xrnids, XIV, 291, (1881).
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the lower being on the whole argillaceous and calcareous, and the upper
arenaceous and argillaceous, and more especially in the sudden and wide
spread change from the fine grained depositsiof the Rohta's to the coarse
sandstone of the Kdimur group. Apart from this, the occurrence of dcluis
of lower Vindhyan beds 100 feet above the base of the Ka"imur group
shows that the lower Vindhyans must have undergone some disturbance
and been then exposed to denudation.
Two deceptive features have, however, given grounds for exaggerating
the importance of the break between the upper and lower Vindhyans.
Before the equivalence of the upper shale and limestone of the Rohtd8
group had been n cognised, it had lo be assumed that one or the other
had bei n very extensively denuded before the deposition of the Kdimur
beds, an assumption which involved much irregular superposition, although
none could be detected in actual sections. The other deception more
important, because it involves the introduction of disturbance uncon
formity, is the apparent contortion of the lower Vindhyans before the
Kalmur period. This view rested upon the fact that the lower Vindhyar.s
are often found sharply twisted in close proximity lo the perfectly undis
turbed Kdimurs in the Son valley. The upper Vindhyans themselves
have, no doubt, undergone considerable flexure in this zone, as may be
seen in the Son area, on the west at Bilheri and on the east at the
Ghaggar. But these broad undulations were not at first thought sufficient
lo include the frequent flexures seen in the lower rocks which, though
slurp, never seem to carry the beds much out of an average horizon.
Tliis opinion had, however, to give way to the fact of invariable com
plete parallelism of the layers of the two formations whenever a contact
could be observed, even in proximity to those contortions. It is important
to dwell upon this observation, because some unconformities of this
tkss, reported and insisted on elsewhere, rest upon no other evidence
than that found to be fallacious in this case. It may even be suggested
that such appearances might possibly be produced independently of cny
general disturbance of associated thick and thin, or hard or soft, deposits
merely by pressure from an adjoining elevated mass upon yielding un
tying beds, as occurs in the familiar case of the 'creep' in coal mines.
'he classification of the strata composing the upper or true Vindhyans
lsas follows:-*
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The general composition of the V'indhyan rocks is as uniform as their
general arrangement. Although chiefly made up of sandstones, which are
the coarser type of detrital deposits, the fineness of the rock throughout
the formation is remarkable. With the exception of the Kdirnur conglo
merate, which is constantly present as a bottom Led all round the bound
ary in Bundelkhand, pebble beds are of rare occurrence. The Kdimur
conglomerate is everywhere conspicuous through the prominence in it of
bright red jasper pebbles, presumably derived from the jasper bands so
abundant in the Gwalior formation. Where the Vindhyans rest upon the
Gwalior b-^ds, the rock is rather a breccia than a conglomerate, the
included fragments being quite angular. The amount of this debris
throughout such a length of outcrop, to such a distance from the nearest
known area of Gwalior deposits, suggests the extensive removal of these
peculiar rocks from the position now occupied by the gneiss.
There are general characteristics peculiar to each of the great sand
stones. The Kaimur rock is line grained, greyish, yellowish or reddish
white, sometimes speckled brown. False bedding is frequent and massive
beds are abundant, but on the whole the bedding is of moderate thickness,
sometimes flaggy and shaly. The Rewa1 sandstone is somewhat coarser,
and generally presents a mixture of massive strata and false-bedded flags.
The Bhander sandstone is softer than that of the lower bands, very tine
grained and generally distinguishable as of deep red with white specks,
or of pale tints with or without red streaks. The beds are generally
thinner, and not more than 6 to 18 inches in thickness, but massive
beds also occur, as is exemplified by the great monoliths cut from the
quarries at Rupbas near Bhartpur. Ripple marking is common through
out the greater part of the Vindhyans, and occurs in great profusion and
variety in the upper Bhanders.
The different shale bands of the upper Vindhyans do not present any
constant distinctive characters. Thin, sharply bedded, flaggy, silicious or
sandy, sometimes micaceous shales, of greenish and rusty lints, form the
prevailing type throughout. Purely argillaceous shales are raie.
In the main Vindhyan basin diamonds aie only known to occur in the
upper Vindhyans. Here, a» elsewhere, the great majority of the diggings
are alluvial, but the principal workings, upon which most labour is
spent, are in a bed at the very base of the Rewa shales. Notwithstanding
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the immense range of this group, it is only known to be productive
within a small area of the Panna state, on the borders of the Bundelkhand
gneiss, and the surface diggings are confined to. the same neighbourhood.
Here again, as already noticed of the Banaganpalli mines in Southern
India, the diamond layer is conglomeratic and the inference would seem
to be that the diamond occurs as a pebble with the others. The obser
vation recorded' that a particular kind of those pebbles at the Panna
mines is broken up and searched for diamonds, and that these 'particular
pebbles are derived from a peculiar bottom bed of the lower Viudhyan
series, would of course point to this latter rock as the original nidus of
llie gem. But the observation in question needs confirmation.
The search for diamonds in Panna is not, however, confined to posi
tions in which the gems could be derived from any existing outcrop of the
RewA shales. There are numerous pits (all apparently surface diggings)
in the gorges and oil the slope of the upper Rewd sandstone south of
Panna, and at a much higher elevation than any present outcrop of the
bottom shales or of the lower Vindhyans.
The Bhander limestone is the most variable rock of the series. Some
times there is a considerable thickness, as much as 260 feet, of firm stone ;
elsewhere there is very much less, the carbonate of lime being apparently
disseminated amongst the calcareous shales associated with the limestone
and partly taking its place. The limestone is generally earthy ai-d
compact, of grey, yellow or reddish tints, sometimes purer and either
compact or crystalline. It was in this rock, at Nagode, that fossils were
thought to have been found long ago by Captain Franklin ; they were sup
posed to be Grypkxa, and the rock was on this account assigned to the
lias. It is not known what became of the specimens, and repeated search
at the same locality has failed to verify the discovery. It is highly
probable the objects discovered were not organic at all, and quite certain
that the specific determination of them was fanciful.
The mutual relation of these sandstones, shales, and limestones is
most intimate throughout the upper Vindhyan series. The passage
upward, from shale into limestone, or into the great bands of sandstone, is
always more or less gradual, by interstratilicution, while the change into
shale at the top of the great sandstone beds is as generally abrupt. Both
the chief and minor subdivisions are wonderfully persistent over the
whole of the great basin, all being found iu both the eastern and northera
areas into which the main area is divided by the Deccan trap. The lower
Bhander and lower Rewa sandstones are very attenuated in certain
directions, but there is an equivalent increase in the thickness of the
enclosing shales. In certain positions also the great bands of shales thin
' Sufi*, n. 9; ; M^iiiuirs, II, 71, (i860).
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out altogether, and the main sandstones coalesce. These reciprocal
variations in the distribution of the coarser and finer deposits have distinct
relation to position with reference to the border of the area, the shales
being in force towards the middle of the basin, and being replaced by
sandstones near the margin, showing that this border is approximately an
original limit, and that the actual basin corresponds pretty closely witli
the basin of deposition. There are local exceptions to this condition, and
it is in the direction in which these exceptions occur, on the Ardvalli
side, that the only recognisable distant outliers of the upper Vindhyans
have been observed.
A formation so constituted, and for the most part but little affected by
disturbance, can result in but one form of surface. Accordingly the upper
Vindhyan area presents a three-fold plateau, each step formed of one of the
main groups, with minor plateaux, terraces or ledges corresponding to the
various subdivisions. The thick sandstones form vertical scarps over a
talus of the underlying shales. There is, moreover, a basin shaped lie of
the beds, apparently to a great extent original, whereby the surfaces are
rendered more or less concave, and the edges of the successive scarps of
sandstones scarcely higher than the outer one, composed of the K.iiniur
rock. From this arrangement it follows that the upper group occupies by
far the larger part of the area, even the middle step of the plateau, the
edge of which is determined by the Rewd sandstone, being chiefly occupied
by the lower Bhander shales.
Over almost the whole of the area occupied by the upper Vindhyan
beds they lie little disturbed and almost horizontal, and any violent effects
of disturbance are restricted to the south-south-east and the north-west
margins of the basin. Two local exceptions to this rule may be noticed.
In the Panwari ridge, south of Tirohin, the Rohtis limestone is capped quite
horizontally by Kaimur sandstone. The hill is more or less detached from
the main plateau, and in the broken ground intervening, the sandstone is
found dislocated and dipping in the most irregular fashion, quite inex
plicable by any ordinary mode of disturbance. The displacement is piobably due to the underground solution and removal of the Rohta's limestone
and the consequent subsidence of the sandstone.
The other special instance of disturbance is not local in the same sense
as the last, as it is probably only a symptom of much more that is con
cealed. It has been said that over the wide expanse of Viadhyan rocks
between Gwalior and Nimach, the Bhander and Rewa beds lie quite flatly,
and it has been presumed that to a considerable extent they stretch in this
manner under the trap of Ma'lwa'. Close to Jhalra P£tan, however, at the
northern edge of the basaltic plateau, a sharp axis disturbance passes from
the south-east, beneath the trap, to the north-west, throwing up the Vin
dhyan strata in an anticlinal flexure, uith dips of 70° on each side. Along
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this steep outcrop the standstone weathers into long narrow ridges. This
feature gradually dies out to the north-west. It is a hint that the disturb
ance, which so violently affects the Vindhyans of the DhaV forest, extends
far to the north under the traps of Mdlwa.
The disturbance of the strata along the south-south-east border of the
Vindhyan basin, to as lar west as Hoshangdba'd, is plainly a recurrence,
on the same lines, of the compression which had produced the contortion
and cleavage in the adjoining transition and gneissic rocks. It seems to
have taken different forms in different parts of the ground. Along the
whole S; n valley, there is little or no faulting in the zone of disturbance,
but at the Son-Narbadd watershed one or more faults occur at and close
to the boundary, the east-north-east strike being remarkably steady
throughout. Down the Narbadi valley towards Hoshanga'ba'd, the dips in
the Vindhyans become unsteady. At Hoshanga'ba'd, and again in the
Dhar forest, there is a decided predominance of a north-west, south
easterly strike, and as the east-north-east strike remains constant in
the contiguous transition and metamorphic rocks, it may be inferred that
the former strike is the later of the two. It is that to which the features of
the Viudhyans south of Niiuach and at Jhalra Pdtan conform.

The north-western boundary of the Vindhyans is in the main a fault of
great throw, along which the almost horizontal Bhander sandstone is brought
into contact witti the highly disturbed Arlvalli beds.
Beyond this
fault there are a few small, but important outliers, composed of the lower
members of the system. The laigest of these occur south-west of Karauli,
where a narrow ridge of Alwar quartzites is faulted against undisturbed
sandstones of upper Vindhyan age on the south-east, and on the north-west
is overlaid by two alternations of sandstone and limestone, the lower being
regarded as lower Vindhyan (Roht4s group) and the upper as Kaimur.1
The beds have been compressed and are exposed in two narrow synclinals,
about 20 miles in length, but there are small outliers of the lower beds to
the south-west of Naraoli, as far as the parallel of Ranthambhor.
From just north of Bundi, extending almost to Indargarh, a narrow
strip of Kdimur sandstone rests with little disturbance on the slates imme
diately west of the great boundary fault,
The throw of this fault must be at least 5,000 feet, and there is natural
ly some difficulty in accounting for a single fault of so great a throw
having been formed subsequent to the deposition of the Vindhyans, and
among beds which have undergone so little subsequent disturbance as
they have. But we will find \\hen treating of the Himalayas that the
nature of the boundary between the Vindhyaus and the disturbed Ardvalli
' Rtcor4s, XIV, 288, (1881).
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beds is very similar to what we may infer is the contact between the
undisturbed deposits of the Indo-Gangetic plain and the disturbed beds of
the Himalayas. Moreover, along the foot of the Himalayas, there is a strip
of upper tertiary beds which have been disturbed, but to a less degree than
the older beds of the range, while the equivalents of these beds are believed
to occur under the alluvial plain, in perfectly conformable sequence with
the most recent alluvium. No\v, if these suppositions are correct, as is
almost certainly the case, we can imagine that, after ages of denudation,
the upper tertiary rocks of the Siwdlik zone will be almost removed,
and the northern boundary, of what is now known as the Indo-Gangetic
alluvium, will then exhibit very much the same features as the boundary of
the Vindhyans towards the Ardvalli range now does. The upper beds
will be in contact with highly disturbed rocks of much more ancient date
along a great line of fault. Beyond this will be a few outliers composed of
the lower beds of the series, the Siwaliks of the present classification, and
to the north of these there will be a broad exposure of the wreck of a
mountain range.
In the case of the Himalayas the fault has been gradually formed pari
passu with the deposition of the Indo-Gangetic alluvium, which is contem
poraneous in its origin with the principal elevation of the Himalayas and
formed of the debris of that range.
It is natural to suppose that the similar structure in the case of the
Aravallis indicates a similarity of origin, and that the great Vindhyau
spread of Central India is formed of deposits which bore the same relation
to that range as the Indo-Gangetic alluvium docs to the Himalayas.
The suggestion is an important one since it would fix the period of the
formation of the Ardvalli range, or at any rate of its principal importance,
as contemporaneous with the deposition of the upper Vindhyan rocks that
were formed of its debris. It would account for the greater prevalence of
sandy beds near this margin of the deposit and would place the original
limit of deposition not very far beyond the present limit of the outcrops.
Allusion has been made1 to some small outliers, believed to be of Vin
dhyan age, which occur on the north and west Bandelkhand gneiss.
They differ much in character, and their peculiarities of composition may
help to explain their apparently anomalous position. Although the gneiss
reaches high up under the scarp of Kaimur conglomerate all round the
western border of the area which is described as a local edge of deposi
tion, these small outliers occur at the level of the low country. If they
agreed in Composition with the rocks of the main area, which are so strik
ingly constant in this respect within that area, the fact might be at once
explained by a subsequent change of level, but such is not the case.
* Slift a, p. 29.
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The most curious of these outliers form a very broken chain running
to south-south-east from close under the Pa"r scarp at Ltfdera (7 miles east
of Antri) to Uchar on the Sind river. Most of the exposures are quite
level with the plain, or only to be seen in the beds of streams. In a few
cases, as at Lddera and Pichor, they form narrow ridges up to 300 feet in
height. The rock is sandstone of the upper Vindhyan type, and at the
north end, close to the P£r scarp, it contains large angular pieces of the
banded Morir shales. Elsewhere it is quite free from coarse debris of any
kind. From many clear sections it is quite evident that these ribs of sand
stone once filled a more or less continuous run of cracks; fissures, chasms,
or small valleys in the gneiss. On both sides of the Pichor ridge the gneiss
reaches well up on the sides of the sandstone mass, with vertical surfaces
of contact. In the low ground, at the point of the ridges, and in the
small outliers, thin vein-like runs, of 3 feet wide and upwards, of the
sandstone are well seen, completely let into the gneiss, as it might be
tilling an emptied trap-dyke, the rootlets of the wider chasm above.
Even in the larger masses no bedding is visible but sometimes, at
the edge of the mass, planes of pseudo-lamination and even ripple
marked surfaces occur parallel to the vertical wall of gneiss. The
lines of ripple were horizontal, and the steep face of the ripple turned
downwards in every case observed. Some of these features seem to
necessitate the supposition that the sandstone was let into this position
by disturbance, but all the other circumstances have suggested the explana
tion given.
At Mahlrdjpur, 10 miles south of Antri and 14 miles east of the Vin
dhyan scarp, there is a small group of hills, about three square miles in
extent, formed of fine sandstone overlying about fifty feet of flaggy shales,
both of Vindhyan type. The strata are greatly di.-turbed, but most irre
gularly, as if compressed from every side. Although so much broken, the
rock is quite free from vein quartz, which is also a general character of the
Vindhyans as compared with the Gwalior strata.
The small hrlls of SonaY, 10 miles south-east of Natwar, and of Mohdr
16 miles farther in the tame direction, present the same characters of
composition and disturbance as at Maharajpur. At Mohdr a trace of the
Kaimur conglomerate occurs in the sandstone above the shales, which
cover a considerable area round the base of the hill, and may be looked
upon as lower Kdimur.
A consideration of all the peculiar circumstances of these outliers
would seem to suggest that they may represent small local basins of the
upper Vindhyans. It seems that the process of denudation all round the
Vindhyan area has been to decompose, and remove the chemically-consti
tuted mctamorphic rocks which once formed high land around the sedi
mentary basins, whether this relation were original or clue to subsequent
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warping of the surface, leaving the softer but undecomposable dttrital
rock to project where once had been depressions of the surface.
To the west of the Aravalli range there are numerous exposures of
horizontal sandstones, mostly hard and usually more or less red in colour
with occasional strings of pebbles.1 They are frequently false bedded and
show ripple marks on the surfaces of the slabs. With these there occur
exposures of a compact grey cherty limestone which is believed to overlie
the sandstone, though no actual contact sections have beer, observed.
Wherever these sandstones rest on older rocks, whether of the Malani
series or the tilted beds of the Aravallis, the relation is one of complete un.
conformity, usually accompanied by a band of strong conglomerate at the
junction. On the east of the Aravallis a similar unconformity is to be
observed, but the western beds are even more markedly superficial with
respect to the older rocks, which must already have been disturbed and
elevated into a mountain range at the time of their formation.
The outcrops of these beds are scattered over a large area in western
Rajputana, but they are for the most part individually small and surround
ed by sandhills and alluvium. It is consequently very difficult to make out
the true thickness, or even the superposition, of the beds in the different
exposures, and it is possible that, in the neighbourhood of Pokaran beds
which have been coloured as Vindhyan are really much newer. The
sandstones are darker in colour, somewhat softer, and contain more pebbles
than near Jodhpur and are distinctly underlaid by a boulder bed consisting
of a fine matrix through which numerous large blocks, many of which show
distinct signs of glaciatidn, are scattered. There is no record of such a
formation having beemUjs&fvcrjTaTthe base of the Vindhyans further east
but a similar glacial boulder bed near B3p was regarded as Talchir. If the
two are identical the Hokaran sandstones would belong to the Gondw^na
system. They differ, however, in type, from any of the sandstones of
western Riljputana which can be referred to that period, and the glacial
beds differ from those of Bdp in being interbedded with dioritic trap and
ash beds, and in the absence of boulders of the supposed Vindhyan
limestone, which are extremely abundant in the boulder bed of Bip.s
In degree of induration, lithological character, and relation to the tilted
beds of the Aravallis, these sandstones and limestones closely resemble the
Vindhyans to the east, and they are regarded, with a strong show of proba
bility, as of that age But, on the hypothesis of the relation between the
Aravalli range and the upper Vindhyan sandstones which has been pro
posed above, there can never have been any continuity between the out
crops on either side, and it is incorrect to speak of the Jodhpur beds as
outliers of the Vindhyan basin. They must have been formed contempora
1 Rtcordi, XIV, 899, (1881).
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neously in an independent basin of deposition and the connection between
the two would be similar to that which subsists between the recent deposits
north of the Himalayan range and the Indo-Gangetic alluvium.
The rock systems which have been described in this chapter are remark
able as being the source to which all the diamonds found in India— if we
except the reputed occurrence of diamonds near Simla— can be traced,
though the actual workings are more commonly in recent stream gravels.1
In Southern India the principal source of the diamond is the Uanaganpalli group of the Karnul series near the town of that name, but they are
also obtaineJ at other places within, or just outside, the boundary of the
Cuddapah basin. In the Mahanadi valley they are found near Sarrbalpur,
just outside the boundary of the Cuddapah area, but have not been found
in situ as yet. The third diamond district of India is near Panna, where
the original home of the diamond is in the lower part of the upper
Vindhyan series, though the possibility of its derivation from lower Vindhyan
beds has been indicated.
This repeated occurrence of the diamond at, or about, the same geological
horizon might be held to be corroborative of the general resemblance,
which has led the rocks in which it is found to be classed together. But
the evidence is of small value, for the diamond is in every case derivative,
and its original source has not yet been found.
About six years ago it was supposed that an original source of the
diamond had been discovered in a volcanic neck near VVajra Karur, filled
with a substance* which closely resembled the blue clay of the Kimberley
diamond fields. A more detailed examination has shown that the Wajra
Karur rock is the product of decomposition of a basic volcanic rock, not a
peridotite, like the Kimberley blue clay.8 Previous to this the rock had been
thoroughly prospected for diamonds, but none were found in the matrix
though diamonds have certainly been found on the surface after rain, and,
as there are no outliers of Cuddapah or Karnul conglomerates within the
drainage area, it was supposed that they must have been washed out of
the decomposed volcanic debris filling the neck.*
The conclusion is not a necessary one, for the rock filling the neck
has been more largely removed, being more easily weathered than the sur
rounding gneiss, and the neck now forms a depression in the -general
surface of the country into which the diamonds might have been washed.
A different origin for the diamond has been suggested by M. Chaper,4 who
believed that he hail obtained diamonds, sapphires, and rubies from the
1 Details of tlie known diamond localities will 3 Records, XIX, no (1886).
be found in Vol. Ill of this Manual, pp. I— S. 4 Sur une pegmatite diamantifere de 1'Hindo stan, Bull. Soc. Ctrl, de Ft ance, 3rd series,
and Rreotds, XXII, 39-49 (1889).
XIV, 330, (1886; ; Rtrords, XXII, 39, (1889).
P. Lake, Rnoids, XXIII, 72 (1890).
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debris of a pegmatite vein in the gneiss. He did not, however, find any of
ihese gems in their matrix, nor did he apparently himself procure them
from the debris. The evidence produced is of the slightest and has not
materially helped forward the solution of the problem of the original
source of the diamond.
It remains now to consider briefly the relations of the rock systems
described in this chapter to each other. In the first edition of this manual
the Cuddapah system was classed, along with the Gwaliors, among the
upper transition deposits, but subsequently the rocks ot the Godavari
valley, which had previously been regarded as Vindhyan were identified
with the Cuddapahs of Madras, and Mr. Medlicott, abandoning his
previous opinion, accepted the Cuddapahs as the equivalent of the lower
Vindhyans.l Adopting this conclusion we have in the southern area
two unconformable series or systems, of which the uppermost is quite
unimportant compared with the lower. In the central area much the
same is the case, but in the northern area the two series are said to be
nearly conformable and the lower is certainly much less in thickness
than the upper. The first, and most obvious impulse would be to class
the lower Vindhyans, the Pakhals, and the Cuddapahs together, as
an older system, and the upper Vindhyans, the Sullavais, and the Karnuls,
as a newer. The classification would be to some extent in accordance
with the lithological resemblances of the rock series, and may be correct
in the main, but the truth must be less simple than this.
It is impossible to suppose that the lower Vindhyans of Central India
can, in any proper sense of the word, be the equivalents of the great
Cuddapah system, and if the account of the relation between the upper
and lower Vindhyans given above is correct, it indicates a difference from
that which subsists, between the Pakhal and Sullavai beds of the Godlvari
valley, or between the Cuddapahs and Karnuls of Madras. If the Karnul
series represents any portion of the Vindhyan system, whether upper
or lower, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that the commencement
of the Cuddapah epoch must date further back than the oldest of the
typical lower Vindhyan deposits, and may be in part contemporaneous
with the newest of those described among the transition systems, a supposi
tion strengthened by the resemblances which maybe observed between the
banded jaspers, hornstones, and porcellanic beds of the lower Cuddapahs,
and the similar rocks of the Gwalior series. The resemblances are, how
ever, not such as amount to identity, and it is certainly more convenient
for purposes of description to class these beds with these newer rather
than those older than them.
1 Records, XV, 2, (1882).

CHAPTER V.

OLDER PALEOZOIC SYSTKMS OF THE EXTRA-PENINSULAR
AREA.
The Silt-range— Central Himalayas —Unfossiliferous slates of the outer Himalayas -The
Jauns.it system — The Ueoban limestone— The liaxa series— liastern Tibet and Burma.

In the last chapter ah older palarozcic age was accepted for the less
disturbed unfossiliferous rocks of the Peninsula, on the ground of the great
discordance that exists between them and the next succeeding beds, which
are known to be of Upper palaeozoic age. In the extra-peninsular area we
have no need to content ourselves with such indirect evidence as this, for
the presence of older palaeozoic rocks has been proved, in three distinct
areas, by the discovery of Cambrian and silurian fossils.
The most important, because most fully studied, of these is the Saltrange, where an extensive series of conformable strata, nearly 3,000 feet
in thickness, is divided into the following groups:—Salt pseudomorph zone
Magnesian sandstone .
Neobolus beds' ..
Purple sandstone
Salt marl1

450
250
100
450
1,500

feet.
„
„
„
„

The complete sequence is only seen in the eastern part of the range, for
the series is unconformably overlaid by the succeeding one, and the groups
are successively thinned out to the west by denudation, as one after the
other becomes the uppermost to be seen.
The salt marl consists typically of a fine grained rock, varying from
dull purple to bright red in colour, composed of very fine grained clayey
^his differs from that given by Wynne,
(Htmoirf, XIV, 69) as the thicker sections of
Us include paft of the overlying carboniferous
W*.
1 Dr. Waagen (Pal. Ind., series xiil, IV, 44)
lias added, below this, a grey gypsum group

and a lower purple sandstone. They are only
seen at one place in the Khisor hills, and
there does not seem to be sufficient evidence
for this addition to the series, especially in
view of the doubts cast on the sedimentary
origin of the gypsum (infra, p. III).
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matter, mixed with some disseminated gypsum and carbonates of both lime
and magnesia.1 The marl itself never exhibits the slightest signs of strati
fication,* nor are any coarser grains of sediment found mixed with it, but
it acquires an appearance of stratification from containing beds of gypsum
and rock salt, a few layers of dolomite, some beds of sandy dolomite in the
lower part of the series, and near Kheura a six inch band of bituminous
shale and some irregular patches of an obscure, dioritic-looking, dark purple
trap, said to be associated with paler purple volcanic ash.
The most interesting and important of these, both as regards thick
ness and economic value, are the salt and gypsum deposits. The former
appears to be somewhat irregularly developed and, except where mining
operations are carried on, difficult to observe, but it is described as oc.
curring in regular beds which exhibit distinct lamination. The greatest
development is in the Mayo mines at Kheura, where there are over 550
^eet of salt. Half of this thickness, or 275 feet, is made up of five beds
of nearly pure salt, which is mined and placed upon the market without
being refined, the other half, known as kalar, is too earthy and impure
to be used in its natural state, and has, consequently, no marketable
value.
The impurities of the salt are principally sulphate of lime and chlorides
of magnesium and calcium. In the Mayo mine a lenticular band, with a
maximum thickness of 6 feet, has been found, composed of a mixture of
ylvine (chloride of potassium) and kieserite (sulphate of magnesium, with
one equivalent of water), which also prevailed through a thickness of about
seven feet below the sylvine band. Glauberite (anhydrous sulphate of soda
and lime) has also been found. Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia, with
seven equivalents of water) commonly crystallises in the passages of the
mines on the surface of the salt marl and the kalar, and, as this salt would
result from the absorption of water by kieserite, it appears to indicate
that the magnesian salt is of common occurrence in the rock.
Besides being disseminated through the red marl, the gypsum occurs
abundantly in beds and irregular masses, overlying the salt as a rule, but
also occurring more doubtfully in lower situations. It is found everywhere
accompanying the red marl and, at Mari and Kalabagh on the Indus as well
as in the Khisor range, contains more or less numerous bipyramidal crys
tals of quartz.3 Sometimes layers of hard flaggy dolomite are found in
thick masses of the gypsum and at one or two places numerous large and
perfect casts of hopper shaped crystals of salt are found in the dolomite
layers.
' Memoirs, XIV, 70, (1878).
8C. S. Middlemiss, Records, XXIV, 28,
l89J).

8 A. B. Wynne, Memoirs, XIV, 73, (1878) ;
XVII, 239, (1880); T. H. Holland, Records,
XXIV, 231, (1891).
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Till quite recently there would have been little hesitation in regarding
this group of beds as sedimentary in their origin, and older than the sand
stones which overlie them on most sections. It is true there were always
difficulties in the way of this interpretation, among which were the absence
of stratification in the marl, the enormous masses of sea water whose eva
poration would be involved in the formation of the great beds of salt, the
great age of the beds containing so soluble a mineral and, more especially,
t!ie fact that much of the gypsum was known to be not fully hydrated,
and Mr. Middlemiss1 has recently declared himself in favour of the
theory, broached by more than one of the earlier observers, that the
marl, with its gypsum and salt, is hypogene, and has come into its pre
sent position by a process analogous to that of igneous intrusion.
The arguments in favour of this conclusion are two-fold and derived,
firstly, from the abnormal stratigraphical position in which the marl is some
times found and, secondly, from the mineralogical character of the marl
and its peculiarities of structure and included minerals.
As regards the position of the salt marl, it is ordinarily below the
purple sandstone and the form of the boundary, imbaying up the deep
valleys, is such as to suggest that it is in normal infraposition, butf
according to Mr. Middlemiss, there is no transition between the two
beds, and in the sections quoted by him there are numerous fragments of
the sandstone scattered through the upper layer of the marl. Besides this,
the salt marl is found at higher horizons intruded along the cores of
flexures and along fold faults. None of these observations are, however,
of vital importance, as the features might easily be the result of pres
sure acting on a soft material like the marl.
The second argument is derived from the condition of certain included
fragments of dolomite. These are described as pitted, corroded and honey
combed, and showing, in one section at Kavhad, an ultimate passage into
the red marl. In connexion with this, another section, two miles north
of Burikhel, must be noticed, where the salt marl is immediately
overlaid by the glacial boulder bed forming the base of the upper
palaeozoic system of the Salt range. The marl here contains numerous
large aggregates of a hard compact dolomite, whose peripheral portions
are pitted or honeycombed and the cavities filled by gypsum, only the
central portions being unaltered. In the boulder bed no trace of the marl
could be found, whether as included fragments or by a colouration of the
matrix, and none of the numerous dolomite pebbles, resembling those
of the central portions of the lumps in the subjacent marl, exhibit any
pitting or corrosion. From this it was concluded that the corrosion of the
dolomite in the marl was of later date than the boulder beds. Here the
' Records, XXIV, 26, (1891).
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doubt arises whether the dolomite fragments in the boulder bed might
not have been derived from the magnesian sandstone group, rather than
from the dolomite in the marl, unless indeed it is claimed that the marl has
here replaced the dolomites of the magnesian sandstone group.
It will be seen that the evidence is not conclusive, but taken as a
whole it throws a considerable doubt on the hypothesis that the marl
in its present condition was formed superficially, and this doubt is streng
thened by the manner in which inliers occur among the upper tertiary
sandstones, in situations where its presence is difficult to account for, if
it is of Cambrian age.
In Koha"t there is another great development of salt which has been
regarded as of tertiary age, and it would be natural to regard this, with its
associated gypsum and marl, as the equivalent of that in the Salt range.
It is said, however, that the Koha't salt exhibits a difference of colour so
constant and characteristic that it is always possible to say with certainty
from which area the salt came. Too much weight must not, consequently,
be attached to the other resemblances, but it would certainly be strange
if two separate developments of salt, each on so large a scale, had taken
place in closely adjoining areas at such widely different periods as the
lower cambrian and tertiary.
The discussion of the origin of the salt marl has been helped forward
greatly by a recent investigation by Mr. Holland,1 who has shown that tlie
associated gypsum was certainly formed by the union of water with anhy
drite. Not only are the inclusions in the quartz crystals all anhydrite, but
the matrix proves to be a mixture of anhydrite and gypsum in varying
proportions according to the degrees of hydration it has undergone.
Anhydrite could not have been formed at the surface or at a lower temper
ature than 125° C. (257° F)s, nor could the quartz crystals in it have been
exposed to a red heat, as at that temperature they would have been
attacked by the sulphate of lime. He suggests that the anhydrite is due
to the action of acid vapours on a pre-existing limestone or dolomite, ancl
in this we probably see the true explanation of the marl. It is not a
hypogene rock intrusive in its present position, nor is it a sedimentary
rock formed superficially as such with its associated gypsum and salt, but
is due to the alteration of pre-existing sediments, whose exact composition
is unknown, by the subterraneous action of acid vapours or solutions.3
The group next succeeding the salt marl is composed of even-grained
sandstones, ol a dull purple colour, containing carbonates of lime and mag
nesia. The lower 50 feet to 100 feet are more argillaceous and may
indicate a transition to the beds below, but with this exception bands of
1 Records, XXIV, 231, (1891) ; XXV, 54,
s Hoppo-Seylcr Potgtndorf. Annalcn,
(1892;.
CXXV1I, 161, (1866).
' Rfccrds, XXI V, 243, (1891).
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are rare or absent throughout the group. At the upper limit the
t'olour of the sandstones becomes paler and some buff bands are seen.
The sandstones show ripple marks but rarely, and the only trace of life
they contain are a few, almost equally rare, obscure fucoid markings.
The purple sandstone group is succeeded abruptly, but conformably, by
dark or blackish shales, associated with sandy and calcareous beds
only some 20 to 100 feet in thickness, but extremely important on account
of the fossils they have yielded. These have come from two horizons, one
"ear the base of the group from a shale band containing Neoboliis, the
brachiopod which has given its name to the group, and the other close
lo (he top, immediately below the magnesian sandstone.
The fossils from the lower horizon comprise the following species' : —
Discinnlfpis gra nulutti.
Schisopholis ruqasa.
inarthi.
wyiniri.

Lakh inino lingttloidtt.
stjn.iiiia.
Lingtila kinrensis
tv/irthi.
Fenesttllii, »/•.

' lie fossils collected by Mr. Midcllemiss from the higher horizon have
>*et been examined, but some fossils collected by Dr. Warth, which
'ably came from the same horizon, include*—
s ivaithi,
Ohnus indicus.

Hyoltthes
„
kiissakensis.
Ortliis inarthi.

Besides which a trilobite belonging to the genus Olcnellus has been found
by Mr. Middlemiss.
None of the species from this group have been found in other parts of
the world as yet, but Conocephalites warf/ii is said to be very close to
Solenopleura cristata from the Paradoxides beds of Sweden. The general
facies of the fauna, however, leaves no room for doubt that the beds are
of Cambrian age, and, consequently, the oldest in India whose age can be
determined with any approach to certainty.
The fossiliferous beds are succeeded by the magnesian sandstone
group, which forms conspicuous scarps along the eastern part of the range,
It consists of from 10 to 300 feet of hard, light cream coloured or white
dolomitic sandstone or sandy dolomite, associated with which are beds
of light coloured sandstones, and sometimes oolitic or flaggy bands,
the latter occasionally covered with fucoid markings and separated by
greenish or dark coloured shales.
The topmost member of the system, as developed in the Salt range, is
composed of thin bedded and flaggy sandstones, with interbedded shales or
' P'l. Imlicit, series xiii, IV, 92, (1891).

[

J Pal- Inilicn, series xiii, IV, 104, (1851),
I
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clays, characterised by their bright red colour and by the numerous pseudomorphic casts of salt crystals which cover the bedding surfaces. These
casts are found indenting the lower surfaces of the separate flags, and there
can be no doubt that they are due to salt having crystallised out, by the eva
poration of salt water, and having then been covered by fresh sediment,
which, adapting itself to the angularities of the crystals, preserved their
form in the casts now seen. As might be expected, these beds are unfossiliferous, the only organic remains found being obscure fucoid impressions
and worm tracks.
In the Central Himalayas of Hundes and Spiti a system of conformable
strata, of older palaeozoic age, was described by the late Dr. Stoliczka1 as
the Babeh and Muth series. Mr. Griesbach, as the result of a more extend
ed survey, has recently rearranged these beds as follows * :—
Carboniferous
Devonian (?)
..
Slulnan
'

.
.
'

Haimanta system

f 8.
. [7
. 6(5.
' U.
3.
2.

White quartzite, with limestone.
Red crinoid iimestone.
Dark coral limestone.
Flesh-coloured and brown quartzites and shales,
Coral limestone.
Red quartz shales and slates.
Shales and silky phyllites, with a great thickness
of quartzites.
I. Quartzite, generally purple and a great thickness
of conglomerate.

The whole of this sequence of rock groups is described as perfectly
conformable throughout and separated by a slight unconformity from the
beds above; it will therefore be treated as a single system for descriptive
purposes.
The three lowest groups are united by Mr. Griesbach under the name
of the Haimanta (snow clad), a convenient designation for the great thick
ness of beds, intermediate between the silurian and the gneiss and schists
which are either entirely unfossiliferous or have only yielded organic
remains too badly preserved to be identifiable.
The Haimanta series is divided into three groups, the lowest of which
is characterised by a great development of conglomerates, composed of
rolled and subangular fragments, among which quartz and gneiss pre
dominate. The matrix is a hard, often deep purple coloured, sometimes
partially schistose quaitz rock. The junction with the underlying schists
is said to be transitional and often not determinable with accuracy, but the
prevalence of coarse conglomerates points to an unconformity and the
apparent transition may be due to the compression and metamorphism
the beds have undergone.
1 Memoirs, V, 17-24, ^865).

| > Memoirs, XXIII, 49-64, (1891).
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The conglomerate group is overlaid by a great thickness of greenish
grey phyllites, slates and thicker bedded quartzites, traversed by quartz
veins, towards the upper part of which reddish brown and pinkish quartz
shales are intercalated. They are said to resemble, lithologically, the
Simla slates and contain some very obscure fossil remains which have
been referred to Bellero/>hon, with some Crinoid stems and casts of
bivalves.
The uppermost member of the Haimantas is described as very constant
and conspicuous and, consequently, very useful horizon in unravelling
the structure of the hills. It is described as consisting of bright red and
pink quartz shales passing upwards into greenish grey shales and quartz
ites with pink and shaly partings. Some thin bands of deep red lime
stone are occasionally found in the lower part of the group.
The total thickness of the Haimantas is about 3,030 to 4,000 feet, of
which from 250 to 500 belong to the upper group.
The passage from the uppermost Haimanta be Is to the lowest, classed
as silurian, is gradual, and the two types of rock are interbedded at the
junction. The lower silurian beds, according to Mr. Griesbach, consist at
the base of dirty coloured greyish pink quartzite, with calcareous partings,
passing upwards into grey shaly quartzites, alternating with dark blue to
black coral limestone, —limestone being the prevailing rock of the group.
The lower beds of silurian age are comparatively thin, being only about
300 feet thi:k, and are succeeded by from 1,000 to 1,200 feet in the
Niti sections, and much more in Spiti, of dirty pink to flesh coloured quart
zites, with greyish green intercalated shales, and some limestone bands in
the losver part. In Spiti Dr. Stoliczka observed some contemporaneous
trap in these beds,1 but none was seen in the Hundes sections.*
The upper Silurian quartzites pass gradually into dark grey or black
limestone, generally concretionary, showing sections of Corals and Brachiopoda in large numbers, on the weathered surface. These again pass
gradually into bluish grey and brownish red limestones, containing frag
ments of Crinoids.
The uppermost member of the system is composed of white quartzite,
ranging from 350 feet to 800 feet in thickness. It was classed by Dr.
Stoliczka with his Muth series of doubtfully silurian age,3 but according to
Mr. Griesbach, it is overlaid in Spiti with partial interstratification, by
limestones of carboniferous age containing Athyn's royssti, Productus,
etc,4
1 Memoirs, V, 2O, (1865).

* A large number of silurian fossils from
General Strachey's collections were described
by Messrs. Salter and Blanfordin 1865, and the
collections made by Griesbach, which are
still in course of description, will doubtless add
to the number. Until this fauna has been

worked out and its relations fully determined,
there does not appear to be any benefit in printing a nominal list of the species that have been
described. None of the fossils found in Spiti
by Dr. Stoliczka were specifically determinabla.
8 Memoirs,V, 23, (1865).
Memoirs, XXIII, 63, (1891).
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On the accompanying map a very large area, in Kashmir and the
north-west Himalayas south-west of the snowy range, has been coloured
as silurian, although a very considerable, if not the greater, portion of this
area is probably occupied by post-silurian beds. This course has been
adopted owing to the impossibility of distinguishing generally between the
older and younger slates, where all have been equally disturbed and are,
as a rule, equally unfossiliferous. In Kashmir the whole area mapped by
Mr. Lydekker as belonging to his Panjal system has been coloured as
silurian, though it has since been shown1 that a considerable portion of
this system is probably of upper palaeozoic age, and the same colour has
been used in the Hazdra district for that series of slates with limestones
and quartzites which are known as the Attock slates.
The Attock slates, which derive their name from being particularly well
seen in the hills along the Indus south of Attock, consist of dark coloured
slates and limestones, some sandstones and trap, both intrusive and interbedded. Nothing is known of their age except that, in the Sirban moun
tain near Abbottabdcl, they underlie, with a strongly marked unconformity,
beds which are older than the ti ias.s They must consequently be, in part at
least, of older palaeozoic age. On the other hand, it is certain that beds of
secondary age are folded up amongst them, for limestone containing
Dicerocardium has been found east of the road between Kh^npur and
Haripur, and Ammonites east-south east of Haveliyan3 ; quite lately, too,
some fossils of decidedly cretaceous appearance were found by Mr. Criesbach in the area mapped as Attock slates. It becomes obvious from this
that the area coloured as silurian contains both upper palaeozoic and mezozoic rocks, but, as it is impossible to separate these at present, it has been
thought best to give one uniform colour on the map to the area occupied
by the generally' unfossiliferous, slaty series, except where sufficient in
formation is available to justify the separation of a distinct area of postsilurian rocks.
In Kashmir the Panjal system of Mr. Lydekker includes, besides slates
and associated beds of transition and older palaeozoic age, a great series
of beds which there is good reason to believe are carboniferous and permian. These form the principal portion of the typical sections of the Panjall
system, and as they will be dealt with further on,* there remains nothing
definite to be said of the lower beds in this place. The Panjdl system
was regarded as perfectly conformable to the underlying gneisses, but it is
probable that unconformable breaks exist, which were not recognised in
the course of a rapid exploration.
Further to the south-east a system of strata has been distinguisbed,
1 Records, XXI, 139, (1888); infra, p. 13*.
1 Memoirs, IX, 335, (1872).

,
|

« Records, XII, 121, (1878).
* Infra, V. 134.
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under the name of Jaunsar, which exhibits considerable resemblance to the
Haimantas and silurian of the central Himalayas. The lowest beds, known
to belong to this system, are characterised by the prevalence of purple
quartzites with intercalated red slaty beds and, low down in them, a
boulder bed, composed of large fragments of quartzite, dispersed through
a line grained matrix.
In the upper Pabar valley the quartzites are found lying unconformably on the gneiss. In eastern Sirmur they appear to be underlaid by u
great thickness of grey slate with a band about 300 feet thick of grey lime
stone, but the true position of these beds has not been established with
certainty. In the Bangal valley of eastern Sirmur the purple quartzites are
overlaid by about 200 feet of a dark grey felsitic trap, covered by as much
more of mixed trap and ashes, which are of subaerial origin. In northern
Jaunsar these are replaced by a great thickness of slaty beds, mixed with
bedded lava flows and impure volcanic ashes, and a band of limestone, some
300 feet thick. Above the volcanic beds comes a great thickness of subschistose slates.1
The purple quartzite beds exhibit considerable lithological resemblance
to those of the Babeh series (Haimanta) and the volcanic beds may well be
contemporaneous with those of silurian age mentioned by Dr. Stoliczka.
South of the snowy range the Jaunsar system has not been recognised
with certainty away from Jaunsar and eastern Sirmur, but, low down in the
Simla slates, as the beds which underlie the Blaini group in the Simla
district have been called, there are some purple quarlziles which may
belong to the system, while there can be little doubt that the purple
quartzites and volcanic breccias described by Mr. Middlemiss in western
Garhwal8 are of the same age.
The Jaunsar system is unconformably overlaid by a great limestone
series, which forms, and derives its name from, the peak of Deoban, north
of Chakrita, It consists of a pale to dark grey limestone, often more
or less dolomitic, with interbedded grey shales. The limestone is frequently
mephitic, in places contains numerous cherty concretions, and is occa
sionally oolitic.J
The age of this limestone series is unknown, it appears to be unconformable to the Jaunsar system and is certainly overlaid, with marked
unconformity, by beds which there is reason to believe are of carboniferous
or permian age. Outside Jaunsar it has not been identified with certainty,
but is probably represented by the great limestone formations seen south
east of the Chor, in the Shall mountain, in Kulu, and in Garluvdl and Kumeiun. The correlation, which is based on general lithological resem
1 Records, XXI, 131, (1888).
3 Record*. XXI, 133, (1888).
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blance and relative position in the series, derives great support from the
discovery, in the limestone of KuJu1, Jaunsar2, and Kuma'an3, of curious
structures, exhibiting considerable resemblance to each other, which may
be merely concretionary but are quite possibly of organic origin.
In the eastern Himalayas Mr. Mallet distinguished a series of beds
named after the hill fort of Baxa,4 composed of variegated slates,
quartzites and dolomite, the latter being the most prominent member
of the series and having a thickness of 1,500 feet. The dolomite is
described' as generally massive with obscure bedding, but frequently shaly
and passing at times into a dark grey slate. It is saccharoid, light grey,
rarely white in colour, with nests of more coarsely crystallised cakite and
drusy cavities, lined with the same mineral, scattered through it. There
is also a strong band of quartzites and quartz schists, and carbonaceous
slates have been observed. This series was regarded as younger than the
Damudas, but, as has already been explained,* it is probable that the section
was ministerpreted, and it should be looked on as older, probably consi
derably older than the Damudas, and consequently of lower palaeozoic
horizon.
Further to the east devonian fossils were found by the Abbe" Des
Mazures near Gouchou in eastern Tibet,6 but no other older palaeozoic
rocks are known along the eastern frontier till near Mandalay, where
Dr. Noetling has recently faund a shaly limestone containing CrinoiJs>
Orthoceras and a species of Echinosphxrites."1 The latter of these alone
would be sufficient to stamp the beds as silurian. These older palaeozoic
beds are no doubt largely developed in the country east of the Irawadi
valley, but no details have as yet been published.
1 Gcol. Mag., 3rd dec., V, 257, (if 88).
' Records, XXI, 133, (1888).
» Jour. As. S c., lieng., Ill, 628, (1834).
* Aftmoirs, XI, 33, (1874).

s S,,pra, p. 76.
'' Cemftes Rcndus, LVIII, 878, (186.4).

• RecoiSs, XXIII, 79, (189.).

CHAPTER VI.
CARBONIFEROUS AND TRIASS1C ROCKS OF EXTRA-PENIN
SULAR INDIA.
The Salt range—Central Himalayas—Carbonaceous system of the outer Himalayas— Kashmir
—Hazara — Afghanistan—Tenassorim— Unfossiliferous slaty series in southern Atehanistdn
—Arakan— Manipur and N5gA hills.

The upper palaeozoic rock groups, of peninsular and extra-peninsular
India alike, bring forcibly before us the impracticability of a rigid ap
plication of the European divisions of the geological scale. Almost
everywhere the palaeozoic rocks pass upwards, without an unconformable break of any importance, into beds of mesozoic age, and it will be
found convenient to class the upper palaeozoic and trias together in the
description, as it has been found necessary to do on the map. But with
this exception the carboniferous and triassic rocks of the two areas pre
sent so strong a contrast that it is necessary to treat them separately. In
the Peninsula they are represented by a great system of subaerially
formed river deposits known as the Gondw^na system ; in the extra-penin
sular area the rocks of the same age are of marine origin, and as their age
can be more satisfactorily established, and they form an important link in
the chain of argument by which the age of the Gondwina system is
determined, they will stand first for description.
The Salt range —but now in its western half— is again our typical
area, where the series is best exposed, most fossiliferous, and has been
most completely studied. It has there received a considerable amount
of attention from the Geological Survey, as well as from independent ob.
servers, and the classification now adopted is more complete than the
simple division, into speckled sandstone and carboniferous limestone,
originally adopted by Mr. Wynne.1 The first of these names may, how
ever, remain to distinguish one of the principal divisions, and for the
other the name Productus limestone, proposed by Dr. Waagen, will be
used, as the term carboniferous is misleading.
1 Memoirs, XIV, 69, (1878). The descrip account in Pal. Indies, series xiii, IV, (1890)
tion of these rocks is based partly on Mr. Ql). The palaeontological data are all taken
Wyn-e's memoir, anil partly on Dr. Waagen's '• from Dr. Waagen's account, op. cit., Vol I.
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The oldest member of this system 'was distinguished by Mr. Wynne as
the speckled sandstone. It rests unconformably on the older palaeozoic
rocks, and is usually, if not invariably, characterised at its base by a boulder
clay, formed of a fine grained matrix of shale or sandy shale, usually olivegreen in colour and weathering intoacicular fragments, through which are
scattered blocks of hard rock, ranging to several cubic feet in size,
almost invariably subangular and frequently showing faces that have been
smoothed, polished and striated in the manner characteristic of glacier
action. These fragments are principally composed of slates, quartziies,
and crystalline rocks, whose nearest analogues are to be found 750 miles
to the south, in the syenites and porphyritic felsile of the Maldni series, but
mixed with them are numerous fragments of the older palaeozoic beds of the
Salt range, more especially of the magnesian sandstone. The glacial origin
of these beds is so obvious, and the resemblance to a boulder clay is so
close, that it is difficult now to undei stand how there should ever have
been any doubt regarding its mode of origin, v/ere it not for the difficulty
of accounting for the presence of glaciers and floating ice at sea level,
in so low a latitude, at a period when, on a priori grounds, a milder
climate might have been expected to prevail than at the present day. The
difficulty is increased by the apparent derivation of the included fragments
from the south, but it is part of a much larger problem which cannot be fully
dealt with as yet, and we must be satisfied with accepting the fact of the
existence of glacial conditions at sea level.
Many of the glaciated pebbles of this bed show a peculiarity which is
rare in other glacial boulder clays. Instead of being smoothed and striated
on one or two surfaces only, they often have a number of flat sui faces meet
ing at obtuse angles and each showing a different direction of striation.'
It is in fact evident that, after one face had been ground and smoothed, they
had been slightly shifted so as to offer a fresh surface and, by a repetition
of this process, many of the pebbles have acquired a facetted appearance,
as if they had been ground by a lapidary.
In the trans-Indus extension of the Salt range the boulder beds are under
laid by grey shales, in which three species, Hyulithss oricntalis, //.
*p. and Cardiomorplia
indica,
have
been
found,2 but east of the
Indus a more extensive
and most interesting*
fauna has been obtained
from the beds which imFii;. 6.— Conu'.aria warthi, Waag.. nat. size.
'A.B.Wynne, GcoL Uag.,^rA dec., Ill,
131, (1886); H, WartU, Ketoidi, XXI, 34,

mediately

overlie

the

(|88S).
' I'.il. InJic.i, ».-ric.i xiii, IV, 114, (1891).
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boulder clay. The first indication of this was the discovery by Dr. Warth
in 1885, of Conularia near Pid, but as his fossils were obtained from trans
ported pebbles, their importance in fixing the age of the beds they were
derived from was disputed. Subsequent research has shown that, though the
nodules in which they are preserved are certainly transported pebbles, they
must have been of almost contemporaneous origin with the bed in which they
are now formed. Moreover, some fossils from a sandstone band above the
conglomerate indicate a precisely similar homotaxis to those in the pebbles,
and in discussing the relations of the fauna we may take it as a whole.
The fossils obtained from the conglomerate band are given in the ifolJowing list, where the letter A indicates that the species is also found in
the marine beds below the coal measures of New South Wales' :
A. Pleni ofonuirin mida.
Bncania 'loattln.
A. Conularia leevigata.
A. Conularia tenuistriuta.
Ct nnlaria warthL
A. Siitigttinolites cf. mitchelli.
„
tenison i.
N«:ula, sp.
Psejdumonjtlsstibriidialis.

A. Avicidopecten cf. limteformis.
A. Afartiniopsis d.:rtaini.
A. Choneta cracowensis.
Disi-ina, sp.
Discinisa •wartlii.
Serpulitis undiili;tus.
„
taarthi.
,,
tuba.

From the associated sandstones llic following four species were ob
tained : *—
A. Eiirydcsna g'ubosum,
A.
„
ellipticum.

A. Euryifenna cordatum.
A. Maoningracilis.

The most noticeable point about this fauna is the very large proportion
of species, thirteen out of twenty-two, which are identical with forms
found in the marine carboniferous beds of New South Wales, a proportion
which not only shows that the two are approximately contemporaneous in
origin, but that they must have been deposited in the same great marine
area, with free communication between the two localities. The Australian
beds were formerly regarded as equivalent to lower carboniferous of the
European sequence, but are now considered as upper carboniferous, if not
liomotaxial with the permo-carboniferous of Europe.
The number of identical species would of itself be sufficient to place
the Salt range boulder beds on tha same horizon as the marine carboni
ferous beds of Australia, and it is a remarkable fact, whose importance
will appear hereafter, that these same marine carboniferous beds of New
.South Wales have been found to contain large boulders of foreign rock,
exhibiting distinctly glacial smoothings and striations, imbedded in fine
grained silt, along with delicate Fenestellx and bivalves whose valves are
still united in the position in which they lived and died.8
1Pai.lndica, seriesxiii, IV, 60, 145, (1890-91). I * Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 147, (1891).
tRcCotds, XIX, .ji, (1886).
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Australia is not the only place where glacial boulder beds of upper
paUeozoic age have been found, and we shall have frequent occasion to
refer to evidences of glacial action and will use such evidence for purposes
of correlation, when palaeontological evidence is wanting. But as the real
importance of this horizon is in establishing the homotaxis of the Gondwina system, the fuller consideration of the recorded observations in
other countries, and the discussion of the validity of this method of cor
relation will be deferred till that rock system is dealt with.1
This group of glacial and fossiliferous beds is overlaid by about 460
feet of mostly light coloured, reddish or purplish sandstones, unfossiliferous except for some obscure fucoid markings and plant impressions,
known as the speckled sandstone group.* The sandstones are interbedded
with some red shaly bands, and lavender coloured and purple argillaceous
and gypseous bands, which are especially prominent near the top of the
group. Ripple marks and oblique lamination are frequent, and the
weathered surfaces of the sandstone is frequently studded with rounded
knobs due to a local concentration of the calcareous cement.
Above the speckled sandstone comes a great series of beds which
have long been known for the wealth of fossil remains they contain, and for
the presence in them of Ammonites associated with Brachiopods of
palaeozoic type. The detailed class! lication of these beds is a matter of
some difficulty; the first column of the accompanying tabular statement
shows that adopted by Dr. Waagen, but if the distribution of the fossil
remains, as shown in the tabular statement, is examined, it will be seen
that this grouping ignores the two most prominent palaeontological breaks,
that between the Katta and Virgal beds and the still more striking one
between the Jabi and Chidru beds, nor is it, so far as can be judged
from the published descriptions, what would be adopted on purely
lithologica! grounds. The most important modification required appears
to be the separation of the topmost, or Chidru, beds from the rest of
the series, a separation demanded not only by some slight indication of a
physical break and by the small proportion of species which are found in
lower groups, but more especially by the complete change in the type
of the fauna from one marked by the prevalence of Brachiopoda to one in
which their place has been taken by the Lamellibranchiata. Excluding
these beds, the other groups fall naturally into three divisions of two
groups each, as indicated by the brackets on the right hand side, a group
ing that will be adopted in the following description.
The two groups of the lower Productus beds are more distinctly sepa
rated than in the overlying divisions. The lower group consists mainly of
* Infra, chap. VIII.

I

' Memoirs, XIV, 90, (1878).
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soft sandstones, coaly near their base, full of fossils, contiaeting in this
point strongly with the lithologically not very dissimilar beds of the speck
led sandstone, in which no fossils have been found. The group becomes more
calcareous to the west, and in the trans-Indus extension of the Salt range
is said to consist of limestone. The upper group is not very sharply
defined from the lower, but is more calcareous ; where normally developed
it contains many beds of light coloured yellowish or \\hitish limestones,
intercalated with marly and sandy beds.
The first point to notice about the fauna of this group,1 whose general
facies is decidedly upper carboniferous, is the entire absence of a single
species also found in the fossiliferous beds at the base of the speckled
sandstone, the only species presenting any degree of alliance being Bucania
kattaensis, which might be a modified descendant of B. -uiarthi from the
lower beds. The change is complete,
and with it disappears all connection
with the Australian carboniferous fauna,
to be replaced by a relationship with
upper carboniferous and permian faunas
of Europe. Not counting allied species,
the lower group contains no less than
Fig. j.- Product us temi-reticulatus, Mart., sixteen species identical with forms
lower productus beds.
found a)so in the carboniferous and
permian of Europe, or in that series of strata, intermediate between the
two, which the Russian geologists have distinguished under the name of
permo-carboniferous. The names and distribution of these species will
be easiest explained by the tabular statement below : —

Dielasma elcngatum
.....
Athyris rnyssii
......
Spiriferina ctistata
.....
Spiiifer striatus ......

„
,,

mar:oui ......
nioosakhailensis
....

,,
alattis
......
Mattinia cf. gtajra
.....
Orthis indica
......

,.

fecosii,

......

Keticularia lineata
.....
Streptorhynchus pelargonatus
Pmductus lineatus
.....
„
cora. ......
„
semireticulatus: ....
„
spiralis
.....

Lower
carboni
ferous.

Uppjr
carboni
ferous.

•X...
•X-

•X•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

Permocarboni
ferous.
•X-

...
...
*
...
...
•X...
...

•x-

•X...

•X-

*
•X•X-

•X•X•X•X•X•X-

•x•x-

•*

•5t

•X•X#•

Permian.
•X•X•X...
...
...
•X...
...
...
*
...
...
...

1 Complete lists of the fossils will be found in Pal. Ind., se.'ies xiii, IV, 160, 182, (1890-91).
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From this it will be seen that four of the five species which are found in
the mountain limestone range up into higher beds, and all of the five found
as high as the permian are also found in lower beds, while there are four
teen species found in upper carboniferous and permo-carboniferous beds,
seven of which have never as yet been found in newer or older beds.
This fixes the homotaxis of these beds as upper carboniferous, or inter
mediate between that and permian, a conclusion in accordance witli the
general aspect of the fauna.
The tipper group of the lower division only contains four species that
are found in the permo-carboniferous of the Ural mountains, of which only
one (Strophalosia horrescens) is not found in the lower group. It also
contains two species, Dielasma itaitubense, and Spirifer marcoui., which
have also been found in South and North America respectively.
We have here evidence of a great change in the distribution of land
and water from the time when the lower beds of the speckled sandstone were
being deposited and the sea stretched continuously from the Salt range
to New South Wales. The sea no longer flowed over eastern Australia,
where fresh water sandstones and shales with beds of coal were being
formed, and the barrier which, at an earlier period, shut out the European
forms of life had been submerged, allowing the western fauna to in
vade the Salt range permo-carboniferous sea.
The same sea appears to have extended eastwards into China, for, from
thin beds of limestone above the coal of Lo Ping, a fauna of upper carbon
iferous type has been described, which contains eleven species also found
in the Salt range. Of these Reticularia lineata, Martinia glabra,
Orthis f-ecosti, Productus semireticulatus, Stroplialosia horrescens, and
Richthofenia sinensis, are found in the lower
group of the lower Productus beds, while another
species, Productus compressus, is found in the
upper group of the same division. The other
five species are found only in the middle or
upper division.1
The middle division of the Productus beds
is the most important in thickness, and the
most conspicuous owing to its forming great
precipices in the western portion of the range.
It consists principally of compact grey lime
stone, frequently dolomitic and full of fossils
which are usually difficult of extraction, the
Fig.
8- Section ofRichthnfenia
numerous specimens
obtained having been
laurenaana, lower and middle "-lj
r
• *•
ProUuctus bed*.

mostly derived from marly beds interstratined
1 Pul. fndica, series xiii, IV, 168, (1891).
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with the more compact limestone. Corals are common and, in places,
they are accumulated in great reefs in which no bedding can be traced.
The lower group of the middle division, which has a thickness of 200 to
300 feet, so far as can be gathered from the descriptions,is overlaid by from
10 to 50 feet of marly beds intercalated with thin limestone, which form
the upper group. Silica, which is always present in varying quantity in
the lower group, and sometimes forms large flinty concretions, is much
more prevalent in the upper group, and the fossils are beautifully siiicified,
especially at Musa Khel, and are generally very numerous.
The fauna of this division is a very extensive one, comprising 169 dis
tinct species, and might e ssily be extended by systematiocollecA-ing.1 Of
these twenty-two have been found in other parts of Asia and Europe
whose distribution in time is shown by the following tabular statement :—
Carboni
ferous.

Permo CT
boni'erous

Maoocheilus nvctlaniiidrs
.....
Psfudomonotis gnsfotUentis .....
Camel ofhoria hutnbletoiiensis
....
„

supeistes

•K•X#
'

.

Sfhigfrella dertyi,
......
Athyris royssii
........
Sfiri/etina cristata
......
Sfin/er maosakhailensis
......
Orthis cf. indica .......
Productus lineatus
......
„
cora
.......
„
humboldti .......
,,
nbichi .......
,,

tumidus

Marginifira typica
Fenestella ftrilegans
Synocladia virgulaeea
Thamniscus dubius
Acanthocladia ancefs
Spirarbis helix
Giinitaella cnlumnaris
Stfnaf^ra ovata

Permian.

-X-

-X-X-

-X-X-

*
*
*
*
#
•Jfr

#

•X#
#

•*....

......
.......
......
......
......

•X-

-X-

*
#
#

It will be seen from the tabular statement that the fauna is distinctly
newer in type than that of the lower division, and contains a larger propor
tion of exclusively permian forms. It is also marked by the appearance
of certain species with decidedly mesozoic affinities, namely Nautilus
peregrinus, and Oxytoma atavum, which are allied to Jurassic species,
Hemiptychina inflata has its nearest ally in the trias of Italy. Pecten is
1 A full list of fossils will be found in Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 60, 186, I9Q. ('891).

Froductus kubcostatus,

Lyttonia tenuia.

Athyris royasil .
derbyi, Wang.

C amarophoria purdonl iJav.
Splrlfer i

PERMO CARBONIFEROUS (Middle Productus Limestone) FOSSILS.
Co.

1

dccipieDi, Son.

Eutmlit herculea, Kou.

PERMIAN (Upper Productus Limestone) FOSSILS.
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seldom found below the trias, and the genus Oldhamina has its nearest
relation in the rhaetic Pterophloios. These mesozoic forms preclude us
from assigning the group to an older date than the permian, but the relation
ships are not close or extensive enough to justify assuming a more recent
date than is indicated by the rest of the fauna.
The upper Productus beds, whose whole thickness does not exceed loo
feet, consist of light yellowish sandy dolomite impregnated with silica.
The fossils are abundant and always silicified, but usually only on the
inner and outer surfaces of the shell. Rusty coloured ferruginous dolo
mites, which are occasionally found in the lower division, are not entirely
absent from the upper one, but they are very rare.
There is said to be a somewhat abrupt lithological change from the
divisions immediately underlying this, but there is no corresponding change
of the fauna, over one-third of the total number of species being also found
at a lower horizon. The fauna is a very extensive one, no less than 175
species having been recorded, and Dr. Waagen has expressed an opinion
that this number might be doubled by systematic search.1
The general facies of the fauna is permian, though only eighteen species
have been found elsewhere in beds that are believed to be of permian age,
half in the permian of Europe and half in Armenia. But, mixed with these
palaeozoic fossils, there are numerous forms which show more distinctly
mesozoic affinities than those found in the groups below.8 Among these the
most remarkable are the Ammonitidas represented by Cyclolobus oldhami,
Arcestes antiquus, A. priscus, Xenodiscus carbonarius, X. pticatus,
Sagoceras hauerianum. When these were discovered, some twenty years
ago,3 the finding of well characterised ammonites in beds containing numer
ous brachiopoda of palaeozoic types, and believed to be of upper carbonifer
ous age or intermediate between that and the permian, was regarded as so
extraordinary that doubt was cast on the accuracy of the observation. Sub
sequent researches have shown that, even if we exclude all the species having
mesozoic affinities, there is nothing in the fauna to warrant us in assigning
it ;m older date than the zechstein, or upper permian, of Europe, while the
presence of the mesozoic forms, and their superposition on distinctly per
mian strata, leads us to regard the beds as even newer than this. The presence
of true ammonites in these beds has consequently become less surprising
than it was at first, owing on the one hand,to the establishment of the true
age of the Salt range Ammonitidae as uppermost permian, or even newer,
and on the other, to the subsequent discovery of Cephalopoda closely
allied to the Ammonitidae in upper palaeozoic rocks.
' Full lists will be found in Pal. Indica,
•eriesxiii, IV, 63, 210, 221, (1890-91).

a Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 213, 223. (1891).
s Memoirs, IX, 351, (1872).
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The topmost productus beds of Dr. Waagen, here separated as the
Cliidru group, are only about 15 feet in thickness, composed of soft
light yellow sandstones, with coaly bands at the base in some of the sec
tions. No actual unconformity between these beds and those below his
been detected, but a considerable interval of time probably intervened
between the deposition of the two, for only seventeen of the sixty-three
species are also found in the beds below, and there is a complete change
in the type of the fauna from one in which the Brachiopoda comprise more
than half the total number of species and the Lamellibranchiata less than
one-tenth, to one in which the proportions are almost exactly reversed. The
fossils- are all described as more or less rare, except Margarttina schu-ageri, which is said to be very common.1
The general type of the fauna is distinctly less palaeozoic than
any of the preceding ones. Only four species Schizodus rotundatus,
Niicula trivialiS) Pseudomonotis radialis, Athyris sub-expansa, are
identical with permian forms of other countries, while of the species
peculiar to (his group twenty-four have palaeozoic affinities, and no less
than twenty-two are allied to mesozoic forms. So far as the pala^ontolrgical evidence goes we are already well on the way into the secondary
era, even if the beds cannot be regarded as lowermost trias in age.*
The Chidru group closes the conformable sequence of beds containing
palaeozoic fossils. No unconformity between them and the next overlying
beds has been established as yet, but one is suggested by a section,
recorded by Dr. Waagen, in which the mesozoic beds followed immediately
on the upper Productus bods, with a basal conglomerate but without the
intervention of the Chidru group.3 However this may be there must
certainly have been a considerable time interval between the two, for not
a single species bridges the interval and is found both above and below
the separation of the Chidru group and the ceratitc beds which overlie it.
The general aspect of the triassic ceratite beds is such that they might
easily be classed with the Productus beds, the succession varies much as to
details, but consists generally of a thin limestone with Ceratites&t the base,
succeeded by a thick marly zone which yields readily to weathering, and
turns a light greenish colour.
It is overlaid by grey sandstone, and
flaggy limestone with many ceratites, passing upwards into grey nodular
marls capped by hard limestones nnd calcareous sandstones. Some of the
bands of limestone contain glauconite, and beds of conglomerate occasion
ally occur,*
Owing to these beds having been at first confounded with the under
1 A list of species is given in Pal. Indica,
3 Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 230, (1891).
3 Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 227, (1891).
series xiii, IV, 60, 228. (1830-91'.
4 Memoirs, XIV, 9"., (1878).
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lying Prcductus beds, and to the later collections not having as yet been
described, it is impossible to give a list of fossils. Geratites abound and,
most, probably, all of the species described by de Koninck l are from
triassic beds. Besides these, which are the characteristic fos.-ils of the group
species of Orthoceras, Anoflophora, Cardinia, Gervi/ia, and Rhynconclla
are found, among which the bivalves predominate. The most remarkable
form, however, is a species of Bellerophon, a genus not known to orcur in
recks of later than palaeozoic age in Europe.

In the central Himalayas there is no marked unconformable break
between the lower and upper palaeozoic rock systems, such as is found in
the Salt range, and the carboniferous follows with perfect conformity oil
the underly-ins
beds.
J
The oldest rock group which can be regarded as carboniferous is a
crinoidal limestone, usually red in colour.2 Mr. Griesbach's collections have
not yet been examined, but some fossils brought by Mr. Hughes from a white
crinoid limestone in the Milam pass were ound by Dr. Waageu to
include :—3
Hemiptychina himalayensis.
Notothyrissubteiieularis,
Alhyris royssii.

Spi'ifer gibber.
Productus semireticulatus.
Lyttonia, sf>.

The horizon of this tauna is regarded by Dr. Waagen as about that of the
upper portion of the lower Productus beds. The crinoid limestone is over
laid bya series of line grained, hard, white, quartzites, in Ihickbeds with a
fcwshaly partings, which were originally included by Dr. Stoliczka in his
Muth series. In Spiti they are, according to Mr. Gricsbach overlaid by, and
partially interslratified with, flaggy dark grey to blue limestones, which
contain Athyris royssii, and Productus, sp., marking them as carboniferous
in age
In the Sp ti valley General McMahon has recorded the occurrence, in
two places, of beds of fine grained slate, through which small rounded
ijuartz peboles are scattered. The similarity of this bed to that of the
Blaini group, which will be described further on, as well as its structure,
are suggestive of the action of floating ice. '1 he exact horizon of the bed
has not been determined, and it is not certain whether it should be classed
with the group just described, or that which overlies it.4
The white quartzites, with their overlying limestones, are abruptly overlaid by a group ot shales. The junction is said to be unconformable, the
1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Sec., XIX, 1 1, (1863).
* Memoir,, XXIII, 59, (1891). Supra p. 114.
3 Pal. Indies, series xiii, IV, 167, (1891).

' Ktcords, XIT, 61, (1879). See also Rccurds,
XXI, 151, (1888).
K
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unconformity being accepted on the strength of the sudden lithologicaf
change, and of the shales resting in different sections on different horizons ol
the carboniferous strata. These shales, apparently together with part of
the underlying quartzitcs, were distinguished by Dr. Stoliczka1 as tire
Kuling scries and regarded by him as carboniferous. Mr. Griesbach ha?
divided them into a lower portion, composed of dark, generally black,
somewhat micaceous shak-s, often carbonaceous, with coaly traces here and
there, of permian age ; and an upper portion of very similar shales,
difficult to distinguish lithologically, though they are somewhat less earthy
and micaceous, \\hich he regarded as lower triassic in age.
Of the fossils from the Kuling series, described by Dr. Stoliczka, which
were probably for the most part derived from the tower part of the shales,
Productiis semireticulatus and P. puidoni are found in the Productws
beds of the Salt range, the former in the lower, the latter in the middle
division, but are both rare. Spirifer moosakhnil'cnsis is found in all three
divisions, but is abundant only in the middle one.
The shaly beds pass conformably upwards into a great series of lime
stones, the Lilang and Para of Dr. Stolirzka, which have been subdivided.
by Mr. Griesbaih as follows1:
, 10. Liver colonred limestone with greenish g>ey\

/"Upper

THMS .

Lower

shales in Niti, strong limestones olsewheie.
Corbis. sp.
9. Friable shales and earthy beds in Niti, lime
stones and shales in Spiti and Nilang.
Spirifer lilangcnis.
uper.
....
8. Limestone. Ttopites, s-p.
7- Earthy limestone and shales ....
6. Black limestone, flags and dolomites. Doenclfa, sp.
5. Bfack limestone flags and partings of splintery
black shales.
Hard grey concretionary limestone in thick ~)
beds. Piychitcs frratdi.
I "' I5C)|<
Enrthy limestone. RHynconella semiplecta.
Limi stones alterniting
with
Posidonomya.
ith ~\ Posidono
f sp.
shales.
Buni'wnilDark shales and limestone paart- ^ Otnceras
stcin.
ings.

Speaking generally, the lower part of the central Himalayan trras may
be described as a series of very dark, almost black, hard limestones with
partings of shales; the upper part varies more, being represented by a great
thickness of friable shales in the Niti and Milam sections, but in Spiti and
to the cast it is a limestone formation. The total thickness of the trias is
about 4,000 feet in Niti, but probably exceeds that to the east ; in Spiti
1 Mem, its, V, ?), (18-15).

Memnirs, XXIII, 69, (1891).

Sp.rii<,r bUacneyi. Salt.
trsqiMter.

Waif.

Ammombei diffisAUS. Hau.
oldhami. Stol.

Ammooit«a jollyonua. Opp,

Dlccrocardium Himnlayenae. Stol.

Atnmouitos tbuiiierl,

TRIASSIO FOSSILS.

IJ»o C»lcutta Phototypo Co.
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Or Stoliczk.; estimated the thickness at 1,000 to 2,00J feet. The under
lying Productus shales are quite insignificant in comparison to this, being
only 150 feet thick. The most noteworthy feature of the Himdlayan
trias is the abundant cephalopod fauna of the lowest beds, a fauna
extremely abundant in specimens, though not so extensive as regards
species, and remarkable for its transitional character between a palzeozoic
and mesozoic facies.
In the central Himalayas the trias is succeeded with perfect con
formity by a thick series of limestones, formerly
regarded as rhaelic and liassic, above which
comes an abrupt lithological change, not known
to be accompanied by unconformity, at the base of
the Jurassic series.
According to Mr. Griesbach's description the
F'K- 9-— Daonella (Ha'obia) combined rhaetic and lias have a thickness of
lomnieli, Wibsm. \Tiiai).
,
,
.. .
.
.
'
'
2,500 to 3,000 feet, of which the has only com
prises 100, and are divided as follows : l
5. Black shales and dark earthy limestones with oolitic structure; lower lias fossils.
4. Grey crinoid limestones in irregular thin beds; Terebralul.i lurrida, Cervilia
tnflatti.
3. Litholm.iron limestone in thick beds.
2. A great thickness of limestones and dolomities, A/egalaJon, sp.
i. A great thickness of dolomites and flaggy dark limestones with thick-bedde<i
dolomites, which pass downwards into ihe upper trias.

In his original description of the rocks of Spiti, Ur. Stoliczka adopted
a classification different irom the more recent one of Mr. Griesbach for the
beds above the carboniferous. It is given heic in abstract,*—>
UPPER TAGUXG Ilii i).— Dark earlhy or dclomitic bituminous limestone; thickness
nearly 1,000 feet.
LOWER TAGLINO (lamer lias or rhatic).— Dark grey, brown or black limestone,
ofcen earthy or bituminous, weathering into a ru:ty brown ; mure tl an ),ooo feet thick.
PARA LIMESIOXES -rhalic or tipper triiis).— Black, doiomitic, strongly bituminous
limestones ; 700 feet (hick.
I.ILANG SERIES (upp^r or middle trias). — Dark limes:ones, calcareous shales and
slates; the limestone compact or oolitic and quasi-concretionary in some of the lower
beds; 1,000 to 2,000 feet thick.

In the preceding pages a brief outline of the published descriptions of
the newer palseozoic and older mesozoic rocks of the central Himalayas
lias been given. No details have been entered into, nor has any attempt
been made to clear up the discrepancies which are apparent, as the fossils
that have been collected in this area are at present being examined and de
scribed, and it has already become evident that this examination will result
iu a considerable modification of the correlations adopted up to now. The
1 JJtmoiit, XXIII, 73, (iBQi).

|

* M-wwiis, V, pt. i, (5805).
K 2
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most important results obtained so far, according to the distinguished
palaeontologists, whose names it would be unjust to couple with conclusions
so provisional in their character, are, that there is a very strongly marked
palseontological break between the silurian and the .carboniferous, that in
the carboniterous beds two successive faunas can be recognised, one allied
to that of Australia, the other to the Productus fauna of the Salt range,
and that the beds formerly regarded as rhaetic and lias should be classed
with the trias, leaving a distinct paljeontological break between the trias
and jura of the central Himalayas. The publication of these results, which
it is hoped will not be long delayed, will be a most important addition to our
knowledge of the stratigraphy of the central Himalayas, and will doubtless
dear up many of the inconsistencies and uncertainties which now obscure it.1

The beds which have been just described are found in two great
basins of disturbance, one of which stretches along the north of Kumaun
and Garhwal, the other occupies the valleys of the Spiti and Zanskar
rivers and stretches beyond them to the neighbourhood of Kartse. They
are found again in the Kashmir valley, but before proceeding to the de
scription of the outcrops it will be best to turn to the Simla district.
The older rock systems of this area have already been described and
we now come to that which has been named the carbonaceous system.*
The beds of this system present certain marked peculiarities by which
they have been recognised with a greater or less degree of certainty over
a laroe area south of the snowy range, from the western borders of Nepal
to the confines of Kashmir, but it is only in the neighbourhood of Simla
and the protected hill states that they have been studied in any detail.
The lowest member of the system appears to be part of what has al
ready been referred to under the name of Simla slates.* This name was
applied to a great series of slates, gritty slates and quartzites, in
which no break has yet been detected, though it is highly probable that one
or more will be established by detailed survey. Whether any of these
beds should be classed with the carbonaceous system is open to doubt,
but the uppermost ones appear to be perfectly conformable with a group
of beds, which have so marked an individuality that they are of the great
est importance in unravelling the complicated structure of the hills,
and in establishing the homotaxis of this system. The characteristic
1 As these pages were going through the j abundance of cephalopoda in the lowest beds,
press a preliminary note on the Cephalopoda I where they are poorly represented in Europe
of the Himalayan trias by Dr. Mojsisjvics has Siisi ,A'. Akad. ]\'iss., Wien, CI, pt. i, (1892) ;
been published. The whole range of the Euro- Records, XXV, 186, (1892).
paan trias has been definitely recognised,
- Kecords, XX!, 133,
and attention is drawn to the remarkable
3 Supra, p. 117.
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member of this group, which Mr. Medlicolt named Blaini1 after the
s-treani of that name, flowing westwards from Solan, is a conglomeratic
slate, composed of rounded pebbles of quartz, ranging up to the size of
a hen's egg, or, in other cases, angular and subangular fragments of slate
and quaftzite of all .-izes up to some feet across, which are scattered at
intervals through a tine grained matrix. It contains numerous fragments of
the volcanic beds of the Jaunsar syutem, where exposed in the neighbour
hood of their outcrop in the Naira valley in eastern Sirmur, and here even
the matrix has much the appearance of a volcanic ash,* though as a rule
there is not the slightest trace of volcanic material either in the matrix or
in the included fragments. This remarkable rock has been observed
from east of Mussooree at intervals to beyond Simla, and is generally,
though not invariably, accompanied by a band, 20 or 30 feet thick, of thin
bedded, usually pnk, dolomitic limestone, which lies on top of the zone in
which the beds of conglomeratic slates occur. The ngency by which
hlocks of stone were dropped over so large an area into a tranquil sea,
in which alone the matrix could have been deposited, must have been
no local one, and the only one that appears at all adequate is that of
floating ice. No smoothed and striated fragments have been found as yet,
though one is occasionally met with showing striation resembling those pro
duced by glaciers, but the rock has invariably undergone much compres
sion and disturbance,' at times accompanied by a distortion of the shape of
the included fragments, which might account either for the obliteration of
distinctly glaciated surfaces, or for the production of those scratches
«liich have been observed. No certain conclusion can, consequently, be
drawn from the occasional presence, or general absence, of striation, but
the only alternative hypothesis, that the rock is in fact the volcanic breccia
which at times it resembles, appears to be excluded by the infrequence of
volcanic material in it, and the absence of any other associated volcanic
tads, while the included fragments are too mumerous to be accounted for by
the action of floating drift wood.
1 he boulder beds are overlaid by a series of shales or slates, charac
terised by the greater or less prevalence of carbonaceous matter, which
*ere originally described as iufra-Krol* from the fact that they underlie the
1'niestone of the Krol mountain. The name has since been so commonly
US('d in the publications of the Geological Survey that, in spite of a certain
awk\\ardness, it cannot well be abandoned now.
1 he carbonaceous impregnation of these shales is very irregularly dis"il>uted, being often extremely conspicuous, especially where the rock
Mfmoirs, Ml, pt. ii, p. 30, (1864). The name correct. Keeoids, X, 204, (1877).
*" origi,,a||y sprit Blini, bting the spelling
1 Kecjidt, XX. 156, (1887).
"kpted in the Atlas of India. The spelling in
' Meiin-iis, III, pt. ii, 29, (1804).
*"" text was subsequently introduced as mote
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has undergone crushing, but at other times wanting, at any rate near the
surface. Not infrequently the blackest and most carbonaceous bed*
weather almost white by the removal of the carbonaceous element.
Above these beds there is usually a series of quartzites of very variable
thickness, varying from about 20 teet in the sections south of the Krol
mountain to some thousand feet in western GarhwaM. They are very
noticeable at Simla, forming the whole of the Boileauganj hill and the
lower part of Jutogh, where they have been called Boileauganj quartzites.
In western GarhwaM, between the Tons and Pibar rivers these quartzites
contain fragments of undecomposed felspar, usually subangularbut in some
of the beds large and angular, mixed with quartz, mica and fragments of
the arcesory minerals of the Himalayan gneissose granite and gneisses,
the whole forming a rock which, having become foliated by a subsequent
slight metamorphism, is sometimes difficult to distinguish at first glance
from the true gneissose granite.'
The uppermost member of the system is another group of car
bonaceous slates, associatfd with carbonaceous or graphitic limestones*,
vhich pass upwards, in western Garhwal, into blue limestones. In the
Krol mountain the uppermost beds are blue limestones wiih associated
shaly bands, mostly grey in colour, though there is one distinct zone of
red shales, but as no carbonaceous beds are associated with them, and
as the underlying quartzitc exhibits remarkable variations in thickness,
it is uncertain whether these limestones of the Krol group are the
equivalents of those just referred to or belong to a later unconformable system.
The beds of the carbonaceous system contain, on most of the sec
tions, interbedded basaltic lava flows and more or less impure volcanic
ashes, either recognisable as such, or represented by hornblende schists,
where the rocks have become schistose. The range of the volcanic
beds varies on different sections.
Their usual position is in the upper
band of carbonaceous shales, but they are also found among the quartz
ites and in the upper part of the infra-Krol, though they never, so far as
is known, extend clown as far as the Blaini group.
In Kashmir fossiliferous beds of upper palaeozoic age are underlaid
by a great slaty series, the whole of which was grouped by Mr. Lydekker
in his Panj.il system3 and regarded as silurian and cambrian, partly on ac
count of its underlying supposed carboniferous beds, partly on account of
thr opin'nn regarding the age of the Blaini group which was prevalent
when he wrote. A large part of these slates are doubtless of older palieo» Ktcotds, XX, 160, (1888).
|
= Records, XX, 148, (i8£8).
3 Mrntoirs, XXII, 209, (1883).
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zoic age, but part at least appear to be more properly classed with the
upper palaeozoics.
The oldest of the beds with which we are at present concerned is a
conglomeratic slate, composed of subangular fragments and rounded
pebbles of slates and quart/.ites, imbedded in a matrix of fine grained slate.
The rock is in every way similar to the (jlaini group of the Simla area,
and the same arguments in favour of a glacial origin are applicable in
both cases. Besides this, the Kashmir boulder bed occupies thesama
l»osition relative to fossiliferous beds of carboniferous age as'the glacial
boulder clay of the Salt range does relative to the Froductus beds, and as
it is reasonable to suppose that the extreme cold which affected the one
area must have extended to the other, we may take it as certain that the
so called Panjdl conglomerate is also of glacial origin.
The boulder slate is oveilaid by a series of quartzites and black car
bonaceous slates, in the upper portion of which there is an abundance of
contemporaneous volcanic rock, and above these there are thin bedded,
lijfht blue and white fossiliferous limestones from which a number of
fossils have been collected by different observers. The following list,
quoted on the authority of Mr. Lydekker, includes all those known up to
now : — *
CEPHALOPODA—
Rhynconclla I arusiensis.
Orllio-'eras, sp.
I-4MELLIBRANCHIATA—

Avicula, sp.
Aviculo^eclea, sp.
Solcnupsis, sp.

B«^CHIOPODA—
Atliyris sublilita.
••

.

„

ruyssu.

kaslimirien^is.
pleurodon var. davietixiana.
Spirifer banisie'isis.
„ kashmiricnsis.
„ keilhavii, (V. Raja).
s.

E. P.

„
„

p.
P-

striattis.
„ vercheri.
„ •ailiiana.
K. A. P. Spiriferina octopliciita.
E. A. P. Streptorhynclins crtnistria.
E. A. Strophomena romloidttlis
anulcga.
Terebratula atisteniann.
K.
„
sacciilus.

^.^
Camerof-horiii, sp.
Chonetes (?) austfiiiaita.
.
„
hardrensii

Discina kasfrfniriensis.
Ortli is, sp/i

.

costal us.
POLVZOA—
hamboldti,
P. Fenesttlla (?) lepida.
limis.
P.
,
syke>i,
t».
loitgispinus.
A.
scabriculus.
A. Protoretepora ampla.
. p.
seinireticul.il in
E. Vincul.iria ntult.tnguLiris.
E/
(?) spinulosus.
("RUSTACP.A —
„
strititui.
E. Ph Hipt-atf) itmin:ftra.
Retein, sp.
* Man i s, XXII, 158, '

• P.

\

var.
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To these may be added Lyttouia, which, according to Mr. Lydekker, is
seen on the weathered surface of the limestones.1
In the foregoing list the letter E denotes that the species is also found
in the mountain limestone of Europe, A in the marine carbonife/ous of
New South Wales, F in the Productus beds of the Saltrange, S in the
Kuling series of Spiti. The determinations are all on the authority of
Dr. Feistmantel, as quoted by Mr. Lydekker. Dr. Waagen, who has
adopted a narrower definition of a species, finds only two, vis. Athyris
sitbtilitti, \{&\\. = Spirigerella derbyt, Waag., and Spirifer moosakhailensis, Dav., identical with Salt range forms 2 Discina kashmiriensis, Dav.,
is said to be almost identical with D. warthi, Waag., from the beds at the
base of the speckled sandstone, and Dr. Waagen is inclined to place the Kash
mir beds at a horizon intermediate between these and the Productus beds,
representing in fact part of the unfossiliferous speckled sandstone. The
number of species identical with, or closely allied to, Australian forms is dis
counted by the fact that three-quarters of them are also found in Europe,
but so far as it goes is more in accordance with Dr. Waagen's correlation
than with a later date, and we may conclude that the carboniferous fossiliferous beds of Kashmir are somewhat older than the lower Productus beds
of the Salt range.
The carboniferous of Kashmir is overlaid by a series of limestones,
exposed in synclinal folds of various sizes, at either end and north of the
valley. They are the equivalents of the triassic limestones of Spiti.
They are sparingly fossiliferous, and though a considerable number of
forma have been obtained from them, the only ones specifically identifiable
are Ammonites (Ptychitex) gerardi, Megaloiion gryphoides, ar.d Spirifer
stracheyi. BesiHeTTitssCjStems of Crinoids, Orthoccras, doubtful Ceratites
and Gom'atttes, and several~g^{era of Gasteropods and Corals, all more
or less doubtful, have been obtained
It will be seen from the descriptions Our^hei-e is a great similarity
between the sections in Kashmir and the Simlaaf^t In both, boulderbearing slates of presumably glacial origin are overHjd Dy a series of
shtes and quartzites, characterised by a carbonaceous imp'FfSna*;'on and by
the presence of contemporaneous volcanic beds, and in both™6 uppermost
member is a limestone. The resemblances are not mere lith^°g'ca' ones,
between rocks such as have always been in process of forman°n a^ every
period of the earth's history. They are exhibited by rocks whiclAowe their
origin to wide reaching causes which have only occasionally acte\d, and it
is difficult to resist the conclusion that they are evidence of the contempor
aneous origin of the two rock scries, and not merely accidental.
\
Keconls, XVII, 37, (1884).
Pal. Indica, series xiii, IV, 166, (1891).

Afenioirs, XXII, 158, (1883).
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The country intermediate between the Simla and Kashmir areas has not
as yet been examined in any detail, but we know from Colonel McMahon's
descriptions that similar carbonaceous beds with associated volcanic
basaltic traps, underlaid by a conglomeratic slate resembling the Blaihi of
the Simla area, are found in Chamba and near Dalhousie.1
These observations serve to link the Kashmir and Simla sections and
strengthen the conclusion that was based on lithological resemblances. It
lias not as yet been corroborated by the discovery of fossils in the south
eastern area, though the rocks are in many places perfectly adapted
(or the preservation of organic remains. Even in Kashmir territory, once
the drainage area of the valley is left, fossils become rare. As we go southeastwards they become more and more sporadic in their occurrence, and,
except in one small area in western Garhwdl,8 not a single fossil of older
d.ite than tertiary has yet been found south of the first snowy range.
The correlation of the beds of the carbonaceous system has long been a
stumbling block in the way of our knowledge of Himalayan geology. When
Dr. Stoliczka visited Spili in 1864, the rock systems below the Blaini had
not been identified, and the section along the road through Simla was
believed to represent pretty fully the sequence of stratified rocks in the
lower Himalayas. He attempted accordingly to distribute the beds of the
Simla section over the section seen in Spiti, and suggested that the
Blaini 'conglomerate' was the equivalent of certain conglomerates in
the Muth series — Haimantas according to the classification adopted in
this work—and consequently at least as old as silurian.3 It does not
appear that Dr. Stoliczka offered this correlation as more than a guess,
i) winch he probably himself attached small value. It seems certain that
he did not recognise the peculiar character of the Blaini rock, but regard
ed it as an ordinary conglomerate, and he never saw the rock in the Spiti
river, which is an exact equivalent of the Blaini conglomeratic slate.
Yet the glamour of his genius has shed an importance over this
guess which it was never intended to possess, and time after time the
Blaini group has been unquestioningly referred to as silurian. The more
probably correct correlation was pointed out in 1888* and the evidence,
then was practically as strong as it now is. It comes as near certainty
as is possible in the absence of palaeontological evidence, while there is
really no evidence worthy the name in favour of the older view. Yet such
is the vitality of error that the older palaeozoic age of the Blaini has been
accepted without question in one of the latest publications on Himalayan
geology, and the very writer who first drew attention to the probability
1 Ketnds, XIV, 306, (1881) ; XV, 34, (1882);
XVII, 34, (,884).
2 Sec infra, p. 229.

3 Memoirs, V, 141, (1865).
• Records, XXI, 142, (1888).
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of its being carboniferous or permian, is quoted as supporting the view
which he combated.1
TJie other correlations of Dr. Stoliczka, of the quartzitcs of Boileauganj
with the Ruling, and of the Krol with the Lilang limestone of Spiti, are prob
ably correct, and curiously enough an apparent confnmation was published,
about the same time as his memoir, in Professor Gumbel's description* of a
specimen from the Schlagintweit collection, said to have been obtained at
Dharampur near Solan in the Simla district, containing three fossils,
Lima lineata and Natica gaillardoti, found also in the Muschelkalk of
Europe, and a new species, ,/V. simlaensis. Dharampur in the neighbour
hood indicated is, however, a well known locality on tertiary rocks,
and specimen in question must have come from a totally distinct ground,
probably in Tibet.
In the KcLgan and Kishengangd valleys, north-west of Kashmir, there
are a number of small outcrops of carbonaceous slates, overlaid by white or
buff crystalline limestone, folded into the gneiss and schists.3 They are
probably representatives of the upper palaeozoic and triassic rocks of Kash
mir. They have not been closely examined or surveyed, and are mentioned
here merely as indications of the former extension of these rocks, and as
occupying a geographical position intermediate between the carbon-trias
of Kashmir and of the Hazdra district of the Punjab.
At the extreme north-western extremity of the Himalayas, fossilifcrous rocks are found fouth of the snowy ranges in the district of
Haza"ra. No fossil iferotis beds of carboniferous age have yet been identi
fied in this corner of the Punjab, and the only indication of their pre
sence, west of the Jehlam and north of the Salt range, is the dis
covery, by Mr. Lydekker, of Prodnctus humboldti in a loose block of
limestone near Hasan Abda"!.4
The age of the rocks underlying the
triassic group of the Sirban mountain near Abbotldba'd is uncertain, but
they are quite unconformable to the underlying Attock slates, and may be
carboniferous. They comprise two divisions ; the lower consists of sand
stones, shales, and silicious limestones, all red in colour, with an argilla
ceous breccia, full of fragments derived from the underlying rocks at its
base, but the published descriptions arc insufficient to determine whether
this may or may not represent the glacial boulder bed at the base of the
carboniferous in the Salt range and in Kashmir. The upper division is
composed of dolomites only, lighter in colour than the lower beds, often
highly silicious and of considerable thickness. These dolomites are ovcr
1 Memoirs, XXIII, 54, (iSgi).
J Sitzuiigstcr, K.Bair.Akad. Wiss, M un
ction, 1865, Bd. II, p. 364.

* Memoirs, XXII, 205, (1883).
4 Manual, ist edition, p. 501.
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laid by a group of haemalilic rocks, quartz breccias, sandstones, and shales
which may belong to the trias.1
In western Hazara there is a great series of much contorted rocks to
which Mr. Wynne has given the name of Tanavval (Tanol),2 from the name
of the district they are found in. They comprise an enormous thickness of
grev and drab quartzites and quartzose beds, in rapid alternation with dark
earthy beds, flaggy, shaly or slightly schistose, associated with conglome
ratic slates containing pebbles of qu artz and quartzite, ranging up to
the size of a goose's egg. In the synclinal folds are thick zones of various
coloured pseudo-brecciated, silicious, cherty or compact, grey, black and
buff dolomitic limestones, with which are occasionally associated intensely
bluck graphitic and sulphurous shales, or else purple and red sandstones
and slaty bands.
These rocks, whose general description accords fairly well with that of
the carbonaceous system of the Simla region, are regarded as the equi
valent of the beds below the trias of the Sirban mountain, chiefly on ac
count of their superposition and probable unconformity totheAttockslat.es>
and partly because of the occurrence of red and purple slates and quartz
ites at the base of each.
Triassic rocks attain a great development in Hazara, being 1,500 to
2,000 feet thick in the Sirban mountain, and some 3,000 to 4,000 feet near
Klianpur. Owing to the disturbance they have undergone they occupy
a number of small exposures, too small to be shown on the map, in the areas
coloured as silurianand nummulitic, respectively. In the Sirban mountain
tl>ey consist chiefly of black or dark grey, distinctly bedded, limestone,
vv UU thick zones of massive dolomite, some of which contain numerous
Opa°»ue laminae of quartz. Near Abbotlabad, where the series is complete,
Dolomites form the lowest beds, and are followed by thin bedded, fossiliferOus limestones, containing Mcgalodon, Dicer^cardiutn, Cltcmm'tsia, and
Gervilia. The dolomites are not always present, and the base of the series
may be formed by the limestones, which are succeeded by quartzites and
dolomites of considerable thickness, again overlaid by thin bedded lime
stones and slaty shales containing Nerinea, Nen'topsis, Astarte, Opts,
Nucula, Leda, and Ostrea?
The other exposures of triassic rocks in HazaVa, while exhibiting some
variations, do not differ essentially from those of the Sirban mountain, and
it is not certain how far the differences which have been observed may be
only due to the obscuring effect of the intense disturbance they have
undergone.4
Carboniferous and triassic rocks can be traced along the southern slopes
1 Memoir*, X, 335, (1872).
5 kicoids, XII, \22, (1879).

' Mcn-nirs, IX, 336. (1872).
« KtiOiJs, XII. 124,
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of tlie Pir Panjcil and Dhaola Dh^r ranges, but no fossils have so far been
found, except some obscure gasteropods in the Jehlam valley. They are of
the ordinary Kashmir type of qtiartzites and carbonaceous slates, underlaid
by the boulder bearing slates ;ind overlaid by limestones. There are some
inliers of massive grey limestone in the tertiary area, which are faulted up
on their south-west side. No fossils have been found in the limestone,
which is bedded, compact, dark grey to black in colour, resembling the
limestones of the Himalayas, and is probably of triassic age or older. They
have been coloured brown on the map, as that represents their most
probable age, but it must not be left out of sight that they may well belong
to the older, precarboniferous scries of limestones of the Himalayas or
to a later post-triassic age.1
To the north of Kashmir a series of limestones, slates, and quartzites
are found north of Iskardo (Skardo) in Ballist^n, which are probably triassic
and carboniferous in age. Further eastward beds belonging to these periods
are known to occur in the Changcheng-mo valley and the Karakoram range, only isolated details
are, however, known, and it is
impossible to give a connected
account of them, but they cannot
be passed over without a notice
of that remarkable group of fossils,
allied to the Foraniinifcra. known
as Syringospha'iida-, which are
found in dark shales, below a lime
stone taken to be of triassic age,
Fig. lo.-Syri,l?nsf^ra vcrruco,*, Duncan.
on the northern side of the Karakoram pass. They are small, rounded or oval bodies of about an inch in
diameter, and had long been known as Karakoram stones. Almost the
last work of the late Dr. Stoliczka was the collection of a number of speci
mens which were described by the late Professor Duncan* under the
generic names of Syrinoosphxra and Stoliuskaria, the former including
seven, and the latter one species.
Marine carboniferous rocks are known to occur in Afghanistan, in
the HerAt province, in the Hindu Kush,3 and north of the Safed Koh,
1 Records, IX, 53, (1876); Memoirs, XXII,
202, (.88.5).
2 Scientific Results of the Second Yarkaml
Mission, Svringosphaeiiilu.', Calcutta, 1879

Records, XXIII, 60-88, (1890).
» C. L. Griesbach, Ktcotds, XVIII, 62, (1885) ,
XIX, 49. 2-|0,(i»86), XX, 17, (1887;.
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where they have undergone considerable mctamorphism and are pcnetrated by granite veins.1
According to Dr. Fleming boulders of Productus limestone were found
by him in the streams which flow eastwards from the Suldimdn range,8
but subsequent observers have not been able to detect carboniferous rocks
in this range.
The marine carboniferous rocks are overlaid, in Herdt and Turkestan,
by a series of plant-bearing sandstones with scams of coal, which appears
also to be represented south of the Safed Koh.3 These are lithologically
and stratigraphically the equivalents of the Gondwa'na system of the Indian
Peninsula, and as such their description will be deferred to a subsequent
chapter.*
In Tenasserim the only other region where marine deposits of carboni
ferous age are known to exist, there is a great accumulation of pseudoporphyritic sedimentary beds known as the Mergui group,6 whose
principal feature is derived from imbedded fragments of felspar. The
rock in its normal form is earthy, but highly indurated, passing into
slaty masses without the conspicuous felspar fragments on the one hand,
and on the other into grits and conglomerates. Resting on these
grits, are dark coloured earthy beds, finely laminated, with hard quartzosc
grits. These rocks cannot be less than 9,000 feet in thickness, and in
places they must be 11,000 or 12,000 fec-t. They have only been noticed
hitherto near Mergui, and nothing is known of their relations.
The beds of the last group in the Tenasserim valley are succeeded by
the Maulmain groups of hard sandstones, often in thin and massive layers,
with thin earthy partings, sometimes in fine laminae, the prevailing colour
1 C.L. Griesbach, Records, XXV, 71, (1892).
The statement that '' lower Silurian fossils from
the Khvber hills were iound by Dr. Falconer in
the gravel of the Cabul river" w^s made by
Colonel (then Captain) H. H. Godwin-Austen
in 1866, in a paper which appe.irs to have been
drawn up from field notes without means of
access to published information, and no refer
ence is supplied to any original authority;
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. XXII, 29, (1866). No
notice of the discovery of such fossils can be
iound in Falconer's published writings, and
the only original published statement is in a
footnote to a paper by Captain Vicary, Quart.
Juur. Ceol.Soc. VII, 45, (1851). Vic.iry him
self obtained "a small Spirifer, Orthis in abund
ance, a Tcrebratula and some Polyparia "
from limestone boulders in the watercourses
near Peshawar. In a footnote he addi, " Dr.

Falconer obtained specimens of Spirifer,
Orthis, and other palaeozoic forms from tlicse
mountains several years ago." ^Is.i, in a note
by Sir R. Murchison,prefixed to Vicary's paper,
the discovery of pulseozoic fosails is mentioned.
Now, it is quite possible that the fossils collected
by Falconer and Vicary have been examined
and tlicir age determined, but as this U not
stated, some doubt remains whether the fossils
may not have been carboniferous, as they were
said to be by Verclierc \Jour. As. Sue. Bcn%.,
XXXVI.pt. ii, 21, (1867)], the (ht/iis being
perhaps Ortliisina or Stteplorhynclius crenistria, formerly included in the genus Orthis.
» Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. IX, 3.48, (1853).

• C. L. Griesbach, Records,XXV, 79, (1892).
4 Infra, p. 196.
5 T. Olrlh.-.m, 5,7. AYr. Got..1. India, X,
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is a reddish tint, and some of the layers are calcareous. Some of the
more soft and earthy beds contain marine fossils Over these sandstones
occur grey shaly beds, also sometimes calcareous and fossiliferous, with
occasional beds of dark sandstone, then come 150 to 200 feet of fine soft
sandstone, thinly bedded, with grey and pinkish shaly layers intercalated
and upon these again, hard thick limestone. The fossils found appeared
to be of carboniferous age, Spirijer and Productus being the commonest
forms, but the species have not been determined, and it is rare to obtain
specimens in a state suitable for identification.
The thickness of these beds is estimated at about 5,000 feet exclusive
of the limestone, which is itself 1,100 feet thick near Maulmain.
Near Maulmain the limestone is extremely conspicuous, and forms
large hills and ranges, extending far to the south-south-east up the valley
of the Attaran and Zami. The same rock occurs east of the Salwin but
does hot extend far into Martaban, and is wanting in the Sittaung
valley. Farther up the Salwin, however, in Karen-r.i, and elsewhere
beyond the British frontier, large tracts of limestone occur, probably be
longing to the carboniferous series. Limestone is said to abound in the
Mergui archipelago, and may very probably be, in parts at least, identical
with that found near Maulmain.1

Besides the rocks already described, which can be ascribed to a car
boniferous or triassic age with more or less certainty, there are some rocks
coloured brown on the accompanying map, in south-east Afghanistan and
in the hills east of India proper, whose true age is doubtful.
The first of these areas to be dealt with is in southern AMia'nista'n,
where some unfossiliferous slates have been coloured on the map as
carbon-trias. They form the Khwaja Amran range, the hills north of the
Pishin valley, and on either side of the upper Zhob valley. They are
slates and quartzites, whose similarity to the slates of the Simla area
has more than once been noticed. In the first published description
they were regarded as a flysch type of the nummulitic shales and lime
stones to the east of Quetta.8 Subsequently the same observer considered
that they were more probably lower cretaceous,8 but in the absence of lossil
evidence there is no more ground for this than almost any other corre
lation. One thing seems certain, that they are not altered nummulitics,
for near Spira Raga, on the frontier road to Pishin, the same beds are
1 Dr. Noetling's discovery of siluiian fossils
in the similar limestone of the Slian hills
makes it possible that this limestone is silu-

rian not carboniferous.
1 Memoirs, XVIII, .U. (1881).
8 Recadj, XVIII, 59, (1885).
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found within a few miles of typical nummulitics which show all the groups
characteristic of that series in Baluchistan.1
In this neighbourhood and in the hills bounding the upper Zhob valley
about Hindubdgh, the beds are penetrated by intrusions of serpentinous
rock, porphyritic with crystals of diallage, precisely resembling the intru
sive serpentine of Burma and Manipur. Among the slates a bed con
taining subangular fragments, ranging to six feet in diameter, was observed.
The bed very much resembles the Blaini boulder bed of the Simla area,
but no great weight can be attached to a single isolated observation like
this. It has, however, taken in conjunction with the general lithological
fades, and the resemblance of the serpentine intrusions to those of the
Arakan hills, been allowed to influence the choice of the colour to be
adopted in the map, and these rocks have been coloured as carbon-trias,
with a warning note that the age is unknown and may very likely be
younger than that indicated by the colour.
There is some independent evidence of the possibility of triassic rocks
keing found in Baluchistan, for Dr. Cook has recorded the finding of
°rtltoceras near Khelat. The other fossils found for the most part indic<tte a cretaceous horizon and the section as described fits in very well
with the known cretaceous and tertiary groups of Baluchistan ; there can
then be no doubt of its correctness. On this ground it might be natural
question the identification, but the brief description Dr. Carter gives is
incompatible with the idea that it was a Baculites or the phragmocone of a
Belemnite* It is more probable that there is an undetected unconformity,
and that both the cretaceous and the trias are represented in the section.
Between the Irawadi valley and the Arakan coast a tract of country
has been coloured as carbon-trias on the map, with a note against it that
newer rocks are known to occur and probably form a large portion of the
area. The beds so mapped compose the Arakan Yoma, a forest clad
range only traversed by a single road and by a few difficult paths at wide
intervals, and, in general, absolutely inaccessible, except along the
tortuous beds of streams. Anything like satisfactory geological surveying
becomes almost impossible in such a region, unless some well marked
and prominent beds occur to afford a clue to the stratigraphy, or fossiliferous belts are numerous. In the Arakan range neither is the case, the
rocks of the main range consist of rather hard sandstones and shales,
greatly squeezed, contorted, and broken, traversed by numerous small veins
of quartz, often slaty, and sometimes schistose, but there is a marked,
deficiency of any conspicuous strata. The few bands of limestone
which occur are thin, isolated, and as a rule unfossiliferous. The rocks on
1 R. D. Oldham, MS. Report, 1891. It is I they appear to be corf!rupi'» with them.
lot established that thc<c rocks are the same
2 Jour* Bcn-.lcy. B>. Roy At. Sac. VI, 190,
Mtlios; of the Klin.lja Amran range, though (1892).
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the western, or Arakan, side of the range seem, on the whole, less altered
than those on the eastern, or Pegu, slope, and unaltered nummulitic
rocks appear, on both sides throughout a great part of the area, although
not continuously on the outer spurs.
The crushed, hardened, and somewhat altered rocks of the Arakan
Yoma were originally separated by Mr. Theobald from the newer-looking
nummulitics under the name of axials, and considered as comprising
the oldest tertiary beds and their immediate predecessors in the series.
Although there is a well marked difference between the nummulitic beds
and the axials, there is no distinct break between them. The two pre
sent an appearance of conformity, and it is far from clear that some of the
axials are not merely nummulitic strata, greatly crushed and contorted.
But subsequent to the preliminary examination of the area, a cretace
ous ammonite was found in Arakan, and amongst some rather obscure
fossils discovered near the former frontier of British and Native Burma, west
of Thayetmyo, were a few specimens referred by Dr. Stoliczka to the
typically upper triassic Halobia lommeli. It became, therefore, neces
sary to distinguish both tria^sic and cretaceous beds amongst the axial
rocks of the Arakan range.
To the former has been referred a series of hard sandstones and
shales, with grits and conglomerates, and a few bands of impure lime
stone, which form the crest of the Arakan range at the old frontier
of Lower Burma, and extend southward, nearly to the parallel of Prome.
The only characteristic beds are some white speckled grits, interbedded
with shales and sandstones, and attaining a thickness of 1,300 feet, in
the Hlvva (Lohwa) stream, 35 miles west of Thayetmyo ; a band of dark
blue shale, part of which is calcareous, 33 feet thick below the giits with
conglomerate ; and some thick bedded shales, passing into massive sandy
shales with hard nodules interspersed, attaining a thickness of 1 10 feet,
and containing a Cardita and some undetermined Gasteropoda. The
calcareous conglomerate passes into a rubbly limestone, and appears
identical with the beds containing ihe supposed Halobia lommeli. To the
northward a band of limestone, much thicker and purer than that of the
Hlwa stream, has been traced in several places. The speckled grits and
conglomerates are, however, more conspicuous and more characteristic,
and it is mainly by means of them that the area of supposed triassic beds
was mapped.
The whole thickness of the group appears to be rather less than 6,000
feet, the characteristic beds just noticed being near, but not at the base of
the group. To the eastward these beds are in contact with nummulitic
strata ; to the westward it is believed that cretaceous beds come in, but the
country is difficult of access, and has not been surveyed. The area occu
pied within the limits of Lower Burma is eluigalely triargular, broadest
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at the frontier, where it extends for fifteen miles from east to west, and
terminating in a point to the southward, west-by-north of Prome.1
The remainder of the rocks forming the Arakan Yoma, excluding those
of cretaceous age, are either unfossiliferous or the few organisms which
have been delected, mostly the indistinct remains of plants and mollusca,
are insufficient to afford any trustworthy indication of age, They have
been classed by Mr. Theobald as Negrais rocks, the name being derived
from Cape Negrais, the south-western point of Pegu, and the extreme
southern termination of the Arakan Yoma.
The Negrais rocks differ in no important particulars from the beds
already noticed. They consist principally of hardened and contorted sand
stones and shales, intersected throughout by numerous small veins of quartz
and carbonate of lime. Limestone is not of common occurrence. Where
seen, it does not generally appear in regular strata, but in huge detached
blocks imbedded in the shales and sandstones, as if the latter had yielded
without fracture to the pressure which dislocated the limestone. Conglo
merates also occur, sometimes passing into breccias.
The alteration of these beds is most capricious and irregular. Fre
quently for a long distance they are apparently unchanged, except in being
somewhat hardened ; then they become cherty, slaty, or sub-schistose,
and cut up by quartz veins. One not uncommon form of alteration is
exhibited by the rocks affecting a greenish hue, due to the presence of
chlorite, such rocks being generally much cut up by quartz veins. In a
few instances, apart from the serpentine intrusions to be mentioned pre
sently, irregular dykelike masses of either serpentine or a decomposed
steatitic rock are found, but this is far from being of frequent occurrence.
A more common form of alteration, seen along the coast north of Cape
Negrais, is apparently due to the infiltration of silica in large quantities,
and is shown by the intense, and often abrupt, alteration of beds of sand
stone into cherty masses.
No satisfactory classification of these the main rocks of the Arakan
^oma has been practicable. They must be of great thickness, but the
stratification is too confused for a clear idea as to the succession of dif
ferent strata to be formed, in the absence of any well defined horizon.
Some of them appear to be a continuation of the Ma-i, or cretaceous group,
hut on the other hand it is impossible to draw any definite line of
boundary between the hill rocks and the nummulitics of Pegu. In
It must be remembered that the specimen
ascribed to Halobia lommeli was a mutilated
and ill preserved one. Recent investigations,
while this work Was passing through
"e presj, and as yet incomplete, have shown
"a' the supposed triassic rocks cont.iin

nummulites,
of the rocks
tertiary. As
fully worked
substantially

and make it probable that most
of the Arakan Yoma are lower
the results have not yet been
out, the text is allowed to stand
as originally written.
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Pegu, away from the base of the hills, comparatively soft, unaltered, fossilifiTous beds belonging to tlie older tertiary period, are found, which appear
to rest upon the hill beds, for, away from the axis of the range, both have
an eastwardly dip. The two rocks contrast Wrongly, tlie nummulitics be
ing soft and unchanged, the hill beds hardened, crusl cd, and in places
almost schistose, but it is impossible to fix a precise limit to either.
The two are never seen in contact, there is no evidence that they are
faulted against each other, and there appears to be a belt, often two or three
miles wide, of rock in an intermediate condition. It appears possible
that the rocks of the Arakan Yoma comprise representatives, slightly
altered, of both cretaceous and nummulitic rocks, but there is no clear
pu'of that these Arakan Yoma beds arc identical with the Pegu nummulilics, and it appears best to distinguish the hill rocks by a separate name,
though it has hitherto proved impossible to draw a line between the
two.
From the foregoing description it will be seen that fossils have only
been found at two places near the northern limit of the coloured area, and
that there is no certainty as to the extent of the older locks they indi
cate. The Negrais group was originally regarded as very j ossibly num
mulitic, the lithological difference and greater induration, as compared
with the undoubted nummulitics of Pegu, being attributed to the dis
turbance it had undergone. It is very doubtful, however, whether the
explanation is sufficient, and in view of the probability of their distinctness, and of the fact that they are described as exhibiting a greater degree
of induration than the beds which were supposed to be cretaceous, it has
been considered advisable to adopt the course pursued in the preparation
of the accompanying map, and colour them the same as the rocks known
to bs of carboniferous and triassic age, appending a warning note that
their true age is unknown.

The intrusive serpentine which has already been noticed generally
occurs as irregular shaped bosses of varying dimensions,' but dykes
also occur, especially north-west of Prome. The rock is a characteristic
dark coloured serpentine. It frequently becomes a gabbro, contains
porphyritic crystals of bronzite, and is intersected by veins of gold coloured
chrysolile, or, sometimes, of carbonate of magnesia. Occasionally it ap
pears to be replaced by a form of greenstone which may possibly be dis
tinct, although the two rocks occur in the same neighbourhood. The hills
formed of serpentine may be distinguished at a distance by their
barrenness. They appear to support lit lie except grass and a few bushes,
while the greenstone hills are covered with luxuriant forest. In all
1 None are sufficiently large to be marked on the map issued herewith.
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probability the serpentine and greenstone outbursts were originally the
same or nearly the same, and the former rock has undergone a chemical

\

Jn the neighbourhood of some of the larger masses of serpentine the
•cand stones and shales are converted into greenstone and chlorine schist,
bat the effect varies, and in some instances the neighbouring rocks appenr
alinost unaltered. It is, however, worthy of notice that, except far to the
nor tli -wards, all the outbursts of serpentine appear confined to the Pegu,
or eastern, side of the range, and that, as has already been stated, the rocks
on t_l^»is exhibit, as a rule, more alteration than those on the western
slorjes of Arnkan. To the northward, near the northern frontier of Pegu,
ser|>c=ntine occurs on the highest hills of the Yoma, and, in one instance
at l«^-^st, on the western side, but elsewhere all the outbursts detected
are ft ot onlv east of the main range, but near the eastern limit of the hill
roc-Vcs. Not a single intrusion has been detected in the unaltered nummiili t Ic rocks.
I t is unnecessary to describe the distribution of the serpentine masses
in ^ T-» 3- detail. They nre principally collected in throe groups, the most
nort Viern of which consists of the largest mass known, a horseshoe shaped
intrusion, some five miles in length, forming the Bidoung hill, nearly due
went of Thayelmyo. Several masses occur north-north-west of Prome,
n« d «ne of these, forming a long dykelike mass for about five miles
aloT-» gj the boundary between the nummulitics and the supposed trias,
irs to alter the triassic rocks, but not the nummuiitic beds, although
latter are grently crushed. Probably the difference is owing to the
boundary being a fault. The third group is west of Henzada, where
-one distinct and isolated intrusions occur, scattered over a length of
\wenty-six miles from north to south, close to the edge of the unaltered
nummuiitic area. The largest of these masses is about three miles long
by perhaps half a mile broad, but the majority are less than a mile in
diameter. Besides the principal grouos a few small and unimportant
outbursts are found isolated here and there, but none are found south
of the area west of Henzada.

Further north a scries of slates and indurated sandstones, which very
much resemble the axial beds of Burma, is found in Manipur. They
occupy the hills surrounding the valley of Manipur, and are penetrated by
intrusive serpentine of the same type as in Burma. The intrusions, moreovcr, are confined to he neighbourhood of the eastern limit of the hill rocks.
Our only information regarding the geology of Manipur1 is derived from
1 Mcmnirs, XIX. 217,
L 2
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rapid traverses, where the movements of the geologist were determined by
political considerations, and there is consequently no detailed information
available. It was believed, however, that two unconformable, pretertiary,
rock series were observed, the upper one being composed of red slaty shales
overlaid by limestones, lithologically identical with those of the Ma-J group
in Arakan. Some beds of volcanic ash, observed on the slopes of the
Kachao mountain, were believed to be attributable to this group, but the
correlation is questionable.
The rocks seen in Manipnr, show some resemblance to those of the
carbonaceous system of the Simla area, though the disturbance they have
undergone is less intense. A bed of conglomeratic slate, containing
rounded boulders of quartzite imbedded in a finegrained matrix, resem
bling in structure the conglomeratic slates of the 131aini group, was seen
on the road between Manipur and Kohima associated with black car
bonaceous slates.
Further to the north, in upper Assam, Mr. Mallet distinguished, under
the name of Disang, a group of shales overlaid by sandstones, which are
separated by a faulted boundary from the coal measures and overlying
tertiary rocks lying between them and the alluvial plain of the Brahma
putra valley.' So far as their lithology goes, they agree fairly well with
the older rocks of Manipur and the N3g3 hills, and have been coloured the
same on the map, though their true age is very uncertain.
i Mimoirs, XII, 286,

CHAFFER VII.
THE GONDWANA SYSTEM.
. SYSTEM— Probably of fluviatile origin— Relation to present river vallevs — nivision
into groups — LOWER GOXDWI(NAS— Talchir group — Karharba>i group- Dam'uda scricsBarakar group— Ironstone shales — Ranfganj group- M. tur and Bjori groups— KAmthf
group— Panchet gioup— Almod group—UPPER GONDW/(NAS— Mahadeva beds-Rajmahal series -in the Rajm.ihAl hills— and on the east coast— Ko'a-Ma!dri group— Chikti!a group—Jabalpur group— Plantbearing beds of dutch and KathiaAvar.

The upper pa'aeozoic and older and middle mesozoic formations of
other countries are represented in the Indian Peninsula by a <*reat
system of beds, chiefly composed of sandstones and shales, which, except
for some exposures along the east coast, appear to have been entirely
deposited in fresh water, and probably by rivers. Remains of animals
are very rare in these rocks, and the few which have hitherto been found
belong to the lower vertebrate classes of reptiles, amphibians, and
fishes. Plant remains are more common, and evidence of several succes
sive floras has been detected. The subdivisions of this great plant
bearing series have been described under a number of local names, of
which the oldest, and best known, are Talchir, Damuda1, Mahddeva, and
Rdjmahdl, but the term Gondwdna has now been adopted by the Geological
Survey for the whole system. This term is derived from the old name
for the countries south of the Narbadd valley, which were formerly Gond8
kingdoms, and now form the Jabalpur, Nagpur, and Chhatfsgarh divisions
of the Central Provinces. In this region of Gondwdna the most complete
sequence of the formations constituting the present rock System is to be
found.
Taken as a whole, the Gondwdna system has a wide extension in the
Indian Peninsula, but in extra-peninsular India, its representatives have
hitherto only been detected in north-western Afghanistan and along
the base of the eastern Himalayas in Sikki.n, Bhutan, and the Aka" and
a For the information of non-Indian readc-is
1 More correctly TAIcner and Damodar, but
the spelling in the text has been so universally it may be well to add that the Gond is one of
used that it is retained when the names are the principal Dravidian, or so called aborigi
nsed in their acquired geological sense. The nal, tribes, who are believed to Inve inhabited
more modern and correct spelling is adopted the country bjfore the advent of the Aryan
when they are used geographically.
Hindu ra^e.
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Dap hid hills.1 Representatives of the highest Gondwana groups are found
in Cutch, resting upon marine Jurassic rocks and capped by neocoinian
beds; some rocks containing plant remains, which underlie Jurassic
limestones in the desert between the Indus and the Ardvallis, closelv
resemble portions of the Gondwdna series in lithological characters,
while representatives of beds high in the Gondxvana series, hi this case
frequently containing marine fossils, extend down the east coast. But,
with these exceptions, no representatives of the system are found in the
Peninsula north of the valleys of the Narbadi ? and San, nor south-west
of a line drawn from the sea at Masuli patain through Kamamet and
Warangal, north-east of Haidardbld, till it enters the trap area near
Nirmal. The main areas of Gondwana rocks are in the Rljmahal hills
and Damodar valley in Bengal, the Tributary Mahdls of Orissa, Chhatisgarh, Chutid Nagpur, the npper Son valley, the Satpura range south of
the Narbadd valley, and the Godavari basin.
It has already been mentioned that, with the few exceptions noted, the
whole of the Gondwana series is believed to consist of strata deposited in
fresh water, and the only question which arises is whether the beds arc
lacustrine or fluviatile. The coarseness of the rocks in general, the pre
valence of sandstones, and the frequent occurrence of bands of conglo
merate, render it improbable that these strata are of lacustrine origin, while
the absence of mollusca almost throughout is, on the whole, rather more
consistent wilh river than lake deposits, although it is difficult to account
for on either hypothesis. The few fish and reptiles which occur might have
inhabited either lakes or rivers, and the Esthcrix, which are common in
several subdivisions of the series, might either have lived in lakes or in
the great pools and marshes which often occupy so large an area in broad
river valleys. The plants might have been preserved amongst either
lacustrine or fluviatile deposits, except that it is difficult to conceive the
formation of beds of coal at the bottom of lakes. It is more probable that
the coal originated in marehy forests, such as frequently occur in the valley
plains of rivers. The physical characters of the strata, the frequent alter
nation of coarse and fine beds, the frequency of current marking on the
liner shales and of oblique lami nation, due to deposition by a current, in
the coarser sandstones, and the circumstance of the upper portions of a
bed, such as a coal seam, being locally worn and denuded when a coarse
1 Mallet, Memoirs, Vol. XI, 1.4, (1874) ; probable, it lias not been confirmed by the
Godwin-Austen, Jour. As. Sue. Beng., XLIV, discovery of fossils.
pt. ii, 37, (1875); La Touche, Records, j ! Outcrops have been found north of the river
XVIII, 121 ,(1885). Perhaps the occurrence of a Narbada westward of HoshanndKAd, but far
representative of the Rajmahal stratified traps south of the watershed. The Narbada, above
on the flanks of the Khasi hills might be the neighbourhood of Jabalpur, runs south oi
quoted as another instance, but though the | the general line of division, and GjnJivai.a
identification of the two sets of beds is highly j rocks occur north of the river.
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sandstone is deposited upon it, ;i phenomenon of frequent occurrence,
ar3 quite consistent with the theory of deposition in a river valley, but op
posed to the conception of lacustrine origin. A river constantly changes its
course, and deposits coarse sediment near its channel and liner materials
from the overflow of its flood vvateis, the area within which each form of
sediment is deposited varying frequently. In a lake the coarse deposits
must be limited to the margin, and finer sediment accumulates away from
the shore, v\h<re there is no current to sweep away the suiface of a recantly deposited coal or shale bed, and to throw down coarse sand in its
place. On the whole, the evidence is decidedly in favour of a fluviatile
origin for the Gondwdna rocks, and it is probable that they were deposited
in a great river valley, or series of river valleys, not unlike those which form
the Indo-Gungttic plains at the present day. There is a possible excep
tion in the lowest beds of the series, the line silts which form the base
ment beds of the Talchir group, These may be of lacustrine origin, but
there is no clear proof that they are, and their remarkably persistent char
acter throughout an immense tract of country is rather opposed to the
idea of their having been formed in a lake or a series of lakes.

Concerning the relations of this great series to the older and newer
formations in India but little can be said. No older fossilii'erous deposits
ate known in the areu to which the Gondudna rocks are restricted, and
uhercver these rest upon any older formation, there is complete unconfoimity between the t\\o. The areas in which the upper \'ii;diiyan and
Goudwdna systems are exposed being distinct from each other, the latter
have nowhere been found in contact \\ith the former, \\hich are the
next series in descending order, but pebbles of upper Vindhyan rocks are
occasionally found in Gondwdna rocks.1 '1 he Talchir and Damuda forma
tions in the country south of Ndgpur, on the Goddvari below Sironchd, and
in the JMal.anadi valley near Sambalpur, occasionally rest unconformably
upon strata believed to belong to the Cuddapah or lower Vindhyan series/
but in general the Gond\\dna beds are found to have been deposited upon
metamorphic rocks.
On tne other hand, the rocks of the Gondw ana series are but rarely
covered at all by a higher formation, except where the Deccan traps
and their associated iuhatrappean formation, the Lametd group, rest
unconformably upon the vaiious subdivisions of the Gonduana series, from
tl.e lowest to the highest, in the Narbadd valley and the Nagpur country.
There are, however, localities in India in which sedimentary formations of
cretaceous age rest upon upper Gond\\ iua beds. The lirst of these is in
1 Mai.ua!, i-t cd., 205; X«ii.ohs,\\, 304. I

a Sufrr, p. 91.
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Cutch, where the Umia group, containing some fossil plants, found also
in the uppermost Gondwana beds in the Narbadi valley, underlies a
stratum containing Cephalopoda of upper neocomian (Aptian) age. The
second is in the Narbada valley near Barwai, where Bagh beds (upper
greensand or cenomanian) rest unconformably on representatives of the
upper Gondwana series. The remaining two localities are near the east
coast. One is in southern India, at Utatur, north of Trichinopoli, wheie
the plant beds containing Rajmahal fossils underlie the Utatur (ceno
manian) group, unconformably in places but elsewhere with spparent
conformity, lastly near Ellore, where the upper Gondwana beds con
tain Rajmalial plants, and marine fossils of upper Jurassic age occur
in the higher layers, the age of the strata resting unconformably upon
the Gondwana strata is not equally well defined. The overlying beds
consist of two fossiliferous bands, one underlying a (low of basalt believed
to belong to the Deccan trap series, the other interstratitied between the
lower basaltic flow and a higher one. The igneous beds, like the Deccan
traps elsewhere, are believed to be of uppermost cretaceous or lowest
tertiary age, but the fossils in the upper, or intertrappean, bed differ from
those in the lo\ver, or infratrappean, and it has not hitherto been practicable
to refer either to a definite horizon. Neither bed, however, can be older
than upper cretaceous.

The manner in which the areas of Gondudna rocks are distributed
throughout the country is peculiar, and there is still some difference of
opinion concerning the interpretation to be placed on their mode of
occurrence. As a general rule, these rocks are found occupying basin
shaped depressions in the older formations, and such depressions some
times, though not always, nor even generally, correspond to the existing
river valleys. Occasionally the basins of Gondwana bids are scattered
over the surface of the country, as in Birbhum, and in this case there
can be no doubt of their representing the undenuded remains of strata
which were once continuous over a much larger area. Whether the
basins now remaining owe their preservation to disturbance of their ori
ginally horizontal position, and to their having been preserved from denu
dation through having sunk to a lower level than neighbouring portions of
the same bed, or whether they were originally deposited in hollows in the
older beds, is a point on which opinions differ. There can be no question
that the former is the explanation of these basins having been preserved
in some instances, but cases may also be cited in favour of the latter
view, and it is certain that the Gondwana beds were originally deposited
on an uneven surface.
A few instances will suiTice to show the phenomena presented in the
Ddmodar valW in western Bengal, where some of the most important
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and best known Gondwana coal-fields occur. A number of detached
basins are found, all in low ground on the banks of the river, and all
presenting the very remarkable peculiarities that the lowest groups
appear en the northern side of the basin, that there is a general dip from
north to south, and that all are cut off abruptly on the southern edge,
which in most cases is a straight or nearly straight line. Similar geolo
gical relations exist in many other areas, although the beds are not
always, as in the Ddmodar area, confined to the valley of a single river.
Thus, in the great basin of south Rewd and Sarguja, again in the Satpura
area, and especially in the Talcher field in Orissa, the recks dip from
one side of the basin, and are cut off on the other, but in all these cases
the general dip is north, not south, and the beds are abruptly cut off
aiong the northern border. 'I he exact directions of the abrupt east an;l
west boundaries vary, but they are always the same, or nearly the
same, throughout each tract of country, that is to say, the boundaries of
different fields are parallel to each other, and they are also, as a rule,
identical in direction with the foliation of the underlying gneiss. In
some cases, and especially in the northern part of the great area which
occupies so large a portion of the GodaVari valley, both boundaries, which
run nearly north-west to south-east in the last named case, are straight,
nearly parallel, and abrupt.
These abrupt boundaries are almost invariably accompanied by con
siderable disturbance of the beds in their neighbourhood. In some cases
there is strong evidence that such boundaries are great faults, one of the
best proofs being that the fault occasionally divides, as along the north
ern edge of the Talcher field, and beds belonging to the lowest group
are exposed between the different subdivisions of the main dislocation,
the lowest Gondwana group (the Talchir in the instance mentioned)
being faulted against Kamthi beds, much higher in the Gondwana system.
on one side, and against metamorphics on the other. In some cases, as
along the boundary of the Talcher field and also on the eastern portion
of the northern boundary in the Sohagpur field, the line of fault is marked
by a breccia, containing fragments of the Gondwana sandstones. It is
generally considered that all the fields which are bounded by an abrupt
line cutting them off on one or both sides (and these, as will be seen,
comprise a very large majority of the basins known) occupy areas of de
pression, produced subsequently to the deposition of the beds by a fault
along the abrupt boundary, the connection of existing river valleys
with these Gondwana areas being dependent on the fact that, the Gondwdna rocks b eing much softer than the Viudhyan, transition, or metamorphic beds upon which they rest, the rivers have worn their way through
the easiest channel,—in short, that the existing drainage, so far as it
coincides with the distribution of the Gondwana rocks, has been deter
mined by the disposition of those rocks, produced by disturbance and
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denudation, and has no ncceusaiy rcn.net.tioi) with their original areas of

deposition.
A different view is held by others. They consider that, with a few ex
ceptions, there is no sufficient evidence of faulting, that the appearance
of slraightness in the boundaries is partly fallacious and due to the rocks
being ill seen at the surface, that the abrupt boundaries are caused by the
deposition of the Goiuhulna rocks against cliffs forming the original sides
of river valleys, and that the present disposition of the beds is a close
approximation to that of the original areas in which they were deposited.
They consider further tl at the vertical development of the different groups
varies so much within small distances that there is no reason to believe that
any great thickness of beds abuts against the abrupt cliff like boundaries,
and that there is evidence in some cases that the different groups thin
out towards the margins of the existing basins. They conclude tlv.t the
present riser valleys differ but little from those which existed in mesozoic
times.
It is possible thr.t thero may be some truth in both views. It should
be remembered that the conflict of opinion in this case is between ob
servers who have chiefly been engaged in mapping widely separated
regions. The view that the present basins closely correspond to ancient
areas of d< position being supported chiefly by observations made in the
Sou and N'arbadd valleys, and the opposite opinion, that the present Goiuiwa'na basins are chiefly ciuc to faulting, being held by geologists who
have especially studied the Gondndna rocks of Bengal, Orissa, and the
Goddvari valley. The strongest arguments against the existence of
faults along the abrupt boundaries of the various Gondiva'na fields is
founded on the fact that, in the Satpura field to the soutii of the Narbacl<i
valley, certain of the uppermost Gondttdna beds overlap the boundary,
but this may be due to the circumstance that the supposed line of fault,
which cuts otf the tie Id on the north ward throughout the greater portion
of its extent, is more ancient than the topmost groups of the Gondvviiui
terL-s. A difficulty in the way of admitting that the abrupt bound
aries of the Uamodar fields are due to deposition against inland cliffs
is to be found in the improbability that all such precipices should be found
on one side of a river valley, while there are some important observations
in favour of the limits of the basins in the DAmodar valley being due to
disturbance, lalchirand Damudu beds are lound on tin: Hazaribagh tablelaud, immediately north of the Uamodar valley, at a height of about I,oco
feet above the surface of the same rocks in the valley itself, and the
presence of fragments, apparently derived from lower Gondwdna beds, in
a conglomerate at a similar or higher elevation on the Chutia Nagpuc
highland to the southward points to the former existence of the parent
ri/ck at a still greater elevation. In eiiher case there is evidence of
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disturbance for the low level exposuns must have been depressed, or the
high level ones elevated ; in other woids, the Gondw«1nas must have under
gone disturbance since they were deposited, and this disturbance cannot
have been without effect on the present liir.ilatkn of the outcrops.

The tracts of country occupied by rocks of the Gondwa'na series are,
as a rule, covered with a poor sandy soil and ill suited for cultivation. The
result is that, in many parts of India, they form wild uninhabited forests.
Such tracts are always the last to be surveyed topographically, and, as a
rule, minor details are omitted en the maps prepared. Moreover the upper
Gondwa'na recks are principally sandstones and decompose readily into
loose sand, which covers the whole surface of the country and greatiy
conceals the rocks. These two circumstances— deficiency of maps and
concealment of the surface— have combined to delay the geological sur
vey of the upper Gondwa'na formations, and to render the examination
uf the beds exceptionally tedious and difficult.
The groups of which the Gondwa'na system is composed vary greatly,
both in number and mineral character, in the several isolated areas in
which they are found, the variation being much greater amongst the middle
and upper than amongst the lower members of the series. The two
lowest Gondwa'na groups, the '1 alchir and Barakar, which consist largely
of shales, whilst the uppermost formations are chiefly composed of coarse
sandstone, grit, and conglomerate, preserve their mineral character almost
unchanged throughout the area in which the lower Gondwdna beds are
known to occur.
The system may be divided into an upper and a lower series, the dis
tinction having been first established in western Bengal, where it is of a
most trenchant nature, characterised by a marked stratigraphical discord
ance, by an almost complete absence of any species common to the
two divisions, and an utter change in the type of the flora, equisetaceous
piants prevailing in the lower subdivision, and cycads and conifers in
the upper,1 ferns being found commonly in both. Some Equisetacex
occur, however, in the upper Gonclwa'nas, and several species of cycads
and conifers in the lower, but the genera are in most cases distinct ift
the two subdivisions. As the examination of the Gondwana s-ystem in
the Sdtpura ranges and in south Rewd has progressed, it has been found
that the stratigraphical break there is not nearly so marked, and it is pos
sible that a number of distinct floras will ultimately be found, bridging over
the gap in western Bengal.
' "1 ht- Maliadeva series has, however, hitherto proved almost unfossilifcrous.
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1.— THE LOWER GONDWANA SERIES.
T he lowest member of the Gondwana system is known as the Talchir
group, thus named from its having been first clearly distinguished in the
small district of Talcher1 one of the tributary mahals of Orissa. When
present— and it is rarely absent over a large area— this group forms the
base of the Gond-.vana series, and consists in general of fine silly shales
and fine soft sandstone. The shales are usually of a greenish grey or olive
colour, sometimes slaty. They are of exceedingly fine texture, traversed
by innumerable joints, and break up into minute, thin, angular frag
ments, sometimes elongate or acicular, which cover the surface of the ground
in places. Occasionally the shales Have a dull Indian red colour, but this is
not common. They are frequently mentioned in the Survey reports under
the name of mudstones and needleshales. Not unfrequcntly they are some
what calcareous, and in some places large concretionary masses of impure
carbonate of lime have been found amongst them.
The most characteristic sandstones are soft, fine, and homogeneous
in texture, composed chiefly of quartz and undecomposed pink felspar, and
in colour pale greenish grey, buff, or pale pinkish, almost of a flesh tint.
They are frequently rather massive, though distinctly stratified, but they are
also commonly interstratified in thin layers with the shales. In many
places they break up, where exposed on the surface, into polygonal frag
ments, three or four inches across, whence they have been called tesselated
sandstones.
These beds pass into coarser sandstones of less marked character,
which vary in colour, and are sometimes, though rarely, conglomeratic.
It is an almost invariable rule, contrary to what is found to be the case
in most rocks, that in the Talchir group the beds of finest texture, the
shales, are found at the base, and that the sandstones are higher in
position, the coarser sandstones, moreover, overlying those of finer texture.
A thin coal seam has been found amongst the Talchir beds in the
Jhilmilli field, in Sarguja8, but this formation is, as a rule, distinguished
by the absence of coal seams, and even of carbonaceous shale.
There are three peculiarities of the Talchir group which still require
notice, as all of them are of considerable importance.
The first is the frequent occurrence, amongst the shales and fine sand
stones, generally towards the base of the group, but very frequently some
hundreds of feet above the bottom, of pebbles and boulders, always rolled and
usually well rounded, varying in size from small fragments quarter of an inch
or an inch across to huge blocks fifteen feet in diameter and thirty tons in
weight, fragments from six inches to three feet in diameter being common.
1 AVmciis, I, 46, (1856).
I
* Manual, 1st ed., 205.
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The distribn.ion oftl'C boulders is most iiregular, i;i some parts of the area
occupied by Talcliir beds none are to be found over many square miles of
country, luit generally some are met with at intervals, and occasionally
large numbers occur within a limited tract.
in very many instances there is every probability t'.iat the boulders
havs been transported from a distance, no rocks of similar character
being found in the neighbourhood If only one or two such cases had been
observed, it might be supposed that the rock, from which the blocks were
derived, had formerly existed in the immediate vicinity and been
removed by denudation, but the cases in which there is reason to believe
that the rounded blocks have been transported from afar are so numerous
that this theory cannot be accepted. The boulders, it should be remembered,
are frequently found imbedded in the finest silt. It is evident that deposi
tion from water in rapid motion is here out of the question, as any stream
which could have moved and rounded the boulders would have swept
away the silly matrix in which they are deposited, and the only
suggestion, as to the cause of their occurrence, which appears to account
satisfactorily for their presence, is to suppose that they were originally
rounded by torrents and then transported to their final position by
ice. This theory has received strong confirmation from the discovery of
smoothed and scratched surfaces on some of the large boulders found on
the banks of the Penganga' river, about ten miles west-south-west of
("li.mii.i. Central Provinces.' The surface of the limestone rock tinderlying the Talchirs was also in this case found to be polished, scratched,
and grooved.
The second peculiarity is the remarkable resemblance to a volcanic
rock occasionally presented by the more compact forms of shale, and by a
variety of the sandstone. So great is the similarity between the shale and
a consolidated volcanic ash that two experienced surveyors have, at different
times, marked the beds as trappean, whilst the sandstone occasionally
simulates a decomposed basalt in colour and mode of weathering.
The third noteworthy feature of the Talchir beds is their power of
resisting disintegration, and the entire barrenness, provided they are rot
covered by alluvial deposits derived from other rocks, of the ground
where they appear at the surface, a natural consequence of their not
decomposing to form soil. In many places along the edges of the coal
fields, where the Talchir beds occupy the ground, it is possible to walk for
miles through very thin jungles, free from grass, over a surface composed
entirely of the finely comminuted greenish grey shales.
South of the Pengangi river a peculiar rock was found by Mr. Fedden
in the Talchirs near Charli, and again in the Khairgaon nala west of
1 T. Oldham, Memoirs, IX, 324, (1872) ; Fedden, Records, VIII, 16, (1875).

Voltiia heterophylla,

Kearopterla valid*, Jj'stru.

ria cycloptercidea,

m^jor, Futm.

c.j«u.
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N.indgaon. It is a calcareous sandstone, whose calcareous cement has
assumed the form of opliilic crystalline masses quarter of an inch across.
These crystals have been irregularly attacked in the weathering and the
rock split up into a number of irregular aggregates of quartz grains,
separate from each other, but held together by the interlocking of their
irregularities. The rock, as a whole has consequently a certain amount of
flexibility analagous to that of what is known as itacolumitc.1
TheTalchirs preserve all their peculiarities throughout the area in which
they occur,— an enormous tract of country, extending from the flanks of the
Kajmahal hills to the GodaVari, and from the Rjtnfganj field on the borders
of the alluvium of Lower Bengal to the neighbourhood of Hoshanga'bjld,
Nagpur, and Clidnda'.
The thickness of the Talchirs nowhere appears to exceed about 800
feet, their extreme measurement where fully developed in part of the
Rclnijanj coal-field.
The fossils* hitherto discovered in the Talchir rocks are very few in
number. Of animal remains only the wing of a neuropterous insect and
some annelid tracks have been discovered, whilst the plant remains consist
of Noeggei'atltiopsis hislopi amA three ferns, Gangamopteris c\cloplcroides,
G. angusti/olia, and G/ossoptcris communis.
The only evidence of
vegetable life hitherto found has been in the higher beds of the group,
and there is a remarkable absence of plants in the lower shales, which are
admirably suited for preserving vegetable impressions. Even in the upper
beds of the group fossils arc of singularly rare occurrence.
Reference has already been made to the possibility of a lacustrine ori
gin for the Talchir beds, or at least for the lower portion. The chief rea
son for suggesting that these beds may have been deposited in lakej is
the great thickness of very fine sediment accumulated at the base of the
group, and the very frequent occurrence of much finer beds below than
above. The latter, on the hypothesis of a lacustrine origin, may be ex
plained by the gradual silting up of a lake basin, in which fine sediment
would be deposited at a distance from the margin, whilst coarser beds
would be thrown down by rivers as their deltas advanced into the lake
and tilled it up. This evidence, however, is quite insufficient by itself to
prove that the Talchirs are a lacustrine deposit, and it is at least equally
probable that they were formed in a river valley, like the overlying members
of the Gondwdna system.
At the same time the large she of the boulders and their generally
-

1 Memoirs, XIII, 16, (1877). Compare the
Kaliana flexible sandstone (supra, p. 72) ; see
n!sj, for a more detailed description, Recoids,
XXI I, 54, (1889).
' The determinations of fossil plants be

• '

•> '

longing to this and other groups of llie
Gondtvana system ,are taken from Dr. Feismantel's descriptions in the Pal. Ind., series
ii, xi, xii, (1877-86).
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rounded aspect suggest tliat they were produced by rapid (lowing streams,
whose beds had a steep gradient. The great unconformity between the
Talchirs and the underlying rocks points to a long continuance of dry
land conditions, unfavourable to the accumulation of sediment, and one of
the first effects of those land movements which caused its accumulation
might well be to split up the river valleys into large lake basins, and
steep stream valleys leading into them. Were this the case, all the con
ditions essential to the explanation of the features ordinarily exhibited
by the Talchir boulder bed would be existent, if winter ice were superadded.1
This explanation is not, however, sufficient to account for the smoothed,
polished and striated surfaces of the fragments included in the Talchir
conglomerate, and of the underlying Vindhyan limestones in the Penganga" valley, which appear to be due to the action of a true glacier. The
boulder beds largely developed near Bap, in western Rajputana, which can
hardly be other than of Talchir age, being unconformably superimposed
on the Vindhyan limestones and older than the upper Gondwana beds
of this district, contain numerous well glaciated fragments, and a similar
boulder bed near Pokaran is seen to rest on a surface of older rock, which
is not only smoothed and striated, but exhibits typical roches moutonnfes.
In the last named instance there is some possibility that the boulder bed is
older than Talchir,2 but excluding this, there is evidence enough that
glaciers must have descended to low levels in Talchir times.
The coal bearing rocks of the Karharbari coalfield were originally
assigned to the Barakar group in the publications of the Geological
Survey, on account of their mineral character and their position imme
diately above the Talchir beds. The examination of the KarharbaVi
fossil flora has, however, shown that, whilst all the species known to be
found in the Talchir beds are represented, one of them (Gangamopteris
cyclopteroides) being the commonest fossil of the Karharba'ri beds, many
of the common Damuda fossils are rare or wanting, and several very re
markable species are found which have not hitherto been detected in the
Damuda scries. The peculiar excellence of the coal, and its superiority to
that obtained from the majority of the Damuda seams, have led to exten
sive mining operations in the Karharba'ri field, and it has consequently been
possible to obtain good collections of the fossil plants.3 It has also been
noticed that the coal of Karharbari differs in structure from that of the
Damuda series generally, and a partial re-examination of the field appears
to justify the inference that there is also a sliglit distinction between the
1 W. T. Blanford, Records, XX, 49, (1887).
* Supra, p. 106.
1 These have been chiefly collected by Mr.

I. J. Whitty, Superintendent of the East
Iniiinn Kailnay Company's collieries at
Karliarb.'iri.
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Karharbdri and Barakar sandstones, although it is as yet uncertain whether
a passage may not eventually be found between the Karharbdri group
and the Barakars. The palseontological evidence hitherto obtained tends,
however, to connect the former with the Talchir group, and it appears
best, for the present, to keep the Karharbdri rocks distinct from the
overlying Damuda series, under the name of the coalfield in which they
were first distinguished.
The rocks of the Karharbdri group consist almost solely of sandstones,
grits, and conglomerates, with seams of coal. Very little shale occurs, the
little which exists being associated with the coal seams. The sandstones
are mostly white, grey, or brown, and felspathic, often gritty and conglo
meratic, from containing large fragments of felspar and pebbles of quartz.
The chief distinction between the constituents of the grits and conglo
merates forming the Karharbdri group, and those which make up so large
a portion of the Barakars, is that in the former, and especially in the
coarser grits and conglomerates, a large proportion of the fragments of
lelspar and quartz are angular or subangular, whereas in the Barakars the
pebbles are, as a rule, particularly well rounded. The coal of Karharbdri
is rather dull coloured and tolerably homogeneous in structure, the layers
of very bright jetty coal, which are so conspicuous in the Damuda seams,
being in general few and ill marked. The seams appear to be somewhat
variable in thickness, but to undergo very little change in composition
throughout the small field in which they are found. Some of the seams,
both in the Barakar and Rdniganj subdivisions of the Damuda series,
furnish fuel equal in quality to that extracted at Karharbdri, but they are
much more distinctly laminated.
The Karharbdri beds rest with apparent conformity on the Talchirs, but
the former completely overlap the latter in places, within the limits of the
little Karh.-irbdri field, and the mineral characters of the two groups are
strongly contrasted. In the west of the Karharbari basin the Taldiirs
attain a thickness of about 500 or 600 feet, whilst, within a distance of less
llian four miles to the eastward, the Karharbari beds rest upon the gneiss.
It is probable that the highest rocks seen within the coalfield may be of
Barakar age, and there is some slight appearance of the Karharbdri beds
being overlapped by these higher strata, but the overlap is not clear. The
whole thickness of the Karharbdri group is probably about 500 feet.
Outside the limits of the Karharbdri field the Karharbdri group has
been recognised, on palaeontological grounds, at Mohpdni in the Naibada
valley, in the Ddltonganj coalfield and, with considerable degree of proba
bility, in Hutar and Rewd. The coal in a seam, lying very little above
the Talchir group, in the Rdniganj field resembles the Karharbdri coal in
mineral character, and it is probable that this group will be found to have
a wider distribution than is now known, and to be represented in all those
M
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sections whire the Talcliirs are described as conformable to tlie beds above
them.
The only fossils which have so far been formed in the Karharbari beds
are plants of which the following is a list1; those species distinguished
by an asterisk having also been found in the Damtida beds, while a dagger
marks the forms whifli have been found in the underlying Talcliirs : —
EQUISETACE*—
1' ILICES.— C
Schiz-ncurn. cf. tt>eriani.

* Vtrtebrann in.Hca.
FILICES-

„

•,»,,,..

Saginiptirh (?) stOlt,,ku,a.
ClCADBACB*-

,. . . .
hiilopi.

,, btmadtca.
,
,.
J,
major.

o'jliqiio,
angnstifoliii.
cf. i/> ithulat.i.
* t Glvfsupteris coin m a n is.
damndica.
indicn.

CONIFER*-

Enryp'iyllum ivinHinnnm.

Vultiia hetcrtfphyllo.
Albertia, sp.
SEEDS—
Sfimarspsis, sp.
Cardiocarpum, sp.
Carp litlu's milltti.

The Talchir-Karharbari groups are succeeded by a great series of beds.
the Damuda series, which was first examined and described in the
coalfields of the Ddmodar valley. Nearly all the coalfields of the Indian
Peninsula owe their mineral wealth to the presence of these beds, the
KarharbaYi being the only other important coal bearing group, and tht(juantity of valuable minerals contained in the rocks of the Damuda series
is probably greater than that of all the other rock groups of India com
bined.
The Damuda series in Bengal has been found to consist of three
subdivisions, known in ascending order as the Bavakar group, Ironstone
shales, and Kdniganj beds. The first and lo-vest is also found in the
Son, Maha'nadf, Narbad^, a>id GodaVari valleys, the upper subdivisions
being represented by groups differing in mineral character from the
Bengal beds. In the Sdtpura area the Damuda subdivisions are known
as the Barakar, Motor, and Bijori groups, and in the GodaVari valley,
above the Barakar group, there also the only coal bearing formation, a
single member of the upper !>amuda beds occurs, and is known as the
Kdmtlii group. A similar arrangement prevails in the Mahanadi and
Brail mani area, only two Damuda subdivisions being found, which appear
to correspond to those of the GodaVari region.
The mineral characters and geological relations of all these different
groups must be described separately. It is sufficient for the purpose at
'y«;. In,!., series xii, III, pt. i, (iS?; 81) ; IV, pt. 2,

SpbanopterU polymorphic Fttm.

Trizy|ia iptcion. Royl«.

Stem of Schixoneura ftcnd

, Fatm,
Phyllotheca mdica. Buab,

Vtiftebr.jria Indie*, Royle.

DAMUDA PLANTS.

Alathopteria lindteyaua.

M*crctcBuicpterii? danaeoides, Koyle,

QloBsoptarlB

ia, Bgt
GlOatopteriv coDipicua

GlOB«opteri9 eommunis, Fatm.

Calcutta Photctyps Co.

DAMUDA PLANTS.
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present to note that all consist of sandstones and shales, with more or
less ferruginous bands, and that some contain coal. Slight unconformity
between the different groups has been noticed in places, and the Barakar
beds are frequently unconformable to the Talchirs. The whole thickness
of the Damuda series is 8,400 feet in the Raniganj field, and about 10,000
feet in the Sitpura basin, It thus constitutes the most important portion
of the Gondvvlna system.
'J he examination of the floras of the different groups of the Damuda
series has shown that there are slight differences, but as nearly all the
species of the Barakar group, and without exception all the more abund
ant forms, are also found in the R4niganj group, they have been united in
one list given below.1 The letters /., m., u. prefixed signify that the
species have been found in the Lower, Middle, and Upper, or Barakar
Ironstone or Raniganj beds, respectively ; a dagger that it is also known
from beds of Karharbari age, and an asterisk that it ranges into rocks
newer than the Damuda series :—
m u Clotsofterii ntifttra.

EaUlSETACE/E —

* t 1. u- Schi*o*mragondiBanensis.
u. Phj'llotheca indica.
u ?
„
rottista.
I. u. Triaiigia(Spheiio/>hj/l!um) s,pe
ciosa.
' t 1. u. 1'ertebraria indi<-a.

m. u.
u.
u.
* t 1. m. u.
* 1. m. u.

I. Cyathea, cf. tchikatclieffi.
\. u. Splienopteris polymorpha.
u. Dicksonia hugliesi.
u Alethopteris tchitbyensis.
u.
„
lindleyaua.

u.

\.
* t 1. m- u-

1.
u.

„

phegopteroides.

Ptcopterls affints.
Mt'ionotteris m<'jor.
Marroiceniopieris tinnts tides.
„
ftddeni.
Palaovittaria kurzi.
Angiopteridium, cf. McClellandi.
„
infarrtum.
G Icsst'pteris communis.
intermittetis.
strirta •

u.
1. m. u.
I. u.
I. U.

indica.
browntiin '.
intermedia.

ingens.
divergent.
damndii-a.
angustifoliti.
Itptoiienru.

u.

„

formota.

u.
„
orb/ct/Iaris.
u. Ganifitmopteris aiithruphyoiifef.
u.
.,
•mhittiniiii.
u.
„
hugliesi.
t I. m.
„
cyclopt^r»ides
u. Belemnotteriswood-niaioniiina.
u. Anthrophyopsis, sp.
1 u. Dittyopteridium, sp.
u. Sagenopt«ri» (?) longi/nlia.

FlLlCFS —

u.
u
* 1. m. u.
n.
u.
u.

u.

„
„„
,
,
,
,

u.

„

polyphi/lii.

u. Actinopteris bexgalcnsis.
u. Pttrophyllum
1. Platypterifium balli.
\ 1. m. u. Noeggei athiopsis liislufi.
t

u. Volteia helerophylla.
u. Rliipidiopsis deiisinervis.
I.
„
gingkoidiiS:
1. Cyclopitys dicholoinn,
*t 1. u. Samaropsis, cf. parvula

'• Pal. Imlica, serits xn, III, pt. ii, iii, (1880-81), IV, pt. ii, (1881).
M 2
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Although there is little difference between the floras found in the
various subdivisions of the Damuda series, the characters and relations
of the minor groups require separate notice, and of these groups the
lowest and the most important is the Barakar. This group, derives
its name from a river which traverses the western portion of the Raniganj coalfield, and then falls into the Damodar within the limits of
the field.1 In the higher portion of its course the Barakhar river receives
the streams which drain the Karharbari coalfield.
The Barakars have an equally extensive range with the Talchtrs, and
consist of conglomerates, sandstones of various kinds, shales and coal.
The sandstones are often coarse and felspathic, a variety of frequent
occurrence being rather massive, white or pale brown in colour, soft at
the surface and not much harder below, consisting of grains of quartz
and decomposed felspar. The weathered surface of this sandstone fre
quently exhibits small projecting knobs, apparently due to calcareous
concretions. One of the most striking distinctions between the sandstones
of the Talchirs and those of the overlying formations consists in the
felspathic constituents of the former being, as a rule, undecomposed, while
in the Damuda series the grains of felspar are almost invariably converted
into kaolin.
Besides the whitish felspathic sandstone, another typical Barakar rock
is a conglomerate of small, well rounded, white quartz pebbles. These
are sometimes found scattered over the surface and serve to indicate the
presence of the conglomerate, where it is not exposed in section. The
matrix ot the conglomerate is usually white sandstone.
It must not be supposed that white is the only colour of the Barakar
sandstones. Brown, red, yellow, and other tints are to be found, and pre
dominate in many places. The whitish felspathic sandstone is however a
typical rock, preserving its character in localities as far apart as R3niganj
in Bengal and Cha'ndd in the Central Provinces, being well developed
in the Godavari valley, but it is subordinate and forms but a small portion
of the group to the eastward. Here the greater portion of the Barakar
rocks consists of shales, grey, blue or black, frequently micaceous, and
more or less sandy, occasionally associated with argillaceous iron ore, and
often containing seams of coal. Not unfrequently the shaly beds are
interstratified with hard flags.
The coals of the Barakar group vary greatly in quality and character in
the different coalfields. They all, however, agree in having a peculiar
laminated appearance, due to their being composed of alternating layers
of bright and dull coal, the former purer and more bituminous than the
taller, which, in many cases, is shale rather than coa). The best coals are
1 Men.oiis, III. 212 (1863).
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those in which the bright layers predominate, but nearly all seams hitherto
discovered are somewhat inferior to average European coal of the carboniferoiis formation, and there is a general tendency to variation in the thick
ness and quality of each seam within shoit tlislanos. At the same time
excellent fuel has been obtained from some Barakar seams. Some coal
beds are of immense thickness, single seams (including partings of shale)
amounting to as much as 35 feet in the Ra'niganj coalfield, 50 feet near
Chandl, and no less than go feet at Korba in Bil^spur. Some of the
Barakar coal exhibits a peculiar spheroidal structure, and round balls of
various sizes, up to more than a foot in diameter, break away from the
mass when the coal is mined. So thoroughly are these rounded that
they were taken at first for rolled fragments, derived from some older
formation.1
In places the Barakars rest quite conformably upon the Talchirs, and
the tsvo groups appear to pass into each other. In general, there is an
abrupt change in mineral character, but the only case which has hitherto
been found in which there is clear evidence of denudation having relieved
portions of the lower beds, during the deposition of the higher group,8 is in
the Ramgarh coalfield, where rolled fragments derived from the Talchirs
have been found in the beds of the Barakar group. The Barakars, however,
overlap the underlying Talchirs in many places and rest upon the metamorpbic rocks, and in some coalfields, as in that of Rdntganj, there appears to
be overstep as well, the highest beds of the Talchirs disappearing first, as it
they had suffered from denudation. It yet remaii.s to be seen whether
representatives of the KarharbaVi beds do not intervene in those cases
in which there is an apparent passage between the Barakar and Talchir
groups.
'Ihe Barakars appear nowhere to exceed the thickness of 3,300 feet, a
development which they attain only, so far as is kr.o«,vn, in the Jharict field,
In no other field, except Ramgarh, do they exceed 2,oco feet.
Above the Barakar group in the Raniganj and a few other fields
of the Damodar valley, there is found a great thickness of black or grey
shales,* with bands and nodules of clay ironstone (carbonate of iron,
mixed with clay), some of which is of the carbonaceous variety known
as black band. Towards the base these beds become more sandy, and
interstratitications of sandstone occur amongst them. The shales disinte>
grate slcwly, and consequently the tract covered by this group is barren,
and frequently elevated, but the rocks are not as a rule well exposed on
the surface, although their presence is indicated by fragments of ironstone
being scattered about.
'See four. As. Soc. Beng., XVII, =9 (1848);
XVIII, 412, (l«44); XIX, 75, (1850). '

" Memoirs, VI, 113, (1867).
« Mevtoiri, III, 40, (1863).
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The greatest thickness attained by the ironstone shales is about 1,500
feet in the Bokaro coalfield, and they are nearly as thick in the Raniganj
field. As a rule, they are quite conformable to the underlying Barakars,
the slight unconformity, which has been observed in places, is very possibly
local, but one case1 has been noticed where a break in time may be indicated.
Fossils are not common, and most of the species recorded were ob
tained from the South Karanpura coalfield.
The highest group of the Damuda series, in the Ddmodar valley,
derives its name of Raniganj from the principal town of the mining
district of Bardwa"n, and comprises a great thickness of coarse and fine
sandstones, with shales and coal seams.2 The sandstones are moderately
coarse, as a rule in thick massive beds, white or brown in colour, and
obliquely laminated. They are usually more or less felspathic, the felspar
being converted into kaolin. Bands of rather calcareous, fine, hard, yellow
sandstone, often weathering out at the surface in nodular fragments, are
common and characteristic of the group. Conglomerates are of rare
occurrence. Shales form a much smaller portion of this group than they
do in the Damodar area of the subjacent Barakars. They are sometimes
black and carbonaceous, sometimes bluish giey, and occasionally red or
brown, more or less mixed with sand or stained by iron, and small bands
of argillaceous ironstone occasionally cccur, though they are not common.
The coal is composed of alternately bright and dull layers, as in the
Barakars.
This group is of considerable thickness in the Rdniganj field, being
as much as 5,000 feet from top to bottom where fully developed, and it
is possible that this is less than the original thickness, for the next group
in ascending order rests upon the denuded surface of the present. The
Raniganj group diminishes in thickness in the other fields to the west
ward, and appears to be represented by groups of different mineral charac
ter beyond the limits of the Damodar drainage.
As a general rule, the Raniganj beds are conformable to the ironstone
shales, but the higher group oversteps the lower, and rests on the Bara
kars, in the Bokdro coalfield, near Haza'riba'gh.
No animal remains have been found in the rocks of this group, but
plants are abundant and comprise nearly all those in the Barakar groups,
besides a number of species that are not known from any lower horizon.
The lithological distinction of the threefold division of the Damuda
series, and the overlying Pa"nchet group, which will be noticed further on,
has only been recognised with certainty in the coalfields of the Damodar
> Memtirs, III, 42, (1613).

\

* Memoirs, III, 46, (1863).
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valley. The Ritniganj and Pa'uchet groups have been recognised, palaionlologically, in south Rewa, though tliey have not been mapped, but in the
Mahanadi and GodaVari drainage areas the Barakars are overlaid by a
great series of beds which have been described in different areas by
various names.
In the Satpura ranges, south of the NarhadA, the lower Gondwa'na
beds, above the Barakars, have been divided into two groups,—the Motiir
and Bijori. 'I his area has not had the same attention paid to it as that of
Bengal, the Godavari valley, and Orissa, and the classification of the beds
ab'ove the Barakars must be regarded as purely provisional.
'Hie Motur group1 derives its name from a village of that name
s'tuated about 12 miles south-south-east of Pachmarhi, on the dividing
ridge between the valleys of the Denwa which runs into the Tawa,
a tributary of the Narbada1, and the Kanhctn, which is a tributary of
the Godtivari. The village is on the road from Badnur and Chhind"dra to I'achmarhi, and was at one time used as a sanitarium.
The beds of this group somewhat resemble the Pa'nchets of Bengal in
mineral character. They consist of thick, coarse, soft, earthy sandstones,
?rey and brown, sometimes with red and mottled clays and calcareous
nodules. Shales occur, but they are usually sandy and very rarely carbona
ceous. It is probable that the Motur group is uuconformable to the Baratars. No collections of fossils have hitherto been made from the beds of
Hie Motur horizon.
'I" he highest members of the Damuda series in the Sitpura region
are exposed in the upper Denwa valley, at the southern base of the
Mah a cleva or Pachmarhi hills. For the rocks of this horizon the name
°f 13 ijori has been proposed,2 from a small village rendered famous
by t»<i ing the locality whence the only distinctly vertebrate fossil, except
s, yet obtained from the Damuda series, was procured.
rocks of the Bijori horizon are characteristically Damudas, and
comprjse shales, occasionally carbonaceous, micaceous flags and sand
s'0 r^s.
"Nothing definite is known of the relations between the Bijori and Motur
s, nor has the thickness of either been determined, but the greater
of the 3,000 to 4,000 feet of beds, intervening between the
Motiir beds and the base of the Pachmarhi sandstone, may be assigned
to the Bijori group.
The most important fossil hitherto found in the Bijori beds is the
specimen already referred to, which is the skeleton of a Labyrinthodont
allied to Arc/iego.\aurui, described by Mr. Lydekkcr under the name of
Kjeritnsis. *
, X. 161, (1873).
, X, J 59. (1873).

* Pal. Indita, series iv, I, pt. 4, (1885).
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Resides tlie labyrintliodont, the following plants have been identi
fied :->
EaUISETACE* —

Scliieoneura gondwanensii.
Vertebraria indica.
Trizygin sfeciosa.

FiLiCES,--contd.
Glossojitcris damudicii.
„
retifera.
„
angnsti/olia .
Gangamoftteris, sp.

FlLICES—

Dicksoitia, sp.
Glossopteris communis.

CONIFER* —

Samarofsit, cf. parvula.

The general facies of this flora corresponds best with that of the
Raniganj group in Bengal, with which it may be correlated in a general
way, as long as exact contemporaneity of origin is not asserted.
In the Goddvari valley, and in Chhatisgarh and western Orissa, the
beds which overlie the Barakar group have been described under the
names of Kamthi and Hingir, respectively, but in spite of some mincralogical differences, the two seem to represent each other so closely that
they may be united under the first mentioned and older name.
The name Kamthi is derived from the military station so called,
twelve miles north-east of Na'gpur, and the station again derives its name
from a village on the opposite side of the Kanhan river, where there is a
famous quarry which has yielded a large number of fossils. The term
Hingir is derived from a zaminddri of that name situated north of
Sambalpur.1
The typical KSmthJ rocks consist of conglomerates, grits, sand
stones, shales, and clays. The conglomerates contain pebbles of quartz.
The grits are sometimes hard and silicious, so much so as to be quarried
for quernstones, but usually they are soft and argillaceous. They
are frequently stained by iron, and are often intersected by hard ferruginous bands of a dark brown colour. The sandstones are of every
shade of colour, and vary greatly in character. They comprise fine grained
micaceous beds, white in colour, with blotches and irregular streaks of red,
and one of the most characteristic beds of the formation is a very fine
argillaceous sandstone, hard, massive, and homogeneous, resembling a
shale in structure, except that it exhibits no trace of lamination, yellow in
colour below the surface, but becoming red when exposed. It passes into
red shale. Another characteristic bed is a hard grey grit or sandstone,
ringing under the hammer and breaking with a conchoidal fracture. The
clays are red or green in colour, and chiefly prevail in the upper portions
of the group.
These typical beds, with the exception of the clays, are chiefly de
veloped near Na'gpur. Elsewhere the Kamthis consist mainly of soft, porous
3 Rteords, VIII, 112, (1875).
' fill. Indica, series xii, III, pt. ", 17, (1880).
" Rtcord*, IV, 50, (iS;!); Uinwirs, IX, 305, (1872).
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sandstone, brown or white in colour, and conglomeratic in places, often
with hard, ferruginous bands, and a few red shales. Here and there,
however, a band of one of the characteristic rocks is met with towards the
base of the formation.
The chief peculiarity, which distinguishes the Kamthf group from the
Ranfganj and Bijori groups, is the absence of carbonaceous markings. In
other Damuda groups, with the exception of the ironstone shales, the
remains of plants generally retain a portion of their original carbon, but
this appears very rarely to be the case amongst the Kamthfs.
The thickness of the Kamthi group has not been determined, but it is
undoubtedly considerable, probably 5.000 to 6,000 feet at least. The beds
belonging to this group generally appear conformable to the Barakars,
but it is extremely doubtful if the conformity is more than apparent, for
the Kimthi beds overlap the Barakars in a most irregular manner, and
the break in conformity between the two is well marked in places. The
Hingir beds, both near Sambalpur and in the Talcher coalfield, certainly
rest unconformably in places on the Barakar group.1
The fossil plants of the Kamthi group comprise the following species :s
D.
D.

Phyllotheca indica.
Verlebraria indica.
Pecopterts, sp.
L). P. Closiopleris communis,
D . P.
„
indica.
D.
„
broisiniana.
D.
>,
damudica.
strict*.

Glossopteris mnsccfulia.
,, leftoneura.
Gang.imopteris hughesi.
Aitgiopteridium, cf. marclellandi.
D. Macrotceniopteris dan&oides,
D.
„
feddnii.
Naggerathiopsis hislopi.

In the foregoing list the letter D prefixed to the name of a species
signifies that it is also found in the Damuda series of Bengal, and the
leiter P that the same species is known from the Pdnchet group. Of the
former, all are found in the Rdnfganj group, but not all in the lower groups,
one species Angiopteridium macclellandi has been found in the Rajmahdl
group of the upper Gondwa'nas. The character of the flora would lead us
to regard it as homotaxial with the Rdniganj group or possibly newer.
In the neighbourhood of Ma*ngli, a small deserted village lying at
the northern extremity of the Wardha Gondwcina basin, about fifty miles
south of Nagpur and thirty-five north-west of Chanda, some quarries have
long existed, from which a very fine red and yellow sandstone is obtained
and employed in building, chiefly for ornamental purposes and for carv
ings. The stone is precisely similar to that of Silewada and other
typical exposures of the Kdmthi group, near Nagpur, and the coarser
associated sandstones of Manyli differ in no way from the ordinary Kamthi
grits.
1 Records, VIII, 113, (1875).

«/>„/. Indiea, series xii, III. pt. ii, 19, (1880).
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The quarries of M^nglt have become well known by name to Indian
geologists, and even to those of other countries, having furnished to
Mr. Hislop the first Labyrinthodont amphibian fossil (hrachiops lalicef>s]
detected in India ' They have also yielded a species of Estheria and a
few plant remains. The latter are so poor that very little dependence can
be placed upon their determination. One is believed to be coniferous, and
lias been referred to Palissya ;2 another is a stem of
a fern. T he species of Estheria has been named
E. tiiangaliensis by Rupert Jones.8 A smaller
variety closely resembles the Estheria found in
the Panchet group of Bengal and may be identical,
but the identification is not quite certain, as
the Pinchet fossil is so poorly preserved that
Fig. ii.--Estheria ma ngnii- some . of the specific
characters, depending
upon
rust's, Rupert Jones (enlarged
.'
*
r
3 diameters).
the microscopical texture of the shell, cannot be
ascertained.
The uppermost beds of the lower Gondwanas in the S^tpura range have
been distinguished under the name of Almod from a village at the south
base of the Pachmarhi escarpment. The rocks consist of sandstones with a
few carbonaceous shales, from which no fossils have been obtained. Their
relations to the groups above and below require further investigation. No
unconformity has been traced and their sole importance comes from their
position between the Mahidevas and Damudas, and the consequent pos
sibility of their representing the Panchets of Bengal.
The term Panchet was originally applied to two groups of beds in
the Rdniganj coalfield.*
It is now restricted to the lower of these
groups, the upper Piinchets of the Ddmodar valley being referred to
an upper Gond \v4na age, and ascribed to the Mah<ldeva series. The
name was derived from an important zamindaVi, which still com
prises a large tract in the southern portion of the Raniganj coalfield and
formerly included much more, and the same name is that of a large hill,
the basal portion of which consists entirely of Panchet beds.
The great mass of this group consists of thick beds of coarse felspathic
and micaceous sandstones, often of a white or greenish white colour, with
bands of red clay from a few inches to twenty feet in thickness. The felspar,
in the sandstones, is occasionally undecomposed, which is never the case in
1 See Quart. Jour. Geol. So:., X, 472,
(1854); XI, 37, ('855)- FeUtmantel, Records, X, 26, (1877). The
identification seems doubtful, for Sir Charles
Bunbury suggested the possibility of the same

stem belonging to the Lyco;iod aceous genus
Knorria.
' Pal. Soc., Mem. Foss. Esth ri:e, p. ;8,
(1862'.
* Memoirs, III, 30, la*), 132, etc., (1863).
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the Damudas. (,'onglomeratic beds sometimes occur in the upper portion
of the group, but they are not common. At the base of the group grey
and greenish grey sand>tones and shales are usually found in very thin
beds, and often highly micaceous. In places the greenish micaceous
clays are met with higher in the group.
The Pinchet rocks are distinguished from the typical Damudas by the
presence of red clay and the absence of carbonaceous shales, and by the
sandstone being, as a rule, much more micaceous.
But rocks of the
Pdnchet character are found in parts of India interstratified with the
Damudas, as in the Motur group.
The thickness of the present group in the DJmodar valley nowhere
exceeds about 1,800 feet. It rests with slight, but distinct, unconformity
upon the denuded surface of the Rdniganj group, and in some places the
PAnchets completely overlap that group and rest upon lower beds, the
unconformity being most marked in the Bokdro coalfield. Fragments of
coal and shale, apparently derived from the Damudas, have occasionally
been found in the conglomerates of the Pclnchet group.
The most important remains of animals hitherto found in the lower
Gondwa'na rocks have been derived from the Pinchets. In the upper
portion of the group there is, in the Raniganj coalfield, a well marked
conglomeratic band containing reptilian and amphibian bones. These are
isolated from each other and sometimes slightly rolled The specimens
obtained have been examined and described by Prof. Huxley and Mr.
Lydekker1 and comprise the following forms, besides a few others whose
affinities are doubtful. The plants \\ere described by the late Dr.
Feistmantel.* A dagger in the following list indicates species also found
in the Damudas : —
ANIMALIA.
PLANTVE.
AMPHIBIA —
EaUISKTACK.fi—
Labynnthodoruia—
Gonioglyptits longirostris.
„
liuxlevi.
Glyptognathiis ffigilis.
Pachygo»ia inciirviita.
REPTILIA—

Dicynodontia—
nicynodon orientalis.
Ptychosingum (PtycliOgnatlitis) orien
tale.
Dinosauria—
Epicamofdon (Ankistrodon) indicus.
CRUSTACEA—
Estheria mati?aliensis (?).
1 Pal. Indica, series iv.
Vertcbrata.

Indian preterliary

t Schizoneiira goinlwan.'nsis.
t Vertebraria indlca.
FIUCES —
Pe~opteris concinna.
Cyclop/en's (?) pacltyrhaca.
Thinnfelilia, cf. oJontopteroides.
Oltandridium, cf. stmioiieuron.
t Glossrpteiis communis.
t
„
indica.
t
„
damudica.
~
„
angustifolia.

CYCADEACEJB—
Scales.
CONIPER/E—
t Samnropsis, cf. parvt<l,i.
2 Pal Indica, seri;s xii, III, pt. ii, pp. ">i
(1880).
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II.—THE UPFI-R GONDWANA SERIES.
The unfossilifcrous beds of the lower part of the upper Gondwdnas
have, in the more recent publications of the Geological Survey, been
generally referred to under the name of Mahadeva. This name, first
applied to the sandstune of the Pachmarhf hills,1 was subsequently extend
ed so as to comprise all the beds of the Saipura basin above the
Damudas of the lower Denwa valley, except the Jabalpur group, and
has u'timately come to be a convenient, because indefinite, term
to apply to the soft sandstones and conglomerates, of obscure stratigraphical position, seldom containing any fossils except fragments of
carbonised wood, which there is good reason to believe belong to the
lower part ot the upper Gondwdnas, though they cannot be assigned with
certainty to any particular horizon.
The Mahadeva rocks consist chiefly of very thick massive beds of
coarse sandstone, grit, and conglomerate. These are frequently ferrugin
ous, or marked with ferruginous bands, as in the Kdmthis. They are asso
ciated with clays, and occasionally with bands of impure earthy lime
stone. The sandstones form higli ranges of hills, and often weather into
vertical scarps of great height, forming conspicuous cliffs that contrast
strongly with the black precipices of the Deccan traps and the rounded
irregular masses of the more granitoid melamorphic rocks.
In the typical area of the Satpura region the Mahddeva rocks attain
a thickness of at least 10,000 feet, nine-tenths of which consist of coarse
sandstone, grit, and conglomerate. 1 hey appear to be unconformable to
the underlying Damudas, as the series overlaps the upper members of
the lower Gondwana series.
In the Satpura region the Mahadeva formation has been subdivided
into three groups,— the Bagra, Denwa, and Pachmarhf,— each of which re
quires a few remarks.
'] he name of the Pachmarhi8 group is derived from a village on the top
of the hills of the same name, and the site of a sanitarium. The group con
sists of massive sandstone, whitish or brownish in colour, usually soft, often
containing small subangular pebbles, and occasionally intersected by hard
ferruginous bands. As a rule, the stratification is obscure, oblique lami
nation being common, and the different beds of which the group is
composed exhibit great irregularity in superposition and often overlap each
other. The hard ferruginous partings are most irregularly interspersed
throughout the mass, usually as thin beds, though not always perfectly
parallel to the planes of stratification. Sometimes the impregnation with
iron is confined to pipes or nodules. Fragments of these ferruginous bands
1 Jour. As. Sac. Beng., XXV, 252, (1856) ; I
Memoirs, II, 183, 315, (1860).
J

* Memoirs, X, 155, (1873).
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are often scattered in quantities over the surface, and serve to distinguish
the outcrop of the Pachmarhi group from those of the underlying beds.1
The Pachmarhi group comprises, where thickest, 8,000 feet out of the
10,000 found in the Mahadevas of the Sdtpura hills.
The middle group of the Sdtpura Mahddevas is named " after a
stream which rises on the south side of the Pachmarhi range and,
turning round the eastern end of the ridge, forms its northern boundary
throughout, falling finally into the Tdsva. The course of this stream,
north of the Pachmarhf hills, is the area of the Denwa rocks, which,
presenting a marked contrast to the massive Pachmarhi sandstone, are
principally composed of soft clays, pale greenish yellow and bright red,
mottled with white in colour, forming thick beds interstratified with
discontinuous and subordinate bands of white sandstone, and very rare
courses of earthy limestone. The sandstones are locally conglomeratic.
In short, in mineral character the Denwa rocks are a repetition of theMoti'ir group in the middle of the Damuda series, and resemble the
Pdnchets of Bengal.
The thickness of these beds in the Denwa valley is about 1,200 feet.
They appear in places to pass into the underlying group, although they
are qui.te distinct in the typical area.
The Denwa group is the only one which can be correlated to those
of other parts of India on palseoutological grounds. Vertebrate remains
have been found in it, and more abundant!) in south Rewd, which show
that it is the equivalent of the better known Kota-Maleri group of the
Godavari valley. The name is consequently one which will probably drop
out of use as the relations of the rock groups are more completely
worked out.
The uppermost group was named Bagra8 from a hill fcrt built upon it,
where the river Tavva cuts its way through a spur of the Sdtpura hills,
south-east o( Hoshangdbdd. It is largely composed of conglomerates,
often coarse, frequently with a deep red sandy matrix. It is more
calcareous than the other Mahadeva groups, and bands of calcareous sands
and clays and limestones, sometimes dolomites, are of frequent occurrence.
The group is very irregular in composition. The greatest thickness does
not exceed 600 to 800 feet, and in places it overlaps the Denwa shales
and rests directly on the Pachmarhi sandstones.
The generally unfossiliferous nature of the Mahddeva beds, their soft
ness and case of weathering, render their recognition with certainty a
matter of difficulty. In the coalfields of the Ddmoclar valley some soft
pebbly sandstones, which were formerly regarded as upper Pdnchet, are now
1 It should not be frrgotlrn that similar
ferruginoua layers are found in the K5mth!s.

» Memoirs, X, IS3,
* Afemoiis, X, 150, (1873)
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regarded as very probably Mahadevas. Their iclations to the underlying
rocks are difficult to make out, the junctions being greatly obscured ty
pebbles and detritus derived from the newer grits, but there appears to be
some unconformity.
In the Talcher field and in Chhatisgarh the uppermost soft pebbly sand
stones are believed to be Mahadevas, but have not been coloured as upper
Gondwdnas on the accompanying map, as their age has not been satisfac
torily established, and the outcrops are small.
Maha'deva sandstones are found in the Narbada1 valley, running out
from under the scarp of the Deccan trap at BaY\\ai,' and further west
certain sandstones, underlying the cretaceous of the Narbadd valley, are
probably of Mahadcva age, but as they have been held to be cretaceous
the question of their age will be discussed when dealing with that
system.*

In the Rajmahal hills the lower Gondwanas are overlaid by a thick
band of coarse sandstone, which was at first associated with the overlying
beds, but has since been separated, as it is unconformable to them. It is
lithologically very similar to some beds in the Damodar valley, which arcbelieved to be of upper Gondwana age, and possibly is a representative
of them.
The Dubrajpur group, as this band of sandstones and conglomerates
is called, takes its name from a village3 in the Rajmahal hills, situated
about forty miles north by east of Suri. The component beds are sand
stones of several varieties, grits and conglomerates, for the most part ferru
ginous. Fine grained beds are not common, although shaly sandstones
are occasionally met with. Most of the coarser beds are ferruginous, and
one form of conglomerate, of frequent occurrence, consists of quartz
pebbles in a ferruginous matrix. A precisely similar bed is found in the
supposed Mahddeva beds of the Damodar valley.
Along the western scarp of the Rijmahal hills the rocks of the Dubrajpur
group rest partly upon the Damudas and partly upon the metamorphic
rocks, the Damudas (Bardkars) being repeatedly overlapped by the
Dubrajpur beds in a manner which shows the two to be quite unconformable. The greatest thickness of the Dubrajpur group in the Rajmaha'larea
does not exceed about 450 feet. Some specimens of a cycadeaceous plant
(Ptilophyllum] were once found near the southern extremity of the hills
in the uppermost beds underlying the Rajmahal trap, but there is some
little doubt as to whether the fossiliferous band may not belong to ^he
Rajmahal series itself.
* Records, VIII, 73, (1875).
» Infra, p. 253.

I 3 Pal. Indica, series ii, I. t. ([863):
' Memoits, XIII, 198, (1877).
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"i lie Rajmahal series derives its name from a range ol hills in Bengal,
extending north and south from the Ganges to the neighbourhood of
Suri
in Birbhum, and, unlike the other members of the Gondwa'na
syst«j m is confined to the neighbourhood of the eastern margin of the
lndi.£».«i Peninsula. Some species of fossil plants, identical with Rdjmahdl
forms, have been found in other localities, but they are either isolated, or
ass«c: iated with plants belonging to a different flora.
I 11 its typical locality the kajmahdl group of the Ra'jmaha'l series con
sists of a succession of basaltic lava flows or traps with interstratifications
of si i ale and sandstone. The sedimentary bands are held to have been
deposited in the intervals of time which elapsed between the volcanic out
bursts, by the circumstance that the different bands of shale and sandstone
difTe r from each other in mineral character, and also that the upper surface
of th^ shaly beds has sometimes been hardened and altered by the contact
of tlje overlying basalt, whilst the lower surface is never affected. '1 he
se<iiinentary bands are chiefly composed of hard white and grey shale,
K oi-» aceous sliale, white and grey sandstone, and hard quartzose grit.

Fig. 12. — Radiating col-mnar trap, Rajmahdl hills.

The trap recks are all dark coloured doleriles. They vary in character
from a fine grained, very tough and hard rock (anamesite), ringing under
the hammer, and wich the edges of its fracture almost as sharp as those
of a quartzite, to a comparatively soft, coarsely crystalline basalt. The
latter usually contains olivine in large quantities. Many of the trap rocks
'Jour. As. Snc. Ben/}., XXIII, 2fi.1, ' 203, (1877) ; Pal. Ind., senes r, I, i, (1863).
(185.1); Mtmoirs, II, 313, (1860); XIII
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are amygdaloidal, the enclosed nodules usually containing some form of
quartz, either agate, chalcedony, or rock crystal. Occasionally, but less
frequently, zeolites are found, stilbite being the commonest, natrolite less
abundant, and analcime has also been detected. It is not usual to find the
cavities lined with green earth, as is so frequently the case amongst the
amygdaloids of the Deccan trap. The basaltic flows above the sediment
ary bands are, as a rule, compact.
Very little light is thrown on the source of the basaltic rocks by any
observations within the Rajmahal area. Dykes are rare, and there is only
one instance known of an intrusive mass which may mark the site of an
old volcanic outburst. This is about 22 miles south south-east of Colgong
on the Ganges, close to a place called Simra, where a group of small coni
cal hills occurs, composed of pinkish trachyte, porphyritic in places, and
surrounded by Damuda rocks. The surface of the ground is much ob
scured by superficial deposits, but there appears good reason for suppos
ing that the core of a volcanic vent is here exposed. It appears not an
unfrequent occurrence that the later outbursts from a volcano are more
silicious than earlier eruptions, and that a volcanic core, even when the
lava flows have been doleritic, should itself prove trachytic, when exposed by
denudation. This may be due to the solution of the highly silicious melamorphic rocks through which the outburst took place by the molten lava
remaining in the fissure after the eruption, and the consequent conversion
of that lava from a basic into an acid rock.
Trap dykes and intrusions, believed to be of Rajmahal age, are
abundant in the coalfields of the Damodar valley, and both dykes and cores
of basalt are common in the portion of Birbhum lying south-west of the
Rajmahal hills It is possible that the principal vents lay in this direction,
or they may have been in the region now covered by the Ganges alluvium.
The difficulty of determining the original source of eruptive rocks will be
again illustrated in the case of the Deccan traps.1
The bedded basaltic traps of the Rajmahal hills, with their associated
sedimentary beds, attain a thickness of at least 2,000 feet, of which the
non-volcanic portion never exceeds 100 feet in the aggregate. They rest
with general parallelism on the grits and coarse sandstones of the
Dubrajpur group, but nevertheless several instances of overlap take place,
1 Some doubt still attaches to (he deter
mination of the true age of the Rajmahal
traps. Delailed examination has shown that
a close lithological resemblance exists be
tween them and the Demean trap1* ; Records,
XX, 104, (1887)1 XXII, 226, (.889). This
is not, however, in itself Sufficient to prove
(heir contemporaneity. On the other hand
the examination of the stratigrnphical rela

tions of these traps in the field cannot be said
to have been so close as to preclude the pos
sibility that the supposed interbedded traps
are really intruded along the planes of bed
ding. The correlation of ihe Kajmahal traps
with the Sylhct traps is an important point,
as (if it is correct) the former must be
older than the Duccan trap period.
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and, in one locality at least, there is evidence of the Dubrajpur beds having
been denuded before the deposition of the Rajmaha1! group.
From the extent of the area throughout which these dykes are de
veloped, conclusions may be drawn as to the original limits of the volcanic
action coincident with the period of deposition of the RdjmahcU group.
The number of trap dykes gradually diminishes in the coalfields of the
[lamodar valley from east to west, until finally, in the Karanpur3 field
south-west of Hazdribdgh, volcanic intrusions disappear almost entirely,
and none appear to be known further west, until basaltic dykes of different
age, which apparently are contemporaneous with the much newer
Deccan trap, make their appearance. Outside of the coalfields it is
difficult to distinguish the dykes belonging to the Rajmahal period from
older eruptions, but there is not the same abundance of extensive basaltic
intrusions in southern Monghyr, Hazaribagh. and Chutia N3gpur as in
Birbhum. So far as can be judged, the region immediately north of the
Kaniganj coalfield was one of the foci of eruption and it is far from im
probable that the bedded traps of the Rajmahal hills had originally a
considerable extension to the south-west and south, though, as no single
outlier has been preserved, it is impossible to feel aiire of the inference.
There is, however, considerable probability that a large tract in the
Damodar valley, including the whole Raniganj field may have been once
covered with bedded traps.
The great difference of age between the K.ljm.-ih.ll group on the
one hand and all the lower (JondwcLna rocks, including the Damudas
and P^nchets, on the other, is well illustrated by the change in the
flora and by the very much greater amount of disturbance to which the
Damuda rocks have been subjected. The Rajmahal traps are almost
horizontal, and no faults have been observed in them, while the dykes
which abound in the Rdniganj field,and are almost certainly of Rajmahil
age, are newer than the faults of the coalfield.
By far the greater part of the Rajmahal fossils have been obtained
from two bands of fine grained whitish or greyish shales —the upper 25
to 30 feet thick, the lower 10 to 15,— separated from each other by
lava flow, and having other beds of trap, with intercalations of sandstone
and shale, above and below.
The following is a list1 of those hitherto described from this group : —
Equisttum rajiiM/ialense.
FILICES—
Spheiiopteris aiguta.

Fll.lCRs, —rontil.
Sphtnopteris hislupi.
„
meiiibranitsn.
Dicksoniii bindritbnnensis.

1 The list is taken from O. Feistmantel,
Pal. Indica, series 11,1,143, (1877). In the
ease of Thinnfcldia solidfolia, Dietyozamites
fnlt.itus and Echinostrobus in die us, the

original specific names have be?n restored in
place of P. indica D. intiicus and K. raimahalensis, as there does not src:n to be sufli.
cient reason for the change.
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FILICES —lontd
Hym 'noph yllit.'s I'unburyantis.
Cyclcipteris olihami.
Thinnfeldia Siilicifolia.
Alethopteris indica.
Asplenites miicroctirpus.
Pecopteris lobnta
Gleichenin bin irabiinensis.
Angioptrridunn macdeUandi. •
„
tfiutlitilntum.
,,

ensi'a.

Ifacrotirniepttrii iita.
„

crassineri'is.

„

OVlltil.

„
morrifi,
Dan<ro[>sis rajmahalmsis.
Pleropliyllum
„
„
„
„
•

distnns.
carteriiiniim.
mo'risianum.
medlicotti \ninn.
princeps.
crassum.
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i — coiitii.
Pterofhyllnni rajmahaltnst.
„
fssum.
„
cf. propinqtuiirt.
Zamites proxiiiius.
Ptilophyllum aciiUfolium.

„
ctitcnens'.
Otozamites bengalentis.
abbreviatus.
Diet \osamite* fnlciitus.
Cycaditcs confcrtus.
„
rojmalin/ensis.
Cyc'iiltiiOi'tirpiis rajmnhn
Williamsonia microps.
Ptilophyllum cf. W. gi\'<is.
CONIFERJE —

Palissya indica
„
conferta.
Chirolepis gracilis.
Cunningltamites dubiosiii.
Echinostrobus indicits.

The first thing which must strike any one in looking over the above
list is the great change in forms of life between the upper and lower
Gondwana series, so far as we are yet acquainted with them. It is
highly probable that intermediate beds may hereafter be found, but for the
present there seems to be, in Bengal at least, just as great a break in the
flora as in the stratigraphy, The most striking distinction is that the
prevalent forms in the lower Gondwanas are Equiselacese and ferns of the
Glossopteris type, Cycadeacex being rare, whilst in the upper Gondwanas,
and especially in the Rajmahal group, Cytadeacex prevail, their individual
abundance being so great that they frequently form the mass of the
vegetation In fact, the cycads, and especially Ptilophyllum acutifolium
are just as abundant and characteristic in the Rajmahal group, as
Glossopteris and Vertebraria are in the Damudas.
The Rajmahal beds are represented along the east coast by a series of
small outliers, most of them too small to deserve detailed notice here, which
are interesting, as they appear to comprise some rock groups of later age
than the Rajmahal, and contain marine fossils associated with the plants.
The most northerly of these is the Athgarh basin, a tract of sandstone,
some twenty miles long from north to south, and eighteen miles from east
to west close to the town of Cuttack, on the western margin of the alluvial
plain. Some carbonaceous shale, occurring in the lower portion of the
sandstones, has been supposed to indicate the presence of Barakar beds,
but no Damuda fossils have been found. The relations of the remaining
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part of the rocks are very obscure, and they were believed to be of Kdmtlii
age till the discovery of characteristically Rajmahdl fossils in them.1
On the right bank of the Goda'vari, near Thalapudi, about
ten miles above Rajamahendri, a well marked belt of upper Gondwdna
beds commences, which extends for sixty miles, from the Goda'vari to be
yond Golapilli west of Ell ore. The width of this belt varies from ten to
fifteen miles. There is a general dip to south-east or east-south-east at 5°
to 10°, and the beds rest unconformably, throughout a considerable portion
°f their area, upon various members of the Kdmthf group, but they
overstep this group, both to the east and west, and rest upon a sloping
'°or of gneiss, which has the appearance of a plane of marine denuQation formed after the deposition of the Kamthi rocks, as the latter
rest upon a much more uneven surface of the metamorphic formations.
This appearance of resting upon a surface which had been fashioned
by denudation after the deposition of the lower Gondwana beds, quite
agrees with the peculiar distribution of the Rajmahal group and its
associates, which evidently were accumulated in a distinct area from
that in which the Gondwana beds of the Godavari valley were deposited.
To the south-east the upper Gondwdna beds of the Ellore area disappear
beneath the Cuddalore sandstones and the alluvial deposits of the
Goda'vari delta, except west of Rajamahendri, where the Gondwanas are
covered by outliers of the Deccan traps.
The rocks of the Ellore area are peculiarly interesting, because they
appear to contain representatives of groups higher than the Rajmah.ils,
associated with beds in which the typical Rajmahal flora is well preserved.
Dr. King, who surveyed the rocks of the Godavari district, classed the
upper Gondwana beds in three subdivisions, thus distinguished in de
scending order :*
, Tripetty sandstones.
2. Ragavapuram shales.
3. Golapilli sandstones.

The Golapil'i sandstones consist of brown and red sandstones and
conglomerates which form a broad plateau near Golapilli, capped by
conglomerates and gravels, probably belonging to the Cuddalore
sandstones.
The following plant fossils have been obtained from the Golapilli
beds :—»
FlLlCES—

Alet/topteiis iuTiicn.
Pccopttris macrocarpa.

FILICES,- contci.
AngiofteridiiiHi eusis.
ipaihtilatum.

' Feistmantel, Record*, X, 68, (i 77); Pal. I * Recotds, X, 56, (1880) ; Memoirs, XVI,
Indict, seiies xii, I, 187, (1879).
«". (»889)I * Pal. Indica, sc.ies ii I, i6j, (1877).
N 2
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CYCADEACE* —
Plilophyllum ficutifolium,
cutchense.
Dictyosamites indicus.
carterinnitm.
ki'-giamtiH.
distaiif,
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Willianisonia gig'S.

P-dissya conferta.
„
in/icu.
Cheiroiepis, cf . muensttfi.
AriiwCiirirgs macrofterus.

All the abovo, with the exeption of Ptsrophyllum kingianuin, the
Cheiroiepis and Araucaiites macropteru^ are characteristic Rajmahal
forms.
Resting upon the Golapilli beds, in the neighbourhood of Ellore, there
is found a thin band of white and buff shales, having a few interstratifications of sandstones towards the base, not more than 100 feet thick. No
unconformity has been detected between these shales and the Golapi'li
sandstones, but there appears to be some difference in the flora, for, while
the plants of the Golapilli standstones are all Rajmahal forms, except a
few species peculiar to the beds, the flora of the overlying shales com
prises, in addition to several forms common to the beds below, a few
species allied to Jabalpur plants. The shales have been called Ragavapuram, from a village situated about twenty-six miles north-north. east of
Ellore. A list of the plants will be found in the tabular statement on
page 183.
With the plants are some marine shells, chiefly casts, amongst which
are some Ammonites, apparently allied to middle Jurassic species, the
principal form being near A. opts, but distinguished by having the ribs
simple throughout. A. opis belongs to the subgenus Stephanoceras, and
to the group of A. macrocephalus, and is found in the Chari and Katrol
beds of Cutch (callovian and oxfordian). Besides the ammonites, Leda>
Peclen, Gervillia, etc., occur, the Leda being especially common and
characteristic.
Above the shales just noticed there is another thin band of dark brown
and red sandstones and conglomerates, chiefly ferruginous, with silicious
and argillaceous bands, and beds of concretionary clay ironstone named
from a pagoda called Chinna (little) Tirupati fTripetty), which stands
upon a scarp composed of them, about twenty miles north-north-east of
Ellore. Towards the bottom these sandstones become softer and less
ferruginous. In the main area, near Ellore, these Tripetty beds are only
40 feet in thickness.
The Tripetty beds in the main area have only yielded fossil wood,
but from some outlying patches, near Innaparazpalayam about twenty-four
miles north by east of Coconada, supposed to belong to the same band, Dr.

. vnj
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King obtained two Triaoni-se,— 7". smeei and T. •veittricosa, — both of \\liich
are characteristic of the Umia beds of Cutcli.
The sequence of upper Gondwdna beds in the neighbourhood of Ellore
15 very instructive. Tlie whole series rests unconformably on the Kdmthis
(lo\ver Gondwina), and althougli the whole tliickness of the upper Gondwiiia series is trifling, apparently not exceeding 200 or 300 feet, it comPrises representatives of the Rcljrnahal and Umia groups, and of an inter"'^'ate formation. Yet these thin bands exhibit no marked unconformity.
f e twiddle group is overlapped at both ends, it is true, but there is no sign
o
important break. It is clear that the country must have undergone
^y Vttle disturbance in the interval between the deposition of the diffeiCX\t groups, and, judging from this instance, it is impossible to argue from
the small amount of discordance between successive subdivisions of the
GondwJlna series, that the period of time which elapsed between the differ
ent groups was of small amount. No notice would, in all probability, have
been taken of the distinctions between the different beds at Ellore, but
for the fossils, and many similar subdivisions might be practicable in such
groups as the K.imtln" or Pachmarlu if the stiata were fossiliferous.
Soulh of the Kistna river Mr. Foote has detected a threefold division
of the Gondwana beds, similar to that of the Ellore region, and has distin
guished the groups seen near Ongole as follows : — l
3. Pdvulur sandstones.
2. Vemavaram shales
i. Budavada sandstones.

Besides numerous remains of marine organisms, not yet determined,
which have been obtained from the two lower groups, the VemaVaram
shales have yielded a tolerably rich flora of a type similar to those of the
Ragavapuram and Sripermatur groups. To avoid needless repetition of
names and to exhibit more clearly the relationships of the flora of these
groups, they have been combined in the tabular statement on page 183, from
which it will be seen that nearly half the R:igavapuram species are also
tound iu the Vemivaram beds, and that the relationship of the floras to
those of the Rajmahal and Jabalpur groups is very similar in each case.
It is, therefore, tolerably certain that the similarity of grouping of the beds in
tlie two areas is not merely accidental, but that the three groups in each
region are respectively equivalents of each other.
The only Vemdvaram fossil, apart from the plant remains, which has been
determined, is a macrurous crustacean regarded by Dr. Feiotmantel * as
'•Werners, XVI, 69, (:88o).
* Keto,ds, X, 193, (1877). The locality is
tlwregiven by mistake as Sripermatur. The

correct locality ij given by Mr. FooiP in Mr*
moiis, XVI, 63, (1879),
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probably identical with the liassic Eryon barroviensis. There are, however,
some important differences which make the specific identity of the two
forms doubtful.
The upper Gondwana beds near Madras are divided into two groups,'
the lower of which has been named from Sripermatur, a town 25 miles
west-south-west of Madras and a well known locality for fossil plants.
The group is composed of white shales, containing plants, associated with
sandstones, grits and micaceous sandy shales. Corglomerates occur, espe
cially towards the base, where they are coarse and occasionally contain
boulders of great size, but all the conglomerates are loose in texture and
not compact. A boring recently put down at Place's garden near Madras
lias penetrated beds of carbonaceous shale, overlapped at the surface,
which have raised hopes of finding \vorkable coal. It is not at present
known whether these belong to an outlier of the lower Gondwanas or not.
It is in the Sripermatur shales that the fossils of the group are found.
They consist of both animals and plants. The shells are ill preserved and
have not been determined. They comprise two or three species of Amtnoniies and several lamellibranch bivalves. The Cephalopoda were regard
ed by Dr. Waagen * as resembling neocomian rather than Jurassic forms,
but the species cannot be determined, owing to the poor state of preserv
ation, too much weight must not be attached to the opinion, though
it is of interest in connection with the resemblance between the Rajmahal
series and the Uitenhage series of South Africa, now regarded as neo
comian in age. The occurrence of Iri^onia stneei and T, vent/-tcosa,bo\.\\
South African Uitenhage species in the outlier north of Coconadn, has
already been mentioned, and it is not necessary to make any further refer
ence to this subject here, as it will be more fully treated of in the next
chapter.
The Sripermatur group is overlaid by a set of beds of coarse compact
conglomerate, with intercalated sandstones and grits, which have been dis
tinguished as the Sattave'du group, from a series of moderately elevated
ridges of the same name, lying about thirty-five miles north-west of Madras.
Only imperfectly preserved plant remains have been obtained from the
JSattavedu beds. The junction with the Sripermatur beds is ill seen, the
groups appear to be conformable, and it is doubtful whether there is suffi
cient justification for the separation of the upper beds as a separate group.
The upper Gondwanas of the Trichinopoli district occur as narrow
outcrops along the western edge of the cretaceous beds, which they se
parate from the- gneissose rocks, being quite unconformable to both. The
1 Memoi,s X, 64, (1873).

|

* Pal. Indica, series ix, p. 236, (1875).
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Tabular Statement showing the distribution of the fossil plants of the
Ravavapuram, Vemavaram, Sriferwatiir groups, and Utaliir beds
<>/ the
series.
[t Signifies tliat the species is also found in tlic Rij nahal group* in ihc Jalulpui gcoup.

i 1

SrI!
iftrmntdr.

Kagavapuram.
VemAiaram.
•

1
FlLlCBS

Dichopleris ellorensis .
.
,
* Alfthopteris whittivensis
,,
indlca
....
PeCiipteris ftversa .
.
t Attgiopteridium sfat/tu/atum ,
,,
macclellandi
.
t Afacrolceniapteris otala (/) .
.
,

Aitonwzamites jungcns .
t

.

.,
fissits
...
Pternphytlumfostennum
.
,

...
••
...

u
42.

*

w
.

.

„

*
•X-

w

•X-

,
.

...

£

...
...
...

*

.

* Podozungitrs lanceolatus
.
.
,
„
t Ototamites alitreviatus .....

•X-

;

...
•Xjt.

•X,,

hislopi

.

...

.
*
*

t Ptil.tphjllum acutifolium
t
,,
cutchense ....
t Dictyotamiifs indicus ....
Cycjditts constrictus
,
.
CONIFKKA t Palitya confrrta
.....
t
„
indicii
...
„
jabalpurensis .....
* AtatiCiiiites Cutckensis ....
,.
taacropferus
.
fachypkyll urn peregr inum ....
.,
heteraphydum ....
t EMnoslrobus rajmahalinsis ....
,,
rhomticus
....
,,
fjr, nnsus
.....
* Taxites tenerrimus
....
,,
planus
.....
Gingko crassipes ....
1 /'«/. Ir.dica, scries ii, I, 199, (1879).

*

...
...
•X•X-

*
•X•Jfr

*
*
*
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•X•X-

*
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most important of the outcrops is that near Utatur, and the rocks consist
chiefly of soft sandy clays and micaceous shales, with sandstones and a
coarse conglomerate of rounded gneiss pebbles at the base.1
The Utatur outcrops are the most southerly known to be of Gondwdna
age, but Mr. Foote has recorded some exposures of shales and conglomer
ates in the Madura district which closely resemble the beds of the coastal
Gondwanas. No fossils were, however, found, so the identification is not
fully established.
Reference has already been made to the resemblance between the floras of
the Rngavapuram, Vema'varam.Sripermatur groups, and of the Utatur out
crops and, to save repetition, a separate list of fossils has not been given in
each case,but the whole united in the tabular statement on the previous page.
From this it will be seen that not only are there a certain number of forms
common to two or more of the groups, but that in each case the flora is
characterised by a large proportion of Rcijmaha'I species, and a much smaller
proportion of forms that are only known from the Jabalpur and Umia groups.
Apart from the presence of Jabalpur species, and species peculiar to these
outliers, their flora is distinguished from the true Kijm.ihal flora by the
absence of broad leaved Ta!niopteridese,3L.\\& the greater abundance of certain
forms, such as Anatopteridium spathulatum and Dictyozamites indica,
which though represented in the RajmahaU beds, are found only in a
smaller proportion.* The presence of the genus Macrotseniopteris in the
Utatur beds, and the smaller proportion of purely Jabalpur species, may show
that they are nearer in age to the Rajmahll group than the others, but,
with this possible exception, we may take the groups as being at any
rate approximately of the same age, intermediate between that of the
Kajmahdl and Jabalpur groups, as is shown in the tabular statement
on page 156.

In the Goddvari valley the principal representatives of the upper Gondwdnasare the Kota and Maleri groups, more commonly referred to as the
Kota-Maleri group, the name being derived fro.n those of two villages
long known to Indian geologists, the former by the discoveries of
lish teeth and fossil fish by Dr. Walker and Dr. Bell8 in 1851, the latter
by the late Revd. S. Hislop's discovery of reptilian bones.4 The village of
Koia is on the left bank of the Prdnhita or Waingangi, about 8 miles
>H. F. Blanford, Memoirs, IV, .19, ("863); | VIII, 230, (1858); IX. 351, (1853); X, 371,
R. B. Foote, Records, XI, 247, (1878).
(1854).
1 Pal. Indica, series ii, I, 199, (1879).
1 Quart. Jour. Ceol. Soc,, XX, 280, (1864).
1 Quart Jour. Ceol. Soc., VII, 272, (1851);
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above its junction with the Godavari. Maleri is about 32 miles north-west
of Sironchd
The combined group, usually spoken of as a whole, is slightly, but dis
tinctly, unconformable to the underlying Kimthfs, and is divided into two
subgroups, which were separately mapped by Dr. King.1 The lower, or
Maleri, consists essentially of bright red coloured clays, interbedded with
soft, light coloured and open textured sandstones subordinate in thickness
to the clays. The fossils are found in the red clays, coprolites being
much the most abundant ; besides them three species of Ceratodus and
two genera of reptiles, Byperodapedon and Parasuckus, have been
distinguished.
The Kota subgroup, which overlies the Maleii, consists principally of
coarse, loosely compacted sandstones, with some subsidiary bands of shale
nnd three very strong bands of limestone, from which all the animal remains
have been obtained, the few plants being all derived from sandstone
bands.
Though the distinction between these two subgroups is traceable in the
field, they are so closely associated that the fauna may be treated as a
whole and, as the few fossils of the Maleri subgroup have already been
mentioned, there will be no difficulty in separating them in the subjoined
ist of the fauna and flora of the combined group :—
A N I M A L I A.
PISCES.—contd.

CRUSTACEA—
Estheria kctahensii.
Candona kotalitnsis.
I XSECTA—
Undetermined —
PISCESLepidotus deccanensit.
„
longiceps.
„
bretiicepi.
„
pacliylepis.
„
calcaratus.
Tttragjnolepis oldliami.
,,
analis.

Tetragonolepisr ugosus.
Dapedius egertoni.
Ceratodus hunterianus.
„
liiflopiatius.
„
-vtrcpa.
REPTILIA —
Hyperodapedon huxleyi.
»
sp.
Pachygonia incurvata.
Bdoiion, sp.
Parasuchus hislopi,
Massosfondylus, sp.

FILICES—
Angiopteridiu m spath ulat u m.
CTCADEACEJE * t Ptilophyllum aciitifulinm.
Cycaditts, sp.

PLANTS.
CONIFERS.
t Palissya conferta.
*
„
jabalpurensii.
* t
»
indica.
t Cheirolepis, cf. muensteri.
* Araucarites cutchensis.

Memoirs, XVIII, 267, (1881).
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In the list an asterisk prefixed to a species shows that it is also known
from the Jabalpur group, a dagger that it is found in the Rajmahdl group of
the Rdjmahal hills, or, in the case of Cheirolepis muensteri, in the Golapilli
beds. With the exception of the last mentioned specks, all the plants are
found in the Sripermatur or some of the other groups of the same age on
the east coast. We may consequently regard the Kota-Maleii beds as
somewhat later in age than the Rajmahal group, and nearly equivalent to
the Sripermatur, though possibly somewhat newer.
The paleeontological relations of the animal remains will be treated in
the next chapter, and all that need be noted here is the occurrence of the
PcLncbet form Pachygonia incurvata. The animal is believed to be speci
fically,1 certainly generically, identical with that of the Panchet group, and
its presence here along with a flora which indicates a much newer age is
remarkable.
The discovery of animal remains in the Denwa group of the Satpuras
and south Rewa has been already noticed. In the former area they are
represented by scutes and vertebrae of Parasuchus and Mastodutisaurus,
in the latter by remains of two species of Hyperodapedon and Parasuchus.
The material is not sufficient for establishing those specific identifications
which would alone allow us to assign the groups to the same horizon, but
the resemblances are suggestive and the position of the Denwa group,
below the Jabalpur and separated from it by the Bagra group, places it
stratigraphically on very much the same horizon as is indicated by the plant
fossils of the Kota-Maleri group.

Resting on the Kota-Maleri beds is a group, which was separated by
Dr. King* under the name of Chikiala. from a village of that name situated
close to their boundary, though actually upon the Kota sandstones. They
extend along the eastern side of the GondwAna outcrop, with a width 01
eight to ten miles, for nearly seventy miles, from Rebni in the Wardha basin
to the reach of the Godavari below Enchapalli.
The group is composed of soft sandstones and heavy bands of conglo
merates of white quartz pebbles. Clay bands and seams of shale are fre
quent and the group is very ferruginous, the iron ore is collected and
worked into iron to a considerable extent.
The relations of this group to the Kota-Maleri are obscure, but there
appears to be a slight unconformity. It was believed by Dr. King, on
the ground of its lithological similarity, to represent the Tripetty sand
stones of the coastal region—a correlation which is not inconsistent with
its relations to the Kota-Maleri group.
Lydeliker, Rcco,ds, X, 34, (1877); XV,
25,

2 Memoirs, XVIII, 140, (1881).

i&ei hulopi

-Bracfcyphyllum mamtnillartf L. Sc R.

Otozamitea |racilu. Sehimp.

' -in.

Bracbyphyllum rnaramillarr^ L. t H.

Owzamitas hislopi. Oldb.

<:s Fstna.

PaU»ya mdica. Oldh.

Alethopteris medUattiana. Oldb.
Fodoxaouies

rar sp*tbuliLUS i'utm.

Caleau* Phototype Co.,

JABALPUR FOSSIL PLANTS.
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In the fiist account of the central portion of the Narbada valley,1 a
group of rocks was distinguished as ' upper Damuda.' It was, however,
pointed out at the time that this group was not only unconformable to
the Mower Damuda/ but that it contained a very different flora. When
a true upper Damuda group was subsequently found in the Raniganj coal
field, it became desirable to distinguish the Narbada beds by a different
name, and as they are well developed in the immediate vicinity of Jabalpur, they have been named from that town.
The Jabalpur group consists of clays, shales, and earthy sandstones,
with some thin beds of coal. The clays and soft shales, which are the
most characteristic beds of the formation, are pale coloured, usually white,
pale lavender grey, or pale red. The sandstones are generally coarse and
conglomeratic. Carbonaceous shales are met with in several places, and
occasionally one or more thin bands cf jet-coal, very different in character
from the real of the Damuda formation. Limestone is rare. At the base
of the formation, when resting upon gneissic rocks, there is frequently
found a coarse, compact sandstone, so hard and compact as almost to
resemble a quartzite. It is often conglomeratic, and the matrix containMiglhe pebbles consists of white earthy rock in a porcellanic condition.
Occasionally, but rarely, this bed is calcareous.
The thickness of the Jabalpur group does not appear to have been
determined with any accuracy. It is, however, of no great vertical extent,
and so far as is known nowhere exceeds 1,000 feet. The relations of
the Jabalpur group to the underlying Mahddevas have not been examined
in detail, but they appear to be generally conformable.
The following is a list of the fossils found in this group, those found
also in the Umia beds of l.'utch being marked with an asterisk, whilst those
met with in the Rijmahdl group are distinguished by a dagger*—
FILICES—
t Sbhenopteris, cf. nrguta.
Dick-onia, ff.
Alethafteris lobifolia.
„
mtdlicottiatta,
„

•whitbjensis.

Macrotaniopteris satpurensis.
Glossofteris. cf. communis.
is, so.
1 J. C,. Medlicut, Memoirs, \\, 178, (1800).
The Jabalpur formation was at this time not
clearly distinguished in places from the Mahadevas, the former being supposed to be the
lower; in reality the Jabalpur formation is not
only newer than the Mahadcva, but it appears
o be the lateit member of the whole Gond-

CYCADEACE* —
Poiiozamites lanceolatus.
„

spathitltitus.

„
hacked.
Otoztimiies hislopi.
„
gracilii.
„
distans.
„
ongustntus.
Pterophyllum nerbuildaicunt.
wana series, with the possible exception of
the Umia group of Cutch, or of some of the
uppermost groups of the east coa<t. Further
accounts of the Jabalpur group will be found
in Records, IV, 75, (1871) ; and Memoirs, X,
142, (1873).
' Pal. Indica, scries xi, II, 83, (1^77).
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• t Ptilophjilum cutchenst.
•f
„
aevtifoliuni.
t Willinmsonia, cf. gigiis.
CyCiidites, cf. gramineus.

CONIFER* —
• f Palislya itittica.
„

jabalfurtntis.

[Chap. VIL

CoNifER*- contd.
* Araucarites cutchensis.
Briichyphyllum mammilliirc.
* Echinostrobus expansus.
Echinostrobus rhombicus.
Tnxites tenerrimits.
Gingko lobata.
Phonicopsis, sp.
Ceekiinowstia, sp.

It will be seen that nearly as many Rajmahal as Umia species, five of the
former and six of the latter, are found in the Jabalpur group, so far as the
flora has hitherto been determined. It should, however, be remembered
lhat the known species of the Rdjmahal flora are nearly fifty in number,
While those of the Umia flora are much less numerous, about twenty-two.1
Moreover, the Jabalpur beds are distinguished by a conspicuous want of
many of the commonest and most characteristic Rajmahal plants, such as
the broad leaved species of Pterophyllum.
On the whole, the Jabalpur beds are probably on nearly the same
horizon as the Umia beds of Cutch, but possibly represent a period inter
mediate between the Umia and Rajmahal groups, though nearer to the
former. At the same time the circumstance that no representative of the
Jabalpur flora has yet been found on the east margin of the Indian Penin
sula, to which the Rajmahal flora is confined, suggests that the distinction
may be due to the beds having been formed in different botanical regions.
Bearing in mind, however, the large amount of evidence which exists to
show that the greater part, if not the whole, of India proper was a land
area in Gondwina times, this idea of the country having be en divided into
distinct botanical regions is less probable than the theory of a difference
in age between the Rajmahll and Jabalpur groups.
The plant bearing beds of the Umia group in Cutch are only mentioned
here because of their relations to the uppermost beds of the Gondwina
series. The name Umia is derived from a village about 50 miles north
west of Bhuj, the chief town of Cutch. The group will receive a fuller
description under the head of the Jurassic formations, and an account will
there be given of its mineral character and animal fossils.*
The special interest of this group in connection with those just enu
merated is due to the fact that beds containing plants, several of which
are identical with those of the Jabalpur beds, are interstratilied with rocks
yielding marine fossils.
1 Dr. Feistmantel enumerates twenty-eight
ill his Memoir, but some are only varieties

and others stems not identified generically.
* Infra, p, 223.
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The following is a list of the planrs from the Umia beds,1 a dagger in
dicating species found in the Jabalpur group :—
ALGJE—
— Contd.
(?) Chondrites dichotomus.
FILICES —
Oleandridium vitt.itum.
Taniopteris densinervis.
^Alethopteris inhitbyensis.
fecopteris tenera.
Pachypleris specifica.
„
brettipinnata.
Actinopteris, sp.
CYCADEACE/B —
IPtilophyllum cutchanse.
t
„
acutifol'um.
„
brachyphyHum.

Otoeamites contiguuf.
„
imbrir.atus.
„
cf. goldiaei.
Cycadites cutchensis.
Cycadolepsis pilosa.
Williamsonia blanfordi.
Palissya bhoojoorensis.
„
c{. indica.
„
cf. laxa.
Pachyphyllum divaricatum.
^Echinostrobus expansus.
^Araucarites cutchensis.
f.

At a somewhat lower horizon in the rocks of Cutch, a few plants have
been found near a village named Narha, in the northern part of the prov
ince, in beds interstratilied with the Katrol group, the Cephalopoda of
which are considered by Dr. Waagen as corresponding to those of the
Kimmeridge and Upper Oxford beds of Europe. These plants consist of
the following species2: —
Sphenopteris, cf. arguta.
Alethopteris -whitbyensis,

Olozamites, cf. contiguity.
Araucarites cutchensis.

The three last are apparently identical with species found in the Umia
beds, \vhils: Sphenopteris arguta is an English lower oolite species, founJ
also in the Jabalpur and Rajmahal groups. The Alethopteris and Arau
carites are also Jabalpur forms. This evidence, so far as it goes, tends
to show a great persistency in the flora, and it may indicate that the
Jabalpur beds are a little older than the Umia group, since the connection
of the flora found in the Katrol beds of Narha with that of the Jabalpur
group is quite as strong as with the Umia plant fossils.
In northern Kathiawar a series of soft white and ferruginous sand
stones, with pebbly bands, is exposed, of which a few fossil plants have
been obtained, which are comprised in the following list, 3 an asterisk and
dagger indicating species that are also found in the Umia and Jabalpur
groups respectively : —
FILICES—
CONIFERS—
* f Alethopteris ivhitbi;ensis.
Picopteris, sp.
Ta> iopteris, sp.
CYCADEACEJE —
t Podoeamites lanceolatus.
* t Ptilophyllum cu chense.

t Palissya jabalpurensis.
t Taxttes tenerrimus.
• t Echinostrobits expansus.
* t Araucarites CHtckensis,

1 Pal. Indica, series xi, II, 63, (1876).
series xi, II, 80, (1876).
Memoirs. IX, 213, (1872); Pal. Indica,
1 Memoirs, XXI, 8i-8j, (1884).
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The Kathia'war beds have been regarded as the equivalents of the Umia
group in Cutch, and the lithological resemblance and geographical prox
imity are certainly in favour of correlating them with the only group, of the
more extended series, which appears to have been deposited under similar
conditions, but four of the seven species of plants recognised are found both
in the Umia and Jabalpur groups and three in the latter alone. The
palaeontological relationship is consequently closer with the more geo
graphically remote beds, and if the Kathiawar sandstones are the equi
valents of the Umia group, they indicate a greater approximation in age
between the latter and the Jabalpur group than a direct comparison of the
two floras wouU necessarily imply.

ArauciriMi kacbcasi*. Fstm,

Atehopteru wLittyen«i.

PtilopbyUum cubcheoae, Morr.

B«t.

wbitby«n»i8, Bftt.

nttatum, B(Jt.
EchinoAtroban azp«nsun, Stb*.

N

cutchensa.

Morr.

I'acliychyllnin divarijatum Bunb.

Oleandridium vittutum,

Pbototypfi Co.

CUTCH (UMIA) FOSSIL PLANTS.

CHAPTER VIII.
HOMOTAXIS OF THE GONDWANA SYSTEM.
Comparison of Gondwa'na and European floras— Pateontological relations of the animal re
mains— Asiatic representatives of the Gondwana system — Representatives of the Gondwana system in Australia and in South Africa— Correlation of the rock groups in the four
continents— A former land connection between India and Africa— Bearing on the doctrine
of the permanence of oceans—and on the hypothesis of secular variations in latitude.

In the preceding chapters all reference to the very interesting question
of the age of the Gondwana system, as compared with the geological se
quence in Europe, has been purposely omitted. The subject is one whose
interest and complexity deserves a special treatment, and it would have
been impossible to deal with its bearing on several of the most important
problems of theoretical geology that are still unsettled, without interrupting
the general description of the stratigraphy of the Gondwana system.
The writer of these pages is fortunate in the fact that the bitter con
troversy which long raged over this question, is now practirnlly extinct.
The history of this controversy would be an interesting one, showing,
as it does, how truth is ultimately arrived at by the contact of conflicting
opinions, each involving an element of falsehood and each containing a
large amount of truth. But the purpose for which this book has been
written, and that for which it will principally be consulted, is the state
ment of the present state of our knowledge, and a recapitulation of the past
would be a task as uncongenial in its execution as unprofitable in its re
sult. The main points for which the members of the Geological Survey have
contended were accepted at last, even by the talented palaeontologist who,
alone among his colleagues, disputed them, and the last smouldering
embers are mere minor and unimportant differences of opinion as to the
exact position of certain individual groups of the Gondwana system.
The most obvious method of determining the age of the rock groups of
the Gondwana system would be a direct comparison of the fossils they
contain with those of Europe. Unfortunately this method leads to very
unsatisfactory and inconclusive results.
It we take the flora of the Damuda series we find, according to Dr.
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Feistmantel, the following species identical with, or allied to, European
forms ' :—
PERMIAN—
Macrottsniopteris feddeni, Fstm., allied to M. abttormis, Gutg.

TRIAS —
Schieoneura gondwanensis, Fstm., allied to S. paradox i, Schiinp
Mtrianopleris major, Fstm., allied to M. angusta, Heer.

JURA OF RUSSIA AND SIBERIA—
Pkyllotheca indica, Bunb., allied to P. sibirica, Heer.
/'. robusta, Fstm., allied to P. stschuroixskii, Schmalh.
Cyathea, cf. tscihatche/fl, Schmalh., probably identical.
Dicksonia htighesi, Fstm., allied to D. saportana, Heer.
Samaropsis, cf. par-aula, Heer., probably identical.
Rhipidopsit, cf. gingkoides, Schmalh., probably identical.

while Belemnopteris woodmasoniana is said to closely resemble the living
form Hemionotis cordata found in Southern India.
If we take the Rajmahai flora the evidence is no less conflicting. The
following list gives the relationships with European forms as determined
by Dr. Fei?tmanteis : —
PERMIAN—
Macrot&niopteris lain, O. & M., allied to M. abnormis, Gutbg.
Pterophyllum carterianum, O. & M., allied to Pt. blechnoides, Sandbtf.

TRIAS—
Gleiehenia bindrabunensis, Schimp., allied to G. gracills, Heer.
Danaopsis rajmahaltnns, Fstm., allied to D. marantacea.

RH.ETJC—
Equisttum rajmahalente, Schimp., allied to E. muensleri, Slbg
Thinnfeldia salicifolia, O. & M., allied to T. djcurrens, Schenk.
Alethopteris indica, O. & M., allied to Aspknites rosserti, Schenk.
Angiopteridium maclellandi, O. & M., allied to A. muensleri, Gopp.
Macro'oeniopteris lata, O. & M., allied to M. gigantea, Schenk.
„
cf. propinquum, Gopp, probably identical.
Pterophyllum fissum, Fstm., allied to P. comptum, L. & H., and minus, I.. S; H.
„
distans, vlorr., allied to P. braunianum, Gopp.
Pterophyllum princeps, O. & M., allied to P. bramti, Schenk.
Otozamites, cf. brevifolia, Brgt., probably identical.
Palissya indica, Fstm., allied to P. brauni., Endl.
Cheirolepis, cf. muensteri, Schimp., probably identical.
„
gracilis, Fstm., allied to C. muensteri, Schimp.
LIAS—
Equisetum rajmahalense, Schimp., allied to E. liasiniim, Heer.
Angiopteridium macclellandi, O. & M., allied to A. muensteri, Gopp.
Cycadiies rajmahalensis, Oldh., allied to C. lineJris, Slbg.
J Pal. Indica, series xii, Ill.pt. ii, (i83o). 1 ' Pal. Indica, series ii, I, pt. ii,
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OOLITE—
Sfheiiofterif argiita, L. & H., identical.
flymenophyllifes bunbitryanus, Fstm., allied to Tympanophora racfmosa, L. £ H.
Alethopteris fodica, O. & M., allied to A. whitbyensis, L. & H.
Pterophyllutn fissum, Fstm., allied to P. minus, L. &. H., a Rhaetic species also.
Williatfisoftia, cf. gigas, Carr., probably identical.
Araucarites macropterus, Fstm., allied to A. brodiei, Sap.

These two floras were regarded by an eminent palaeontologist as
indicating a triassic and a liassic age respectively, but the most striking
points about them are, firstly, the want of definite evidence of a difference
of age corresponding to the great stratigraphical break and paljeontological contrast between the two groups and, secondly, the extremely hetero
geneous nature of the alliances exhibited by the flora. For the last of
these an explanation will be found in the sequel, but it is also largely due
to the absence of any true test of relationship in fossil plants. The shell
of a marine mollusc, the test of a crustacean or the cup of a coral give
real clues to the zoological position of the animal they once formed parts
of, but leaves or, in the case of ferns, fronds, either barren or with the fructi
fication too obscure to be determinable, are all that we have when dealing
with fossil plants, and these, which have the least weight in determining the
relationships of living plants, are often only imperfectly preserved. When a
number of leaves are found, all showing the same shape and venation,
there is a considerable probability that they belonged to the same
species, but when small differences are observed, which lead to their being
classed as belonging to distinct species, there is no certainty that they did
not belong to plants widely separated from each other in all important
characteristics, while plant remains that are classed under distinct genera
or even families may have belonged, not merely to closely allied species
but may have formed different parts of one and the same plant. It may
consequently result that a plant fossil may most resemble one of a very
different age, which possibly would prove to be widely distinct from it did
we but know the whole of both.
The alliances of the Panchet flora are shown in the following table1 :—
TRIAS—
Schiaoneura gouJwanensis, Fstm., allied to S paradjxa, Scliimp.
Pecopteris concinna, Presl., identical.
Cyclopteris pachyrhaca, Gopp., identical.
Oleandridium, cf. stenoneurun, Sclienk., probably identical.
Thinnfeldia odontopteroides, Morr , allied to T. rotttndata, Nalh.

JURA—
Samaropiis, cf. parvula, Heer.

In llie last case, however, the resemblance is of tittle value.
1 Pal. Indica, series xii, III, pt. ii, 51, (1880).
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If we pass upwards to the Jabalpur and Umia groups we find a much
more homogeneous flora, as is indicated by the following statement of the
alliances with European fossil plants : —
ALLIANCES OF THE JABALPUR FLORA.!
LusOtozamitts gracilis, Schimp., identical.
LOWER OOLITE—
Sphenopteris, cf. arguta, L. & H., probably identical.
Alethopteris lobifolia, Schimp., identical.
„
iiihitbyensis, Gopp., identical.
Podozamites lanceolatus, L. 8: H., identical.
Williamsonia, cf. gigas, probably identical.
Cycaditesl cf. gramineus, Heer., probably identical.
Araucarites cutchensis, Fstm., allied to A. phillipsi, Carr.
Brachyphyllum mammillare, L. & H., identical.
Echinostrobus expansus, Schimp., identical.

ALLIANCES OF THE UMIA FLORA.'
RHSTIC—
OUandridium vittatum, Schimp., identical.
Actincpteris, sp. allied to A. peltata, Schenk.
LOWER OOLITE—
OUandridium vittatum, Schimp., identical.
Alethopteris tohitbyensis, Gopp., identical.
Pach\pteris specified, Fstm., allied to P. laneeolata, Brgt.
Otosamites, cf. goldioei, Brgt., probably identical.
„
imbricatus, Fstm., allied to 0. brongniarti, Sap.
Cycadites cutchensis, Fstm., allied to O. zamioides, LecK.
Williamsonia blanfordi, Fstm., allied to W. sp. Carr.
Taxites cf. laxus, Phill., probably identical.
Pactiyphyllum divaricatum, Bunb., identical.
Echinostrobus expansus, Stbg., identical.
Araucarites cutchensis, Fstm., allied to A. brodiei, Carr.
UPPER JURA (Kimmeridge ?) —
Gycadel'psis pilosa, Fstm., allied to C. hirta, Sap.

Reviewing the evidence of theGond\\a'na plants, we find that the two most
important of the floras, those of the Pamuda and Rajmahal series, do not
show a definite relation to any single horizon of the European sequence,
nor do they show any distinct evidence of a difference of age. The flora
of the Pdnchet group has a much more defined relationship to the rhaetic,
and the beds might have been referred lo this age on the evidence of the
plants alone, were there not other considerations, to be detailed below
pointing to an older date. The Jabalpur and Umia fioias show a still
tPal. Itidita, series xii, H, ^,(1877).

1

* Pal. Indira, series xii, II, 63, (l8;6).
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greater definiteness of relationship, in this case to the lower oolite, and
though the latter group was described as newer than the former, the
difference in age of the two is possibly not so great as to introduce any
difficulty. The Cutch plant beds are, however, found resting on marine
deposits whose Cephalopoda show that tuey are of uppermost oolitic age, and
are overlaid conformably by beds containing upper neocomian ammonites ;'
there is consequently a direct conflict here between the evidence of the
marine mollusca and the fossil plants, and the question of which is to be
preferred arises.
This will not be discussed here in detail, but the explanation is to be
found in the diversity of the forms of terrestrial life inhabiting distant
regions of the earth at the present day. There is a much greater differ
ence between the terrestrial faunas and floras of Africa, Australia and
America than between the animals inhabiting the Atlantic, Indian and
Pacific oceans, and it is a common circumstance to discover fossil remains
°f animals and plants, without any living representatives in neighbourlng lands, but allied to forms still living in a distant region. Such was
a's° the case during the Goncl\\dna epoch, and, as will appear, the distinct'oiis at its commencement were even more trenchant than at the present
day.
If we turn from the plants to the animal remains found in the Gondsystem, the evidence is little less ambiguous. The Gondieanosaurus
lrorti the Bijori group belongs to the family Archegosauridss, which in
^Urope is principally carboniferous and permian, though a specialised form
rar>gres into the trias. The affinities of the Indian specimen are said to be
Perrnian. On the other hand, Brachyops laticeps, from the Mdngli group,
w"hich is believed to be of about the same age as the Bijori group, is
111 Eurcpe only allied to Rhinosaurus, a Jurassic form.8 Its nearest allies
to be found in the Karoo beds of South Africa.
The reptiles of the I'dnchet group exhibit but little connection with
n forms, and their connection with the South African fauna will be
n(HiCed further on.
In the Kota-MaleVi and Denwa groups the genera Belodon, HyperoduPeffon, and Mastodonsaurus are all represented in the upper trias of
Europe, the first and last being also known from rhaetic beds. Parasuchus
"elongs to the same typically mesozoic group of crocodiles with biconcave
Vertebrae as Belodon, and is placed with it, by Prof. Huxley,* in a section of
*he family which is almost confined to triassic rocks in Europe. Of the
fishes represented in the Kota-Maleri group the genus Lepidotus ranges
lrOrn the lias to the lower chalk, and the Kota species were regarded
1 infra p. 286.
fat. Indtca, series iv, I, 13. (i83s).

I

• Quart. Jour. Ctol. Sot., XXXI, 427, (1875).
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by Sir P. Egerton,' as showing liassic or oolitic affinities. Tetragonolepis
is only known from liassic beds, and Dapeditts is also a liassic genus.
Ceratodus is principally triassic, but species have been found in beds of
later date, and the genus is still living in Australia.
Here the fauna of the Maleri group indicates an earlier age than that
of the Kota, and in this agrees with the relative stratigraphical position of
the two groups, but the fossils indicate a much greater difference in the
age of the two rock groups than their intimate stratigraphical association
suggests, and we have very much the same palaeontological contradiction
as there is between the land plants and marine animals of the Cutch
jurassics.
From the coalfields of Tongkinga fossil flora has been described* which
contains certain Gondwdna forms, and exhibits a much closer relation to a
definite European horizon than any of the groups of that system. Out of a
total of nineteen species, ten are found in the rhaetic beds of Europe, and
eight of the remainder in India ; of the latter Phyllotheca inJica,
Palxovittaria tursi, Macrotxniopteris feddeni, Glossopteris browniana,
and Noegerathiopsis hislopi, are Damuda forms, and the Rajmaha"! and
Sripermatur groups are represented by Angiopteridium spathulatum,
Tseniopteris ensis and Otozamites rarinervis. Here the evidence, so far
as it goes, is distinctly in favour of regarding the Tongking beds as rhaetic
in age and intermediate between the Damuda and Ra'jmaha'I series in India,
or more or less contemporaneous with the Pa"nchets, whose flora has also a
rhaetic facies.
Outside the limits of India proper, in north-western Afghanistan, a
series of coal bearing sandstones, intercalated with marine beds, and having
at its base a boulder bed precisely similar in character to that of the
Talchirs has been described by Mr. Griesbach.1 The general classification
of the beds as adopted by him is as follows : —
Localities.

Formation.

Jurassic

Densely red grits and sandstone,
shales with plant remains.
Trap.
Dark bluish grey grits and sand
stone ; plant remains.
Ash-beds.
Sandstone and black alum shales
with plant impressions ; marine
fossils.

1 Pal. Indica, series i\r, I, 2, (1875), " Ganoid
Fishes from the Deccan."
* R. Zeiller : " Examen de la More fossile des
couches de cbarbon du Tongking, Annales
des Mines, 8th series, II, 299, (iSSz). The

/ Upper Almar stream near Pain£uzar ; Astar-ab below Paisnah.
> Khorak-i-Bala, north of the Kara
V Koh.
Dodb north of the Kara Kotal.

details in the text are taken from Pal. fndita,
series xii, IV, Introduction, pp. xv-xvii, (1886).
3 Records, XIX, 239, (1816). The uppermost
red grits were afterwards said to be ueocomian. Records, XX, 94, (1887).
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Formation.

Age.
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Localities.

Rhx- Light coloured simlstones and Kotal-i-Sabz (north slope of Kara
Ki>h), Shisha Alang.
tic. shales with coal seams.
Upper . Great thickness of marine sand Chahil ; Shisha Alang.
UpperTrias

stone, limestone, and shales with
coal seams. Schieoneura sp., etc.
Middle. Brown sandstones and shales with
coal seams. Equisetites colum
nar-s.

Chahil, north slope of Kotal-i Sabx.

Lower . Marine sandstone and limestone Chahil.
beds. Halobia lommeli, Monotis
talinaria.
Permo-Carbon .

Altered shales (mica-schist, etc.) Saighan; Ak Robat Kotal, north.
with graphitic and anthracitic
seams. Clay shales with impure
coal. The whole traversed by
hornblendir granite.
Coarse conglomerate in greenish Palu Kotal and gorge ; Ak Robat.
matrix, altered by granite.
Massive dark limestone with brachiopod casts.

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

There can be little doubt that these beds are the equivalents of the
Gondwdna system of the Indian Peninsula and will be of the greatest im
portance in determining the age of the various members of that system,
when they have been more fully studied. At present the subdivisions of the
series of beds seen in Afghanistan cannot be correlated with those of the
Gondwa'nas in detail, while as regards the correlation of the beds with the
European sequence, it must be remembered that no fossils from this area
have been critically determined, and the correlation, depending merely on a
field determination of two or three species, may be upset by a fuller
study of the fauna and flora as a whole. It is necessary to bear this in
mind as the horizon indicated by Mr. Griesbach, for the coal bearing beds
of Afghanistan, is higher than that which we shall have cause to regard as
the horizon of the Barakar or Rdniganj groups, their probable equivalents
in India. The country in which these Afghan Gondwanas are developed is
not open to detailed examination by Europeans, such information as is avail
able having been obtained during rapid journeys through the country, and
until a closer and more detailed examination of them can be made they have
not the importance, from the present point of view, that their proximity to
India, and the occurrence of beds containing marine fossils, intercalated with
those which contain the fossil plants, would otherwise give them.

If, instead of looking to the west or the east, we turn to the south, we
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will line! in Australia a scries of beds which clears up the vexed question of
the homotaxis of the Gondwa'nas in a wonderful manner.
From Bacchus marsh in Victoria three species of Gangamopteris have
been obtained, but of this very limited fauna one species is identical with,
and the other two allied to, KarharbAri forms. This would in itself suggest
a correlation of the Bacchus marsh with the Karliarba'ri beds, and there is
further evidence in the presence of large blocks of granite and pebbles of
rocks that must have travelled long distances, imbedded in a fine grained
matrix of mud.1 Like the Talchir boulder bed, the beds are of glacial origin,
and this, combined with the palaeontological evidence, justifies us in
regarding them as the equivalents of the Indian Talchirs
By itself this would be of little importance, as the Bacchus marsh ex
posure is small and the beds cannot be palasontologically connected with any
others cf known age. But there is in New South Wales a much better and
more complete section, which is in fact the standard one for Australian
geology, so far as the period we are dealing with is concerned. The
sequence has there been divided into the following groups : —
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
i.

Wianamatta shales.
Hawkesbury sandstones.
Newcastle beds, or upper coal measures.
Upper marine beds with carboniferous fauna.
Stony creek beds, or lower coal measures.
Lower marine beds, with carboniferous fauna.

~\
V Muree beds.
)

The marine beds are important on account of the fossils they contain,
and because they give us a fairly definite geological horizon to start from.
Their equivalence to the glacial beds at the base of the speckled sandstone
in the Salt range, and the close alliance of the fauna of these last named
with that of the Australian marine carboniferous beds, has already been
referred to," and need not be recapitulated here.
The only palfeontological evidence bearing on the correlation of the
Bacchus marsh beds, with the sequence in New South Wales is the
occurrence of Gangamopteris angustifolia in the Newcastle beds. But
there is weightier evidence of a different character, which renders it certain
that the marine beds, and not the overlying Newcastle beds, are the true
equivalents of the glacial boulder clays of Bacchus marsh.
The marine beds, and especially those immediately associated with the
lower coal measures of Stony Creek are composed of a fine grained matrix
of sand or shale, enclosing numerous delicate Fenestellx and bivalve shells
with their valves still united, which had lived, died and been tranquilly
preserved where they are now found, thus proving, as conclusively as
' Report on the geolopy of the district of
Ballan by Richard Daintroe, Molb >urne, tS66,

p. 10.
1 Supra, p. lai.
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the texture of the matrix in which they are preserved, that they could
never have been exposed to a current of an great rapidity. Scattered
through this matrix there are are numerous more or less subangular
blocks of stone, of all sizes, ranging up to several feet in diameter, some
of which exhibit most characteristically developed glacial striae. It was
not mere velocity of current that brought these fragments, and deposited
tliem where they are, for to move even the smallest of them would require
a current that would have swept away the matrix in which they are
imbedded, and destroyed the delicate fossils with which they are asso
ciated. They must have been floated to their present position and dropped
°n to the bottom of a tranquil sea, and taking into consideration their
Sundance, as well as the distinct traces of glacial action that some
of them exhibit, the only agency than can be appealed to is that of floating
_

We find then that the marine carboniferous deposits of New South
alfcs were formed during a period of exceptionally cold climate, and it is
^ tlie latter that we must look for an equivalent of the glacial beds of
\}acchus marsh rather than to the overlying Newcastle beds, which indicate
a more temperate climate at the time of their formation.
The lower coal measures consist of a comparatively thin band of sand
stones and coal, intercalated between the lower and upper marine beds.
The fact of this intercalation has been questioned, on account of the
supposed mesozoic age of the flora obtained from them. But no one who
had actually examined them in the field doubted the intercalation, and
it is now too well established to be questioned. Under these circumstances
it is important to see what are the plants which co-existed with a marine
fauna of carboniferous type. The following is the list given by Dr.
Feistmantel * :—
Phyllotheca australis.
Annulnria nustralis.
Glossopteris browniana.
clarkei.

Glossipteris elegans.
„
primcE-va.
Nceggerathiopsis prisca.

At a glance the flora can be seen to be of the type of the lower Gondwlnas, in India, and to differ totally from the European flora of corre
sponding age. The same alliance with the lower Gondw^na flora is to be
seen more conspicuously in the following list of the plants of the Newcastle
beds:—
Phyllotheca australis.
Vcrtebraria ausiralis.
1 Records. XIX, 39, (1886) ; Quart. Jour.
Gtol Sue., XL11I, 190, (1887)
0. Feistmantel, Palaontographica, supple
ment, 1878-79. A resumi* — , with lists of fossils

Sphenopteris alata.
„
Jiexuosa,
and notices of previous literature, is given by
the same author in Siteungsber. K. tohm. GesWiss. 1887, pp. 55-77, and in Jour. Roy, Soc.
Nen Sout/i Wales, XIV, 103, (1881).
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Sphenopttris germtr.a.
hnstatn.
hbifolia.
plumos.i.
Glosiopttris browniana.
ampla.
cordaia.
elo ffata.
linear is.
parullela.
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Glossopteris reticulum.
„
ttfniofileroides.
a
-ailkinsoni.
Gattyamopteris angitstifolia.
„
clitrkcuna.
Cattlopteris (?) ndamsi.
ZfHflophyllites elongatus.
Nufegerathiopsis media.
„
spathulata.
Brachyphyllum oustrale.

Of these, Gangamopteris angustifolia arid Glossopteris browniana are
also found in India, the former in the Talchir and Karharbdri groups, the
latter in the Damuda series. 'I hree species bf Glossopteris, G. linearis, G.
ampla, G. parallela, are represented in the Damuda flora by the allied forms
G. angustifolia, G. communis &nA G.damuJicn* The Australian Phyilotheca
is very closely allied to, and has been considered identical with, P. indica
of the Damudas, Vertebraria, which is commbh in both the floras, is only
known elsewhere by a distantly related species from the Jurassic of^Siberia.
These specific relationships between the Damuda and Newcastle flora are
strengthened by the general resemblance in the type of the floras as a
whole. All the principal and more characteristic genera of the Newcastle
beds are represented in both floras, and the genus Glossopteris in both
cases includes about one-third of the total number of species.
The palseontological evidence would of itself be almost sufficient to
justify the correlation of the Newcastle and Damuda series, and when we
bear in mind that their position, relative to the underlying glacial beds, is
similar in both cases, it becomes certain that the two coal bearing series
must be more or less completely the equivalents of each other.
Above the Newcastle comes the Hawkesbury group of sandstones and
shales. The few fossils that have been obtained from this and the over
lying Wianamatta group are scarcely sufficient to establish their correlation
with any particular division of the Gondwdna system, none of the species
being found in India except Thinnfeldia odontopteroides, a Panchet torm,
but there is evidence of a recurrence of glacial conditions in the Hawkesbury
beds which is worth noting. Large angular fragments of shale, similar
to that interbedded with the sandstones, are found imbedded in a confused
manner, with their original bedding planes lying at all angles, in a matrix
of sand. They occur nearly always immediately above the shale beds,
and are accompanied by well rounded quartz pebbles.1 It is difficult to
account for the facts that have been described without the agency of ice, in
one form or another, but they are in no way comparable with the proofs
1 C. S. Wilkinson, Jour, Kay. Soc. New South Walet, XIII, 105, (1880).
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of glacial action exhibited by the marine beds. The evidence indicates the
action of winter ice rather than of actual glaciers.
No evidence of the recurrence of glacial conditions has been recorded
in India, but there is an indication of a return of cold in the undecomposed
felspar, found in the sandstones of the Panchet group. Undecomposed
felspar is characteristic of the sandstones associated with the boulder beds
of the Talchirs, and Prof. Green1 nas remarked on the extreme'freshness of
the felspar in the glacial beds of the same age in South Africa. The beds of
glacial origin in the Indus valley, which have been supposed to be eocene*
also contain an abundance of fragments of undecomposed felspar. Apart
from these observations there is an inherent probability that sandstones
containing undecomposed felspar would be found in cold climates. They
mean that the disintegration of the parent rock from which the material was
derived, together with the transport and final accumulation of the debris,
went on at a greater rate than chemical decomposition of the constituent
minerals, and this might be due either to extreme dryness, which would
retard the rate of decomposition, or to an extreme severity of climate,
which would accelerate the rate of disintegration.
Taking these considerations into account, it may well be that the un
decomposed felspar of the Panchet sandstones indicates a recurrence of a
cold period, less severe than that of the Talchir, and comparable to that of
the Hawkesbury group in New South Wales. Quite independent of this
the stratigrapliic«il position of the two groups would suggest their correlation,
and the flora, which contains a mixture of purely lower Gondwana with
upper (iomUvdna genera, is consistent with this conclusion.
Newer than the Hawkesbury beds a number of groups of plant bearing
sandstones are found in different parts of eastern Australia, which probably
represent the upper Gondwdnas of India. Their relations to each other
have not been fully worked out, and the recorded fossils indicate an
admixture of specimens obtained from older beds. In any case they are of
little importance in the present connection, and will not be further noticed.

In South Africa we again find a representative of the Gondwa'na flora
which, though perhaps less valuable for the purposes of establishing the age
oi the Indian formation than the Australian beds, is otherwise of great interest
and importance. The Karoo series, as it is now generally called, consists
°' a thickness of many thousands of feet of sandstones and shales, with
mterbedded coal seams. Like the Gondwa'nas, they were at first regarded
as lacustrine in their origin, but are now looked upon by many geologists
as having been deposited by rivers. Whether lacustrine or river deposits,
' Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLIV, 244, (1868). |

5 Infra, p. 346.
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they were certainly formed by fresh water, and the coal resembles that of
the Damudas in its laminated structure and in the absence of an underclay

F'g. 13.—Geological sketch of South Africa.
G, granite and gneiss. S, Silurian. B, porphyritic intrusions. C, carboniferous. Black,
Ecca-conglomerate. K, Karoo formations and overlying trap. \Vhiti (in the neighbourhood
of Algoa Bay and Cape Agulhas) Uitenhage and younger marine deposits.

or even roots penetrating the underlying beds. More important than these
mineralogical resemblances are the similarities shown by the fossil flora and
fauna of the two countries, as will be described immediately. But, first, it
will be well to notice briefly the distribution and relation to older rocks of
the beds we are concerned with.
The Karoo formation occupies a very large tract of dry lands, in the
interior of South Africa, forming the head waters of the Orange river
and its southern affluents, and of the principal rivers which issue on the
south coast. Northwards its extension has not been worked out, but rocks
of a similar character have been observed in central Africa. Details of the
palaeontology of these regions, which alone would render them of import
ance in the present connection, are however wanting. Over the whole of
the area in South Africa occupied by the Karoo system, the beds lie hori
zontally in general, except for slight disturbance of the lower beds along
the southern margin, an! form large, flat, desert, plains, known as Karoo,
from which the system derives its name.
Between the Great Fish and St. John's rivers the Karoo beds extend to
the east coast, but elsewhere they are separated from it by a -series of
ranges formed of more or less disturbed palaeozoic beds. Among these the
Bokkeveld beds contain a fauna of distinctly Devonian facies, overlaid by
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plant bearing beds, the Witteberge and Zuurberge quartzites, containing a
flora allied to the carboniferous of Europe.
The subdivisions of the Karoo system have received a variety of names
at different times from different authors, but generally it may be divided
into three divisions as follows : —
3. Upper or Stormberg beds.
2. Middle or Beaufort beds.
I. Lower or Ecca and Koonap beds.

In dealing with the palaeontology of this system we have the great
advantage that the latest, and most complete, description of the plants is by
Dr. Feisttnantel,1 the same distinguished palaeontologist who examined
and described the floras of India and Australia. According to him the
specimens from the lower, or Ecca, group comprised the following species :
D. Glossopteris bro-wniana.
K. Gangamopteris cyclopteroides.
(a variety).

K. Noeggerathiopsis hislopi.

The middle or Beaufort beds yielded —
Sch'ioneura (?) africana,
Phyllotheca (?)
D. Glossopteris broiiiniana.
D.
„
angusiifolia.
D.
,,
communis.

D Glossopteris stricta.
„
retifera.
t>.
„
damudica (a variety).
K. D
Rubidgea mackayi, late.

the last being, according to Dr. Feistmantel, very probably the same as
Palxorittaria kitrzi, Fstm , from the Damudas.
In these lists the letter K signifies that the species occurs in the Karharbari group, D that it is found in the Damuda series, and a glance at the
list will show that, with the exception of one doubtful species, all those
recognisable are identical with Indian species, and there can be no
dar.ger in correlating the Ecca and Beaufort beds with the Talchir and
Damuda.
Apart from the palaeontology of these beds, the lithological character of
the lower or Ecca group would suggest its correlation with the Talchirs. for
it contains a boulder bed, composed of blocks of stone of various sizes, im
bedded in a fine grained matrix, precisely similar to that of the Talchirs,
and now generally regarded as owing its origin to glacial action. The
Ecca group also resembles the Talchirs in containing beds which closely
resemble volcanic traps or ashes.2 There can be no doubt that these
glacial beds were formed during the same cold period which has left such
conspicuous traces throughout India and Australia, and, taken in con
junction with the fossils, they leave no room for doubt that the Ecca beds and
1 Uebersich.il iche Darstellung dergeologisch- Ges Witt'., VII, Band 3, (1889).
paljtontologischen Verhaltnisse sud Afrikas
1 A.H.Green, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLIV
1 Theil ; Die Karooformation und die dieselbe
244, (1888).
onterbgernden schichten. Abhand, K. bohm.
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Talchirs were deposited contemporaneously. The Devonian fauna, and
carboniferous flora, underlying them have been already referred to, and as
far as can be judged from the published description, there is no great
discordance, implying a long lapse of time, between the beds in which they
are found and the base of the Karoo system.
Besides the plants, and much better known than them, are the numer
ous reptilian remains, which have been found in the Beaufort beds. These,
too, show a very distinct connection with the much more limited lower
Gondwana fauna. The Mdngli labyrinthondont, Brachyops laticeps, Owen
is closely related to Micropholis stowit, Hux., from the Beaufort beds.
The aberrant genus Dicynodon is represented by no less than thirteen
species in South Africa, and is not known elsewhere except from the
PAnchet group, and from reputed triassic beds in North America, while
Ptychosiagum orientule resembles P. declive, Owen, so closely that the
specific distinction is difficult.1
The age of the Beaufort beds, as compared with the European se
quence, cannot be said to be definitely established, the opinions expressed
by different palaeontologists, and by the same one at different times, having
varied, but the general consensus appears to be that the reptilian fauna
represents a triassic age. They have generally been regarded as the equi
valents of the Pa'nchet group, on the strength of the resemblances between
the reptiles of the two, but the conjecture is open to question. The
genus Dicynodon ranges into the next succeeding rock group, which also
contains one plant identical with a Panchet species, and agrees better in
stratigraphical position than the underlying Beaufort group.
The uppermost group, of the Karoo system, again contains reptilian
remains, among which is one species of Dicynodon, and the following
plants, besides some undetermined equisetaceous stems :—
Anthrophyosis, sp.
Alethopteris, sp.
A. Podoeamites elongatus.
,,
sp.
Baiera schencki.

A. Sphenopteris elongata.
A. Thinnfeldia odontopteraides.
A.
„
trilobata (1).
A. Tceniopteris carruthersi.
A.
„
daintreei.

In this list the letter A denotes that the species has been found in Aus
tralia, in the so called mesozoic beds of Victoria, Tasmania or Queensland,
whose exact position in the New South Wales sequence has not been
fully established. The two species of Sphenopteris have been found in
South America, and only one species, Thinnfeldia odontopteroides, a
Panchet form, has been found in India. The probability that these beds
represent the Pa'nchet group has just been referred to, and the presence
of this plant makes the suggestion more probable.
1 R. Lydekker, Records, XXIII, 19. (1890).
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It will be seen that the flora of the Stormberg beds is as distinctly
allied to ihe Australian one as tliose of the lower groups are Indian, but
Indian affinities reappear in the next succeeding rock group.

In the neighbourhood of Algoa bay a set of fossiliferous shales and
sandstones, known as the Uitenhage series, of no great thickness and not
found far from the coast, bears much the same relation to the Karoo sys
tem of the interior, as do the coastal outliers of the Rajmahal series to
the lower Gondwa'nas of the interior of the Peninsula. Like these, they
are of marine origin and have yielded marine fossils, which were at one
time believed to indicate a lower oolitic age,1 but have since been shown to
be neocomian,8 at least so far as the upper beds are concerned.
The plant remains that have been described appear to have been pro
cured from the lower beds of the series.3 Unfortunately, Dr. Feistmanlel
did not live to complete the description of the plants of this series, and we
have only the earlier description of a more limited collection by Prof.
Tate, of which the following is a list4 :—
CYCADEACE*—
Palieoaamia (Otozamites) recta.
„
(Podoaamites) morrisii.
„
rubidgel.
„
(vel Fteroptiyllum) africana.

FILICES —
Fecopterif aiherstonei.
„
rubidgei.
„
africana.
„
Itibata.
Sphenopterts antipodum.
Cyclopttris jenkinsiana.

CoxiFERJE—Arthrotatites.

Of these, Pecopteris lobata is a Rajmahdl form, P. atherstonei and P.
rvbidgei are allied to Alethopteris indica. Cyclopterisjenkinsiana is allied
to C. oldhami, and the Arthrotaxites is very like the Rajmahdl Echinostro/ius indicus.
The alliances of the Cycads are vague and appear to be rather with
European lower oolite than with RcLjmahdl forms, but Pecopteris lobata
appears to be the commonest plant, and C. jenkinsiana is also abundant.
On the whole, however, the flora is distinctly related to that of the Rajmahal
group, though the resemblances are not sufficient to establish a contem
poraneity of origin.
Having detailed the facts, so far as they bear on the subject in hand,
we cin now proceed to the discussion of the age of the different rock
groups.
1 R. Tate, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac., XXIII,
169, (1867).
1 Hulub. u. Neumayr, Denis., k. k. Akad.
Win.. XL1V, 267, (1882).

' Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XXIII, 147,
(1867). See also G. \V. Stow, Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc., XXVII, 497. («87i).
« Quart. Jour. Geol. Sue., XXIII, 144, (1867)-
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To begin with, we find, in Africa, India, and Australia alike, certain
beds containing abundant and conspicuous traces of glacial action. The
plant remains show that in South Africa, in the Indian Peninsula, and in
Victoria these are of approximately the same age, and marine fossils show
the same with regard to the beds in New South Wales and the Salt range.
The deposits in every case were formed during a period of great cold, which
was succeeded by a much more temperate climate, and it is almost impos
sible to doubt that this wide spread change of climate must have been due
to some far reaching, if not cosmic, cause. It is consequently justifiable
to use these glacial deposits for the purpose of correlation, and to conclude
that the boulder beds of the three continents were formed contempora
neously.
In this way we at once find in the marine fossils of New South Wales
and the Salt range a means for determining the homotaxis of the Talchir
group. The former were once regarded as lower carboniferous in age, but
the bulk of the lower carboniferous species they contain range through the
whole of the epoch. The absence of the group of Productus giganteus,
and the presence of the genus Strophalosta, point to a newer horizon, and
they are now looked upon as upper carboniferous or somewhat newer.1 The
reasons for ascribing a similar age to ihe Salt-range boulder beds have
already been given.
The Barakar group in India and the Beaufort beds in South Africa agree
so closely in their slratigraphical relations to the glacial boulder beds, and
in their fossil plants, that they are clearly equivalent to each other. In
the case of the Newcastle beds of Victoria, though the palaeontological
agreement with the Barakar group is less close, the stratigraphical
relations are equally intimate, and there can be little doubt that there
is no great divergence in the homotaxis of the two groups. The stratigraphical connection, between the Newcastle beds ai)d the underlying,
marine carboniferous deposits, is too close to allow of any great interval
of time, and the Newcastle beds and Barakars cannot well be newer than
permian. In the Salt range a similar stratigraphical position is occupied
by the lower division of the Productus beds which are separated from
the boulder beds of Talchir age by the speckled sandstones. If not the
equivalent of the Barakar group, they cannot be rruch older. Their age
has already been established as corresponding to the permo-carbonilerous
of the Ural mountains, and it is noteworthy that the flora of this age in
eastern Russia is as essentially and typically palaeozoic as the contem
poraneous Barakar or Karharbdri flora is mesozoic.8
1 W. Waagen, Jahrb. K. K. Geol. Keichs.
Wien, XXXVII, 163, (1887); Reco,ds, XXI,
106, (1888) . See also Pal. fndica, series xiii,

IV, 15.1, (1890).
J See Pal. fndica, series xiii, IV, 175,
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As we ascend the sequence the evidence gets less satisfactory. The
probable equivalence of the Pdnchet group with the Hawkesbury beds of
Victoria and the Stormberg beds of South Africa has already been referred
to. The fauna of the Beaufort beds, once regarded as permian, is
now more usually looked on as triassic, but the evidence is -not con
clusive. In the Salt range no certain equivalent of the Pa'nchets can be
delected, though it is possible that the base change of fauna at the top of
the Ceratite beds was due to a change of ocean currents caused by, or
the cause of, that change of climate which is indicated in the Pa'nchet and
Hawkesbury beds. This suggestion would harmonise with the conclu
sions that have been drawn from the study of the animal remains of the
Pa'nchet group.
The age of the Rdjmahal group must remain uncertain till the marine
fossils of the outliers on the east coast have been determined. It is older
than the Tripetty sandstones from which Trigonia smcei and T. ventricosa
We""e obtained, both of which occur in the Umia group of Cutch, and the
last named also in the neocomian beds of the Uitenhage series. The
CePlialopoda of the Sripermatur group were believed by Dr. Waagen to
3Ve a neocomian facies, but the specimens are too ill preserved for very
^t value to be attached to this determination.'
Vtxdirectly we can form some sort of a guess at the age of the Rajmaha1!
, for the plant beds of Cutch overlie beds containing a marine fauna
represents an upper oolitic (portlandian) horizon, and underlie a
bed of ferruginous oolite of neocomian or aptian age. The lower oolitic
facies of the flora has been mentioned, but in view of the uncertainty that
attaches to palaeobotanical evidence, when large distances intervene, and
the distinctness of that afforded in the present case by the marine fossils, it
is impossible to regard the Cutch plant beds as older than upper oolite
while they may verge into the neocomian period. The Jabalpur group,
which is closely related to the Cutch plant beds, becomes, consequently,
middle oolite at the oldest, and the Rdjmalial series ranges backwards
from that, throwing the Rdjmaha'l group of the Rdjmahal hills into the
lower oolite or even the lias.
Taking everything into consideration, we may then accept the corre
lation indicated below as approximately representing the true interpreta
tion of known facts. Two important reservations must, however, be made
in this connection. In the first place the suggestion made by Mr. H.
f. Blanford ' in 1875, that the Talchir boulder bed was contemporaneous
with the permian glacial deposits of England, has never been absolutely
disproved, and as recent investigations have shown that the supposed lower
carboniferous deposits of Australia are newer than they were formerly
1 Quart. Jour. Ctol. Soc., XXXI, 528, (1875).
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Tabular Statement of the probable equivalence of the Upper Palaeozoic
and Lower Mesoeoic rocks of India, Africa and Australia.
India.

Europe.
Upper Oolite .

Umia.

Middle Oolite .

Jabalpur.

Lower Oolite

.

. Kota-Maldrf.

Lias

.

.

. Rajmrfhal.

Rhaetic

.

MahiCdcva

New South Wales.

.

Wianamatta.
Hawkesbury .

Trias

Prfnchet

Permian

Kiinigaiij

.

"I

Permo-Carboniferous

Barakar

.

>

Newcastle
Upper Carboniferous Talchir

South Africa.

. Stormberg.
Beausfort.

Lower coal measures Ecca.
and associated mar
ine beds.

considered to be, it is still possible that this may be Jthe true equivalence,
in which case the Pinchets might be of rhaetic age, as their flora indicatesIn the second place the correlation of the Rdjmahal group with the lias is
open to question. Dr. Waagen's statement regarding the neocomian fades
of the Sripermatur cephalopoda cannot in itself carry any weight, on
account of the very imperfect and ill preserved material he had to deal
with, but, taken in conjunction with the palseontological connection of the
Rajmahal flora with that of the lower beds of the Uitenhage series, whose
upper beds are now regarded as neocomian, it is strongly suggestive of a
later age for the RajmahaM beds than is indicated in the table. The pala;ontological grounds on which the Rajmabal is considered older than the
Jabalpur group have been referred to in the last chapter, where it was
shown that, looked at from a purely local point of view, it is more probable
that the difference between the two floras, and their admixture in the KotaMal6ri group and the tipper members of the outliers on the east coast, is
due to a difference in age than to a mere difference of situation These
reasons are not, however, conclusive, and it seems possible that an ex
amination of the marine fauna of the east coast outliers would show that the
Rajmahdl beds are newer tlian has been supposed, and that the differences
between the Rajmahdl, Jabalpur, and Cutch floras do not indicate successive
periods of time so much as divergent conditions of soil or climate, existing
in different parts of the continent on which the beds of the Gondwdna
system were deposited. Further, there are grounds for taking the Umia
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group out of the Jurassic system and placing it at the base of the cretace
ous, since its stratigraphical connection with the overlying beds, containing
upper neocomian ammonites, is as close as with the underlying Katrol
group, whose age is regarded as upper oolite (Oxford). Though it is im
probable in either case that the Cutch groups are exactly contemporaneous
with the groups they have been referred to, on the strength of their marine
fauna, there is ample room between the possible limits of error to allow of
the Umia group being either lowermost neocomian or uppermost oolite,
and the occurrence of Uitenhage neocomian Trigonix in the Tripetty beds,
which are probably, and the Katrol beds which are certainly, slightly older
lends some support to a correlation with newer beds than that adopted.
It will be seen from this that there are grounds for shifting the whole
of the Gondwdna groups a step higher in the sequence than the positions
they occupy in the tabular statement, but the commencement will still
remain in the palaeozoic era, whence the system ranges throughout the
lower half of the mesozoic era well into its upper portion.
Apart from these elements of uncertainty regarding the exact correlations
of the different rock groups, the tabular statement does not truly represent
their relations of the different rock groups in point of time. It has been
necessary to space the rock groups equally, as'it is quite impossible to
determine what relation the periods they respectively represent may bear
to each other, though it is quite certain that they are far from being equal
or nearly so. Apart from this, and with the reservations already made,
the table may be taken as representing the nearest approach to the truth
which is at present possible of attainment, and equivalence adopted as that
which appears to agree best with the known facts, taken as a whole.

The comparison of the South African and Indian Gondwana floras is of
less importance and interest from the point of view of establishing their
homotaxis than as indicating a former distribution of land and sea very
different from what now exists. Naturalists have before now appealed to
a former land area stretching across what is now the Indian Ocean, to
explain certain relationships between the living fauna of the Indian
Peninsula on the one hand, and South Africa and Madagascar on the other,
and the name Lemuria, given to this suppositious continent, is familiar to
many. The hypothesis has of late years been discredited, at least in the
form in which it was first propounded, and for the purpose it was originally
intended to serve, and the most distinguished of the authors who have
treated this subject. Dr. A. R. Wallace, has not only denied the neces
sity of appealing to any land connection in order to explain the pecu
liarities in the distribution of living animals, but has declared1 that the
1 " Island Life," ed. 1880, v. 418.
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fauna and flora of the Mascarene islands, lying between the two con
tinents, is such as lo preclude the possibility of their being the remnants
of an ancient continent, as was supposed by the believers in Lemuria. Dr.
VV. T. Blanford has, however, not only shown that the facts are not fully
stated in Dr. Wallace's book, but has shown that the actual distribution of
certain genera of birds, fishes, reptiles, and land mollusca, are strongly
suggestive of a stretch of dry land having formerly extended from
Southern India to Madagascar.1 The question is a complicated one, but
even if Dr. Wallace's conclusion is granted, it no ways justifies the much
wider inference he has drawn in support of the somewhat popular hypothesis
of the permanence of continental and oceanic areas, and is quite consist
ent with the existence of an I ndo-.African continent in pretertiary times.
The facts that have been detailed regarding the fauna and flora of the
Karoo system show that there is a closeness of relation, amounting to iden
tity and, extending throughout the whole of the Talchirard Damuda periods,
which is inexplicable unless there had been a continuous land communication
alon£ which the plants could freely migrate between two areas.'
And the conclusion is vastly strengthened when we remember that through
out the greater part, if not the whole, of this period, a very different type
of flora was flourishing in Europe and North America.
Whether the comparative absence of Indian forms in the flora of the
Stormberg beds indicates a break up of this land connection and the
establishment of free communication with what is now Australia, it is difficult
to decide, but if broken up, the presence of the Indian forms in the Uitenhage series suggests that the connection must once more ha\ve been
established. .It is true that only one species is identical in the two areas, but
after allowing for the uncertainty of the alliances of fossil species of plants,
the connection between the two floras seems to be real, and the differences
are such as would naturally follow from a difference in their age.
The indications of a former Indo- African land area do not cease with
the Gondwctna epoch. From a study of the Jurassic fauna of the world,
Neumayr came to the conclusion that a land barrier must have stretched
from Africa to India during that period, separating two distinct
faunas.* This conclusion was especially founded on the study of the
neocomian fauna of the Uitenhage series, and has lately received a
strong confirmation in the identification of four species of Belemnites from
1 Proc. Geol. Sac. Land., 1890, Presidential,
aOclress p. 83.
» Dr. A. R. Wallace (" Island Life," p. 398)
sjeaks of the " fragmentary evidence derived
from such remote periods " and the futility of
the notion that ''a similarity in the production
of widely-separated continents at any past
epoch is only to be explained by the existence

of a direct land communication." As
be seen from what has gone before and what is
to follow, he hardly appears to have appre
ciated the full weight of the evidence. The
subject has been treated of by Dr. W. T. Blan
ford in his presidential address to the Geolo
gical Society, 1890.
* Denkschr. k. k. Ak. Wist. Wien, L, 132,
(1885).
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Madagascar.1 Three of tliese belong to the group of Notocceli-, a group
which is typical of his equatorial fauna, while the fourth belongs to the
Hdstati, a group which is distinctly southern in Europe. The only Bclem*
nile in the Uitenhage beds is not only different from any of the Mada
gascar forms, but belongs to the group Absoluti, which is typical of the
boreal regions in the northern hemisphere. The inference from this is
that the neocomian beds of northern Madagascar were deposited in an
extension of the tropical sea, while those of the extreme south of Africa
were formed in a different, probably colder ocean.*
This barrier does not seem to have been absolutely continuous
throughout the Jurassic period, or there may have been a mode of communi
cation round the north of the Peninsula of India by which some migration
took place, and so the presence of a few Cutch species, which are also
found on the east coast of India and in South Africa, is accounted for.
In cretaceous times the evidence is even stronger. The fauna of the
cretaceous (cenomanian) beds of Bagh is closely allied to that of Arabia and
Kurope, but is as distinct from that of the cretaceous beds in Trichinopoli
as is possible in the case of two homotaxially equivalent faunas. But the
Trichinopoli cretaceous fauna is very closely allied to that of the Khdsi
liills and of South Africa, showing that these areas, which are separated
from each other by distances much greater than that which divides the
Trichinopoli and Bagh exposures, were parts of one marine province, and
the difference of the fauna from that of the lower Narbadi valley can
only be explained by the existence of a land barrier, separating the sea in
which the Trichinopoli, Khisi, and South African fauna lived, from that in
which the Narbada, Arabian, and European cretaceous beds were deposited.*
We see then that throughout the later part of the palaeozoic and the
whole of the mesozoic era, there was a continuous stretch of dry land over
what is now the Indian Ocean, which finally broke up and sank beneath
tliesea in the tertiary period.
This conclusion has an important bearing on the generally, though not
universally, accepted doctrine of the permanence of continental and
oceanic areas. It is claimed, by many geologists of eminence, that the
deep oceanic areas of the present day have been oceans throughout the
whole of the period represented by the sedimentary formations of the
geological sequence, and that, if we except small volcanic islands rising
from the depths of the ocean, the dry land of every geological period was
confined to the present dry land and the shallower parts of the sea sur
rounding it.
1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Sot., XLV, 333, (1889). but the climatic inferences are vitiated by the
* Neuts Jakrb. Min. Geol., 1890, Band I, p. ij possibility of there having been extensive alW.T. Blanford, Quatt. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI, terations of latitude since these beds were deproceedings, p. 98, (1890). The evidence is posited (vide infra).
S >od for the distinctness of the marine areas,
8 S«c pp. 747, 253.
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The soundings that have been made in the Indian Ocean are not so
numerous as to preclude the possibility of there being a bank connecting
India and Africa, which would allow a bridge of dry land having existed
without imperilling this popular theory, but there are no indications of the
existence of such a bank, and the Indian Ocean is generally regarded by
the supporters of the hypothesis as one of the original oceanic areas of
the world. So the conclusion we have to draw from known and accepted
facts is in conflict with an hypothesis which has much to be said in its
favour and has the support of many of the most eminent geologists of the
day.
But this hypothesis is, consciously or unconsciously, to a large extent
bound up with, and based on, ideas relative to the constitution of the earth
as a whole, which represent it as either solid throughout, or at any rate as
having a solid crust whose thickness is very considerable in proportion to
the whole diameter of the earth. And one of the consequences that follow
on this theory of the constitution of the earth is, that there cannot have
been any great changes in the direction of the earth's axis of revolution,
or changes of latitude of places on its surface caused by the shifting of the
superficial crust over the internal core.
Here again we find the facts in conflict with a generally accepted hypo
thesis, which is, however, being gradually discredited in later years. What
ever may be the cause of these cold periods, of which two are now well
established in the geological history of the world and several more are
less completely indicated,1 there can be no doubt that their effects will be
more widespread, more extensive, and their traces more conspicuous in
high latitudes than in low. Yet the remains of this carboniferous glacial
period so conspicuous in India, Africa, and Australia, all lie within, or only
just beyond, thirty degrees from the equator. The furthest from the
equator lie in latitudes where the last glacial period, of pleistocene times,
has left but few traces at low altitudes, and those of a somewhat doubtful
character, while most of the remains are in latitudes to which the ice of
the pleistocene glacial period never penetrated, and many are well within
the tropics.
At the same time the corresponding deposits not merely of the temperate
clime in Europe and America, but even within the Arctic circle, in which
one would expect the traces of this cold period to be more abundant
more extensive, and more conspicuous, are almost free from traces of
glacial action. Boulders of rock imbedded in fine silt have been found
and some have shown a striation believed to be due to the action of ice
but they are sporadic and indicate that the carboniferous beds of Eno]an(j
and Europe, in which they were found, lay in a latitude which was near the
limit which the floating icebergs could reach before melting.
]. Croll ; " Climate and Time," London, 1875, Cliap. XVIII. Sec also pp. 106, 346, h. I.
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If we compare this with the very distinct evidence that glaciers
descended to low altitudes in the Penganga valley and the great desert cf
Rajputana, the contrast is not only striking but inexplicable, unless there
has been a very considerable change of the position of the earth's surface
relative to the present position of the poles.
There is independent evidence that similar changes of latitude are
actually taking place at the present day, in the records of all the principal
observatories of Europe and America.1 The justice of the conclusion has
been questioned and the variations have been ascribed to instrumental
errors and errors of observation, but their consensus is so strong that this
appears to be out of the question, and their accuracy has to a great extent
been confirmed by a series of observations recently made at Honolulu.'
In fact, the only grounds for questioning the possibility of changes of lati
tude on the earth's surface are based on those hypotheses regarding the
constitution of the earth which have been referred to. These hypo
theses, however, are not based on direct observation, but on mathematical
reasoning of a very brilliant nature which, to quote Prof. Huxley's well
known simile, is a mill that grinds very fine, but can only grind what
is put into it. In the present case the fundamental data on which the
investigations were based are uncertain, and the conclusions must con
sequently be questionable. This view has frequently been verbally accepted,
and more recent investigations have gone far to modify the earlier ones,
yet such is the glamour of genius, and such the natural tendency of
human nature to mistake precision for accuracy, and to prefer a definite
statement to a guarded inference, that the idea of the general solidity of
the earth, with its consequences, that very extensive changes in its form, or
the position of its surface relative to its axis of revolution, are impossible,
and the limitation of the period which has elapsed since the earth's surface
had cooled sufficiently to support life and to admit of the deposition of
ordinary sediments, to a comparative few millions of years, have exerted
an influence on the speculations of physical geology none the less im
portant because usually unconscious.
It has already been stated that some of the more recent mathematical
investigations have tended to show the uncertainty of the earlier conclu
sions, and in one of the most recent and philosophical of these s the Revd.
0. Fisher has almost returned to the old idea of a thin crust lying on a
molten interior. According to him the actual solid crust of the earth is
1 Asaph Hall, Am. Jour. Set., 3rd series,
XXIX, 223, (1885); R. D. Oldham, Geol.Mag.,
,"rd decade, III, 300, (1886) ; G. C. Comstock,
dm. Jour. Set., 3rd series, XLII, 470, (189:).
Fiinders Petrie's observations (•' Pyiamids and
Temples of Ghizeh," London, 1883, p. 125) are

important, as showing a distinct change cf
azimuth, and probably of latitude, sines tlie
pyramids were built.
• Proe. Roy. Soc., L., 227, (1891).
' O. Fisher, Physics of the Earth's Crust
London, ist edn., 1881 ; and edn., i88j.
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comparatively very thin, not exceeding 25 to 30 miles in thickness, and
rests OB a magma which, in its essential characters, must be regarded as
a fluid. What may be the condition of the great mass of matter forming the
central core of the earth is unknown and immaterial, but if Mr. Fisher's
theory of the earth's crust is correct, it not only allows of changes of lati
tude having taken place, but renders it exceedingly improbable that they
have not taken place. In this respect it agrees better with the observed
facts than the more usually held hypothesis, and we will see, when the
Himalayan range is dealt with, that this is not the only respect in which a
confirmation of his theory can be derived fram the facts of Indian geology.

CHAPTER IX.
MARINE JURASSIC ROCKS.
Cntch—Western R5jputana--Salt ranpe— Himalayas — Afghanistan - Doubtful jurassics of
western GartiwdL

With tlie exception of the fossiliferous upper Gondwdna beds of the east
coast, referred to in a previous chapter, no marine beds of Jurassic age
are known to occur in the peninsular area proper, and even as regards these
it is still uncertain whether they should not be regarded as more recent
in their origin.
But in the debateable tract lying east of the Indus and
west of the Ardvallis, marine Jurassic rocks attain a large development
in Cutcli and in western Rdjputdna.
The Jurassic area of Cutch1 may be considered as occupying a number
of post-tertiary islands, now connected by alluvial flats. The largest of
these islands, that forming the western and central portion of Cutch, is
about a hundred and twenty miles long, from east to west, by about forty
broad. To the north-east of it is the district of Wagad, another ancient
island nearly fifty miles from east to west, and, excluding alluvium and
" Rann," twenty-five miles broad. Farther north four isolated masses of
liills, chiefly composed of lower Jurassic rocks, extend in a line nearly a
hundred miles in length from east to west. These are the so called islands
in the Rann,* Patcham, Kharir (Khurreer or Kurreer), Bela and Chorar.
1 The account of this province is taken partly
from a report by Mr. Wynne, Memoirs, XI, pp.
'— 293.1 '872), and partly from manuscript notes
by the late Dr. Stoliczka. The Cephalopoda have
Oeen determined by Dr. Waagen, and described
in the Pal. Indicas series ix, (1873-75). It
should, perhaps, be noticed that Dr. Waagen's
views of specific distinction differ from those of
many palaeontologists, and that, as he points
ou:, several of the forms described by him as

species might by other naturalists not be con
sidered to rank higher than varieties.
1 The " Rann " of Cutch is an immense tract
surrounding the province on all sides, except
the south, and consisting of barren salt marsh
periodically overflowed by sea water. This
tract, which is evidently an ancient sea basin
now filled up by alluvial deposits, will be fur
ther described in a subsequent chapter on
post-tertiary and recent deposits.
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A few smaller islands also occur, but none of them are of sufficient size
to be worthy of notice.
None of the rocks found in Cutch and the adjoining islands are of older
date than Jurassic. In one spot some limestones, containing upper neocomian Cephalopoda, are found resting upon the Jurassic series, the
uppermost group of which may perhaps itself be of intermediate age, and
belong in part to a lower neocomiau horizon.1 In general, the upper
Jurassic beds disappear to the south beneath the Ueccan traps, but marine
tertiary beds (nummulitic) overlap the traps and rest upon the older series
in many parts of the country, both traps and nummulitic beds being quite
unconformable to the Jurassic formations.
The lowest beds are seen dipping to the south in the Rann islands,
and are locally exposed in an anticlinal which runs along the noithern
edge of the province, the intervening synclinal being, for the most part,
concealed beneath the Rann. From the anticlinal near the Rann there
is a general dip, varying in amount, to the southward. The greater
portion of the series is, however, repeated twice in consequence of a great
fault, which runs from east to west along the northern scarp of the
Chdrwdr range of hills south of Bhuj.
By the earlier observers, including Mr. Wynne, the Jurassic series in
Cutch was simply divided into a lower and an upper group, the former
chiefly marine, the latter apparently fresh water for the most part, though,
as was shown clearly by Mr. Wynne, no marked line of division can be
drawn, for not only is there an absence either of unconformity or of any
marked break in lithological character between the two subdivisions, but
marine beds are occasionally found interstratified with the upper, and
plant beds with the lower group. The examination of the Cephalopoda
by Dr. Waagen indicated the probability that representatives of several
European Jurassic groups existed in Cutch, and Dr. Stoliczka, re-examining
the beds with the aid of Mr. Wynne's geological map and his own
knowledge of palaeontology, found no difficulty in distinguishing four sub
divisions, the three lower of which had been included in the inferior or
marine group of previous observers, whilst the upper comprised the higher
fresh water beds, with the uppermost marine strata. The names of the
groups proposed by Dr. Stoliczka, with their homotaxial equivalents
amongst European formations, are exhibited on the opposite page.
The whole thickness of the Cutch Jurassic series has been estimated by
Mr. Wynne at 6,300 feet, of which 3,000, or very nearly half, belong to
1 Dr. Stoliczka unfortunately did not live to
publish the results of his examination of Cutch,
but from his rougli field notes it appears prob
able that the upper neocomiaa bsd of Ukr*

(infra, p. 286) is confor.nable to the underlying
Umia beds. He does not precisely state, hawever, what are the relations of the upper bed to
the io*er at this ipot.
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CL'TCH.

Classification of the Jurassic series in ditch?
CUTCH.

„,,„,

CBOUP,

EUROPE.

CROUP.

^ONES.
I

CRETACEOUS.
Upper heocoiiiian.

I. Beds with Ctioceras and /imnonites of the rhotomagensis groap.
2. Sandstones and shale? with Cycadea and other plants.

? WEALDKN.

V

3. Sandstones and conglomerates Upper Tithi>nian
with marine fossils, Ammonites Lower Tithunian
(I'erisphinctes) eudichotomus.fiequenst Irigonia smeei, T. ventricosa etc.

UPPER JURASSIC.
Tithnninn and
i'ottland.

4. Sandstones and shales with Am. Zone of A., (Petisph) ;
UPPER
(Phyloceras) ptychoictis, A (Op
JURASSIC.
uiutnbilis.
pelia) lrachynotus,A. (Petisphinc- Zone of A. (Oppelia)
v Kimmetidge.
tes) torquatus. pottingeii, etc.
lenuilobatus.
KAIROU

5. Red ferruginous and yellow sand ? Zone of A. (Pelt.)
stones
(Kantkot sandstones)
bimammatits.
with Am. \Stephtinocerus) mnya, ? Zone of A. (Pelt.)
A. (Aspidnceras) peiarmatus, A.
transversarius.
(Perisphinctes.) tsirguloides, leiocymon.

MIDDLE
JURASSIC.
(Middle oolite).
Oxford.

6. Oolites (Dhosa ool te) with Am. Zone of A. (Amaltheus)
(Strphanoeeras) polyphenius, A.
coidatvs.
( Perisphinctes) indo-vermanus, Zone of A. (Amaltheus)
A. (Aspid) peiarmatus, babeinus,
lambetti.
A. (Pel!.) arduennensis, etc

C«ARI .

\

7. White limestones with Am. (Pelt.)
athleta, A. (Oppelia) bicoslatus,
etc.

Zone of A. (Pelt.)
athleta.

3. Shalei with ferruginous nodules,
with Am. (Perisph.) obtusicosta,
aneeps A. (Harpoceras) lunula,
ptmctaius, etc.

Zone of A. (Perisph.)
aneeps.

9. Shales with calcareous bands and
locally with golden oolite : Am.
(Sleph.) mactocephalus, tunidus,
bullatus, A. (Oppelia) subcostarius, A. (Petisph.l funatus,
etc.

Zone of A. (Steph.)
macrocephulus.

110. Light grey limestones and marls
with Am. (Oppelia) seiriger,
Corals and Brachiopoda, etc.

PATCH AM "

_ (

II. Yellow sandstones and limetones,
with Ttigonia, Corbulis, Cuculleif
etc.
Waagen, Pal. Indica, series IX, Introduction, (1875).

\

MIDDLE
JURASSIC.
^(Middle oolite).
Kellmoay.

1

)

MIDDLE

f
JURASSIC
V (Lower oolite).
[
Bath.
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the uppermost group alone, the thickness of the other groups not having
been estimated separately. It must be remembered that the base of the
whole series is not exposed, and thai the upper beds had suffered from
denudation before they were covered by the traps.
The Patcham group is thus named from its occurrence in the island
of Patcham in the Rann. The lowest beds are exposed on the northern
scarp of a range of hills which runs east and west through all the Rann
islands from Patcham to Chorar. The rocks composing the range dip
south at a low angle, the crest of the hills and the surface of their southern
slopes being formed of a thick massive bed of yellowish sandstone and
limestone, which contains Corbula pectinata, Astarte compressa, a Trigonia closely resembling T. interlavigata, Cncullxa virgaia and other
fossils.1 Below the massive bed come shales and sandstones, all more or
less calcareous, containing a Rhynconella, near R. concinna, Lima, Gcrvillia, a small Exogyra, etc. The lowest bed seen in Patcham island is
calcareous sandstone abounding in the small Exooyra. The same lower
beds are seen in Koari Het, a small islet north-west of Patcham, and on
the northern flank of the range, in Kharir, Bela, and Chorar, the top of the
range in all cases consisting of the yellow calcareous rock. The thickness
of this portion of the beds is at least 500 feet.
Besides forming the range of hills in the islands of the Rann, the
Patcham limestone is exposed at four places in Cutch itself, — at Jarra, Kira
hill near Chari, Jura hill, and in Halama'n hill near Lodai—all situated along
the northern edge of the main province of Cutch, near the borders of the
Rann. In all these places they appear as inliers, exposed at the crest
of an anticlinal, and surrounded on all -sides by higher beds. At Ja;ra,
about fifty miles north-west of Bhuj, there is a bed of white limestone
containing Scyphia, a Terebratula, and small Rhynconellx and, immediately
above it, a bed of corals. These rocks do not appear to be equally well
exposed elsewhere. They are at the base of the Chdri group and were con
sidered by Dr. Stoliczka as the uppermost beds of the Patcham group of
Cutch.
The lower portion of the Patcham group has yielded no Ccfka/opjrfa.
and the higher beds only eight species, all of which are rare. One is
Nautilus jumaiensis, the others are Atmno'iites, of which one belongs
to the sub-genus0/>/>t'//rf,three to Stephanoceras, and three to Perisphinetcs.
One Stephanoceras is a variety of Ammonites macrocrphalns, the typical
form of which is abundant in the next higher subdivision, and both
the other species of Stephanoceras pass likewise into the lower beds
1 As only tlie Cephalopoda of the Cutch beds may require modification. Only those are
have been properly compared, it is possible mentioned which are in all probability correctly
that some of the identifications of other fossils determined.
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of the Chari group. With the exception of A. macrocephalus, the only
species found also in European rocks is A. (Ofpelin) serrig^r, which
was originally described from upper batlionian beds. So far as the
Cephalopoda are concerned, it would be difficult to correlate the Patcham group with any subdivision of the European oolites, but the Patcham Brachicpoda, which, ho.vever, have not been thoroughly compared,
and the position of the beds immediately beneath the strata containing
A. macrocephalus in abundance, have induced Drs. Stoliczka and Waagen
to refer the group to the horizon of the Bath oolite (bathonian).

The next group in ascending order derives its name from the village of
Chari, situated close to the borders of the Rann, about thirty two miles
north-west of Bhuj. This village has been known since the time of Captain
Grant, the earliest geological explorer of Cutch, as an admirable locality
for fossils, and especially for Cephalopoda, of which large numbers are
found in the calcareous sandstones exposed around Kira hill.
The Chdri group is composed of four subdivisions, each marked by its
mineral characters and by the fossils it contains. The group, as a whole
is much more shaly than any of the other subdivisions, but it contains
hard bands of limestone or calcareous sandstone forming ridges, which
are usually distinguished by characteristic forms of Ammonites.
The lowest of the four zones or subgroups consists of shales, usually
of a grey colour, with occasional bands of golden oolite, and sometimes
nodular shaly limestone. The rock called golden oolite (which is not
peculiar to India, but which is also found in the jurassics of Europe, and at
about the same horizon) is very characteristic and easily recognised. It is
a rather coarse grained limestone, composed of calcareous grains, which
are coated with n very thin ferruginous layer and are surrounded by a
matrix of carbonate of lime, so that the stone has much the appearance at
first sight of a rock with golden coloured mica. In places, as at ChaVi
itself, the golden colite is thick and conspicuous, but it is locally distri
buted and often wanting. The most characteristic fossils of these lowest
Chari beds are Ammonites (Stephatiocera!,) macrocephalus, and allied
forms of the sub genus Stephunoceras.
Above the macrocephalus beds come dark shales, often black, with
ferruginous bands and concretions. Sometimes, however, the nodulrs
are of white limestone, and the shales are locally sandy, and associated
with sandstones, but the beds appear to preserve their lithological
characters in general thoroughout Cutch. The chief palajontological pecu
liarity of this subdivision is the extreme abundance of a Terebratula,
considered by Sowcrby a variety of the cretaceous T. biplicala. Planulate Ammonites (Pet iiphiitctes) are also very common. The shales not
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unfrequently contain remains of plants, but no distinct impressions have
been found.1
The next subdivision, in ascending order, is a very thin band, some
times only 20 to 30 feet thick, of whitish or grey shale, with bands
of limestone, which are generally white, but occasionally yellowish or
brown. Usually this band may be recognised easily by its colour and by
its presence beneath the Dhosa oolite. The most characteristic fossil
is Ammonites (Peltoceras) athieta and, in north-western Cutch, the shell
of this mollusc is usually changed into black calcspar.
The uppermost Chiri subdivision, or Dhosa oolite, is the most character
istic of all both litliologically and palaeontologically. It is of no great thick
ness, though more developed than the at/iletabcds, and consists of grey,
reddish, or brown oolite, sometimes sandy and often nodular. Cephalopoda
are extremely abundant. And it abounds in many places in a Terebratula
closely allied to the cretaceous T. sella, and referred to that species as
a variety by Sowerby.
The Chari beds are exposed in several places in Cutch, but they no
where occupy a large area. They are found resting upon Patcham beds
in the southern part of Patcham and Kharir, and in Kakindiya and
Gdngta, two small islands south-east of Kharir, forming only the axis of a
quaquaversa! anticlinal on the latter, but none are exposed in Bela or
Chorar, though a small area exists in the extreme north of W;tgad. In
these outcrops the subdivisions are less well marked than to the south
ward, and the two characteristic Terebratulas have not been noticed. In
the mainland of Cutch, the Chdri group occupies two series of inliers. One
of these series is scattered at intervals along the northern anticlinal rancre.
The rocks appear at three places west north-west of Cldri, again around
Kira hill, near Chari, the typical locality, they extend nearly twelve miles
from east to west around the Patcham beds of Juria hill, north of Bhuj, and
are found in two more outcrops farther east around Halama"n hill, where
they extend more than six miles, and they again appear a mile farther
east. Another series of outcrops occurs in the Charwa'r range, south
of Bhuj. Here the Chari beds are brought up at intervals along the
southern side of the great fault ; they are greatly disturbed and cut up by
cross faults, but the different bands can be easily recognised, — the Dhosa
oolite with Terebratula sella, var., the white atlileta beds, and the band
with T. biplicala, var., being always conspicuous.
The cephalopodous fauna of the Chdri group comprises a hundred and
twelve species, of which thirty-seven are European. The relations between
those found in the different subdivisions and the corresponding Kelloway
1 In Dr. Stoliczka's field notes he mentions
having at one locality found fragments of
quaitz and of a limestone derived from one of

the lower groups, probably from the P.Ucham
teds, cemented together in the rock- at this
horizon. This may indicate an unconformity.
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and lower Oxford groups in Europe, arc the following, according to Dr.
Waagen :—
In the lowest Chari subdivision, or macrocephahts beds thirty-one
Cephalopoda have been found, vig. two species of Belemnites, three of
Nautilus and twenty-six of Ammonites (Phylloceras 2, including A.
dispntabilis, Lytoceras \, Oppelia I, Harpoceras i, Stephanoceras 13, in
cluding A. macrocephaius, and Perisphinctes 8). Three are common to this
subdivision and the upper Patcham beds, whilst none are known to range
into higher strata. Sixteen species or rather more than one-half, are
found in Europe, all, except two, belonging exclusively to the beds with
A. macrocephaius (Lower Kelloway).
In the next subdivision, the dark shales with Terebratula kipltcata,
twenty-seven Cephalopoda are found, vie. three Belemnites, one Nautilus,
one Ancyloceras, and the remainder Ammonites (Phylloceras 2, Oppelia 3,
Harpoceras 5, Stephanoceras I, and Perisphinctes 1 1). Six of these range
into higher beds, whilst seven are European, and of these latter five are
only found in the beds with A. anceps (Middle Kelloway).
The Athleta beds have yielded twenty species, three Belemnites and
seventeen Ammonites {Phylloceras i, Amaltheus 2, Oppelia 2, Harpoceras
t, Pclioceras I, Aspidoceras 2, and Perisphinctes 7) ; five of these are com
mon to the next lower subdivision, and two to the Dliosa Oolite. Eight
are European, six being peculiar to the zone of A. athleta (Upper
Kelloway).
In the Dliosa oolite there are thirty-four Cephalopoda, viz. four Belem
nites, one Nautilus, and twenty-nine Ammonites (Phylloceras 2, Harpo
ceras i, Peltoceras 5, Aspidoceras 4, Stephanoceras'&, and Perisphinctes^).
Four of these range into higher and three into lower beds. Eight are found
in Europe, the most important being Am. (Aspidoceras} perarmatus, and
seven of these belong exclusively to the zones of A. (Amaltheus] lamberti
and A. (Amalth.) contains (Lower Oxford). Other fossils, especially
Terebratula sella, are abundant in this group.

The Katrol group, which rests upon the uppermost subdivision of the
Clidri beds, is of considerable thickness. It consists of sandstones of
various kinds, white, brown, pinkish grey, etc., and shales usually grey or
reddish, but sometimes very dark coloured, like those of the Am. anceps
zone. Ferruginous nodules and concretions sometimes occur in the shales
which prevail towards the base of the group, the upper portion being
chiefly sandstones. On the whole, however, shales predominate.
These beds form two belts ir Cutch proper. The first occurs in the
anticlinal along the Rann and extends for nearly eighty miles, surrounding the
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inliers of tlie Patcharn and ChAri groups, and extending to a considerable
distance beyond them. The exposure of Katrol rocks varies in breadth
being, where broadest, nearly ten miles wide. The second belt is in the
Charwa'r range, south of the great fault. This tract is about thirty-five miles
from east to west, but nowhere more than two miles broad. Besides this the
greater part of Wdgad is occupied by beds apparently belonging to the
same group. The rocks are very similar in mineral character, consisting
of a coarse and fine grey, pinkish and white sandstones above, and grey
or yellowish shales below, but the Cephalopoda found are almost all dis
tinct, and appear to indicate a lower horizon. From their development
around the town of Kantkot, these Wa'gad beds have received the name
of Kantkot sandstone.
The Cephalopoda of this Kantkot sandstone are nineteen in number,
four Belemnites and fifteen Ammonites (Phylloceras \. Aspidoceras 2,
Stephanoceias 5, Perisphinctcs 7). Four of these Am. (Aspidoceras)
perarmatus,A, (Slephanoceras) maya, fissits, and ofis, are also found in the
Dhosa oolite of the Chdri beds, whilst only one species, Belemnites
grantianus (B. kantkotensis), is common to the Kantkot bed and the
Katrol group in Cutch proper. Thus the Kantkot beds appear by their
cephalopodous fauna allied more closely to the uppermost Ch^ri beds than
to the Katrol group. Three species only of the Kantkot Cephalopoda.
are European, A. (Asp.) perarmatus, A. (Per.) plicatilis, and A (Per.)
martelli, and only one of these, the last, is limited to a single zone, that of
A. (Pelt ) transversariiis (Upper Oxford) in Europe, the other two
ranging lower. Several forms are, however, allied to upper oxfordian
species.
The Katrol group proper has yielded twenty-six species of Cephalopoda,
four Belemnites and twenty-two Ammonites (Phylloceras 2, Lytoceras t,
Haploceras 2, Oppelia 4, besides an Aptychus, Harpoceras i, Aspidoceras
5, Perisphinctes 7). Only one of these species, Bel. grantianus, is found
with certainty in any other group in Cutch. Four species are found in
Europe, all belonging to the beds of the Kimmeridge group, with A. (Asp.)
acanthicus. By far the most characteristic and abundant of the Cepha
lopoda, is a non-canaliculate Belemnite, B. katrolensis. The commonest
Ammonites are A. (Oppelia) kachhensis, A. (Per.) poltingeri, A. (Per.)
katrolensis, and A. (Per.) torquatus.
Imperfect plant remains are common in the Katrol group, as they are
in many of the lower beds of Cutch, but in one instance near the village of
Narha, as has already been mentioned in the description of the Gondwa'na
system several remains of plants, whose relations have already been dis
cussed on a previous page ' were found by Mr. Wynne, in shales interstratilied with the Katrol beds and distinctly inferior in position to some
of the marine bands of the group.
1 Supra, p. 189.
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The Umia group derives its name from a small village in western Cutch,
rather more than fifty miles north-west of Bhuj. Taken as a whole, this
group appears to equal in development all the other Jurassic beds together,
being, according to Mr. Wynne's estimate, upwards of 3,000 feet thick. It
is the equivalent of the upper Jurassic group of Mr. Wynne's Memoir. As
a rule, it consists of sandstones of various kinds, and more or less sandy
shales. The sandstones are very often soft and white or pale brown,
sometimes variegated, and very generally distinguished by thin bands of
hard black or brown ferruginous grit. Occasionally the sandstones are
variegated with pink, red, and brown, they are often very argillaceous and
tend to decompose into a loose sandy soil, which covers and conceals the
rocks over a great part of the country. In a few instances carbonaceous
shale occurs, and in one locality a thin seam of bright jetty coal. A few
thin hard bands of sandstones are met with, some being so hard as to be
almost a quartzite. There is a marked resemblance in the beds of this
group to some of the upper Gondwdna strata of Central India : there are
the same soft argillaceous sandstones and sandy shales and the same hard
ferruginous gritty bands.
Towards the base of the Umia group there is a thick band of calca
reous conglomerate, hard and grey, sometimes ferruginous associated with
sandstones and shales. In this conglomerate and in some associated beds
marine fossils are numerous. Throughout all the rest of the group plant
remains are common, but they are not often sufficiently well preserved to
be identified. Marine fossils are very rare, but Trigonia smeei, the most
typical fossil of the group, has been found in places, as near Vigori, forty
miles north-west of Bhuj, in beds near the top of the group and well above
the horizon at which most of the plant fossils have been obtained.
The beds of the Umia group are covered unconformably by the Dcccan
traps and by tertiary rocks, except in one place, where they underlie
the upper neocomian (aptien) beds of Ukra hill in north-western Cutch.1
The surface occupied by the rocks of the Umia group corresponds in
magnitude with the thickness of the formation, and embraces nearly, if not
quite, half of the Jurassic area in Cutch. In Cutch proper these beds ex
tend throughout the province from the western extremity near Lakhpat to
the eastern end beyond Bachao, forming a great plain south of the irregu
lar range of hills along the edge of the Rann. They also extend round each
end of the range, especially to the eastward, where the bottom Umia beds
extend north of the hills about twenty miles along the edge of the Rann.
The main belt of Umia beds is from eight to twelve miles across on an
average. These rocks lap round the western end of the ChaYwar range,
where the great east and west fault to which the range is due appears to
die out, and they cover another plain, nearly fifty miles in length from east
1 Infra, p. 286.
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to west and about eight miles broad, south of the ChaVwar range. They
also form the western portion of W^gad.
The plant remains of the Umia group and their relations have already
been described in the chapter relating to the Gondwana system. It was
there shown that twenty-seven species had been identified, of which ten
are either common to the lower oolitic beds of Yorkshire or represented
by very closely allied forms. Bearing in mind that the plant beds overlie
the portion of the group which has furnished Cephalopoda, it is remarkable
to find that the latter exhibit a very decided upper oolitic facies. They
are eleven in number,1 vie.—
Belemnites grantianus (kantkotensis).
Belemnites, 2 sp. indet.
Am. (Hnplccfras), cf. tomephorus.
A. (Aspi</o:en>s) wynnei.
A. (Pcrisphinctes), cf. suprajurensis.

A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

(Perisphinstes) bleicheri.
(Per.) osculteftircatus.
(Per.) etiJichotomus,
(Per.) frequens.
(Per.) denstplicatut.

Of these eleven species, one (Belemnites grantianus var. kantkotensis)
is found in lower beds in Cutch, and the two other forms of Belemnites
are closely allied to the Katrol species B. claviger and B. katio/ensis,
and may be identical. All the eight Ammonites are restricted in Cutch to
the Umia group, and two of them (A tomep/torusand A. eudichotomus] are
tithonian species, found in the uppermost Jurassic beds of southern Europe,
whilst A. bleicheri and A. supi ajurensis are found in the Portland strata
of northern France, and A. occultefurcatus is barely distinguishable from
another Portland species, A. (Perisphinctes] boidini. The connection
between the Cephalopoda of the Umia group and the forms found in the
uppermost Jurassic beds of Europe is consequently very marked, and
Or Waagen states that the same marked similarity exists between the
lamellibranchiate bivalves of the same beds in the two regions.8
The Cephalopoda are, however, rare and exceptional in the Umia group,
and they form by no means so important a portion of the fauna as in the
other groups. The commonest Umia fossils are two species of Trigonia
(T. smeei and T. ventricosa), the latter being also found in the neocomian
rocks of South Africa, whilst a very closely allied form (T. tubercultfera]
occurs in cretaceous beds in Southern India. The occurrence of these
Ttigonite in upper Gondwana strata near Rajamahendri has already
1 "ine, according to Dr. Waagen (Pal. Indica,
series ix, 225, 232). but he appears to have
overlooked two forms —Belemnites kantkotensis
(grantianus), stated at page 4 to have been
found in Umia beds and the specimens from
the same group doubtfully referred to B. claviger on p. 7. These very trilling and unim
portant oversights arc not noticed in order to

\ call attention to a trivial error, but because
the relations of the Umia group are of considi crable importance and have been disputed.
In consequence of the great importance of this
group, the evidence upon which its relations
to the upper Jurassic beds of Europe are based
is g ven in full.
1 Pal. Indie,i, series ix, 225, (1875).

A. (i>hylloceraa)di?putatilis, Zittel X #.

A (Stijpbanocwa*) macrocepbalus. Schlotb x &•

i) pottinj-ri. Sow.

JURASSIC FOSSILS.
00.

J perdrmatus. Sow.
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most characteristic beds being whitish or greyish sandstone, very fine and
been noticed. Other forms cf common
occurrence in the Umia group are
species of Trigonia allied to T. vau,
clavellata and gibbosa, Astarte major,
a Gervillia, a peculiar Gryphssa, in
termediate in form between G. dilatata and G. vesicularis, Goniomya, etc.
Some of these range into lower groups
also. A portion of the jaw of a Plesiosaurus, also obtained from these
beds, is said to be undistinguishable
from that of P. arcuatus, Owen, from
a" the lower lias of England.1
Owing to the circumstance that, with the exception of the Cephalo
poda, the large collections of fossils made in Cutch by Messrs Wynnei
Fedden, and Stoliczka have not hitherto been examined and compared, the
distribution of many of the most characteristic species has not been defi
nitely ascertained. Amongst the forms which are most abundantly pre
served in the lower groups of the Cutch Jurassic series are species of Pleurotomaria, Pholadomya granosa, Ph. angulata, Ph. inornata, Corbula
lyrata, C. pectinata, Nnctila cuneijormis, Cucullaa virgata, Trigonia
ccstata and Ostrea marshii,
On the next page is given a table which shows the general result of
Dr. Waagen's examination of the Jurassic Cephalopoda found in Cutch.
The correspondence, not only with the European Jurassic rocks as a
whole, but with the different groups into which they are divided, is re
markable, and greater than is known in any other Indian formations, the
only other series of Indian rocks of which the fauna has been sufficiently
examined to justify the comparison, the cretaceous series of Southern
India, showing much less close agreement in the distribution of the fauna,
and especially of the Cephalopoda,\\\\.\\ the corresponding groups in Europe.
The only remarkable instance in which the Cephalopoda of the Cutch jurassics difter from their representatives in the Jurassic rocks of Europe, is in
the prevalence in the Indian area of the macrocephali at a higher horizon
than in Europe. In Cutch they abound in the Dhosa oolite and Kantkot
sandstone, the other Cephalopoda of which are of Oxford, and in the
latter case of upper Oxford types, whilst in Europe they are not known
above the base of the Kelloway group. As will, however, be shown in
the next chapter, some of the cretaceous forms of Ammonites found in
Southern India show a remarkable resemblance to the Jurassic forms of
1 Lydekker, Recoidt, XXII, 50, (1889).
2
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mncrocephali, and in this instance they are associated with species allied
to Ammonites characteristic of even older European deposits.
"o
NAM! Of GROUP.

1}

NAME OF SUBDIVISION.

beds Species
higher
rangingteds.
Species
ranging Into
lower Euiointu
Common
to jurpcan
as ics.

Species
peculiar
tosroup.

REMARKS.

2C

UMIA

.

KATROL

CHARI

Marine beds

f Katrol beds proper .
\
.<

at

4 Two of the European species
occur in Portland beds oi
northern France and two in
Tithonian beds of southern
Europe.

I

i

4 All the four European species
belong to the zone of Am.
acanthicus (Kimmeridge).

'4

f

4

3

27

4

3

8 Seven characteristic of the
zone of A. traasreisaiius
(Lower Oxford) of Europe.

,3

2

5

S

Six characteristic of the zone
of A. nthleta in Europe.

7

Five of the seven species found
also in Europe are peculiar
to the beds with A. ancffs.

16

Fourteen of the sixteen exclu

II

9

87

26

«9

\ Kantkot beds
/ Dhosa Oolite
34
I
(Terebratula sel/a
beds).
^
. *! Athleta beds
20
)
I Ancclis beds, with
Tcr, ttplicuta

27

f 21

Macrncephalus beds .

3'

z"-

V

6

3

sively found in beds with A.

macrocephalus in Europe.

/

Upper

,

^

Lower

...

a

S

3

ior'2

PnTCHAM

The occurrence of Jurassic rocks in the desert tract to the north of the
Rann of Cutch has been known for many years. A few species were obtained
from the country immediately north of the Rann by Sir H. Pottinger, but
the only tracts which have yet been explored by a geologist lie further
north, near BAlmer, in Jaisalmer and in Bikaner. Five distinct groups of
rocks have been recognised and named as follows:—
5.
4.
3.
2.
i.

Abur beds.
Parihar sandstones.
Beddsar group.
Jaisalmer limestones.
Balmer sandstones.

The B^lmer rocks consist of sandstones, grits, and conglomerates, the
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compact, and a still finer rock approaching a compact shale, white, but
veined and blotched with purple. These beds must attain a considerable
thickness, but only the lowest are well exposed, the upper strata being
probably softer. The lower members of the group are well seen at Balmer
itself, where they rest upon the Malani volcanic rocks, and in some hills
near Naosir, about thirty miles farther east. Fragmentary plant remains
are common, but nothing sufficiently well preserved for determination has
been found, and no remains of animals have been detected in the beds.
East and south-east of Jaisalmer, beneath the marine Jurassic beds of
the next group, a considerable thickness of white, grey, and brown sand
stones is exposed, interstratified with numerous bands of hard black and
brown ferruginous sandstone and grit. Towards the base are some soft
argillaceous sandstones, streaked and blotched with purple, and closely
resembling the Balmer beds, except that they are less hard. These
rocks probably belong to the BaMmer group. They have a lithological
resemblance to the Umia group of Cutch and to some of the Gondwa"na
beds of the Central Provinces. The only fossils found, except fragments
of leaves, were some pieces of dicotyledonous fossil wood
The sandstones and limestones of the Jaisalmer group rest upon the beds
last described, and consist of thick bands of compact buff and light brown
limestone interstratified with grey, brown, and blackish sandstone, with some
conglomerate. The limestone forms conspicuous scarps close to the town
of Jaisalmer, and it is highly fossiliferous, containing amongst other species
Terebratula biplicata,T. intermedia, Pholadomya granosa, Corbula lyrata,
C. pectinata, Trigonia costata, Nucula cuneiformis, Pecten lens, and
Nautilus kumagunensis. Ammonites (Stephanoceras) fissus has been
obtained from the neighbourhood, but very possibly from a different horizon
for in Cutch it belongs to the Dhosa oolite and the Kantkot sandstone
(both Oxford), whilst Nautilus kumagunensis is only found at a lower
horizon in the beds with Am. macrocephalus at the base of the ChaVi group.
Terebratula biplicata in Cutch is chiefly characteristic of a rather higher
horizon than that of the macrocephalus beds. There can, however, be but
little hesitation in referring the Jaisalmer limestones to the age of the Chari
group.
The Jaisalmer limestones are overlaid by a group of purplish and red
dish sandstones, with thin layers of black vitreous ferruginous sandstone.
Some beds of a red calcareous sandstone contain fossils which have not
been determined. Some of them closely resemble forms from the Katrol
group of Cutch. These sandstones have been distinguished as the Bedesar
group1 and are overlaid by the Parihar group of soft, white felspathic
sandstones, which weather into a clean sugary sand, largely composed of
1 R. D. Oldham, Records, XIX, 158, (1886).
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subangular fragments of transparent quartz. The uppermost beds of the
jurassics are sandstones, shales and limestones, among which there is one
very conspicuous fossiliferous band, known locally as Abur, a name which
has been applied to the village where it is quarried, and formerly referred to
in the Survey publications as the ammonite bed of Kuchri.1 It is a thin bed
of buff coloured limestone, weathering red, and abounding in yellow colour
ed ammonites of three or four species. None can be safely identified with
any ditch species, though one form is very near A. (Stephanoceras] opts,
which is common to the Dhosa oolite and Kantkot sandstone of Cutch.

Jurassic beds are again found in the western half of the Salt
range and in its trans-Indus continuation, where th» lower beds
rest upon the triassic rocks, and consist of sandstones of varying colour,
succeeded in ascending order by limestones, clays, and soft white sand
stones, then come bands of haematite, several feet in thickness, and
thinner layers of golden oolite, precisely similar to the rock of Cutch,
the upper portion of the group consisting of coarse brown sandstones,
yellow marls, white sandstone and hard grey limestone bands. The
sandstones are often conglomeratic and the limestones are most largely
developed to the westward. Small layers and patches of bright jetty
coal occur in places towards the base of the group and west of the Indus
near Kalabagh, but there is nothing like a seam of coal. The patches of
coal appear to be merely carbonised fragments of drift wood.
The Salt range Jurassic beds are not found east of the neighbourhood
of Naushahra. They begin to appear a little further west than the triassic
ceratite strata and, increasing much in thickness, continue to the Indus.
West of that river the same rocks re-appear in the Maiddni (Chichali)
hills, where they are well developed and more fossiliferous than in the Salt
range. They are well seen in the Chichclli pass, and extend round the curve
of the range further to the southward than the Productus limestone
does, disappearing beneath the tertiary rocks about six miles south of
Mulakhel,* but are again found in the Shaikh Budin hills.
Until the fossils of the Salt range Jurassic beds are examined in detail ,
it is not possible to say exactly what members of the Jurassic series are
represented. Dr. Waagen has shown that there is a close connection
between the Salt range oolitic beds and those of Cutch,8 but that the Spiti
shales of the Himalayas contain a very different fauna. The Kelloway
portion of the Chari beds is distinctly represented in the Punjab, and some
of the higher Jurassic groups also. Cephalopoda are scarce, except west
of the Indus, where Ammonites and Belemnites occur rather more
1 W. T. Blanford, Records, X, 16, (1877).
2 Fleming, Jour. As. Sac, Beng., XXII, 278,

(1853).
3 Pal. Indicn, series ix, 236, (1875),
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abundantly, especially in the fine section of Jurassic beds exposed in the
Chicbclli pass.

The Jurassic rocks of the Himalayas have long been known by their
fossils, which had acquired a sacred character and become objects of com
merce. They are represented in the central Himalayas by a series of
dark grey and black shales, known as the Spiti1 shales, whch contain
numerous calcareous concretions, a large proportion of which are formed
round fossils. The thickness of these shales is about 300 feet, and their
original extension has been very much restricted bv the great denudation
they have undergone.
The Spiti shales are said to lie conformably on the underlying lime
stones, which were regarded by Dr. Stoliczka as lias, and the presence of
passage beds, in the shape of a small thickness of clayey slates, is indicated.
In view of the probability that the beds regarded as lias are in reality
uppermost trias, and of the abrupt change of lithological character which
takes place at the base of the Spiti shales everywhere except in Spiti, it
seems more natural to suppose that there is an unconformity which has not
yet been recognised.
The Spiti shales are overlaid by about 600 feet of a light yellow silicious
sandstone, known as the Giumal sandstone, which was regarded by
Dr. Stoliczka* as upper Jurassic in age, but has more recently been classed
as neocomian.3
Jurassic rocks are known to occur north of Nepal, characteristic fossils
having been brought from that direction by traders, and the Spiti shales have
been recognised to the north of the Karakoram range in one direction, and
in Hazdra in the other. In Haz^ra they are perfectly typical and are recog
nisable both lithologically and palaeontologically. In the Sirban mountain
they rest unconformably on a surface of triassic limestones, eroded and
pierced by boring molluscs. They are conformably succeeded by sandy and
calcareous beds, abruptly overlaid, but with no observed unconformity, by
a sandstone containing a lower cretaceous fauna.
Further south the Spiti shales have not been recognised with certainty,
but in the Sulaiman range some black shales, overlaid by sandstones, are
found below the cretaceous limestone of the Takht-i-Stildimdn* and a similar
section is said to be observable in the eastern termination of the Safed
Koh,6 but the identification lacks the support of fossil evidence. In the
southern part of the Hazdra district Jurassic rocks are represented by a
1 F. St..liczka, Memoirs, V, 85, (1865).
1 Memrhs, V, 113, (1865).
1 C. L. Griesbach, Mfmoiis, XXIII, So,

(1891).
• Records, XVII, 184. (1884).
5 Records, XXV,8i, (1852).
R 2
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band,1 composed almost entirely of Trigonia ventricosa, associated with
layers containing Ammonites, Gryphxa and Belemnites, whose age relative
to the Spiti shales is undetermined.
This will be the most convenient place to mention certain fossiliferous
beds, underlying the nummulitics of the outliers in south-western Garhwal,
whose chief interest lies in the fact that they contain the only preteitiary
organic remains that have been recognised in the outer Himalayas south of
the main snowy range. They were originally discovered by Mr. Medlicott * in the Tal valley immediately east of the Ganges and have conse
quently been frequently referred to as the Tal beds.
They are described by Mr. Middlemiss as grits or quartzites, frequently
calcareous and passing into limestone in places. The fossils are mostly
fragmentary, but among them he considered that corals, belemnites
lamellibranchs and gasteropods were represented, the whole indicating a
probably Jurassic age. Subsequent critical examination, however, failed to
discover any specimens determinable with sufficient accuracy to indicate
the age of the rocks. Judging from their stratigraphical position they are
probably mesozoic, but beyond this nothing can be decided.
1 A. B. Wynne, Records, XII, 125, (1879).
8 Memoirs, III, pt. ii, 69, (1864).

« Records, XVII, 161, (1884) ; XVIII, 73.
I (1885).

CHAPTER X.
MARINE CRETACEOUS ROCKS OF THE INDIAN PENINSULA.
Cretaceous rocks of Southern India— Relations to cretaceous rocks of Assam and South
Africa—Cretaceous rocks of the lower NarbadA valley — Relations to cretaceous of Europe—
Contrast to cretaceous of Southern* India—An Indo-African land connection—Doubtfully
cretaceous sandstones of the Nurbada valley and of Kuthiawar.

The occurrence of cretaceous rocks in Southern India was first ob
served in 1 840 by Mr. Kaye of the Madras Civil Service, who, in company
with Mr. Brooke Cunliffe and others, collected a large series of fossils,
which were examined by Professor E. Forbes. The rocks near Pondicherri had, however, some years before attracted the notice of Mons. E.
Chevalier, but no account of them was published until after the appearance
of Mr. Kaye's description. A collection of fossils from the neighbour
hood of Pondicherri was examined by A. D'Orbigny, and referred to an
upper cretaceous age. Forbes, on the other hand, referred the beds of
Trichinopoli and Viruddhachalam to the age of the upper greensand or
jjault, and the Pondicherri beds to the neocomian. It was shown by Mr. H.
F. Blanford that beds of two ages exist near Pondicherri, and he, follow
ing Professor Forbes, considered the lower of these or Valudayur beds
neocomian and older than any of the Trichinopoli rocks, but the thorough
examination of all the Southern Indian fossils by Dr. Stoliczka has proved
that the general homotaxis is middle and upper cretaceous, and that the
neocomian and oolitic forms, which led to a portion of the beds being
originally classed as lower cretaceous, are less numerous than the middle
cretaceous species with which they are associated. It was also found
that the fauna of the Valudayur beds had more species than was at first
supposed in common with the lowest group of the Trichinopoli area, and
the two were consequently considered identical. The Cephalopoda of the
lower beds comprise several species found in the gault of Europe, and the
number was at first supposed to be larger than it proved on subsequent
closer investigation, but as there are scarcely any representatives of gault
lorms amongst the very numerous and beautifully preserved Gasteropoda
and Lamellibranchiata (Pelecypoda), the whole of the Southern Indian
beds were finally referred by Dr. Stoliczka to an age not older than the
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upper greensand of England (cenomanian), and ranging thence to the
upper chalk (senonian).
The rocks of cretaceous age in Southern India1 occupy, with relation
to older and newer formations, a very similar position to that of the out
crops of upper Gondwa'na beds farther to the northward. The cretaceous
beds occur in the great plain which extends along the Coromaudel coast
from the north of the GodaVari to Cape Comorin. They rest to the
west upon the gneiss, or occasionally upon small patches of the upper
Gondwana (Ra'jmaha'l) beds, they have a low dip to the eastward,
and are covered up on the east by pleistocene beds, known as Cuddalore
sandstones, and b) the alluvium of the sea coast. The cretaceous beds are
exposed at the surface in three detached areas, separated from each other
by the alluvial deposits of the Penner and Vellar rivers. The southern
and largest of these areas, between the Vellar and Coleroon rivers, is in
the Trichinopoli district, and known as the Trichinopoli area. North
of Vellar ar two much smaller exposures near Viruddhdchalam and Pondicherri respectively, and named from those towns.
The Trichinopoli area extends about twenty-five miles from north to
south, and for about the same breadth where widest, but it is very irregular
in form, South of the Coleroon (the principal outlet of the river Cauvery)
no cretaceous beds have been traced, and the southern boundary of the
cretaceous area north of the Coleroon is chiefly formed by gneiss. To the
northward the cretaceous rocks disappear beneath the alluvium of the Vellar
river and re-appear north of the river at Viruddhdchalam forming the
Viruddhcichalam area, in which only the highest cretaceous group is ex
posed, and even this is only visible at very few points. It occupies a tract
of country about fifteen miles long from north-north-east to south-south
west by about five broad, with gneiss to the west and tertiary Cuddalore
sandstone to the east. There is a second break in the rocks at the Pennet
river, and alluvium extends to the neighbourhood of Pondicherri, causing
an interval of about twenty-five miles in the belt of cretaceous rocks before
they re-appear near Valudayur, ten miles west by north from Pondicherri.
Here they occupy a small tract of country about twelve miles long from
north-east to south-west, by six miles broad, and only separated from the
sea on the east by a band of Cuddalore sandstones two to four miles wide.
To the west is a narrower strip of Cuddalore sandstone, beyond which the
country consists of gneiss.
1 For a complete description of the geology
by Mr. H. F. B'anford, see Memoirs, IV, pp.
1-217, (1862). The fossils are described and
figured in four volumes, comprising Series
i, lii, v, vi, and viii, (1861-73) of the "Palaontologia IndUa," all by Dr. F. Stoliczka, with

the exception of the Belemniles and Hauiili,
which are by Mr. H. F. Blanford. Some addi
tional notes on the Cephalopoda are published
in the Rtcords, I, 32, (1868), and on the fossils
generally, by Mr. R. B. Foote, in Records,
XII, 159, (1879).
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In all three areas there appears to be a low dip to the east, the lowest
beds appearing at the western boundary and higher groups succeeding in
regular order to the eastward. Many of the dips seen in the rocks are,
ver, deceptive, being due to oblique lamination or false bedding, which
extensively throughout the series and especially in the southern
')0rUon of the Trichinopoli area. In the Viruddha'chalam and Pondicherri
pas the rocks are ill seen, and the dips are less distinct, but there
Appears every probability that the same low dip prevails in the Pondicherri
Or Valudayur area ; the direction is, however, south-east rather than east.
The series is divided into three groups named, in descending order
Ariyalur, Trichinopoli, and Utatur. The following table taken from the
Palatontologia Indica , exhibits Dr. Stoliczka's final views as to the
representation by these groups of the European cretaceous subdivisions :

South India.

.
,
A R 1 YA L U 1

GROUP.

Eiiglancl.

France.

Germany.

/" Zone of Nautilus dfinicus and Upper chalk Senonian . Ober Quader.
\ Ammonites ootacodensis< Ostrea
< pectinata, and 0. ui.gulata, GiyJ plifpa vesicularis, Inoceramus
\ itipsii, Crania ignabergensis.

( Zone of Ammonites perarnplas, Pho- Lower chalk Turonian . Mittel
TRICHINO- J ladoniya laudata, Modiola typica,
der.
fOLi GROUP 1 Ostrea diiuviana, Rhyncunella
I. comprcssa.

U T A T f R
vjKOUP.

Qua

( Zone of Ammonites rostratus and Chalk marl Cenomanian Unter Quade
^ lotomagensis, Jnoceramus labia- and upper or Tourtia. Unterer Qua•^ tus, Exogyra siiborbiciilata (Cry- greensand.
dersandstein,
) phff'i columba), and Terebratula
and Unterer
\ depressa.
Piiiner.

The Utatur group derives its name from a large village twenty miles
north-north-east of Trichinopoli. The beds composing the group are chiefly
argillaceous ; fine silts, calcareous shales, and sandy clays, frequently con
cretionary and more or less tinted with ochreous matter, prevail through
out the group, and in the southern portion of the area constitute almost
the entire bulk of the deposit. North of the parallel of Utatur, limestone
bands become intercalated in the lower or western part of the group and
sands, grits, and conglomerates in the upper or eastern part, these changes
in mineral character being accompanied by a great enrichment of the
' Pal. Indica, series viii, IV, Introduction, ' or misprints, the proof of the original was pro-'ii (1873). As there .ire several slight errors, 1 bably not corrected by Dr. Stoliczka.
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fauna in the first case and an impoverishment in the latter. Conglomerates
are of very rare occurrence in the lower beds. Gypsum occurs in most of
the argillaceous strata, and is to a certain extent characteristic of the
group. The dips are often irregular, and apparently due to the original
deposition of the beds on shelving banks. This irregularity of dip renders
it impossible to form any trustworthy estimate of the thickness attained by
the group as a whole ; it may, however, be roughly estimated as probably
not less than 1,000 feet.
At the base of the Utatur group there are, in several places, large
masses of coral reef limestone, resting sometimes on the upper Gondwdna
plant beds, more frequently on the gneiss, and occasionally on the lowest
beds of the Utatur group itself. The rock is a nearly pure pale coloured
limestone, compact and homogeneous, but often with a flaggy structure,
and frequently irregularly banded with white streaks, which, on weathered
surfaces, exhibit the corals of which they are composed. The mass of the
rock also sometimes abounds in corals, but more frequently no organic
structure can be traced. In lithological character this rock precisely
resembles the coral reef limestone of the present day, as described by
Darwin, Dana, Jukes, and other observers.
The usual position of this limestone is at the base of the Utatur
group, resting upon older rocks. The coral reefs appear to have been
frequently exposed to denudation during the deposition of the later
Utatur beds, amongst which, in places, calcareous bands are found, ap
parently derived from the waste of the reefs. The coral limestone now
remains in the form of small isolated patches, scattered along the
western and southern margins of the cretaceous beds. In one locality,
however, close to the village of Caligudi, on the southern boundary
of the cretaceous area and twenty miles north-east of Trichinopoli, by far
the largest outcrop of the limestone in the area occurs at the base of
the Trichinopoli group. This outcrop is of considerable breadth, and
extends, with one or two breaks, for about six miles. From an examina
tion of all the circumstances, however, it has been satisfactorily ascer
tained that this outcrop also belongs to the Utatur group, and that the
Trichinopoli group rests unconfonnably uoon it.
The coral reefs appear to have been scattered over the sea bottom in
shallow water, and probably alone the coast, at the commencement of
the period during which the cretaceous deposits of Southern India were
formed.
The remaining beds of the Utatur group were probably
deposited in water of moderate depth, and some of them appear to
have accumulated on submarine banks, possibly formed in tidal channels.
Hence the false bedding so prevalent in the rocks. The coarser con
stituents of the rocks to the northward appear to indicate that the
current which brought the sediment flowed from that direction, and the
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(,Cufrence of littoral forms of mollusca in greater abundance throughout
n °orthern parts of the area may be accounted for in the same manner.
[A * beds in the southern portion of the Utatur area appear to have been
of fine silt, deposited in a bay where the force of the current was
less than to the northward, and the fossils which occur are mostly the
remains of pelagic animals, such as Bclemnites, a few Ammonites,
chiefly of Cristati group, or else peculiar forms of Vermetida: (Tubulostium distoideutn and T. callosum), which proliably lived in the mud.
The Ammonites and Nautili, which are numerous to the northward, are
scarce in the southern portion of the area. Cycadeaceous fossil wood,
sometimes bored by Teredo and other Pholadidae, abounds in certain
parts of the group. On the whole, there appears every reason to believe
that the Utatur beds were formed in the neighbourhood of a coast line.
The distribution of the Utatur beds in the Trichinopoli district is very
simple. They form the western portion of the cretaceous area through
out, their outcrop being in general from three to five miles broad, except
to the northward, where it diminishes in consequence of the beds being
overlapped by those of the next group, till, at the village of Olapa'di in
the northern portion of the tract, the breadth of the Utatur outcrop does
not exceed half a mile. At the extreme northern point of the area, both
the Utatur and Trichinopoli groups are completely overlapped by the
uppermost subdivision.
The Utatur beds are not represented in the Viruddhichalam area, but
they re-appear, as already mentioned, near Pondicherri. Here the beds
formerly classed as the Valudayur group, and considered neocomian by
Forbes, but which were shown by Stoliczka to contain several species of
fossils common to the Utatur group, consist chiefly, like the strata near
Utatur, of argillaceous beds, sanely shales, and sands, with occasional bands
of limestone and calcareous concretionary nodules. Conglomerates occasion
ally occur amongst the lowest beds seen, but the most characteristic band
is composed of dark grey, compact limestone in large nodules, sometimes
highly fossiliferous, Baculites -vagina being the commonest fossil.
The area occupied by the Ut.itur or Valudayur beds near Pondicherri
extends from Valudayur for about nine miles to the north-east and is
about four miles broad. The beds are not seen to rest upon any older
formation. The country north and south is covered with alluvium. To the
eastward the Utatur beds disappear beneath the Ariyalur group, and to
the westward beneath the Cuddalore sandstones of 1'iruvakarai (Trivicary).
The beds to the westward appear to be the lowest, and there is a dip to
the eastward.
The fauna of the Utatur group is very rich, no less than 297 species of
Invertebrata having been described from it. It has yielded an especially
large number of Cephalopoda, 109 species, 95 of which have not been met
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with in the Trichinopoli or Ariyalur group. Of these 109 species, 27 are
known to occur in Europe, or elsewhere out of India, and although the
majority are distinctly and characteristically middle cretaceous forms, three
are, in Europe, neocomian species, vis. Nautilus neocomiensis, Ammonites
velledae, and A. rouyanus, whilst no less than nine are found in the gault,
several of the latter ranging, however, into the upper greensand (cenomanian). Amongst the forms which are not European, the most remark
able are three species belonging to the section of Ammonites known as
globosi, which, amongst European rocks, are especially characteristic of
the triassic period. A very large proportion of the Cephalopoda were
jollected in the neighbourhood of two villages, Odiam and Maravatur, on
jrambalur to Arialiir, and about twelve miles north-east
of Utatur.
The Gasteropoda comprise only 43 species, a number far in
ferior to that found in each of the other -groups, and the majority of
these are littoral forms. The Lamellibranchi&ta (Pelecypoda) are 79
in number, the Brachiopoda g, Echinodermata 10, and. Corals 42, with one
species of sponge and one annelid. The forms found ajso in other coun
tries belong almost without exception to the upper greensand (cenomanian)
or higher groups, thus presenting a remarkable difference from the Cepha
lopoda, in which gault forms are so largely represented. The only fossils
of much importance, besides the Mollusca, are the corals, which, from the
prevalence of reefs at the base of the group, are superbly represented, no
less than 42 species, belonging to 23 genera, being known to occur.
The Tiichinopoli, or middle group, of the Southern Indian Cretaceous
series derives its name from the district of Trichinopoli, to which it is, so
far as present exploration extends, entirely restricted. To the -south it
consists chiefly of sands and clays, very irregularly bedded, with a few
bands of limestone and some conglomerates, and it differs lithologically
only in one important respect, which will be descrioed presently, from the
Utatur group. North of the parallel of Utatur regular bands of shell
limestones become intercalated in the lower beds of the deposit and, to
the northward, the whole group is composed of regularly stratified alterna
tions of sand, sandy clays, and shales, witli bands of shell limestc"ei
calcareous grit and conglomerate.
A peculiarity by which both the Ariyalur and Trichinopoli beds i£.
the southern part of the cretaceous area are distinguished from the
Utatur is the occurrence of granite pebbles in considerable quantity
in the gravels and conglomerates of the two former, whilst none are
found in the lower subdivision. In the Utatur group the materials of
the few conglomeratic or gravelly beds which occur are derived either
from the gneiss or from the coral reef limestone, whilst in the two
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upper groups conglomerates are more frequently met with, and loose
masses of unstratilied giavel and beds of rolled pebbles, almost entirely
composed of granitic materials and resembling the shingle of a sea
beach, are of common occurrence. The source of the granite pebbles
was evidently the broad belt of granitic rocks which forms the southern
boundary of the cretaceous area, dividing it from the alluvium of the Cauvery
throughout the greater portion of its extent, and the necessary inference
is, that this band of rock was in all probability beneath the sea during the
ileposition of the Utatiir beds, and that it was elevated above the water
in the interval between the Utatur and Trichinopoli ages.
The Trichinopoli beds are, even more characteristically than the
Utatiirs, the littoral deposits of a shallow sea. This is proved, not only
by the frequent occurrence of coarse sediment and the great irregularity of
the deposits in part of the area, but by the abundance of fossil wood, almost
exclusively exogenous and apparently cycadeaceous. Trunks of trees
are met with of great size, as much as three feet in diameter and sixty
feet in length, much of the wood being perforated by boring mollusca.
The shell limestone of Garudamangalam, east of Utatur, and other
places is a very fine, hard, bluish grey, translucent rock, usually abounding
in beautifully preserved shells, both Gasteropoda and Lamellibranchiata,
which retain their original polish, and occasionally even the colouration of
their surfaces. This rock, known as Trichinopoli marble, is largely
quarried for ornamental purposes, and has yielded a considerable propor
tion of the fossils found in the group. The limestone occasionally contains
pebbles of granite or fragments of fossil wood, either of which is sufficient
to distinguish it, even when it is unfossiliferous, from the Utatur limestones.
The beds of the Trichinopoli group are unconformable to the Utaturs,
upon which they rest throughout the greater part of the area, the evidence
of unconformity not being confined to overlap, but depending chiefly upon
the proof afforded, by the rocks at the southern edge of the area, that the
L'tatur beds had been disturbed and faulted, probably at the period of
upheaval of the granitic band already mentioned, before the deposition of
the Trichinopoli formation. Elsewhere also, the Trichinopoli beds rest
in places upon a denuded surface of Utaturs. There is also a great
change in the fauna. In the southern portion of their range the Trichino
poli beds rest partly upon the coral reefs, which have been already shown
to be some of the lowest beds of Utatur age, and partly on the metamorphics, a considerable portion of the boundary being formed by the
granitoid rocks so frequently mentioned already.
The present group, like the Utatur, is so irregularly bedded, and the
dips seen are so frequently those of original deposition, that no trust
worthy estimate of the thickness can be formed. The general inclination
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Is to the eastward, the average breadth of the outcrop is nearly the same
as that of the Utatur beds, and the same minimum thickness, vis. 1,000
feet, may be assumed ; the general dip of the bedding in the more regular
ly stratified portion of the group to the northward is, however, lower
than in the underlying group, averaging about 6°. The beds thin out
greatly to the northward, and are at length completely overlapped by the
Ariyaliirs.
It has already been stated that the Trichinopoli group is confined, so
far as is at present known, to the Trichinopoli area. Within that area it
forms a belt east of that formed by the Utatur group, and extending
similarly from south-south-west to north-north-east. The Trichinopoli
outcrop is, however, broader in the southern half of the area, where it is
about four miles across, than in the northern half, where it is in no place
more than two miles wide. It thins out and disappears completely about
two miles south of the place where the Utaturs are similarly overlapped
by the Ariyalur beds. Along the southern boundary of the Utatur area,
several outliers of Trichinopoli beds are found, resting partly on the Utaturs
and partly on the gneiss, and occasionally overlying the faulted boundary
between the two formations. These small outliers, one of which, south of
Tirupatur, forms the south-western corner of the whole area, are composed
of coarse sands and conglomerates, usually unfossiliferous, but occasionally
containing Chemnitzia undosa and other characteristic Trichinopoli fossils,
and the materials of which they are formed are derived chiefly from the
metamorphic rocks, but partly from the denudation of the Utatur beds.
The fauna of the Trichinopoli group, although not quite so rich as
that of the Utatur beds, affords a full illustration of the life existing at the
period, 186 species of Invertebrata having been described from these
beds by Dr. Stoliczka. The Cephalopoda are comparatively poorly
developed, only 23 species having been detected, and of these but 10, of
which four are European, are in India peculiar to the group. All the
Cephalopoda identified belong to the two genera Nautilus and Ammotit tes, the non-discoid Ammonitoid genera, such as Anisoceras, Scaphites,
Turrilites, etc., so largely represented in the Utatur group, as well as the
Belemnites, so abundant in the lower subdivision, being apparently want
ing in the Trichinopoli beds. The Rotomagenses Ammonites, so charac
teristic of the lowest cretaceous subdivision in Southern India, are also
wanting in the higher groups, with one doubtful exception. A few forms,
usually associated with older strata, still survive, however, such as Ammo
nites menu, belonging to the Armati (a Jurassic group), A. koluturensis of
the Macrocephalus group, allied to such oolitic species as A. macracephalus
and A. herveyi, and A. theobaldianus, one ot the Plamdati allied to
upper Jurassic forms, such as A. biplex. Most of the types found are,
however, characteristically upper cretaceous.
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On -the other hand, Gasteropoda, comprising 86 species, are much more
abundant than in the Utatur group, Lamellibranchiata, comprising 66
species, being rather less numerous. There are but 5 Brachiopoda and 6
corals, whilst no Echinodermata have been recognised. The Gasteropoda
include several siphonostomate genera, rare in the older rocks, and not
found in the Utatur beds, the number increasing greatly in the next higher
subdivision, that of Ariyalur. The whole fauna exhibits a mixture of upper
and middle cretaceous forms, and appears fairly to represent the lower
chalk of England or the turonian of continental geologists.
The name of the highest group of the Southern Indian cretaceous series
is derived from the town of Ariyalur, which is situated nearly in the middle
of the comparatively large expanse of Ariyalur beds in the Trichinopoli
district. The country occupied by the beds of this group is much covered
with cotton soil, and sections are even rarer than in the two lower cre
taceous subdivisions.
The Ariyalur beds are more sandy than the two lower groups and more
uniformly bedded, the beds being thick and homogeneous, consisting
principally of white unfossiliferous sands and grey argillaceous sands, with
casts of small fossils. Beds of calcareous grit and nodular calcareous
shales are found towards the base, and again in the upper portion of the
group, constituting two highly fossiliferous zones, separated by a con
siderable thickness of deposits, in which fossils are rare or wanting,
although some interesting femains of a Megalosaurus were found in one
of the beds. A band of flints is associated with the uppermost beds.
There is a marked difference between the fossils of the upper and lower
zones in Trichinopoli, and it appears very probable that further examina
tion of the rocks, now that the fossils have been compared and determined,
would justify the separation of this group into two—a probability
which was pointed out by Mr. H. F. Blanford at the time of the original
survey, although not shown on the map nor applied in the discrimination
of the fossils, because of the doubts which remained as to the distinction
of the two subdivisions in the Pondicherri area, where the fossils of
both upper and lower Ariyalur beds appear to occur together. Conglo
merates are of rare occurrence in the Ariyalur group, though a coarse
bed is found in places near the base, and there is but little irregularity
in the bedding, except close to the southern boundary. The constituents
of the Ariyalur beds were derived chiefly from the metamorphic rocks,
amongst others from the granitic band to the southward, but a portion
of the sediment must have been furnished by the waste of some of the
older cretaceous groups, probably the Utaturs.
The above description of the lithological characters is principally
taken from the beds near Ariyalur, but it is also to a great extent
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applicable to the rocks seen near Viruddha'chalam and Pondiclierri.
In both localities the Ariyalur deposits are chiefly represented by sands or
sandy clays, and by beds of arenaceous limestone or calcareous sandstone
at the base of the group. The strata appear to thin out to the northward,
and it is far from clear whether the uppermost fossiliferous zone ex
tends in that direction, although some of its characteristic fossils, such
as Nautilus danicus, occur abundantly near Pondicherri. It has not,
however, been hitherto found practicable to determine whether a distinct
upper zone exists near Pondicherri or whether representatives of the
upper fauna occur in beds of lower horizon than those in which the samespecies are found near Ariyalur.
There is consequently some obscurity concerning the relations of the
beds belonging to the Ariyalur group amongst themselves, and this difficulty
is complicated by the circumstance that there is in many places an ap
parent passage from the Trichinopoli group into the Ariyalur beds, the
rocks being similar in mineral character near the junction, and the fossils
being chiefly forms which appear to range from one group into the other.
It is highly probable that further examination of the ground, which, as
has been already noticed, is so much concealed by superficial accumula
tions that the different groups can frequently only be traced by their fossils,
would show either that the number of groups or of palaeontological zones
must be increased, or else, in some cases, that fossils supposed to have been
procured from the Trichinopoli group, have really been derived from the
Ariyalur, and vice versd.
The area occupied by the Ariyalur beds in the eastern portion of the
Trichinopoli tract amounts to about 200 square miles, or more than that
covered by both the other subdivisions together, the outcrop where broad
est, near Ariyalur, is about sixteen miles wide and extends for twenty-six
miles from north to south.
The Ariyalur beds also occupy the greater portion of a tract sixteen
miles long by five miles broad near ViruddhaVhalam, and another about
twelve miles long from south-west to north-east, by two miles broad, west
of Pondicherri, whilst a very small exposure of them occurs close to the
coast ten miles north of Pondicherri, and another still smaller three miles
farther north.
The lowest fossiliferous zone is found resting upon the Trichinopoli
beds, throughout tlie western portion of the Ariyalur area in the Trichinopoli
district, and the same zone appears to be also represented in the Virud
dha'chalam and Pondicherri exposures.
The great bulk of the outcrop in
all three tracts appears to consist of the thick sands, with but few determinable fossils, forming the middle portion of the formation, whilst the
upper fossiliferous beds are only seen north of Ariyalur, near the villages of
Sainlhoray, Niniyur, and otlier places farther north, in the long strip of
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cretaceous rocks which forms the north-eastern extremity of the Trichinopoli area.
Although the thickness of the Ariyalur group can be estimated with a
nearer approach to probability than in the case of the two lower creta
ceous formations, the estimate is still far from accurate. The flip of the
beds is very low, rarely exceeding two or three degrees, the general incli
nation being north-east, and the whole of the beds in all probability do not
exceed 1,000 feet in Trichinopoli. Near Viruddhachalam they appear to
be very thin, and in the neighbourhood of Pondicherri they are too obscurely
exposed for any estimate of their thickness to be attempted. There is an
apparent diminution of thickness to the northward, as in the other groups,
but this attenuation appears to be greatest near Viruddhachalam, and takes
place less rapidly farther north, even if the beds are not thicker in that
direction.
The Ariyalur beds, as has been already stated, frequently appear to
pass into the Trichinopoli group at their base. They overlap the lower
groups however, both to the north and south, and thete is, in places, an
appearance of unconformity where they rest upon the Trichinopoli beds,
nor is it easy to understand the very rapid diminution in the thickness of
the latter to the northward without supposing that they had been partially
denuded in pre-Ariyak'ir times.
As was noticed in the description of the Utatur group, the Ariyalur
beds rest upon the Utaturs for a distance of rather more than two miles
in the northern part of the Trichinopoli area, and still farther north the
former were deposited directly on the gneiss. They also rest on the
gneiss throughout the whole breadth of their outcrop in the south of the
Trichinopoli area, and in the Viruddhdchalam cretaceous tract, whilst in
the neighbourhood of Pondicherri they are deposited to the eastward on
the Valudayur representatives of the Utatur group, and to the westward
no beds are seen beneath them, the Cuddalore sandstones covering the
boundary completely. Throughout the Trichinopoli and Viruddhachalam
areas the Ariyalur beds disappear to the eastward beneath the Cuddalore
sandstones, which are unconformable to the cretaceous beds, and the latter
are covered up by alluvial deposits, intervening between the three areas,
in the valleys of the Vellar and Penner rivers, and also to the north of
the Pondicherri area.
The Ariyalur beds appear to have been chiefly deposited in a tranquil
sea of small depth, although the deposits are less characteristically lit
toral than those of the Trichinopoli group, and the evidence of the
neighbourhood of land afforded by the occurrence of fossil wood is less
abundant.
The invertebrate fauna of the Ariyalur group exceeds in richness even
that of the Utatur beds, no less than 365 species having been detected
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in the uppermost subdivision of the cretaceous rocks of Southern India.
The Cephalopoda comprise 36 species, Gasteropoda 138, Lamellibranchiata 117, Brachiopoda 12, Bryozoa 23, Echinodermata 26. Anthozoa
10, Foraminifera i, and Vermes 2. It is highly probable that this large
number may be due partly to the circumstance that the Ariyalur deposits
comprise two groups differing somewhat in age. The lower fossiliferous
beds, from which the bulk of the fossils have been procured, correspond
very fairly with the senonian beds of France and the upper chalk with
flints of England. From this horizon all the Cephalopoda found in the
formation have been derived, with the exception of Nautilus danicus,
which was only observed in the upper beds of Niniyur, etc., in the Trichinopoli area, although some specimens were obtained, apparently from
a lower horizon, near Pondicherri. The fauna of these upper beds will
be noticed separately ; the following remarks apply to the remainder of
the group.
In the Ariyalur beds, as in the lower subdivisions, there are some forms
of Cephalopoda which are in Europe characteristic of older beds.
These comprise two gault species of Nautilus, N. bouchardianus and
N. clementinus, Ammonites menu, found also in the lower groups, and
belonging to th"e Jurassic section of^^armatf, A. velledx, a lower and
middle cretaceous form in Europe, t\vo~buicrocephali, A. t/eccanensis, and
A. arrialoorensts, and one of the Planulatt^A^theobaldianus. Very few
older forms occur in the other classes of molluscaj and the great majority
of the species common to Europe are found in the upper, cretaceous beds
of England, France, and Germany.
\
The most striking peculiarity of the Ariyalur fauna is the great abun
dance of Gasteropoda, and especially of the carnivorous prosobkanchiate
forms, which, as is well known, appear to replace the Cephalopoda of the
older periods in tertiary and recent seas. Several genera not preViously known from cretaceous beds have been detected in the Ariyalur gApup,
and the Cypraidce and Volutidte are especially well represented. The
Lamellibranchiata are also very numerous, whilst all the Bryosoa and
the great majority of the Echinodermata hitherto found in the cretaceous
beds of Southern India have been obtained from the highest subdivision.
Lower forms of animals are but poorly represented. Amongst the Vertebrata the only important species is a Hfegalosaurus,1 of which a tooth
was found in the middle beds of the deposit, together with a number of
bones, which, however, could not be extracted in a sufficiently perfect
state for determination. The tooth closely resembles that of M. bucklandi, found in the Stonesfield slate and Portland oolites of England, and
the occurrence of this genus in the upper cretaceous beds of India is of
1 Mtmoin, IV, 128, 139, 186;- Records, X, 41, (1877).
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peculiar interest, because it only ranges from the lias to the wealden
in Europe. In this instance, as in several others, the land fauna appears
to have differed more from that which inhabited distant parts of the earth
than the marine fauna did.
The fauna of the uppermost Ariyalur beds found at Niniyur and other
places to the north-east of Ariyalur, comprises very few species which are
found in the lower portion of the group. Some of the fossils found most
abundantly, such as Nautilus danicus and Orbitoides faujasi, are charac
teristic of the uppermost cretaceous deposits of Maestn°h, Aix la Chapelle,
and the Danish Island of Rugen (Panien of D'Orbigny).
No other
Cephalopod except Nautilus danicus occurs in the Niniyur beds, whilst the
characteristically mesozoic genera Inoceramus, Radiolites, Trigonia, Triaonoarca, and Lrptomaria, which are abundantly represented in the lower
portion of the Ariyalur group, are entirely wanting in the uppermost fossiliferous zone, where the only important mesozoic genus is Nerinaea. On the
other hand, however, no typically tertiary forms make their appearance
except carnivorous Gasteropoda, and these are not more numerous in
proportion than in the lower zone, although some additional forms are
represented.

Besides the fo«sils characteristic of each group, there are a few species
which are found throughout the whole series. The most important of these
arc Nautilus huxleyanus, Ammonites planulatus (cenomanian, gault),
Ampullina bulbiformis (turonian, senonian), Gyrodes fansus, Solariclla
radiatuln (senonian), Vola quiitquecostata (upper and middle cretaceous),
Ammonites menu, Forbes, is also supposed to be found in all three sub
divisions, although there is some doubt about the Utatur beds, and a rare
Lucina, L. (Myrtea] arcotinn, has also been procured from all the groups.
Some of these fossils, although found throughout the series, are especially
characteristic of one subdivision, as in the cases of Nautilus huxleyanus
and Solariella radiatula.
A large number of forms are common to two groups. The table on
page 245 exhibits the number of each class of Invertebrata found in
the different formations, and the proportion found also in Europe, or
common to two or more groups. The Vertebrata are represented by 17
species of fishes and one saurian, but the remains are of the most frag
mentary description, consisting in most cases of single teeth, and it is not
certain from which group some of the specimens were originally derived.
Adding these few vertebrata to the numbers given in the table, we
have a grand total of nearly 800 species of animals from the cretaceous
deposits of Southern India. Much time was devoted to the collection of the
fossils, and their exhaustive examination by Dr. Stoliczka has furnished the
best evidence extant for the correlation of any Indian fossil fauna with that
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of European rocks of corresponding age. Of the whole invertebrata \6'j,6
per cent, consist ot forms known to occur in cretaceous beds in Europe.
The great majority of these are middle or upper cretaceous (cenomanian
to senonian), but there are amongst the Cephalopoda several forms
which, in Europe, have only been found in lower beds (neocomian and gault),
whilst a few are representatives of European Jurassic forms, and three
species of Ammonites belong to a triassic section of the genus. The
general facies of the cephalopodous fauna found in the lowest group, that
of Utatur, approximate? to that of the European gault, but nearly all the
species of the other classes of mollusi a found in the same beds belong to
a higher horizon, cenomanian (upper greensandj, or even higher.
The whole of the cretaceous rocks of Southern India appear to have
been formed in shallow water, in the neighbourhood of a coast line, and
it is possible that the relative elevations of the country have undergone
but little change since cretaceous times. Then, as now, there was higher
ground to the westward, and the ancient coast line appears to have
been approximately parallel to the present, although farther to the west.
We have thus in the cretaceous formation a confirmation of the evidence,
already afforded by the lower mesozoir deposits, that the Indian peninsula
is a land area of great antiquity.
Amongst the descriptions by Dr. Stoliczka, of the cretaceous fossils
from Southern India, the following species of Laincllibranchiata are in
cluded from Sripermatur, twenty-rive miles west-south-west of Madras,
already mentioned as the typical locality for a group of the upper
Gondwana series :—
Sphariola, sp. indet.
• emilianus.
Yoldia obtusnta.
Trigonotrca gtilJrinu.

Pstudomonotis fMarios i.
„
inups.
Lima oldhiniiana,
Pccten arcotensis.

Two of these, Yoldia obtusata and Trigonoarca galdrina, are also
found in the Arivalur group of the Trichinopoli district, but the identifica
tion of the Sripermatur species referred to the Yoldia is slightly open
to doubt. Trigonoarca galdrina is, however, a well marked form, and
it belongs to a characteristically cretaceous genus.
The specimens were collected by the late Mr. Charles Oldham before
the country was properly examined, and there appears some slight doubt
as to the precise beds from which they were obtained. Some of the
specimens were from Sripermatur itself, others from Rajah's Choultry.
The only cretaceous fossils found by Mr. Foote, who mapped the country
in the Sripermatur neighbourhood, occurred in water-worn blocks of grey
or greenish grey gritty sandstone, resting loosely on the surface of Jurassic
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beds near Sripermatur.1 The origin of these boulders could not be traced,
and the fossils cannot now be found ; amongst the forms obtained were
four or five species of Ammonites, some Belemnites, etc.
As will be presently shown, there is a great difference between the
fauna of the cretaceous rocks in Southern India and that of the deposits
of similar age on the Narbadct, but on the other hand many of the fossils
of the Trichinopoli area are found in the cretaceous rocks of the Khd&i hills,
to the north-east of Bengal, between Assam and Sylhet. So many species
indeed are common to the Trichinopoli and Kha'si deposits that it is prob
able that the two regions were part of the same marine area. The creta
ceous rocks of the Kha'si hills are almost unquestionably identical with
those extending throughout the hill ranges south of Assam and the same
strata are probably represented in Arakan. The description of these rocks
will be best deferred to a subsequent chapter,2 but the palseontulogical
results may be noticed here.
In a small collection of fossils Dr. Stoliczka3 recognised the following
species. The highest fossiliferous band, about 200 feet below the edge
of the cliff at Maosmai, a coarse sardy limestone, contains small Lamellibranclnata, a Cellepora, and echinoderms ; a finer rock is principally
made up of an Astroc&nia, allied to A. decaphylla.
From about the middle of the series, above Maha'deo, in a stream under
Laisophlang, in a soft, ochreous, glauconitic sandstone these fossils were
found : —
Nautilus (? ff. elegans),
Nautilus, with a central siphon ;
fragments.

U.T. A Ammonites plmulattts.
V.
,,
dispar,
U.
„
orbignyanus.
A.
„ ? pacificus.
U.
Anisoci'ras indicum.
[} .
„
sxbcompressum.
U.
A. Bnculitts, near B. vuginn.
T. A. Alarin popilionacea.
T. A. Rostellaria palliata.
T.
Gosavia indica.
T. A. Certthium inauguratum,
T.
Tritonidea requicniana.
T.
Hemifusus cinctus.

Phasianella.
Turritella.
Euspira.
Dcittn Hum.
Janira, near J. fleuriaiisiana.
Exogyra matheroniana.
Spundylus striatus.
Modiolu typica.
T. Curditn jaqitinoti (orbiciilaris) ,
Cardium.
Terebratula, near T. carnea.
Turbinolia.
Hemiitstcr.
Holoster
Brissus.

The facies of this group rather resembles that of the Utatur beds of
So uthern India.
1 Memoirs, X, 61, (1873).
I the lists the letters U,T, A prefixed signify that
2 Infra, p. 295.
the species is found in the Utatur, Trichinopoli,
3 Stoiiczka, Memoirs, VII, 181, (1869) ; in and Ariyalur groups respectively.
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From the well known fossil locality about two miles from Tharia, on the
fourth crosscut taken by the footpath between the zigzags of the road
to Cherra Punji, or the first below the Devil's Bridge, the following were
named : —
A. \autiliis Itevlgatus
A. Baculites vagina.
A Cypriea globulinti.
L'„ pilulosu.
T. A. Rostellaria palliata.
T. A. Alaria tetjuli'.ta.
T.
„
glunilina.
A. Lyria crassicostnt.i.
A. Volutiliilies septemcostnt.i
T.
Trilonidea requieniana.
1.
Lat/iirus reufsii.
A. Pseudoliva subcos/ntn.
A. Ttirritella pondiclu-rriensis.
T. A.
„
mtiltistriata.
U.
A.? Mitrcola citharina.
A. Euspira lirata.
U.

T. A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

C vrodes pansus.
Gibbula graniilosa.
Nerita divaricata.
Enptyclia larvata.
Acttton ciin-tilio.
Pccten stpttmplicatus.
Janifa quadricostata.
A. Gryplia'a vesirularis.
Sfoiiilylns striatns.
I'ecten, near P. rugosus.
Inoceramus
T.
Rkynvontlla compressa.
Terebratula, sp., probably T. biflicata and T. carnea.
Anaiifhytts ~\ several species, but
{distinct from any deBrissus
/scribed.

Nearly all the fossils of this list occur also in the Ariyalur group of
Southern India, but there are a number of species in the Tharia beds
which appear to be peculiar, and most of them new. It may be worth re
cording that the observer who collected these fossils considered the latter
locality to be lower in the series than the former, which would be remark
able, if true, seeing that the Ariyalur group is newer than the Utatur.

Before quitting the subject of the Trichinopoli and Assam cretaceous
beds, it is necessary to notice the very remarkable resemblance between
a portion of their fauna and the species found in certain strata in South
Afrira.1 In the description of the Gondwana system, and again in the ac
count of the upper Jurassic beds of Cutch, the remarkable affinities between
Indian fossil plants and animals and the forms found in South African beds
were repeatedly noticed, and there is a similar connection between the
cretaceous formations in the two regions. In some deposits found resting
upon the Karoo beds on the coast of Natal, 22 out of 35 species of mollusca
and echinodermata collected and specifically identified, are identical with
forms found in the cretaceous beds of Southern India, the majority being
Trichinopoli species. Amongst the South African fossils are some of
the commonest and most characteristic fossils of the Southern Indian creta
ceous deposits, namely Ammonites gardeni (Ariyalur), A. kayei (Utatur)
1 C. L. Griesbach, Quart. Jour. Gttd. Sac.,
XXVII, 60, (1871}. Some of the fossils were

described by Biiily, Quart. Jour,, Geol, Soc,
XI, 454, (1855).
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Anisoceras rusta turn (Utatiir), Pugncllus uncatus (Trichinopoli). Fastiolaria ligidn (Trichinopoli), Chemnittia imdosa (Trirhinopoli), Euihrysalis gigmitea (Tricliinopoli and Ariyalur), Solariella radiatula (ail
three groups), Avc/Inna antpla (Tricliinopoli), Turritclla mtiltistriata
(Trichinopoli and Ariyalur), Pecten (Vola} qiiinquecostalus (all three
groups) and Cardium hillantim (Trichinopoli group). There is also some
slight indication of a representation of the different Indian zones.
From the cretaceous rocks of Madagascar six species of cretaceous
fossils were examined by Mr. R. B. Newton ' in 1889, of which three, Alectryonia (Ostrea) ungulata, A. fee I inn In and Gryphcea i-esicularis are also
lound in the Ariyalur group, the other three species being typical neocomian belemnites, from a different locality and evidently from rocks of an
older date.
The South African beds are clearly coast or shallow water deposits
jike those of India; the great similarity of forms certainly suggest.continuity of coast line between the two regions, and thus supports the
view that the land connection between South Africa and India, already
shown to have existed in both the lower and upper Gondwcina periods.
was continued into cretaceous times. It is very surprising to compare
the middle cretaceous fauna of Southern India with that of the distant
beds of Natal, and then with the widely differing forms found in beds of the
same age in central India and southern Arabia.

The marine cretaceous formations found in the western portion of the
Narbada1 valley liave been commonly known as Ba'gh beds, from the
town of Beigh, situated about 90 miles west by south of Indore and 35
miles west-south-west of DhaY. The town is not on cretaceous rocks,
though they are well developed in the neighbourhood. The occurrence of
cretaceous fossils near Bdgh was discovered by Colonel Keatinge * in 1856,
but the existence of fossiliferous limestone in this part of the Narbada
valley had been known for a long time, although the exact locality had
not been ascertained. The circumstance that blocks of limestone, con
taining fragments of Dryoeoa and ether fossils, had been employed in
building the houses of Mindogarh, a city now in ruins about twenty miles
south of Dhar, first attracted attention, and it was mainly owing to an
ingenious and happy suggestion by Dr. Carter 3 that attention was attract
ed to the neighbourhood of B3gh, where limestone had been observed in
1818 by Captain Dangerfield.
1 Quart. Jour. Ctol. Sac., XLV, 333,
' Jour. At. Sac. Beng., XXVII, 116, (1858).

1 Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. Soe., V, 238, (1857).
Geological papers on Western India, p. 685.
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The cretaceous rocks of the lower Narbadd valley1 occur chiefly along
the edge of the Deccan traps, and intervene between the latter and the
metamorphic rocks. West of Bagh the outcrop of the cretaceous beds
may be traced with a few interruptions to the neighbourhood of Baroda.
East of Btlgh they only occur in places around the inliers of older rocks.
As a general rule, the Bigh beds are composed of a calcareous rock
above and of sandstone below, but the character of each portion of the
formation varies. Commencing to the eastward, the first place where
marine cretaceous beds are krown to occur is in the neighbourhood of
Bdrwai, on the Narbada, nearly due south of Indore. Here some con
glomerates, more or less calcareous, and sandstones containing marine
shells, represent the cretaceous formation, and in one place are seen to
be distinctly unconformable to an outlier of Maluldeva conglomerate
belonging to the upper Gondwana series. From the neighbourhood of
BaVwai the whole Narbada1 valley is composed of trap for nearly 50 miles
to the westward. Lower rocks re-appear near Ma'ndogarh, between
which place and Bdgh the cretaceous beds are found, fopming a narrow
fringe to the traps, around several inliers of Bijdwar and metamorphic
rock.
The Bdgh fossiliferous beds are divided into three zones, all calcareous
underlaid by a variable thickness of conglomeratic and sandy beds. The
fossiliferous zones are known as (l) the nodular limestone, (2) the Deloa
and Chirdkhdn marl, (3) the coralline limestone.
The nodular limestone group is the most extensive of the three, being
found in all the exposures, but at the eastern and westernmost outcrops
the peculiar nodular character is wanting. It is an argillaceous, whitish,
compact and generally nodular limestone.
The Deola and Chira'kha'n marl is a soft band, never more than 10 feet
thick, which is chiefly interesting as having yielded the majority of the
fossils. The coralline limestone is the rock of which Ma'ndogarh is built
it is yellow or red in colour, and consists chiefly of small fragments of
Bryozoa shells, etc. The freshly broken surface has a somewhat granular
mottled appearance, and the fossils are not conspicuous, except on the
weathered surface.
The two upper groups do not extend so far westwards as the lowest,
the most western known exposure of the coralline limestone being at Umrali,
near Ali.
The total thickness of these groups united does not exceed 60 or 70 feet
at its maximum, and they thin out to the northwards, attaining their great
est thickness along the southern limit of the exposures.
The fossil fauna obtained from these beds is an interesting one, though
"The description of these rocks is based
principally on \V. T. Blanford, Memoirs, VI,

163, (1869), and P. N. Bose, Me moirs, XXI,
35, (1884).
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amounting to only forty forms in all. Of these the late Prof. Duncan
determined the following :J —
-Nodular
lime
stone.

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA —
Neitliea alba1
.
Pccten quadricoslatus

Dcola
marl.

( oralline
limes'nne.

*

"I P. quinquecostata in Europe (gau;1.
> to lowjr chalk); Africa, Utatur,
) Tricliinop'.ili and Arialiir.

*

turope (lower greensand).

.

BRACHIOPOOA —
Rhynconella depressa
BRVOZOA —

.

,

Escharina, sp.
Eschara, sp.
EC H I NODE RM ATA —

.

.

Cidaris namadicus
Salenia traasii
Cyphnsoni;! cenomanensis
Oithnpsis indicus .
.
.
Echinohrissus gnybeti
Nucli olites timitis
Hemiaiter cenomanensis
H. si mills ....
VKRMBS —
Vincularia, sp.
.
.
.
Serpula plexus

/

*

...

«J£
Tf

Lebanon.

||
#

Europe (cenomanian).

j

K

...

*

...

*

*

Lebanon.
Europe (chlotitic marl).
Lebanon, Europe (cenomanian).
Europe (cenomanian).

...

CORALLIA —

Thamnastraa decipiens

Europe (nsocomian to gosau).

To which Mr. Bose' has added the following :—
CEPHALOPODA —
Ammonites guadeloupi •
GASTEROPODA—
Fulguraria elongata
.
Lyria granulosa
Fvscinlai ia ligidti .
,
Tiiton, sp.
ffatica, sp. .
Cerithiurn, sp.
.
.
Tu'ritella, sp.
LAMKLLIBRANCHIATA—
Ostrea ley merit
0. arcotensis
.
.
O.sp
Kadula obliquistriata
Plicatula multicostata .
Modiola arcfiiaci .
.
Inocera tins conccntriius
1. coqunniUanus .
.
I. multiplicatus

Europe, Trichinopoli.
Europe (cemonanian and senonian) :
Trichinnpoli.
Africa ; Utatur and Trichinopoli.
Trichinopoli.
r:
#

Ariyalur, Europe (neocomian).
Ariyalur.
Trichinopoli.
Europe (neocomiar.).
Kurope (gault).
Europe, (gault).
Trichinopoli.

1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc , XXI, 349, (1865) ; tinct from each other and from P. (Vola) quinquecostata.
' Memoirs, XXI, 37, 40, 43, (1884).
* This and the following species were regarded
by the late Dr. F. Stoliczka as but doubtfully dis-

Recotds, XX, 81, (1887).
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Modular Dcola Coralline
lime
lime
stone. marl. . stone.

InflCfrtitnus, sp.
Pinna laticostata

Area securis
Citdiuni tilt urn
C. hillamtm .
Venus, sp.
Pnnapu-a arcit.ita

#

Ariyalur, Europe (neocomian).

*

Utatur.
TricMnopoli.

*

Europe (neocomian).

BRACHI'iPODA —

Khynconelld plicatiloides
/?., sp. .
PoLYZOA —
Cericpora dispar .

*

Trichinjpuli, Aryalur,
Ariyalur.

In the most recently published account of these beds an attempt has
been made,1 to correlate the three zones with the three great groups of
Southern India and to the European groups ranging from albian (gault)
to senonian (chalk). To say nothing of the improbability of the greater
portion of the cretaceous period being represented by tome 50 feet of
fossiliferous beds, there is no paljeontological evidence in favour of the
supposition. Seven at least of the species of the lowest bed range into
the Deola and Chira'kha'n marl, and the same number of species are
found common to this and the coralline limestone. Three species (Ceriofora dispar, Hemiasler cenomanensis, and //. similis) range through all
three beds. Considering the limited number of species found in the upper
and lowermost beds the palaeontological resemblances are greater than
would be consistent with a range of time from cenomanian to senonian.
Nor do the palasontological relations of the fauna to those of other parts
of the world bear out the supposition. None of those forms which have
been determined by the late Professor Duncan are found in Europe in beds
of other than cenomanian or turonian age, and of the forms identified by
Mr. Bose with European species of albian and cenomanian age, an identifi
cation confessedly rough, at least half arc forms whose specific identity or
the reverse is difficult for any one but a practised palaeontologist to deter
mine. Omitting those species whose specific identity is open to doubt and
confining ourselves to those forms which have been determined by Profes
sor Duncan, all those which are found in Europe occur there in beds of
cenomanian (upper green sand) age and most are characteristic of it,
consequently the cretaceous rocks of the Narbadd valley must closely
correspond to the Utatur group of Southern India.
In contrast to the relation between the cretaceous faunas of South
Africa and Southern India may be noticed the divergence between the
1 Memoirs, XXI, 48, (1884).
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latter and that of the Narbada" valley. .Amcng the fossils identified by Professor Duncan, Neither nlpina and Pecten quadricostatus, were regarded
by Dr Stoliczka as doubtfully distinct from P. quinyuncostatus found in the
Utatur group, but with this exception no other species is found in the creta
ceous of Southern India, and even in this case the identification is one on
which palaeontologists are not thoroughly agreed. Thamnastrea decipiens is replaced hy a closely allied form T, hieroglyphics, and the two Hemiasters by remotely allied forms. The more recent additions to the
fauna made hy Mr Bose have yielded thirteen species apparently identical
with Southern Indian forms, but it is probable that this number will be
reduced when the fossils come to be. more critically examined, and five of
the thirteen are wide ranging1 species found also in Europe or South Africa.
Even accepting the identifications, this number out of a total of forty
distinct forms is a much smaller proportion than obtains in the case of the
south African and Trichinopoli cretaceous beds.
Another contrast between the Madras and Narbada1 valley cretaceous
beds is tiie very small proportion of European forms found in the former
and the large proportion in the latter. Of the eight species of Echinodcrmata four are also found in Europe and two more in the Lebanon and
of other orders Neilhea alpina, Pecten quadricostatus and 'ihamnastraea
decipiens are found in Europe. To these Mr. Bose has added eight species
also found in Europe. In the intervening area, two small exposures of
cretaceous rocks are known at Ras Fartak and Ras Gharwen on the
south-east coast of Arabia, from which small collections, comprising but
thirteen species have been examined.1 Yet, three of these are also found
in the Bagh beds, and no less than ten in Europe. It is evident from this
that there must have been tolerably free communication between the seas
in which these different exposures were deposited, and that they belong
to one of the great marine provinces of the cretaceous epoch.
With the South African cretaceous fauna the relationship of the Bclgh
fauna is of the slightest, only two species, Pecten quinquecostattis and
Lyria granulosa, being common to the two regions. Of these the former
is a species of almost world-wide range, and the latter is also found in the
cretaceous of Southern India.
The contrast between the faunas of Narbadd and South Indian creta
ceous is consequently as strongly marked as the relationships of the fonntr
to the European fauna and of the latter to that South Africa. Yet the dis
tance which separates the two Indian exposures is but 750 miles, only half
the distance which separates the lower Narbadd exposure from Arabian
localities, and a much smaller fraction of the distance to the European
localities or between Trichinopoli and South Africa.
1 P. M. Duncan, Quart. Jour, Geol. Soc.,
XXI, 349, (1865). The Arabian localities were
originally described, and the fossils collected,

by Dr. Carter, Jour., Bombay Br. Roy. As. Sot.,
IV, 71, (1853), and "Geological Papers on
Western India," p. 603, (1857 .
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These apparently anomalous relationships and divergences between the
c retaceous faunas are easily explicable by, and are indeed proof positive of,
the supposition lhat dry land stretched continuously from India to Africa
during the cretaceous period and formed a barrier between two distinct
marine provinces.

Besides the fossiliferous beds of the lower Narbdda valley already noticed,
a lower division has been described under the name of the Nimdr sand
stone,1 whose age is open to doubt. The frequent presence of a band of
conglomerates and sandstones underlying the nodular limestone has already
been noticed. In fact, it is only at or near Kaohaoda, in the Man valley, that
its absence is recorded As a rule, the thickness is small in the eastern
exposures, but they begin to thicken rapidly south-westwards of Bdgh.
in the Hatni valley they have a thickness of nearly 200 feet ; near the
deserted city of AH they are 500 feet thick, and in the inlier south of
Kawant they amount to over 700 feet. With all its variation in thickness
this sandstone preserves the same general type, of conglomeratic beds and
conglomerates at the base, overlaid by fine grained sandstones and shaly
beds.
The age of this sandstone is doubtful. It has been regarded as lower
cretaceous, and in favour of this supposition there is the absence of any
observed unconformity between it and the beds it underlies. Mr. Bose
classed it as neocomian on the strength of an oyster bed, composed of a
species which was identified with the European O. Icyinci it, but even if the
identification were correct the evidence is not sufficient to establish the age
of the bed, and there is some doubt whether the oyster band is really
conformable to the underlying sandstone or not.*
The sandstone contains no recognisable fossils, the uppermost beds
show crustacean and annelid tracks on their surface ; some indeterminable
fragments of bone were found and fragments of carbonised driftwood are
said to occur. In this, as well as in lithological facies, the Nimar sand
stone agrees with tht Maha'devas of the Dhir forest area. In Ka'thidwa'r
there is the same absence of beds intervening between the upper Gondw'mas and the cretaceous as would be implied by a Mahddeva age for the
N'imAr sandstones, but the absence of any observed unconformity, the
constancy of the nodular limestone beds, and the fact that the thickening
of the sandstones is in the same direction as that of the upper beds lend
some support to the supposition that they are cretaceous. In the absence
of more conclusive evidence their true age must remain a matter of doubt.
In Kclthiawar a series of sandstone beds known as the \Vadhwa~n sand
1 Memairs, XXI, 23, (1884).

|

* .\ftmeirs, XXI, preface to pt. ii, p. vii, (1884.)
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stones are found between the Umia group and the overlying Deccan
traps.1 They are composed of brick red or dull reddish brown sandstone
with some argillaceous beds, at the top of which are in places cherty beds or
thin bands of limestone, recalling the rocks of Bigh. In the neighbourhood
of Wadhwcln, there is a thin band of drab coloured, tough, sometimes gritty
or chalcedonic limestone, containing marine fossils, chiefly Bryozoa, a
few small corals and a portion of a flattened, keeled ammonite, resembling
the cretaceous A. guadaloupae, in a matted mass of broken indetermin
able shells. In other localities Ostrea and Nat tea were found, but no fossils
sufficiently well preserved to determine the precise age of the beds. The
general facies of the fossils, as well as the lithological character of the rock
they are preserved in, suggest the correlation cf these beds with the creta
ceous of Ba'gh, and their direct superposition on the Wadhwrin sandstones
corresponds to the relation between the Ba'gh beds and ihe NimaV sand
stones whose probably upper Gondwa'na age has already been indicated.
The relation of the WadhwAn sandstones to the overlying trap appears to
be very similar to that of the Ba'gh cretaceous, there being a distinct erosion
unconformity.
1 F. Fedden, Memoirs, XXI, 87, (1884).

CHAPTER XI.
DECCAN TRAP.
Kxtent — Nomenclature— Petrology— Igneous formations— Sedimentary beds —Lametd group —
Infraand inter-trappeans of Rajamahendri — Inter-trappeans of the main area— Subaerial
origin of the traps — Foci of eruption — Age of the Deccan trap— Probable conditions
during their formation.

In the last chapter the cretaceous rocks of the Peninsula were described,
and the present should, in the ordinary course, be devoted to the rocks of
the same age in the extra-peninsular area. There are, however, two very
good reasons for departing from this course, the first being the intimate
relation which subsists between the cretaceous and tertiary rocks of a
large portion of extra peninsular India, necessitating their being dealt
with together ; the ether is the presence, immediately above the creta
ceous beds in the Peninsula, of a series of volcanic rocks, forming one of the
most prominent and widely spread of all the rock systems found in the Pen
insula.
In superficial area the Deccan traps are only exceeded, within the
limits of peninsular India south of the Indo-Gangetic plain, by the metamorphic series and, although the traps are far inferior in thickness to the
Vindhyan and Gondw£na formations, their remarkable horizontality, through
out a great part of the region covered by them, enables them to conceal
all older rocks. Some faint idea of the extensive area occupied by this
formation may be gained from the fact that the railway from Bombay to
Nclgpur, 519 miles long, never leaves the volcanic rocks until it is close
to the N4gpur station, and that the traps extend without a break from
the sea coast at Bombay to Amarkantak at the head of the Narbadd, and
from near Belgium to north of Goona Even this extent, great as it is, by
no mean represents the whole area originally occupied by the formation ;
for outliers are found east of Amarkantak as far as Jamird Pat in Sarguja,
to the south-east a small outcrop occurs close to Rajamahendri, whilst to
the westward the series is well developed in Kathiawar and Cutch, and is
even believed to be represented, though only by two very thin bands west
of Kotri. in Sind. We have, therefore, proof of the existence of this vol
canic formation throughout nearly ten degrees of latitude and sixteen of
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longitude, whilst the area covered in the Peninsula of India can be little
less than 200,000 square miles. It is probable that the limits mentioned
very nearly correspond to the original boundaries of the volcanic rocks,
because the high level laterite, which rests conformably upon the upper
most traps of the Deccan, is found to the southward, eastward and north
ward, resting on rocks older than the volcanic series, and if, as will be
shown to bo probable in a later chapter, this laterite was formed at a date
shortly subsequent to the cessation of the igneous outbursts, it may be
inferred that the lava flows never extended to the localities (such as
Gwalior, Rewa', etc.) in which the laterite is found resting immediately
upon Vindhyan, transition, or metamorphic rocks.
In adopting the name of Deccan1 trap for this great volcanic forma
tion, the Geological Survey has been guided partly by old usage, partly
by the circumstance that the term ' trap' was originally applied to similar
horizontally stratified lava flows. Some geologists have condemned the
term on account of the loose manner in which it has been used for a oreat
variety of igneous rocks, but it is difficult to replace it, and in the present
case, at all events, it is employed in a well denned sense.
In consequence of its geological structure, the volcanic region of cen
tral and western India is distinguished by marked peculiarities of scenery,
and the characters of the surface are widely different from those found in
other parts of the Indian Peninsula. Great undulating plains, divided from

Fig- 15.— Hill composed of Deccan trap, near Harangaon, north of Nimawar, Narbada valley.

each other by flat topped ranges of hills, occupy the greater portion 01 the
country and the hillsides are marked by conspicuous terraces, often
' It is scarcely necessary to state that the
Deccan (Dakshin) comprises that part of the

Indian Peninsula which is south of the Vindhyan range.
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traceable for great distances, and due to the outcrop of the harder basaltic
strata, or of those beds which resist best the disintegrating influences of
exposure. In some parts of the area great scarps are tound, some of those
in the Sahyddri range being 4,000 feet in height, all conspicuously banded
with horizontal terraces.
The vegetation of the trap area differs no less conspicuously from
that which is found on other formations, the distinction in the dry
season being so marked that, especially when taken in connection with
the form of the surface, it enables hills and ranges of trap to be dis
tinguished at a distance from those composed of other rocks. The
peculiarity consists in the prevalence of long grass and the paucity of
large trees,1 and in the circumstance that almost all bushes and trees,
except in the damp districts near the sea, are deciduous. The result is
that the whole country presents, except where it is cultivated, a uniform
straw coloured surface, with but few spots of green to break the monotony
during the cold season, from November till March, whilst from March,
when the grass is burnt, until the commencement of the rains in June,
the black soil, black rocks, and blackened tree stems present a most re
markable aspect of desolation. During the rainy season, however, the
country is covered with verdure, and in many parts it is very beautiful,
the contrast afforded by the black rocks only serving to bring into relief
the bright green tints of the foliage.
'I hroughout the trap area the prevailing rock is some form of dolerite
or basalt, but there is a large amount of variety in the characters
presented by different beds. Some are excessively compact, hard, and
homogeneous, the crystalline structure being so minute as to be de
tected with difficulty (anamesite), others are coarsely crystalline, and
these frequently contain olivine in considerable quantities, and one variety
is porphyritic, containing large tabular crystals of glassy felspar, white
or green in colour. Many of the basalts again are soft and earthy, evi
dently in most cases, and probably in all, from partial decomposition.
The most striking peculiarity is, perhaps, the great prevalence of amyg
daloid, in which the nodules, chiefly containing zeolite or agate, sometimes
form the principal part of the rock. These nodules are very often coated
with glauconite (green earth), and the prevalence of this mineral is highly
characteristic. Almost throughout their range, the Deccan traps may be
recognised by the occurrence of the amygdaloidal basalts with green earth,
or of the porphyry with crystals of glassy felspar.
'The want of large trees is partly due to for temporary cultivation of a rude kind, and
the wanton destruction to which the forests of ; perhaps more than all, to the practice of
India have beeu exposed for ages through • annually burning the grass at the commencereckless cutting, to equally reckless clearing ', nient of the hot season.
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Exfoliating concretionary structure is common in the softer forms of
basalt, which have undergone some amount of decomposition, but it is
never seen in the hard compact beds. Frequently the hard unaltered
spheroidal cores of concentric nodules, which may easily be mistaken for
rolled fragments, are to be found scattered over the surface of the bed,
from which they have weathered out. Columnar structure is less com
mon, though it is occasionally seen, a line example being shown in the
following woodcut. In some cases this structure has been observed in

Fig. 16. — Radiating basaltic columns in a dyke near Gujri, north-west of Maheswar, Narbaia
valley.

the compact basaltic flosvs ; it is frequently seen in the lowest flow, a very
thick one, west of HoshangibaVl, in the Narbadd valley, and in one of the
lower flows in Mdlvvi, but the appearance is often confined to intrusive
dykes, as in the example illustrated. Trachytic rocks are extremely rare,
and have hitherto on.ly been found in intrusive masses.
Beds of volcanic ash are common, so common indeed in places as to
form a very considerable proportion of the strata, and they appear to be
much more prevalent towards the upper part of the series.1 They often
differ but little in appearance from the basaltic lavas with which they are
interstratified, but, on close examination, their brecciated structure car.
always be readily detected, and the blocks of scoriae which they contain
1 Possibly due to the upper part of the series
being chiefly preserved near the old volcanic
foci. Ashes are found interstiatified with the

lower beds on the Narbadii, west of Baroda,
where remains of ancient volcanic cores also
occur.
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generally weather out on exposed surfaces and remain in relief, precisely
as on old volcanic cones. Magnificent examples are to be seen on most
of the higher portions of the Sahya'dri or Western Ghdts and on the
high peaks around Poona, formerly used as hill forts ; well marked
instances occur also in Bombay and Salsette.1 Very frequently a thin bed
of ash intervenes between two basaltic flows. Occasionally pumice is
found in the ash beds, the interstices being, however, all filled up by the
same process as that by which vesicular lava has been converted into
amygdaloid. Here and there, throughout the traps, beds of red bole
occur ; they are usually only a foot or two thick, but occasionally more.
Sometimes the bole contains scoriae, and in this case it frequently covers
the upper surface of a basaltic flow, into which it appears to pass. In
some instances the bole is so uniformly stratified that it has the appearance
of having been deposited from water.*
In a few instances bands of very homogeneous structure and of a pale
lilac colour, formed of an apparently argillaceous rock resembling bole
in texture and so perfectly laminated as to exactly simulate shale, have
been found inters tratified with the basalts. This is especially the case
at a large hill called Piwagarh, 2 ooo feet high, near Baroda, and similar
beds are said to occur in Ka'thia'wa"r ; they have also been noticed east of
Surat. The occasional occurrence of glassy felspar crystals in these beds
and the circumstance that some of the harder basalts at times weather on
their exposed edges into a somewhat similar soft lilac rock, render it
possible that these shaly strata result from the alteration of trap. At
the same time it is far from improbable that some of them may be con
solidated volcanic mud, composed of fine lapilli washed down and deposited
by water.
No crystallised pyroxene has been observed, except locally in some
of the ash beds, and the only felspar which occurs in distinct crystals
appears to be the form of orthoclase (gassy felspar) which is found in
the porphyritic rock already mentioned. Olivine and magnetite are com
mon, th«> former occurring as translucent yellowish grains, the latter in
minute crystals, too small, as a rule, to be recognised by the naked eye
1 Amongst the beU examples are the rocks
in which the Keneri caves of Salsette are
cat ; some beds on the Kamatki ghat between
Poona and Mahabaleshwar j and a conspicuous
bed at the lower gateway of the foi tress of
Singarh near Poona. Ash-breccias also occur
in Bombay Island at Flag-staff hill and Rai
hill, Parel, and in the neighbourhood of Sion
(ort. It must not be supposed (rom these
examples that the rock is rare. It is found
almost throughout the trap country, but it is
much less common toward* the base of the
(raps.

"Sir C. Lyell has shown that bands of red
clay interstratified with the lavas of Etna
have been formed from the crust of the lower
lava flow, decomposed into clay and tin n
baked and reddened by the heat of the over
lying flow, or where " volcanic sand has been
showered down from above and washed over
the older lavas by torrents and floods ;" Phil
Trans., 1858, p. 711. Similar beds appear to
be characteristic of subaerial lava flows; Jiuld,
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soe., XXX, 227, (1874).
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but easily detected, if abundant, by the effect of the rock upon the
magnetic needle. Magnetic iron sand derived from the traps is fre
quently found in the slre\ms which traverse the rocks. With the tabular
felspar crystals small scales of red mica are found.
Secondary minerals of various kinds, which have been formed s'ncethe
consolidation of the volcanic strata, are found in the greatest abundance
in some of the flows, especially in the amygdaloidal, and in some of the
more earthy and decomposed traps. These minerals not only form the
nodules of the amygdaloid, but they are found lining cracks and hollows,
the finest crystals being always in geodcs or cavities, some of which are
as much as two or three feet across, and even larger hollows lined with
crystals are said to have been found. The commonest minerals are
quaitz (either crystalline or in the form of agate, bloodstone, jasper, etc.,)
and stilbite, next in abundance are apophyllite, henlandite, scolecite
(poonahlite1, laumonite and calcite ; thomsonite, epistilbite, prehnite and
chabasite also occur, but they are rare. The great prevalence of glauconite
or green earth has already been noticed.
The crystalline quartz is occasionally, though rarely, amethystine ; it
but seldom occurs in crystals which exceed an inch in diameter, and the
larger crystals are not often transparent. The form known as trihedral
quartz, in which the terminal pyramid o( each quartz crystal consists of
three planes instead of six, or in which three planes are very much more
developed than the other three, is of common occurrence. The agates
occur chiefly in geodes or nodules, large and small ; many are finely
b;mded, and, after being coloured by heating, are cut into ornaments.*
Jasper and heliotrope or bloodstone occur chiefly in flat plates, which
appear to hnve been formed in cracks, and agate is sometimes met wiih
of apparently similar origin. Stilbite is very common, though less so
than quartz ; one magnificent variety consists of large orange or salmon
coloured crystals, often two or three inches in length, usually compound or
in sheaf like aggregations, but occasionally in large flat prisms terminated
by a four sided pyramid. Apophyllite is the finest of all the Deccan trap
minerals. It generally occurs in four sided prisms with terminal planes,
a form which closely resembles the cubical crystals of the isometric sys
tem, the double pyramid, with replacements of the secondary prismatic
laces and terminal planes, so characteristic of this mineral in other locali
ties, being chiefly typical of small crystals in the Deccan traps. The
1 Two other mineral species besides poonah
lite have been described from the Decran traps.
One of these is hislopite, Haughton, Phil. Mag.,
4th series, XVII, 16, (1859), which appe.irs
lo be calcite coloured by glnuconite (gieen
tarth)anu tl.ec'ther.syhedritc, ShCjjhar), Am.

Jour. Set., and series, XL I :o, (1865) is stilbite,
coloured in the same manner.

1 Most of the stones cut fcr ornnmen's are
either procurt d from rivers or from the tertiary gravels derived from the dinuiiaiion of
the iraps.
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colour of the Dcccan apophyllite is usually while, more rarely pink or
green, some crystals are perfectly transparent, and one of the most mag
nificent associations of minerals to be found anywhere is seen when, as
occasional'y happens, perfectly clear vitreous crystals of apophyllite, of
large size, are inserted on a mass of orange stilbite. Some apophyllite
crystals are as much as three or four inches across. The other minerals
are less deserving of notice, but very beautiful long acicular crystals of
scolecite with exquisitely formed pyramidal terminations are of occasional
occurrence, and fine crystals of white heulanclite are not unfrequent. The
glauconite is usually amorphous, but occasionally forms an aggregate of
crystalline scales, and a massive mineral, which, if not green earth, is
closely akin both in appearance and composition, occasionally occupies
small cavities completely.
One of the most remarkable characters of the Deccan traps is their
persistent flatness or near approach to horizontally throughout the greater
portion of their area. This is conspicuous throughout the Sahyfidri range,
over the whole of the Bombay Deccan, from Khandesh to Belgaum and
Sholdpur, throughout southern Berar and the north-western portion of
the Haiderabad territory, in many parts of the SAtpura range between the
NarbadA and T^pti, and on the Mdlwd plateau north of the Narbada.
Where exceptions occur, as in the western Satpara and Rajpipla hills
and ilong the coast near Bombay, the disturbance is shown to be of later
date from its affecting contemporaneous or newer beds of sedimentary
origin. The only departure from absolute horizontally to be seen in the
lava flows of the Deccan is frequently no more than may be due to
the lenticular form of the beds, but usually there is a very low dip
discernible, seldom exceeding i°, and fairly constant over large areas.
This circumstance tends to show that even this small amount of inclina
tion may be due to disturbance, because if the dips represented the origi
nal angle at which the lava flows were consolidated, they would be found
to radiate from the original volcanic vents. Nothing of the kind has,
however, been traced.
The separate lava flows are, as a rule, of no great thickness. The
average in the two sections of the Blnr and Thai Ghdts, measured on the
railway lines, is apparently 64 and 87 feet respectively, but really less,
because the distinction between the flows can in most cases only be re
cognised by lithological characters, and where, as must frequently be the
case, two or more beds of similar appearance and composition occur toge
ther, they must often be confounded and measured as one. Many of the
more amygdaloidal beds appear to be made up of several smaller flows from
six to ten feet thick, distinguished by being highly amygdaloidal above,
less so in the middle, and traversed towards the base by long cylindrical

ra
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vertical pipes tilled with zeolite.1 But even supposing that these appa
rent distinctions are accidental, some well marked crystalline flows in each
section do not exceed 15 feet in thickness.
Hitherto only the igneous portion of the Deccan series has been de
scribed, but volcanic rocks, although they form the great mass of the for
mation, do not compose it exclusively, for sedimentary bands, frequently
fossiliferous, have been found in several places interstratiried with the
lava flows, and have become widely known and described as intertrappean beds. Them is also found in many places, at the base of the whole
series, a small group of limestones, sandstones and clays, known as the
Lameta1 group, from its occurrence at Lameta1 Ghat, on the Narbadd, near
Jabalpur.
The intertrappean beds have been found in two distinct portions of the
Deccan series, first close to the base, throughout the greater portion of the
enormously extensive circuit of the volcanic area, and, secondly, in the
highest portion of the traps, only known to occur close to the coast in
Bombay Island and the immediate neighbourhood.* A rough classification
of the whole series is presented in the following sections:—
Approximate
ikk. L-- in feet.*

I. Upper t'aps, with numerous beds of volcanic ash and the
intertrappean sedimentary deposits of Bombay
.
.
1,500
a. Middle traps, ash beds numerous above but less frequent
towards the base, no sedimentary beds known
.
.
4,000
3. Lower traps, with intertrappeans of Nagpur, Narbada
valley, etc., volcanic ash of rare occurrence or wanting .
500
4. Lameta or infratrappean group
.
.
.
.
. 20 to 100

The whole thickness, as will be shown presently, is probably considerably greater than 6,000 feet in the neighbourhood of Bombay, but the
rocks gradually thin out in other directions. At Bombay the upper limit of
the scries is not seen. It is highly probable that near Surat and Baroda
the trap may have been even thicker than near Bombay, but the upper
portions have been greatly denuded, and it is extremely difficult here,
as in most other places, to estimate the thickness with any accuracy.
In Cutch the traps are about 2,500 feet thick, whilst in Sind they have
1 Bearing in mind that amygdaloidal basalt
must have been originally vesicular lava, and
that what are now nodules of quartz or zeolite
were originally air or steam bubbles.it is easy
to understand that the upper portion of a lava
flow, having been more vesicular originally
than the lower portion, would be characterised
by a prevalence of amygdaloid. The verti
cal tubes must ako have been originally filled
with air or vapour, perhaps expelled from the

underlying stratum by the heated mass flow
ing over it.
3 The reasons for considering the Bombay
traps higher in the series than the others will
be explained subsequently.
* The thickness given is little more than a
guess, except in the case of the lower traps
and Lametds. The other figures are minimum
estimates of the vertical extent of the series,
where fairly developed.
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dwindled down to two bands at different horizons, eacli less than 100 feet
thick. Throughout the greater portion of their area, no higher beds,
except laterite or post-tertiary deposits, are found resting upon them, and
it is impossible to form any accurate estimate of their original develop
ment. In the extreme south of the volcanic area, near Belgium, their
thickness has been estimated by Mr. Foote to be 2,000 to 2,500 feet.
On the plateau of Amarkantak, at the eastern extremity of their main
area, they are about 500 feet thick, but farther east in the outlier on the
Mdin Pat in Sarguja, not more than 300 to 400, whilst to the south-east
near Rajimahendri they are represented by a thin outlier, in which from
Joo to 200 feet of basalt may be exposed.

Before proceeding further it will be necessary to give a fuller descrip
tion of the sedimentary formations, and in accordance with the system
adopted throughout this work, the Lameta1 group as the lowest will first
receive attention.1 Formerly this group was supposed to be a representa
tive of the Maha'deva group of the Gondwa'na system, but further examina
tion has shown that the Maha'devas are much more ancient, and that the
Lameta1 beds are so closely asscciated with the lowest trap that they must
be considered as part of the same series. The origin of the name has
already been mentioned, and it has been stated that the group consists of
limestones, sandstones and clays. The limestones are the most charac
teristic and persistent beds, they frequently occur alone, and they form the
upper portion of the group when other beds are associated with them.
Occasionally the limestone is pure, but it is commonly full of sand and
small pebbles, so as to form a calcareous grit rather than a limestone, and
as a rule it contains an abundance of masses, sometimes irregular, some
times more or less lenticular in form, of segregated chert. Some of the small
pebbles frequently consist of red jasper, the occurrence of which is very
characteristic. This gritty limestone, with its included chert nodules, is
found over a very extensive tract of country in the Central Provinces, and
appears to be rarely absent throughout any large area in which the base of
the traps is exposed.
The bed which, after the limestone, is most commonly found in the
Lameti group, is a rather tine porous earthy sandstone, usually of a
greenish colour. The clays are red or green, and are very frequently
sandy or marly ; sometimes they contain nodular carbonate of lime.
'I hey are of local occurrence and appear but rarely to extend over any
considerable area. All these beds pass into each other; the limestone
is not unfrequently merely the sandstone cemented by carbonate of lime,
For detail*, see Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.,
XVI, 15.4, (1860); M<moi,s. II, 196, (1860;,

VI, 7.16, (1869); IX, 315, (1872); XIII, 87,
(1877); Rccc>ds,\, 88, 115, (1872).
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the marls are an argillaceous form of the limestone, and, except where the
characteristic gritty limestone is the sole representative of the formation,
there is, as a rule, a frequent change of character in the beds, both hori
zontally and vertically. 'Ihis is usually the case where the thickness
exceeds 20 or 30 feet, but where the group is only represented by a thin
band, either the gritty limestone or the earthy greenish sandstone is com
monly found alone.
The Lamet3 group is quite u neon form able to all the various older
formations up< n which it rests, from the metamorphics to the Jabalpur
group. As a rule, the lowes-t flows of trap are conformable to the infralrappean beds, but in some instances distinct unconformity has been
detected, especially in one case near Jabalpur,1 and it is highly pro
bable that closer examination would show that such cases are common,
and that in many localities where Lametds are wanting their absence is
due to denudation in pre-trap|>ean times. At the same time the denuda
tion appears to have been local, not general, patches occurring here and
there, whilst in the intervals between them the trap rests upon a forma
tion older than Lamet3, but at such an elevation as to show that the
absence of the inlratrappean bed is not due to the ground having been
above the water in which the Lametds were deposited. It is impossible
that the Lametds C'ln ever have been co-extensive with the base of the
trap, because the surface on which the latter rests is extremely uneven,
and many portions of it must have been above the level at which the infratrappean beds were deposited. It will, however, be necessary to recur
to tliis subject, when discussing the relations of the trap series as a whole
to the older formations.
It is unnecessary to give a list of localities at which the Lametd group
has been observed. It is principally developed in the Central Provinces,
around Nagpur, Jabalpur, etc. It has not been found in the southern
Maratha country, but elsewhere along the boundary of the volcanic area
from the Godavari valley to Bhopal and Indore, it is rarely absent over
any considerable area. As a rule, owing to its small vertical development,
it only covers small portions of the surface, and it usually forms a narrow
fringe to the trap country. In the western Narbada valley it has been
recognised and described as lying unconformably on the cretaceous Bagh
beds.8
The Lameta group is, as a rule, singularly unfossiliferous. the princi
pal fossils which have been found in it, consisting of some bones of a large
Dinosaurian reptile, Titanosaurus indicus? allied to Pelorosaui us of the
wealden and Cetiosaurus of the Bath oolite These fossils occur near
Jabalpur, and similar bones, together with coprolites and some chelonian
1 Secordi, V, US, (1872)1 Hose, Memoirs, XXI, 46, (1884).

j

* Lydc'.iker, Rccoids, X, 38, (1877).
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remains, were found at Pisdura about eight miles north of Warori in the
Chlnda district.1 In the last named locality some of the characteristic
fresh water molluscaof the intertrappea.n beds, such as Physa prinsepii, are
associated with the bones, and the same shells have also been found in beds
at the base of the trap in one or two other localities ; for instance, a Paluitiiia, apparently identical with P.deccanensis, an intertrappean fossil, was
found by Mr. Hislop at Nagpur,* Melania and Corbiculii have been met
with in infratrappean beds near Ellichpur in Berar,8 and Phy.\a piinsepii\n
a similar position at Tcdihal, 15 miles north-north-east of Kaladgi in the
southern Maratha country.4 But it is by no means clear, in those loca
lities, where fresh water shells are found in beds beneath the trap,
with the exception of N^gpur, that an intertrappean bed has not over
lapped the edge of the underlying lava flow, so as to rest upon an older
rock, which may be either Lameta or any other more anneal formation
and in the particular case of Pisdura, where all the fossils are found
scattered on the surface of a field consisting of red Lametd clay, there is
always a possibility that Physa piinscpii and similar fossils may have come
from some small unnoticed intertrappean band, concealed beneath the deep
surface soil. At the same time it is by no means improbable that the
Physa and other shells are really derived at Pisdura from the LamttS
beds, and that this group consequently is not much older than the volcanic
beds which overlie it.
The only other noteworthy occurrence of fossils in the Lameta' group
is that of some fish remains at Dongargaon, six miles east by south, and
Dhamni, nine miles east by north, of Warora1.6 The species have not been
described ; one of the fish found was considered by Sir P. Egerton allied
to the Sph\rxnadus (a cycloid acanthopterygi m) of the London clay,
but according to Mr. Smith Woodward, only differs from Belonostomus,
an upper cretaceous g» nus, in the prominence of the vertical foldings
of the teeth.0
Leaving the question of the mode of origin of the LametA group
to be discussed hereafter, and deferring for the moment the description
of some beds with marine fossils found at the base of the traps near R;<jamahendri, the next group which requires notice is that comprising the
fresh water beds interstratified with the lower traps in many parts of
India, and especially in parts of the Central Provinces, northern llaiderabdd,
Berdr, and the states north of the Narbadci valley. Throughout these tracts
cf country, and beyond them almost throughout the great trap area, there
1 Quart. Jour. Gefl. Soe., XVI, 163, (1860);
Memoirs, XIII, 88, (1877).
1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XVI, 167, (i36o}.
3 Mtn.oirs, VI, 283, (1^69).

4 Memoirs, XII, 193 (1876).
* Quart. Jour. Grnl. S:tc.,
( 860 .

« Recotds, XXIII, 24, ( 890).

XVI, 162,
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are found here and there, near the base of the volcanic formations,
and in no case so far as has hitherto been recorded, at a greater height
than from three to five hundred feet above the base, thin bands of chert,
limestone, shale or clay, often abounding in fossils of fresh water or
terrestrial origin.
Perhaps the most common form of the intertrappean bands, or that
which is most conspicuous, is a compact, blackish, cherty rock, a kind of
lydian stone It is clear that this rock has been originally a silt, and has
been hardened, either by the outpouring of igneous rock over it or by
chemical infiltration, the former being the more probable, because it very
frequently happens that the upper portion of the bed only is cherty, the
lower portion being a soft earthy shale. Other forms of intertrappean
bands are a dark or pale grey limestone, often earthy and impure, but
rarely gritty, like the characteristic Lameld bed. Not unfrequently the
sedimentary bed is composed of volcanic detritus, whether removed by
denudation from solid basalt, or consisting merely of the loose products
of eruptions, such as lapilli, it is difficult to say. Red and green clays or
bole are also found, often associated with other intertrappean rocks.
As a rule, the sedimentary beds interstratified with the lava flows
are distinguished from those underlying the whole volcanic series by
the absence of pebbles and sand, but occasionally, though rarely, sandy
and even pebbly beds are found at some distance above the base of the
trap. In the south Mardthd country most of the intertrappean beds are
sandstones and conglomerates. One peculiar detrital form of intertrap
pean accumulation has hitherto only been described from the country
north of the Narbadd and south of Chhota Udaipur on the banks of the
Karo, a tributary of the Hiran river.1 The lower beds of the trap series
here consist of conglomerates, sandstones, and sandy grits, sometimes
resting on a stratum of basalt, but occasionally on the Bagh cretaceous
beds, which underlie the volcanic formations. Occasionally the sandstone
or conglomerate appears to be chiefly composed of detritus derived from
the metamorphic rocks, but volcanic fragments, usually in the form of
rolled pebbles of basalt, can always be found by search, and in many
parts the bed becomes a mass of rolled volcanic fragments, often mixed
with unrolled scoriae. At times, indeed, the rock is a conglomeratic ash,
in which rolled fragments of metamorphic rocks and of basalt occur together Hornblende and pyroxene crystals have been found in these
conglomeratic ashy beds, which are in some places as much as 200 feet
thick. In some instances the conglomerates appear to have accumulated
in hollows, like river beds, but in any case the abundance of rolled pebbles
and boulders of trap is important as a proof that denudation took place in
the interval between successive lava flows.
• Memoirs, VI, 327, (1866).
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With the exception of the detrilal accumulations which have just been
mentioned, the intertrappean bands rarely exceed a few feet, from three to
about twenty, in thickness, and they frequently do not exceed half a foot.
In many places two or more sedimentary beds occur at different levels in
the same section, and the different bands are in some cases dissimilar in
mineral character. Thus, at Mekalgandi1 Ghdt in the Sichel hills, south
of the Pen Gangi river, on the old road from Nagpur to Haiderdbad, a
locality famous as being one of the first at which the intertrappean fossils
were detected by Malcolmson, the following beds are observed in sec
tion : —
1. Trap.
234.
56.
7.

Chcrty bed containing Unto, Cypris, etc.
Trap.
Limestone containing Cypris and fragments of small mollusca.
Trap.
Calcareous grit, containing broken shells (Laroeta).
Metamorphic rocks.

A single intertrappean bed can but rarely be traced for more than three
or four miles without interruption ; it then usually dies out. At the same
time it is rare to go over any large tract near the base of the traps without
finding some sedimentary bands interstratified, and occasionally one is
found to be much more extensive than usual. Thus, an instance is re
corded by Mr. J. G. Medlicott2 in Sohdgpur, east of Jabalpur, in which an
intertrappean bed was traced for nearly 25 miles.
It would take up too much space to enumerate all the localities at
which the lower sedimentary intertrappean beds have been observed.
They have been noticed in several places in the southern Mara'tha'
country ; they are commonly found near the base of the trap flows almost
throughout the great and irregular line of boundary extending from the
Godavari to Rajputana, and they occur even in small outliers, for instance,
at Ma'in Pal in Sarguja ; they have been detected by Mr. Rogers 3 to the
westward at Dohad, about 75 miles north-east of Baroda, and still farther
west in Cutch, by Mr. Fedden * of the Geological Survey.
The abundance of fresh water and terrestrial animals and plants in
the intertrappean beds has been the principal reason for the comparatively
large amount of notice which these thin bands of rock have attracted.
The mollusca are very abundant and are occasionally exquisitely pre
served in the cherty layers, the commonest species being forms of Physa and
Lymnea, whilst Unio, although abundant locally, is of comparatively rare
occurrence. Paludina, Valvata, and Melania are far from uncommon.
1 Mucklegundy pass of Malcolmson.
1 Mem- i'S, II, 201, (1859).

|

• Quart, your. Ceal. See., XXVI, 122, (1870).
• Me«.oits, IX, 58, 240, (1872).
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Land shells are very seldom found, but they have been detected1 in one
case at least. Entomostracous crustaceans are very nearly as common as
mollusca, all hitherto found belonging to the genus Cypris. The other
remains of animals hitherto detected have consisted of insects, fishes, and
reptiles, all of which are fragmentary. Plant remains abound, but leaves
are rare, seeds and fragments of wood being more common and the mosi
abundant vegetable fossils are the seed vessels of Characex, of which one
species has been described under the name of Chara malcolmsoni.
The plants have not been described, with the exception of the Chara.
Those collected near Ntigpur are said by Mr. Hislop to comprise about
fifty species of fruits and seeds, twelve of leaves, and five kinds of woods,
the only forms mentioned are endogens and angiospermous exogens. The
relations of the fossils will be discussed in the sequel, together with
the fauna of the other intertrappean deposits.
The whole of the mollusca and Crustacea are fresh water forms; no
marine species have been detected associated with them, except in the
beds near Rdjdmahc'ndri, of which a description will be given in the
next paragraph. The insects and plants, with the exception of Churn
a fresli water form, are of terrestrial origin. The general prevalence of
the pulmoniterous mollusca Physa and Lymnea appears to indicate that the
water was shallow, as these forms live partly at the surface. Cjpris, too,
is commonly found in shallow marshes.
The outcrops of trap near Rajamahendri are so remote from any
ether exposure of the Deccan volcanic series, being about 210 miles
distant from the nearest point of the great Deccan area north-west
of Sironcha, that some doubt would remain as to the identification, despite
the similarity of mineral character, had not some of the typical fresh water
fossils of the Deccan intertrappean beds been discovered in the Rajamaheiulri area. The Rdjdmahendri outcrops occur on both banks of the
Godavari,* and consist of an interrupted narrow band of volcanic rocks,
chiefly earthy dolrrite and amygdaloid of the usual character, extending
altogether for about 35 miles from east- north-east to west-south-west.
Imps are seen at Kdteru on the left bank of the GodaVari just north of
R,1jamahendri itself, and extend rather more than ten miles to the eastnorth-east, resting upon metamorphic rocks whenever lower beds are
1 Mtn.oirs., H, 213, (1859) ; several forms
were referre I to the terrestrial genus Achalina. Some similar fossils from a French
deposit had been placed in the same genus, but
it appears more probable that the Indian shells
are of fresh water origin and belong to Lymnea
or to some allied type.
J The Intertrappean beds were discovered
originnlly by Oneral Cullen and Dr. Benza,

and collections of the fossils were mad; bv
Lieutenant Stoddnrt and Sir \V. Elliot, and
de-cribed by Mr. Hi'Iop, Qunrt Jour. GealSoc., XVI, 161, 176, (tS6o). The infratrappean
band was first noticed by Dr. Kin^, Records.
VII, 159. (1874). See also Memoirs, XVI,
324, (1880); Quait.Jour. <leol. Soc., X, 471,
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seen. On the right bank the volcanic rocks appear in two areas, divided
by small alluvial valley : the larger extends for about ten miles to the
westward from Pungadi, 7 miles west of Rajamahendri, and the smaller
occurs a few miles still farther west. In these outcrops the beds of
the volcanic series rest upon the Rajmahal rocks of the Ellore region. In
both cases the strata overlying the trap are Cuddalore sandstones
and all the beds alike have a low dip to south or south-east. The whole
thickness of the volcanic series at this locality, as already mentioned,
nowhere appears to exceed about 200 feet, and in places it is not more
than 100.
At the base of the traps, and intervening between the basalt flows and
the underlying Jurassic sandstone, about 50 feet of sandstone, white,
yellowish, or greenish in colour, are exposed near the village of Dudkur, 12
miles west of Rajamahendri. The upper portion is calcareous, and on the
top there is a band, about six inches to two feet thick, of sandy limestone
abounding in marine fossils, the most abundant of which is a Turrilella,
apparently identical with T. e/isfassa of the cretaceous Ariyali'ir group. If
not identical, the two species are very closely allied. A Nautilus, about
fifteen Gasteropoda, and eleven Lamellibranchiata accompany the Turritella, but not a single species, except Turritella dispassa, has been
recognised as identical either with the cretaceous beds of southern Indii
•or with the eocene fossils of the nummulitic group. The collections have
not, however, been sufficiently compared to enable the species to be de
termined wiih certainty. Only one single species, too, Cariiita variabilis,
has been recognised as occurring also in the overlying intertrappean bed.
Although the whole facies is tertiary, there is a remarkable absence of
characteristic genera,1 and the chief distinction from the cretaceous fauna
of the upper beds in Southern India is simply the want of any marked
cretaceous form The fauna is distincly marine.
It is difficult to say whether this bed should be referred to the Lametd
group or not. The mineral character is similar, but all known Lametd
outcrops are so distant that the identification is somewhat doubtful.
The distinctions between the fossils of the Magh beds and those of the
infratrappeans of Dudkur and Pungadi appear too great to be attributed
solely to the existence of a land barrier between the two areas ; it is
difficult to suppose that the two tormations can be of the same geolo
gical age, and the Bagh beds are probably more ancient than the
Pungadi infratrappeans. The balance of evidence is rather in favour of
relerring the latter to cretaceous times than to tertiary, and they may be
considered of intermediate age, as will be shown to be probably the case with
the Lameta's.
1 Amongst the genera identified are Rostellaiia several forms of Mwicidie, a Voliitilithes
near Ihc tertiary V. torulosa,f?atica, Tin ritella,

Denfalium, Cyt'nerea or allied genera (three
sp.), Cariiita (four sp.). Coiiris, 2'ectum.ulus,
CticulltVii and Ostreu.
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Upon the fossiliferous limestone described in the last paragraphs a flow
of basalt is superposed, varying in thickness from about 30 to about
too feet. There is an appearance of slight unconformity where the volcanic
rock rests upon the sedimentary bed, the surface of the latter being slightly
uneven, as if denuded, and the upper fossiliferous infratrappean zone is
occasionally wanting. The variation in thickness of the basalt stratum
may be due to its having been poured out upon an uneven surface, but it
is not quite clear whether this unevenness was due to disturbance of the
sedimentary beds before the outburst of the traps. 1'hat the denudation
of the underlying formations can have been only partial is shown by the
fact, that they may be traced between three and four miles, the upper
portion alone being locally absent.
On the left bank of the Godavari, near Rajdmahendri itself, the in
fratrappean band has not been observed. The thickness of the lower
flow of basalt cannot be clearly ascertained, but it is not less than 40
or 50 feet, and is probably more Above this lower flow on both banks of
the Godavari there is found a sedimentary band, twelve to fourteen feet
thick at Kateru, where it only extends for about half a mile, and about two
to four feet thick in the Pungadi direction, where it has been traced for
about ten miles. The intertrappean bed consists of limestone and marl,
portions of which abound in fossils. Numerous quarries, which have been
opened near both Pungadi and Kateru, have afforded good opportunities
for obtaining fossils, which are difficult to extract from the argillaceous
limestone when it is first quarried but weather out on exposure. About
30 or 40 feet above the fossiliferous limestone of Kdteru, another sedi
mentary bed, consisting of yellow calcareous shale, is seen in one place.
It is very thin, and no fossils have been found in it.
The most marked feature of this fauna is its distinctly estuarine char
acter.1 Tympanotanus, Pirenella, Ceritliidea and Potaiiiides&rc all brackish
water forms. Hydrobia is an estuarine genus, and the fossil called f/emitoma closely resembles a species of Acrmea found living in creeks in the
deltas of Indian rivers. The shell described as Cerithium multiforme ap
pears to be a Tympanotonus or Pirenella; C. leithi has the characteristic form
and sculpture of a Ceritliidea^ and C. stoddardi is, at least, as much allied to
Potamides*s\.Q Cerithium proper. Some of the shells referred to Cytherea
agree best with the typical forms of the genus (C. meretrix), many species
of which abound in backwaters and at the mouths of rivers, and Mr. Hislop
has remarked the similarity between Corbula oldhamivtA a Brazilian species
belonging to the estuarine genus Asara. There is a complete absence of
pelagic shells such as the Cephalopoda, no Echinodermata or corals are
found, and, above all, four species Physa prinsepii, Lymnea subulaca,
Paludina normalis and Corbicula ingens are characteristically fresh water
1 For a list of the species that have been obtained see Memoirs, XVI, 233, (1880).
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forms; the first three of these are of comparatively rare occurrence,
but the Corbicula is common, and the last named may perhaps have lived
in brackish water, as its near ally Cyrena does at the present day, whilst
the purely fresh water shells were washed down by rivers, this view being
quite in accordance with the theory that the interirappean beds of
RAja"mahendri were deposited in brackish water, which was supplied
with fresh water by streams, but was also in communication with the
sea.
The mollusca, however, cannot be considered as very characteristic of
age. They were compared by Mr. Hislop with the nummulitic fauna of
western India, but, as he points out, no forms appear to be identical, and
although Natica dolium, Turritella affinis and an unnamed Csrithium
found in the tertiaries of Sind and Cutch resemble N. stoddardi, T. prsetonga and C. stoddardi, the intertrappean forms are more closely allied to
the cretaceous A''. {Mammilla} carnatica, T.elicita and Cerithium vagans
than to the eocene species mentioned,1 while other forms might easily be
shown to be affined to those occurring in the cretaceous rocks of Southern
India. In the case of Turntella prxlonga and T. elicita the affinity is
very great. The shell called Vicarya fusiformis appears not to be really
congeneric with V. venteuilli, the type of the genus,2 and the latter has
now been found to be miocene, not eocene. On the whole, it may be safely
asserted that no tertiary alliances of any value have been detected amongst
the intertrappean Rajdmahendri fossils, and that their relations are rather
with the upper cretaceous rocks of Southern India, although the connection
is not strong.
In the islands of Bombay and Salsette, and probably farther north on
the same line of coast, the traps have an inclination of from 5° to lo°
to the westward. The islands are separated from each other and from the
mainland to the north by tidal creeks and alluvial flats, whilst the expanse
of water forming Bombay harbour lies between them and the mainland to
the eastward. In the islands of the harbour, and on the hills between
Tliina and Kalyan north of the harbour, the same westwardly dip is dis
played, but further to the eastward, from Kalyjn to the Sahyadri range,
the traps are horizontal.
About 2,000 feet of horizontal beds are exposed on the flanks of
Matheran hill, and a still greater thickness farther to the east in the hills
noar the Bhor Ghdt and close to the Great Indian Peninsula Railway line
between Bombay and Foona, but it is impossible to say how far the lowest
strata, exposed at the base of the hills, are above the bottom of the series,
as no lower beds than the traps are seen. Owing to the numerous breaks in
1 When Mr. Hislop wrote, the South Indian ( * This was pointed out by Mr. H. M. Jenkins,
cretaceous fossils had not been described.
' Quart. Jour, Ceol. Soc., XX. £8, (1864).
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the section, H is difficult, without closer measurements than have hitherto
been made, to estimate the precise thickness of the rocks dipping to the
westward near Bombay, but taking the average dip at 5°, the whole thick.
ness would be nearly 7,000 feet. This is a minimum estimate, as the
average dip is probably higher and the thickness consequently greater.
From 1,200 to 1,500 feet ol rock are exposed in Bombay i:.land, so that it
is evident that the lowest beds seen on the island are higher in the series
thin the highest flows seen on the Sahyidri mountains to the eastward,
although some of the higher portions of the range are 4,000 feet above
the sea.
The intertrappeans of Bombay are entirely confined, so far as is known,
to these higher beds, no sedimentary rocks having hitherto been found
amongst the middle portions of the Deccan trap series and it is manifest
that the Bombay fresh water beds belong to a very different horizon from
that to which the intertrappeans of Ndgpur and the Narbadd valley must
be assigned. The most important bed is that which underlies the basalt
of Malabar hill and Worlee hill, forming the broken ridge along the
western or sea face of the island ; this stratum is consequently imme
diately beneath the highest lava flow known to occur anywhere through
out the trap area, for the rocks, as already stated, dip to the west, and no
beds higher than those of Bombay have been discovered. It must, however,
not be forgotten that the coast north and south of Bombay has not hitherto
been examined with sufficient care to make it quite certain that no higher
beds occur.
This intertrappean bed on the east side of Malabar hill is more than one
hundred feet thick in places, and consists principally of soft grey, greyish
blue, brown, and brownish yellow earthy shales, with occasional harder
bnnds, some of which are black and carbonaceous. The greater portion
of the bed is evidently formed of volcanic detritus, whether lapilli washed
down by water, or sand produced by the disintegration of lava flows,
it is difficult to say, very possibly both may have contributed to the
formation of the rock. At the top of the deposit the shale occasionally
becomes hardened and silicious, as if by the action of the overlying
basalt. The black carbonaceous shale is locally highly bituminous and
sometimes contains small layers of a coaly substance and fragments of
mineral resin. Impressions of vegetables abound, although they are 1 ut
seldom well preserved, and remains of animals are common, the best know n
being skeletons of small frogs and carapaces of Cypride*.
Besides this thick sedimentary band, seven! thinner beds have been
found at lower horizons amongst the lava flows and ash beds of Bombay
island. They are, however, very thin and, .except one which is seen in
the quarries of Nowroji hill south of Mazagaon, they are difficult to detect :
indeed, the circumstance of their occurrence has only become known through
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the careful scrutiny of local geologists, \vho, living in the town, could take
advantage of any excavations for buildings, tanks, roads, etc.. to examine
the strata exposed. According to Dr. Buist there are five or six sediment
ary beds below the thick band of Malabar hill, but fossils have only been
found in that exposed at Nowroji hill, where Cyprides occur. All these
bauds consist of shaly beds.1
The fossils found at Bombay are tolerably numerous, but hitherto only
the Vertebrata appear to hive received more than a superficial notice. The
remains of a fresh water tortoise, Hydraspis leithi (Testudo leithi, Carter)
belonging to -the Emydidet, and of a frog, Rana pus'l/a,* considered by
Dr. Stoliczka an Oxyglossus,"1 have been found, the latter in abundance,
while some bones of a larger frog have been obtained. The Arihropotia are
represented by three species of Cypris, one of which, C, (cylindrica), is also
found in the intertrappean deposits of the Deccan ; another species has
been called C. semimargiuata by Dr. Carter, the third is unnamed. C. semimargitiata is the most generally diffused, hut the other forms also occur in
great numbers. Only fragments of insects have been found. Mollusca
are rare, and the few specimens hitherto procured have been in poor con
dition, they have been referred to Melanin and Pupa, but with some doubt,
and none of the characteristic Deccan forms have been detected. The
plant remains comprise stems, leaves, seeds, and perhaps roots, but very
little lias been determined, except that endogens and argiospermous exogens are represented.
The life represented by the species named is clearly that of a shallow
marsh. The frogs occur in large numbers, and their bodies have evidently
been deposited near the spot where they died, as the whole skeleton
is found perfect. In some cases, as was noticed by Dr. Stoliczka, the
skeleton has been dragged along the surface of the shale in which it is
imbedded, and he suggests with great probability that this was done by
wind . The tortoise is a marsh or river form, the nearest living ally, accord
ing to Dr. Gray,4 being a genus found in fresh water in South America.
After the description of the various sedimentary formations intercalated
1 For fuller description of these beds see Curler,
Jour.Bo..Br. Roy. As.Soe., I V, 161, (1853), and
Geological Papers on Western India, p. 128;
IK-ist, Trans. Bo. Geoffr. Soc., X, 195, (1852);
Wynne, Memoirs, V, I93,(i866j; VI, 385, (1869).
It must not be forgotten that Dr. Carter's views
*s to the relalions of the sedimentary beds
differ essentially from those stated in text,
with which all other observers agree.
"Owen, Quart. Jmr. Ceol. Sec., 111,224,
1'847).
1 Memoirs. VI, 387, (1867). Dr. Stoliczka

shows that the form agrees well with Oxyglossus and with no other known existing genus.
At the same time, as some of the principal
characters by which genera of frogs are dis
tinguished are not preierved in the skeleton,
the Bombay frog may have differed greatly
from recer t Oxyglossi. From the species of
true Rana it is distinguished by the want of
vomerine t-eth, the large head, and short
hinder limbs.
4 Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist , 4*h Scries, VIII, 339.
(1871).
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with the traps or underlying them, the next point for consideration is the
mode of origin of the trap rocks themselves. Their volcanic character is
sufficiently proved by their composition. Precisely similar rocks occur
amongst the lavas poured out from recent volcanoes, whilst nothing of the
same kind has ever been known to be deposited from water. But the first
difficulty which arises, and it is one of very great importance, is to account
for the persistent horizontality of the beds. Two observers certainly,
Jacquemont1 and Adol^h Schlagintweit,* have considered that the traps are
unstratified, but after the evidence already mentioned as to the differences
in mineral character between successive bands, the frequent occurrence of
vesicular structure on the upper surface of flows, the presence in abundance
of beds of volcanic ash, and the repeated interstratification in the same
localities of sedimentary layers, it is unnecessary to refute this view. A
much more common opinion, and one which has been supported by numer
ous excellent geologists, from Newbold downwards, is that the Deccan
traps are of subaqueous origin, and it is necessary to show why this opinion
is untenable.
In all cases of subaqueous eruptions the ejected masses consist of
substances very similar to the lava, ashes, scoriae and lapilli of ordinary
subaerial volcanic outbursts, but these materials being thrown out into the
water are reduced by the sudden cooling to the condition of a fine
powder, which is dispersed and deposited in layers in the same manner
as ordinary detritus, so as to form what are known as stratified tuffs.
With these tuffs ordinary marine deposits are necessarily intercalated,
and both these and the tuffs are usually fossiliferous, the very destruction
of life in the waters of the sea, caused by the heat and gases which are
evolved during eruptions, encouraging the preservation of those portions
of the organism which are not liable to destruction from the temperature
of boiling water or the process of decomposition. Now, the volcanic
ashes, already described as occurring in great abundance amongst the
higher beds of the Deccan traps, are not, as a rule, stratified in the
manner in which beds deposited from water would be. Although they
occur in strata, intercalated with basaltic lava flows, these ash beds them
selves have no internal lamination, except in a few rare instances in
which they are chiefly composed of bole, and may have been formed in the
small pools of fresh water so common in volcanic areas. Above all, not a
trace of a marine organism has ever been found in any ash bed, or in any
rock intercalated with the traps, except in the intertrappean and infratrappean formations of Rajdmahendri, where the lava has evidently been
1 "Voyage dans I'Inde/V, Paris, 1841, III, engaged in the Magnetic Survey of Indis,"
No. I, p. 6. — Reisen in Indien imd Hochasien.
504, etc.
J " Report of the Proceedings of the Officers Vol. I, p. 141, (1869).
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poured out on the coast. It may be thought that the prevalence of
volcanic conditions would destroy all life in the sea, and thus the absence
of marine fossils in the traps may be explained, but even if this vu-sw were
conceded, and it is entirely opposed to all that is known of recent
submarine volcanic action, there must have been a great destruction of
life at the commencement of the volcanic epoch, and some traces of the
animals destroyed should have been preserved.
The evidence afforded by the characters of the traps and the absence cf
marine fossils is, therefore, opposed to the hypothesis of a submarine
origin, and the relations of the lowest lava flows to the underlying rocks
are strongly antagonistic to the idea that the volcanic outbursts were
subaqueous. The surface of the older rocks upon which the traps rest is
in many parts extremely uneven, the basalt filling great valleys, some
times as much as 1,000 feet in depth, whose form shows that they were
excavated by subaerial erosion. Admirable examples are seen between
Bhop^l and Hoshanga'ba'd, where the Deccan traps rest upon an extremely
uneven surface of Vindhyan rocks.1 It is true that this uneven surface
might have been formed above the sea and then depressed beneath the
water, but in that case we should expect to find aqueous deposits of con
siderable thickness at the base of the volcanic rocks, as periods of depres
sion are always favourable for the accumulation of sediment. It is pre
cisely in this uneven ground that no deposits whatever are found at the
base of the traps and the general absence of any infratrappean deposit
has been noticed in the south Marithi country, where also the surface
upon which the traps rest is very irregular.
Where the underlying formation consists of the cretaceous Bigh beds,
these are, as a rule, apparently conformable to the volcanic series, and it
might be thought that in this tract of country the traps were submarine.
But every here and there a spot is found where the cretaceous rocks are
wanting, and where the level of the infratrappean surface shows that
their absence is due to denudation.* In some cases where the Bagh beds
are not more than 30 or 40 feet thick, the denudation which has removed
them has only extended over a small area, and has scarcely affected the
harder rocks beneath, and from the small area, often only a few yards wide,
over which the cretaceous rocks have been removed, it is evident that
the denuding agent was subaerial erosion. It has also been ascertained
that the Bagh beds had been locally disturbed to a small extent, besides
having suffered from denudation, before the commencement of the
volcanic outbursts.
Lastly, the circumstance that, with the single exception of the estuarine
intertrappean band of Rdjimahendri, every fossiliferous sedimentary bed
1 Memoir*, VI, 240, 242, etc.,(i867).

I

> Memoirs, VI, 212, 3<X>, 3»3i etc-i (1867).
U
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intercalated with the Deccan traps is unmistakably of fresh water origin
is a conclusive proof that all those lava flows which are associated with
such sedimentary beds are not submarine. We have thus not only a
complete absence of all proof of submarine origin,1 but clear and
unmistakable evidence that the traps were in great part of subaerial
formation.
Another favourite idea with many writers, and especially with Mr. Hislop
and Dr Carter, has been that the lower traps were poured out in a vast, but
shallow, fresh water lake extending throughout the area over which the
' intertrappean limestone formation ' extends.8 This hypothesis involves
the existence of a lake of enormous size, several hundreds of miles in length
and breadth, but shallow throughout. It appears more probable that the
lakes in which the Lametd group and the intertrappean beds were de
posited were of moderate size, and that they were formed by unequal
elevation of different parts of the area, prior to the volcanic outbursts, or
by the obstruction of the drainage of the country by lava flows. The
lake or lakes in which the Lameta beds were formed may have been more
extensive, but it has already been shown that single sedimentary bands
intercalated in the traps, can rarely be traced for more than three or four
miles, and the character of the fauna, in the intertrappean formations,
both of Central India and of Bombay, is in favour of the animals of which
the remains are found having inhabited shallow marshes rather than deep
lakes.
1 It may appear to many geologists that an
unnecessary umount of space and argument
has been devoted to proving a very clear pro
position, vie. that the Deccan traps are
subaerial. The reason for giving the arguments
at length is that a different view has been
expressed by many geologists. A reference
to the Quart, your. Geol. Soc., XXX, 325,
(1874), will show that the arguments used by
Professar Judd to prove the subaerial origin of
the volcanic rocks in the west of Scotland and
north of Ireland, are precisely the same in
many cases as those mentioned above. These
views had been urged in the case of the Indian
rocks (Memoirs VI, 145) some yeais before the
publication of Piofessor Judd's papers.
J By both the writers named the intertrappean
beds of Bombay were supposed to be iden
tical with those of Central India, and both
were under the impression that there was but
a solitary fresh water bed which was deposit
ed before any volcanic outbursts took place,
which was then covered up by lava flows, and
finally separated from the underlying rocks

and broken up by a great sheet of intrusive
basalt injected beneath it.
The geologists named would doubtless have
modified their views had they been acquainted
with all the facts now ascertained with regard
to the Deccan traps and the associated sedi
mentary beds. The conception of a great
sheet of intrusive basalt so injected between
two formations that it always overlies the
one and underlies the other, over an area of
thousands of square miles, is quite untenable.
It is a physical impossibility that an immense
dyke should be injected horizontally for hundieds of miles instead of breaking through to
the surface. Moreover, the fact that successive
sed.mentary beds, as in the case at Mekalgandi
Ghat, mentioned on page 267, are often of
different mineral composition, and the very fre
quent instances in which the upper surface of a
sedimentary band is altered, whilst the lower
is unchanged, prove that both lava flows and
sedimentary intertrappean beds were regu
larly and successively formed, one abjve the
ether, as they now occur.
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We are thus thrown back upon our original difficulty, the horizontally
of the Deccan traps. It has been shown that this is not due to a sub
aqueous origin, whether marine or fresh water. At the same time the
phenomenon cannot be said to have been thoroughly explained, because
no such formation is known to be in process of accumulation at the
present day. Many such masses of horizontal stratified traps are, how
ever, found in various parts of the world, and though it is impossible,
for want of recent examples, to demonstrate the circumstances which cause
their formation in place of volcanic cones, there is abundant evidence that
such traps were a common form of volcanic accumulation in past times,
and that similar stratified lava flows were not confined to any particular
epoch, although several instances are known of about the same geological
age as that attributed to the Deccan outbursts.
Assuming, therefore, as we are justified in doing, that the horizontal
dolerites t>f western and central India precisely resemble modern lavas
in everything except their horizontality and the extent of area which they
have covered, it remains to be seen what evidence there is of the sources
from which this enormous accumulation of molten materials was poured
out. The original cones and craters, if any ever existed, must have been
the first portion of the volcanic area to suffer from denudation, and it is
easy to conceive that subaerial erosion, from eocene times to the present,
would have more than sufficed to remove every trace of the loose material
of which volcanoes are chiefly composed. Still, it is surprising that the
inclined beds forming the slopes of a volcanic cone should, in no single case
which has been recognised, have been preserved by being encased in
subsequent outbursts cf harder materials. Possibly the tendency of great
lava streams to sweep away all loose volcanic materials may suffice, in
those cases in which large quantities of lava are poured out, to prevent
volcanic cones from forming.
When, however, we look for other evidence of the neighbourhood of
igneous outbursts, we find dykes and irregular intrusions abundant in
some localities, rare or absent in others, whilst the presence of volcanic
ash throughout a large portion of the trap area has already been noticed.
The ash beds, especially when, as usually happens, they form a coarse
volcanic breccia, containing blocks several inches in diameter, cannot
have accumulated far from volcanic vents, although they may have been
transported to a much greater distance floating on the surface of molten
lava than they could have been ejected from the volcano.
A much closer examination of the Deccan area than has hitherto been
practicable will be requisite before the distribution of dykes and ash brds
can be considered as even approximately known. So far as the country
has hitherto been examined, both appear to prevail much more largely in
the region near the coast, from Mahabaleshwar to the neighbourhood of
U2
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Barocla, than in other parts of the trap area. It is, of course, very often
difficult to recognise dykes amongst rocks of precisely similar mineral
character, much closer search being needed than is requisite in order to
detect volcanic intrusions amongst sedimentary formations. It is only
where dykes are large and numerous that attention is likely to be directed
to them.
There is one tract of country in which dykes are peculiarly large and
abundant. This is in the Rajpipla hills, north-west of Surat. In this
country, over a considerable area, very large, parallel, or nearly parallel,
basalt dykes are found, sometimes not more than two or three hundred yards
apart, the general direction being east by north to west by south. The
traps are much disturbed, and frequently dip at considerable angles.
To the southward of the Tapti, along the line of the Sahyadri, and its
neighbourhood, in western Khandesh, the northern Konkan, and the
intervening small native states, a tract whose geology is unknown,
it is probable that dykes may continue numerous for a considerable
distance, as their number and size in the Konkan, north-east of Bombay,
are especially noticed by Mr. G. T. Clark,1 but intrusions are far from
abundant in the lava flows exposed in the higher country east of the Ghats.
At the same time the frequent occurrence of ash beds in the higher
traps around Poona and Mahabaleshwar sufficiently attests the neighbour
hood of the old volcanic vents.1
North of the Rajpipla hills and of the river Narbada, and west of
Baroda, trap dykes are not so common as in the Rajpipla hills, but in
trusive masses occur. One of these, forming Matapenai or Karali hill,
about 14 miles south-west of Chhota Udaipur, is a mass of grey trachyte
or trachy-dolerite, containing enormous masses of granite, evidently
derived from the metamorphic rocks through which the mass, when
molten, passed on its way to the surface. The silicious character of the
intrusion in this, and some other cases, is perhaps due to the fusion of
quarlzose metamorphic rock in the basic dolerite. Another trachytic core
was noticed near the village of Padwani, 18 miles east of Broach. The
occurrence of fragments derived from the metamorphic rocks in intrusive
dykes is by no means an uncommon occurrence.
It is only natural that far better evidence of volcanic foci is to be
1 Quart Jour. Gfol. Soc. XXV, 164, (1869). 1
* Mr. Clark has described what he regards as
a series of vents along the course of the Barwi j
river above Kalyan. They are said to be crater
like hillocks, in whose neighbourhood the traps
lie in small streamlets, crossing and overlap
ping one another. These supposed vents lie
along the region where the traps have under
gone a maximum of denudation, believed by
Mr. Clark to be due to the less degree of

homogeneity of the accumulations in the
neighbourhood of the foci, as compared with
the more evenly bedded traps and ashes at a
distance ; Records, XIII, 69, (1880). The only
reason for doubtine those conclusions is the
peculiar form assigned to the hillcrks; as a
rule, the material 611ing the neck ot an old
volcano is harder than the surrounding stuff,
and would not form a hollow surrounded by
a ridge, but stand out as a solid mass.
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found outside the trap area, or in the inliers of older sedimentary rocks,
than amongst the lava flows themselves, and it may therefore be useful
lo point out very briefly the distribution of such intrusive masses so far
as the country is known. Commencing to the north-west, no trap dykes
have been found in Sind, where, however, the deposits of older date than
eocene cover an exceedingly small area. In Cutch intrusive masses of
basalt and dykes of large size abound throughout the Jurassic rocks, and
some of the former rise into hills of considerable size.1 In Kdthia'wa'r the
Girnar hill is said to be formed of the dioritic core of an ancient volcano,
and intrusions are abundant throughout this district. Throughout the
northern edge of the trap country in Ra'jputa'na, Gwalior, and Bundelkhand,
dykes are rare or wanting, but they abound in some of the areas of older
rocks exposed in the Narbadl valley, and they are especially common in
the Gondwa'na tract, south of the river, in the neighbourhood of the
Maria1 -leva hills. Farther to the eastward they are less numerous, but some
occur .throughout the upper Son valley, and they gradually die out in
Sarguja and Palimau, only 200 miles west of the ground in which the older
lava Hows of Rajmahal age are seen, and within less than 100 miles of
the Gondwana basins in the upper Dclmodar valley, which are traversed by
basalt dykes, probably of the same age as the Ra'jmaha'l traps. Passing
southwards from Jabalpur and Mandll however, there is a total absence of
volcanic intrusions amongst the Vindhyan and Gondwana formations of
Na'gpurand Chcinda', and none have as yet been noticed in the neighbour
hood of the Pra"nhita and Goda"vari between Chanda" and Rdjamahendri.
The country south of the Godavari and north-west of Haideraba"d is
still imperfectly known, but in the south Mara'tha' country, and the
Konkan near Vengurla, the few dykes which have been observed travers
ing the unmetamorphosed azoic strata are but doubtfully connected
with the Deccan traps. Ashes, moreover, are much less abundant in this
region, amongst the Deccan flows, than they are further north.
We have thus abundance of evidence of the former existence of
volcanic foci in Cutch, the Rdjpipla hills, and the lower Narbada valley,
and probably in the neighbourhood of the Sahyddri range east and northnorth-east of Bombay, whilst there is every probability that vents ex
tended to the eastward as far as south Rewa" and Sargiija, but there
is no evidence of any having existed in the Nagpur country or to the
south-east. Yet, as the traps are found represented at Ra'ja'mahendri, it
appears probable that they once extended over all the GoclaViri valley,
though it is quite possible that the Ra'ja'mahendri outlier may have been
originally isolated and derived from a centre which has not been dis
covered.
1 One of these, called Denodhar, was de
scribed originally as a volcano, Geol. Trans., 2nd
series, V, 3151 (184°). and the statement that
it is an extinct crater has been repeated in

numerous geological works. The hill is very
probably tl.e basaltic core of a pre-nummulitic
volcano. Its crateriform appearance is due to
denudation.
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It is, however, very clear that the lava flows must have extended to an
enormous distance from the vents through which the molten material was
poured out. Trap dykes are rarely solitary ; they are generally abundant
in the neighbourhood of volcanic foci, and the country in the neighbourhood
of Nagpurand Chandi has been examined so closely that the improbability
of any intrusions of igneous rock having been overlooked is much greater
than in most parts of the country. It is known that the comparatively
moderate outbursts from existing volcanoes flow to great distances from
their source, while the occurrence of the Deccan traps in immense horizontal
sheets of but slight thickness, but of great horizontal extension, shows that
they must have been extremely fluid when poured out, and it is difficult
to form an accurate idea of the distances to which they may have flowed
before consolidating. Further observations are necessary before all the
sources of the great volcanic series of Western India can be said to have
been even approximately determined.1

The question of the geological age to be assigned to the Deccan vol
canic outbursts has been left to the last, because it was desirable to
precede it by a full statement of all the facts upon which a conclusion may
be founded. The evidence to be recapitulated is twofold, that founded on
the affinities of the fossils found in the various intertrappean rocks, and
that derived from the relations of the stratified traps to beds above and
below them. It is, of course, clear that the traps rest upon cretaceous
beds and are overlaid by nummultitics, and the only question is whether
the lava flows are cretaceous or eocene.
The most important clue to the correlation of the volcanic rocks with
the known series of fossiliferous deposits might be expected to be obtained
from the marine beds associated with the volcanic formations at Rajamahendri. This, however, as has been already shown in the description of
the sedimentary bids, proves of little service. So far as is hitherto
known, the relations of both the infratrappean and intertrappean faunas
are with the cretaceous rather than with the tertiary beds, but the points
of connection, in the latter case especially, are quite insufficient to decide
the affinity of the formations.
Turning to the fresh water fauna of the intertrappean beds, the question
arises, as in the case of the Gondwanas, of the amount of dependence to be
placed upon terrestrial animals and plants as a guide to geological age. In
the case of the Gondwana formations it has been shown that forms
1 Sir A. Geikie (Nature, 4th Nov. j88o) has
suggested that the Deccan traps, like the great
lava flows of the Pacific slopes of North Ame
rica, wcie poured out from fissures, and not from

volcanic cones. This would, to a great extent,
account for the horizontality of the traps, but
the ash beds must have been thrown out from
vents, round which cones would accumulate.
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characteristic of particular epochs in Europe occur, in a very different posi
tion, in the geological sequence in India, and it is, therefore, necessary to be
cautious in accepting conclusions founded upon slight evidence. There is a
very marked similarity between some of the fresh water mollusca of the
Deccan intertrappeans and species found in some beds of plastic clay age
(lower eocene) occurring at Rilly-la-Montaigne in northern France,1 one
species, Physa gigantea, from the latter locality being considered by some
palaeontologists identical with the Indian P. prinsepii. This identifi
cation is, however, to say the least, extremely doubtful, and the fauna of
the Rilly beds appears more recent than that of the Deccan intrrtrappeans.
Other resemblances between the plants and fish of the intertrappean beds
and those of the London clay have also been indicated, and a Physa, said
to be allied to P. prinsepii, has been found in the nummulitic rocks of the
Himalayas, but even the generic identification in the latter case is far
from certain.9
This evidence only suffices at the most to show an approximation
between the age of the Deccan trap and the lower eocene, 'and is quite
insufficient to prove whether the former should be classed as upper
most secondary or lowest tertiary. But the closest relationship of the
intertrappean fauna is with that of the Laramie group in North Ame
rica. According to Dr. Neumayr8 the following species are very closely
allied, if not identical :—
Intertrappean.

Laramie.

Physa prinsepii .
.
.
. P. cope'.
,.
„
var. elongata .
. P. disjuncta.
Actlla attenuata .
.
.
.A. haldemani.
Paludin* virapai .... Hydrobia anthonyi.
Uniocartcri
tU. gomionotu*.
{ J\ . gontoumoonatus,
Corbicula ingens .
.
.
. C. cleburni.

The Laramie group is regarded as intermediate in age between the
cretaceous and eocene—an age which would harmonise the conflicting
alliances of the fauna of the inter and infra trappean beds near Rajaimahendri.
The relations between the traps and the underlying cretaceous beds of
the lower Narbadd valley have been already described. There is a general,
though slight unconformity, due to subaerial denudation of the underlying
beds. In a very few localities the latter appear to have been disturbed
1 Mem. Soc. Geol. de France, and series,
III, 265, (1848). The genera found at Rilly-laMontaigne are Cyclas, Antylus, Vitrina, Helix,
Pupa, Clausilia, Megaspira, Bulimus, Achatina,
Auricula, Cyclostoma, Paludina, Physa,
Valvata. The majority of these genera are

terrestrial forms.
* D'Archiac and Haime, Description des
animaux Fossiles du groupe nuinmulitique de
1'Inde, Paris, 1853, p. 277.
3 Neu. Jahrb. Min. Geol., 1884, Bd. I, p. 74 ;
Records, XVII, 87, (188 ).
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before the formation of the lowest traps. Between the highest volcanic
beds and the nummulitic rocks of Surat and Broach the break appears to
be much greater ; not only do the tertiary rocks rest upon a largely denuded
surface of the traps, but they are in a great measure composed of materials
derived from the disintegration of the lava flows, the lowest tertiary beds
being frequently coarse conglomerates of rolled basalt fragments, whilst
beds, hundreds of feet in thickness, are chiefly composed of agates
derived from the traps. This, however, although it proves that great
denudation of the volcanic rocks took place during the deposition of
the nummulitic formations, does not necessarily imply a great break and
an interval of disturbance prior to the commencement of the tertiary epoch,
because the traps, being of subaerial origin, were, unlike most sedimentary
rocks, subject to erosion from the period of their formation. In this case,
however, the unconformity is distinctly marked, and appears to show a
^great break in the sequence. The lowest tertiary beds near Surat contain
fossils which appear to be a mixture of middle and lower eocene forms
(Kirthar and Ranikot).
Farther to the westward, in Cutch, the rocks at the base of the tertiary
group resting upon the trap are locally conformable, and they have even
been considered l to be partially volcanic, but, as will be shown in the next
chapter, there can be no doubt that a break, marked by unconformity,
exists between the two series. It appears most probable, too, that the
lowest tertiary beds are really composed of detritus derived from the
volcanic rocks, as all appear to be of sedimentary origin, and no instance
has been noticed of intercalation with the lava flows. The great difficulty
of distinguishing between volcanic ash and the detritus of igneous rocks
when mixed with ordinary sediments, especially where the rocks are much
decomposed, as in Cutch, is too well known to require comment. The
beds immediately resting upon the traps are of older date than the num
mulitic limestone. The trap rests unconformably on neocomian and
Jurassic beds.
In Sind the very thin representatives of the Deccan traps may, of course,
only represent a small portion of the period during which the volcanic
rocks were in process of accumulation further to the eastward. One band
rests conformably upon beds which, according to the most recent palaeontological investigations, are intermediate in age between the cretaceous
and lower eocene, whilst a second bed of trap is found about 700 feet
lower, interstratified with sandstones.
It will be seen, therefore, that whilst it is clear that the Deccan traps
were poured out in the interval between middle cretaceous and middle
eocene, the evidence tends to show that the lowest volcanic outbursts
were at the oldest of uppermost cretaceous age. That an immense period
1 Wynne, Memoirs, IX, 66, (1872).
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of time was occupied by the accumulation of the successive volcanic outbursts is manifest ; long intervals must have elapsed between successive
flows in all those cases in which fossiliferous sedimentary beds are intercalated, for these intervals were sufficient to enable lakes to be formed
and stocked with life, and in other cases for rivers to cut beds in the lava
flows, and to fill up those beds with gravel and sand.
Recapitulating the whole evidence, so far as it is presented to us by
the observations hitherto made, we find that in times subsequent to
middle cretaceous, a great area of the Indian Peninsula formed part of a
land surface, very uneven and broken in parts, but to the eastward
apparently chiefly composed of extensive plains, which, by some slight
changes of level preceding the volcanic period, were converted into lakes.
There is much probability that springs charged with silica were common
either at this epoch or shortly after. The lakes had apparently been
drained, and the deposits, which had accumulated in them, had locally
been subject to denudation before the first outbursts of lava took place.
These occurred at considerable intervals, small and very shallow lakes or
marshes being formed in the meantime by the interruptions to the drain
age produced by lava flows, or by changes of level accompanying the volca
nic eruptions. In these lakes a rich fauna of fish, mollusca, entomostracous Crustacea and water plants existed, whilst a varied and probably a
rich vegetation occupied the surrounding country. There is evidence of
the existence of insects and of reptiles, whether terrestrial or aquatic has
not been determined, but hitherto no remains of mammals or birds have
been found—a circumstance which by no means proves that they did not
exist. Fresh flows of lava filled up the first lakes, and covered over the
sedimentary deposits which had accumulated in the waters, but these
very flows, by damming up other lines of drainage, produced fresli lakes,
so that several alterations of lava and sedimentary beds were produced in
places. Gradually the lakes seem to have disappeared, whether the lava
flows succeeded each other so rapidly that there was no time for the
accumulation of sediment in the interval, or whether, as is more probable,
the surface had been converted into a uniform plain of basalt by the
enormous lava streams which had been poured out it is difficult to say,
but no farther traces of life have hitherto been found until towards the
close of the volcanic epoch. It is possible that at the end, as at the com
mencement, of the period, the intervals between eruptions became longer,
and the animal and vegetable life, which may have been seriously dimi
nished or altogether driven out of the country during the rule of igneous
conditions, resumed its old position, but a great change had taken place in
the long interval, the old lacustrine fauna had died out, and the animals
and plants which now appeared in the country seem to have differed from
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those which had formerly occupied it. Lastly, in the north-western por
tion of the area, parts of the volcanic country were depressed beneath
the sea, and marine tertiary deposits began to be formed from the
detritus of the extinct volcanoes and their products. A great tract of the
volcanic region, however, appears to have remained almost undisturbed
to the present day, affected by subaerial erosion alone and never de
pressed beneath the sea level though probably for a time at a lower
elevation than at present.

CHAPTER XII.
CRETACEOUS ROCKS OF THE EXTRA-PENINSULAR AREA.
Absence of break between the cretaceous and tertiary— Isolated exposures of lower cretaceous
beds— Cretaceous rocks of Sind and neighbouring areas— SulaimJn range— Afghanistan—
Himalayas— Assam— Burma— Doubtfully cretaceous beds of Tenasserim.

We have already seen that the great distinction between the palaeozoic
and mesozoic of Europe does not hold good in India, and that the inter
val is bridged by rock systems which include beds both of older meso
zoic and newer palaeozoic age. In the last chapter we saw that the
interval between mesozoic and cainozoic is similarly bridged, in the
Indian Peninsula, by the Deccan traps, and we will now find that in extrapeninsular India, in Sind and Baluchistdn on the west, as in Assam on the
cast, it is similarly impossible to separate the secondary and tertiary
eras, on any but purely palaeontological grounds, as they are connected by
a continuous series of deposits ranging from cretaceous to tertiary, whichi
in the intervening country, is not only carried through the tertiary epoch,
but is extended into recent times.
It is not meant by this that there is on any one section a complete and
conformable sequence extending from cretaceous to recent. The sections
indeed are all imperfect, and unconformable breaks are found in all, but the
unconformity of one section is bridged by a continuous series of deposits on
another, and there is no widespread, universal break which would give a
natural line of demarcation for the separation of the rocks below from
those above them. In many ways it would, consequently, be more natural
to group the cretaceous and tertiary beds together for descriptive pur
poses, but this would necessitate a system of description that would
obscure some important relations between the tertiary and especially the
upper tertiary beds of widely separated areas, and it will be best to take
advantage of the recognised division between tertiary and secondary, and
confine our attention for the present to the cretaceous rocks.
Before proceeding to the description of the more important and com
plete exposures it will be well to notice some isolated occurrences of lower
cretaceous beds.
In Cutch there is a thin bed of ferruginous oolitic rock which occurs at
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the base of the Deccan traps forming Ukra the hill, seven miles south-east
of Lakhpat in north-western Cutch, and rests upon beds of the Umia group.
The outcrop is very ill seen, and nothing has been definitely ascertained as
to the degree of conformity between the cretaceous bed and the underlying
formation, but there appears to be no marked contrast between them.1
The following three Cephalopoda have been obtained from this locality,
Ammonites martini, A. deshayesi, Crtoceras australe. The two former
of these occur in the lower greensand (Neocomian) of Europe, and are most
characteristic of the upper portion ; the third has been found in cretaceous
beds of Australia, whose exact horizon is not known.
In the Chichali pass, in the trans-Indus continuation of the Salt range,
the Jurassic beds are conformably overlaid by a band of tough black sandy
clay, full of Belemnites, Ammonites, etc., among which Dr. Waagen recog
nised the lower neocomiau form Perisphinctes asterianus?
This fossiliferous band is overlaid by a band of soft yellowish unfossiliferous sandstones which increases in thickness to the west. This was
at first regarded as cretaceous, but it is said to contain pebbles of alveolina limestone in the westerly exposures.*
In the Sirban mountain near Abbottabad, the Jurassic sandstones are
capped by a bed, lo to ?o feet thick, of a similar, but much harder,
sandstone, which weathers of a rusty brown colour and is commonly crowd
ed with fossils. These include Ammonites of the groups Cristati and
Inflati, Ancyloceras^Anisoceras, and Baculites; Belemnites are abundant,
and the general facies of the fauna is that of the gault.* 'I hey are succeeded
by a group of thin bedded unfossiliferous limestones which may belong
either to the cretaceous period or to the nummulitics by which they arcoverlaid.
The only locality in Sind where beds of older date than eocene have
been identified is in a range of hills running due south from the neigh
bourhood of Sehw^n, and generally known to Europeans as the Lakhi
range,6 from the small town of Lakhi near the northern extremity. South
west of Amri, on the Indus, a number of very dark coloured hills are
seen in this range, contrasting strongly with the cliffs of grey and
1 The only published account of this bed is in
the Pal. Indica, series ix, pp. 245-47, (1875).
No account of the locality was ever printed
by the discoverer, Dr. Stoliczka, and his note
books contain scarcely any details on this
particular point.
a W. Waagen, Pal. Indica, series ix, p. 245,
I8753 A. B. Wynne, Memoirs, XVII, 2.|2, (1880).
4 W. Waagen, Memoirs, IX, 342, (1872).

8 This range has no general nzme, different
portions being known by a number of local
terms. It is one of the ranges which combine
to form the Hala range of Vicary and other
writers, and the name is the less inappro
priate in this case as there is an unimportant
pass through the chain known as the Ha!a
Lak. Different portions of the range are
known as Tiyun, Kara, Eri, Surjana, etc.
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whitish nummulitic limestones behind them. These dark hills consist of
cretaceous beds, but the lowest member of the series is only exposed in
a single spot, at the base of a hill known as Barrah, lying about ten miles
south-west of Amri. The whole range here consists of three parallel
ridges, the outer and inner, composed of tertiary rocks, while the inter
mediate one consists of cretaceous beds, faulted against the lower eocene
strata to the eastward and dipping under them to the westward. Close
to the fault some compact and hard whitish limestone is found, the lower
portion pure ; the upper portion, often containing ferruginous concre
tions, is sandy, gritty, and forms a passage into the overlying sandstones.
The base of this limestone is not seen, the whole thickness exposed is a
little over 300 feet, and the length of the outcrop does not exceed half
a mile. The limestone is fossiliferous, containing echinoderms and
mollusca, but it is so hard and homogeneous that nothing obtained from it
can be easily recognised, except one fragment of a hippurite. This
fossil is, however, of great importance, because it shows that the white
limestone may very probably be an eastern representative of the hippuritic
limestone, so extensively developed in Persia, and found, in numerous
localities, from Teheran to east of Karman in longitude 58°, just ten
degrees west of the Lakhi range in Sind.1 The precise position of the
Persian hippuritic limestone in the cretaceous series has not been deter
mined, but the European formation, which is very similar and probably
identical, is of the age of the lower chalk (turonian).
The sandstones resting on the hippuritic limestone occupy a consider
able tract around Barrah hill, and extend for about three miles from north
to south. They are also seen at Jakhmari to the northward, and in one or
two other places in the neighbourhood. They are gritty and conglomeratic,
frequently calcareous, and contain a few bands of shale, usually of a red
colour. The prevailing colour on the weathered surfaces is dark brown or
purple, many of the beds being highly ferruginous. On the top of the
sandstones is a thick bed of dark coloured impure limestone, containing
oyster shells, and occasionally large bones, apparently reptilian, but none
have been found sufficiently well preserved for identification.
In one place a bed of basalt, about 40 feet thick, has been found interstratified in the sandstones, and it is possible that the band may exist
elsewhere, but it has hitherto remained undetected. The position of this
bed of basalt on the face of a hill called Bor, about 13 miles north of
Kdnikot, is at an elevation of 300 or 400 feet above the base of the sand
stones, and about twice as much beneath the main band of interbedded
trap, to be described presently.
These sandstones are overlaid by soft olive shales and sandstones,
1 W. T. lilanford, Eastern Pursia, London, 1876, II, pp. 457. 485-
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usually of fine texture. The sandstone beds are thin, and frequently have
the appearance of containing grains of decomposed basalt or some similar
volcanic rock, or else fine volcanic ash. A few bard bands occur, and
occasionally, but rarely, thin layers of dark olive or drab impure lime
stone. Gypsum is of common occurrence in the shales.
The olive shales are highly fossiliferous, the commonest fossil being
Cardita beaumonti, ' a peculiar, very globose species, truncated posteriorly,
and most nearly allied to forms found in the lower and middle cretaceous
beds of Europe (Neocomian and Gault). This shell is extremely abund
ant in one bed, about 200 or 250 feet below the top, but is not con
fined to this horizon. Nautili also occur, the commonest species close
ly resembling A'', labcchei
of Messrs. D'Archiac and
Haime, but differing in the
position of the siphuncle.
This form appears undistinguishable from N. bouchardianus, found in the upper
cretaceous Ariyalur beds of
Pondicherri and at a lower
Fig. l7.-Cardl'a btaumonti, DArch, and Haime.
cretaceous horizon in Europe.
A second Nautilus resembles N. subfleuriausiattus (another eocene Sind
species) in form, and is also allied to some cretaceous types. Several
Gasteropoda occur, especially forms of Rostellaria, Cyprxa, Natica, and
Turritella but none are very characteristic. Two forms of Ostrca are
common, one of them being allied to the tertiary O.flemingi and to the cre
taceous O. zitteliana, but distinct from both. The only mollusc which
certainly passes into the Rdnikot beds is Coibula harpa.
In the lower part of the beds with Cardita beaumonti someamphiccelian
vertebrae were found, which Mr. Lydekker has ascertained to be crocodilian.
All amphicrelian crocodiles are mesozoic, and the present form must be one
of the latest known. So far as it is possible to form an opinion from very
fragmentary materials, the vertebrae in question appear more nearly allied
to the wealden Sucho-taurus than to any other form hitherto described.
It has, however, been already shown, when writing of the Gondwa'na flora,
that the distribution of Rcptilia in past ages was not the same in India as
in Europe.
Only the corals and echinoids of the Cardita bcnutnonti beds have as
yet been criticically examined, the former by the late Prof. P. M. Duncan, the
latter by the same palaeontologist with the assistance of Mr. P. M Sladen.
The results obtained are not very definite so far as the correlation of
1 D'Archiac and Haimc, Description des
Animaux fo-sik-a du groupe Nmnmulilique

de I'Inde.
fig. 14-

Paris, 1853, p. 251, pi. xxb
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the beds is concerned. Among the corals the genera Caryophylla, Smilotrochus and Litharcea are cretaceous, but also range into and through the
tertiary, and the Smilotrochus blanfordi\e.ry closely resembles S. incurvus
of the Italian eocene.1 The echinoids are equally indefinite as regards
their relations, being neither distinctly cretaceous, nor definitely eocene,
and the general facies is such as to indicate an age intermediate between
these two periods.8
Mention has already been made of one bed of basalt intercalated
in the sandstones above the hippuritic limestone and a much more import
ant band of the same igneous rock has been traced, resting upon the
Cardita beaumonti beds, throughout a distance of twenty-two miles from
Ra'nikot to Jakhmari, about seventeen miles south of Sehwan, wherever the
base of the Ra'nikot group is exposed. The thickness of this band of trap
is trifling, and varies from about 40 to about 90 feet. Apparently in some
places the whole band consists of two lava flows, similar in mineral charac
ter except that the upper is somewhat ashy and contains scoriaceous frag
ments ; the higher portion of each flow is amygdaloidal, and contains nodules
of quartz, chak-ed< ny and calcite, and in places the nodules are surrounded
by green earth, as is so frequently the case with the Deccan traps.
Another characteristic accessory mineral, common also in the traps of
the Deccan and MaMwa", is quartz with trihedral terminations. The basaltic
trap of the Lakhi hills is apparently of subaerial origin, although it rests
conformably on the marine (or estuarine) Cardita beaumonti beds. There
is nothing in the igneous bed to indicate its having consolidated otherwise
than in the air, and the structure differs altogether from that of subaqueous
volcanic tuffs.
The evidence that this band of basaltic rock is interstratificd and not
intrusive is ample ; throughout the whole distance the trap is found in
precisely the same position, between the lowest beds of the Ra'nikot and
the highest of the Cardita beaumonti groups, and apparently perfectly
conformable to both. The close resemblance in mineral character and
the similarity of geological position, at the base of the tertiary beds, show
that this band must in all probability be a thin representative of the great
Deccan trap formation, and the occurrence of a second bed at a lower
horizon, interstratitied with the passage beds between cretaceous and
tertiary, tends strongly to confirm the inference diavvn from the relations
of the traps to the cretaceous and tertiary rocks of western India, that
the great volcanic formation must be classed as intermediate in age be
tween those two eras.
In Baluchistdn the section of cretaceous beds is more extensive than
1 Pal. Ir.dica, series xiv, !, p(. ii. p. 25, (1880). 1 Pal. Indica, series xiv, I, pt. iii, p. 28, (1882).
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that seen in the one small exposure in lower Sind, and none of the hori
zons except the uppermost have been identified in the two regions.
In the neighbourhood of Quetta and the country to the east of it the
lowest rock known is a massive limestone of great thickness. The lower
portion of this, as seen at the head of the Bolan pass and at Sariab, is of
a pale cream colour, the upper portion is more or less dark grey in
colour. Fossils are not very abundant, but in places it exhibits sections
of Hippurites, Inoceramus and corals on the weathered surface. The
exact age of this limestone is undetermined, but it is regarded as lower
cretaceous.
The massive grey limestone is succeeded by a series of dark grey or
black shaly beds, often containing an admixture of volcanic ash, overlaid by
red and green mottled shales and thin bedded limestone, capped by white
limestone. The thickness of these beds appears to be about 1,000 feet,
about 200 at the top of which consists the white limestone, but there
are great variations in thickness of both members, owing partly to the
manner in which the soft shaly beds have yielded to compression, and
partly to the removal of the upper beds by denudation previous to the
deposition of the next succeeding group. Locally the shaly beds of this
group are abundantly fossiliferous, but except a few fragments of ammo
nites the only fossils that have yet been found are belemnites, mostly be
longing to the section Dilatati, and including one very broad and flattened
form ; owing to the abundance of these fossils the group has been referred
to, in previous publications of the Survey, as the Belemnite beds.1
The age of this group is clearly secondary, yet on some sections the
white limestone at its summit contains numerous specimens of Nummulina and Alveolina, which are usually regarded as indicative of a tertiary
age, thus introducing an anomaly which is repeated in the next succeeding
group.
According to any local system of classification the next succeeding
group of strata would be separated from those just described and united to
the overlying Nummulitic beds, with which it is perfectly conformable, for
there is a slight but distinct unconformity at the top of the Belemnite
beds. The unconformity is unaccompanied by any recognisable want
of parallelism of stratification between the beds below and above it, but is
marked by a considerable degree of erosion and a complete change of
fauna, none of the belemnites having been found in the overlying group.
The Dunghan group as this is called, from a hill of the same name east
of Spintangi, is an important and interesting one. In the neighbour
hood of Hurnai it is essentially a limestone formation and caps the bare
1 Records, XXV, 19, (1892).
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hogbacked hills east of the Hurnai route to Quetta. To the south of the road
which connects the Spintangi railway station with Thai Chotiali, the lower
beds become argillaceous, and the argillaceous element more and more
replaces the calcareous till, in the hills east of Khattan, the group has
become essentially a shale group in which the calcareous element is quite
subordinate. A similar change takes place in the hills west of the Bolan
pass, but the country there has been less fully examined.
In the hills inhabited by the Mari tribe the lowest beds of the group are
usually unfossiliferous, grey, green, and purplish shales, overlaid by about
1,000 feet of grey shales, many beds being so profusely fossiliferous as
to become impure limestones. Above these shales there is a band of too
to 200 feet thick, composed principally of more or less impure sand
stones, capped by a limestone composed almost entirely of oysters (Exogyral), but containing also a few Nantilt &i\d other fossils. The oyster bed
is separated by some 600 feet of beds, on some sections of limestone on
others grey shale, from a peculiar band of pseudo-breccia regarded as the
base of the numtnulitic series in this district.
The fauna of this group is a peculiar one ; numnuilites are abundant,
but associated with them are Crioceias, Baculites and Ammonites, while
fully half the echinoderms belong to the order Echinoconiria; and an
oyster resembling O. carinata is not uncommon. Cariiita beaumonti was
not found, but the admixture of characteristically cretaceous forms with an
abundance of nummulites points lo the group being intermediate in age
between the cretaceous and eocene periods, and consequently equivalent
to the Cardita beiumonti\)eAs of Sind. The suggestion is supported by
the frequent occurrence of beds of impure volcanic ash, immediately above
the sandstones and oyster bed, and of ash beds and even basaltic trap
apparently interbedd«;d with the uppermost beds of the Dunghan group in
the Bclan pass. It is natural to suppose that they represent the t>ame
horizon as the trap above the Cardita beaumonti beds in Sind.
It is not known how far the grouping adopted in the country east of
Quetta holds good for the rest of Haluchistan, as this country has never
been geologically examined with any thoroughness. Some particulars
of observations made on his journeys through Baluchistan, have been
recorded by Dr. Cook, in which it appears to be possible to recognise the
various rock groups mentioned above. He describes1 the cretaceous
rocks as consisting of "more or less compact, fine grained, red and
white limestone, interleaved with slabs and veins of chert; the lime
stone generally containing fine microscopic specks, and the upper part
one or two massive strata of an excessively hard limestone abounding
in Orbiioides, Qrbitolina and Opciculina, the lower strata becoming
J Trans. Mcd, Phys. Sac,, Bombay, VI, 101, (1860).
W
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argillaceous, shaly and containing (rarely) ammonites." These beds are
underlaid by a dark blue fossiliferous limestone containing Rhynconella.
There is, however, some uncertainty about the section, for near Khelat the
white limestone appears to underlie the fossiliferous shales.
There is some indication in this description of the massive limestone,
helemnite beds, and Dunghan group further east, and with one exception
the fossils recorded would accord with the identification. Ammonites,
Cerntites, Crioceras, and Bclemnites have all been found in the eastern
area, and Scafliites might well accompany them, but if the identification
of Ortlioceras, which has been referred to in a previous chapter,1 was
correct, it must belong to an older set of beds than cretaceous, and sug
gests that the section is more extensive and less simple than Dr. Cook's
descriptions would indicate.
In the Sulaima'n range, west of DeraGhazi Khan, the cretaceous rocks,
so far as they are exposed, comprise t\vo well marked stages. The lower
consists of dark grey limestones, occasionally sandy or shaly, passing down
wards into dark to bluish grey, often nodular, calcareous shales. The lime
stone abounds in indistinct fossils, especially foraminifeise, and in the under
lying shales a cephalopod belonging to the Ammonittda.-, Inoceromus and
two species of Exogyra resembling cretaceous forms have been found.*
These beds, of which about 1,500 feet are exposed, are overlaid by about
the same thickness of sandstones, generally white or pale coloured, brown,
greenish or purplish grey. No fossils have been found in the sandstones,
and no unconformity has been detected between them and the overly,
iug beds, while they overlie a bed of pseudo conglomeratic limestone
exactly resembling that found at the base of the eocene beds of eastern
Baluchistan.
Further north, in the neighbourhood of the Takht-i-SuIdiman, the same
pale sandstone and underlying shales and limestone are found underlaid
bv some hundreds of feet of massive grey limestone, showing sections of
Inoceramvs and corals on the weathered surface, which exactly resembles
the massive limestone of the Quetta neighbourhood, and is probably of
the same age. West of the Sula'ima'n range, in the direction of the Zhob
valley, this massive limestone is underlaid by a great thickness of green
and grey slaty shales, intercalated with beds of sandstone and a few of
limestone, from which no fossils have as yet been obtained.
Before passing en to the cretaceous beds of Afghanistan, it will be
interesting to notice that the rocks just described are the source of tinpetroleum of eastern Baluchistan and of the Sulairnan range. The Baluc-hista*n petroleum is a thick, black, tarry maltha, traces of which are very
' Supra, p. 143.

|

3 Memoirs, XX, 217, (1883).
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frequently found in (lie Dunghan group. At Khattan tlierc is a natural oil
spring, where the petroleum issues along with an abundance of hot sulphur
ous water, and for seven years past an attempt to work this oil for profit
has been in progress, but the quantity obtained has not been sufficient to
prove remunerative. It has been supposed that the greater abundance of
the oil was in some way connected with the unusual profusion of organic
remains in the Dunghan group at this locality, but the connection is by no
means clear. A precisely similar oil is found in the Rolan pass near Kirta,
and in the Robdar valley, south of Bibi Ndni, it issues from the limestones
below the Belemnite beds, that is to say, from rocks much older than the
Dunghan group. No rocks older than this limestone are exposed in the
Holan pass, and it is impossible to say whether there are any profusely
fossilifcrous beds underground, analogous to those of the Dunghan group
at Khattan, but the widespread presence of traces of a similar oil, even
where fossils are rare, appears to indicate that the concentration of the oil
at Khattan, Kirta, and the other localities, has no connection with the
greater or less profusion of organic remains at those spots.
In the country round Kandahar,1 and between it and the Khwija Amrdn
range, the cretaceous system is represented by a great thickness of hard
grey limestone, usually unfossiliferous but locally containing an abundance
of Hipfiun'tes, corals, etc. Near Kandahar this limestone is underlaid by
a series of beds showing the Following sections in descending order : —
3. A shaly sandstone, made up more or less of trappcan material.
2. Bright green and intensely red shales with tliin sandstone bands of Ir.ippenn
substance.
l. Coarse and thick conglomerate, almost entirely made up of pebbles of trap and
cemented by a trappcan, though calcareous matrix.

The description of these beds agrees well with certain beds seen near
Kadi and Hamadun on the Hurnai route to Quetta, which were formerly
regarded as cretaceous. More recent examination has shown, however,
that they are nummulitic and consequently cannot be representative of the
Kandahar beds, unless one of the sections has been misinterpreted.*
Associated with the cretaceous limestone there are intrusive rocks,
Wli basic and acid, and bedded traps. The latter are basaltic in character
and overlie the limestone ; very few details have been recorded, but one of
tlie original foci of eruption was supposed to have been recognised about
four miles west of Kandahar.3 These bedded traps are newer than the
trappoid conglomerates described above, which occur below the limestoneThe intrusive basic rocks are said to be lithologically similar to the
bedded ones, but they have undergone a serpentinous change, and contain
1 C. L. Gricsbach,
(1881).

Memoirs, XVIII, 42 I » R. D. Oldham, MS. report, (1891).
I ''Memoirs, XVIII, 52, <l88«).
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veins and lumps of bright green and yellowish clirysotile where in contact
with the limestone. The intrusions are numerous and vary in size c'own
to mere wafer like strings.
The acid intrusive rocks are varieties of quartzsycnite, sometimes
porphyritic in the hills crossed by the Mai wand pass west of Kandahar, which
occur in veins and dykes varying from several hundreds of feet to quarter
of an inch in thickness. In the larger syenitic masses numerous veins of
a porphyritic rock with crystals of pink orthoclase imbedded in a fine
grained fclsitic matrix are found. Similar syenitic intrusions were ob
served at Dabrai and on the western side of the Khwaja-Amran pass.
The syenitic intrusions are of somewhat older date than the basaltic,
as the former are penetrated by dykes of the latter.
In Afghdn-Turkistan the cretaceous system is well developed, and covers
a large area of ground in which the older rocks only appear as inliers here
and there. The lower cretaceous beds, consisting of about 800 feet of
sandstones and shales with earthy limestones at the top, are said to be
conformably underlaid by the red neocomian grits1 at the top of the
plant bearing series. The upper cretaceous is formed by about 1,800 to
2,000 feet, thickening to 4,000 in the sections near Balkh, of white thick
bedded limestone with occasional sandstone bands. No defined subdivi
sions were recognised,but the limestones may be divided into three zones8:—
3. Chalk with flints.
y. Concretionary earthy white or brownish white limestones, occasionally dolomitic.
I. Hard white splintery limestones.

In the northwest Himalayas the cretaceous system, apart from the
possibly cretaceous Giumal sandstones, is represented by a few small
patches left on the tops of some of the hills in Spiti. They were named
the Chikkim series by Dr. Stoliczka, who described it as consisting of a
maximum thickness of about 500 feet of bluish or greyish white limestone,
weathering white, with occasional earthy bituminous bands, overlaid by
about 200 feet of grey or darkish unfossilifcrous marly shale. The lime
stone yielded several fragments of Rudiit.es and numerons Foramtntferx?
Precisely similar limestones were observed further east by Mr. Griesbach
in Hundes. They exhibit no features calling for special notice, and the
fossils collected have not yet been described.
To the north hippuritic limestone has been observed in the Lokhzting
range, north of the Lintzihang plain,4 and at Sanju, on the road from
1 Supra, p. 196.
3 C. U. Griesbach, Records, XIX, 253,
(1886).

3 F. Stoliczka, Memoirs, V, 116, (1865).
•Drew: Jummoo and Kashmir Territo
ries, London, 1875, p. 3^3.
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Leh to Yarkand, Dr. Stoliczka recorded the presence of coarse grey
calcareous sandstones and chloritic marls, some beds being almost entirely
composed of the middle cretaceous Gryphaca vesictilosa?
The occurrence of cretaceous beds on the shores of the Namcho lake,
about 75 miles north of Lhasa, is proved by specimens of Omphalia trotteii,
which were brought from that locality by one of the native explorers of
the Trigonometrical Survey in

In the Assam range the cretaceous rocks occur both on the plateau,
where they lie nearly horizontal, and along the southern edge, where
they are bent down to a steep dip in a monoclinal flexure. They thin
out in a marked manner to the northward on the section south of Shillong,
having a thickness of about 600 feet at the edge of the scarp, while
ten miles further north, near Surarim, there is only about 100 feet.
Still further north there are some small outliers which lie in hollows on the
surface of the Shillong quartzites marking the position of pre-cretaceous
valleys.
It is in these little primitive basins on the plateau that the cretaceous
coal is found, one of them, a tiny coal basin at Mdobehlarkdr between
Surarim and Mauphlong, having for years supplied the station of Shillong.
The mineral itself has a persistent character throughout the whole cretaceous
area. It is remarkable as being less of a true coal than is that of the over
lying nummulitic group; the texture is compact and splintery, with a
smooth conchoidal pasture, and the coal gives a dull wooden sound when
struck. It has the additional peculiarity of containing numerous specks and
small nests of fossil resin.
The most persistent member of the cretaceous series is known as
the Cherra sandstone, about 200 feet of coarsish hard rock, unfossiliferous
except for some vague stem-like vegetable impressions, which comformably
underlies the nummulitic limestones. 1 he next most constant member
is the basal conglomerate, whose larger components are almost all derived
from the neighbouring Shillong quartzites, and are generally subangular.
Varying in thicknes from 20 to 100 feet, it everywhere forms the base
of the series, but whether it represents a definite geological horizon is
doubtful.
In the Maobehlarkdr coal basin the basal conglomerate and the Cherra
sandstone are in contact, but at the south scarp of the plateau they are
separated by glauconitic sandstones, overlaid by a pale fine grained sand
stone, often containing broken plant remains, and in places marine fossils.
'F. Stoliczka, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac.,
XXX, 512, (1874) ; Records, VII, 50. (1874);
Scientific Results of the Second Yarkand

Mission, Geology, p. 22, (1878).
1 Records, X, II, (1877).
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These beds, about 400 feet in thickness, thin out to the northward by an
original limit of deposition, and it has been noticed l that the matrix of the
basal conglomerate, at the different levels, partakes of the nature of the
corresponding horizon below Chcrra, and on all the sections there is more
or less of a transition, by inters! ratification, between it and the particular bed
which happens to overlie it. The only point tending to cast a doubt on its
being a marginal form of the successive sandstone beds is the frequent
occurrence of carbonaceous matter in the rock immediately above, but
this is not conclusive.
Where the beds bend over, and are exposed with a high dip in the
low ground south of Tharia, the basal conglomerate is represented by a
coarse, felspathic ochrey sandstone, while the overlying beds, having a
thickness of about 1,200 feet, consist of pale grey shales, locally nodular;
calcareous, or ferruginous, with some thin layers of earthy limestone or
sandstone. The whole series, besides being thicker than that exposed on
the plateau north of the uniclinal axis, is earthy in character, instead of
sandy, implying a greater distance from the margin of the sea.
The marine fossils of the cretaceous rocks of the Kliasi hills havt;
already been mentioned,2 and need not be further referred to here. No
fossils have as yet been found west of the Khasi hills.
In the Garo hills the cretaceous attains a considerable development
as an arenaceous series, containing important coal seams in places. The
sandstones of the plateau are horizontal and rest on a more deeply erodetl
mid irregular surface than those of the Kha'si hills. At the western end
of the range the sandstones lap round the end of the Turd gneissic ridge,
and the original relations of the rocks are nowhere better seen than
here. The spur on which the station of Tura stands, some 2,000 feet
below the crest of the ridge has a midrib of gneiss, with sandstone on both
sides, through which the streams have again excavated their channels.
There is but little disturbance in this locality, and it is plain that the'
ridge must have stood as it does now when these sandstones were laiii
down.
East of the Kha'si hills, throughout the south-east portion of tluJaintia hills from the neighbourhood of Jowai eastwards, cretaceous rocks
are found at the surface, horizontal or nearly so, and to the eastwards pass
conformably beneath the tertiaries near the Kapili (Kopili) river. Beyond
this we have only isolated observations; the thin bedded sandstones at the
falls of the Kapili are believed to be cretaceous, and typical cretaceous
coal is associated with sandstone and some hard sandy limestone restin»
flatly on the gneiss in the Ndinbar and Doigrung valleys, near Golagha't.
MI. B. MeiliicoU, Memoirs, VII, 171, (1869). |

» Supra, p. 247.
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The existence of cretaceous beds in the Arakan Yonia is only shown
by the discovery of one species of mollusc in a single locality near Ma-i
in the northern part of the Sandoway district of Arakan. The species
found, Ammonites tnflatits, is a characteristic cenomanian cephalopod,
common in the Utatur beds of Southern India.
The only specimen
obtained was picked up in the bed of a stream, and had evidently been
derived from some shales in the neighbourhood. No other specimens
nor other fossil of any kind could, however, be found.
What may be the extent of the cretaceous beds, and which strata should
be referred to this group, are matters on which but liltle trustworthy in
formation has been obtained. Mr. Theobald was disposed to consider that
a peculiar, compact, light cream coloured, argillaceous limestone, resem
bling indurated chalk, sometimes speckled from containing sublenticular
crystalline particles, belongs to the cretaceous system. This limestone
has been traced at intervals from near Ma-i, about thirty miles north
of Tongup (Toungoop), to the neighbourhood of .Sandoway, whilst some
what similar limestone, though not so characteristic, may be traced to
Keantali, some thirty miles farther south. The same limestone is found in
the western part of Ramri Island. Another peculiar formation is a greyish
rather earthy sandstone, with a pisolitic structure in places, due to the
presence of small globular concretions of carbonate of lime and iron. The
concretions decompose and leave small holes, which impart to the earthy
sandstone the aspect of an amygdaloidal trap. Like the limestone, this
peculiar sandstone is traced from Ma-i to near Keantali, a distance of 94
miles, and if, as appears probable, these beds are really cretaceous, for
both are closely associated with the shale from which the ammonite had
apparently been derived, the rocks of this formation may be considered as
extending at least the distance mentioned. The strata ascribed to the
cretaceous group are less hardened ard metamorphosed than the other
rocks of the Arakan Yoma ; they are of great thickness, and may include
all the beds of the main range of the Yoma, as far south as Keantali. No
rocks which can be referred to the Ma-[ group have been detected east of
the main Arakan range in Pegu. To the northward their range is
unknown, but a limestone resembling that of the Ma-f group was seen in
the hills east of Manipur.1

Apart from those just mentioned no rocks of cretaceous age are known
to exist in Burma, though there is a probability that they may be repre
sented in Tenasserim. On the Lenya river,1 in the extreme south of the
province, a bed of coal occurs, of very laminated structure and containing
numerous small nodules of a resinous mineral, like amber. This peculiar
s. XIX, 223, (1883) ; Sutra p. 148. | • T. Oldhatn, Set. /?«:. Govt. fnd., X, 4$, (1856).
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association of mineral resin is characteristic of the cretaceous coals in the
Assam hills, and it is possible that the Tenasserim mineral is of the same age.1
At the same time no palseontological evidence has been discovered, the rocks
associated with the coal are soft clays and sands, having a more recent
appearance than those accompanying the other coal seams of the Tenas
serim province, and these other coal seams are, it is believed, not older
than eocene. The coal occurs in an irregularly developed bed, varying
from i to 5 feet, or rather more, in thickness, with thin layers of fine
jetty coal between bands of hard black shale, and rests on clay with
vegetable remains, and patches of jet coal. Thin coal laminae are also
found in the associated strata.
Below the rocks immediately associated with the coal are fine, whitish
earthy sandstones and indurated clay, passing into marl, with some con
glomerates. Above the coal is a series of soft muddy sandstones, marls,
conglomerates and a few seams of carbonaceous matter. The whole may
be 600 feet thick. The dip is considerable, about 35°, and the rocks
have undergone disturbance and faulting. Nothing has been ascertained
as to the relations of the coal bearing beds to other formations, indeed
all that is known of the Lenya river coal is the result of a hurried visit
to a locality very difficult of access.
1 Mr. Bose (MS. Report, 1892) regards these larly ill adapted to geological investigation
beds as belonging to the Maulmain series, of and the examination was necessarily incom
Palaeozoic age ; the country is, however, singu plete.

CHAPTER XIII.
TERTIARY DEPOSITS.

(Excluding those of the Himalayas)
Quilon and RatnAgiri— Surat— Sind and Baluchistan— Cutch and Kdthiawar—Afghanistan —
Kohat—Assam— Burma<

No tertiary beds are known in the Indian Peninsula except in the im
mediate neighbourhood of the coast, and if we exclude certain unfossiliferous
sandstones, now regarded as subrecenfc though possibly of upper tertiary
age, they are confined to a few small exposures on the west coast, the
most southerly of which is near Quilon, in Travancore.
The earliest, and practically still the only, information published on
the occurrence of tertiary beds in Travancore is comprised in some
notes supplied by General Cullen to Dr. Carter, and published by the latter
in his ' Summary of the Geology of India.'1 Beneath the laterite of the
neighbourhood of Quilon, at a depth of about 40 feet from the surface,
grey fossiliferou? limestone (or dolomite according to General Cullen)
is found, partly compact and partly loose and rubbly. This limestone
is exposed beneath a laterite cliff near the coast, four or five miles north
east of Quilon, and the same rock has been found in the neighbourhood of
the town at a depth of about 40 feet in numerous wells, many of which
were sunk or deepened by General Cullen for the purpose of ascertaining
the presence of the limestone. Further south, near Warkalli, twelve to
fourteen miles south of Quilon, the cliffs on the coast expose, beneath the
laterite, beds of brightly coloured sand and clays with bands of lignite,
abounding in fossil resin and iron pyrites, both in lumps of considerable
size. The sandy beds overlie the lignites and clays,

The limestone contains marine shells in abundance, amongst which
Dr. Carter recognised Strombus fortisi, Cassis sculpta, Valuta jugosa,
Ranella bufo, Conus catenulatus, Conus marginatus, and Ccritliium rude,
1 Jour. Bo. Br. Roy. As. Soc., V, 301, (1857) ;
and Geological Papers on Western India, Bom
bay, 18571 PP- 74°and 743, footnote, This foot
note is an addition to the original summary.
The very small outcrop was not found during

the geological examination of the Cochin
neighbourhood. The locality had been incor
rectly defined in the first instance, but its
existence was subsequently verified by Mr.
Logan ; Records, XVII, 9,
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besides species of several other genera resembling forms found in the
tertiary beds of Sind and Cutch. A species of Orbitolites (?) was
described by Dr. Carter as O. maiabnrica. All the mollusca identified
belong to species occurring also in Cutch and Sind, and, so far as is
known, in beds of later date than the nummulitic limestone. No plants
appear to have been collected from the lignite beds.
Another deposit of obscure date and origin has been found beneatli
laterite at Ratndgiri (Rutnagherry) on the western coast.1 White or
blue clays with thin carbonaceous seams are found in various quarry anil
well sections near the town beneath a considerable thickness of laterite.
35 feet in one case. Some of the clay is said to be sandy or gravelly.
Above the deposit is a layer of hard ironstone, about an inch thick, but
said sometimes to be thicker. As in Travancore, fruits and leaves are
found in the clay and lignite, together with mineral resin and pyrites.
No specimens of the organisms found appear to have been collected. The
beds are only a few feet thick, 27 in one section measured by Dr. de
Crespigny, and rest unconformably upon Deccan trap.
There is but little evidence to connect this deposit with the Travancore
beds, but, owing to some similarity of mineral character, the presence
of lignite in both, and the circumstance that both underlie laterite, they
have been classed together.

The tertiary rocks in Surat and Broach2 are almost confined to two
tracts of country, separated from each other by the alluvium of the river
Kim, a small stream running to the sea from the Rajpipla trap area. The
southern tract is the smaller, extending about ten miles north from the Tdpti
river and being about fifteen miles broad from east to west ; the other
area, between the Kim and Narbadd, extends about thirty miles from
north-east to south-west, and is about twelve miles across where widest. In
both the few good exposures of rock which occur are to the eastward.
At the base of the tertiary formations, north-east of Surat, are thick
beds of ferruginous clay, assuming, where exposed, the characteristic brown
crust and pseudo-scoriaceous character of laterite, from which they differ
in no respect. These beds at first sight appear to be of volcanic origin,
an idea which is strengthened by the neighbourhood of the traps on which
they rest, but close examination has shown that they are really sediment
ary deposils, although composed, in all probability, of materials derived
from the disintegration and denudation of the trap. With them are interstratified beds of gravel or conglomerate, containing agate pebbles derived
1 Carter, Jour. Bo. Br. Roy. As. Soc., V, 626,
(1857); Geological Papers on Western India,
Bombay, 1857, u. 72 >, footnote ; C. J. Wilkin

son, Kecords, IV, 44, (1071).
'* For a fuller description, set; Mi'maiis, VI,
^3-27 and 356-73,
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from the traps and limestone, sometimes nearly pure, but more frequently
sandy, argillaceous, or ferruginous, and abounding in nnmuiulites and other
fossils. The thickness of the whole can only be roughly estimated at
between 500 and 1,000 feet.
These beds are well seen on the banks of the Tdpti below Bodhdn, a
village eighteen miles east by north from Surat. They extend thence
to the northward through Tarkesar to the Kim alluvium, and again north
of the Kim to the neighbourhood of a village called Wdgalkhor, about
twenty-four miles north-north-east of Bodhdn, and seventeen east by soutli
of Broach. North of this they appsar to be overlapped by higher beds.
The nummulitic limestones and their associates are distinctly unconformable to the underlying traps, and rest upon the denuded edges of the
latter. Amongst the fossils found in the lower tertiary beds are Nuntmulites ramondi, N. obtusa, N. exponens (or N. gran ulosa), Orbitoides dispansa and some other species which are common in the Kirthar beds
of Sind, together with Ostrea fleminoit Rostellaria prestivichi, and
Natica longispira, which are particularly characteristic of the R^nikot
group, and Vulsella letfumin found in both. Some other fossils have been
identified with species found at a higher horizon, but the identification
appears doubtful. The nummulitic beds of Surat and Broach may safely be
classed as eocene.
Above the limestones and lateiitic beds there is found a great thicknesri
of gravel, sometimes cemented into conglomerate, together with sandy clay
and ferruginous sandstone, often calcareous. These higher beds are poorly
exposed in the Tdpti and Kim rivers, but they are well seen in the stream
which runs past Ratanpur, east of Broach. Here they consist chiefly of
sandstone, gravel, and conglomerate, with occasional beds of red and white
clay and shales. The pebbles in the gravels and conglomerates consist
chiefly of agates and quartzose minerals derived from the trap, and
irom some of these beds near Ratanpur, east of Broach, the abates and
carnelians are obtained which have from time immemorial supplied the
lapidaries of Cambay. At the base of the teitiary beds in this direc
tion is a coarse conglomerate composed of large rolled fragments of basalt,
but it is uncertain whether this bed belongs to the upper tertiary group
or to the lower tertiaries, as it is not quite clear, owing to the few sections
exposed, whether the lower eocene beds are completely overlapped
to the northward, or merely represented by unfossiliferous beds of a
different mineral character. Like the underlying beds, the higher tertiary
strata have a steady dip to the westward, and the thickness of the whole
tertiary series exposed near Ratanpur appears to he between 4,000 and
5,000 feet, but this estimate is based on a very imperfect exposure of the
rocks. Of course, if, as appears possible, the lower beds are overlapped, the
whole of this thickness consists of the upper members of the series.
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No nummulitesare found in these upper tertiary beds, and the few
fossils discovered in them appear to differ from those in the nummulitic
limestones below. The commonest organic remains are valves of Balani,
which are also abundant in the GaJ (miocene) rocks of Sind. The abund
ance of Balani and the absence of Nummulites together form strong
reasons for believing that the upper beds of Surat and Broach are of
later date than eocene.
It is far from certain whether any pliocene beds are found in eastern
Gujardt. They occur in K4thia\var and on Perim Island in the Gulf of
Cambay, and further search may detect them in Surat and Broach.

Tertiary deposits are found in the debateable ground west of the
Ar.lvallis which belongs structurally to the peninsular and stratigrapl ically
to the extra-peninsular area, and in the extra-peninsular area they attain
an immense development, both as regards their thickness and the area
they cover. Taken as a whole, and ignoring local breaks in the continuity
of deposition, they form a great system of deposits whose lower portion is a
marine formation while the upper consists of fresh water subaerial deposits.
The distinction is not absolute, nor can the line of demarcation between
the two types be everywhere drawn on the same horizon, yet the distinc
tion is a real and important one. Everywhere, from Sind on the one hand
to Burma on the other, the eocene deposits are marine and the pliocene
fresh water or subaerial, with the possible exception of the pliocene beds
of the Irawadi valley, and wherever there is a continuous succession of
deposits, there is a gradual transition from the one type to the other.
It will be well to commence the general description of the extra-penin
sular tertiaries with those of Sind, as, owing to the completeness of the
section there and the abundance and excellent preservation of the fossils
of the various horizons, it may well be regarded as a type area for the rest
of India. At the same time the tertiaries of those adjoining areas will be
noticed where the Sind rock groups have been recognised with some degree
of certainty, those of Cutch and Kilthidwar, where they are less distinctly
represented, being taken separately. After noticing the tertiaries of
Afghanistan and the western frontier, those of Assam, and finally Burma,
will be described, the consideration of the Himalayan tertiaries being
more conveniently postponed to the following chapter.
The great series of tertiary deposits of Sind has been divided into the
following groups or subdivisions, whose approximate correlation with the
European sequence is given—
Manchhar, 8,000— 10,000 ft. .
.
Gaj, 100—1,500 ft.
...

Uppir miocene to pliocene.
Miocene.
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Nari, 500— 6,000 ft.
.
.
.
Kirtar, 6,000—9,000 ft. .
.
.
Ranfkot, 2,000 ft.
...
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Upper eocene to lower miocene,
Eocene.
Loner eocene.

The lowest group of the Sind tertiaries, which lies with perfect con
formity on the Cardita beaumonti beds described in the last chapter,
derives its name from a hill fortress of Sind Amirs, situated in the Lakhi
range of hills, known as Ranikot and also as Mohan- kot, from the Mohan
stream, which traverses the fortification.1 The Ra'nikot group is much more
extensively developed in Sind than the underlying- cretaceous beds, for
although it is confined to lower Sind, and although its base is only seen
in the Lakhi range, north of Ranikot, its upper strata occupy a consider
able tract of country.
All the lower portion of the Ranikot group, including by far the
greater portion of the beds, consists of soft sandstones, shales and clays,
often richly coloured and variegated with brown and red tints. Gypsum
is of frequent occurrence. Some of the shales are highly carbonaceous
and occasionally sufficiently pyritous to be used in the manufacture of alum.
In one instance a bed of coal (or lignite), nearly six feet thick, was found,
and a considerable quantity of the mineral extracted.* The quality was
poor, the coal decomposed rapidly and was liable to spontaneous com
bustion owing to the quantity of iron pyrites present, whilst the deposit
was found to be a small patch, not extending more than about 100 yards
in any direction. The only fossils found in the lower portion of the
Ra'nikot group, with the exception of a few fragments of bone, have been
plants, some dicotyledonous leaves, hitherto not identified, being the most
important. All the Ranikot beds, except towards the top of the group,
have the appearance of being of fresh water, and are probably of
fluviatile origin.
A variable portion of the group, however, towards the top, consists
of highly fossiliferous limestones, often light or dark brown in colour
interstratified with sandstones, shales, clays, and ferruginous bands. These
are the lowest beds in Sind containing a distinctly tertiary marine fauna.
The brown limestones are well developed arour.d Lynyan, east of Band
Vero and north-west of Kotri, and throughout the area of Ra'nikot beds
near Jerruck and Tatta In this part of the country there appears to be a
complete passage upwards into the overlying nummulitic limestone (Kirthar), but in the Lakhi range the upper marine beds of the Rdnikot group
are poorly represented or wanting, and it is evident that they were removed
by denudation before the deposition of the Kirthar limestone, for the
latter is seen at Hothian pass resting upon their denuded edges.
The greatest thickness of the Ra'nikot group in the Lakhi range, where
alone the base of the group is visible, is about 2,000 feet, but generally
1 Afemoiis, XVII, 37, (1879)I
* Memoirs. VI, 13, (1869).
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the amount is father less, about 1,500. It must, however, be recollected
that in this locality some of the upper marine beds are wanting,
and as these marine limestones and their intercalated shales, sand
stones, etc., are 700 or 800 feet thick in places north-west of Kotri, it is
evident that the original development of the group exceeded the
2,000 feet seen in the Lakhi range.
The fossils of the Rinikot group l indicate a lower eocene age, though
cretaceous affinities are not wanting. The Nautili are all connected with
cretaceous, rather than tertiary, types, a Terebratula is undistinguishable
from T. subrotunda, one of the commonest upper mesozoic types. On the
other hand, the presence of numimilites, and the general aspect of the
mollusca, indicate a lower eocene age. The only fossils which have been
critically examined are the corals and echinoderms. In neither case is the
result decisive, but the corals comprise, out of a total of 50 species, 7
species identical with European eocene species and 5 closely allied to
forms found on that horizon or in slightly newer rocks.
In the Mari hills of eastern Baluchistan the base of the strata regarded
as nummulitic is marked throughout by a peculiar pseudo-conglomerate
which has also been recognised in the Gaj river in Sind on the one band
and in the southern portion of the Suldimdn range on the other. It has
the appearance of being composed of subangular fragments of dark grey
limestone, imbedded in a limestone matrix of paler colour, both matrix
and pebbles containing numerous small nummulites, though no difference
can be traced between the forms found in the two portions of the rock.
The resemblance of this rock to a true conglomerate is especially striking
in the sections near Khattan, but the similarity of the fossils found in the
apparent pebbles and in the matrix, the comparative uniformity in
thickness of this band, which lies among fine grained shales, the absence
of any known rock from which the pebbles could be derived, and the
presence of every gradation from the most conglomerate like form to a
merely mottled limestone, all point to the structure being in some way ot
concretionary origi n.*
Above the pseudo-conglomerate, which has been accepted as the base of
the tertiaries, there comes a great thickness of green and grey shales with
interbedded impure sandstones which arc, as regards both their lithology and stratigraphical position, the equivalent of the Rdnikot group in
Sind, but owing to the fossils not having been examined and the homotaxis verified, they have as yet been provisionally described as the Gha'zij
group.5 Along the outcrop of this group, from Mach in the Bolan pass to
1 A detailel list will be found in Memoirs,
XVII, 197, (1879). The corals and echinoderms
are described in Pal. Indica, series xir, I,
pts. 2 and 3, (i8So-36).

" W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, XX, 149, (1883) ;
R. D. Oldham, Records, XXIII,
3 Records, XXIII, 95, 0890).
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Hurnai, coal seams arc found near top, which attain a maximum thickness
of about three feet and have proved of great economic importance in a
country where fuel is so scarce. The distribution of the coal seams is
peculiar. Resides the localities mentioned, coal has been found north of
the Thai Chotiali plain and in the Luni Pathan country to the east, in
every case close to the western limit of the known exposures of this group,
while to the eastwards the group ceases to be coal bearing. As the coal
seams were doubtless formed in marshes near the margin of the sea, and
as the only rocks known westwards of the present limit of the group are
either older or very much newer, it would seem that the original western
limit of deposition cannot have been far removed from the present limit
of outcrop, at any rate, in the country east of Quetta.
Further north, in the Suldiman range, very similar shales are found
immediately overlying the upper cretaceous sandstone, but they differ from
what is seen in the southern sections in the prevalence of a red colour
throughout the greater portion of the thickness of the shales.
In both these areas the relation of the lowest tertiary to the underlying
beds is one of perfect conformity, and they form part of a continuous
system of deposits with the upper cretaceous beds, as has been mentioned
in the last chapter.
The Ranikot group in Sind is overlaid by the Kirthar group, so called
from the frontier range of hills of that name. Though inferior in thick
ness to several other subdivisions of the tertiary series in Sind, this group
comprises by far the most conspicuous rock, the massive nummulitic lime
stone which forms all the higher ranges in Sind. It forms the crest of the
Kirthar range throughout, and all the higher portions of the Lakhi range,
of the Bhit range south-west of Manchhar lake, and of several smaller
ridges, and consists of a mass of limestone, varying in thickness from a
few hundred feet in lower Sind to about 1,000 or 1,200 at the Gaj river,
and probably 2,000, or even 3,000, farther north. The colour is usually pale,
either white or grey, sometimes, but less frequently, dark grey, the texture
varying from hard, close, and homogeneous, breaking with a conchoidal
fracture, to soft, coarse and open. Ordinarily the nummulitic limestone
is tolerably compact but not crystalline, and chiefly composed of Foramtnifera, especially whole or fragmentary Nummulites ; corals, echinoderms, and molluscs also abound, but the two latter very frequently only
weather out as casts.
Throughout northern Sind, except near Rohri, no beds are seen be
neath the Kirthar limestone. The remarkable range of low hills, surround
ed by Indus alluvium, and extending for more than forty miles south from
Rohri, consists of nummulitic limestone, having a low dip to the westward,
and a considerable thickness of pale green gypseous clays, with a few bands
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of impure dark limestone and calcareous shale, is exposed benerth the lime
stone forming the eastern scarp of the hills, on the edge of the alluvial
plain. No Foraminifera have been found in these beds, although Nummulites abound in the limestone immediately overlying. Several species of
mollusca occur, but none are characteristic, and it is far from clear whether
the green clays and their associates are merely thick bands intercalated in
the limestone, or whether they belong to a lower group. Probably these
argillaceous beds of the Rohri hills represent some of the marls, shales
and clays forming the lower portion of the upper Kirthar group on the
Gaj river.
In some places west of Kotri a band of argillaceous and ferruginous
rock is found close to the base of the Kirthar group. It is mainly composed
of brown haematite, weathers into laterite and appears to be found over a
considerable area near Kotri and Jerruck.
It has already been mentioned that the Kirthar limestone rests unconformably on the Ranikot group in the Lakhi range. The Kirthar group
here cannot be much more than 500 or 600 feet thick, and consists en
tirely of limestone. To the south-east, towards Kotri and Tatta, there is
no unconformity between the RaY.ikot and Kirthar groups; on the
contrary there is an almost complete passage between the two, and the
limestone of the latter becomes much split up and intercalated with shales
and sandy beds. This is even more the case further to the south-east in
Cutch, where the whole group consists of comparatively thin beds of
limestone, interstratified with shales. To the south-west the massive
limestone dies out altogether, and although it is well developed in the
southernmost extremity of the Kirthar range near Karchat, about 50
miles south of Sehwctn, it disappears entirely within a distance of
12 or 14 miles, and is entirely replaced by shaly limestones, shales,
and thick beds of sandstone in the ranges on the Hab river. Some
rather massive beds of nummuliferous dark grey limestone, very
different in character from the pale coloured Kirthar limestone, are
found west of the Hab, but their precise position in the series is not
known, and the rocks appearing from beneath the Nari group, in the
place of the Kirthar limestone, consist of shales and sandstones, with
some calcareous bands abounding in nummuliies, and closely re
sembling, both in character and in the species of Foraminifera they
contain, the nummulitic shales beneath the massive limestone on the
Gaj river.
The most characteristic fossils of the Kirthar group are Num mulites and
Alveolina, the extraordinary abundance of individuals rendering it usually
easy to recognise even small fragments of the rock by the organisms
preserved in it. Many of the species, and especially the Foraminifcra,
are characteristically eocene, and there can be no question that the
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nummulitic limestone of India is a continuation of the same formation
in Europe. Several species pass from the Ranikot beds into the Kirthar
jjroup ; indeed, the palseontological differences between the two appear
to be principally due to a change of conditions from the shallow muddy
water of the Rcinfkot to the deeper clear sea of the Kirthar beds.
The result of Messrs. Duncan and Sladen's examination of the
ecliinoderms does not altogether bear out the conclusions regarding the
relation between the Kirthar and Ra"nikot groups expressed above. They
found no less than 63 out of 70 species being peculiar to the group, and
tlie horizon of the remaining 7, which are supposed to have been obtained
from the Rinikot group, is very doubtful.1 Caution is, however, neces
sary in applying the palaeontological results obtained from a single order
of animals, and the conclusions based on the general palaeontology and
stratigraphy of the two groups may be accepted in spite of this apparent
contradiction.
In eastern Baluchistan the Kirthar limestone appears to be largely de
veloped in the Mari hills and south of the Bolan pass, having been
given the local name of Spintangi in this region. Between Hurnai and
Quetta it has been very much reduced in thickness by denudation previous
to the deposition of the SiwaMiks. The relation of the Kirthar, or Spin
tangi, limestone to the underlying shales is one of perfect conformity by
interstratification, and there is reason to believe that to a certain extent
the Spintangi and Gha"zij, or Kirthar and Ra"nikot, groups merely represent
different conditions of deposition and arc partly of contemporaneous origin.
The Spintangi limestone has frequently a nodular structure that makes
it weather into an aggregate of rounded lumps, easily mistaken fora conglo
merate; so much so that three practised geologists have each recorded the
fact that, after crossing the boundary of the Siwalik conglomerate in the
Bolan pass, they walked for some distance over the nummulitic limestone
before discovering the change.
Another peculiarity of the group in the Mari hills is the occurrence of
thick beds of gypsum, interstratified with the clear limestones and green
shales. The thickness of these beds in the country east of Khattan is
very considerable, one bed of 50 feet thick, besides four others aggre
gating 33, having been seen near Mamand.2 Whether they were originally
deposited as gypsum, or are due to the subsequent alteration of limestone
teds, their occurrence among distinctly marine beds is not easy to account
t°r- On the east flank of the Suldiman range the Kirthar group does not
aPpear to be present in its characteristic form, but some thin beds of white
nummulitic limestone overlying the shales regarded as the probable
Cliuivalent of the Ra*nikot group may represent it.
^ V»l. Indica, Scries xiv, I, pt 3, p. 245,

2 Rcccids, XXV, 24, (1892).
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In western. Rdjputana two outcrops of nummulitic rocks are known,
the larger one north-west of Jaisalmer, the smaller nc*r Koilath, thirty miles
west-south-west of Bikaner. The rocks represented are a white n«immuliferous limestone, resembling that of the Kirthar group of Sindr and
shaly beds, mostly grey and impregnated with salt, though a very fine
grained pale buff coloured fuller's earth is aJso found and quarried for
export under the name of Multani rnitti. In Jaisalmer a bet! of feiruginous lateritic rock, like that found near Kotri, is associated with the
nummnlitics. The rocks of these exposures resemble tho^e of the Kir
thar group as seen east of Sukkur, and there is good reason to suppose
that they are of the same age and indicate an easterly extension of the
nummulitic sea.1
The series of tertiary rocks above the Kirlhar nummulitic limestone issuperbly developed and very well seen in the hills on the frontier of upper
Sird whose culminating ridge is known as tl e Kirthar. The names of
the tertiary groups overlying the nummulitic formation have consequently
been derived from places in this range, and the Nari group takes its title
from a stream which traverses the lower portions ol the range, where
it is composed almost entirely of Nari beds, for a considerable distance,
and issues from the hills west by north of Sehwan.1 The present sub
division comprises at its base the uppermost bands of limestone contain
ing Nummulites, the species N. garansensis and A', sublacvigata
being distinct from those so commonly found in the Kirthar sub
division, and the limestone itself is usually distinguished by its yellowish
brown colour, and by being in comparatively thin bands, interstratified with shales and sandstones. Several other fossils, besides the
nummulites, differ from those in the Kirthar beds. Not unfrequentlv,
however, there is an apparent passage from the white or greyish white
Kirlhar limestone into the yellow or brown Nari rock, and the two groupsappear always to be perfectly conformable, but no intermixture of the
characteristic species of nummulites has been detected, and the division
between the Kirthar and Nari beds can always be recognised by the fossil
evidence.
In some places the lower Nan" beds consist almost entirely of brown
and yellow limestones , but more frequently the limestone bands are
subordinate, dark shales and brown, rather thinly bedded, sandstone
forming the mass of the rocks. The limestone bands are often confined
to the base of the group, and always diminish in abundance and thickness
above, although they are occasionally found as much as 1,500 feet above the
top of the Kirthar group. These shales and fine sandstones, with occasional
bands of limestone, constitute the lower Naris, and pass gradually into
• Records, XIX, 159. (lS86).

1

* Memoirs, XVII, 49, (1879).
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the coarser, massive, thick bedded sandstones that form the greater portion
of the group, and attain a thickness of 4,000 or 5,000 feet. On the flanks
of the Kirthar range a few bands of clay, shale, or ironstone, are interstratified with the sandstones, and bands of conglomerate occasionally
occur. The Nari beds in their typical form extend throughout the eastern
flank of the Kirthar range, and occupy a belt of varying width, from one
or two miles to as much as ten miles in breadth, between the underlying
' Kirthar and the overlying Gaj beds.
On the western side of the Bhagotoro hills, four or five miles south of
Sehwan, there is a break in the Nari beds, and some variegated shales,
clays, and sandstones, richly tinted in parts with brown and red, which
represent the 'jpper Nari sandstones, rest unconformably on the denuded
edges of the lower Nari limestones and shales. The break is evidently
local. To the east of the Lakhi range the Nari beds are entirely wanting,
and it appears very possible that they have never been deposited in this
portion of the Indus valley. From the neighbourhood of Sehwan to
Jerruck, the Manchhar beds rest with more or less unconformity on the
Kirthar, a very faint and imperfect representative of the Gdj group
occasionally intervening. But west of the Lakhi range, throughout lower
Sind, the Nari beds are exposed almost wherever the base of the Gaj
group is seen ; they increase in thickness to the westward, and the Hab
valley, from the spot where the river first forms the boundary of British
territory to the sea, consists entirely of these strata. There is, however,
no longer any such marked distinction between the subdivisions of the
tertiary series as is found in the Kirthar range. The disappearance of
the Kirthar limestone has already been mentioned, and with it the lower
Nari limestones also disappear, so that it is no longer possible to draw a
distinct line between the two groups. The two groups can still be traced,
although the dividing line between them is obscured, as the calcareous
shales, with the characteristic Kirthar nummulites below, and the mas
sive Nari sandstones above, are still recognisable. Beds of brown
limestone, too, full of Orbitoides papyracea or O.fortisi, occur in the Nari
beds of the Hab valley, but instead of being found at the base, they
appear in the middle of the group. Again, just as there is a difficulty in
distinguishing the Naris from the Kirthars at their base, so the beds
at the top of the former group c;m only be separated by an arbitrary line
from the overlying Gdj beds. In the Kirthar range the upper boundary
of the Nari group, although there is no unconformity, is distinct and defi
nite, limestones with marine fossils of the Gaj group resting immediately
upon the upper Nari sandstones. But in southern Sind bands of limestones
or calcareous sandstone, with marine fossils, some of which are well
marked Gaj species, occur in the upper part of the Nari group, whilst
limestone bands with the Nari Orbitoides papyracea are found in the
Gaj.
x2
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The sandstones, which form so large a portion of the Nari group
in upper Sind, have hitherto pro\ed destitute of animal remains, but
the occasional interstratilications of shales and clays often contain
fragments of plants, and some ill marked impressions, probably due to
fucoids, have been found in the sandstones themselves. There appears
a probability that these sandstones may be of fluviatile, and not marine
origin, and although some species pass from the Kirthar, and even
from the Ranikot, group into the lower part of the Nari group, the
fauna is chiefly distinct and marks a higher horizon. The most
marked change is in the Foraminifera, because they are so abundant
and characteristic, whole beds of limestone towards the base of the
Nari group being entirely made up of three species, distinct from those
occurring in the Kirthar group, Nummulites garansensis, N. sitblxiigatu
and Orbitoides papyracea, the last named frequently of large size, and
reaching two or three inches in diameter. One of these species of Num
mulites (N. garaiisensis) is of importance, because it occurs in Europe,
as in Sind, in the highest strata characterised by the abundance of the
genus, those beds being at the base of the miocene. Nummulites
sublxi'igata is peculiar, so far as is known, to India.
Several of the molluscs and echinoderms of the Nari beds also, such
as Siliquaria graiiti, Solarium affine, Venus granosa, and Clypeaster
profitiidits, show distinctly miocene affinities, and some of these pass up
into the GaJ group. At the same time there are so many eocene forms
present, such as Natica patula, N. sigaretina, O^trea flabeliula, Vdlnta
jugosa, etc., that it is somewhat difficult to decide to which subdivision
the Nari beds should be assigned. They probably occupy an intermediate
position, corresponding to the oligocene of continental geologists, a con
clusion which is borne out by the detailed examination of the corals and
echinoderms.
The lower Nari limestone is found in its typical form as far north
as Bibi Ndni in the Bolan pass, where it is overlaid by some grey
sandstones and mottled beds, which probably represent the upper Nari
of Sind. The lower Nari limestone, with Nummuliles garanscnsts, N.
snbla;vigata and Orbitoides papyracea, has not been found north of this,
but to the north of the Gandahdri hill, 20 miles east of Dera Bugti, and
along the eastern slopes of the SuUimin range, a series of sandstones, with
subordinate bands of conglomerate and clay, occupy a position intermediate
between the upper eocene and the overlying Siwaliks. They are described
as apparently conformable to both, and were regarded by Ur. Blanford as
probably the equivalents of the upper Nari of Sin j.
Resting upon the Nari group, almost throughout Sin 1, and forming
the base of the upper tertiary series, there is found a mass of highly
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fossiliferous limestones and calcareous beds, usually more or less shaly,
alwctys distinctly stratified, and easily distinguished from the limestones
of the older terliary formations by the absence of nummulites. A superb
section of the strata forming this group is exposed on the banks of the
Gaj river, from which its name is derived.1
On the eastern flanks of the Kirthar range in upper Sind, the Gaj
group forms a conspicuous ridge, the hard dark brown limestone bands
near the base of the formation resisting the action of denudation far irore
than the soft sandstones of the Nari beds, and rising every here and there
into peaks of i.coo and 1,500 feet, or even more, scarped to the
westward and sloping to the east, Amni, the highest summit of the Gaj
ridge, being 2, 700 feet above the sea. Still, the limestone bands, although
so conspicuous, are subordinate, the greater part of the group consisting
of sandy shales, clays with gypsum, and sandstones towards the base.
Many of the bands of limestone appear very constant in position and may
be tract d for a long distance ; they are dark brown in colour as a rule,
but one bed is white and abounds in corals and small Foramini/era
(Orbitoides), whilst some of the darkt r bands contain Echinodermata in
large quantities.
The uppermost poition of the group is usually argillaceous, being
chiefly composed of red and olive clays with white gypsum, and these beds
pass gradually into precisely similar strata belonging to the overlying
Manchhar group. 'I h-: passage btds contain Corbula trigonalis, Lucitta
(nif.lodonta) i*certa Tellina subdonacialis, Area larkanensis, amongst
other fossils, such as TurriteUa angulata, and forms of Ostrea and
Placuna.
All of these have allies living in estuaries at the present day, Area
granosa, a recent representative of A. larkanensis, being one of the commonest and most typical of Indian estuarinc mollusca. To these estuarine
passage beds further reference will be made presently when the relations
of the Manchhar to the Gaj beds are discussed.
The Glj beds at the Gaj river are very nearly 1,500 feet thick, but
they appear to be less developed to the northward in the Kirthar range,
and not to be much more than half the thickness named west of LSfkhana,
where, however, they are nearly vertical and have probably suffered from
pressure. In lower'Sind, the Gaj group, like the Nari, disappears to the
eastward of the Lakhi range, where it is either entirely wanting, or
else represented by a thin band at the base of the Manchhar group,
containing one of the characteristic fossils, Ostrea multicostata. There
is, however, a very large area of Glj beds north and north-east of
Karachi, and the appearance of the formation here is somewhat different
from what it is in the Kirthar range, for the greater portion of the group
« Meinnirt, XVII, 53, (1879).
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consists of pale coloured limestones, almost horizontal ordtpping at very low
angles, and forming plateaux 400 or 500 feet high, bounded by steep
scarps, which rise from the low ground of the soft Nari sandstones east of
the Hab valley. A low range of hills, formed of Gdj beds, extends to the
south-west, past the hot spring at Pir Mangho (Mugger or Manga Pir) to
the end of the promontory known as Cape Monze, and the same beds form
the low hills east and north-east of Kardchi, and furnish the materials of
which the houses of the town are mostly built. A small island called
Churna, in the sea west of Cape Monze, also consists of Gaj. rocks. To
the northward the Gaj area of lower Sind extends with very irregular
outline to the neighbourhood of Tong and Karchat, almost due west of
Mala, and there are several outliers farther north, connecting the southern
portion of the group with the typical outcrop in the Kirthar range.
East of Kardchi, Gdj beds extend in the direction of Tatta, until they
disappear with the other tertiary rocks beneath the alluvium of the
Indus. It is quite possible that the present group, as well as the Nari,
never was deposited in the neighbourhood of Kotri and Jerruck.
It has been already stated that the Gaj beds, throughout the greater
portion of the Kirthar range, rest conformably upon the Nari group,
although there is a change in mineral character, and that, in lower Sind,
the passage from one group into the other is gradual, calcareous bands,
with Gdj fossils such as Ostrea multicostata and Pecien subcotneus,
being found interstratified with the uppermost Nari sandstones. At one
place, however, near Tandra Rdhim Khdn, west by north of Sehwan, the
outcrop of the Gdj beds, here dipping at a high angle to the westward,
runs nearly in a straight line across the mouth of a valley, composed of a
deep synclinal of the Nari group between two anticlinal ridges of Kirthar
limestone. As the Gdj beds do not share the synclinal curve of the Naris,
it is difficult to see how the two can be conformable, but an examination
of the boundary between the two groups failed to show any clear evidence
of unconformity. There are, however, some places south of Sehwan
where the Gdj group overlaps the Nari beds and rests upon the Kirthar
limestone, but it must be recollected that the Gdj group is itself overlapped
by Manchhar beds, in the immediate neighbourhood.
The commonest and most characteristic fossils of this group are Ostrea
multicostata a and Breynia can'nala. There cannot be any question that
the Gdj fauna is newer than eocene; some of the species are recent (for
instance, Dosinia pseudoargus is identical with the recent D. exasperata},
and it is probable that many others, when they are compared with recent
forms more carefully than Jias hitherto been done, will prove to be the
1 It is not quite certain whether this
species is identical with the European form,
but it is certainly the shell figured by Messrs.

D'Archiac and Haime. There is another
species known by the same name and found
in tiiassic beds in Europe.
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sfime as living species. Several genera, too, as Maretia, Breynia
Meoma, Echinodiseus Clypeaster, Ciatiacora, and Alycedium, are rare or
unknown in the older tettiaries, and there is almost a complete diappearance of eocene forms, very few species being common even to the Nari
beds.
The only mammal yet obtained from the Gaj beds is Rhinoceros sivais—a species found also in the SiwaTiks.

The highest subdivision of the tertiary series in Sind was originally
named1 from a large lake, the Manchhar, a few miles west of Selnvan, but
there can no longer be any doubt that in age, as well as mode of origin,
they are part of that system of pliocene fresh water deposits which, under
the name of Si\\4iik, ranges round the extra-peninsular area from Sind
to Burma. It will be well, however, to retain the local name in the
description of the Sind Shvaliks.
The Manchhar series of Sind consists of clays, sandstones, and conglo
merates, and attains a thickness of but little, if at all, less than 10.000 feet
in places on the flanks of the Kirthar range. Although it is difficult to
draw an absolute line between the subdivisions, the whole group may be
divided, wherever it is well exposed, into two portions. The lower consists
mainly of a characteristic grey sandstone, rather soft, moderately fine
grained, and composed of quartz, with some felspar and hornblende, to
gether with red sandstones, conglomeratic beds, and, towards the base,
red, brown, and grey clays, the latter, however, being much less largely
developed than in the upper subdivision. The conglomeratic beds chiefly
contain nodules of clay and of soft sandstone, apparently derived from
beds precisely similar to those of the typical Siwa'liks, but, so far as has
been observed, do not contain any fragments derived from the older tertiary
rocks, no pebbles either of the characteristic Gaj limestones or of the
still more easily recognised nummulitio limestone of the Kirthars having
been noticed in the beds of the lower Manchhars, although both abound
in the upper strata of the group. These conglomeratic beds of the lower
Manchhars are frequently ossiferous, the bones and teeth contained in
them being, however, usually isolated and fragmentary.
The upper Manchhar subdivision, where it is best seen on the flanks
of the Kirthar range west of Lirkha'na, is thicker than the lower, and
consists towards the base of a great thickness of orange or brown
clays, with subordinate bands of sandstone and conglomerate. The
sandstones are usually light brown, but occasionally grey, like the charac
teristic beds of the lower subdivision. The higher portion of this upper
subgroup contains more sandstone and conglomerate, and the whole is
'JUt-mci's, XVU, 57, (1879).
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capped by a thick band of massive, coarse conglomerate, which forms a con
spicuous ridge along the edge of the Indus alluvium throughout upper Sind.
This conglomerate contains numerous large pebbles of nummulitic and
Gaj limestone, together with fragments of quartzite and other rocks of
unknown origin. Throughout the conglomeratic beds of the upper Manchhars, pebbles of nummulitic limestone and of the brown Gaj limestone
occur, showing that these older tertiary beds must have been upheaved
and denuded in the latter SiwaMik period, although there is a complete
passage between the Gaj beds and the lower Manchhars.
There appears, however, good reason for supposing that some dis
turbance of the older rocks took place before the deposition of the lower
portion of the Manchhargroup. To the east of the Lakhi range the Manchhar
beds, themselves disturbed, rest unconformably on the beds of the Kirthar
group, which are vertical in many places, so that it is manifest that the
Kirthars had, in this locality, been upheaved before the deposition of the
Manchhars. The presence of the lower portion of the latter series appear
ing to be proved by the occurrence of teeth and bones of the same mam
mals as are found in the lower Manchhars elsewhere.
In one case a few estuarine fossils were found, near the Nari stream,
in a Manchhar bed 300 or 400 feet above the base of the group. The
only form recognised was Corbula trigonalis, already mentioned as charac
teristic of the estuarine passage beds between Gaj and Manchhar. With
this exception, and that of some rolled oyster shells, possibly derived from
a lower formation, no marine or estuarine fossils have been observed in
the Manchhar beds of upper Sind, above the passage beds at the base of
the group, and there appears every reason to believe that the group is of
fluviatile origin.
In lower Sind, however, there is a very considerable intercalation of
marine or estuarine beds with the Manchhars, and this evidence of depo
sition in salt water increases in the neighbourhood of the present coast.
Around Karachi beds of oysters, and sometimes of other marine or estu
arine shells, are not unfrequcntly found interstratilied with the Manchhar
group. There is also some change in mineral character, the sandstones
becoming more argillaceous and associated in places with pale grey,
sandy clays and shales. The passage from the Gaj beds is very gradual,
calcareous bands with Ga"j fossils, such as Ostrea multicostata and Pccten
subcorneus, being found some distance above the base of the Manchhar
group.
Although there is no difficulty in drawingaline between Manchhar and
Gaj beds, except in the neighbourhood of the coast, everything tends to show
that there is no break in time between the two, the lower portion of the upper
group being an estuarine or fluviatile continuation of the underlying marine
beds. But the great thickness of the Manclihar group in upper Sind

Echinodiscus deaori. Dune, and Slad.
Breynia earinata, d-Arcb.
Vicarya varneuili, d'Arch.

Venus granoha. So
depress-as. Sow.

d'Arch.

Corbalu trigonaMs, So

Area, larkhanensls, d'Arch.

Turritella angulaU, Sow.

Area kumwheenrfa. d'Areh.
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alone would suffice to prove that a considerable period of time must have
elapsed during the deposition ot this formation, and it is far from improb
able that the lower Manchhars may be upper miocene, whilst the upper
Manchhars are pliocene.
The Manchhar beds extend along the age of the alluvium, and form a
broad fringe to the Kirthar range, throughout upper Sind from west of
Shikirpur to the Manchhar lake, but the breadth of the outcrop varies
greatly, being as much as 14 miles where broadest west of La'rkha'na, and
diminishing both to the north and south. As already noticed, the Man
chhars are thickest just where their outcrop is widest ; the breadth of the area
occupied by them is not, however, due simply to their vertical development,
but chiefly to their forming a synclinal and anticlinal roll before disappearing
beneath the alluvial plain, whereas in other parts of the range the same
beds are exposed in a simple section, all the strata dipping to the east
ward. To the north the section is complicated by faults, but to the south
the thickness of the Manchhar group diminishes greatly, and near Tandra
Ra'him Kli.1i], west of Sehwan, although both upper and lower subdivisions
of the group are developed and the uppermost conglomerate is exposed, the
whole thickness of the Manchhar strata cannot be much more than about
3,000 feet. The Manchhar beds are seen west, south, and east of the
Manchhar lake ; they are well developed and occupy a large plain to the
east of the Lakhi range, and west of the nummulitic limestone tract, near
Kotri and Jerruck, they re-appear in many places in the different synclinal
valleys to the west of the Lakhi range, and they occupy a considerable tract
of country east and north-east of Karachi. Throughout these areas in
lower Sind the rocks are not nearly so well seen as to the northward, the
soft sandstones and clays of the Manchhar group having been denuded into
undulating plains, covered and concealed in general by the pebbles and
sands derived from the comparatively hard older tertiary rocks of the
neighbouring hills, and it is far more difficult than in upper Sind to
distinguish the different portions of the group, or to form a. correct idea
of the thickness of strata exposed.

The Manchhar beds extend along the edge of the sea west of Karachi,
almost to the end of cape Monze, but no representative of this formation
is seen for a considerable distance to the westward of the cape. The
greater part of the country near the shores of Sonmiani bay consists of
alluvium, and the few exposures of rocks are older tertiary, or perhaps
cretaceous, a low cliff near the coast, north of Gaddni, being apparently
composed of subrecent deposits.
But west of SonmiaVi bay, in the
neighbourhood of Hingldj, a well known place of Hindu pilgrimage,
there are high hills of hard greyish white marls or days, usually sandy
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often highly calcareous, and occasionally intersected by veins of gypsum.
With this clay or marl, bands of shaly limestone, dark calcareous grit,
and sandstone are interstralified, usually forming but a small portion of
the mass, although their greater hardness renders them conspicuous. This
marl formation extends for many hundreds of miles along the coasts of
Baluchistan and of the Persian Gulf, forming great horizontal plateaux,
surrounded by cliffs of whitish marl or clay and capped by dark coloured
calcareous grit, at the headlands of Ras Mal.-'tn, Orm£ra, and Gwadar, Ras
MaUn especially being a table land rising abruptly to a height of 2,000
feet from the sea. These remarkable rocks have been called the Mekran
group1 from the name usually applied to the littoral tracts of Baluchistan.
The Mekrdn group is of shallow water marine origin, and abounds in
mollusca, echinoderms, etc., many of the species being apparently the same
as living forms. The echinoderms alone haveas yet been examined in detail,
they belong without exception to living genera, while most of the species
are very clostly allied to recent forms, and one species alone is doubtfully
identical with a Gaj form. The general facies of the fauna is distinctly
pliocene.*
Although there is no resemblance between the typical Manchhar beds
and the characteristic rocks of the MekrSn group, nor, from the widely
different conditions under which the two formations must have been de
posited, would any similarity in mineral chaiacter be probable, some of the
soft argillaceous shaly sands in the Manchhar beds near Karachi closely
resemble some similar beds in the Mekran group near Gwadar. As all
that is known of the geology of western Baluchistan is the result of
brief visits to a few widely separated points, it is uncertain to what
extent the rocks of Sind extend to the westward, and whether any
representatives, of the Gdj group especially, exist in that direction, but
it appears probable that the marine Mekr^n group in western Ba'luchista'n
represents the fresh water Manchhar series of Sind.

The only fossil remains of any importance hitherto detected in the
Manchhar series are bones of mammalia, and all that have been recog
nised belong to the lower Manchhars, the upper subdivision of the group
having hitherto furnished only a few bones, in too poor and fragmentary
a state of preservation for the species, or even the genera, to be deter
mined. The few estuarine shells found in the lowest Manchhar beds in
upper Sind, and a portion at least of the marine fossils procured from a
similar horizon near Karachi, appear to be Gaj forms, and to indicate a
close connection between the lower Manchhars and the underlying group
1 W. T. BJanford, Records, V, 43, (1872) ;
Eastern Persia, London, 1886, II, p. 462.

1 Duncan and Staden, Pal. Indica, series
xiv, I, pt. in, p. 370, (i885).
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In places, and especially in the neighbourhood of the Lakhi range, silicified fossil wood is found in abundance in the Manchhar beds, stems
of large trees being of common occurrence. The majority are dicotyle
donous, but some fragments of monocotyledons are also found.
The vertebrate remains are extremely fragmentary, and chiefly consist
of single teeth and broken portions of bones,1 and the fauna is chiefly
remarkable for the prevalence of artiodactyle ungulates, allied to pigs, or
intermediate between pigs and ruminants. The majority of the genera
are extinct ; Rhinoceros, Sus, and Afant's being the only living types, and
the last named has only been recognised from a single digital phalange,
so that the generic identification is far from sufficient. Both Rhinoceros
and Si>s existed in miocene times, whilst Amphicyon, Anthracotherium,
Hyopotamus, and Ditiotheritim, which are also found in the Manchhar, are
not known to occur in Europe in beds of later date than miocene. The
genera Hemimeryx and Sivameryx are peculiar, both being allied to the
Siwalik Merycopotamus.
The species found also in the pliocene Siwaliksare Rhinoceros palxindicus, Acerotherium perimense, Chalicotherium sivalense, Sus hysudricus,
Dorcntherium majtts, D. minus, Mastodon latidens, and M. falconeri;
but as the presence of these forms in the Manchhars is inferred for the
most part from fragments, the identifications are by no means quite
certain, whilst the general facies of the fauna, the absence of characteristic
living forms like Eqnus, Bos, Anttlope, Cervus, and Elephas, and the
presence of several extinct genera not hitherto detected in the Siwaliks,
show that the mamnialiferous beds of Sind are of older age than the typi
cal Siwalik strata. It should be recollected, moreover, that the precise
horizon at which the SiwaMik forms are found is but rarely known with
accuracy, that some of the Siwalik strata are as old as the lower Manchhars, if not older, and that a portion at least of the older types of mam
mals are from beds low down in the Siwalik series. None of the remarkable
series of types allied to the giraffes and Sivatherium, nor of the peculiar
bovine and antilopine forms so characteristic of the Siu.ilik fauna, have as
yet been found in Sind. The only ruminant detected in the Manchhar beds
is the miocene Dorcatherium, and the place of the more specialised
Pecora appears to have been occupied by the less specialised even toed
ungulates allied to the pig. While, therefore, it is probable that some
extinct types, such as Anthi acotherium afnd Hyopotamus, which are not
known in Europe above the lower miocene, existed in India at a somewhat
later period, together with species which survived till pliocene times, it is
evident that the lower portion of the Manchhar group can scarcely be
considered of later date than upper miocene. The palaeontological
'Details will be found in Mr. I.ydekker's ' 225 ; XI, 64, 71, 77, 79- ('876-78) and Pal.
papers in fl«Wi, IX, 91,93, '°6; X, ',6, 8j, Indies, series x, I -IV, p.issim.
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evidence is in accordance with the geological, and both show the close
connection between the lower Manchhar beds and the Gdj group.
Further north, in the country between Sibi and Quetta the Siwaliks
rest with a slight, but distinct, unconformity on the Spintangi limestone.
There is everywhere a perfect parallelism of stratification between the
two and a superficial appearance of conformity, but on a close examina
tion it is seen that there are slight, though distinct, traces of erosion at the
contact, that pebbles of nummulitic limestone are found near the base of
the Siwdliks, and that there is a progressive thinning out of the nummulitic
limestone from east to west by removal of the upper beds. The lower
Siwdliks, which are conspicuous on the section in the Bugti hills further
east, are represented by greenish and grey sandstones which do not at
tain a thickness of much over 100 or 200 feet. Above them the upper
Siwaliks consist principally of red eaithy clays, with interbedded sand
stones, which become more and more frequent till it becomes a sandstone
formation with subsidiary bands of clay and conglomerate, the whole capped
by a great thickness of strong conglomerates.
These Siwdliks extend westwards, in the country intervening between
the Bolan and Hurnai routes to Quetta, almost to the Quetta plain, but
their original western extension has been obscured. In the valleys of
Quetta and Pishin there are some deposits of conglomerates and red clays
which have in places undergone considerable disturbance, and hive been
referred to a Siwdlik age.1 On the accompanying map they have been
coloured as upper tertiary, but, as they appear to be distinct in age and
origin from the Siwdliks referred to above, and much more closely con
nected with the recent deposits, their description will be deferred to a
subsequent chapter.2
In the Bolan pass, in the Gandak valley, north-east of Quetta, and
doubtless in many other valleys of these hills, there are sandstone and
conglomerate deposits which have undergone considerable disturbance,
and dip at high angles. In accordance with the custom, which separates
the deposits which have undergone considerable disturbance from the un
disturbed recent deposits that unconformably overlie them, these have been
called Siwdlik, but they are in a manner distinct from the older Siwdliks
for the former were deposited after the valleys, in which they lie, had been
excavated, while the latter date, in this neighbourhood, from a time when
the disturbance qf the strata and consequent elevation of the hills had not
commenced.
In the Bugti hills and southern portion of the Suldimdn range, the
lower Siwaliks, which attain a maximum thickness of 5,000 feet, have the
appearance of lying conformably on the nummulitic limestone. They
1 W. T. Stanford, Memoirs, XX, 117, (1883). I

* Infra, p. 416.
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consist of moderatelj soft, fine grained, pepper and salt grey, sandstone,
interstratitied with conglomeratic beds, composed of fragments of clay and
soft sandstone, apparently derived from contemporaneous deposits, im
bedded in an argillaceous matrix and unaccompanied by any pebble of
harder rock. Clay beds also occur and are usually of a red colour.
. In the lower beds of this group vertebrate remains occur in consider
able abundance near Dera Bugti, among which are Mastodon, Rhinoceros,
Dinotherium, Anthracothtrium, and Hyopotamus. 'I he vertebrate fauna
has a distinctly miocene facies and is associated with seven species of
fluviatite mollusca, of which four belong to the genus Unto, two to Melania
and one to Paludina. All seven are extinct, and none are nearly related
to forms now living in western India, though two are allied to species
still existing in Burma. Three of the species of Unto are aberrant forms
\vith ribbed shells, exhibiting a superficial resemblance to the marine genus
Cardium.1
East of the SuUimau range the upper SiwaMik conglomerate is on some
sections overlaid by a more recent conglomerate deposit, which has been
disturbed and dips towards the plain at moderate angles. The newer
conglomerate has the appearance of passing upwards into the recent
deposits, and though it has been regarded as uppermost Siwalik a should
probably, like the disturbed river gravels of the Bolan valley, be more
correctly classed as recent than as tertiary.

The various localities referred to in the previous passages form part of
one geological province throughout which the lower tertiaries maintain a
certain constancy of character, allowing the rock groups on one section
to be recognised on another, but when we pass northwards to the Punjab,
or north-westwards to Afghanistan, it is no longer possible to apply the
subdivisions adopted in Sind, and a fresh classification has to be adopted.
Before passing on to these areas it will be well to notice the exposures
to the east, in which the Sind subdivisions can be more or less recognised.
The tertiary rocks in the Cutch peninsula occupy a belt, varying in
breadth from about four miles to twenty, between the alluvium near the
coast and the older rocks in the interior of the country. Tertiary
formations also fringe the Deccan traps and Jurassic beds, on the borders
of the two openings by which the Rann of Cutch communicates with
the sea east and west of the province, and patches of the same tertiaries
are found here and there on the shores of the Rann, not only in the main
region of Cutch itself, but also around the detached hilly tracts or islands,
Patcham, Kharir, etc., and in Wagad. The evidence of unconformity
1 W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, XX, 162, 233,
(1%).

| » W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, XX, 219, (i88j).
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between the eocene rocks and the Deccan traps is very strong in Cutch.
The lava flows which appear to have covered the greater part, if not the
whole, of the Jurassic region had been completely swept away from the
surface of the country, and the underlying Jurassic rocks exposed and
largely eroded in places before the eocene marine beds were deposited.1
Despite this evidence of unconformity, there is every appearance, along
the southern border of the trap area, of the tertiary beds resting conform
ably on the lava flows of the Deccan period.
The terliaries of Cutch are far better known than those of GujaYit and
Kathiawar, the materials for the first descriptions of marine fossils from
the later Indian deposits having been furnished by the rocks of the
first named province. Attention was first directed to the Cutch tertiaries
through the labours of Captain Grant, who carried with him to England
a considerable collection of tertiary organic remains, together with the
Jurassic fossils mentioned in a former chapter. In accordance with the
ideas prevailing amongst geologists at the time, he separated nummulitic
rocks from the true tertiariei> on his map,1 and the same distinction was
preserved in the description of the fossils, but subsequently all the forms
described were classed as eocene by D'Archiac and Haime.* When the
rocks of Cutch were mapped in 1867-69 by Wynne and Fedden, and
described by the former, it was found that several distinct groups
could be recognised, and that the fossils of these groups differed, and it
was afterwards discovered that the groups corresponded very closely to
those determined in Sind. The succession of the rocks in Cutch, accord
ing to Mr. Wynne, is the following, the probable Sind representative being
appended in each case. The supposed European equivalents differ some
what from those originally suggested before the corresponding beds in
Sind had been examined4: —
Cntch.

Sind.

European equivalent,

Alluvium, blown sand, etc
Upper tertiary
200 to 500 ft.
(unconformity).
Argillaceous group 800 to i, 200 „
Arenaceous group
130 ,,

Alluvium, etc. Pelstocene an i recent
Manchhar . ljl:o^.-ne
and
miucene.
GSj .
. Miocene.
Nan (?)
. Lo'vfr miocene an / «/•
TERTIARY
eocene,
Nummulitic group .
. 700 ,. Kirthar
, Eocene
Gypseous shales
,
. 100 , ) r, •
'J
. .
" 5 Ranikot
. Lower eocene.
Subnummuhtic
.
. 100 ,, )
Stratified traps
..... Trap .
. L'/'fi', most c. etaccous.
1 This view is opposed to Mr. Wynne's
opinion. He considered that the lower eocene

* Ce >/. Soc. Tram. 2nd series., V, 303, PI.
xx, (1840).

beds are conformable to the traps, and that
the tiaps never existed in northern Cutch.
— Memoirs, IX, 72, (1872).

' Description des Animaux Fossilcs dn groupe
nummuiitique de I'Inde, Paiis, 1853.
4 Memoirs, IX, 48, (1872).
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The subnummulitic group consists chiefly of peculiar purple and red,
mottled with white, soft argillaceous beds, laterite of various kinds, and
coarse sandstones distinguished by brilliancy of colouring, white, red,
lavender, purple, and orange tints prevailing. There are also some shales
with impressions of leaves and carbonaceous layers, and occasionally with
gypsum.
Some of the peculiar argillaceous beds have a distinctly volcanic aspect,
but as they are much decomposed it is impossible to say that they are
really of eruptive origin. The occurrence of these peculiar beds away from
the traps, in places where there is good reason to suppose that the traps
were removed by denudation in pretertiary times, and the fact that beds
reconsolidated from trap fragmei.ts must, when decomposed, frequently
be undistinguishable from a disintegrated eruptive rock, render it probable
that these soft mottled beds are of sedimentary origin and composed of
the detritus of volcanic rockg. Fossils are rare in the subnummulitic group
which extends along the southern edge of the traps in Cutch, overlapping
the volcanic rocks to the westward, and resting upon Jurassic rocks
near Lakhpat. The same group is represented in several small patches,
deposited upon Jurassic beds on the borders of the Rann, both on the
mainland of Cutch and on some of the detached hills or islands, especially
south of the hills in Patcham, Kharir, Bela, and Chorar, and intervening
in the hollow between two ranges on the first named. The group is
nowhere more than about 200 feet thick, and it frequently does not exceed
20 feet
Above the subnummulitic beds there are in places from 50 to 100 feet
of fine laminated shales, bituminous and often pyritous, with fragments
of wood and leaf impressions. All the above rocks are classed by Mr.
Wynne apart from the true tertiaries, and with the bedded traps. It
appears, however, more probably correct, and more in accordance with the
sequence in Sind, to consider the main break in the series as taking place
between the traps and the next formation in ascending order.
The gypseous shales lorm a local and unimportant subdivision, not
more than from 50 to 150 feet in thickness, occurring in western Cutch,
round the Gaiia hills and in a few other places. They consist of shales,
with calcareous nodul.ir bands and much gypsum, and with some beds
of laterite. Ssme of the marly beds abound in Nummulitts and other
tforaminiferai oysters, etc.
The next group is of more importance, being the representative of
the massive nummulitic (Kirthar) limestone of Sind. In Cutch these beds
consist of pale yellow and white impure limestones, in bands of no great
thickness, interstratified with marls and sandy beds. The upper portion
consists chiefly of marls, limestones being more abundant below ; Nummulites, Alvtolina?, and echinoderms of several kinds abound and corals
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and mollusca are locally common. The nummulitics of Cutcli are, however,
almost confined to the western part of the province, and occupy a band
extending from Lakhpat round the western termination of the Deccan
trap range in the Gaira hills.
Upon the nummulitic limestones and their associates there is usually
found a thin and unimportant band of light coloured or white sand and
sandy shales, having at the base some liner dun, or blue coloured, silty
shales. These sandy beds are soft, friable, and obliquely laminated. In
the lower portion of the group the carapace of a small crab and casts of
bivalve shells have been found, in the upper part impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves occur. This group, originally described as the arenaceous
group, corresponds in mineral character and position to the upper Nari
of western Sind.
The GaJ group of Sind is represented in Cutch by what was originally
described as the argillaceous group, the best developed and most fossiliferous of the tertiary rock groups of that district, and it is this group
which yielded the bulk of the fossils described as tertiary in the ap
pendix to Captain Grant's paper, although it appears probable that there
were among these fossils some admixture of species from a lower horizon.
Until the whole of the Cutch and Sind fossils are thoroughly compared
and determined, some doubt must remain as to the original horizon of a
few Cutch species, but when the forms are common to the GA] beds of
Sind, and are not known to occur in older group of that area, it may fairly
be inferred that they are probably restricted to the same horizon in Cutch.
The GaJ, or miocene, rocks of Cutch consist of sandstones at the base,
with a few nodular, marly and ferruginous bands often containing Turritella, Venus granosa, and Corbula. Above the sandy beds are marly
limestones and shales, next calcareous grits, and then a considerable
thickness of shales, clays, and marls. The most fossiliferous beds are the
marly limestones and shales. Only the echinoderms from these beds have
as yet been critically examined, and of 16 species no less than 8 are also
known from the Gdj group of Sind, one being Breynia carinata, one of the
most characteristic Gaj forms.
The miocene beds are more extensively developed in Cutch than are
the nummulitics. They are found not only in the west of the province
around the extremity of the Jurassic and trap area, but eastwards, resting
upon the subnummulitic group, as far as about half way across the province.
To the westward, however, the present group is overlapped by the next
in ascending order.
The representative of the Sivvalik rocks in the sub-Himalayan
tract, and of the Manchhar beds in Sind, appears to be widely developed
in Culch, and covers a large area, but it is very ill seen, being greatly con
cealed by alluvial deposits. The principal beds are more or less ferruginous
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conglomerate, at the base, followed in ascending order by thick brown
sands and obliquely laminated, nodular, calcareous, and sandy clays. Marine
beds, with large oysters, are intercalated, as in southern Sind. It will pro
bably be found on further examination that this uppermost tertiary crroun
in Cutch, as in Sind, passes down into the underlying subdivision in
places, although to the eastward the latter appears to have been denuded
before the deposition of the former. The upper tertiary group extends
throughout southern Cutch from east to west, resting on the older tertiaries
tothe westward, but gradually overlapping them and the traps to the east
ward, and resting upon Jurassic rocks in the extreme east of the province.
In Kathidwdr eocene beds have been recorded from Beyt island, off the
north-west extremity of the peninsula, by Dr. Carter,1 and though the
Geological Survey of Kdthidwar failed to show the existence of any lower
tertiary beds on the mainland, it is impossible to accept Mr. Fedden's
suggestion2 that the record of the presence of nummulitic beds is due to a
confusion between Patellina and Nummulina. Dr. Carter's statements
are too specific to allow of such an explanation, and unless he was mis
informed as to the locality from which his specimens came, we may accept
the presence of lower tertiary beds at the north-west extremity of the
Kdthi^wdr peninsula.
With this exception the only known tertiary deposits are miocene or
newer. They are found along the southern edge of the trap area, the
principal exposures being at the eastern and western extremities, with
some narrow strips in the intervening area. They lie almost horizontal, arc
much obscured by recent deposits and cultivation, and in the absence of
any deep cut sections no good general succession has been made out. In
the south-eastern area they consist of shales and marls, which contain many
marine fossils, with interbedded bands of a rusty conglomerate of clay
pellets, and agates derived from the trap.
With the exception of the echinoderms, the marine fossils collected in Kdthidwar have not been examined in detail, but many of them are identical
with Gaj species, and of the 13 species of Echinodermata, 6 are also found
in the Gdj groups of Sind, the whole distinctly indicating a miocene age.3
The uppermost beds of the Kdthidwdr tertiaries appear to be sand
stones and conglomerates, of which the best known exposure is that in the
small island of Perim or Piram — not to be confounded with the island
ot similar name at the entrance to the Red Sea. Perim island is a small
reef of sandstones and conglomerates, only 1,800 yards long by 300 to
5°o yarc|s broad, which first achieved a geological celebrity through the
(Icolot;ical Papers on Western India. Bom- I s Duncan nml Slaik'n, Pal. Itidica, series
iv' l857."p- 74.1' *'"• '. P'- 4- V- So, (iSSo).
Ufmails, XXI, I iJ, (1884).
,
Y
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discovery of fossil mammalian bones by the Baron von Hugel in 1836.
According to the most recent examination these bones are found in the
conglomerate bands, but principally in a conglomerate bed which lies
considerably below high water level and is obscured by a thick covering of
mud for the greater part of the year. Duiing the months of April, May
and June, ho\vever, the south-east end of the reef becomes scoured and
free from mud, and specimens of fossil bones can be found. As in all other
Indian localities for fossil bones, the first collectors found a rich harvest
in the accumulation of ages, while their successors have to be content with
but occasional and fragmentary specimens.1
The known mammals from Perim island comprise ten species, of which
four, Mastodon la tit/ens, M. pen'mensis, Rhinoceros perimensis, and
Sits liysudiicus, are common to the Siwdlik beds. All these forms are,
however, found in other fossil faunas ; AlastoJon perimensis and Sus
hysudricus being met with in the lower Manchhar beds of Sind, Rhi
noceros perimensis in the Irawadi deposits, and Mastodon latidcns in
both, so that all the forms common to Perim island and the Siwaliks
are clearly species of wide range. '1 he absence of Elephas and its subgenera, and of bovines, and the presence of Dinothciiutn, tend strongly
to make the Perim island fauna appear of greater age than the Siwilik
generally, but, on the other hand, the presence of so highly specialised
a genus as Capra, if the generic determination be accepted,2 the occur
rence of Camelopardalis and AntHope, and, above all, the absence, so far
as is known, of Anthrc,cutherium, Hyopotamus and other older ungulate
types so abundant in the miocene beds of Sind and the Punjab, are op
posed to the idea that the Perim island rocks can be of higher antiquity
than pliocene. They possibly occupy an intermediate position between
the Siw^liks proper and the Manchhars of Sind, but they are more nearly
allied to the former.
In the north-western portion of the Kathia'wa'r peninsula the fossil iterous Gaj beds are overlaid by what have been described as the D \varki
beds. They consist of soft yellow earthy or marly clays, gypseous in part,
overlaid by more or less marly or arenaceous limestones, generally soft
and porous, largely composed of Foraminifera cemented by calcite, or ol
comminuted shells and corals. No recognisable fossils have been found
in these beds, and their relation to the underlying fossiliferous miocene
beds was not delerminable ; it is probably one of conformity in spite of
the sudden change of lithological character.
1 F. Fedden, Memoir », XXI, 39, (1884) ; see
also W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, VI, 374, (1869).
2 It should not be forgotten that Copra
pcrimtiuis is founded solely on a frontlet

with the horn-cases, and that nothing is known
of the greater part of the cranium, the teeth
or the limb bones. See Lydekker, Pal. Indica,
serios x, I, 83, 170, PI. xxviii, fig. 4, (1884).
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Turning to Afgha'n-Turkista'n, there appears to be, as in Sind, a perfect
conformity between the cretaceous and tertiary beds. In the synclinal of
Mathar, 100 miles south-east of Balkh, the upper cretaceous limestones are
overlaid by sandstones and greenish shales in which no fossils were found,
except an Exogyra and Cerithium, and some fucoid markings and badly
preserved remains of fishes and crustaceans. These beds ; may be
regarded as eocene; they are overlaid by red sandstone, with a few
clay bands and, towards the top, conglomerates composed principally of
pebbles of upper cretaceous limestone, covered by a great thickness of sand
stones and shales, containing a few fresh water shells and passing upwards
into soft gypseous clays.1
Besides the exposures in synclinal basins within the hills, a zone of
tertiary beds is found all along the edge of the alluvium of the Oxus val
ley. Here, however, the eocene clays are wanting and the red beds with
conglomerates rest directly, in apparent conformity, on the upper creta
ceous limestone. They pass upwards with a gradual transition into the
recent deposits, and in the upper portion of the section, there occur beds
which are undistinguishable from the recent wind blown loess of the Oxus
valley.*

The northern extension of the SulaMman range has not been examined
geologically, but there is good reason to suppose that the fringe of Siwalik
rocks is continuous with great area of tertiary deposits, extending from
the north-west corner of the Punjab along the outer edge Oi the Himalayas
to the border of Nepal. The general descriptidn of the Himalayan tertiaries, with which must be included those of the north-west corner of the
Punjab, will be deferred to the following chapter, but it will be well to
notice in this place a portion of the Koha"t district west of the Indus,
where the lower tertiaries exhibit some peculiarities not noticed elsewhere
The eocene rocks are well developed in this region, and the section
exposed, although only a few miles distant from parts of the Salt range,
differs in some important points. The following is abridged from Mr.
Wynne's summary of the rocks exposed :— 3
Thickness in feet,

Upper sandstones.—Soft, grey sandstones, clays and
conglomerates .......
5°° to ij.">oo
Lower sandstones.— Harder grey and purple sand
stones, bright red and purple clays, slightly cal
careous and pseudo-conglomeratic bands .
. 3,000 to 3,500
JC.L. Gricshach, Records XIX, 255. (1886).
2 C. L. Gricsbacli, Records, XIX, 257, 259,

(1886).
' Wynne, Menhirs, XI, 101, (1875).
Y2
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Thickness

EOCENE

KOCtNE?

i L'ffirr nummulitic.— Nummulitic limestone and some
i
shaly bands
.......
\ Red clay eone, or lower nummulitic. — Red clay,
<
lavender coloured near the top, occasionally with
' I
Nummnlites. The lower portion of the red clays
/
in places is partly or wholly replaced by fossilifer\
ous sandstones, thick greenish clays and bands of
\ limestones, all containing' NummulHies
f Gypsum,— \\hite, grey or black gypsum with bands
S of clay or shale
•'.Rock salt.— Thic
hickbeds of salt, almost pure. The
base not seen

60 to IOO

150 to 400
50 to 300
300 to 700
(r,zoo).

The region examined is the hilly tract north of the Bannu plain and
of the Chichali hills, and extending from the Indus, on the east, to the
British frontier. The ground is traversed by A series of east and west
ranges, chiefly formed of crushed and broken anticlinals of the nummulitic
limestone and the associated rocks.
The rock salt- and gypsum at the base of the tertiary series in the
Kohdt region are very important and remarkable. The salt consists of
a more or less crystalline mass, usually grey in colour, with transparent
patches, aud never reddish like the salt of the Salt range. A fe^ earthy
bands occur, but the portion of the whole mass too impure to be worked

Fig. l8.-Hill of rock salt, 200 ft. high, ae Bahddur Khel, after Wynne.

for commercial purposes is but small, although there is no attempt at
refining the salt, which is exported for sale in the form in which it is
mined. In some places the uppermost layer is dark coloured, almost black.
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and bituminous. The quantity of salt is something marvellous ; in the
anticlinal near Bahddur Khcl alone, rock salt is seen (or a distance of
about eight miles, and the thickness exposed exceeds i,ooofeet, the width
of the outcrop being sometimes more than a quarter of a mile. As a rule,
t. -.11. ,-|. Salt lull

e

sf i

Fig. 19. — Section through the Bahddur Khrl salt locnliry, after Wynne.

the salt contains sulphate of lime (gypsum), but none of the potassium
and magnesium salts of the Salt range beds.
Above the salt come gypsum and clays, as in the Salt range, but the
colours, white and grey, are very different, and the whole appearance, of both
salt and gypsum, is so distinct from the Salt range marl that, although
there is no indication of salt beds at a higher level in the Salt range
itself, and although the outcrop of the salt marl close to Kalabagh on the
Indus is only eighteen miles from one of the Kohit rock salt regions, it
appears probable that the salt bearing rocks in the Kohdt district may
belong to a very different horizon from that occupied by the same miner
als in the Salt range series, a supposition supported by the fact that a great
series of mesozoic and palaeozoic beds intervenes, throughout the Salt
range, between the nummulitic group and the salt marl, whilst in KohAl
the former rests with apparent conformity upon the gypsum and salt. It
is by no means certain that the Kohdt salt and gypsum are eocene, but, in
the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it appears best to class
them with the nummulitic beds immediately overlying them.1
Overlying the gypsum, there is usually found a thick bed of deep
red clay, whose eocene age is proved by the occasional occurrence of
nummulites in the upper portion. Sometimes the red clay is wanting, and
apparently replaced by grey or olive coloured clays, marls, and limestones
containing nummulites, but the replacement is not clearly proved.
Above the red clay rone come earthy limestones, clays, and shales
with nummulites. The main band of limestone is very much thinner
than in the Salt range, but is, as usual, massive, pale coloured, and full
of Nummulites, Alveoltna, etc. The overlying formation, consisting ol
sandstones and clays, in which dark red and purple colours predominate,
exceeds all the eocene beds in thickness, and is probably, like the sand
'These conclusions would have to be modified if the hypothesis of hypogene origin of

the salt and gypsum is adopted, — see supra,
p. in.
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stones and clays overlying the nummulitic limestone of the Salt range,
really of much later age than the limestone on which it rests.
Pebbles of nummulitic limestone are said1 to be found in the lowest
beds of the sandstone, and some reptilian bones (not determined), siliciiied fossil wood, and a few ill preserved, ribbed, bivalve mollusca have
been found, but no characteristic organic remains. The beds resemble
those of the Murree group and pass upwards into undoubted newer tertiary
(Siwalik or Manchhar) strata of the usual character, the red colours be
coming rarer, and the usual drab grey sandstones and orange or drab clays
being the prevailing rocks.
When traced in a westerly direction towards Thai, the eocene beds
are said to change in character, the limestones being replaced by haid
sandstones and greenish grey or purple shales and, on the right bank of
the Kuram river opposite Thai, volcanic beds occur among them. The
beds are said to be penetrated and indurated by intrusions of a dark
coarse crystalline trap, and besides the intrusions agglomerates and fine
grained tufaceous trappean beds are found in alternating layers.2 No
other occurrence of volcanic beds in the eocene of northern India is known,
and as the Thai locality was visited under circumstances extremely un
favourable for geological investigation, too much importance must not be
attached to the observations.

No lower tertiary rocks are known south of the great snowy range of
the Himalayas, between the small outliers folded among the pretertiary
slates in western GarhwiU and their re-appearance on the southern side
of the Assam range. Nearly the whole of this tract of the Himalayas is
inaccessible to geological observation and it cannot consequently be
stated with confidence that the lower tertiaries are altogether wanting,
but the general run of their northern boundary, in the north-west portion
of the Himalayas, appears to indicate that the eocene coast line trended
south of the present limit of the Himalayas, and makes it improbable
that any lower tertiary marine beds would be found 'east of Garhwal even
if the country now inaccessible were open to observation.
At the western extremity of the Gclro hills the nummulitic deposits
contain only one thin band of limestone about 40 feet thick, resting conform
ably upon the cretaceous sandstone. Even this limestone is often earthy,
nodular, and ochreous, with shaly partings, the purer portion b< ing generally
formed of a mass of Nummulites granulosa, in various stages of growth. The
series generally exhibits a shallow water type andan approach to the original
margin of the eocene sea. Throughout the formation there are no clear
I A. B. Wynne, Memoirs, XI, 170, (1875).

I 3 A. B. Wynne, Records, XII, in, (1879).
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sandstones ; clays and soft earthy sandstones overlie the limestone and are
with difficulty distinguished from the succeeding upper tertiary deposits.
This character is most pronounced at the west end of the hills, where the
formation strongly resembles the most characteristic beds of the Subathu
group in the north-west Himalayas. No coaly layer has been found in the
series in the Giro area. The lower tertiary beds are not confined to the
southern margin of theGaro hills, outliers being found in some of the basins
of the cretaceous rocks north of the Tura' range. The country has not,
however, been sufficiently closely surveyed to show whether these indicate
the same thinning out and approach to the original shore line as is seen in
the Kill's! hills further east.
A number of fossils obtained from the lower tertiary beds of the GaYo
hills appear to belong, so far as they can be identified, to eocene species,1
and the presence of bands of limestone full of nummulites is in itself suffi
cient to fix the age of these beds as eocene.
To the east, the nummulitics show a change to deposits of more pelagic
character, in which there is a great development of clear nummulitic lime
stones. The transition between the prevailing types of deposits in both
the cretaceous and nummulitic strata is in the ground, described by
Colonel Godwin-Austen, on the confines of the Gdro and Khasi hills,
where the upper tertiaries have been almost denuded away from the base
of the range, and here a partial unconformity was noticed between these
systems.
The general character of the nummulitic series at the foot of the Khdsi
hills is shown by the section iti the Tharia river, where the following beds
are exposed, all ivilh a high southerly dip: —*
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
i.

Limestone, coarse, massive, blue .....
Sandstone, clear, yellowish, coarsish
Limestone, fine, compact, blue or pink
Sandstone, earthy, greenish, ochrey
Limestone .....
Sandstone, yellowish .
.
.
Limestone
....
TOTAL

Feet.
200
IOO
2OO

So
So
IOO
200

. goo

On the highlands immediately to the south-west of the station of Clierra
Punji, there is a small plateau of numniulitic strata, very much reduced
in thickness. The bottom 80 feet are of limestone, covered by about an
equal thickness of sandstone, not markedly different from the underlying
cretaceous rock, At about ten feet above the limestone there is a thick
seam of bright coal, the well known Cherra coal.3 The limestone rests
1 Records, XX, 42, (1887).
1 Memoirs, VII, 164. (1869).

I 3 Memoirs, I, 140, 185, (1858); Records, XXII,
| 167, (1889).
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directly upon the surface of the Cherra sandstone, without any sign
of denudation, and the bedding is parallel, having a southerly slope
of three degrees.1 The fossils from this limestone were determined
by Dr. Stoliczka ; portions of the reck consist almost entirely of small
specimens of Operculina canalifera, Nutnmulites lucasana, and
N. ramondi, both the last species very small, species of echinoderms,
fragments of oysters, Pccten, Cardium salteri and fragments of Natica
Ccritlu'uiH, Turritella, etc.*
Close to the north of the coal hill, the nummulitic beds occur a^ain in
equal thickness, under the native town of Cherra Punji. The limestone
is not seen here, but this may be partly due to concealment. The num
mulitic sandstone forms the highest ground of the plateau from Cherra
Punji to beyond Surarim. Carbonaceous markings are frequent in it,
and at Lairangao, four miles north of Cherra village, there is a workable
seam of coal. It is at about the same height over the cretaceous sandstone
as the seam at Cherra, but the underlying beds are all sandstone
and shrUe, except one bottom bed of limestone, resting on the Cherra
sandstone. In this limestone lied Operculina canalifera and Nutnmulites
lamarcki are very common ; with these occur a Trocliocynt/iiis, Stylocaenia
vicaryi, Echinolnmpas splieroidalis, a small Cardita, Pccten, Niilica roualtf,
Keilostoina margiiiatutii, a Ziziphinus, the small Cerithium hookcri, casts
of a large Natica, Cerithium and Terebellum?
Under Surarim, only a mile from Lairangao, this bottom bed of lime
stone is wanting, being apparently overlapped by the carbonaceous
sandstones, which themselves come to an end in a low bluff, two miles
further north, near where the road bifurcates.
In the corresponding section on the Bogapdni, below Chela, there is a
coaly layer in the sandstone just over the bottom limestone, which may
sufficiently establish the identity of these two bottom bands with those on
the plateau above, the marine bed having increased in thickness, and
this marine character is here strongly stamped upon the whole series.
In the Khdsi hills, at least on the Cherra section, the northern thinning
1 This little plateau at Cherra offers aremarkable instance of a form of denudation
that is not, perhaps, taken sufficient account
of in geological explanations. The scarp is
very regular and well defined at many points ;
but the upper surface of the area, about a
square mile in extent, is a chaos of tilted masses
of the upper sandstone. This is clearly due
to the more or less complete removal by solu
tion of the supporting limestone. Colonel
Godwin-Austen has described a much larger
instance of this form of denudation in the
Garo hills, where a considerable enclosed catchment basin is drained underground. — Jour.

As. Soc. Beng., XXXVIII, pt. ii, 31, (1869).
2 Memoirs, VII, 167, (1869). The fossils de
scribed from eastern Bengal by MM. D'Archiac
and Haime in their "Gruupe NummuUtique de
Plnde" were all from the Khasi hills ; but their
specimens were so mixed, probably even inclu
ding fosbils from the cretacejus beds, that tinvalue oi their identifications is dou tful. As
the authors themselves remark— "On voit qu'il
y a un certain vague dans les rapports d<plusieurs des asiiscs que nous venous
d'indiquer." — /. c., p, 177.
' These fossils were determined by Dr' Stolic/ka, — Memo/is, VII, 167, (1869).
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out of the nummulitic series upon th? gneissic plateau is not so clearly
seen as in the case of the cretaceous rocks, because only remnants of
the bottom bands are preserved there. It will be seen however, from what
has gone before, that there is a distinct indication of a northerly thinning
out of the lower tertiary beds and a disappearance of the marine type of
deposits. The nummulitics have not been observed any where to rest upon
the gneiss, so there is no proof of their having overlapped the cretaceous
deposits, but it is presumable that they did so, for the sequence is con
formable, or at least parallel and undisturbed, and the nummulitics extend
close up to the northern boundary, where the cretaceous beds are very thin.
The great thickening of the series in the sections at the southern foot
of the hills points to the same conclusion, and if the occurrence of coaly
beds in the Bogapa"ni below Chela at a horizon corresponding to bed No. 2
of the section may be taken to indicate an equivalence with the coal bear
ing sandstone of the plateau, there is not only a great thickening of this and
the underlying group, but there are some 600 feet of overlying strata which
do not appear to be represented on the plateau to the north.
The nummulitic limestones form the most prominent features of
the low hills at the foot of the scarp along the Khdsi area, where they
are in much greater force than elsewhere^ to the east or west. This may
be owing to a greater elevation in this position, whereby a deeper zone of
the basin of deposition has been exposed to view. Pure limestone is still the
chief rock of the group on the eastern confines of the Garo hills, west of
the Umblai, as described by Colonel Godwin-Austen, although the total
thickness must be much less than in the Tharia section.
To the east the nummulitic limestone is known to be well developed
in the North Cachar hills, where it has a thickness of 300 feet, resting on
the cretaceous, and overlaid by the upper tertiary sandstones. In a north
easterly direction it has been traced as far as the hot springs of the Kapili
valley.1
No beds known to be of nummulitic age have yet been discovered in
upper Assam, but a series of coal and petroleum bearing rocks, conform
ably overlaid by sandstones of the upper tertiary type, which appear to
represent them, is exposed near the edge of the hills north of the Brahma
putra valley in the Sibsdgar and Dibrugarh districts.
For detailed information regarding the distribution of the rocks
Mr. Mallet's Memoir must be referred to.' The measures are very
much alike in all the exposures, seams of less than a yard in thickness
are very numerous in some sections, and not unfrequently the coal beds
attain much greater dimensions. In the Ndmdclng, south of Rongreng
in the Mdkum field, there is a seam loo feet thick, containing at least
1 T. D. LaTouche, Records, XVI, 2OI, (1883). | 2 Memoir*, XII, pt. 2, (1876).
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75 feet of solid coal, and some very thick seams have been traced for more
than a mile without diminution. The sandstones and shales often contain
nodules and layers of clay ironstone. Earthy and ferruginous limestone
occurs sparingly in thin concretionary bands, also some layers of hard
tough magneMan limestone. The coal measure shales decompose into a
very tenacious blue clay, differing in this respect from the Disang shales,
which are more clunchy.
On the interesting question of the age of these very important and
extensive coal measures, there is little evidence for opinion and that little
suggests a middle tertiary horizon. The coal itself is a true coal of
superior quality, not lignite, as is attested by its composition —
Average composition of 27 Assam coals
Ditto
of 17 Ram'ganj coals

Fixed
carbon.

Volatile
matter.

, ,
"* '

. 6o'o
. 51'!

3&'2
32*6

3-8
16*3

It is not unlike the nummulitic coal of the Khdsi hills, and quite unlike
the cretaceous coal, which maintains its peculiar characteristics into close
proximity to the Assam fields. The only fossils found in the seams
are bad impressions of dicotyledonous leaves and no trace of animal life
has been seen in any of the associated rocks. The strongest point in the
argument is the closely transitional relation between the measures and the
Tipam sandstone, which is a very typical representative of the Siwdlik
rock, and almost undoubtedly belongs to the upper tertiary period. In
the KMsi hills, as in the Punjab, the nummulitic coal occurs near the
very base of the formation. There are about 1,000 feet of marine nummulitics above the coal bed in the Tharia section, but the upper Assam
coal measures, if they are nummulitic at all, would seem to belong to the
upper limits of the series.
The nummulitic beds in the Gdro hills pass into the upper tertiaries,
which may here be divided into a lower group of fine grained sand
stones with marine fossils, and an upper unfossiliferous group of rusty
sandstones, variable in grain, with grey s'.iales. These uppermost tertiary
beds have not yielded any fossils to recent observers, but in 1821 Mr. Colebrooke read to the Geological Society of London ' some observations
on these rocks by Mr. David Scott, then Commissioner of Kuch Behar.
In those days the Brahmaputra flowed at the foot of the hills, and at one
spot on the left bank Mr. Scott found some fossils. The exact locality
is not given, but it was somewhere between the K.llu and Mahendraganj
(or Karibciri), probably nearer the latter place. The position in the series
is not known, but it seems certain that the bed belonged to the rocks of
the hills, not to the older alluvium, for it is described as at the foot of a
' Ceol. Trans., series ii, I, 132, (1824).
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small hill, rising about twenty feet over the general elevation of the plain.
The fossils were a strange mixture of marine with land and fresh water forms,
and amongst them Mr. Pentland described1 the teeth of Anthracotherium
silistrense, a species that has since been found in the Manchhar (upper
miocene) beds of Sind.*
The change of character that is so marked in the cretaceous and
nummulitic deposits from west to east has not been observed in the upper
tertiaries ; there certainly can be no striking feature of this kind. A
massive soft greenish sandstone is the most prominent rock. It is some
what like the common Siwdlik rock, but more earthy and of darker hue.
The associated beds are mostly grey shales, unlike the brown and ochrey
clays of the sub-Himalayan series, and the fossils show that even at the
western end of the range the deposits are, in part at least, marine. In Mr.
Scott's notes of the section on the Brahmaputra, local contortions are
noticed, and this condition increases eastwards.
On the Sumesari,
nearly sixty miles further east, where the tertiary zone is fourteen miles
wide, the state of disturbance is still only partial.3 At the southern edge
of the hills the dip is 40° to the south, in very new looking strata, there
is then a broad band in which the beds are flatly undulating, after which
they rise again with a steady and increasing southerly dip.
Nothing like a general unconformity in the tertiary series was noted in
the section of the Sumesari.
Further east lies the ground described by Colonel Godwin- Austen on the
confines of the Garo and Kha'si areas, where the upper tertiary rocks have
been almost denuded away from the base of the range, the little that is left
of them being nearly vertical. Here, too, is the transition ground of the
prevailing marine type of deposits in both the cretaceous and nummulitic
strata. Here a partial unconformity was noticed between these formations
and this is the only position in the western part of the range where the
upper terfiaries have been found on the plateau inside the line of dis
turbance. The summit of Nongkulang hill (2,070 feet) is formed of
rusty sandstones and shales, resting horizontally upon the undisturbed
nummulitic limestone. In a collection of fossils from these beds, sent by
Colonel Godwin-Austen, Dr. Stoliczka found the genera Conns, Dolium,
Dentalium, Cardita, Cardium, Tellina, Nucula, Leda, Cucullxa, and
several others, and he remarked that none of the species, so far as
recognisable, appeared to be identical with those known from the num
mulitic beds of the same district. This fact suggests that these detached
beds on the heights may be an overlap of some beds of the series
higher than those that seem to be in transitional sequence with the
> Geol. Trans., series ii, II, 393, (1829).
» Records, X, 77, (187;).

3 Memoirs, VII, 193, (1869).
j
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nummulitics in the sections to Uie west. This view is strengthened
by the fact that Colonel Godwin-Austen observed some cases of local
denudation unconformity between these fossiliferous sandstones and the
nummulitic limestone, the strata being still quite parallel.1
The exposure of upper tertiaries south of the G3ro hills narrows in an
easterly direction, and from about twenty miles east of the Sumesari river
the disturbed upper tertiaries have been removed by denudation, along the
foot of the Khasi and Jaintia hills. They come in again where the strike
of the disturbance, which marks the southern margin of the plateau of the
Assam range, turns north-easterly, and occupy a large area in the hilly
country between Assam and Burma, and to the south of the Cachar valley.
The observations in this country are scanty and scattered. In the
Kasom range, on the eastern limit of Manipur territory, they consist of
sandstones with but few argillaceous bands, containing numerous car
bonised fossil tree trunks, and nests of coaly matter, but no coal seams
were observed. Further south, however, well marked coal seams have
been found in what appear to be the same beds on the west side of the
Chindwin river. Fossil resin was found in the Manipur hills, and it is
probable that the amber mines of Upper Burma are excavated in beds of
this age.2
Further north marine fossils, among which is an undetermined
species of Venus, were found near Samaguting in beds which probably
represent the lower group of the Gdro hills.
In upper Assam, the upper tertiary beds were described by Mr. Mallet as
the Tipam and Dihing groups. The greenish grey, pepper and salt,
sandstone of the Tipam range undoubtedly alternates with the top beds
of the coal measures, but the shaly beds rapidly cease and the sandstone
becomes very massive. Some coaly partings were also observed well up
in the Tipam group, and fossil wood, whether silicified or semicarbonised, sometimes in very large blocks, is common throughout this great
sandstone formation, as well as in the upper conglomeratic beds.
The upper (Dihing) group is less like the corresponding group of the
Siwaliks than is the Tipam sandstone, and two points are noteworthy in
it. Some of the bottom beds are coal conglomerates, made up almost
exclusively of rolled fragments of coal, presumably of the coal seams
underlying the Tipam group. This peculiar conglomerate has been
observed, at great distances apart, at the top of the Tipam sandstone
along the main fault. The ordinary conglomerates of the group are
composed of well rolled pebbles of fine hard sandstone, identical in
appearance with the Disang sandstone. The beds associated with these
1 Jour. As. S,,f. Beitg., XXXVIII. pt ij, 14. I
16, (1869).

J Memoirs, XIX, 236, (1883).
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conglomerates are blue sandy clays, not like the brown and red clays of
the upper Siwaliks, at least of north-western India.
The distribution of these upper tertiary sandstones presents some
peculiarities which require notice. At the eastern end of the Assam range
they come in where the zone of disturbance which marks its southern
face diminishes in intensity and at the same time turns to the north
east. From here they extend eastwards into the Patkoi range, but
do not extend across the hill country of Manipur. In the parallel of
Manipur city there is a stretch of about 100 miles broad of pretertiary
beds, before the upper tertiaries are again found capping the range which
looks down on the Chindwin valley. To the north of the valley of
Manipur the upper tertinries are found capping the higher ranges, and
further north, in the Angdmi Na"gi hills, there is only some ten or twelve
miles between the boundary of the sandstones forming the high peak of
Japvo and the margin of the eastern area of upper tertiaries. No details
are known of the geology of the hills to the north-east of this, but the pre
tertiary slates and sandstones of Manipur and the Angdmi Ndga" country,
appear to be represented by the Disang group in the coal fields of upper
Assam. Whether there is a continuous outcrop of pretertiary slates
in the intervening ground is not known, but in the Singpho country
''urther east, the pretertiary beds are completely cut out by the tertiaries,
which extend continuously from the plain to the crest of the range.
In a southerly direction from Manipur much the same appears to take
place, for east of Chittagong Mr. La Touche found nothing but tertiary
rocks on the route across the hills. It would seem, therefore, that the
Manipur hills are an area of special elevation from which the newer beds
have been removed by denudation.
In the last paragraph it has been assumed that these deposits originally
extended over the area where they are now wanting. There is no direct
proof that they ever did so, and the general resemblance in type to the
Siwaliks along the foot of the Himalayas might suggest that they were
deposited under similar circumstances, and that their original was not very
different from their present extension, but in spite of a certain lithological
similarity to the Himdlayan Siwaliks, there is a much greater uniformity
on different sections than they exhibit. The present boundaries, too, are in
all cases evidently due to denudation, and there can be little doubt that
they once extended right across the hills which separate Assam from
Burma, at any rate north of Manipur. The presence of marine fossils in
these sandstones shows that they were deposited under different condi
tions to the Himalayan Siwdliks, which we will see were formed
subaerially by streams, under circumstances closely resembling those
that now prevail along the foot of the Himalayan range.
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Upper tertiary beds occupy a large area in Upper Burma, both in the
valleys of the Iravvadi and Chindwin rivers, and in the hills to the west of
them. Little is known of this area, as no detailed geological survey
has yet been practicable. Coal seams are found interbedded with the sand
stones west of the Chindwin river, and of the Irawadi above Mandalay, as
also in the small outlying patcher of upper tertiaries in the Shan bills.
Further south the petroleum of Burma is derived from upper tertiary beds,
though there are also some occurrences of very minor importance in the
older tertiary rocks of Pegu.
It is not till we reach the province of Pegu that anything approaching a
detailed account of the tertiary deposits is available, where they were
divided by Mr, Theobald into three main groups, supposed to correspond
more or less to the eocene, miocene, and pliocene of the European classi
fication, but it will be best to retain the local nomenclature, as the fossil
evidence is by no means sufficient to establish their complete equivalence.
The three main tertiary groups are as follows : l—
3. Fossil wood group
2. Pegu group
I. Nummulitic

.... Sand gravels, etc., with sihcified wood and
mammalian bones.
..... Shales and sandstones, occasionally cal
careous; fossils numerous.
..... Shales and sandstone, with some lime
stone bands containing nummulites, etc.

There is but little to distinguish the nummulitic beds of Pegu from the
Ma-f and Negrais rocks, beyond the much smaller amount of alteration
that they have undergone, the more frequent appearance of fossils,
and the occasional occurrence of limestone containing nummulites, especial
ly in the higher part of the group. The ordinary beds are sandstones
and shales, unaltered but frequently hard and compact. The distinction
from the Negrais rocks is far from absolute. The tendency to a passage
between the two, at the foot of the hills, has already been noticed, and
there are in places, within the nummulitic area, hills formed of hardened
masses, perhaps older than the rocks around, but which have much the
appearance of being the same beds, slightly altered.
The main outcrop of the nummulitic rocks extends from north to south
throughout the province of Pegu, between the Arakan hills and the Irawadi
river. The beds have a general dip to the eastward, but to the southward
it is difficult, if not impossible, to define the base of the formation, on account
of the apparent passage from the nummulitic into the Negrais rocks. To
the northward, west of Thayetmyo, near the former boundary of British
territory, the section is better defined.' In the Hlwa iLhowa) stream,
1 Memoirs, X, 227, (1873).
a The beds formerly classed as triassic, on
Hie strength of a mistaken identification of a
(supra, p. 145) must be included with

the nummulitics. The information necessi
tating this change w;is not received in time to
be incorporated in the text or in the geologi
cal map.
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sixteen miles west by south of Thayetmyo, upwards of 4,000 feet of hard
sandstones, mostly grey, and of blue, grey, or yellow shales, are exposed,
but throughout all this thickness of beds no fossil remains have been .de
tected, except a few carbonaceous markings. Apparently, at a somewhat
higher horizon on the Ma-tun stream, which joins the Hlwa from the
north, there is a great thickness of massive blue shales, of rather a dark
indigo blue in general, but sometimes of lighter colour. These shales
cannot be much less than 3,000 fret in thickness, but they are almost
as unfossiliferous as the sandstones and shales on the Hlwa, the only
organic remains found being some cycloid fish scales.
Above these
there is again a great thickness of sandstones and shales, mostly un
fossiliferous, but containing a few layers with nummulites, and at the top
of the whole group is a band cf nummulitic limestone, from 10 to 100 feet
thick. This limestone, however, is by no means continuous. Where it
occurs, it seems to be the uppermost band of the group, but it frequently
appears to thin out, and in fact to consist of irregular lenticular bands in
shale, rather than of an unbroken bed. Denudation may, perhaps, have
removed the limestone in places before the deposition of the next group.
Other bands of limestone occur at a lower horizon, but they are more
irregular than that at the top of the group.
The whole thickness of the formation must be considerable—probably
not less than 10,000 feet but no estimate of any value can be made,
on account of the imperfect manner in which the rocks are seen. In
northern Pegu, west of Thayetmyo, the breadth of the eocene outcrop
from east to west is seventeen miles, but, a few miles to the south,
the width diminishes, til), west of Prome, it is not more than six. The
belt again expands in breadth near Akauktaung, on the Irawadi above
Myanaurg, but the beds are very poorly exposed in general, being covered
with gravel and other later deposits. Farther to the southward, west of
Myanaung and Henzada, the nummulitic rocks are much concealed by
posttertiary gravels and from Henzada to Bassein the only rocks seen
west of the Irawadi plain are the altered Negrais beds. The nummulitic
strata re-appear west of Bassein, and continue thence to Cape Negrais,
but still the rocks are much concealed by gravel. Throughout the area,
however, limestone with nummulites occasionally appears amongst the
higher beds of the group, and a peculiar, very fine, white or greenish,
argillaceous sandstone, with Foraminifera, seen at Puriam point east of
the Bassein river, and in Long island of that river, is also probably one of
the uppermost eocene beds. This rock, known as Andagu-kyauk, or
image stone, is employed by the Burmese for carving into images of
liuddha, and is quarried to some extent for that purpose.
It is possible that nummulitic beds may crop out in places amongst the
miocene rocks of the Prome district, but the only known exposure of the
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former in Pegu, apart from the belt just noticed as extending along the
eastern side of the Arakan Yoma, is in a small ridge, known as Thendoung, or lime hill, about five miles south of Thayetmyo. This ridge con
sists in great part of nummulitic limestone, resting upon shales and
sandstones, In 1855 a promising bed of coal, 4 feet thick, was discover
ed in the latter, but it proved so irregular as to be of no value, the coal
thinning out, and passing into a clay with mere laminae and patches of
coaly matter, in the course of a few feet.1
To the west of the Arakan range, limestone with nummulites has been
noticed near Keantali, and there can be but little doubt that eocene beds
extend along the coast for a considerable distance. The islands of
Ramri and Cheduba consist of sandstones and shales closely resembling
those of Arakan, and doubtless belonging to the same series.8 These
beds are also very similar to the nummulitic rocks of Pegu. A few
seams of coal have been found, resembling in character the nummulitic
coal of Assam, and petroleum is obtained in several places. The lime
stone on the eastern side of Ramri island, as already mentioned, re
sembles that of the Arakan coast near Ma-i and Taung-gup, and may, there
fore, be cretaceous, but there is no marked character by which the rocks
of the island can be divided into two series.
Above the nummulitic formation of Pegu there is an immense thick
ness of soft shales and sandstones, often fossiliferous, but almost destitute
of any horizon distinguished either by mineralogical characters or by
organic remains. 1 he base of this group is assumed to coincide with the
band of nummulitic limestone already mentioned, but there is no clear
evidence that this bed is the uppermost rock of the eocene group, and no
unconformity has been detected between the nummulitic rocks and the
next strata in ascending order. The upper limit of the middle tertiary
rocks of Pegu is equally ill denned, there being a gradual passage from
clays and sandstones with marine fossils into the gravels and sands with
silicified fossil wood and mammalian bones.
The fact is that without a thorough knowledge of the fossils the classi
fication of rocks so obscure and so ill seen as those of Pegu is a simple
impossibility, and until the tertiary molluscs, echinoderms, and corals of
southern Asia are better known, it is hopeless to attempt more than a
general rough arrangement of the Burmese tertiaries. In the absence of
sufficient fossil data for the proper determination of different beds, all that
has been attempted at present is to class together all the marine beds ol
Pegu above the nummulitic limestone, and without nummulites. The
group thus constituted has been named the Pegu group from its form
ing the greater part of the Pegu Yoma between the Iravvatli and Sittaung.
1 T. Oldham, Sel. Ree. Govt. India, \, gg, (1856). I 2 V. U. Mallet Records, XI, 191, (1878).
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There can be no doubt that a portion of this group is of miocene age, and
corresponds generally to the Gaj group of Siml Lut it is probable that
representatives of other groups are included.
1 he only approach to a subdivision of the Pegu group that has been
suggested is the separation of a considerable thickness of soft unfossiliferous blue shales, which rest upon the upper nummulitic strata near
I'roine, and underlie the typical fossiliferous middle teitiary beds. T hese
shales have been called the Sitsyalin shales, from a village on the Irawadi,
I'ight and a half miles above Promt1, whilst the overlying sandstones and
shales with fossils are distinguished as Prome beds, from their occur
rence in the neighbourhood of Prome. The Sitsyalin shales consist of blue
clunchy clay with indistinct bedding, and greatly resemble some of the
nummulitic shales, except that they are somewhat paler in colour. The
thickness of the subdivision is about 800 feet, and the beds have been
traced for a considerable distance along the upper limit of the nummulitic
rocks in the Prome district.
The Prome beds succeed the Sitsyahn shales conformably, and are
composed of grey sandstones, occasionally hard, but frequently argilla
ceous or shaly, hard yellow sandstones, and shales or clays of various
colours. A section of about 2,500 feet of these beds is seen opposite
Prome on the right bank of the Irawadi, and probably a much greater
thickness exists east of tl:e river. One of the most fossiliferous beds is a
band of blue clay exposed at Ka-ma or. the- Irawadi, eighteen miles above
Prome. The position of this band is high, and, above it, a bed, abounding
in Turrittlla.1, and a hard sandstone containing corals belonging to the
genus Cla<iocira} are the high est rocks of the group, and mark the passage
into the fossil wood beds.
It is almost useless to give any palaeonlological details. Feramint/era
and Echincdcrmatfi are rare, and the mollusca are not, as a rule, very
characteristic forms. A Sessile cirriped, very common in some beds,
closely resembles Balamis sublstvis of the miocene in Sind. A few small
crabs occur, and small corals and sharks' teeth are common.
In one locality, Minet-taung (Myay-net-toung), twenty-four miles eastsouth-eas! of Thayetmyo, a bedded volcanic rock, consisting of greyish
trap, occurs interstratified with the rocks of the Pegu group and, to all
appearance, contemporaneous. Nothing has been ascertained as to the
source of this igneous formation.
The Pegu group forms nearly the whole of the great range of hills,
known as the Pegu Yoma, between the Irawadi and Sittaung, no older
rock.s being known, with any certainty, to occur in the country between the
two rivers. The area occupied by the middle tertiary beds is very broad
to the northward, where it extends from considerably west of the Irawadi
to the base of the mctamorphic hills east of the Sittaung, and contracts
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gradually between the alluvial plains of the two rivers to the southward,
till it terminates in a long, narrow spur at Rangoon. West of the Irawaci,
the Pegu group extends to a little below Prome, and some hills on the
opposite side of the river below Prome are formed of the same beds. It
is, however, not quite certain that no older rocks appear between the
Irawadi and Sittaung for a species of Pseudodiadema, a genus of
echinoderms with cretaceous affinities, has been found in some beds in east
ern Prome and a Terebratula with a very cretaceous aspect was obtained
near the town of Pegu. In the former case the beds appear to be high
in the Pegu group, but owing to the great extent to which the surface of
the country is concealed, both by gravel and other alluvial deposits, and
by forest, it is most difficult to make out the geology satisfactorily, so that
lower beds may have been brought up to the surface by faults or otherwise.
In the case near Pegu the position of the beds is uncertain.
A small island, known as Kau-ran-gyi on the Arakan coast, is com
posed of a very pale brown or cream coloured, calcareous sandstone
or earthy limestone, containing echinoderms, molluscs, sharks' teetli,
and other fossils. The same rock occurs also at Nga-tha-mu on the
mainland opposite Kau-ran-gyi island, but has not been detected else
where. The most abundant amongst the fossils are a species of Lobjphora
(Echinodiscus) and an Echinolampas, apparently E. jacquemontn, one
of the commonest fossils of the Gaj group in Sind. The Echinodiscus also
-cloooly resembles a Gaj species. The bed is somewhat similar to the
miliolite of Ka'thiawaY, and may represent a portion of the Pegu group,
but it is more probably of later date. One of the sharks' teeth, however,
closely resembles one found in the Pegu group south of Thayetmyo.
The highest member of the tertiary series in Pegu is distinguished
by the abundance of silicified dicotyledonous wood, -and is the source
whence all the fragments of that substance, so abundant hi the older and
newer alluvial gravels of the Irawadi, are derived. The fossil-wood
group is much coarser than the underlying formations, jnd consists
of sands, gravels, and a few beds of clay or shale, all, as a rule, being soft
and incoherent, although occasionally hard sandstone or conglomerate
bands occur. The group is thus subdivided : —
a. Fossil-wood sands. — Sand, in part gravelly and conglomeratic, charactirised by
a profusion of conncretions of iron peroxide.
b. Fine silty clay, with a few small pebbles.
c. Sands, sliules, and a few conglomerate beds, with a litile concretiona.-y iron
peroxide.

The lowest beds, which pass downwards into the marine bands of the
Pegu group, contain occasional siliciried rolled fragments of wood, and a
few mammalian bones. Some sharks' teeth also occur. The thickness of
.
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none of the subdivisions has been clearly ascertained, but the lower
sands must comprise beds some hundreds of feet thick. The fine silty
day dees not exceed about 40 feet in thickness. This bed is quite unfossiliferous, neither fossil wood nor bones having been found in it, and
pebbles are rare, though a few occur. It thus forms a marked band in the
group, and contrasts with the beds above and below it.
The upper fossil wood sands and gravels are by far the most import
ant members of the formation, and it is from them that the greater por
tion of the silicified wood is derived. This wood occurs in the form of
large and small masses, some being trunks of trees 40 or 50 feet long ;
usually, however, such masses display marks of attrition, as if the tree
stems had been transported to a distance and rolled, before being silicified.
The wood is always, or nearly always, exogenous, a few rolled fragments
of endogenous wood, found in newer formations, being, nevertheless,
probably derived from the present group. The wood is not coniferous,
but owing to the very considerable amount of decomposition it had
undergone previous to silicification, i ts nature is difficult to determine.
Besides the fossil wood another characteristic of this portion of the group
is the abundance of concretionary nodules of hydi'ated iron peroxide,
which are in places so numerous as to have furnished a supply of iron ore
for the native furnaces. Mammalian bones are of only local occurrence.
The following is a list of the Vertebrata, exclusive of sharks' teeth
hitherto obtained in the Irawadi valley from the beds of the fossil wood
group. Those marked with an asterisk being also found in the Siwaliks
of the sub-Himalayas :—
Urstis, sp.
Elephai (Sfegodon) cliflii.
Mastodon latidcns.
„
sivalensis.
Rhinoceros iravadicits.
perimensis.
/?., sp.

MAMMALIA.
Tapyrns, sp.
Eqtins, sp.
Hippopotamus (Hexaprutoiior.) iravudiciis.
*Merycopotamus dissitnilis.
Cerviis, sp.
Vishnuthtrium iraviiil cum.

, sp.
KliPTlLIA.

Crocodilus, sp.
Charialis, sp.
Testudo. sp.
* Colossocliclys ntlas.

Entys, sp.
Trionyx, sp.
Emyda, sp.

The proportion of species identified with Siwalik forms is rather less
than in the case of Perim Island, only five out of fourteen species of mamruals
being regarded as identical, yet the general facies of the two faunas is
'These genera are recorded amongst th- , Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1859.
Ava specimens in the collection of the Asiatic ' p. 30) ; but as all the specimens were unlaSociety (Falconer, Catalogue of the Fossil Re- ' belled, theie is some doubt about the locality,
mains of Verlcbrata, in the Museum of tlie
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very similar. Both contain a considerable proportion of living geuera un
known in the middle tertiaries of Europe, together with some older forms,
and the Jrawadi fauna may be regarded as approximately of the same age
as tlie upper Siwaliks, or pliocene if the views as to the relations of the
Siwalik fauna advocated in the present work be accepted. Silicified wood
abounds in places in some of the Siwalik beds of the Punjab and in the
Manchhar beds of Sind, and is occasionally found in the sub-Himalayan
Siwaliks though the remains of trees are for the most part carbonised.
Independently of the fact that the rocks supplying the materials
from which the beds have been derived east and west of the Bay of Bengal
are probably very distinct, there is so.ne doubt as to the conditions und'.-r
which the Burmese beds were deposited, owing to the frequent occurrence
of sharks' teeth, and it has been suggested that the fossil wood group may
have been, in part at least marine or estuarine. The silicilied wood itseit
is never bored by xylophagous mollusca (Terediitids or Fholadida-) and
as not only all wood floating on the sea, but all found anywhere in tidal
creeks in India at the present day, and even the dead trunks and branches
of trees in places flooded by the tide, are riddled by boring molluscs, it is
extremely improbable that the wood found in the Burmese pliocene beds
can have been immersed for any length of time in salt water, whilst the
tree stems can scarcely have been silicitied before being imbedded, as they
would have been in that case too heavy to be transported. It is true that
the beds containing sharks' teeth are not those in which the fossil wood
is most abundant, but still some fragments of wood occur with the teeth,
and mammalian bones are common. The beds generally are much too
coarse for estuarine deposits, and if they are marine it is difficult to under
stand why no molluscs, echinoderms, or corals occur. On the whole, it is
most probable that the fossil wood beds, like the Siwaliks and Manchhars,
are fluviatile or subaerial, deposited by streams and rainwash, and that
the sharks inhabited rivers, as some. species do at the present day.
The fossil wood beds in Pegu are evidently the mere remnants of a
formation which once occupied a far more extensive area, the former exist
ence of the beds being shown by the occurrence in abundance of fragments
of silicified wood far beyond the present limits of the group. Judging
from the occurrence of the larger blocks of fossil wood alone, and neglecting
the small fragments in the alluvial gravels, the beds of the present group
formerly extended far to the southward of their present limits, probably
along the whole eastern side of the Arakan Yoma, and almost certainly
.is far as Rangoon along the Pegu range. A considerable area in the
Sittaung valley, north of Taung-ngu (Tonghoo), is also occupied by the
fossil wood beds, but no traces of the former existence of this group is
found south of the Kabaung stream, which joins the Sittaung from the
westward a little below Taung-ngu. There is rather more clay associated
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with llie pliocene beds in the Sittaung than in tlie Irawadi valley whilst
in two small outlying patches, east and north of Taung-ngu, the group
is represented by a form of laterite containing numerous pebbles.
In Upper Burma the same beds are very extensively developed. They
occupy large areas both east and west of the Irawadi and between the
Irawadi and the Chindwin above their confluence, as well as west of the
latter river. The details of their stratigraphy and distribution have
not yet been worked out, and there is no published information suflii iently detailed or connected to be incorporated in this work. The
petroleum of Upper Burma is derived from beds which appear to He at
the base of the fossil wood group, or the upper limit of the Pegu group.
North of where the Irawadi crosses from the eastern to the western
side of the depression between the hills of western China and the Shan
states on the one hand, and of Manipur and the Arakan Yoma on the
other, there are a number of intrusions and volcanic outbursts in the terliary beds where exact age has not been determined, but appears to range
from upper tertiary to pleistocene.

Although nothing definite is known as to the age of the beds
associated with coal in Tenasserim, except that they are in all probability
tertiary, there is more likelihood that they belong to the newer tertiarics
than to the older. They consist of conglomerates, sandstones, soft shales,
and beds of coal. The conglomerates are never coarse, the pebbles seldom
exceeding a few inches in diameter; (he sandstones are fine, gritty, and
pebbly, clean white quartzose sands, or earthy and of a yellowish tint ; and
the shale beds are of a bluish green or blackish tint, very regularly disposed
in thin laminae. The coal is also in thin laminae, with earthy bands.
These coal bearing deposits, whose total thickness nowhere exceeds
900 to 1,000 feet, are never traceable continuously over any extended
area. They are found occupying isolated and detached basins in the
great north and south valley of the Tenasserim river, between the main
dividing range separating British Burma from Siam to the eastward,
and the outer ridges near the sea coast to the westward. The small
tracts of tertiary rocks are in all probability of fresh water origin, and
have much the appearance of having been deposited in the small basins
they now occupy. The only organic remains found are dicotyledonous
loaves and scales and bones of fish.1
In the Andaman and Nicobar islands the upper tertiaries are repre
sented by soft limestones formed of coral and shell sand, soft calcareous
1 T. OUhain, Sel. Rec. 'Covt, India, X, 34, (1856).
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sandstones and white clays with some bands containing pebbles of coral.'
They form the whole of the archipelago east of the great Andaman, whenc<
they have been called the Archipelago series ; they are also developed in the
great Andaman, more especially in the northern islands and on the west
coast, as well as in the Nicobar islands. The only fossils that have been
found are Polycystinas, which were described by Ehrenberg from the clay>
of Nancowry harbour.8
No contact section has yet been observed, showing their relations
to the rocks, sandstones and shales, which are regarded as the equiva
lents of the Negrais rocks of the Arakan Yoma, but the generally newer
appearance of the rocks, their less disturbed condition, and the fact that
pebbles of serpentine have been found in beds which there seems good
reason for referring to this series, leaves little room for doubt that they
are newer, and not, as has been suggested, merely a lithologica) variety
indicating different conditions of deposition.
• For details, see H. Rink, Die Nikobaristhen Inseln., Copenhagen, 1847, and Set. Rec.
Govt. India, LXXVII, 109-15.,, (i87o);F. von
Hochstetter, Reise d«T Novara, II, 83—112,
1864), »nd Secordt, II, 59-73, (iKg); V.

Ball, Jour. As. Sac. Beng.. XXXIX, pt. 2,
2$, 231, (1870); R. D. Oldliam, Krcuds,
XVIII, 135, (1885).
* Abkandl. K. Akad. Wist, Bt'tlir, 1875, p.
116.

CHAPTER XIV.
TEKTIAKIES OF THE HIMALAYAS.
(Including the N.- W. Punjab.)
Tertiaries of the centra1 Himalayas—Tertiaries of the outer Hitrdlayas —Sirmur series — Si wdlik
series— Homolaxis of the Siwaliks— Relations of Siwalik and recent faunas.

The description of the tertiary deposits of the Himalayan range was
excluded from the last chapter, as their bearing on the question of the age
of the Himalayas as a mountain chain, and certain peculiarities which they
exhibit, resulting from their mode of origin, render it more convenient
to consider them separately. They are exposed in two distinct areas, and
may be distinguished, according to their geographical position, as the tertiaries of the central, and of the outer Himalayas. The latter of these
are much the most important, whether on account of the superficial area
they cover, or the interest of the sections they exhibit, but it will be most
convenient to take up the description of the central Himalayan tertiaries
first and then pass on to the tertiaries of the outer or southern edge of the
range.
The existence of tertiary rocks in the central Himalayas has long been
known, but even now the only information available is derived from ob
servations made on rapid journeys through an elevated and inhospitable
region, where the rarefaction of the atmosphere offers a serious impedi
ment to physical exertion.
The best known area is that of the upper Indus valley, where the
tertiaries extend, for a distance of two hundred miles, in a south-easterly
direction from Kargil in Kashmir territory. Along the whole of the north
eastern boundary, from Kargil to beyond Leh, if not to the extreme limit
of Kashmir territory, they rest in unconformable contact with the metamorphic rocks. Between Khalsi and Leh the lowest beds consist of coarse
grained, sharp, felspathic sandstones, containing a large proportion of
grains of undecomposed felspar, and including numerous large boulders of
syenite and angular blocks of an intensely hard hornstone porphyry, whose
original source is unknown. These beds have been looked upon, with
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some degree of reason, as probably of glacial origin.1 They occur at the
base of the nummulitics and no break or unconformity his baen detected ;
they are however overlaid by black carbonaceous shaly beds very like
those of the carboniferous of Kashmir, and as no similar rock has been de
tected in the western portion of the outcrop, where the original contact
with the pretertiary rocks is exhibited, it is possible that the glacial beds
belong to the carboniferous period, and that there is an undetected break
between them and the overlying unmistakeable nummulitics.
The conglomeratic beds are succeeded by orange and brown sand
stones, often calcareous, which form the lowest member of the series
further to the north-west. Melania, and a bivalve shell, which is probably
a Unio, though it has been referred to Pholadomya or Panopcsa, have been
found in the neighbourhood of Kargil, marking the beds as fresh water
or estuarine in origin.
The sandstones are succeeded by green and purple or dark red shales,
and these are overlaid, between Khalsi and Nurla, by a thick band of
coarse, blue, shelly limestone containing numerous discs, which are probably
ill preserved nummulites. Above this comes a coarse limestone conglome
rate containing pebbles of the same lime.stone succeeded by shales and
slates, generally of a prey colour.
In the sections eastwards of Leh conglomerates are said to occur near
the upper limit of the series, and these conglomerates contain pebbles of
the volcanic beds, which will presently be described, and of nummulitic
limestone. The occurrence of these last shows that the beds had locally
been elevated and exposed to denudation, while elsewhere the process of
deposition had gone on continuously.
In the central portion of the exposure the sedimentary beds are in
direct contact with the older rocKs along their south-western margin, but
at either extremity they are separated by a great series of volcanic rocks
of a very basic type. There can be no doubt that these rocks, which form
the upper limit of the tertiary system of this region, are in the main con
temporaneous eruptive products, as they include beds of volcanic ash and
agglomerate,'2 but there are also numerous intrusive masses associated with
the bedded traps. Basic trappean intrusions are also found in the preter
tiary rocks south-west of the boundary, which are evidently connected with
these same eruptive rocks. These intrusions are interesting as, at Pugha
and in the Markha valley south of Leh, they are composed of peridctite,
until lately the only recorded instances of ultrabasic rocks having been
found in India.3
On the north-eastern and north-western boundaries the tertiaries rest
1 R. Lydekker. Memoirs. X\\(, 104, (1883);
R. D. Oldham, Records, XXI, 155, (1889).
" C. A. McMahon, Kecords, XIX, 118,

0885); R. D. Oldham. Kecords, XXI.
(1888).
1 C. A. McMahon, Records, XIX, 115. (i885).
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on an eroded surface of metamorphics, showing tliat the present boundary
marks an original limit of deposition in these directions. The south-western
boundary, on the other hand, is marked by great disturbance and the tertiaries certainly extended some distance beyond their present limit.1
Clear evidence of this original extension is to be found not merely in the
nature of the boundary but in the existence of an outlier of nummulitic
limestone, originally discovered by Dr. Thomson in 1852, on the Singhe
La\ The correctness of the observation was at one time questioned, but
was completely confirmed in 1888 by Mr. La Touche,* who described the
rock as a black fcetid limestone, full of nummulites, resting directly
on the palaeozoic quartzites, without any intervening deposits of littoral
type. The occurrence of an open sea formation in 'this outlier points
to a southerly extension of the eocene sea, and it would be interesting
to know whether there was direct communication with that in which
the nummulitics of the Punjab were deposited. No outliers of tertiary
beds are known in the country intervening between the two principal
exposures, but this country has not been examined in any detail, and
has undergone such extensive denudation that, even if the nummulitics
once extended over it, they may well have been completely removed
or only represented by small patches, folded up with the older rocks,
which would escape notice in any but the most detailed examination.
The considerable lithological resemblance between some of the beds of the
tertiaries of the upper Indus valley and those of the Suba'thu and Dagshdi
groups has been noticed by more than one observer,3 but this would not in
itself be proof of lormer continuity, while the general shallow water type of
the Suba'thu group, and its complete overlap by the DagshaM group on the
inlier of pretertiary limestone which lies north of that at Ridsi, indi
cate a northern limit of deposition of the tertiaries on the southern face of
the Himalayas.
The fossils do not help us in any way, for, with the exception of those
already mentioned, the only recorded fossils are Nummulites ramondi
and N. exponens, from the Markha valley ;* the former species has also been
found in the outlier of the Singhe L3,6 and is known from the Kirthar and
Rdnikot groups of Sind. Besides these, some obscure remains were obtained
near Khalsi, which have been supposed to be Hippurites and a cephalopod allied to Hatnites, but the fossils are altogether too ill preserved
for determination.
Besides the outlier already mentioned, there is one composed of basic
traps forming the peaks known as U 24 and D 25 in Zanskar. It is not
1 R. D. Oldham, Records, XXI, 156, (1888).
4 F. Stoliczka, Memoirs, V.344, (1865).
2 Records, XXI, 160, (1888).
5 D'Archiac et Haime : Groupe Nuntmu1 F. Stoliczka, Memoirs, V, 343, (1865); R. litique de 1'Inde, Paris, 1853, p. 176.
Ljdekker, Memoirs, XXII , 118, (1883).
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known whether these arc bedded or intrusive. If the former, they are a true
outlier of the Indus valley eocene volcanics ; if the latter they are doubt
less an old volcanic core, and indicate a former extension of Ihe volcanic
beds beyond their present limits. Some small patches of sandstone and
conglomerate, which have been regarded as tertiary,1 are also found in the
Chang-cheng-mo valley and near Dr3s, associated in the latter locality
with basic traps. The information regarding them is scanty, and they do
not need detailed notice here.
Further to the east, in Hundes, the tertiaries are described by Mr.
Griesbach s as composed of highly altered rocks, schists, phyllites and
crystalline limestones, in which some distorted sections of Nummulites
were observed associated with intrusive diorite. Above these rocks come
pepper and salt grey sandstones, very like some of the lower Siwdlik
sandstones, whose relation to the nummuliferous beds was not observed,
but is said to be probably one of unconformity. Both these are highly
disturbed, dipping to the north-east, and are unconformably covered by
the horizontal deposits of the H undes plain, once regarded as upper
tertiary, but now shown to be of pleistocene age.
The only igneous rocks in this section appear to be intrusive diorites,
but a large development of basic traps was observed by Gen. K. Strachey
further to the north, in the neighbourhood of the great lakes of Tibet,
which probably represents the volcanics of the Indus valley tertiaries.
Nothing is known of the geology of the whole northern face of the Hima
layas east of the Hundes plain except for one spot north of Sikkim. In
the neighbourhood of the Cholamo lakes Sir J. Hooker observed con
glomerates, slates and earthly red clays, and a compact blue limestone "full
of encrinitic fossils and probably nummulites" which may be a con
tinuation of the central Himalayan tertiaries.8

The tertiaries of the outer Himalayas are found in a narrow zone of
upper tertiary rocks, extending the whole length of the Himalayas, and
continuous at the surface, so far as is known, except for a stretch of about
tifty miles at the foot of the Bhutan hills, where they are covered by a great
accumulation of recent deposits. West of the Ganges the tertiary area
begins to widen out, and lower beds come in, till in the extreme north-west.
Leyond the Jehlam, there is a very complete representation of the tertiary
sequence. It is only that portion of the tertiary area which lies beyond
1 F. Stoliczka, Records, VII, 15, (1874); R. Ly| * Himalayan Journals, London, 1855, II. 156.
d'kker, Memoirs. XXII, 113, 115, (1883).
I 177.
' Memoirs, XXIII, 83, (1891).
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the western frontier of Nepal that has been examined in any detail, and
here the best known areas are the hills below Kumdun and Garhwal, the
section south of Simla, and the area beyond the Jehlam river. The classi
fications of the rocks that were adopted by the surveyors of the north
western area and of that south of Simla differ from each other, but the
intermediate country has since been examined sufficiently to show the
probable equivalence of the rock groups as indicated in the following
table :—
NORTH-WEST AREA.
Upper Siwalik
Lower (red and grey) Siwilik j

Upper Tertiary
Siwalik series

Murree beds .
.
Upper Nummulitic .
Lower Nummulitic.

Lower Tertiary
Sirmur series

.

SIMLA AREA.
Upper Siwalik.
Middle Siwalik.
. Lower (Nahan) Siwalik.
Kasauli group.
Dagshai group.
Subathu group.

According to the order of description adopted in this work the lower
nummulitic strata of the hills beyond the Jehlam, which do not, strictly
speaking, form part of the Himalayas, would stand first for description,
but as the reasons for considering them older than the Subdlhu group can
only be understood after the description of the Sirmur series, the strict
chronological order will not be adhered to, and the description of these
beds will be left till after that of the series which overlies them. It will
be best to begin with the area which, from priority of description, must
remain the standard to which the sections of other districts must be
referred.
In the hills near Simla, the marine nummulitics, with the upper groups
of the lower tcrtiarics, appear from below more recent deposits a short way
west of the Sutlej river, and rising into the high ground of what are known
as the lower Himalayas, extend for some 80 miles till they disappear 12
miles east of Nahan, re-appearing as outliers east of the Ganges.
Throughout part of this region the Sirmur series, as it has been named,1 is
separated from the upper portion of the tertiary system by a narrow
strip of pretertiary rocks, and by the great dislocation, or main boundary,
whi^h forms one of the leading features in Himalayan geology. The
rocks are everywhere highly disturbed, and structurally belong rather to
the Himalayan area proper than to the tertiary area of the sub-Himalayas,
but at the north-western extremity of the exposure they run doivn into the
sub-Himalayas, and the marine group becomes covered by more recent
deposits in a manner that has not been worked out in detail.
1 Manual, 1st ed., p. 524. The scries was
first desciibed as the Subathu group (Memoirs,
lll.pt. ii, p. 74), a name which was subseque:it'y restricted to its lowest member. The

description in the text is partly based on
Mr. Medlicott's descriptions (lac. cit.), and
partly on subsequent unpublished observations
by the present writer.
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The lowest of the three groups, into which the Sirmur series has
been divided, is named after the military station of Subathu, near which
it is well exposed. It consists principally of greenish grey and red gypseous
shales, with some subordinate lenticular bands of impure limestone and
sandstone, the latter principally found near the top of the group. The
beds are everywhere highly disturbed, and the boundary with the pretertiary
slates and limestones is almost always faulted, but wherever an original con
tact section is found, in the Jammu hills, at Suba'lhu, at the termination of the
main Sirmur area east of NcUian, and again in the outliers east of the Gauge;-,
there is always a parallelism of stratification between the beds below and
above the junction, and the bottom bed of the Suba'thu group is a peculiar
ferruginous rock, containing1 pisolitic grains of iron oxide and closely re
sembling the laterite of the Peninsula, whose occurrence at this horizon
in the extra-peninsular area is interesting in connection with the occur
rence of laterite in the nummulites of Sind, Jaisalmer, Cutch and Surat.
This rock is very well seen at Subathu itself, where it was first observed
and described, and in the shaly beds immediately overlying it there is a
seam of impure coal. The coal is too impure and too crushed to be of any
economic value, but its occurrence is of interest, as will appear in the
sequel.
The Subathu group is overlaid, with perfect conformity, by a great
thickness of hard grey sandstones, interbedded with bright red nodular
clays, known as the Dagshai group. The transition from the Suba'thu to
the Dagshdi group, though perfectly conformable, is somewhat abrupt, and
marked by the presence of a group of passage beds, comprising a pecu
liar pisolitic marl with small calcareous concretions scattered through
a matrix of red clay, a white sandstone full of irregular shaped highly
ferruginous concretions of some inches in diameter, and pure white sand
stones associated with dark purple or liver coloured shales, differing
markedly in appearance from the general run of those above or below
them.
The beds of the Dagshdi group proper consist almost exclusively of
two distinct types of rock. One is a bright red or purple, homogeneous
clay, weathering into small rounded nodular lumps ; the other a fine grained
hard sandstone of grey or purplish colour. The clays prevail in the lower
part of the group and the sandstones, in beds of 10 to 50 feet thick, form
but a small proportion of the total thickness, but in the upper portion of
the group they increase, at the expense of the clay beds, till at the top
there is about 200 or 300 feet of sandstones, with a few thin bands of red
clay, which it is impossible to class definitely either with this group or the
succeeding one.
As will have appeared from the preceding paragraph, the passage from
the Dagshdi to the Kasauli group is perfectly transitional, indeed the
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distinction of the two merely depends on the absence of the bright red no
dular clays of the Dagshdi group. The Kasauli group is essentially a
sandstone formation in which the argillaceous beds are quite subordinate
in amount. The sandstones are mostly of grey or greenish colour, and
though some of the. beds are as hard as anything in the Dagsha'i group,
(hey are, as a rule, softer, coarser, more micaceous, and at times distinctly
felspathic. M he clay bands are gritty, micaceous, and but seldom shaly ;
in the lower part of the group they often have a remarkably trappoid ap
pearance, owing to their dull green colour and mode of weathering, first
into rounded masses and afterwards into small angular fragments.
At the upper limit of the Kasauli group some reddish clay bands arc
seen on the cart road to Simla. These clay bands are softer and paler than
those of the Dag-shii group, and resemble the clays of the lower portion
of the upper tertiaries near Kdlka. This, the only trace of a connection
between the Sirmur scries and the upper tertiaries of this region, will be
referred to further on.
The Subathu group is most palpably of marine origin and of nummulitic age, as is shown by the numerous fossils it contains. The Dagshai
group has yielded no fossils, except some fucoid markings and annelid
tracks, which are of no use for determining either the age or mode of origin
of the beds, but the great contrast of lithological character suggests a cor
responding change of conditions of formation, and it is probable that they
were deposited either in lagoons or salt water lakes cut off from the sea, or
were of subaerial origin. The Kasauli group has so far yielded no fossils
but plant remains, and this, taken in conjunction with its general similarity
to the upper tertiary deposits, renders it probable that it is composed of
fresh water, if not subaerial deposits.
A short distance west of the Sutlej river the Subathu group become
covered up by the newer beds, and is not again seen till the Jammu
hills are reached. Here there are some inliers of marine nummulitics, but
the most interesting exposures are those in which they rest on the pretertiary limestones of Riasi and the Punch valley.1 In these the Subathu
beds rest, with perfect parallelism of stratification and every appearance of
conformity, on the older rocks, and at their base is found the same peculiar
pisolitic ferruginous bed as is seen at Subathu. Separated from this by
about 70 feet of shales, there is a coal seam of 2 to 5 feet thick, over
laid by some 350 feet of shales, with a couple of thin bands of nummulitic
limestone,8 the group being conformably overlaid by the sandstones and
red clays similar to those of the Dagshai group.
On the Riasi inlier the pisolitic boltom bed of the nummulitics is
1 H. E. Mcdlicott, Kecords, IX, 5.1, (1876) ;
R. Lydekker, Memoirs, XXII, 90, (1883).

T. D. La Touche, Recoids, XXI, 62, (1888).
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underlaid everywhere by a silicious breccia of variable thickness, composed
of perfectly angular silicious fragments, cemented in places by cellular
limonite. The true age or nature of this rock is uncertain. Mr. Medlicott thought it was a shattered condition of a sandstone band which often
occurs at the top of the pretertiary limestone serie,s, and in any case the
angular nature of the fragments forbids the supposition that they have
been transported for any great distance.
So far there has been no difficulty in recognising the equivalent of the
Subdthu group, but in the sections west of the Jehlam there is a very great
thickness of marine nummulitics, which doubtless in part represent the
Subdthu group, but probably cover a larger period of time.
In the Salt range the principal member of the marine nummulitics
is a band of fine, compact, grey or white, limestone, frequently cherty, of
some 400 or 500 feet in thickness, which is unconformably overlaid by
upper tertiary beds. Below the limestone there is from 50 to loo feet of
soft variegated shales or clays, with one or more coal seams. The clays
are pyritous and decompose readily on exposure, the decomposed shales
being burnt and employed in the manufacture of alum. These shaly beds
contain a number of fossils, but the collections have not yet been examined
in detail. Cardita beaumonti is, however, known to occur, and marks the
age of the beds as lower eocene at latest.
North of the Salt range, in the hills of the Hazdra district,1 the oldest
member of the tertiary system is a great thickness of dark bluish grey,
or blackish, limestone, with brownish olive shales. The rock is generally
foetid and massive, sometimes distinctly, and sometimes obscurely, strati
fied. The distribution of this hill type of nummulitic limestone, as it has
been called, is peculiar. It forms a broad belt throughout the Hazdra
and Murree hills, from the neighbourhood of Abbottdbdd past Murree, and
along the spurs traversed by the Grand Trunk Road north-west of Rawal
pindi. The same rock forms the greater part of the Chittapahdr range,
and is continued west of the Indus in the Afridi hills, which are principally
composed of this formation.
The tract so defined lies immediately to the north of a great line of
disturbance, accompanied by much faulting and displacement of the strata,
which runs westwards from the neighbourhood of Murree. Though less
sharply defined, this zone of disturbance corresponds to the great faulted
boundary which separates the pretertiary rocks of the Himdlayas from the
tertiary formations of the sub-Himdlayas, and is in the main a line of sepa
ration between the pretertiary deposits and the hill type of nummulitic
'The account of the tertiary beds of the
North-West Punjab is derived from Mr. A. B.
Wynne's papers, of which the principal are

in Records, H, 107, (1879); XII, 114, 2oS
(1881).
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limestone on the one hand, and the newer tertiaries on the other. The de
marcation is not absolute, for outliers of the newer beds are found to the
north, and inliers of the hill nunimulitic limestone to the south of the line.
The most important of these inliers is that of the Khaire Miirut ridge,
south-west of Rawalpindi. Here, as in the hills north and west of Murree,
the hill nummulitic limestone is overlaid by an upper nummulitic group,
composed of grey, red, and deep purple clays or shales, associated with
masses of gypsum, and alternating with thin bands of limestone. The com
position of the group varies ; sometimes the limestones and at others shales
are most developed in the lower part, and at times there are but few cal
careous beds. Strong zones of yellowish grey sandstones are found in the
western localities, while eastwards hard grey sandstones and purple clays,
resembling those of the overlying group, are said to be included. Except
in the sandstones, which are unfossiliferous but for a few fucoid mark
ings, marine fossils are abundant, among which Nummulites, Oporculina,
etc., are common. None of the fossils have been critically examined, but
the age of the beds is evidently eocene, and probably upper eocene.
There is still some doubt as to the equivalence of the marine nummulitics west of the Jehlam with those to the east, that is to say, it is uncertain
whether the thicker series to the west merely represents the same period
of time as the thinner series to the east, or a more extended one. Although
the fossils of the Jammu inliers have not been examined, the presence of the
ferruginous bottom bed and associated coal seam, together with the general
similarity of the type of deposit and relations to the Dagshdi beds above,
leave little room for doubt that the Jammu nummulilies are the equivalent
of the typical Subalhu group.
It would be natural also to regard the shaly marine beds, immediately
underlying the sandstones and red clays of Dagshai type west of the Jeh
lam, as of contemporaneous origin with the typical Subdthus, but as the
distinction between the two groups is merely due to the cessation of marine
conditions of deposit, there is an uncertainty as to whether the change took
simultaneously on all the sections, and it is possible that the upper portion
of the nummulitics west of the Jehlam were formed contemporaneously with
part of the typical Dagshdi group, while the hill type of nummulitic lime
stone may be merely a deep water formation of the same age as the typical
Subaihus.
In this connection the Salt range section is of some importance. The
presence of coal seams in the shaly beds at the base of the tertiary rocks
naturally suggests their equivalence to the Suba'thu group, and it is even
stated that the pisolitic lateritic bottom bed of the Suba"thus is found in the
Salt range. There is, however, some doubt as to this last. It is not pos
sible to recognise this bed with certainty in Mr. Wynne's description, and
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it is not evident whether the only specific statement of identity is based on
actual observation.1
The mere presence of coal seams is no proof of contemporaneity, and
what palaeontological evidenre is available points to an older age for the
Salt range nummulitics than that of the Subctthu group. The presence of
Cardita beaumanti, a species characteristic of the passage beds between
the cretaceous and nummulitic in Sind, in the shales below the main lime
stone of the Salt range, shows that they cannot well be later than oldest
eocene in age. Of the 46 species described by Messrs. D'Archiac and
Haime from the nummulitics of the Salt range, 13 are found in the
Rctnikot, group of Sind, 14 in the Kirthar, of which 6 are also found in the
Rctnfkot, while 3 are found in Gaj and Nari beds. From the SubiUhu bed
49 species were described, of which not one is also found in the Salt range,
a difference of fauna which must be almost entirely due to the Subclthu bed
having been deposited in shallow muddy water, while the Salt range
species inhabited a deeper and clearer sea. The same cause that led to
the distinction between the fauna of the Subdthu and Salt range nummu
litics restricted the number of Sind species found in the former, and we
find that there are only 10 species in all, of which 2 are Rdnikot, 7 Kirthar
and I Gctj. The general facies of the fauna is consequently, so far as the
more limited evidence allows us to judge, newer than that of the Salt range
nummulitics.
The upper portion of the nummulitic series is wanting in the Salt range,
where the clear nummulitic limestones are unconformably overlaid by the
upper tertiaries. It is not clear how far the hill type of nummulitic lime
stone to the north may represent the nummulitic limestone of the Salt
range. Palseontological evidence is wanting, and though there is a consi
derable llthological diversity, there is none that could not be accounted for
by local variations in the conditions of deposition and by the greater dis
turbance that the northern beds have undergone.
Whether there is an exact equivalence in time of the two types of num
mulitic deposits or no, the existence of marine conditions in the Salt range,
at a period anterior to the formation of the typical SuDa'thu group, deprives
us of any compulsion regard to the nummulitic series west ol the Jehlam as
coeval with that further east, and it is on the whole more natural to adopt
Mr. Wynne's original correlation of the upper shaly beds in the western
area with the typical Subdthus,* and to look on the underlying limestones
and associated beds as older, and unrepresented on the SubAthu section.
In the north-west Punjab and in the Jammu hills the eocene beds are
conformably overlaid, and pass by inteistratification into a great thickness
of red and purple clays, with inteibrdclcd grey or purplish sandstones,
» Records, IX, 54, (1876).

I

a Kecords, X, 109, (1877).
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precisely similar in litliological compcsition as in stratigraphical position to
the Dagshai and Kasauli groups of the Sirmur area. The ridge on which
the hill station of Murree stands, as well as the hills to the south-east of it,
are composed of these beds, which have consequently been known as the
Murree beds.1 They have, however, been traced to the Ravi, where
they are directly continuous with a band of rocks, originally regarded as
representing the N3han or lower portion of the upper tertiaries, but
now recognised as belonging to the Sirmur series. There is thus a
direct continuity of outcrop, as well as a similarity of stratigraphical po
sition with regard to the rrarine nummulitics, which leaves little rcom for
doubting that the Murree beds represent the Dagshai and Kasauli groups
of the Simla region. What little possibility of doubt there might remain is
removed by the discovery of the palm Sabal major at Kasauli, and
in the Murree beds in the Jehlam valley,* and by the recognition of the
Kas;tuli plant bed in the Ravi valley.5
The plant in question ranges from lowest to middle miocene in
Europe, and as it is found in india near the top of a series of beds inter
mediate between the eocene and the lower Siwdlik beds which are regard
ed as upper miocene on independent grounds, it will be seen that the
stratigraphical position of the species is similar in the two areas, and that
the DagshaMand Kasauli groups may be regarded as covering the oligocene
and lower miocene periods of European geology.
Apart from these fossil plants no organic remains are known with
certainty to occur in the Murree beds, any more than in the Dagshai group
in its typical area. Bone fragments, crocodilian scutes and exogenous
fossil timber are found in certain beds, resting on the nummulitic lime
stone of the Salt range, which Mr. Wynne regarded as forming part of
his Murree group.* It is, however, vety doubtful whether these beds can
be regarded as the equivalents of any portion of the Dagshdi or Kasauli
groups, or of the Murree group as originally defined, in spite of the very
indefinite nature of its upper limit. There is a well marked uncon
formity between the nummulitie limestone and the beds immediately over
lying it, whose importance Mr. Wynne was inclined to minimise, but
it certainly represents a considerable lapse of time, as is shown by the
occurrence of conglomerates composed of pebbles of the underlying num
mulitic limestone at the base of the upper tertiaries, by the complete
cutting out of the eocene beds at either end of the Salt range, and by
the occurrence, as determined by Mr. Theobald, of Mastodon latidens and
Rhinoceros palaeindicus in a fossiliferous zone, about 100 feet above the
nummulitic limestone. These two animals mark the age of the beds in
which they are found as upper miocene at oldest, and show that a great
'A. B. Wynne, Records, VII, 66, (1874).
1 O. Feistmantel, Eecotds, XV, 51. (1882).

1 H. B. Medlicott, Records, IX, 52, (1876).
• Records, X, 119, (1877).
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interval of time must have elapsed aftei the deposition of tlie middle eocene
nummulitic limestone, an interval which would be filled by the oligocene
and lower miocene Dagshdi and Kasauli groups.
How far the litliological distinction between the DagshaM and Kasauli
groups is maintained in the Jammu and Ha/ara hills is not clearly determinable from the published descriptions, but as the Murree beds are said to
pass with perfect transition into that great series of upper tertiary deposits
known as the Siwdlik series, it is piobable that there is a distinction
between the lower an-1 upper portion, analogous to that between the two
groups in the Simla region.

The name Siwalik, originally applied to the range of hills separating
the Dehra Dun from the plains, has been extended by geographers to the
fringing h lls of the southern foot of the Himalayan range, and applied by
geologists to that great system of subacrial river deposits which contains
remains of the "Fauna aniiqua iiiralensis." In spite of local variations
of texture, inevitable from their mode of formation, these upper tertiary
beds of the Siwalik series maintain a great uniformity of tyf.e along the
whole length of the llima'layan range.
Lithologically the lower portion of the system is characterised by a
great thickness of fine grained grey, micaceous, pepper and salt sandstone,
intcrbedded with clay bands near its lower portion, while the upper part
of the system is composed of soft earthy clays, undistinguishable from the
alluvium of the plains except by the disturbance they have undergone, and
coarse conglomerates of well rounded pebbles and boulders of crystalline
and metamorphic rocks derived from the Himalayan ranges,
In the neighbourhood of Ndhan this system was originally divided
into two members,1 a lower, to which the name of Nihan was ap
plied, and an upper, to which the name Siwdlik was restricted. In
this area the boundary between the two groups is a great fault, but
there must be a real, if local, unconformity, for the upper SiwAlik conglomerates contain numerous pebbles * of the Na'lian sandstones they
are faulted into contact with. The distinction between the Nahan and
Siwalik zones appears to be well maintained in a south-easterly direc
tion as far as the borders of Nepdl, but to the north-we.^t it disappears,
and there appears to have been a continuous series of deposits, ranging
from the bottom to the top of the upper tertiary formations. No fossils
have yet been found in the typical Ndhans, though it would appear that
they do occur,' but to the north-west representatives of the Siwdlik fauna
1 H. B. Mecllicott, Memoirs, III, pt. i, pp. 17, I « See H. B. Mrdlicott, Memoirs, III, pt. it,
101, (186.4).
|P- 1 6, (186.1) ; Keconis, XIV, 71, footnote'
' H L5 Mcdlicott, /f.coirfs, XIV, 172, (1881). (1864).
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occur low down in Uie series, in beds which very possibly represent the
N/ihan group as originally defined. Under these circumstances it has
been found inadvisable to retain the separation between Ndhan and Siwdlik,
and the former are now classed as lower Siwalik, though the term
may be retained as a useful local designation for a particular type of
formation.
The Nahan group is composed of alternating beds of a fine grained,
usually grey, firm sandstone, and of clays, usually bright red in colour
and almost always some shade of red or purple, which weather in a
nodular manner. The clays usually prevail in the lower part of the group
and the sandstones in the upper.
The lithology of this group resembles very closely that of the Dags!uli group, and one might be tempted to regard them as equivalent to
each other. The equivalence cannot be absolutely disproved till the
area west of the termination of the typical lower Himalayas, in the Kangra
valley and the Jammu hills, has been examined in greater detail than has
yet been done, but in the meanwhile there are good reasons for sup
posing that the lithological similarity between the two groups is due to
a similarity in their condition of deposition and does not mean contem
poraneity of origin. In the first place the two groups are found in distinct
areas, separated by a marked structural feature, exhibiting itself at the pre
sent day as a fault of many thousand feet throw. As will be shown in a
subsequent chapter, this fault— commonly known as the main boundary—is
connected in a peculiar manner with the elevation of the Himalayas, and it
is highly improbable that the beds exposed south of it are of the same age
as those found to the north. Another argument depends on the fact that
no exposure of the SubAthu group has been found even in the deepest
cut sections of the typical N^han group, and a third may be derived from
the smaller degree of induration, indicating, though not proving, a younger
age. In the country north of Ncihan town, where the Nahan and Dagshai
groups arc brought into contact with each other, on opposite sides of the
main boundary fault, the sandstones of the former always weather into
soft roundtd lumps, while the Dagshai sandstones weather into angular
fragments, \i hich have lost the sharpness of their angles, but exhibit a
much less degree of weathering than that to which the Nahan beds have
undergone Finally the red clay beds which have already been mentioned
as occurring at the top of tne Kasauli group, though they differ some
what from the typical Nahan clays, resemble them sufficiently to point to a
return of ihe conditions of deposition which prevailed in the Dagshai and
Nahan periods, and suggest that on an unbroken section the Nahan would
be found to overlie the Kasauli group.
No fossils have been described from the typical Nahans. It is possible
that some of the lower Siwalik fossils found in the north west Punjab may
2 A 2
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have been derived from beds of the same age, but the supposition lacks
proof. There seems however to be little room for doubt that Sir Proby
Cautley did find fossils on the northern side of the hill on which the town
oi NaMian stands, and consequently in the beds of the Ndhan group, but the
specimens were lost before they had been examined by a palaeontologist.
The Nihan group is succeeded, on those sections where the sequence
is complete, by an immense thickness of soft sandstones, generally coarser
in grain and more micaceous, mostly of a pepper and salt giey colour,
with some interbedded bands of earthy clay, occasionally slightly tinged
with red, but never assuming the bright red colours of the Ndhan clays.
The argillaceous beds are, for the most part, confined to the lower part of
the group, the middle part being usually composed of some thousands of
feet of sandstones, without any intercalation of shale on the one hand, or
any included pebble on the other. In the upper part of the group strings
of pebbles occur among the sandstones, which become more numerous till
bands of conglomerate appear and increase in abundance and coarseness.
The uppermost group of all varies very much in character. Near the
large rivers draining from the central Himalayas, it consists principally
of coarse conglomerate, composed of rounded boulders of the. harder rocks
of the Himalayan chain. In the intermediate stretches of ground it is
composed largely of soft earthy bees precisely similar to those of the
modern alluvium of the plains.
The details of this variation in lithology of the upper SiwaMik beds, as
well as the structural features of the Siwalik zone, are of great interest, but
their principal interest lies in their bearing on the age and elevation
of the Himalayan chain, and they will consequently be considered in the
chapter devoted to that question. At present it will be sufficient to point
out the conditions under which the Siwalik series was deposited. The
earlier observers regarded this great series of beds as having been deposited
in a sea, a supposition which is sufficiently disproved by the complete
absence of any marine organisms, and by the occurrence of the remains of
fresh water molluscs, fishes and tortoises. It is hardly possible that they
could have been deposited in a fresh water lake, for it is not conceivable
that a fresh water lake extending the whole length of the Himalayas could
have existed. Moreover, the fresh water organisms whose remains have
been found are all such as inhabit streams, and not lakes. But the most
conclusive proof of all lies in the evident unity of the whole SiwA'iik series,
pointing to the whole of it, with the possible exception of the Nahan group,
having been formed under very similar conditions, while the very close
resemblance between the upper SiwaMik beds and the recent deposits of
the Gangetic plain leaves little room for doubt that the .Siwalik beds were
deposited subaerially by streams and rivers.
The thickness attained by the Siwalik series is immense, Mr. Wynne
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estimated it at 14,000 feet in the north-west Punjab. In the Sivvllik
hills there are at least 15,000 feet of beds, and the series is by no
means complete, and similar vast thicknesses may be measured on any
section.
The few mollusca which have been found in the upper Siwaliks belong
solely to fresh water or terrestrial forms, and the first comparison that was
made 'was carried out under circumstances so unfavourable, with so poor a
collection of recent species from India, and at a time when the latter were so
imperfectly known, that but little weight can be attached to the conclusions
formed. The majority of the specimens obtained are in poor preservation,
but all the forms collected from upper or middle Siwalik beds, since the
recent fresh water shells have been better known, have proved to be
either identical with living species, or closely allied to them. Amongst
those hitherto identified, the only land shell is Bultmus instilaris? a
species which ranges at the present day from Africa to Burma, whilst
amongst fresh water molluscs, the two common Indian river snails Paludina bengalensis and P. dissimilis have been recognised, and forms of
Melanin, Ampullaria and Unto also occur.8
So far as the evidence extends, therefore, the few mollusca of the
Siwaliks tend to show that the beds must be of upper and middle tertiary
date. But the evidence afforded by the mollusca is imperfect, and both
closer comparison and a larger series of fossil specimens are desirable
before any very positive assertions can be made as to the antiquity of
the Siwdlik series, on the data afforded by the invertebrata. In investi
gating the question of age, we are consequently forced to depend, first
upon "the vertebrata, and especially the mammalia, and secondly upon
such geological evidence of connection with other formations of known
age as the rocks afford.
The first question, then, is the homotaxial relation of the mammalian
1 E. Forbes, in Falconer's Paheontological examined by him were too imperfect to enab'e
him to form a competent opinion. Mr. Benson,
Memoirs, London, 1886, I, p. 389.
3 Theobald, MS.; Geoffrey Nevill, Records, a better authority on this particular subject
XV. 106, (1882). As in this and the followng than Forbes, considered the most, if not
paragraph Mr. Theobald's view of the affinities the whole, of the Siwalik mollusca identi
of the Siwalik mollusca has been accepted in cal with existing species (Falconer: Palaspreference to the high authority of Prof. E. onto!og!ca Memoirs. I, pp. 26, 181). Of three
Forbes, it is only just to say that Mr. Theobald species in the Survey collections, two were
has a far more extensive knowledge of living identified by Mr. Geoffrey Nevill with living
Indian fresh water shells than it was possible forms.
3 Some extinct fluviatile mollusc.i have been
fur any naturalist in Europe to acquire at the
period when Prof. E. Forbes' note was written. found in the lower Siwalik strata of the BugIndeed, it is evident from Prof. Foibes' remarks ti hills associated with a vertebrate fauna ol
that the collections of recent Indian shells miocene facies. See supra, p. 319.
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fauna wliich has been obtained from the two upper groups of the Siwaliks
series. The true sge of this fauna, whether miocene or pliocene, was at one
time disputed and, though there is happily no further controversy regard
ing this point, the question presents points of sufficient interest to claim
somewhat extended notice.
The following list of genera, with the number of species of each that
are known, comprises all that have been found in the typical Siwa'lik
area, excluding the fauna of the Manchhar beds in Sind and of Perim
island wrhich appear to belong to an older period than the fossiliferous
beds of the sub-Himalayas; genera still living are distinguished by an
asterisk : —
PRIMATRS —
* Troglodytes, i ; * Simia, i ; "Scmnopitliecus, i ; *Mocacus, i ; *Cynocef>halus, 2.
CARNIVORA—
* Afititela, i ; *Mellivora, 2 ; Mellivorodon, i ; *Lntra, j; Hy&nodon, I ; Ursus, i ;
Hyietiarctus, 3; Amphicvon, i ; *C«nfs, 2; *l'iverra, 2; *Hy<enn, 4 ; Ltptliyceiia, i ; Hyanictis, l ; (Elurofsis, i ; (Klnrcgale, I ; 'Fetis, 5 ; M«chtn-roJit$, 2.
PROBUSCIDEA —
*Elfplias, 6 ; *(Eueleplias, I, *Loxudon, I, Stegodon, 4} ; Mastodon, 5.
UNGULATA—
Clialicotlieriiim, i ; * Rhinoceros, j; *Equtis, i ; Hifparion, 2; * Hippopotamus, I ;
Tetraconodon, I ; *Sus, 5; Hippohyus, I ; Sinitherium, i ; Mery^opotamus, j;
*Cervus, j; Dorcat/iertiim, 2; *Tragnltis, ' i *Mosclius, I ; Pnpattcomeryx, I ;
*Camelop,inlalis, i ; fJelLidotliertum, i ; Hydaspitherium, 2 ; Sivatherium, i ;
*Alceluphus, i ; *i,azellal i; *Cobns,2; "Antilope, i ; Hipfotragiis, I ;*Oreas(^) i;
*Strepsiceros, (1) i; Bos, Inflats, i ; Pal,ieoryx, ('!) i; Hemibos, i ; Leftybos, 1;
*Bubalut, 2 ; "Bison, i ; Bos, 3 ; Bitcupni, I ; *Caprat 2; *Ovis, i; *Camelns, 2,
RODENTIA—

* Mas (Neiok'.a), l ; *Rhyzomys, r; "Hystrix, I ; *Lepns, t.
AVES—
* 1'hnlacrocorax, i ; *Pelecanus, 2; * Leptoptilus, i ; *Mergus, i \ *Strtttliio, r ;
*Dromacas, I.
REI-TILIA—
Crorodilia—*Crccodilus, i ; 'Gharialis, 3; Rhamprosttchtts, t.
Lacertilia—*l'aranns, /.
Chelonia— Colossoclielys, i ; *Damonia, i ; *Bellia, a; *Kachuga, j; *Hardella,
i \ *Emyda, 4; *Triony\, i ; *Chitra, I.

PISCES —
*Ciircliarias, i ; * Opliiocejhalus, i; 'Clurias, r, * Heicrolranchus, i; *Chrysichthys,
l ; * Alacrones, i ; *Rita, I ; *Arius, i ; *Eagarivs, i.

Only very imperfect information exists as to the exact horizon in the
Si>valik series at which the bones of a large proportion of the species
have been found, but the great majority are from the upper and middle
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Siwaliks, none in the typical area being known to occur in tlie lower or
Ndhan subdivision. It is, however, by no means certain that some of the
specimens from the north-western Punjab are not derived from beds of
the same age as the Nihan group, and it is highly probable that some
other forms with middle tertiary affinities would be found to be confined
to lower SiwAlik beds, if the precise horizon of all the bones collected were
known.1
On the other hand, one pleistocene form, Bos (Bubalus) pa/xindicus,
has been found in the highest Smilik strata, associated with Camelus
sii'ulensis, Colossochelys, etc. ; and two species of elephant, belonging to
the siibgeiius Stegodon, viz. E. insignis and E. ganesa, range throughout
the upper Siwdliks, and recur in the pleistocene deposits. The species
of proboscidians generally appear to have had a more extensive range,
both in space and time than most of the forms belonging to other mam
malian orders, but Bos palseindicus is an animal of exceptionally recent
aspect, even in the pleistocene mammalian fauna, since it is only distin
guishable from the living Bos bubalus (Bubalus buffelus v. B. ami, auct.)
by comparatively trifling and unimportant osteological details. It must
evidently have been a very near ally, and in all probability the not very
distant progenitor, of the buffaloes which now inhabit the Ganges valley,
Assam, and parts of the Central Provinces of India.
'I he Siu alik forms, however, which might be excluded on account of
belonging to an older or a newer fauna, and of being supposed, en more or
less strong evidence, to be confined to either the lowest or the uppermost
portions of the series, are too few in number to affect the general fades,
and there are unquestionably several miocene types and some pleistocene
species found in the highly fossiliferous upper Siwilik beds. It is best
therefore, for the present, to include all the forms enumerated.
Proceeding then to classify the genera of mammalia above given,
it will be found that thirty-nine, comprising seventy-one species, still exist
(the livir.g species being, however, different in nearly every case), whilst
twenty five with thirty seven species, are extinct.
Of the extinct genera, excluding those that are purely Indian, CElurogale
znAHyxnodon are found in oligocenebeds, the latter ranging into the mio
cene ; of the miocene genera, Dorcatherium and Ataphicyon are not known
horn newer beds, while Hyxnarctus, Chalicotherium, and Hifpaiion range
into the pliocene, Machairodus and Mastodon into the pleistocene ; Helladotherium and Pala'oryx are purely pliocene forms, while the distinction
of Hentibos from the living Bubalus is very doubtful.
Of the other extinct forms, not known out of India, two {Hippohyns and
1 A very large proportion of the Siwalik
rem.iins have been obtaii.ed by native collec

tors, and of course the precise locality of the
bones is in most of these cases d-jubtful.
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Meryropotamus) belong to the less specialised types characteristic in
general of the older and middle tertiaries. Several others, such as Tetraconodon, with its enormously developed premolar teeth, and the huge
four-horned Sivatherium, differ widely from anything now existing, but,
being highly specialised forms there is nothing in their organisation lo
indicate that they are of earlier age than newer tertiary.
Amongst the recent genera represented in the Siwaliks, ten, viz. Mustela
Felis, Cant's, Viverfa, Lutra, Rhinoceros, Sus, Cervus, and Hystrix
are known to range as far back as upper miocene, and in one or two cases
even further ; twelve, viz. Macactis, Semnopithecus, Ursus,Hyxna, Elephas,
Equiis, Hippopotamus, Camelopardalis, Gaze/la, Bon, Capra, and A/us,
are known from the European plioceue beds, but not earlier; whilst
Troglodytes, Simia, Cynocephalus, Mellivora, Cobus, Antilope, Oreast
Strcpriccros, Capra, Ovis, Cinnelits, and Rhixomys, have hitherto only
been found in recent or pleistocene deposits, outside of India.
This examination of the relations between the Siwdlik genera and the
distribution of similar forms in European tertiaries leads, as might be
anticipated, to a somewhat uncertain result. The proportion of living to
extinct genera is greater tlian is found in most miocene deposits, but not
more than appears to exist in the characteristically middle tertiary ossiferous beds of Sansan in France.1 The presence of four extinct genera
not known to range above the miocene period elsewhere, is contrasted
with the occurrence of twenty-five genera not found elsewhere at a lower
horizon th;m pliocene or pleistocene. There is perhaps rather more pro
bability that early forms, like Dorcatherium and Hyacnodon, should have
survived longer in India than they did in Europe, just as rhinoceroses,
tapirs, and elephants still exist in the tropics, associated with a fauna
amongst which they appear antiquated and out of place, than that
such eminently specialised types as Macacus, Bos, Capra, or Equu\,
should have lived in miocene times, but the argument is of small value,
for the miocene Cervus and Antilope were in all probability as highly
specialised, or nearly so, as the Siwalik genera. The fact, however, that
the recent genera contain more species than the extinct forms is of some
importance, since it is probable that types which were dying out would be
represented by fewer species than those which were supplanting them,
and which might fairly be credited with the vitally important power of
producing distinct specific stocks by variation. A stronger argument for
the newer age of the Siwdlik beds is to be found in the close approxima
tion between some of the mammals and the living species of the same
genera, the most remarkable of all being the connection already noticed
1 Gervais, Zoologie et Pal^ontologie Francises, 2nd ed.. Paris, 1859, p. 338.
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between the fossil buffalo of the uppermost Siwilik strata, that of the
pleistocene Jumna and Narbadd beds, and the common Indian species now
existing.
The anomalies exhibited by the mammalian fauna taken as a whole would
doubtless disappear to a considerable extent if we knew the exact horizons
from which the fossils were obtained, those forms with miocene affinities
being more characteristic of the lower beds and those closely allied to
recent forms of the upper. Yet, after allowing for this, when we consider
that the great bulk of the fauna was obtained from what is practically a
single group of beds, and that the life of a species is probably in every case,
and certainly in most, more extensive than the period represented by the
particular beds in which its remains are found, there remains a strong prob
ability that there was an admixture of types not found in beds of later than
miocene age in northern -Europe with the more typically pliocene forms
which prevail in the Shvalik fauna.
The evidence afforded by the reptiles, birds, and fishes is even more
decidedly in favour of attributing a later data than miocene to the
Siwalik beds. Among the reptiles only two out of twelve genera, and
only eleven out of twenty species are extinct, the remainder, Hardella
thurgi, Damonia hamittotti, Kachuga Itneata, K. tectum, K. dhoiigoka,
Chitra indica, Emyda vittata, Ghaiialis palustris, are all found living
at the present day,1 white Crocodilus sivalensis seems undistinguishable
from the recent C. palustris.
The six genera of birds are all represented in the living fauna of the
world, and the same holds good of the fishes, no extinct genus of either of
these orders having been determined in the SiwdHk fauna. Moreover, two
fishes (iWachrones aor and Bagarius yarrelli) are still living.
Putting together the data derived from the fauna as a whole, it is im
possible to deny that the balance of evidence is in favour of a pliocene
age* and this view is supported by some stratigraphical data.
As
the approximate age of the Siwalik rocks is a necessary element in
any argument founded upon their faui.a, it will be best to show how the
1 R. Lydekker, Recordt, XXII 58, (1889).
1 This appears at first sight to be in direct
opposition to Dr. Fnlconer's conclusions, but a
study of his writings leaves it doubtful
wbetlier he ever expressed any decided con
viction on the subject. He repeatedly noticed
the close connection between some Siwalik
forms and those now found in India, and ap
peared for a long time rather disposed to consi
der that the tertiary mammalia of India " lasted
through a period corresponding to more than

one of the tertiary periods of Europe " (Palceontological Memoirs, I, p. 28) tnan to class
the Siwalik fauna with the miocene of Europe.
In his later writings he certainly spckeof the
Siwalik fauna as miocene, but only incident
ally, whilst in some of his latest jwpeis he ar
gued in favour of man having been a probable
contemporary of Colossochrlys and the Siwdlik mammalia—an idea which it is diffi
cult to reconcile with the miocene age of
Ihe fauna.
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stratigraphical evidence supports the view that these beds are of pliocene,
and not of miocene age, before proceeding to notice some other interest
ing points of connection between the Siwalik and other faunas, recent
and extinct.
The slratigraphical, as distinguished from the purely homotaxial
relations just discussed, depend entirely upon the connection between the
typical Siwaliks and the Manchhar beds of Sind. The position of the
latter has been already described, and it was shown that the
Manchhar beds, comprising where thickest but little less than 10,000
feet of strata, rest upon the Gaj group, whose age is determined
by the far more satisfactory data afforded by marine organisms, and is
shown to be more probably upper than lower miocene. The lower
Manchhar beds pass down into the Gaj rocks, so that it is reasonable
to believe that no important difference of age exists between the
two, It has also been shown that the mammalian fauna of the lower
Manchhars, although containing several species in common with the
Siwaliks, is altogether older in aspect, and that the majority of the forms
hitherto recognised belong to the peculiar types of even toed ungulates
allied to Merycopotamus and Anthracolherium, intermediate in character
between pigs and ruminants, and characteristic of the miocene
epoch. In these lower Manchhar beds there is also found a form of
Dinotherium, miocene type unknown in the Siwaliks proper, though
found (the species being distinct) in the beds of Perim island. Now,
there can be no reasonable doubt that the Manchhar beds of Sind,
as a whole, correspond with the Siwalik formation of northern India,
for the two are portions of one continuous band of upper tertiary rocks, and
viewed in this light, the relations of the faunas are very striking, the
fossiliferous lower beds of the Manchhar group corresponding to the unfossiliferous Nahans, and the almost unfossiliferous upper Manchhar beds to
the ossiferous strata of the Siwaliks. If, therefore, the lower Manchhars of
Sind are upper miocene, so is the Nahan group of the Punjab, and it is
impossible, either on stratigraphical or palaeontological grounds, to class
the fossiliferous middle Siwdliks lower than pliocene, the upper Siwaliks,
which contain Bos (Bubalus] palaindicus, being probably upper plio
cene. Briefly stated, the evidence is that the Siwalik fauna is newer
than the Manchhar fauna, and found in higher beds, and that the Manchhar
fauna is not older than upper miocene.
It is impossible to enter at length into the detailed relations of the
Siwalik fauna with the forms found in various newer tertiary strata. There
is however one European fossil fauna which is of singular interest from
its resemblance to that of the Siwalik beds. In this collection of extinct
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mammalia, which was first discovered at Pikermi in Attica,1 and has since
been found at Samos and Mytilene on the coast of Asia Minor, at Baltavar in
Hungary and at Maragha east of lake Urmia in northern Servia, not only is
there a remarkable admixture of typically miocene forms with other species
which have a later aspect, but there is the same remarkable abundance of
true ruminants, amongst them several species of Girajfidae and of Antilope, as in the Siwaliks. In miocene strata, although ruminants occur, they
are in general but little, if at all, superior in number to the other
artiodactyle ungulates, but in the Pikermi beds (including only the forms
found at Pikermi) there are fifteen ruminants to one' pig and one Chalicotherium ; in the Sivvalik fauna thirty-seven ruminants and but twelve other
artiodactyle ungulates. Another point of similarity in the two faunas
is the absence of small mammals.
The following is a list of the genera found in the beds of Greece, with
the number of species belonging to each genus :—
PR i MAT KS—
JMesopitltecus, I.
CARNIVORA —
Simocyon, i ; Mustela, i; Pro'ttefiln'tis, i; Icfitlittitim, ,7; Hyiena, I ; ffjuenarctus, l;
HyaniMs, i; Macharodus, i ; I-elis, 4.
PROBOSCIDfcA—

Masto.lon, 2; Dinotherium, i.

USGULATA PERISSODACTYLA —
Khinuaros, 3; Aceratherium, r, Lcptolon, i; Hifpar:on, r.
UNGULATA ARTIODACTYLA —
»,-':,-': Chalicotherium (Ancylothtritim), l; Dr.'motheritim 2 ; Antilupe, 3; Pnlrro/r<igus, i; Palcroryx, a; Trugoceros, a; Palteoreiis, t ; S.ntidorcas, (?) / ; Gaeella, r,
Ccnulopardalit, r, Htlladotktriua, i.
RODENTIA—

MtiS (Acomys), l; Hystrix, l.

Of birds, a Phasianus, a Callus, and a Grus have been identified ; of
reptiles, bones of Testudo and Varanus.
Of the above twenty-nine genera of mammals eighteen, including
Ilclladotheriun>* are found in the Siw<£Kka of India, besides which the fauna
bears in many respects the same similarity to that of Africa at the present
day as the Siw^lik mammals bear to their living Indian representatives.
Now, this Pikermi fauna has been freqently quoted as upper miocene, and its
connection with the miocene beds in other parts of Europe is unmistakable,
1 Gaudry : Animaux fcssiles et Geologic del
a See F< rsyth, Major, Ptoc. Zooi. Sec., 1891,
PAttique, 4° Paris, 1862.
I p. 323.
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no less than fifteen species being undistinguishable from those found in
various miocene deposits. Several of these species are doubtfully identified,
but amongst the number are such characteristic forms as Machxrodus cultridens, Mastodon turicensis, and Hipparion gracile. But, as M. Gaudry
points out in the clearest manner, the ossiferous beds of Pikermi contain
at their base, and below the horizon whence the bones have been obtained
a layer with pliocene marine fossils, and all the beds containing the bones,
together with the pliocene marine beds, rest unconformably on lacustrine
miocene rocks. There can be, therefore, no reasonable doubt that the
Pikermi fossils, like the middle Siwaliks, are of pliocene age, and that the
quotation of them as miocene is an error.1 At the same time the absence
of some characteristic luing genera, such as Elephas and Bos, gives a
somewhat older facies to the Pikermi than to the Siwalik fauna.
The points of similarity between the European miocene faunas and
the animals now inhabiting either tropical Asia or Africa south of the
Sahara may be due either to migration, and survival in a more favour
able climate, or to the fauna having been formerly more uniform over
large areas, and to the modified descendants continuing to live in one
region, whereas they have died out and been replaced by distinct types
in other parts of their old province.8 On the latter hypothesis we may
suppose that the fauna of central Europe and Malayasia was more or
less uniform in the lower miocene period, and that Greece and Africa
formed a single zoological province in pliocene days, but that the gibbonlike apes, Tupaiadx and other Malay types, died out in centra! Europe,
and the giraffes, antelopes, etc., in Greece, whilst the descendants of their
relatives survived in the Malay countries and Africa respectively. The
theory of migration presents, on the whole, fewer dilliculties, and is in ac
cordance with the little we know of the Indian miocene (Manchhar) fauna,
in which living tropical forms appear to be Iwss represented than in the
deposits of that age in Europe. It is not unreasonable to suppose that
some of the forms named, and especially the rumi.iants, migrated into
southern Asia at the close of the miocene period.
1 For the theory adopted by M. Gaudry to Cent. Franc., 3rd series, XIV, 2H8.
8 It is assumed in the present and in other
account for the survival of these miocene
animals in pliocene times, see "Animaux arguments employe.! in this work that similarity
(ossiles et Geologic de 1'Attique," p. 3.13. It of organisation implies relationship by descent,
appears simpler lo believe that the mi ;cene i.e. that animals having similar structure are
fauna of Europe migrated to the southward, descended more or less remotely from the same
and that many species survived in Greece after ancestors. The theories of evolution, and
they had died out north of the Alps. Hence of origin of species oy descent with modifica
the admixture of pliocene and miocene lypes. tion, are now so widely accepted amongst
A further contribution to th« question, by naturalists that it is unnecess.uy to explain or
M. Gaudry, was published in 1880, Bull. Soc. defend them.
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It is true that amongst the marine invertebrates there is a well marked
resemblance between the miocene genera of Europe and living tropical
forms. The Indian and African land faunas of the early and middle tertiaries are as yet too imperfectly known for any comparison to be made
between them and those of the same epoch in extratropical regions. It is
not improbable that there may prove to have been a greater similarity
than exists amongst the terrestrial forms living ai present, and it is also
probable that, if such similarity existed, it will be found to have consisted
mainly in the greater richness of the extratropical fauna in middle tertiary
times, and in a number of types now extinct or confined to the tropics
having been represented in both tropical and extratropical zones of cli
mate. This last probability is founded on the fact that the temperature
of Europe in the miocene epoch was in all probability nearer to that of
the present tropics than to the temperate climate of recent times, and that,
consequently, whole families of animals, and of plants intolerant of cold,
then ranged to much higher latitudes than they now do.
It is by no means an improbable inference that the representation of
European miocene genera in the Indian Siwaliks is due to changes of cli
mate in later tertiary times and to a migration of the fauna towards the trop
ics. There is good reason for believing that Europe and south-eastern Asia
were connected by land after the eocene period, and as it is certain that,
a great portion of the disturbances affecting the Himalayan str.tta are of
pliocene or postpliocene date, it is reasonable to conclude that, at the close
of the miocene epoch, the mountain barrier which now separates the Indian
peninsula from Central Asia did not exist, or was so much lower that it
afforded little or no obstacle to migration.
But the immigration of the European miocene forms may not be the only
way in which only the Siwalik fauna was affected by the secular refrige
ration of the earth's surface, culminating in the glacial epoch. It is true
that there is a considerable amount of similarity between the Siwalik fauna
and that of India at the present day, but, nevertheless, there is a very
striking distinction — a distinction due less tc change and replacement
than to disappearance. Even after making allowance for the fact that the
whole assemblage did not exist contemporaneously, there is nothing so
striking in the fauna of the Siwdlik epoch as the wonderful wealth and
variety of forms. It must be recollected that -we know little or nothing of
the smaller mammals, and that animals of size inferior to a pig or a sheep
are scarcely represented. It would be premature to infer that, as at the pre
sent day, the more minute forms exceeded the larger types in abundance,
for the conditions of intermediate ages may have affected the more bulky
This will be found to agier with the con
clusion regarding the probable date of origin

of the Himdl.iyas derived from other conside.
rations. Sic Chap. XV II.
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animals far more than the minute Rodentia, Inscctivora, Chiroptera, etc.
Still it is only reasonable to suppose that the ancestors of the present Micromammalia lived in the same profusion as they do now, and it is incre
dible that the living rodents and insectivores can play the parts on the
modern stages, and fulfil the functions, of the great ungulates and carnivores
ol past times. Comparing like with like, and especially passing in review
the Carnivora, Proboscidea, and Ungulata, all represented, and all,
except the Proboscidea, well represented in the living fauna of India,
indeed better than in most other parts of the world at the present day, it
is impossible not to be struck wilh the comparative poverty in variety of
the existing mammalian types. We have of course but an imperfect
knowledge even of the larger Siwalik animals, and remains of Carnivora
Bre rare, so much so that probably many species remain undiscovered,
but even at present the known Siwilik carnivores are more numerous
than the living forms of similar size in the same area, and the ungulates
exceeded their living representatives in number in the proportion of more
than three to one, there being fity-six known Siwilik species and only
eighteen recent. The superior wealth of the older fauna is both generic
and specific ; not only are the types more varied, but there is a greater
variety of forms in many of the genera, and no less than eleven extinct
elephants and mastodons are represented by a solitary living form. Even
such modern types as Bos have dwindled in numbers from six to two.
This great impoverishment of the recent mammalian fauna is not
peculiar to India. It is found in other parts of the Old World and in
America, wherever remains of animals have been preserved in sufficient
quantities amongst the deposits of the later tertiary epochs for a good
idea of the fauna to be presented. In the words of Mr. Wallace, ''We
live in a zoologically impoverished world, from which all the largest and
fiercest and strongest forms have recently disappeared ;" and he makes
the happy suggestion,1 that this enormous reduction in the numbers of
the greater mammals is due to the glacial epoch. Thus, we have an addi
tion to the arguments urged in the first chapter,* in favour of India
having been affected by a cold period in the geologically recent past.
1 Geographical Distribution of Animals, I,
p. 150.

* Supra, p. 14.

CHAPTER XV.
LATERITE.
General characters and compositbri.— Distinction of high levd and low level lateritfl —
Distribution and mode of occurrence —Theories of the origin Restimd.

All who have paid any attention to the geology of India must be
familiar with the term ' laterite,' and no one can have travelled far in India
without meeting with the substance itself, which is still one of the stum
bling blocks of Indian geology.
Although it is difficult to conceive
that a rock, so widely spread in India and Ceylon, and said to be extensively
developed in Malacca and Sumatra, while some occurs in Burma, call be
peculiar to these regions,1 it is uncertain if anything precisely similar has
hitherto been detected elsewhere. It is almost invariably a surface form
ation, and according to so.ne observers, nothing but a form of soil; yet it be
comes an important formation from the very large area in India, which it
superficially covers, and a treatise on Indian geology would be imperfect
without a full description of the rock.
The order in which its description comes is governed by the fact that
while there can be but little doubt that some forms of lalerite are
in process of formation at the present day, others date from tertiary, and
perhaps from eocene, times, and as the rock is usually unfossiliferous it
appears best to describe all the varieties together before proceeding to
the description of the posttertiary rocks.
The description of laterite, given in many geological works, is far from
accurate, although the rock has been well described by several Indian
geologists.1 In its normal form it is a porous argillaceous rock much
1 Voysey states t>-at it is found at the Caps
ol Good Hope. It is a noteworthy fact that
no laterite has been detected in Abyssinia,
where the rocks throughout a large area of
country are precisely similar to those of the
Boiibay Dcccan. In map No. 4 of Berghaus'
Physical Alias, literite is rerresenteil as cover
ing nearly a quarter of the dry land of the earth.
The ttrm is, however, used in a diffi rent sense
to that here applied.
a It would be difficult to give a description
of any rock n.orc clear and accurate than

Newbold's account of the laterite of Bidar, Jour.
At.Soc. Benf., XIII. 983, (1844); Jnur.As. S«c.
Deng., XIV, 299, (1845) and Jaur. Roy. As.
5«sVlII, 227 (l8>6). Tne descriptions of
laterite scattered through the writings of various
Indian geologists ore too numerous to quote.
Amongst the more important are the followingBuchanan Journey from Madras through My
sore, Canara, and Malabar, London, 1807, II,
p. 4;0. Stirling, At. Rts., XV, 177, (1825);
Chris.ie, Hdin Xev> Phit. Jour., VI, Ii7,(i82y);
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impregnated with iron peroxide irregularly distributed throughout the
mass, whose composition may be gathered from the following analysis of a
very richly ferruginous variety from Rangoon.1—
SoLUBLfi IN

ACIDS.

46-279
5783
•742
•090

Peroxide of iron ....
Alumina .....
Lime
.....

Magnesia .....
Silica
INSOLUBLE

•120

ACIDS.

Silica (dissolved by potash)
.
Silica (by fusion)
...
Lime, iron, and alumina
..
Combined water alkalies and lose
lOO'OOO

The iron exists either entirely in the state of hydrated peroxide
(limonite) or else partly as hydrated and partly as anhydrous peroxide.
The surface of laterite after exposure is usually covered with a brown or
blackish brown crust of limonite, but when freshly broken, the rock is
and Mad. Juur. Lit.. Sci., IV, 468, (1836);
Calder, As. Kis., XVIII, 4, (1833) ; Co\e, Mad.
Jour. Lit. Sci., IV, I CO, (1836).; V'ojsey, Jour.
As. Sac. Beng., XIX, 273 j (1850) ; Kelaart,
Edin. Nen Phil, your., LIV, 28, (1853);
Carter, Jour. Bo. Br. Roy. As, Soe., IV, 199,
(1852) ; V, 264, (1857) ; Ayloun, Edin. New
Phil, your., 2nd Series, IV, 67, (1856) ; Buisf.,
Trans. Bo. Geog. Soc., XV, p. xxii, (1859).
The subject has also been frequently treated
in tbe publications of the Geological Survey,
especially Memoirs I, 69, (1856), 265-2So,(i8j9);
II, 78, (i860) ; IV, 260, (1864) ; X, 27, (,873) ;
XII, 200, 224, (1*76) ; XIII, 222, (1877) ; XVIII,

122, (1881) ; XXIV, 217 and 239. (1890); where
an account of all previous notices is given.
See also Records, XV, 93, (1882) ; XXII, 220,
(1889).
ljour. As. Soc. Beng., XXII, 198, (1853).
The result given is the mean of three an
alyses made in iho laboratory of the School of
Mines, London. The following are assays of
the quantity of iron contained in the portion of
laterite soluble in acids. The analysis of first
five and No. 8 were made by Mr. Mallet for
the first edition of the present work ; the other
three are from the paper on the laterite ot
Orissa (Mtmoits, I, p. 288) :—
Percentage of
metallic iron.

1.
2.
3-

High-level laterite overlying Deccan trap, Amarkant ik
Ditto
from Main Pat, Sarguja
Ditto
from Baplaimali plateau, Kildhandi,
south of Sambal pur
.
.
4Ditto
from top of Moira hill in the Kharakpur
range, south of Mor.ghyr
5Ditto
from Mahuagarhf hill, Rajmabal hills .
6. Laterite (high-level) from Kdthiawar, Western India .
7. Low-level laterite^ from Daltola, Cuttack, Orissa
8.
Ditto
from near Cuttack
.
9'
Ditto
from Tjnjore

Percentage of
iron pcroxtuc.
50-8

1 6-6

237

281
IS8

404
22-5
32-5
349
3»'5
334

22-8

ars
25-6
234
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mottled with various tints of brown, red, and yellow, and a considerable
proportion sometimes consists of white clay. The difference of tint is
evidently due to the segregation of the iron in the harder portions, the
pale yellow and white portions of the rock, which contain little or no iron,
bein"- very much softer, and liable to be washed away on exposure. Oc
casionally the white portions have a brecciated appearance, and consist
of angular fragments in a ferruginous matrix. In this case the rock has
not unfrequently a compact texture resembling jasper, but it is never so
hard as a purely silicious mineral. .
The iron peroxide not unfrequently occurs in the form of small pisolitic
nodules, which are sometimes employed as iron ore. Veins and nests of
black manganese have been observed by Newbold in some laterites of the
Deccan.1
In many forms of laterite the rock is traversed by small irregular
cortuous tubes, from a quarter of an inch to upwards of an inch in dia
meter. The tubes are most commonly vertical, or nearly vertical, but
their direction is quite irregular, and sometimes they are horizontal. They
are usually lined throughout with a crust of limonite, and except near the sur
face are often filled with clay. Besides these, there are sometimes horizontal
cracks, occasionally expanding into small cavities, and giving an appearance
of irregular stratification to the formation. In the more massive forms of
laterite some horizontal banding is usually present, the cavities beneath the
surface being mostly filled by more or less sandy clay. When first quar
ried, the rock is so soft that it can easily be cut out with a pick, and
sometimes with a spade, but it hardens greatly on exposure.
The exposed surface, whether vertical or horizontal, is characteristic
and peculiar. It is extremely irregular, being pitted over with small
hollows, caused by the washing away of the softer portions, and gener
ally, though not always, traversed by the tubes and cavities just described.
At times it is so much broken up by small holes as to appear vesicular,
whilst the crust of limonite forms a brown glaze, often mammillated or
botryoidal, so that the rock has a remarkably scoriaceous appearance
and bears a very curious resemblance to an igneous product. It is not
surprising that many observers should have looked upon laterite as vol
canic, for not only does it often present this remarkable superficial resem
blance to a scoriaceous lava flow, but it is found, in several parts of India,
associated with basalt and other igneous rocks. Laterite, however, as will
be shown presently, is never an original form of igneous rock. It is in all
cases either produced by the alteration of other rocks, sometimes igneous
sometimes sedimentary or metamorphic, or else it is of detrital origin.
The laterite frequently appears to pass into the underlying rock,
1 Jour. As. Soc. Beng., XIII, 992, (1844).
2 B
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whether this be igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary. In the case of basalt
or gneiss underlying laterite the upper part is decomposed, forming a
clay, which becomes a kind of lithomarge passing by insensible grada
tions into laterite itself, through its impregnation with iron by the water
trickling through the laterite above. In fresh sections, where adetrital form
of laterite is the overlying rock, the limit of the two can usually be traced
without difficulty, but surfaces which have been exposed for a length of
time'are generally covered with more or less of the limonite glaze and the
lithomarge can no longer be distinguished from laterite.1 This lithomarge
is always more ferruginous above than below ; it varies in colour from red
through yellow to white, being usually mottled, not frequently coloured
purple or lilac in patches, and a few pipes often occur, apparently produced
by the percolation of water.
Another form of lithomarge, found beneath the laterite in many places,
and especially to the northward, consists of hardened clay, sometimes
sandy and generally highly ferruginous, which shows no tendency to pass
into the underlying rock, although it usually exhibits unmistakable transition
into the laterite above. In these cases, the laterite and lithomarge together
form a group of beds superposed, as a rule unconformably, upon
older rocks of various kinds. In some instances, as in Bundelkhand, this
infra-lateritic formation contains pebbles,2 and there is every reason for
believing that it is a rock of sedimentary origin. In some cases the
present form of lithomarge contains haematite or limonite in quantities
sufficient to enable the mineral to be collected for iron ore, as in Bundel
khand, near Jabalpur, and on the eastern flanks of the Rajmahal hills.3
One peculiarity possessed to an eminent degree by all forms of laterite
is the property of broken or detrital fragments being recemented into a mass,
closely resembling the original rock. Laterite itself has great powers of
resisting atmospheric disintegration, being produced by long action of the
atmosphere upon various ferruginous clays, but the underlying formation
decomposes, is slowly washed away, and the originally horizontal cap of
laterite, falling down, becomes reconsolidated on the irregular surface,
which it still covers. Another form of reconsolidated laterite is composed
of broken fragments, washed down by rain and streams to a lower level,
at which they become recemented.
The surface of the country composed of the more solid forms of la
terite is usually very barren, the trees and shrubs growing upon it being
thinly scattered and of small size. This infertility is due, in great part,
to the rock being so porous that all water sinks into it, and sufficient
moisture is not retained to support vegetation. The result is that laterite
plateaux are usually bare of soil, and frequently almost bare of vegetation.
1 Memoir*, I, 283, (1859).
» Memoirs, II, t?4, (1860).

i

* Memoirs, II, 81, (1860) ; XIII, 211, (1877).
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not universal, soil sometimes accumulates
the more gravelly or more argillaceous
amount of vegetation. Still the general
barrenness.

Several writers have divided the laterite into two forms, high level and
low level laterite, the former of which was supposed not to be, the other
to be, of detrital origin, and by some it has been urged that the term should
only be applied to the latter of these.
The high level form, which is found capping the summits of hills and
plateaux on the highlands of central and western India, is a rock of
fine grain, and apart from the irregular distribution of the iron it contains,
fairly homogeneous in structure ; it is not sandy, and only exceptionally
shows any indication of a detrital origin. This type Mr. Foote ' has pro
posed to distinguish as iron clay, a term used by Voysey, one of the
earliest observers, but also used by him in describing the low level detrital
laterite of Nellore.
The low level laterite, which covers large tracts in the neighbourhood
of both coasts, on the other hand, frequently contains grains of sand and
pebbles, imbedded in the ferruginous matrix. It is, as a rule, less homo
geneous than the high level form, and passes by insensible gradations into
sandy clay or gravel with a very small proportion of iron, especially in the
exposures that have been classed as laterite on the east coast, many of
which have little or no claim to the name if it is to be used in any lithological sense. On the west coast the exposures are more truly lateritic in
their nature, and there are large areas of rock which do not appear to be
detrital in their origin and are undistinguishable, except by position, from
the high level laterite of the Deccan.
This fact shows that no hard and fast distinction can be drawn
between the high and low level laterite, but there is undoubtedly on
the whole a difference in age and origin between the two types, and
those geologists who consider that the name of a rock should distinguish
not only its composition and structure, but also its mode of origin, are
justified in refusing to use the same word to designate both. At the same
time there is nothing in the description of the original propounder of the
name to indicate that he restricted the word to one form rather than the
other. There is good reason to suppose that some of the laterite in the
district he examined is, and some is not, of detrital origin ; moreover, the
word has by convention come to be used so generally as an ill defined but
convenient term, descriptive of the constitution and nature of the rock,
irrespective of its mode of origin, that it would be inconvenient, if not
impossible, to attempt a restriction of its meaning. But, though it is im
possible to distinguish between the high level and low level laterites, if by
1 Memoirs, XII, 201, (1870).
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those terms there is implied any theory involving the supposition of an
essential difference in age or mode of origin, yet the terms are convenient
when they merely refer to the position occupied by the rock, whether on
the highlands of the interior, or on the lowlands near the coast.
The fact is, that it is frequently impossible to determine whether the
laterite is detrital or not, a difficulty well shown by the beds which occur
interstratified with lower tertiaries near Surat. These beds are sedi
mentary, for marine fossils were found in one of them, yet they are not in
the least sandy, and they resemble the laterite or iron clay of the Bombay
Deccan so closely that, when these laterite beds were first examined by
the Geological Survey, they were supposed to be volcanic rocks altered by
surface action. The mistake, it should be added, was partly due to an
apparent intercalation of basalt and nummulitic limestone, subsequently
found to be caused by faulting.
The high level laterite is chiefly developed on the Deccan plateau,
especially on the highest portions of the Sahyadri range, and of the
spurs running from the Ghats. It forms a cap on the uppermost traps
exposed on the plateau, being also found at lower elevations, but the
lower beds; are, as a rule, of small extent or thickness. The summit bed,
as it is termed by Mr. Foote,1 is not more than 50 to 90 feet in thickness
in the southern Maratha country. It is about the same at Mahabaleshwar,
but from 100 to 200 feet at Bidar north-west of Haidarabad. It occurs
at varying heights above the sea, 4,700 feet at Mahabaleshwar beingprobably
the highest point, whilst at several places in the southern Mardthd country
it is found capping ridges and isolated hills from about 2,000 to nearly 3,500
feet above the sea, always overlying the highest lava flow in the country.
At Matheran, near Bombay, and on some neighbouring plateaux, there are
caps of laterite at about 2,000 feet above the sea, but these do not
belong to the summit bed, as the traps on the tops of these hills are
not high in the series. Some of the laterite caps are very extensive
The bed at Bidar is said to be twenty-eight miles long from west-north
west to east south-east and twenty-two miles broad, and the area of laterite at Kaliani, forty miles west of Bidar, is of even greater extent.8
The greater portion of the trap area in the Deccan has not been closely
examined, but so far as is known, laterite is of rare occurrence, except
near the Western Gh^ts and in the southern Mardth.1 country. A few
very small caps are found south-west of Ndgpur, in south-east Berar, and
probably similar small outliers occur here and there along the south-eastern
margin of the volcanic region. Farther to the north-east, laterite occurs
at Amarkantak and on the eastern outliers of the Deccan traps, at Mdin
Pat and Jamira Pat in Sarguja, being from 100 to 200 feet thick on the
1 Memoirs, XII, 203, (%6).

» Newbold, Jour. Roy. As. Soc.. VIII, 238,
(1846).
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former. North of the Narbada" also, in Rewa1, Bundelkhand, and in other
states as far west as Gujera't, laterite is found, sometimes as much as
200 feet in thickness, capping outliers of the trap series.
In all the localities hitherto mentioned laterite occurs resting upon the
Ueccan traps, but the high level laterite overlaps the traps, resls upon older
rocks, and is found in places some hundreds of miles beyond any existing
outlier of the volcanic series. Instances of this kind have been noticed
by various observers in the southern Maratha1 country,1 the same laterite
bed being apparently sometimes continued from the trap surface on
to the transition or metamorphic rocks, whilst numerous outliers on
the older formations are known to exist. Caps are said also to occur
at high elevations on the Dambal or Kappatgod hills, east of DhSrwar, and on hills in the neighbourhood of Bellary and Cuddapah.2 More to
the north-east, in the high grounds of Patna, Kalahandi, BastaY, Jaipur,
etc., between the Maha"nadi and GodaVari, caps of laterite, 50 to 100 feet
thick, occur on many of the higher hills' at elevations of between 2,000
and 4,000 feet above the sea. The most eastern exposure known to occur
in this neighbourhood is on the Kopilas hill, about 2,050 feet above the
sea, and 12 miles nearly due north of Cultack.* To the northward a
great expanse of laterite is found on the Chuti.i Nagpur plateau at eleva
tions varying from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea in several places, and
especially to the north-west of Tashpur ;6 it caps ridges and peaks in the
usual manner, but differs from the usMal high level laterite in covering hills
and valleys alike, and is probably in part a reconsolidated formation.
Leaving, for the moment, the Ra'jmaha'l hills, which require separate
notice, a thick mass of laterite occurs at an elevation of 1,500 feet on
Moira hill, the highest peak of the Kharakpur range. Turning thence
westward, caps of the same rock are found, outside of the trap area, at
several places in Bundelkhand,0 ani« at two near Gvvalior,7 all on the highest
ground of the country.
Besides the above mentioned localities laterite has been reported to
occur on some of the hills of Southern India, but ferruginous clays have
possibly been described under the name of laterite, which have little of
its true character. Such is the case with the Nilgiris, one of the localities
mentioned by several geologists. No well authenticated occurrence of
laterite is known at an elevation exceeding 5,000 feet above the sea.
There is, however, a very important bed of this rock on the Raj
1 Newbold, Jour. As. Sac. Be*g., XIII, 996, 4 The information of the occurrence of laterite
(1844); Jottr. Roy. As. Soc., VIII, 228, (1846); on Kopilas hill was obtained by Mr. Ball from
Foote, Memoirt, XII, 205, 217, (i8;6).
Dr. Stewart, of Cuttack.
'Newbold, Jour. Roy. At. Soc., VIII, 228,
6 Ball, Records, X, 170, footnote, (1877).
• H. B. Medlicott, Mtmoirs, II, 82, (1860).
(1846).
? Hacket, Kecords, III, 41, (1870).
! Ball, Rreords, X, 169, (1877).
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maha1! hills in Bengal.1 These hills, like the highlands of the Bombay
Deccan, are composed of bedded basaltic traps, and, as in the Deccan, the
very highest bed consists of laterite, Mahua"garhf, the highest plateau in
the range, 1,655 feet above the sea, being capped by this formation. The
laterite in the Rajmahal hills is, in places, as much as 200 feet thick and
it slopes gradually from the western scarp of the hills, where it attains its
highest elevation, to the Gangetic plain on the east. Here, too, there is
sometimes, as in the Deccan, an apparent passage from basalt into laterite,
but the latter rock to the eastward is distinctly identical with the low
level laterite of Bengal, and is clearly of detrital origin, whilst, even at
considerable elevations in the hills, fragments, derived from the shales
interstratified with the basaltic flows, are found imbedded in the laterite,
so that, no distinct line having ever been drawn between the beds at differ
ent elevations, we appear in this case to have a passage from the high
level into the low level laterite, and reasons for supposing that both were
originally of sedimentary origin. The case, it should be remembered, is
not clearly proved, the laterite of the Rajmahal country not having been
specially examined with a view to test the connection between the beds to
the eastward and those to the westward, but the two appear to be parts
of the same formation, and it is certain that both are in this instance
detrital.*
The evidence hitherto collected is insufficient to justify the conclusion
that the high level laterite once formed a continuous bed, occupying the
whole surface of the Indian peninsula from the Ganges valley to the neigh
bourhood of Madras, but the manner in which caps now occur upon isolated
peaks and ridges clearly shows that they were once much more extensive,
and that only the remnr.nts have been left undenuded. It is difficult, in pre
sence of the great amount of denudation which has taken place since the
laterite caps were part of a more extensive formation to escape the conviction
that the high level laterite must be of considerable geological antiquity.
Before proceeding to discuss the very difficult subject of the origin of
laterite, it will be best to point out the general distribution of the low
1 The laterite has been but briefly noticed;
see T. Oldham, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., XXIII,
273, (1854) ; Ball, Memoirs, XIII, 222, (1877;.
1 There is a pussibility that the connection
between the high level laterite and the low
level laterite of the eastern coast is not con
fined to the solitary instance of the Rajmahal hills, although no other equally well mark
ed case of passage can be traced, and in
some cases, as at Kopilas near Cultack, the
difference in level is very grent ; but tlie low
level laterite of the eastern coast rises gra

dually from the neighbourhood of the sea, at
a slope which, if continued inland, would con
nect the bed with the high level formation.
The latter is of greater antiquity than the low
level bed, but the process of formation may
have been continuous, the rock now found at
a higher level being first formed, that at a.
lower elevation being gradually consolidated
as the lower portion of the country was raised
above the sea. It should be remembered that
the higher part of the country was, in all pro
bability, never depressed below the sea level
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level laterite, especially in the neighbourhood of the coast. On the west
coast of the Peninsula laterite has not been observed in the Konkan,
or lowlands, north of Bombay,1 it appears, a little farther to the south
ward, between Bombay und Ratn^giri, and extends thence throughout
large tracts of the low country, intervening between the Sahyadri range
and the sea, as far as Cape Comorin. It does not, of course, cover the
whole surface. In many places it has been cut away by streams, so that
the lower formations are exposed, and in parts of the country it appears
to be wanting. The greater part of the region, however, has never been
geologically mapped, and very few details of the distribution of laterite are
available.
In the country between Ratn^giri and Goa the rock appears to
form a plateau, having a general elevation of 200 to 300 feet above the
sea. On the coast it terminates in cliffs, the trap being exposed
beneath it. The plateau extends for from 15 to 20 miles inland, and is
cut through by numerous rivers and streams, in all of which the trap is
exposed, the lignite and clays, which were mentioned in the last chapter,
being found between the laterite and the traps at Ratnigiri. Farther in
land the laterite is found at a higher elevation than near the coast, so that
the rock appears to have a low slope towards the sea. The laterite is
distinctly of detrital origin, and even conglomeratic in places, the thick
ness is considerable, but no exact measurements have been recorded, except
at Ratnagiri, where it amounts to 35 feet, probably less than the average.
It is evident that the plateau formerly extended much farther to the east
ward, and it probably covered the whole of the country as far as the base
of the Sahyadri range, for caps of laterite are found in places on the trap
hills, and masses, reconsolidated from the detritus of the principal beds,
are found at lower levels.
South of Malwan the underlying rock is no longer trap but gneiss, or
some other metamorphic formation. The laterite, which is extensively
developed, appears to be similar to that of the Bombay Konkan. In
Travancore it overlies the fossiliferous tertiary beds.
On the east coast of India laterite occurs almost everywhere, rising
from beneath the alluvium which fringes the coast, and sloping gradually
upwards towards the interior, but this laterite is, as a rule, a much less
massive formation than the rock of the western coast. It is seldom more
than 20 feet in thickness, and is often represented by a mere sandy or
gravelly deposit, not more than four or five feet thick Where it is thicker
the lower portion usually consists of lithomarge, produced by the alteration
of the underlying rock. The laterite is frequently conglomeratic, and
This idea of the whole laterite being one 1 Except near Snr.it, where the outcrops are
continuous formation appears to have occurred of nammulitic age. The rock differs from
to Newbold.—your. Say. Ai. See., VIII, 240, all superficial laterite, in being distinctly in
(1846).
tercalated between other beds.
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includes large rounded, or subangular, fragments of gneiss and other rocks,
good instances being found at Trichinopoli. at many places near Madras,
amongst which are the Red Hills, seven miles to the north-west of the city,
and around the detached hills north-west of Cutlack, in Orissa. In the
Madras area quartzite implements of human construction have been found
in the laterite in considerable numbers.1
The fringe of laterite is of very unequal width In places it forms a
broad, low slope, stretching for many miles from the edge of the alluvium '.
in others it only remains as caps upon the older rocks. In one form
or another it appears to be traced, at short intervals, from Cape Comorin
to Orissa, and thence northward through Midnapur, Bardwa'n, and
Birbhum, to the flanks of the Rajmahal hills, where it is 'veil developed and,
as already noticed, it appears to pass into the high level laterite.
The low level laterite is not confined to the neighbourhood of the coast.
It is frequently found in patches over many parts of the country, but these
patches are rarely of large size and they olten appear to be due to local
conditions, such as abundance of iron in the rocks, or reconsolidation of
fragments derived from a bed of hi^h level laterite. Many such lateritic
deposits are rather of the nature of ferruginous gravel than of true latcritic.
The small pisolitic nodules, so characteristic of some forms of laterite, are
found abundantly in the older alluvium of the Ganges valley, and in many
other superficial deposits in the plains of India, and whenever they are suf
ficiently abundant, appear to become cemented, with the accompanying
sand and clay, into a rock closely resembling laterite in many o( its pecu
liarities.
In Burma, laterite of the detrital low level type is found in places
on the edge of the alluvial tracts of the Irawadi and Sittaung rivers in
Pegu and Martaban, forming as usual a cap to other rorks, and having a
very low dip towards the river from the sides of the valleys. The lateiite
appears to form the basement bed of the post-tertiary gravels and sands,
and laterite gravels, apparently derived from the denudation of the mas
sive laterite are largely dispersed through the older alluvial deposits.
West of the Irawadi only a few patches of laterite occur in the Myanaung district, but the rock is more common along the western foot ot the
Pegu Yoma. To the east of that range laterite is generally wanting, but
there is a well marked belt of this formation along the base of the metamorphic hills east of the Sittaung river, forming a plateau which rises 50
or 60 feet above the alluvium of the Sittaung valley. Some laterite is
also found in Tenasserim, whence it extends into the Malay peninsula.

Having thus staled, as briefly as is consistent with the object of afford1 R. B. Foote, M-WOT'rs, X, 27-58, (1873).
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ing a tolerably complete account of the rock, the distribution and mode of
occurrence of the different varieties of laterite, the question of the manner
in which this rock has been formed, must next be considered. The
subject has already been noticed as difficult, the difficulty arising from
the fact that the rock has evidently undergone a considerable amount of
change, both chemical and structural. The difference between laterite.
when first cut from the quarry and the same rock after exposure, is
well marked. The rock becomes harder, and the hardening appears
not merely due to the desiccation of the argillaceous constituents, but
also to a change taking place in the distribution of the peroxide of
iron, the change being shown by the colour becoming darker, and by the
surface being covered with a glaze of limunite. Whether the anhydrous
iron peroxide, which occurs in some forms of high level laterite, be
comes converted by exposure into hydrated peroxide, has not been
ascertained, but it is quite clear that the process of segregation of the
iron has tended greatly to obscure any structure which may have exist
ed originally in the rock, and that this segregative action is constantly
in progress. It has already been stated that iron has been dissolved out
of the laterite and redeposited in the underlying lithomarge, where the
latter is merely an altered form of the rock beneath, and it is a common
circumstance to find pisolitic nodules of hydrated iron peroxide, evidently
due to segregation, in some forms of laterite. These facts, and the pro
cess by which the surfaces of the rock, and of the tubes by which it is
traversed, become coated with a glaze of limonite, rendt-r it evident that a
transfer of iron oxide from one part of the rock to another is continually
going on.
One view, which has been held by several good observers and has
been strongly supported by Mr. P'oote's examination of the laterite or
iron clay in the southern Marath.1 country, is that the high level laterite
is simply the result of the alteration in situ of various forms of rock, and
especially of basalt, by the action of atmospheric changes. Many of the
dolerites of the Deccan contain iron in the form of magnetite, and large
quantities of magnetic iron sand are found in the beds of streams which
flow over the traps, whilst bands, both of magnetite and haematite, are lo
cally common in the metamorphic rocks. The gradual change from dolerilic trap into laterite has been noticed by several observers,1 and so far as
the Deccan alone is concerned, the evidence in favour of laterite being
merely the result of atmospheric change acting upon very ferruginous vol
canic rocks, appears so strong thac, if there were no conflicting phenome
na, it might be accepted as a satisfactory explanation. At the same time
there are some difficulties, to which attention was first called by Captain
1 Voysey, Jour. As. Sac. Deng., XIX, 274, (1850); Foote, Memoirs, XII, 202, (1876).
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Newbold,1 and although Mr. Foote8 lias shown that they are not insuper
able, they must not be overlooked, because the apparently sedimentary
origin of the rock, in Bundelkhand and elsewhere, tends to invalidate
the conclusion that the high level laterite is merely the result of surface
change.
The main argument in favour of supposing the high level laterite of
the Deccan to be merely altered basalt, is that the two rocks are
seen to pass into each other. This fact, which is unquestionably
established, may be considered proof that laterite may result from
the alteration of basalt or a similar rock, but it is, of course, insufficient
evidence to show that such is the origin in all cases. It is always
possible that the upper portion of the laterite is, in each case, of ex
traneous origin, and that the surface of the basalt beneath has been
affected by the infiltration of iron, in the manner already described when
explaining the origin of lithomarge. Numerous instances are found, on
the other hand, in which the laterite rests upon the suiface of basalt,
which is either hard and unaltered, or soft and decomposed, without any
appearance of a passage from one rock to the other. But this, again, is
no proof that the laterite above the unaltered trap is not itself the result
of alteration of a different lava flow, the rock beneath not being sus
ceptible of the same change. It is clear that the evidence afforded by
the circumstance that basaltic trap sometimes passes into laterite, and
sometimes does not, is insufficient to decide the question as to whether
the latter is derived from the former by a process of chemical alteration.
It has been stated that magnetite occurs in many of the Deccan
basalts, but until far more analyses have been made, it is impossible to
say whether any of these rocks contain as large a proportion of iron as
the laterite. It is probable that some may, but it is certain that so large
a proportion of iron as 15 or 20 per cent.3 in any basalt is exceptional,
yet this is not above the average amount in the Deccan laterite. At the
same time the larger percentage may perhaps be explained by a process
of concentration, some of the other constituents of the rock having been
removed, in the manner explained further on, but not the iron.
One difficulty, to which especial attention was drawn by Captain Newbold, is the complete absence in the laterite of those nodules, large or
small, of various forms of silica, such as agate, jasper, and crystalline,
quartz, so frequently found in the different forms of trap. It is difficult
to understand, if laterite simply results frcm the alteration in situ of the
Deccan basalts, why no amygdaloidal structure, especially where the
amygdules contain so indestructible a mineral as agate, should be detected
1 your. Ai. Sue Beng., XIII, 995, (1844); Join .
' Tli.it is of metallic iron ; 15 per cent, of
Roy. As. Soc., VIII, 238, (1846).
iron corresponds to 19-3 per cent, of protoxi IP,
' Memaits. XII, 203, (1876).
and 21-4 per cent, of sesquioxidc.
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in the altered rock. Mr. Foote suggests1 that, in the case of the summit
bed, which appears to rest upon the highest traps, the absence of
amygdaloidal structure may be due, in the first place to the lava flow,
having been of a peculiarly dense nature,* and secondly to the fact that,
being the uppermost flow, the water which percolated it did not contain
silica in sufficient quantity to form silicious nodules in the vesicular
hollows. He also points out that the underlying bed into which the
summit bed laterite is seen to graduate in several sections, is a very
argillaceous rock without vesicular cavities or enclosed minerals.
One conclusion is clear. If the high level laterite of the Deccan has
been produced by the alteration in situ of volcanic rocks, only particular
varieties of such rocks are capable of undergoing the alteration. If all
were similarly liable to be converted into laterite at the surface, the
occurrence of that rock would be more general, and less restricted to
particular elevations. The great difficulty in the way of explaining the
origin of the high level laterite, so widely spread in Mahvi and the Deccan
by a simple process of atmospheric alteration is, in brief, that the hypo
thesis demands the occurrence, over an enormous area of country, of a
volcanic rock, whether a tuff or a true lava flow is immaterial, of peculiar
and unusual composition, containing a much larger proportion of iron than
usual, and wanting the amygdaloidal structure, so common in the Deccan
traps. This difficulty, it must be remembered, is, so far, only a reason for
caution in coming to a conclusion, and does not show that the hypothesis of
alteration in situ is impossible.
The great extension of the laterite beyond the trap area might
be explained by supposing that the highest volcanic stratum covered a
wider surface than any of the inferior lava flows, but this theory is unten
able in some cases, for instance in that of the Gauli plateau, south of
Belgaum,8 where a bed of laterite at a lower level than the summit bed
was traced by Mr Foote on both sides of the Maha'da'yi ravine, passing
into the underlying trap to the northward and into metamorphic rocks to
the south, as is represented in the sketch section fig. 20, given on the fol
lowing page. In this case, the southern portion must have been foimed from
gneissic rocks if the laterite be the result of alteration alone, and it
is difficult to understand how two rocks, so totally dissimilar in constitution
as basalt and gneiss, can have produced precisely the same rock, by a
simple process of disintegration in situ.
On the other hand, the difficulties in the way of supposing the high
level laterite to be sedimentary are considerable. The idea of its being
a marine deposit can scarcely be entertained, as there is not a shadow of
1 Memoirs, XII, 203, (1876).
I rare, although they do not, as a rule, preserve
* Such dense beHs do certainly occur in the l their non-vesicular character over large areas.
Deccan traps indeed they cannot be said to be '
Mimairi, XII, 217, (1876).
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evidence in any part of India to render it probable that
the whole of the great trap plateau has been beneath
the sea in tertiary times. It is inconceivable that
fluviatile deposits should be so enormously extended,
yet so thin. One objection, which at the first glance
appears important, is apparent rather than real. It
is that a sedimentary deposit could not be formed
on the highest portions of the country, because there
could be no higher land in the neighbourhood from
which the sediment might be derived, whilst the
singularly small amount of disturbance which the
Deccan rocks have undergone renders it improbable
that any great relative change of elevation has taken
place. But it must be remembered that laterite is
a rock which resists atmospheric action far more than
most forms of doleritic trap, as is shown by the
manner in which hard unaltered caps of laterite
rest upon softened and decomposing basaltic rocks.
Consequently those portions of the plateau which
were originally highest may, if not capped by
laterite, have disintegrated more rapidly than those
protected by the lateritic formation, until the latter
remained, forming the highest ridges, long after
the unprotected portions had been swept away.
The evidence afforded by the laterite outliers in
Bundelkhand1 is distinctly opposed to the theory of
alteration in situ. The whole group, laterite above
underlaid by ferruginous clay, frequently containing
sand and pebbles, is found indifferently capping the
trap and Vindhyan sandstones. Now, whatever may
be the case with dolerite and gneissic rocks, no
conceivable process of alteration could convert a
purely quartzose rock, containing a mere trace of
iron, like the Vindhyan sandstone, into an argillaceous
one with 20 per cent, of iron entering into its com
position, and the circumstance that the lower portion
of the lateritic group is clearly detrital, proves that the
laterite is not an altered outlier of the Deccan trap.

It appears almost impossible to separate the Bundelkhand literite from
the high level laterite of the Deccan. Lithologically and stratigraphically
Utmoin, II, 79-86, (1860).
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the two rocks are identical. There can be no reasonable doubt that the
trap once occupied the surface of the ground now cut out into valleys by
the feeders and main streams of the Son, Narbadd, and Mahanadi, and
that Bundelkhand and Mahva were united with MandM and Sarguja into
one plateau of horizontal trap rocks. If this be conceded, and it
appears impossible to doubt it, the caps of laterite near Sdgar (Saugor),
occupying precisely the same relative position as those at Amarkantak
and the Mdin Pal, may fairly be considered part of the same bed, and the
Rew£ outliers, which are probably either beyond the original range of
the trap, or else on ground which was above the general trap level, must
be referred to the same origin. Now the Amarkantak and Sarguja
laterites are not merely similar in every respect to the other Deccan high
level outcrops of the rock, but they appear to be connected, by a series of
small caps at intervals, with the typical formation of the southern MaratM
country. There may be a break in the chain, as the distances are too great
for any safe conclusions to be formed, and all that can be done is to indi
cate the probabilities,but it appears to be a fair inference that, if the
Bundelkhand laterite is of detrital origin, the rock of Amarkantak and
the Deccan is the same.
The laterite of the kajmalial hills is separated by so great a break
from that of Sarguja, and the Kajmalial traps are in all probability so much
older than those of the Deccan, that it is impossible to say whether the
Rajmahal laterite is of the same age as that of central and western India.
Lithologically it is identical, and like the Deccan laterite it occurs, in
part at least, at a considerable elevation, whilst its sedimentary origin has
already been mentioned.
On the west coast of the Peninsula we have a careful study of the lowlevel laterite of south Malabar by Mr. P. Lake.1 He describes two distinct
varieties, the first, distinguished as vesicular laterite, is characterised by nu
merous vermicular branching and anastomising tubes which, in the portion
of the rock not exposed to the air, are filled with a white or yellow clay,
containing a much smaller proportion of iron and a larger percentage of
potash than the walls of the tubes. Away from the surface, as the rock
becomes less affected by the weather, the distinction between the tube
walls and their contents gradually disappears, till what was laterite above
passes into clay below. The laterite is thus seen to be the result of a
sort of superficial concretionary action, the iron tending to segregate in
the form of tubes from which the clayey non-ferruginous parts are washed
out, leaving the resulting laterite with a higher proportion of iron than the
clay from which it was formed.
1 Memoirs, XXIV, 217, (1890).
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The other variety of laterite, distinguished as pellety, is derived from
the vesicular laterite. After the tube contents have been washed out the
tube walls slowly break up into little subangular pieces, which are washed
away and deposited at a lower level, where they are recemented into a rock,
usually much more solid than the first variety. It consists of small irre
gular ferruginous pellets cemented by a similar material, is devoid of
vermicular tubes, and has a higher percentage of iron than the unexposed
parts of the vesicular variety, the percentage being probably much the
same as in the tube walls.
The origin of the pellety form is sufficiently obvious : it is a detrital
rock formed of the debris of the vesicular form, which is regarded by Mr.
Lake as a product of decomposition in situ of the gneiss. The gneiss of
Malabar, consisting principally of quartz, felspar, hornblende or mica, and
garnets, weathers leadily into a ferruginous clay. If exposed to the
weather, the iron segregates and hardens the clay, where it collects, while
the rest, deprived of ferruginous cement, is loose and easily washed away.
As this process goes on the gneiss becomes covered with a cap of laterite.
gradually increasing in thickness till it acts as a protection to the under
lying gneiss from further decomposition.
There can be no doubt that the vesicular laterite is, in part at least,
formed by a laterisation of the decomposed gneiss, for the lamination of
the gneiss can often be traced into the lalerite, and the more quartzose
beds stand up as ribs several feet into the laterite which has replaced
the more felspathic portions on either side.
One more hypothesis of the origin of laterite requires notice. Mr. F. R.
Mallet, in noticing the resemblance of certain ferruginous beds with under
lying bole, interstratified with the volcanic rocks of Ulster,1 to the laterite
and lithomarge of India, suggests that the laterite is of lacustrine origin.
During the decay of vegetable matter in the presence of the higher oxides
of iron oxygen is absorbed, reducing them to protoxide, which unites with
carbonic acid, a product of the decomposition of vegetation, to form ferrous
carbonate, soluble in water containing an excess of carbonic acid. When
the water carrying this ferrous carbonate in solution is exposed to the
air in streams or lakes it absorbs oxygen, the ferrous carbonate is decom
posed with the escape of carbonic acid and a re-oxidation of the ferrous
oxide into insoluble ferric oxide, which is precipitated wherever the
water comes to rest in a lake or marsh.
On this hypothesis the high level laterite would have been formed in
the shallow depressions left between the lava flows and ash heaps of the
surface of the land at the close of the Deccan trap period, while the low
1 Records, XIV, 139, (1881).
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level laterite, excluding the ferruginous gravels, would have been formed
in the depressions on the plain ol marine denudation whose surface it caps.
As already explained, the resistance which laterite offers to denudation
would be sufficient to account for its being now found capping the hills,
and if it were originally formed in the depressions of the surface, for the
complete reversal of contour is an indication of the time that has elapsed.

From what has gone before it will be seen that the subject of the origin
of laterite is still wrapt in obscurity. None of the various hypotheses that
have been piopounded is completely satisfactory, nor is it possible to come
to any final conclusion till an agreement is come to as to the meaning of
the word laterite. It must be used either as purely a lithological, or as
a chronological, term, not indifferently as either, but as the word was
originally intended to describe a peculiar variety of rock, irrespective of
its age or origin, for which too a fresh name would have to be adopted if
the familiar one were abandoned, it is the lithological sense of the word
which it is most desirable to retain.
Using the term as defined by its proposer for a vesicular, highly ferru
ginous, clay, soft in the mass but readily hardening on exposure to the
weather, it seems that there is nothing essentially volcanic in the rock.
The high level laterites are doubtless derived, directly or indirectly, from
the debris of volcanic rocks, but it is to the gneiss and granite that we must
look for the ultimate source of the laterite of the south Konkan, Travancore,
and Ceylon.
According to some geologists this laterite is in reality a soil and formed
by the direct decomposition in situ of the underlying rock, but) some doubt
attaches to the observations on which this conclusion is based, as the ap
parent transition may be due to an infiltration of iron from the overlying
laterite and a conversion of the decomposed portion of the underlying rock,
where it is suitably argillaceous, into laterite. It is certain that, though
laerite appears to a certain extent to be still in course of formation, the
bulk of the rock is of ancient date, for it is now found on the summits of
steeply scarped trap hills, or a deeply eroded plain of marine denudation,
the exceptions being for the most part those cases where it is palpably or
probably of detrital origin, and derived from pre-existing laterite.
There are two difficulties in the way of accepting this explanation
without modification. The first is the large proportion of iron present in
laterite, a proportion which is only exceptionally found in any volcanic
rock, and much exceeds that present in any of the gneissose rocks, apart
from certain highly ferruginous bands. Such local and exceptional accu
mulations of iron are not sufficient to account for the amount present in the
laterite caps far removed from them, nor can the concentration of iron
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Caused by the washing away of the less ferruginous and consequently less
coherent portions, account for its presence, any more than for the argil
laceous nature of the rock, where it rests on sandstones almost devoid of
any trace of clay or iron. The supposition that laterite is derived from the
decomposition of a specially ferriferous eruption, marking the close of the
Deccan trap period, is insufficient to account for the facts even, within the
Deccan trap area, and quite fails when applied to the remote exposures,
far beyond the limits of the area within which the influence of these erup
tions could have been felt.
One objection which might be urged to the hypothesis of the origin of
laterite by the decomposition in situ of volcanic rock, that it should in that
case be found interbedded with the trap, may be dismissed. However
laterite originated, time was certainly a factor in its formation, and the
occurrence of beds of bole suggests that the same causes which subse
quently led to its formation, were at work during the Deccan trap period,
but that the rapid succession of lava flows did not leave them time to pro
duce the full effect which resulted when the eruptions had ceased.
The second difficulty is the great thickness of some of the patches of
high level laterite, which seems to preclude their having been formed as a
soil, by the segregation of the oxide of iron and removal of the less
coherent non-ferruginous portions, and the more probable explanation is
that they were formed in lakes or marshy hollows by the deposition of oxide
of iron from the stagnant v/aters, mixed more or less with tine grained ash
and decomposed volcanic debris. The laterite of the lowlands may have
been similarly formed in marshy hollows, left on the surface of a plain of
marine denudation after its elevation above sea level. It is described
as a thin, fairly uniform layer covering the undulations of this plain, but in
Mr. Lake's description of south Malabar there are said to be gneiss hills,
or islands, rising from this plain, on which no laterite is found, and if the
laterite were a direct product of decomposition of gneiss, it is difficult to
see why it should be restricted to the lowland near the coast, which was
evidently once covered by the sea.
As to the conditions necessary for the formation of laterite little can be
said. Those countries where it has been supposed to be still in process of
formation are characterised for the most part by a warm, moist, climate, and
an abundant vegetation. But there is one characteristic of all the laterite
regions that appears to be important ; the laterite is without exception only
found on level or gently undulating surfaces, if we ignore the irregulari
ties produced by subsequent denudation. It is found on the terrace border
ing the sea coast, and on the plateaux capping the hills further inland, but
whenever a rock which could pass for laterite is found on the intermediate
slopes, it is clearly of derivative origin. The rounded surfaces of the
gneiss hills of Ceylon and Southern India are often covered to a great
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depth with a more or less ferruginous subsoil, which never passes into
laterite, except in such localities as the summit plateau of the Shevaroy hills
or the plain, now intersected with valleys cf denudation, which bordeis the
sea coast. It is also said to be found in the bottoms of the valleys of south
Malabar, but wherever laterite is found on the sloping ground, it is clearly
derived from the disintegration of some bed at a higher level.

The geological age of the high level laterite must, of course, remain
undetermined, until the mode of formation has been more definitely ascer
tained. If the rock be merely the result of surface alteration, it may
be of any date subsequent to the termination of the volcanic out
bursts. Indeed, it must still be in process of formation, as has been
justly pointed out by several observers. But, as its occurrence in the
form of a few isolated caps shows that it was once a much more extensive
formation, it must have existed before the denudation of the area
had much advanced, and must, therefore, have been formed, in part at
least, soon after the termination of the volcanic eruptions. The great
similarity between the high level laterite and the beds of the same rock
interstratified with the nummulitic limestones and gravels of Gujarat and
Ciitch, tends to suggest the possibility that the two are contemporaneous,
and also that they may have been produced in the same manner, with
this important distinction, however, that the Gujarat beds are marine,
whilst there does not appear to be any evidence in favour of supposing
that the highlands of the Deccan were submerged during any portion of
the tertiary period. Had they been submerged, the amount of denudation
which the traps must have undergone would, in all probability, have
caused the high level laterite to be more distinctly unconforniable. At
the same time, it is far from clear that the laterite is truly conformable to
the highest trap flows. It has been hitherto assumed, rather than proved,
that all the beds of laterite, at lower elevations than the summit bed, are
of later age. The occurrence of latcrite at various elevations presents
no difficulty on the theory of the laterite being an altered form of
the traps, but if this rock be of any definite date, it is clear that ex
tensive denudation must have reduced the level of such hills as M£therein, the uppermost beds of which are at least 2,000 or 3,000 feet
below the highest volcanic flows, before the laterite was deposited.
Nevertheless, the laterite of Matherdn, although apparently non-detrital,
may be a secondary product. This question of the conformity of the highlevel laterite to the highest traps requires, in fact, further investigation.
Whether the true laterite of the low grounds near the sea is to be re
garded as newer than that of the high level plateaux depends on the
hypothesis of origin adopted. If they are both products of decomposition
2 C
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in situ of the underlying rock, they may both be of the same age, but if,
as seems probable, the formation of the laterite was anterior to the excava
tion of the valleys which now limit its extent, then the low level laterite is
shown, by the less degree of denudation that has taken place since its for
mation, to be newer than the high level. On any hypothesis, except the
impossible one of direct volcanic origin, there is no reason why the pro
duction of laterite should be restricted to any particular geological age,
and Mr. Lake's observation of the apparent passage of gneiss into laterite
in the bottoms of some of the valleys of scuth Malabar,1 would bring the
date of origin of [some part of the laterite down to a, geologically, very
recent period.

The foregoing remarks regarding the origin of laterite refer only to
what may be called the non-detrital form, in the sense that it is not pal
pably formed of the debris of pre-existing rocks of a similar nature ; but the
bulk of what has generally been described as low level laterite, principally
along the east coast, is evidently of clastic origin, and is often merely a subrecent gravel with a ferruginous matrix. Although, as has been explained,
it seems advisable to use the term laterite in a purely lithological sense
and not to apply it to such rocks, even though there is every degree of
transition between the two, it is impossible to ignore these so called laterites, seeing that the term has been so generally used in the past.
Like the true laterite of south Malabar, they are found resting on
what appears to be a plain of marine denudation, and the enquiry naturally
arises as to whether the low level laterite is a marine formation. A priori
it would appear improbable that a marine formation should be deposited
during the process by which a plain of marine denudation is elevated
above the sea. On the other hand, the frequent occurrence of pebbles,
often of large size, in the laterites of the east coast appears due to the
action of the waves, especially where, as around the isolated hills in Orissa,
which may originally have been islands, a mass of well rounded shingle,
in every way resembling a beach, is found cemented together by laterite.
'] he absence of marine fossils may be due to their having been obliterated
by the forces which produced the peculiar concretionary structure of the
rock.
There are, however, two circumstances which appear to militate
strongly against considering the laterite a marine formation. One of these
is its remarkable thinness, which, so far as is known, rarely exceeds 20
feet along the east coast, and the other is the very frequent occurrence,
in the Madras country, of palaeolithic implements imbedded in the rock.
Some of these might have been dropped into the sea from canoes, but
1 Mcmoirt, XXIV, 226, (1890).
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it is incredible that tr.e men who used the stones should have lost them
in the sea in such numbers as would account for their present abundance.
On the whole, it appears most probable that the low level laterite is a
subaerial deposit, due, however, in many cases, to the rearrangement of
marine gravels and sands by rain and streams. All rain and stream
action would tend to carry away the lighter sand and clay, and to leave
behind the heavy iron sand, and to this may be due the concentration of
the ferruginous element.
The presence of palaeolithic human implements in the Madras laterite
proves that the rock is of post-tertiary origin. The implements ' found
are chiefly of quartzite, and have evidently been fashioned from peb
bles, derived originally from the rocks of the Cuddapah system.
Despite the geologically recent origin of the low level laterite, the con
siderable amount of denudation which it has undergone shows that it is,
in part at least, a formation of ancient date, counting by years. It has
already been mentioned that, on the west coast the plateau near the sea
has been cut through by streams to a great depth, and the underlying trap
exposed, and that farther inland, at a higher level, only a few caps of the
low level laterite remain. On the eastern coast, which, owing to the large
amount of deposits brought down by rivers, is protected from the action of
the sea, the laterite has undergone less denudation, in consequence of its
being frequently covered by later alluvial deposits, but still it has been
removed by atmospheric action over large areas away from the coast. It is
probable that the land rose very slowly from the sea, the laterite forming
on the raised slope part passu with the elevation, and that, consequently,
the farther inland the rock the older its date, and the longer the period
during which it has undergone denudation from atmospheric agencies.
But the deep ravines cut by the streams close to the western coast, near
RatnAgiri, mark the lapse of a considerable period of time since the low
level laterite was first consolidated, and a curious piece of evidence of the
same kind has been recorded by Mr. Foote a in the neighbourhood of
Madras.
Between two villages called Amerumbode and Maderapaucum, east of
Sattavedu, and about 30 miles north-west by north of Madras, are some
stone circles, made of blocks of the laterite, in which palaeolithic imple
ments are found in abundance in the immediate neighbourhood. The
stone circles are known in the country as Karambar rings, and precisely
similar rings of stone are found in many parts of India, associated with
various other rude stone buildings such, as kistvaens and cromlechs.
That these stone circles are of much later date than the palaeolithic
1 R, B. Foote, Mad. Jour. Lit. Sci., Oct. 1866,! Soc., XXIV, 484, (1868).
3rd series, Pt. 2, p. I ; also Quart . Jour. Geol. I J Memoirs, X, 47, (1873).
2 C 2
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implements is evident, first because in the particular case near Madras the
circles are constructed of rock in which the implements are imbedded, and
secondly, because iron implements, which mark a far more advanced stage
of human progress, have been repeatedly found within the enclosures.
Nevertheless, the stone circles themselves must be the work of a very
ancient period, for all record of their construction, or even of the people
who built them, has passed away.

CHAPTER XVI.
PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT DEPOSITS.
(Exclusive of the Indo-Gangetic alluvium!)
PENINSULAR AREA—Extent, and distinction from tertiary beds—Various forms of posttertiary
deposits—Cuddalore sandstone — Warkalli beds—Cave deposits— Older alluvium of the
Narbadd, Tapti, Godavan and Kistna— Newer alluvium of the east coast— Smooth water
anchorages and recent deposits of the west coast—Lake deposits— Kegur, or cotton soil—
Blonw sand — EXTRA-PENINSULAR AREA — Hills west of the Indus — North- West Punjab—
the Himalayas — Eastern frontier— Alluvium of the Irawadi.

The posttertiary (postpliocene, pleistocene or quaternary) and recent
formations of India occupy an immense area. They form the wide plains of
the Indus, Ganges, and Brahmaputra, and cover large tracts of country
south of the Gangetic and east of the Indus plain. No older formation is
exposed throughout the greater portion of the belt of alluvial lowland
fringing the eastern coast of the Peninsula, and subrecent accumulations
occupy a large area in Gujarat and in some other districts near the western
coast. Large deposits in the valleys of the peninsular rivers and upon the
fertile plains cf the interior are also of recent or subrecent origin. The
most important and extensive of these forms the great Indo-Gangetic plain,
and, as the extent and variety of the recent and subrecent deposits render
it impossible to treat of them all in a single chapter, its description, with
all the important and interesting questions it raises, will be deferred for
the present.
It is very difficult to draw a clear and distinct line between tertiary
and posttertiary formations in India. The limit of the two in Europe
coincides with the glacial epoch, but as no physical trace of this cold
period has been detected in peninsular India, the distinction between the
pliocene tertiary formations and the postpliocene beds is there less easily
defined. Practically, no difficulty has hitherto arisen, because the
tertiary beds of the Peninsula are comparatively unimportant, and those
which occur belong to the older or middle tertiaries, and not to the
newer beds, so that there is a marked break between the tertiary and
posttertiary deposit? ; but in the extra-peninsular area, where the upper
most tertiary deposits are largely developed, it is often extremely
difficult to say where the line should be drawn.
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In dealing with the recent and subrecent deposits of India it is impos
sible to observe a strictly chronological order, and it is necessary to classify
them more or less according to their nature. In the case of those in
peninsular India the following classification will be followed, the oder
being roughly, though not strictly, that of their date of origin :—
1. Subreccnt or doubtfully tertiary deposits of the coastal region.
2. Cave deposits.
3. Older alluvial deposits.
4. Newer alluvial deposits of the rivar valleys and deltas.
5. Raised littoral accumulations uf sand, shells, etc.
6. Soils.
7. Blown sand.

Along the eastern coast of the Peninsula, from the neighbourhood of
Rajdmahendri to the Tinevelli district, a peculiar formation, consisting
chiefly of sandstones and grits, is found underlying the laterite and asso
ciated gravels which form a low slope on the edge of the east coast
alluvium. This sandstone formation has received several local names, but
is now generally known as the Cuddalore sandstones,1 from being well
developed in the neighbourhood ol the civil station of Cuddalore, about
loo miles south of Madras.
The greater portion of the Cuddalore group, throughout the area in
which it is found, consists of gritty and sandy beds, sometimes highly
ferruginous, and coloured of various tints of yellow, brown, red, and
purple, sometimes white or pale coloured, and not infrequently moltleilIn some cases the rock is argillaceous, and occasionally thin bands of
clays or shales are interstratified. The beds are soft, loose textured and, as
a rule, ill consolidated, being rarely sufficiently compact to be used as
building stone. Bands of conglomerate have been found.
As already stated, these beds have been traced throughout a large
portion of the east coast. Their most northerly extension known is
between Vizagapatam and Ra"ja"mahendri. The coast north of Vizagapatam, as far as the Chilka" lake, has not been examined geologically, and
throughout Orissa no outcrops of the Cuddalore beds have been detected,
but there is a possibility that they may be represented by some clays and
sandy beds associated with the laterite of Midnapur.' There is rather
more probability that certain sandstones, grits and clays, which occur east
of Rdnfganj, and extend northwards as far as Surf in Birbhum, belong to
the same group as the Cuddalore sandstones of Madras.
From the neighbourhood of Rdja'mahendri the Cuddalcrc beds have
been mapped at intervals along the coast for fully 600 miles to the
1 For further information see more particu
larly, H. F. Blanford, Memoirs, IV, 165, (1863);
King and Foote, Mtmoirs, IV, 256, (1864);

Foote, Memoirs, X, 59. (i&73) and XX, 35,
(-883).
1 Memoirs, I, 268, (1859).
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southward. They usually form a low slope, dipping at a very slight angle to
the eastward, in the direction of the sea, and are, as a rule, much covered
and concealed by the deposits associated with the low level laterite of the
east coast. To the westward they rest indifferently, but always unconformably, upon rocks of various ages, — metamorphic, Jurassic or cretaceous, —
and they often terminate in this direction in a low scarp. To the eastward
they disappear in places, with their capping of laterite, beneath the alluvium
of the coast, but they quite as often, especially to the southward, terminate
in a small cliff. Their outcrop is repeatedly interrupted by the broad alluvial
valleys of rivers, and in some places, as for nearly 100 miles south of
Madras, they appear to be wanting altogether, whilst in other parts of the
country they form a broad tract, usually sandy and infertile, raised above
the general level, occasionally no less than 25 miles wide from east to west,
as near Cuddalore, but generally much less.
From the paucity of sections and the extent to which the Cuddalore
sandstones are concealed by laterite and sandy soil, their absolute thick
ness can nowhere be estimated with accuracy. The scarp in which they
terminate to the westward is sometimes as much as 100 feet high and
they must be somewhat thicker than this, but it is doubtful if they attain
any considerable thickness. They are perfectly undisturbed, and have all
the appearance of being a comparatively late formation.
The only fossils found in the Cuddalore beds consist of exogenous silicificd fossil wood, some of which is coniferous and has been described
under the name cf Peuce schmidiana.1 The genus Peuce is not acknow
ledged by all palaeobotanists, and it appears too ill defined to justify any
conclusions as to the age of the rocks being founded upon its occurrence.
This silicified wood is especially abundant at Tiruvakarai(Trivicary\ about
fourteen miles west north-west of Pondicherri, whence the name of Trivicary
grits has been applied by some writers to the local development of the Cudda
lore sandstones. The trunks of trees occurring at this place are of large
size, one having been found as much as 100 feet in length, while stems 15
to 20 feet long and 5 to 6 feet in girth are not uncommon. They occur
prostrate, imbedded in ferruginous grit.
'J he age and mode of origin of the Cuddalore sandstones are obscure,
as but little importance can be attached to the identification of one generic
form of coniferous wood. They are quite unconformable to the cretaceous
beds, which they overlap in a most irregular manner, as near Pondicl.erri,
where they rest on beds of the Ariyalur group, forming the plateau
near the town, known as the Red hills ; six miles further westward, and
west of the belt of cretaceous rocks, they are seen resting on Utatur beds
near Tiruvakarai, whilst a few miles further west they completely overlap
1 Sclimid u. Schleiden : Ueber die Natur der Kieselho!rcr. Jena, 1855, pp. 4, 36.
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the <:retaoeous beds and rest on gneiss. Fragments derived from
the cretaceous beds and containing cretaceous fossils have been found
near Tanjore. Near Rajaraahendri the Cuddalore sandstones overlie tinDeccan trap, the Jurassic rocks and the gneiss. It is safe, therefore, to
conclude that the sandstones cannot be older than upper tertiary. And
the discovery by Mr. Foote, in the Tinnevclli district, of subrecent marine
beds, containing only living species of mollusca, associated with grits which
he believed to represent the Cuddalore beds,1 appears to show that an
even later date .should be ascribed to them.
The origin of these rocks is as obscure as their date. Occurring as
they do, parallel with the coast, it is natural to suppose that they are of
marine origin and have been formed near the shore, when the genera]
contour of the coast was the same as it noVv is, though the level of the
land was somewhat lower. But the complete absence, so far as is known,
of all marine remains is not easy to explain. Coarse sandstones and grits
are usually unfossiliferous, but in beds which have undergone so little
change some casts of shells, at least, would probably be found in the more
argillaceous strata, if they were of marine origin. At the s;ime time it is
difficult to suppose that the western coast of the Bay of Bengal can
have formed part of a river valley in tertiary times, and it is equally im
probable that stratified grits, sandstones and conglomerates, like those of
the Cuddalore beds, can be a form of subaerial wash.
On the west coast of the Peninsula a series of clays and sandy clays with
lignite beds near their base, known as the Warkalli beds, are found for
about twenty miles along theTravancore coast, from about three miles north
of Quilon to the same distance south of Warkalli, and have been supposed
lo represent the Cuddalore sandstones of the east coast. Some doubt may
be expressed as to the correctness of this correlation, for the Warkall;
beds are said to attain a thickness of 200 feet, double the greatest recorded
thickness of their supposed representatives on the east coast, and their
upper surface is said to be formed by the same plain of marine denu
dation which cuts the gneiss further inland,8 pointing to an older date than
that of the Cuddalore beds. The Warkalli beds are said to be underlaid
by the limestones containing eocene fossils, which have been referred to in a
previous chapter, but though there is no reason to doubt the presence of
these eocene liiru stones, they have not been examined in situ by a
competent geologist, and we have no information at present as to whether
or not they are conformable to the overlying beds. If so, it would point
to a greater antiquity for the Warkalli beds than there seems to be any
good ground for ascribing to the Cuddalore sandstones.
' Mtmoirs, XX, 41, (1883).
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On the coast of Kathiawar a subrecent marine limestone, largely used
as a building stone in Bombay, is found. It is commonly known as Porebandar
stone from the name of the port whence it is shipped or, using the name
proposed by Dr. Carter, miliolite. The typical miliolite is a finely oolitic
freestone, largely composed of foraminifera, which form the nuclei of the
oolitic grains, but near the sen coast the limestone is not infrequently
mixed with a large proportion of sand. In the eastern part of Ka'thid'war
these beds are only found neat the coast ; further we>t, however, they form
the whole surface mapped as recent, and extend on to the tertiary rocks and
the Deccan trap. They attain a maximum thickness of about 100 feet,
are extensively false-bedded in thin layers, and, though clearly a marine
deposit land shells, which were doubtless washed down by small streams
or flood?, have been found in some of the more impure beds.1

There is only one locality in the Indian Peninsula where mammaliferous cave deposits have been detected. This is at a place called Billa
Surgam, a few miles north of Banaganpalli in the Karniil district. The
caves are in the limestone belonging to the Karnul series, and situated
at a higher level than the beds of the present drainage, their floor is incrusted with stalagmite, beneath which red marl, full of bones of animals,
large and small, is found. These caves were first discovered by Captain
Nevvbold, whose collections were, however, never described, nor can the
specimens noiv be found. More recently they have been explored by
the Geological Survey, and the collection of bones, some of which exhibit
traces of having been shaped by man, described by Mr. Lydekker. The
fauna, besides many living forms, contains five species, Viverra karnuliensis, Hystrix crassidens, Atherura karnuliensis, Rhinoceros karnuliensis, and Sus karnuliensts, which are extinct, though closely allied to
living forms. But the most interesting feature is the occurrence of four
types identical with, or closely allied to, living African forms; these
are Cynccep/talus, sp., Equus asi/tus, Hyxna crocuta, and Mam's cf.
gigantea?

The older alluvial deposits are well represented in the valleys of the
Peninsula. Leaving the deposits of the Indo-Gangetic plain for separate
description, the various older alluvial deposits of the peninsular rivers
1 Joi,r. Bo. Br. Kay As. Soe. V. 313, ( 1857) ;
Geological papers on Western India, Bom
bay, 1857, p. 756; Memoirs, XXI, 1261
(>884).
3 For further details, sec T. J. Newbold: 1

Jour. As. Soc. Beng., XIII, 6:0, (1844); R. B.
Foote, Records, XVII, 27, 200, (1884) ; XVIII,
227, (1885); R. Lydekker, Records, XIX, 120,
(1886); Pal. Imlica, series x, IV, pt. 2,
(1886).
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deserve notice, both on account of the area they occupy, and of the organic
remains they have yielded. The rivers of the Peninsula may be divided
into two main groups ; the first comprises the Narbadd and Tipti, which
flow westward and drain the central portion of the Peninsula ; the second
includes the Mahdnadi, Godavari, Kistna, Penner, Cauvery, and several
minor streams which flow eastwards into the Bay of Bengal.
In the first named of the two groups one striking peculiarity is
noticeable. Extensive alluvial plains, composed of clays and gravels,
exist in the valleys of the Narbadi and Tipti. In the NarbacU valley
the principal plain extends from a little east of Jabalpur to Hardi, a dis
tance of more than 200 miles, and varies in breadth from 12 miles to
35. There is a smaller plain further down the river, extending for about
80 miles from Barwai to the Harin Pal south of Bagh, but it is compara
tively ill marked, the alluvial deposits are, so far as is known, much less
deep, and no mammalian remains have been found. In the Tapti valleythere is a large plain in Khindesh, extending east and west for
about 150 miles, and terminating to the eastward close to Burhdnpur.
This plain lies chiefly to the north of the river, and is probably in places
as much as 30 miles wide, but its limits have not been accurately deter
mined. It appears to be connected by a narrow alluvial belt to the south
east with the plain of the Purna,1 a tributary of the T^pti, draining a great
portion of Berar. The Puma plain is at a higher level than Khandesh
and is about 100 miles long, and in places 40 miles broad, its eastern ex
tremity being near Amrioti, so that the whole length of the combined
Tapti and Purna plains is about 240 miles. The TApti and both the
Narbada plains are closed on the west by rocky and hilly country through
which the river has cut a channel with a rapid descent, and in the case of
the Narbada, as will be explained presently, it is ascertained that the allu
vial deposits of the upper basin extend to a considerable depth beneath
the level of the river bed at the point of exit, so that the plain lies in a
great rock basin.
In the valleys of the eastward flowing rivers, such as the Goddvari,
Kistna and Cauvery, there are no such broad and well defined alluvial
plains as in the drainage areas of the Tdpti and Narbadd. There are
numerous extensive alluvial flats in many places, but they are far inferior
in extent to the Narbad4 and Tapti plains, and they appear to be chiefly
due to the river having worn a broad valley through soft, or easily disin
tegrated rocks. This is especially the case on the Godavari and its tribu
taries, the alluvial portions of the river valley being in the Gondwana
rocks, or else in the Deccan traps, whilst the river traverses rocky gorges.
1 This is not quite certain however, the
ground not having been properly surveyed.
There is a considerable amount of rock ex
posed in the rivers between the two plains,

but th; fall from one to the other cannot
be much more than 100 feet, to judge by
the railway levels.
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through the metamorphic rocks forming the various barriers, at tht
places where the valley leaves the softer formations. On the Narbacte and
Tdpti it is otherwise, the rocks underlying the alluvial areas, so far as
is known, are of the same kind as those cut through by the rivers at
their exit from the plains. It is not improbable that the formation of
these well defined plains in the Narbadtf and Ta'pti valleys, and the ab
sence of similar flats on the Godavari and Kistna, may be due to the rise
of the Indian Peninsula in posttertiary times having been, as already
suggested, greater or more rapid to the westward than to the eastward.
Partly in consequence of mammalian bones having been discovered in
considerable quantities, and partly because the geology of the neighbour
ing country is of so much interest and variety as to have attracted the
notice of many geologists, the alluvial deposits of the Narbadd valley have
received far more attention than similar formations on the banks of the
other Indian rivers.1 The great plain already mentioned as extending
from Jabalpur to Hardci is chiefly composed of a stiff, reddish, brownish
or yellowish clay, with numerous bands of sand and gravel intercalated.
Kankar abounds throughout the deposit, and pisolitic iron granules are
of frequent occurrence in the argillaceous beds. Occasionally pebbles and
sand are found cemented together by carbonate of lime, so as to form a
hard compact conglomerate. This rock is especially developed at the base
of the alluvial deposits, and is often found forming a coating to the under
lying rock, not only in the Narbada but in many other river valleys.
The clay is frequently quite devoid of stratification, but it appears never
to attain any great thickness without sandy layers intervening. The river,
in many places, cuts through the clays, sands, and gravels to the under
lying rock, usually belonging to the transition series, and the section of
old alluvial deposits on the banks of the stream never greatly exceeds 100
feet in depth, this being about the usual difference in elevation between
the bed of the Narbada and the general surface of the alluvial plain in the
neighbourhood of the river. But in a boring which was made at Sukakheri,
north of MohpAni and south of the Gadawdrd station on the Great Indian
Peninsula Railway, a depth of 491 feet was attained, without the base of
the alluvial deposits being reached ; another bore-hole was made through
alluvial beds close to Giidawai a station to a depth of 251 feet. Through
out the thickness of nearly 500 feet, no change of importance was
detected in the alluvial formations. By far the greater portion of the
beds traversed consisted of clay with calcareous and ferruginous grains,
sand and pebbles being found occasionally throughout. The bottom
For description of the NarbadA alluvial
deposits see Mtmoirs, II, 279, (1860);

VI, 227, (1869); Records, VI, 49,
VIII, 66, (1875).
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of the bore-hole was in latcritic gravel, and it is possible that rock was not
far distant.
The evidence thus obtained of the depth to which the alluvial deposits
of the Narbadd valley extend proves thnt they fill a rock basin, for the bed
of the Narbadd river, at the point where it leaves ihe alluvial plain near
Handid and commences to run through the rocky channel which extends to
Bdrwai, is not more than 200 feet below the level of the surface at Gddawdrd and Sukakheri, and the valley is surrounded by higher rocky ground
in every oilier direction. A slight prolongation of the alluvial basin to the
south-west in the direction of Hardd, the prevalence of alluvium in parts
of Nirodr, and the circumstance that there is a great break by which the
railway traverses the Sdtpura range, immediately east of Asirgarh, may
indicate that the upper Narbadd formerly joined the Tdpti in Khdndesh,1
and that the lower part of the valley of the former river, as it now exists,
is due to changes of level in the later posttertiary period.
The surface of the Narbadd alluvium is undulating, and evidently
denuded by the action of rain and streams. There is a slight slope of the
surface to the westward throughout the plain, the elevation of the railway
station at Hardd, at the western extremity of the alluvial tract, being 947
feet above the sea, whilst Sohagpur station is 1,103 feet> Narsinghpur
1,185, and Jabalpur, which is, however, on rock a little above the
plain 1,351. The fall of the surface in 200 miles is probably about 3:0
feet.
Different views have been put forward as to the marine, lacustrine,
or fluviatile origin of the Narbadd alluvial deposits, but, before considering
these, it will be well to give a list of the organic remains hitherto identified.
They consist of bones and shells, and the following species have been
determined : —
VERTEBRATA.3
MAMMALIA—
Ursus namadicus.
Bubalus piilii'indiciis.
Leptobosfrascri.
Bos na'nndicus.
Ce*vns (? duvaucelli)Sus, sp.
Hippopotamus palirindicus.
„
namadicus.
t Eqinis namaiiicut.

1 The greatest elevation on the G. I. P.
Railway between the Narbadd and Ta'pti
valley, is 1,245 feet above the sea, or only 300
feet above Hardd in (he alluvial plain of the

MAMMALI ».—conid.
Rhinoceros unicornis.
Elcphas numaiiicus.
t
„ insignis.
t
„ ganesa.

REPTILIA—
Pangshura flaviventris.
Btitfigur, cf. liliong >ka.
Trionyx, cf. giingMus.
Crocodilus, sp.

Narbadd.
2 Lydekker, Pal. tndiea, series x, lit,
(1884-86). The species marked with a dagger
are found also in the Siwuliks.
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MOLLUSCA.'
GASTEROPODA—
Melania tuberculata.
Paludina beng<>lensis.
dissimtlii.
• Bythinia cerameopoma.
„
pulcltella.
Btilimus insidaris.
* Lymnea acuminata.

Pliinorbis exusttis*
„
camp essns ?
LAMELLIDRANCHIATA —
Unio corttiiitusl var.

,

n Sp. near £/. shurtleffiamis.
> murginalis.
Corbicvla, sp. near C. striatella.

The only trace of man hitherto found in these deposits consists of a
chipped stone scraper or hatchet discovered by Mr. Hacket in situ near
the village of Bhutra, eight miles north of GddawaYa1.* The material is Vindhyan quartzite, and the form similar to that of some of the implements
fo und inthe lateritic deposits of Southern India, and in the postpliocene
formations of Europe.
The only form identical with existing Indian species is Rhinoceros
unicornis, originally described under the name R. namadicus, but accord
ing to Mr. Lydekker the bones are not distinguishable from those of the
living species.' Elephas namadicus is allied to the existing Indian ele
phant, Bubalus palxindicus is very close to the living Indian wild buffalo
and the deer is a near relation to, if not identical with, the barasingha
(Cervus duvaucelli). On the other hand, Elephas insignis and Hippo
potamus namadicus belong to extinct subgenera, the first being found,
and the latter represented by a nearly allied species, in the pliocene Siw^lik
rocks. Hippopotamus palasindicus and Bos namadicus are not nearly
allied to any Indian living species, the first belongs to a genus now only
found in Africa, whilst the second, although having some characters in
common with the living wild cattle of India, Bos (Bibos} gaurus, differs from
the latter in many important particulars, and appears to be quite as closely
connected with true taurine oxen belonging to the type of Bos taunts.
Bos namadicus, indeed, cannot be classed in the subdivision Bibos. The
relations of the remaining mammals are less distinctly made out, the speci
mens on which the species are founded being for the most part fragmentary.
The only reptile clearly identified is Emys tectum, which is considered
identical with a living Indian form. It is very singular that only frag
mentary remains of crocodiles occur, for they abound in the Siwalik
rocks and a species is common in the Narbadd at the present day. The mollusca appear to be the same as species now living in the area, and all the
1 Memoirs, II, 284, (1860); Recordi, VI,
S4i ('873)- The nomenclature in this list
is that adopted in the first edition of the
Manual. The species marked with an asterisk
are not determined with certainty, no speci-

mens having been preserved in the Geological
Museum.
» Records, VI, 49, (1873) ; two figures of
the implement are given.
' Pal Indica, series x, I, p. viii, (1880).
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commonest forms now known to occur in the river valley are represented.1
except some minute species of land shells. Their absence is not surpris
ing, because land shells for the most part float, when washed away, and
are left on the surface, where they decompose, instead of being preserved
in alluvial deposits.
The examination of the molluscan remains in the Narbada" clays and
gravels completely disproves the idea of a marine origin, but it has been
considered by some observers that the deposits are lacustrine.1 This viewwas principally based upon the uniform appearance of the clay and the
absence of stratification. But this very uniformity and want of strati
fication are common characters of undoubted river deposits, and may be
observed on the banks of most large streams, whilst the frequent deposi
tion of pebble beds throughout the clays could not have taken place in
the still waters of a large lake. The bones too are isolated and broken,
sometimes even being rolled, whereas, if deposited in a lake, different
bones would in all probability be found together, because away from the
margin there could be no current in the lake of sufficient force to trans
port bones divested of flesh, and any mammalian remains deposited in
the bottom of the lake must be derived from floating carcases or portions
of carcases. Moreover, the Chelonia and fresh water mollusca are all
forms which inhabit either rivers or shallow marshes in river valleys, and
it is improbable, if so great a change took place in the area as would
be involved in the replacement of lakes by a river valley, that a greater
difference would not be produced between the tortoises and fresh water
shells formerly inhabiting the waters and those still living.
The fact of the alluvial formation occupying a rock basin shows,
however, that a considerable upheaval of land must have taken place to
the westward, and it is possible that this upheaval may for a time have
given rise to a lake, and the lower beds may consequently be lacustrine
even through those from which the fossils were obtained are alluvial. If
the Narbada1 has really been diverted from its original course as suggested
above this could only have happened through a movement of elevation
sufficiently rapid to pond back the drainage and produce a lake.
The alluvial plains of the Tdpti valley require but brief notice.'
I The only exception of any importance
is Melanin sfinulosa, but that is not by any
means so generally distributed a form as
M. tuberculata. The absence in the Narbada
deposits of Melanin variabilis and M. spinulosa, the latter of which is included in Mr.
Theobald's lists of living Narbada species
(Memoirs, II, 287), was noticed by Dr. Fal
coner, Quart. Jour. Ceol. Soc., XXI, 382,

In

(1865) ; but it is extremely doubtful whether Af.
variabilis does exist in the Narbadd valley or
its neighbourhood. The occurrence of M,
lyrata included in Mr. Theobald's list, loc. cit.
is also very doubtful.
• Memoirs, II, 283, (1860).
' For a few additional details, see Memoirs,
VI, 276, 286, (1869); and Wynne, Keeortis
II, I, (1869).
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their principal characters they resemble the Narbada1 plain, but the depth of
the deposits is unknown, no deep borings having been made. As in the
Narbadcl valley, the river now runs at a considerable depth below the alluvial
plain and is evidently cutting its channel deeper. The whole basin is com
posed of the Deccan trap, and the Tapti quts its way out to the westward
through the same formation. No remains of mammalia have hitherto been
detected in the alluvium, but they will probably be found if sought after;
the few mollusca found, as in the Narbadd plain, belong to recent fresh
water species inhabiting rivers.
The difference in elevation between the Tdpti and Puma plains is not
accurately known, nor are the levels of different parts of the plains well
determined, the only data available being those furnished by the railway.
The height above the sea at Bhusawal, just south of the alluvial flat, near
the eastern extremity of Khandesh, is 677 feet. This cannot be much
above the flood level of the T4pti river, for the rail level at the bridge over
the Tdpti, only about six miles distant, is 685 feet. At Malkapur, close to
the western extremity of the Purna alluvial plain, the level is 816 feet, at
Akola 917, at Murtazdpur 986, and at Badnera south of Amraoti, 1,093.
The last locality, however, is some miles distant from the south-eastern
edge of the alluvium, and none of the railway stations are out in the allu
vial plain, as in the Narbadd valley.
The only peculiarity of the Purna alluvia! deposits, which deserves notice,
is the occurrence of salt in some of the beds at a little depth below the sur
face. Throughout an area more than 30 miles in length, extending from the
neighbourhood of Dahihdnda (Dhyanda), north of Akola, to within a few
miles of Amrdoti, wells are sunk for the purpose of obtaining brine in several
places on both sides of the Purna river. The deepest wells are about 120
feet deep. They traverse clay, sand and gravel, and finally, it is said, a
band of gravelly clay, from which brine is obtained. No fossils have
been found in the clay and sand dug from the wells. The occurrence of
salt in the alluvial deposits of India is not uncommon, and it is impossible
to say, without further evidence, whether it indicates the presence of marine
beds. The absence of marine fossils in all known cases is opposed to any
such conclusion, but still it is not impossible that the land may have been
1,000 feet lower than it now is in late tertiary, or early posttertiary times,
and this difference in elevation would depress the Purna alluvial area
beneath the sea level.
It has already been mentioned that the alluvial deposits of the Godavari
do not occur in distinct basins, like those of the Narbadd and Ta'pti. This
river in general has but a slight fall, and forms a broad alluvial plain where it
traverses softer beds, whilst it cuts a steeper slope through harder rocks.
There is an exception to the latter rule in the gorge above Rajdmahendri.
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Extensive alluvial areas occur along the upper part of the Godavari in tlie
Bombay presidency and the adjoining portion of the Nizam's dominions,
and similar tracts are found on the Penganga', Wardha1, and Wainganga,
tributaries of the Godavari, in Berar, Ndgpur and Chdnda'.
The composition of these deposits differs in no important particular
from that of the Narbada and Tapti alluvium. The gravels are chiefly
composed of rolled agates and fragments of bapalt derived from tlie Dec can
traps, which are the prevailing rocks in the upper part of the valley.
Sllicified fossil wood in all sizes from small fragments up to trunks 10
and 15 feet long J is abundant along the west margin of the Chikiala sand
stones, from near the Wardhd to the Godavari near Enchapalli, and is found
Jess abundantly from here on to Albaka on the Goditvari. The greater por
tion of the alluvium in all cases consist of brown clay with kankar. In the
Warclh A valley beneath the clay and calcareous conglomerates some fine
sandy silt, light brown or grey in colour, occurs vest of Cha'mLl, and
contains salt, with a considerable proportion of sulphate of magnesia *
(Epsom salts).
Mammalian bones have been found, sometimes it is said in large num
bers, in the Goddvari valley, but very few appear to have been preserved,
and the only species identified is Eleflias namadicits? Bones of Bos and
other animals occur, and it appears probable that the fauna is similar to
that of the Narbadd valley. From the gravels near Mungi and Paitan
(Pytun) on the road from Ahmednagar to Jdlna, Mr. Wynne obtained an
agate flake, * apparently of human manufacture, thus affording a second
instance of traces of man occurring in the pleistocene river gravels of
the Peninsula.
The most important localities at which bones have been observed are
the neighbourhood of Mungi and Paitan already mentioned, and one or
more places on the Pengangd or its tributaries in the neighbourhood of
Hin^oli.6 At one spot near Hingoli bones are said to have been found in
immense quantities, but unfortunately they were not preserved.
The valley of the Kistna resembles that of the Godavari in many
respects. There are similar plains of alluvial clay with beds of sand, gravel
and calcareous conglomerate, but none of these plains appear to be
of great extent. Beds of gravel have been observed in many places at a
height of Go to 80 feet above the present course of the river and its
tributaries.0
1 W. King, Memcirs, XVIII. 2pS, (1881). |
a Hughes Memoirs, XIII, 92, (1877).
' Falconer, Quart. Jour. Gfnl. Sue., XXI, 381,
(1865), Memoirs, VI, 232, (1860).
•Fora description by Dr. ~T. OMham and
figures, see Recotds, I, 65, (i8f>8).
8 Capt. O. W. Gray, Mad. Jour. Lit. Set.,

VII. 477, (1838) ; Carter, on the authority
of Dr. Bradley, Jour. Bo. Br. R->y. As. Sac.,
V, 304, (1854) ; Newbold, J,,ue. R -y. As. Sac.
VJII, 246, (1846). See also Memoirs, VI, 231,
(1869).
0 Newbolil, Jour. Roy. As. Sac , VIII. 247,
(1846); Foote, Memoirs, XII, 237, (i8;i).
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The only impoitant mammalian remains hitherto found in the alluvial
deposits of the Kistna and its tributaries consist of portions of the cranium
and mandible of a Rhinoceros, and some bovine teeth and jaws, found on
the Gatparba near the town of Gokdk.1 The bovine remains have not
been determined but the Rhinoceros has been described under the name
of R. e/eccanensis by its discoverer, Mr. Foole ; ! the species differs widely
from all living forms, and does not appear to be very nearly connected
with any known fossil Indian species. Some fresh water shells of living
species were found with the bones.
It was probably from some part of the upper drainage area of the Kistna,
also, that Colonel Sykes obtained the teeth of a trilophcdont Mastodon
described by Falconer s under the name of M. pandionis.
Large numbers of chipped quartzite implements of human manufacture,
and belonging to the same type as that discovered in the Narhadd alluvium,
have been found in various gravels in the southern Maiathd country on the
Malparba and other affluents of the Kistna.* The relations between
the ossiferous gravels and those containing the implements are, however,
somewhat obscure.
Nothing of importance is known concerning the older alluvial deposits
of the remaining rivers in the Indian peninsula.
It is in the Mahdnadi, Kistna, and Penner valleys that the principal
diamond gravels are found, frequently at heights considerably above the
present stream level.5 The pebbles in the gravels are composed of various
kinds of inetamorphic and transition recks.

Throughout the east coast of the Peninsula, from the delta of the Ganges
to the neighbourhood of Cape C'omorin, with the exception of a few miles
near Vizagapatam, there is a belt of alluvial deposits, varying greatly
in breadth, but nowhere exceeding about fifty miles. In places the hills
approach the sea, leaving only a comparatively narrow belt of sandy fore
shore, as south of the Chilkd lake in Orissa and again near Pondicherri,
whilst broad alluvial plains extend inland for many miles, near the mouths
of the great rivers Mahdnadi, Goddvari, Kistna, Cauvery, etc., where there
is actually a slight projection beyond the general coastline, owing to the
quantity of sediment deposited, although the strong currents which sweep
up and down the coast prevent any great seaward extension of the deltns.
To the northward the east coast alluvium joins the older alluvial de
posits on the western side of the Ganges delta, and the IAO resemble each
other closely in mineral characters. The coast alluvium consists chiefly ol
1 Memoirs, XII, 232, (1876).
2 Pal. Industries x, I, pt. i, (1874).
3 PaUeontological Memoirs, London, 1868.
1, >2-4-

4 Fooio, Memoirs, XII, 241, (1876).
8 NewbolJ, Jour. Kuy. As. Sue., VI (, 226,

2 D
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clays with kankar and, near the hills, pisolitic nodules of iron peroxide, the
latter being in places sufficiently abundant to render the deposit a kind of
laterite gravel. Gravels and sand also occur, frequently more or less
mixed with ferruginous concretions, and there is, in many localities, an
apparent passage between the ferruginous gravel of the alluvium and the
low level form of laterite, but in other places this older alluvium rests unconformably upon the low level laterite, which has been shown, 'oy the
occurrence of palaeolithic implements, to be itself of posttertiary age.
The surface of the coast alluvium is usually quite flat near the sea and
in the river deltas, but towards the hills it is more uneven, and the surface
has undergone a considerable amount of denudation, evidently from being
at a higher level.
At Madras and Pondicherri, shells belonging to recent species have
been found at dupths of from 5 to 20 feet beneath the surface, or con
siderably above the present sea level. Faither south also, near Porto Novo
in the lower valley of the Vellar,1 a bed of estuarine shells is found above
the present flood level of the river, and consequently at a. considerable
height above the sea Similar deposits of shells have also been noiiced
near Cuddalore and Tanjore.8
The shells, as a rule, are estuarine forms, such as now live in the creeks
and backwaters of the coast,8 but in several cases true marine species have
been found. The subfossil shells near Madras are so abundant in places
that they have been collected for burning into lime
Another place where estuarine shells have been observed is close to
the ChUkcl lake in southern Orissa. The forms found were Cytherea casla
and Area granosa, and the deposit containing the shells is now at elevations
of from 20 to 30 feet above the level of the highest tides.
The thickness of the alluvium has been tested at Madras by a boring
which went through it, and struck the crystalline rocks at 55 feet from the
surface.* Further south, at Pondicherri, the thickness of the alluvium is
much greater, one boring having been put down 550 feet without reaching
itf base. The alluvial deposits of F'ondicherri are both interesting and im
portant, in that they yield a supply of artesian water at various depths below
the surface,5 and in one boring, at Bahur, a bed of lignite, io'65 in. (35 feet)
in thickness, was struck at a depth of 73*38 m. (240 feet) from the surface. u
The lignite is too impure to be of commercial importance, but since it
1 H. F. Ulanford, Memoirs, IV, 192, (1863). I tills, Area granosa, Cy'hera casta, C. mere5 King and Foole, Memoirs, IV, 254, (1864)
trix, Oslifa, a large species.
s The following are th: most characteristic
4 Newbold, Jour. Roy. As. See., VIII, 248,
species. They are seldom, if ever, found in (1846).
the open sea, but they are always met with in
1 For details seeW. King, Records, XIII, 113,
backwaters, and at the mouths of rivers, and 104, (1880).
many of them occur in creeks of deltas near
6 Geological Survey, MS. Records.
the sea ; - fotainides telefcafium, P. fluvia-
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must have been formed at or near the surface, it is interesting as evi>
deuce of an amount of subsidence corresponding to the depth at which it
was found beneath the surface.
Evidence of subsidence to a less degree is again found in a submerged
forest at the western end of Valimukam bay in the Tinnevelli district. The
forest, or rather so much of it as can be seen, is described as about half an
acre in extent, lying at or just below high water mark ; the stumps have
a diameter of one to one and a half feet at the base of the hole, and are
surrounded by black mud containing remains of twigs and detached
branches. An incised bone pendent was found, which appeared to have
been washed oat of this mud, showing that the forest flourished since the
advent of man.
The trees of this forest could hardly have flourished at sea level
or on the ccast, so that there has certainly been eome subsidence in
this neighbourhood, but indications of a contrary movement are found close
by in the occurrence of Potamides and other littoral marine shells in clay
above high water level, showing that this clay must have been elevated
since it was formed.1
Before proceeding to the description of the recent accumulations on the
west coast of the Peninsula it will be well to notice the remarkable
smooth water anchorages of Aleppi and Narakal. These are mud
banks of about four miles in length, whose position varies in the course of
years within the extreme limits of about eleven miles. The sea bottom
on these banks is composed of a very soft mud, which readily mixes
with the sea water, and smooth water can always be found over the
mud banks, though open to the full force of the south-west monsoon,
however tempestuous the sea outside may be. It was this peculia
rity which first attracted attention, and rendered them important to the
navigators of a coast where there arc no sheltered harbours, and the
accounts which have been written from time to time constitute a
tolerably extensive literature.8 According to the most recent investigation
of the subject, these smooth water anchorages owe their origin to a bed of
very soft, fine grained, greenish clay, containing foraminifeias and diato*
maceae, which underlies the soft recent sandstones of the surface of the
narrow strips of land separating the sea from the backwaters of Travancore and Cochin. When the Water level in these backwaters is raised
by the monsoon rains, this mud is forced outwards, and rises in cones
and ridges along the shore and under the sea, and once it has become
ature will also be found. A more recent in1 FOote, Memoirs, XX, 83, (1883).
' A good account of these mud banks by Dr. vestii>ation by Mr. Lake is printed in Records,
VV. King is published in Records, XVII, 14, XXIII, 41, (1890).
(1885), where an account of the previous liter2 D 2
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thoroughly mixed with the sea water the wa\es of the open sea are
smoothed off and reduced in size over the mud banks.
This result appears to be due to two separate causes. In the first place
the mud contains an appreciable proportion of oily matter, and the action
of oil in stilling stormy waters is now well known, but the second cause
appears to be much the more important. The large quantity of impalpable
mud mixed with the water increases its density, and, consequently, the
waves, on entering this denser water, decrease in size and are retarded.
Moreover, as the proportion of mud is much less at the surface than lower
•down, the lower part of the wave is retarded more than the upper, and the
wave may actually break if the increase in density be sufficiently rapid,
or merely be obliterated if it is sufficiently gradual. This action is
intensified by the large amount of fresh water falling on the sea as rain and
poured out by the rivers, which floats on the surface in such quantities that
ships may often replenish their sto^-k of fresh water by dipping over the
side of the vessel with a bucket. It is doubtless due to the greater density
of the deeper layers of water, owing to the smaller proportion of salt and
mud in the upper layers, and the consequent retardation of the lower
portions of the larger waves that they are broken up, while the film of oil
derived from the mud causes the smaller wavelets to be smooched off.
There is nt> such continuous plain of alluvium along the western shore
of the Peninsula as on the east coast. The ground between the Sahyadri
range and the sea, where not hilly, consists gene:ally of a gentle slope
towards the coast, composed of rock, covered in many places by laterite.
The coast itself is rocky in parts, and the alluvial deposits are chiefly
confined to the neighbourhood of the small streams, which run from the
Western Glints to the sea, or of the backwaters, or lagoons, which have
been cut off by banks of sand along the coast. The backwaters are of
considerable extent in Travancore and Malabar, but they are wanting
farther north and on the coast of the Bombay presidency. The alluvial
valleys between the hills are unimportant south of Bombay itself, although
they gradually increase in extent to the northward.
Alluvial plains, evidently of comparatively recent formation, connect
the hills of Bombay and Salsette island, a few creeks alone remaining
to show the position of the marine channels which formerly existed. Farther
north these plains gradually increase in extent, until they merge into
the alluvial flat of Gujarat.
At Bombay the alluvial deposits consist of blue and yellowish brown
clay. The former varies in thickness from a few inches to several feet, its
upper surface being at present about one or two feet below high water
level. It is very salt, and contains small grains and nodules of kankar, and
occasionally plates of gypsum ; it is frequently penetrated by mangrove
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roots, which are usually riddled by Teredo borings, just as in the mud of
tidal creeks, and at one spot large masses of oyster shells have been found
in it. The yellowish brown clay appears to be the older of the two deposits.
Its surface is frequently above the sea level, it abounds in larger masses
of kankar, and it has occasionally yielded estuarine shells, Placuna
Oscrfa, etc. That these alluvial deposits are estuarine, and precisely
similar to the mud now deposited in the creeks and backwaters of the
coast, or on the shores of Bombay harbour, is shown by the similarity
of mineral character and by the organic remains, both vegetable and
animal, found in the clay.1
Some very interesting indications of subsidence were found in the ex
cavation of the Prince's dock at Bombay. A large number of tree stems
and roots were found in the blue clay, many in the position in which they
originally grew and some of the stumps were 30 feet below high water
level. The evidence of subsidence here is unmistakeable. but the littoral
concrete, seen on the west side of the island, must have been formed at a
lower level than it now stands at. The elevation on one side of the island
and depression on the other could not have been contemporaneous, so that
we have clear proof of oscillations of level similar to, but of greater extent
than, those Dr. Buist recognised many years ago.8
It is evident that Bombay harbour is the last remaining inlet out of
many which formerly indented the Bombay coast, and that this harbour
is gradually silting up and being converted into dry land. The process
however, is slow, and it may be ages before its progress is such as to
afiect the trade of Bombay, but, unless depression takes place in the area,
or means are devised for checking the deposition of mud, there can be
no question of the ultimate result. Except at Bombay, little has been
recorded concerning the alluvium of the western coast south of Damdn,
and that little presents no features of interest.
In the neighbourhood of the rivers Tdpti and Narbadd there is, how
ever, a broad and fertile alluvial plain* near the sea, resembling in
some of its features the alluvium of the east coast. Commencing to
the southward near Damdn, this plain covers the greater portion of the
Surat, Broach, and Ahmadabdd districts, and continues as far as the Rann,
where it joins the area of recent deposits connected with the Indus valley.
Near Surat this plain is about 30 miles in breadth, and near Baroda it is
60 miles wide.
The alluvium of eastern Gujarat consists of brown clays with kankar,
resting upon sands and sandy clays with occasional gravels. The surface
1 Buist, Trans. Bom. Geng. Snc., X, 181, ' * Trans. Bo. Gcog., Soe., X, 177, (1857).
(1852)- Carter, Jour. Bom. Br. Roy As. Soe.,
s Memoirs, VI, 233, (1869) ; Records, I, 30,
IV, 204, (iS53).
0*68) ; VIII 49, 0*75).
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is co\ered with black soil to the southward, though not in the district
of Ahmaddbad, and is frequently flat over considerable areas, but in parts
of the country the ground is undulating, evidently in consequence of
having been denuded by rain action, The deposits appear to have been
chiefly esluarine or marine, and have probably been raised, as on the east
coast, but no fossils have been found. The Gulf of Cambay is said to be
gradually silting up, and there can be very little doubt that it was formerly
part of a broad inlet leading from the Rann, then an inland sea, to the
ocean, and that the remainder of the inlet has been converted into the
alluvial plains of Ahmaddbdd, Broach, Surat, and north-eastern Kdthidwdi.
In north-eastern Ka'thia'wa'r, on the borders of the Rann, there is a
large alluvial tract,1 continuous with the alluvium of Ahmeddbdd, and
similar in character. Between Kdthidwdr and Ahmeddbdd, in the line of
depression between the head of the Gulf of Cambay and the Rann of Cutch,
there still exists a large shallow lake of brackish water, called the Nal, about
twenty miles in length by three or four broad. In the neighbourhood of
this marsh shells of a form of Cerithium (probably Potamides telescopium
or P. fluviatilis) are found, showing that estuarine conditions have pre
vailed at no distant period, and tending to confirm the probability that
the depression between Ka'thia'wa'r and Ahmeddbad is an old marine inlet,
silted up in recent times. The distribution of black soil in the neighbour
hood of the Nal will be noticed presently.
Along the south coast of Kdthidwar there is very little alluvium, its place
being taken by a calcareous grit, with marine shells, which is evidently of
late formation. A glance at the map will show that this coast is exposed
to the full action of the currents which sweep along the shores of the
Peninsula, so that it is unlikely that any accumulation of sediment would
take place. A palch of recent deposits has been mapped at the western
extremity of the Ka'thia'wa'r peninsula, but along its north-western coast the
Deccan traps extend down the sea shore. The belt of alluvium reappears
in Cutch,8 where it is from three to ten miles broad, there being only one
place where rocks come down to the shore. This is in the Gulf of Cutch.
The alluvial plain of Cutch consists of a brown loam, resting upon mottled
clay, with kankar and grains of quartz.
An agglutinated calcareous shelly grit is found, a little raised above the
sea level, in several places on the west coast of India. This deposit, which
was called littoral concrete by Dr. Buist,8 consists of shells, corals, pebbles,
and sand, cemented together more or less thoroughly by carbonate of
lime, and sufficiently compact in places to be employed as an inferior kind
1 Rogers, Quart. Jour. Ceol. Soc., XXVI,
118, (1870); F. Fedden, Memoirs, XXI, 130,
(1884).

4 Wynne, Memoirs, IX, 81, (1872).
s Trans. Bo. Geog. Soc., X, 179, (1852); Jour
Bom. Br. Roy. As. Sac. IV, 206, (1853).
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of building stone. The bast known locality is in Bombay island, where the
shelly grit forms the flat ground of the Esplanade and part of the surface
on which the fort was built, the same deposit is also found at Mahim and
other places in the island, resting sometimes upon rock, but more often
upon the blue alluvial clay, described a few pages back. The same, form
ation is found to the southward at Malwdn,1 and northward here and there
as far as DamSin, where it was observed by Mr. Wynne, apparently in
process of formation.2 Near Bulsar, a little north of Daman, the littoral
concrete was observed to be stratified, the strata dipping at a low angle
towards the sea.
In western Kathiawar the same formation is much more widely deve
loped. It here assumes the character of an earthy calcareous grit, is
usually of a dark ashy colour, and contains marine shells and corals. Occa
sionally it attains a thickness of 60 feet, and it rests unconformably on
the denuded surface of the miliolite. The fossils found in the calcareous
grit, so far as is known, are all species now living on the neighbouring
coast, but no thorough comparison has ever been made.
There can be very little doubt that the shelly calcareous grits of the
Bombay and KjUhidwdr coast are truly marine, not estuarine, and that they
are the result of a littoral accumulation of the sand and pebbles found on
the shore, together with marine shells and corals. The beds may have ori
ginally been sand spits or beach deposits, very little, if at all, above highwater mark, and consolidated by the cementing action of carbonate of lime
after being raised. In any case there appears to be evidence of a rise in
the land, trifling at Bombay, but greater in Kathiawdr.
Indications of local deposits, supposed to have been formed in lakes
have been noticed on the Nilgiri hills of Southern India s and in the southern
MarithS country,1 and have been supposed to indicate changes of level
No fossils have been found in these deposits, nor does the evidence in
either case amount to clear proof of the former existence of lacustrine
conditions, although the probabilities are in favour of this view.
It would be beyond the scope of the present work to enter into the
question of Indian soils. Consisting as they do of the surface of the
ground altered by the action of the air and rain, by impregnation with
organic matter, and by the results of agricultural processes, they necessarily
vary with every difference in the underlying formation, whether it be one
of the older rocks or of the more recent unconsolidated deposits. There are,
however, two forms of superficial formations which, having received repeated
1 Memoirs, XII, 243, (1876),
1 Rtcotds, I, 32, (1868).

' H. F. Blanford, Memoirs, I, 243, (1858).
4 Foote, Memoirs., XII, 228, (1876).
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notice in Indian geological works, require a few remarks to be devoted
to them, and one of the two, the regur, or black soil, is a very remarkable
substance. The red soil also requires notice, because it has been so
frequently mentioned in geological treatises.
The somewhat ferruginous soils common on the surface of many
Indian rocks, and especially of the metamorphic formations, would pro
bably never have attracted much attention but for the contract they
present in appearance to the black soil. T hey have only been noticed,
as a rule, in papers relating to the black soil country in the western and
southern portions of the Peninsula. The commonest form of red soil is a
sandy clay, coloured red by iron peroxide, and either derived from the
decomposition of rock in situ or from the same products of decomposition
washed to a lower elevation by rain. The term is, however, frequenily
used in a very vague sense, apparently to distinguish such soils as are not
black, and hence many alluvial soils may be comprehended under the
general term. In very many cases, too, it appears to have been applied
in Southern India to thick alluvial beds of sand or sandy clays, which
are in fact ordinary river or rain-wash deposits.
The regur of Peninsular India, called black soil from its colour, and
cotton soil from its suitability to the cultivation of cotton, occupies the
surface of a very large portion of the country, and Newbold considers that
at least one- third of Southern India is covered by it. The name
is a corruption of the Telugu regada, or of cognate words in affined
languages. 1
Kegur, in its most characteristic form, is a fine dark soil, which varies
greatly in colour, in consistence, and in fertility, but preserves the constant
characters of being highly arg'llaceous and somewhat calcareous, of
becoming highly adhesive when wetted (a fact of which anv one who has
to traverse a black soil country after a shower of rain becomes fully aware)
and of expanding and contracting to an unusual extent under the respec
tive influences of moisture and dryness. Hence, in the dry season the
surface is seamed with broad and deep cracks, often live or six inches across
1 The following are some of the principal
writers who have described regur: —
Christie, Edln. Phil. Jour., VI, 119,
(1829); VII, SO, (1829); Mad. Jour. Lit.
Sd., IV, 469, (1836).
Voys-y, your. As. Sac. Beng., II, 303, (1833).
Newbold, Proe. Roy. Sac., IV, 54. (1838,;
Jour. As. Sec. Beng., XIII, 987, (1844);

XIV, 229, 270, (1845); Jour. Roy. As.
Sot., VIII, 252, (1846).
Hi*Io|>, Jour. Bo. Br. Ray. As. Soc., V,
61, (185.?)-

Carter, Jour. Bom. Br. Roy. As. Soe., V,
329, (1854).
Theobald, Memoirs,
II, 298, (1860); X,
229, (1873).
H. F. Blanford, Memoirs, IV, 183, (i85z).
King and Foote, Memoin,\V, 352, (1864).
W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, VI, 235, (1869) ;
Records, VIII, 50, (1875).
T. Oldham, Records, IV, 80, (1871).
Foote, Memoirs, XII, 251, (1876).
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find several feet deep. Like all argillaceous soils, regur retains water, and
consequently requires less irrigation than more sandy ground ; indeed, as
a rule, black soil is never irrigated at all in the western Deccan, Ndgpur,
and Haiderabad. When dry, it usually breaks up into small fragments ; on
being moistened with water it gives out an argillaceous odour. It is said
to fuse, when strongly heated, into a glassy mass, but this is not invari
ably the case, and is probably dependent on the proportions of iron and
lime present.
The chemical composition of rcgur has not received much attention.
From the few and partial analyses ' which have been made the proportions
of iron, lime, and magnesia, seem to vary, and there appears always to he a
considerable quantity of organic matter combined. '1 lie black colour
appears to be due either to the carbonaceous elements of the soil, or to
organic salts of iron, but the tint varies much, being frequently brownish,
and sometimes grey.
Christie made some experiments to determine the absorbent power of
regur. He first dried a portion at a teinperature nearly sufficient to char
paper ; he Ihen exposed to the atmosphere of a moderately damp apart
ment 26i5'6 grains of the dried soil, and found after a few days that it had
1 The following a-e the analyses. In neither
case is it stated how the analvses weie made,
nor which ingredients were determined by
loss. In the first, by Dr. Maclec.d and pub
lished by Captain Newbold ('Jour. Ray, Ai.
Sac., VIII, 254), a complete analysis of a dried
sample appears to have been made, but the
locality from which the specimen was derived
is not s'.atid : —
Silica ..... 48^2
Alumina
.... 2O'3
Carbonate of lime .
.
. i6'O
Carbonute of magnesia .
. Io-2
Oxide of iron . .
.
.
IO
Water and extractive .
.
4-3

In the other analysis by Mr. Tween (Memoirs,
IV, 361), tindrit;d soil was used, and the com
ponent parts were only deti rmir.ed in the
soluble portion. The residue in all con
sisted chiefly of magnesia and alkali; in Ai,
Bi, 82, there were traces of sulphuric acid.
A and B were from near Seoni, C from
Indi re, D from Barwani, and E from Burh5npur; Seoni and Barwani are in the Narbada
valley, and Burhanpur in the Tapti.
Ai, A2 represent the surface soil and
subsoil taken from the same locality, Ai being
the surface, A2 from 5 feet below surface. The
two marked Bi, B2, are, in like manner, the
soil and subsoil (3 feet deep) from one locality,
wl.ile C, D, and E are the soils taken from
only a few inches below the surface. Bi is
Considered the best quality of soil ; —

IDO'O

/i

i

1

2

Organic matter ...,„...
Water

9' *
8>

SM

Alumina ....

7'5

8'6
n 80

.

.

.

•

.

100'

76

ICO'

1

a
2

6a'8
»'
8-1

*3'7

7'0
i"S

8'4

100

8'7
«'5
irtt

ICO

Ci'So
7'65
7'35

6S'8i
7'J
9'4
670
5'8l

*'7
9*9

875
^•38

7'67
S'53

99'3i

DS'SIO

98-70

4 36
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gained 147'! grains. He then exposed the same sample to an atmosphere
faturated with moisture, and found that the weight increased daily, till the
end of a few weeks, when it was found to be 2828-4 grains. The soil had,
therefore, gained 2i2'8 grains, or about 8 per cent.
As a rule, the purest beds of regur contain no pebbles, although this
soil usually abounds in kankar. Fragments of chalcedony or zeolite are,
however, often found in the black soil, where it is derived from the decom
position of basalt, and in Southern India regur occasionally contains debris
of the metamorpliic rocks, sandstone or limestone, on which it rests.
Where uncultivated, black soil plains usually support but few trees,
and those, as a rule, of no great size, but the principal product is grass,
commonly growing to a height of three or four feet, but sometimes con
siderably higher. The growth of grass on the uncultivated plains of India
is, however, greatly promoted, and the trees injured or killed, by the
universal practice of burning the grass annually in the dry season, so that
it is probable that the plains of black soil would support forest if left to
themselves.
The fertility of this soil is so great that some of the black soil plains
are said to have produced crops for 2.000 years without manure, without
having been left fallow, and without irrigation. On the other hand, some
varieties of black soil, occurring near the coast of Southern India, are com
paratively infertile.
The typical appearance is only presented by this soil near the surface
of the ground ; if the regur is more than about 6 to 10 feet deep, it usually
passes down into brown clay with kankar. It is never, except where it
has been carried down and re-arranged as a stream deposit, met with at any
depth beneath the surface.
The distribution of black soil in the Indian peninsula is of some im
portance, because it affords a clue to the origin of the formation. Re«ur
is found everywhere on the plains of the Deccan trap country, except in
the neighbourhood of the coast. A very similar soil is found locally
in the basaltic Rajmaha'l hills, but with this exception nothing of the
kind appears to be known in Bengal or the neighbouring provinces.
In Southern India, however, tracts of biack soil are found scattered
throughout the valley of the Kistna, and occupying the lower plains and
flats of Coimbalore, Madura, Salem, Tanjore, Ra'inna'd, and Tinnevelli.
There is but little on the Mysore plateau. Some occurs on portions of the
coast plain on the eastern shore of the Peninsula, and the great alluvial
flat of Surat and Broach in eastern Gujarat consists of this soil. The
soils of Ahmada'ba'd are light coloured, but regur occupies the surface of
the depression lying between Ahmada'ba'd and Ka'thia'wa'r, and connecting
the head of the Gulf of Cambay with the Rann of Cutch.1
1 Rogers, Quart. J,,ur. Geol. Sot., XXIV, 1 18,( 1870).
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In many cases there cannot be a question that regur is simply derived
from basalt by surface decomposition, and it is not surprising that
numerous observers, from Christie and Voysey to Carter and Theobald,
should have contended, and should still contend, that all cotton soil is
derived from disintegrated trap rocks. Throughout the im'mense Deccan
trap area, the passage from decomposed basalt into regur may be seen in
thousands of sections, and all the alluvial valleys, most of which contain
black soil, are filled with deposits derived from the disintegration of basaltic
rocks. More than this, the boundary of the trap is approximately the
boundary of the black soil over enormous areas; where the latter is found
beyond the trap boundary, volcanic rocks may very probably have existed
formerly, and have disappeared through disintegration, or the soil have been
washed down from the neighbouring trap hills. This is admirably seen
around Nclgpur and ChdndA in the Central Provinces, A'here regur occurs
everywhere upon the trap, but is never seen upon the metamorphic rocks a
few miles to the eastward, except where there is reason to suppose it has
been transported, as in the alluvial flats of rivers which flow from the trap
country.
Again, whilst nothing resembling regur is found in the meta
morphic region of Bengal, Behar, Orissa, Chutist N^gpur, Chhatisgarii, and
the neighbouring provinces, soils, undistinguishable from those of the
Deccan traps, are found in the basaltic Rajmahal hills, and a similar
formation has also been observed in Pegu,1 derived from the decomposition
of basalt. It has been urged that basalt may have been more widely spread
in Southern India than is now the case, and that, where none is now found,
its disappearance is due to its having been converted, by disintegra
tion into, regur.
This view cannot, however, be accepted. In the first place, as was
shown by Newbold, basalt generally disintegrates into a reddish soil, quite
different from regur in character. This reddish soil may be seen in places
passing into regur, but the black soil is, as a rule, confined to the
flatter ground at the bottom of the valleys or on fl.it hill tops, the brosvn
or red soil occupying the slopes. Again, the masses of black soil in the
valleys of the GoclaVari and Kistna might be due to the alluvial deposits
having been derived from the trap rocks, through which both rivers flowin the upper part of their course, but hundreds of square miles in the
basins of the Penner, Pallr, Cauvery, and other rivers still farther to the
south are composed of precisely similar regur to that of the trap area.
There is no reason for supposing that the Deccan trap ever extended to
the valleys of the rivers named, or can there be any reasonable doubt that
the alluvial flats contained in these valleys are maiiily formed from the
detritus of metamorphic rocks.
Captain Newbold considered2 all regur to be of subaqueous origin in
1 Theobald, M<moi>s, X, 2 >p, (1873).

|

' Jour. Ray. As. Soc., VIII, 256, (1846).
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India, and compared it to the deposits in ta-iks, and to the mud of the
Nile. Mr. H. F. Blanford suggested l that the cotton soil of Trichinopoli
had accumulated in lagoons or backwaters near the sea, and he showed
that in one place, near Pondicherri, regur was actually being formed
in a nearly dry lagoon separated from the sea by a sand spit. Messrs.
King and Foote, on the other hand, considered 3 it more probable that the
Trichinopoli regur was a fresh water deposit accumulated in marshes. It
has since been shown s that a complete passage takes place in the neigh
bourhood of Surat between the deposits formed in tidal estuaries and the
regur of the surrounding country, and it appears probable that much of
the black soil of cistern Gujardt may have been originally a marine or
est'iarine (brackish water) formation. On the other hand, Hislop* objectc:d to the theory of formation by deposition in water, and he appears to
have been the hrst to suggest that regur may really be of subaerial origin
and due to the impregnation of certain argillaceous soils by organic
matter. This appears to be the most probable theory ; there can be no
doubt that some forms of regur originate from the decomposition of basalt
in situ, others from the disintegration of other argillaceous rocks, whilst
other-varieties again were originally alluvial clays formed in river valleys,
or deposited in fresh water marshes, estuanne flats, or salt water lagoons.
The essential character of a dark colour appears^ due in all cases to the
admixture of organic matter, and perhaps the presence of a small quantity
of iron. It is far from improbable that most of the black-soil flats of India
were covered with luxuriant forest, before the vegetatio? was annually
exposed to the effects of lire. The increased dampness of'S'e soil, the
protection from denudation by rain, and the supply of decompiling vege
table matter may have contributed to the formation of the mo? fertile
forms of regur. That the process of regur formation is purely supi6c'a'i
and that it is due to surface action of a past time, is well seen in Vy
of the regur plains with a slightly undulating contour. In such place!?6
earth is black on the flats above, where the superficial layer has not bt,
washed away, brown where the wash of rain has swept away the surface
soil, and the black soil washed from the sides of the hollows has frequently,
accumulated towards the lower portion of them.
The abrupt termination of regur in places at the edge of the trap V
country is simply due to the change from an argillaceous soil to a sandy ^
one. The basalt appears generally to decompose into a highly aluminous
substance, the met ~ Orphic rocks, on the other hand, produce s^nd to a
large extent. At the same time it should be stated that it is not quite
clear why argillaceous deposits should have become regur in Southern
India, whilst nothing of the kind is known in Bengal, except in the basal1 Memoirs, IV, 191, (1863).
Memoirs, IV, 357, (1864).

3 Records. VIIF, 50, (1875).

• Jour. Bom. Br. Kay. As. Stc., V , 61, (1857
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tic region of the Rajmahal hills. A dark coloured soil certainly forms in
the marshes of eastern India, but it has not the character of regur, and
DO cotton soil has been noticed in the dense forests of Chutia' Ndgpur and
Bastdr, nor, except on the surface of basalt, in the forest-clad plains of
Bui ma. It is doubtful whether true regur occurs on the Malabar coast
between Bombay and Cape Coinorin, and the marshy soils on the top of
the Sahyadri range do not form cotton soil. The black soil plains appear
to be aln.ost confined to those parts of India which have a moderate rain
fall, not exceeding about 50 inches, but it is impossible to say whether
this is a necessary condition.
It may then be staled that regur has been shown on fairly trustworthy
evidence to result from the impregnation of certain argillaceous forma
tions with organic matter, but that the process which has taken place is
imperfectly understood, and that seme peculiarities in distribution yet
require explanation.
True peat forms in the hollows on the Nflgiris and some of the
other mountains in Southern India, such as the Shevaroys,1 at elevations
above 4,000 feet, and its formation is due, as in temperate climates, to the
growth and decomposition of a moss. In the marshes of the Gangetic
delta an inferior kind of peat is also formed by the decomposition of
various aquatic plants, and especially of wild rice.8 The peat like beds
found so widely distributed in the neighbourhood of Calcutta at a little
depth below the surface appear to be derived from the decomposition of
forest vegetation. A somewhat similar substance has been obtained from
beneath a marsh in Oudh.s

Sand drifted by the wind forms low hillocks on many parts of the
Indian coast. A series of parallel ridges of sand hills along the shore
of Orissa has been supposed to mark successive positions of the shore line.
A similar tract of blown sand is found north of Orissa in the Midnapur
district, and southwards at intervals throughout the whole of the east coast.
The sand is, of course, derived from the sea shore and blown up into ridges
at right angles to the prevailing wind, with their longer slope to windward
and a shorter and steeper surface to leeward. Smaller patches of sand are
sometimes found on the banks of backwaters. The sand hills frequently
extend for two or three miles inland from the coast, and in such cases the
inner ridges are covered with a peculiar vegetation, amongst which the
cashewnut tree (Anacardium occidentale) and a screw-pine (fandanus) are
conspicuous, and in some cases between the parallel ridges coinciding in
direction with the coast the ground is flat, and even occasionally marshy,
'Foote, Memnirs, XII, 252, (lS',6).
a Jour. As. Sac. Beng., XX11I, 400, (1854).

' Pioc. As. Sue. Bcng., 1865, p. 85.
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as in parts of Midnapur. In the latter case it is probable that a lagoon
lias existed, which has been gradually silted up, the origin of the lagoon
being due to the formation of a sand spit outside it. As already noticed,
the existence of several parallel sand ridges probably indicates a rise of
land, each ridge coinciding with a former coast line.
On the Malabar coast, sand dunes are equally common, and contribute
greatly to the formation of lagoons or backwaters ' by accumulating on
spits of sand. In the northern portion of the western coast about
Bombay no sand hills have been noticed, probably because the detritus
from the trap rocks does not form a suitable material, but further
north again, in Surat and Broach/ in portions of Ka'thia'wa'r, and in Cutch,
blown sand occupies more or less ground in many places in the neighbour
hood of the shore.
Sand dunes in India are not confined to the sea coast, but are frequent
ly found on the banks of rivers. And the accumulation of blown sand on
river banks is of common occurrence or. many of the peninsular rivers,
such as the Godavari, Kistna, and Cauvery. In some instances noticed
by Newbold,s villages have been buried by the sand blown from the river
beds during the dry season.*
One peculiar form of sand hill, known as teri, is developed to a large
extent along the Tinnevelli coast, and to a small extent in the north-westem
parts of Nellore and in the south of Travancore. The sand of which these
hills are composed consists of rounded grains of colourless quartz, stained
red, often bright red, by a thin film of ferruginous stain, which is easily
dissolved by acids. In the 'linnevelli district they owe their origin to the
dense clouds of sand and dust blown by the south-west monsoon off the bare
red soil plains towards the coast, where the wind meets the sea breeze, is
checked, and the sand dropped to form the teVis.6
In the extrapeninsular area we find recent and subrecent river gravels
in every valley, but the more extensive accumulations, if we except the
alluvium of the Irawadi river, are all found in rock bound basins of closed or
arrested drainage, which have been formed by differential movements of the
surface during the elevation of the hill ranges among which they are found.
In the dry country west of the Indus there are extensive accumu
lations of recent deposits, of which only a small proportion can be regarded
as alluvium in the true sense of the word. Beyond the frontier there are
immense stretches of blown sand and loess in western Baluchistan and
Afghanistan, of which very little is known, but it is probable that they
' Newbold, Jour. Roy. As. Sac., VIII, 2(18, | ' The principal accumulation of blown sand
(,846)
in India, that of the great RAjputina Desart,
Memoirs, VI, 235, (l86g) ; IX, 82, (1872). will be described in the next chapter.
1 R. B. Foote, Memoirs, XX, 87, (1883).
3 Jour. Roy. As. Sac., VIII, 269, (1846).
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are composed principally of the same types of accumulation as are seen in
the smaller valley plains around Quetta.
First among these, as being the oldest, is a series of usually more or less
bright red clays, sands and gravels which, in some of the publications of
the Geological Survey,1 have been regarded as tertiary, and have been
coloured as such on the accompanying geological map, but although it is
possible that they may belong to the newest portion of that period, they
are so intimately connected with the recent deposits that, as has already
been noticed,* it is more convenient to describe them in this place rather
than in what might be regarded as their more proper place. These deposits
are frequently undisturbed, especially towards the centre of the valli y plains
and are then difficult to distinguish from more recent deposits, except that the
latter are seldom so deep a red in colour. More usually, however, they
have undergone some slight disturbance, w:hich has enabled the drainage to
cut into them and form an irregular surface dotted with small hills, devoid
of soil or vegetation, owing to the saline nature of the clays and the steep,
ness of their slopes. Towards the margins of the valleys where these
deposits abut against the hills, they are son.etimes tilted up at high angles
of dip, as in the Mashdlak range west of Quetta.
Though they occur in close proximity to typical Siwa'liks, no actual con
tact section has yet been found, but there are certain indications that 1 hi
red clays of the valleys are considerably newer than those of the Siwalik
system, and it is certain that they were deposited after the main features
of the orography had been marked out by disturbance and erosion s
'I he most important of the recent deposits of these plains are the
extensive gravel slopes at the foot of the hills, and the loess.
The great gravel slopes, or dkdman, which everywhere fringe the
foot of the hills, and often reach a width of many miles in this compara
tively rainless country, form one of the most conspicuous features in the
scenery of the more open parts of the hill country west of the Indus-

g. 21.— Diagram illustrating the theory of the karez.
subsoil ; K.K

limit of permanent saturation of

They occur as great inosculating fans, spreading with a slope of 300 to
600 feet per mile from the mouths of the stream valleys. It is into these
1 C. L. Griesbach, Memoirs, XVIII, 18,
(1881) ; W. T. Blanford, Memoirs, XX, 115,
Supra, y. 319.

1 These valley deposits have not yet received
ihe detailed attention they deserve. See
Records, XXV, 36, (1892) ; see also Memoirs,
XVIII, 18(1881); XX, 115, (1*83).
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fans that long underground tunnels, known as tares, are driven,
with a slope less than that of the surface, till they pass below the level of
permanent saturation, and, acting as a subsoil drain, carry the water out
to the surface.
The loess deposits consist of a fine grained, usually grey coloured and
unstratified accumulation of wind blown dust, precisely similar to the great
loess deposits of China, which have been described by the Baron von
Richthoven. They vary in size from snvill patches of a few yards across
to great plains like that of Thai Chotidli. In the Kachi, as the plain
south of Sibi is called, the deposits of the plain appear to be principally
wind blown loess, more or less mixed with true alluvium.
Closely connected with the true loess is a more or less finely stratified
type of deposit, which is formed in the low lying parts of the loess plain.
After every heavy shower the drainage from the higher parts of the plain,
as well as from the surrounding hills, collects in these depressions, whence
it gradually disappears by percolation and evaporation. The water, when it
first collects in these depressions, always carries a large amount of solid
matter in suspension, which is deposited when it comes to rest, the coarser
particles sinking first of all and the finer afterwards. Ry a repetition of
these floods, a finely bedded accumulation of alternately finer and coarser
grained material is formed, which presents a great similarity to a lacus
trine formation, though it was not deposited in a lake in the true sense of
the word, but in mere temporary collections of flood water.
On the great plains of Rawalpindi (known as the Potwar), Bannu,
and Peshdwar, extensive deposits of gravel, sand, and silt exist. Little
is known about the later deposits in the Peshawar and Bannu plains,
but those of the Potwdr present some features of interest. The sur
face consists of a rather light brown alluvial clay, often containing
kankar, and passing in places into fine silt. Beneath this alluvial de
posit there is a mass of gravels and sand, sometimes enclosing boulders
of large size. The boulders are not, however, confined to the pebblebeds, many have been observed imbedded in fine silt, and this circum
stance, together with the great size of many of the blocks found, and the
distance to which they have been transported, has induced several observ
ers to attribute the transport of the larger masses to ice, whether floating
down a river or in a lake. It has been suggested that the Potwdr
may have been converted into a lacustrine basin in post-t ertiaiy times by
the elevation of the Salt range and the ridges west of the Indus. There
is but little evidence in favour of this view, but still it is not impossible,
for, although the pebble beds underlying the finer silt of the Sohdn valley
For addiiional details concerning these al123, 140, 223; (1877), XIII, 221, (1880).
luvial deposits of the Potwir, see Records, X, [
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appear too coarse for lacustrine1 deposits, the silt may be, in part at least,
a later deposit.
The posttertiary deposits are quite unconformable to the Sivvalik
rocks, which had been greatly disturbed and denuded before the later
beds were formed. These later beds themselves however, are occasionally
found dipping at a considerable angle, due, it is said, to original deposi
tion. 'I he pebble beds a:e found around Rawalpindi and in the neicrhbourhood of the Indus; they overlie the Rota's gorge near Jehlam, occur
on some of the Salt range plateaux, and cap the mountain above Kalabagh on the Indus. They are found at a considerable elevation above the
present river beds, some fragments of crystalline rocks in the neighbourhood of the Indus, apparently brought down by the stream, having been
observed 2,000 feet above the river.
The large blocks attributed to ice flotation appear to have been derived
from the Himalayas. They are abundant along the Indus as far up as
Amb on the left bank of the river, in the gorge of the Siran and for some
miles below Attock, around Jhand about twenty miles farther south and
farther still to the southward near the village of Trap on the lower course
of the Sohiin. Some of the blocks measure nearly 50 feet in o-iith and
others are even larger. In places such blocks have been found 20 miles
away from the banks of the Indus.
The Indus, as is well known, is subject to extraordinary floods, due to
a portion of the upper valley becoming blocked by landslips (or according
to some by glaciers) and to the sudden destruction of the barriers thus
formed. Such floods occurred in 1841 and 1858, and have doubtless taken
place in past ages.1 In the flood of 1841 the waters of the Kdbul river
were checked and forced backwards for twenty miles by the rise of the
Indus, and Drew has shown that the lake in Gilgit, formed by the landslip
in 1840-41, must have been 35 miles long and upwards of 300 feet deep.
Enormous quantities of detritus must be carried down by the violent
floods produced by the bursting of such barriers, and if, as appears
probable, the low temperature of the glacial epoch was felt in India, surh
lakes at an elevation of 5,000 or 6,000 feet above the sea would have been
deeply frozen in winter, and large blocks from the river bed and dam might
easily have been imbedded in the ice, glaciers also in the north-western
Himalayas must have been more extensive than they now are, and the
formation of lakes dammed up by glaciers was probably of more common
occurrence than at the present day. Shaw * has called attention to the
occurrence of heaps of stone and gravel of all sizes brought 80 miles down
1 For accounts of these floods, see Cunning
ham's Ladak, London, 1854; Montgomerie^our.
As.SM. Beng., XXIX, 128, (1860) ; Shaw, High
Tartary, Yarkand, and Kashghar, London, 1871,
p. 433, etc , and Appendix, p. 481 ; and espe-

cially Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir Territories,
London, 1875, p. 44. Numerous references to
other accounts are given by the last named
writer.
9 /. c., p. 486.
2E
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th« Shayak, one of the tributaries of the upper Indus in Ladakh, by blocks
of ice, and a similar action on a larger scale on the Indus may easily have
supplied the erratics of the upper Punjab. If the Potwar was a lake, the
dispersion of the erratic blocks is easily understood ; if not, the area over
which the masses of rock arc found may be due to variations in the course
of the Indus, and the reversed flow of its tributaries in great floods.
In one locality near Fatehjang a number of land and fresh water shells
were found in silt, apparently the same as that in which boulders are else
where imbedded. The species found, including Li/mnea rufescens, Planorbis exustus, Paludina bengalensis, Bythinia pulchella, Melania tuberculata, Bulimus insularis, Opeas gracilis, etc., are the same as are now
common in the country, and it appears doubtful if they would have sur
vived any very great diminution of temperature. At the same time it is
possible that the beds containing shells may be of later date than those
with boulders.1

The recent and subrecent deposits in the Himalaya? are represented
by lacustrine deposits, moraines, talus accumulations, and more conspi
cuously, by the river gravels abundantly developed in nearly every valley
as well as along the outer foot of the range. So far as these require notice
in this work, they will be referred to in the chapter devoted to the Hima'layan range, but there are three larger expanses of recent and subrecent
deposits in Kashmir, Hundes and Nepal which, being extensive enough
to be depicted on the accompanying geological map of India, require some
description of their principal characteristics.
The alluvial basin of Kashmir has a length of about 84 miles with a
breadth of some 20 to 25, and is in part occupied by low lying alluvial
deposits, not much raised above the level of the Jehlam river, but prin
cipally by older deposits forming elevated plateaux on the borders of the
alluvial plain and islands rising from it. The.se elevated plateaux of
alluvial and lacustrine deposits are locally known as Karewa, a name
which has been adopted for the deposits of which they are formed.
The Karewa deposits consist principally of sand and shingle, with
some finegrained clayey silt towards the centre of the valley ; the beds are
for the most part horizontal or slope with a gentle dip, which is probably
merely the original slope of deposition, but near the flanks of the Pir
Panjal they dip away from the hills at angles rising to 20°.
The best published descriptions of these beds are those of Colonel
Godwin-Austen' and Mr. Drew,* by both of whom they are regarded as of
lacustrine origin, an opinion also adopted by Mr. Lydekker4 but difficult
to accept in its entirety. It is very probable that some of the finely bedded
1 Theobald, Records, X, Ml, (1877).
» Quart. JOVT. Geol. .-><«., XX, 383, (1864).

1 Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 210.
72, (1883).
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tine grained deposits described by Colonel Godwin-Austen were deposited
in still water, but the frequent alternations of beds cf shingle with sand
and the layers of lignite from one to three inches in thickness, point to
subaerial conditions of formation. Even the presence of true lacustrine
deposits does not prove that the whole of the Kashmir lake basin was ever
occupied by a lake. This rock basin was probably gradually formed by a
deformation of the earth's crust, and the hollow so produced was filled up
almost, if not quite, as soon ns formed. At the present day true lacustrine
deposits are being formed in those places on the northern limit of the
valley where, owing to a deficiency of deposition, hollows have been left
in which water has accumulated, and it is probable that the conditions
have been much the same as at present throughout the geological history
of the Kashmir valley, and that a minor area of true lacustrine deposits has
been accompanied by a greater area where subaerial accumulation of sedi
ment has been in progress.
It is possible that some of the older beds of the karewas may be con
temporaneous with part of the upper Siwiliks, but the only fossils yet
found, besides undetermined fish scales and plant remains, have been land
and fresh water shells, all apparently belonging to living species.
The only other valley at all comparable with that of Kashmir is Nepal.1
The superficial differences correspond with those that mark the struc
tural characters of the two regions; both are longitudinal valleys, lying in
the general strike of the strata, but the clear open oval area of Kashmir
approximately coincides with the elliptical synclinal depression of the
calcareous upper palaeozoic strata. Nepal, on the contrary, is rather a
group of confluent valleys, with high dividing spurs in both directions. On
the prolongation of the strike of the rocks there is a continuation of the
special excavation of the mountain zone, and the rocks of this zone, being
prevailingly calcareous, has suggested the conjecture that the feature is
primarily due to eiosion by solution, as may also be the case with Kashmir.
Another cause, however, and the proximate one of the formation of a lakebasin in NepAl, was probably, in part, a relative rise of the hills on the
south, for here also the bottom beds of the valley deposits have undergone
local disturbance on this side.
These deposits correspond very closely with those of Kashmir. There
is no remnant of a lake, but the other features are alike. An extensive
upland area, known as tiinr land, corresponds to the kare-ma of Kashmir,
and to the bhangar of the Gangetic plains. It is the surface of the old
deposits, no doubt considerably modified by waste in the central parts,
and by rain wash accumulations near the hills. The streams flow at a
depth of from 50 to 500 feet below this surface, according to position, but
1 H. B Medlicott, Ktcmds. VIII, 93, (1875)
2 E 2
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here, as in Kashmir, they are now, for the most part, subject to overflow,
and thus form the alluvial valleys, known as kholas, corresponding to the
kltddii land of the plains. Beds of serviceable peat, much used for brick
and lime burning, occur at various levels in the valley deposits, and there
is also a blue clay, extensively used for top dressing the fields, whose
fertilising virtue seems to be due to the phosphate of iron (vivianite)
freely scattered through it in blue specks. No fossil remains have as yet
been found in any of these deposits.
The subrecent deposits of Huudes occupy an area of some 120 miles
long by from 15 to 60 miles broad in the upper valley of the Sutlej, which
now flows in a deep and narrow gorge, not much less than 3 ooo feet deep,
cut through the horizontal deposits it had formed at an earlier period of
its history.
Our knowledge of these beds is almost entirely dependent en the
description of the two brothers Richard and Henry Strachey. It seems
possible, from an observation of the latter of these, that the deposits are in
part of lacustrine origin, for he mentions that, in the central part of the
valley, the cliffs exhibit throughout their height a fine homogeneous clay,
with but little gravel in it. There is some inherent probability in the sup
position that part of these deposits were formed in local accumulations of
water, but there is nothing to show that thi whole of them might not be of
subaerial origin, as it is almost certain that the bulk of them might have been.
But the .chief interest of these deposits attaches to the mammalian
fossils they contain. These have long been known, though it was only
within late years that their derivation from the horizontal gravels was
definitely determined by Mr. C. L. Griesbach.1 The earlier jpecimens,
brought across the frontier as curiosities by the Tibetan traders, had been
regarded as tertiary by the late Dr. Falconer, who considered that the
beds had undergone considerable elevation since their formation. A
more recent revision of the fauna by Mr. Lydekker* renders the reten
tion of this opinion, itself improbable on account of the horizontally of
the deposits, impossible. With the exception of Hippotherium, which was
determineil by Mr. Waterhouse from specimens brought by Sir R. Strachev
though it is questionable whether the materials were sufficient for its
determination, only living genera are known ; of these Bos, Ovis (?),
Capra, and Equus are genera still living in the highlands of Tibet.
Hy&na is not at present known in Tibet, though there is no reason why
it should not formerly have ranged into high altitudes, and, besides, the
correctness of the determination is open to question. There remains the
genus Rhinoceros, which points to a warmer climate and a lower altitude
than that in which the remains are found. It is, however, not impossible
lKefords, XIII, 91, (1880).

|

» Records, XIV, 178, (1881 )
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for a Rhinoceros, especially one of small size, to have lived on the bushes
which grow in the neighbourhood of many of the Tibetan rivers, while the
doubtful evidence of this genus is more than outweighed by the fragment
of a skull figured by Koyle,1 which agrees so closely with that of Pantholops
liodgsoni that there can be little doubt of at least generic identity, and
Pantholops is a genus peculiar to the most elevated and coldest portions of
Tibet. It is consequently more probable, so far as the palaeontological
evidence goes, that the subrecent deposits of Hundes were formed at or
near the elevation at which they are now found than that they were formed
at a much lower level and subsequently elevated without undergoing any
disturbance.
In the hills east of India there are some rock basins occupied by allu
vial deposits, of which the best known is that of Manipur. About 50 miles
long by 20 broad, of an irregular shape, with many small hills rising like
islands from the alluvial plain, it is not surprising that it should be gener
ally regarded as a filled in lake. There are. however, no real reasons for
supposing that any large proportion of the valley was ever occupied by
deep water. There are no terraces round it such as would have resulted
from the lowering of the outlet of the lake during the long period occu
pied by its filling up. The deposits are all of ordinary alluvial type, and
the courses of the streams show that the present surface is the result of the
gradual subaerial formation of an alluvial plain. The elevation of the sur
rounding hills is, geologically speaking, of comparatively recent date, prob
ably not dating further back than the latter portion of the tertiary period,
and it is probable that the origin of the Manipur basin was gradual, and that
the active erosion of the surrounding hills, due to abundant rainfall, caused
it to be filled up as fast as it was formed, with the exception of insigni
ficant areas that partially escaped sedimentation, and were occupied by
shallow lakes.
The upper waters of the Chindvvin (Kyin-dwin) river drain a number
of alluvium filled valleys, the largest of which, on the ur,per part of the
Chindwin itself, is known as the Hukong valley, while, in the hills west of
the Chindvvin, there are the Kubo valley and those south of it. No details
are at present known regarding these alluvial spreads of Upper Burma, as
no detailed geological investigations have yet been possible, but in Lower
Burma more extended investigations have been made, and it is possible
to distinguish posttertiary deposits of two distinct periods.
Along the margin of the Irawadi and Sittaung alluvium, there is a
broad, but interrupted, belt of undulating ground, clearly distinguished
1 Illustrations of the Botany, etc., of the
Himalaya Mountains. 4° London, 1839, pi. III.

fig. I. The original specimen cannot now
be found.
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from the flat alluvial plains near the river both by the greater inequality
of its surface and by its more sandy character. This tract is locally
known as Eng-dain, or the country of the Eng tree (Dipterocarpus
grandiflora], but the same name is naturally applied to the very similar
sandy tracts occupied by the pliocene fossil wood group, so that the
popular distinction does not precisely coincide with the geological limits
of the formation.
The Eng-dain tract is composed chiefly of gravel, derived in a large
measure from the neighbouring hills, but partly from a distance. A por
tion of the deposits, like the bhd.bar,\\\e edge of the Ganges valley, may
simply be the detritus washed from the surface of the hills by rain and
small streams to form a slope at the base of the range, but in Pegu, as
in other countries with a heavy rainfall, this slope is inconsiderable, and a
great portion of the alluvial gravels are simply stream and river deposits.
Similar beds of sand and gravel are found in many places underlying the
argillaceous delta deposits of the Irawadi, and are evidently of more
ancient origin.
Besides the fringe, of variable width, formed by the gravels along the
edge of the older rocks, large tracts of the same older alluvial deposits are
found in places isolated in the delta, occasionally forming ground raised
to a considerable ht.-ight above the flat country around. One such tract,
about 20 miles long from north-east to south-west, by 10 miles broad,
occurs east of Nga-pu-tau and south of Bassein; another, of about the same
dimensions, lies south-west of Rangoon. These areas may be ancient
bkdngar deposits, or they may be caused by local upheaval.
Except in the immediate vicinity of the river channel, there is no
important expanse of alluvial deposits in the valleys of the Burmese rivers;
the beds of all, immediately above their deltas, are formed in places by
older rocks, and there is no such continuous alluvial plain as is found
along the course of the Ganges and Indus. Small tracts of alluvium occur,
as usual, every here and there, but the wide undulating plains in the
neighbourhood of the river in Upper Burma are largely composed, not
of river alluvium, but of the pliocene fossil wood deposits.
Compared with the Gangetic and Indus deltas, those of the Irawadi
and other Burmese rivers convey an idea of imperfection and backward
ness, as though the latter were of more modern growth than the former,
and had made less progress towards the formation of a great fertile plain.
The Salvvfn cannot be said to have any delta at all, and in the Irawadi
delta, as has already been mentioned, elevated tracts, both of rock and of
the older alluvial deposits, occur in the neighbourhood of the sea. Con
sidering the size of the river, the Sittaung delta, if the alluvial plain ex
tending to the northward beyond Taung-ngu (Tonghoo) be included, is
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proportionally more extensive than that of the Irawadi, but still the broad
Gulf of Martaban extends into the very mouth of the Sittaung river.
The Irawadi delta extends from the Rangoon river to the Bassein
river, and the head of the delta may be placed near Myanaung.1 The
first important distributary —that forming the head of the Bassein river—
leaves the main river a little above Henzclda, but water overflows in
floods some miles above Myanaung, and finds its way to the sea by the
Myit-ma-kha Khyaung, the origin of the Rangoon river. The various
rivers and creeks of the Irawadi delta are said to be far less liable to
change than those of the Ganges and Indus, but it must be remembered
that the authentic history of the latter rivers, and especially of the
Indus, extends much farther back than does that of the Irawadi, The
general surface of the delta near the sea, with the exception of the
higher tracts already mentioned, differs but little in elevation from that
of the great Indian rivers and Mr. Theobald considers that at least 2,000
square miles must be below the level of high spring tides. Large marshes,
or jhils (" eng" in Burmese), are found occupying the depressions between
the raised banks of ihe principal streams, and the whole region, especial
ly in the neighbourhood of the sea, consists of a network of the tidal creeks.
Little appears to be known as to the progress of the delta seaward,
judging by the contour of the coast, it would appear that the Irawadi,
owing to its far greater size, and perhaps to the larger proportion of silt
transported by its waters, had pushed its delta seaward far beyond the Sit
taung. The Salwin traverses for the most part an area of hard metamorphic rocks, and probably brings down but little detritus, so that the con
version of the Gulf of Martaban into land, if it is ever to be effected, must
depend largely upon the deposits from the Irawadi.
The alluvial plain and delta of the lower Irawadi consist mainly of
a clay * very similar to that found in the Gangetic plain, but containing
much less lime, and consequently poor in kankar. The colour is gene
rally yellowish brown, sometimes reddish, owing to the presence of
peroxide of iron. The proportion of sand varies, and is greater on the
whole than in the Gangetic alluvium. A few thin layers of sand occur
interstratified with the clay, and a band of dark blue or carbonaceous
clay, a few inches in thickness, has been noticed in several localities.
1 Mr. Theobald considers Min-gyi, 13 miles
below Myanaung, the apex of the delta ; and
taking Puriam point, eust of the Bassein river,
and Elephant point, west of the Rangoon
river, as the two lateral angles, he estimates
the distances from Min-gyi to Elephant and
Puriam points as 129 and 176 miles, respec
tively, the two points being 137 miles apart,
-Retards, III, 21,0870).

' Mr. Theobald considers this clay marine
or estuarine, but no fossils have been found in
it and his main arguments, founded on the
similarity between the clays of the Erawadi
and Gangetic deltas, are of course favourable
to the fluviatile origin of the Irawadi clay, if
that of the Ganges be also of fresh water
origin,—Records, HI, 17, (1870).
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The clay, in many places towards the head of the delta, is seen to rest
upon pebbly sand, and the latter is frequently found beneath the clay in the
delta itself, wells being sunk through the argillaceous surface formation
to the porous stratum beneath. In the absence of any borings, however,
it is impossible to say what the nature of the beds at a oepth below the
surface may be, and it is not clear whether the sand is the underlying
formation throughout, or whether it is merely intercalated between beds
of clay.
On the surface of the clay, in the immediate neighbourhood of the
river, deposits of silt and sand are found in some places, and resemble
the khiidar deposits of the Ganges valley. No extensive area, however,
is covered by these sandy beds. They form a narrow belt along the river
channel above the influence of the tide, and occupy a rather larger area
around Pantanau. The deposits of the Sittaung alluvial plain closely
resemble those of the Irawadi.

CHAPTER XVII.
THE INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN.
Area and elevation -Fluviatile origin of the Gangetic plain—Subrecent marine conditions in
the Indus valley— Character of Indo-Gangetic alluvium — Fossils in the alluvium— General
features of the Indo-Gangetic plain- -The Brahmaputra valley— The delta of the Ganges
and Brahmaputra —The plains of upper Bengal and the North-West Provinces — Kalar or
feh—The Punjab—The loa* river of the Indian desert — The lower Indus valley and
delta —The Rann ol Cutch —The desert of western Rajputana.

The immense alluvial plain of the Ganges, Indus, and Brahmaputra
rivers and their tributaries, the richest and most populous portion of India,
covers an area of about 300,000 square miles, and forms approximately one
fourth of the whole surface of British India, exclusive of Burma. The greater
part of the provinces known as Assam, Bengal (including Behar), the NorthWest Provinces, Oudh, the Punjab and Sind, are included in the great plain
which, varying in width from 90 to nearly 300 miles, entirely separates the
geological region of peninsular India from the Himalayas to the north, the
Sulaiman and Kirthar ranges to the west, and the hill regions of Assam,
Tipperah, and Chittagong to the eastward. Owing to the varying extent
to which the surface is raised on the margins of the area by the detritus
brought by rivers from the hills, and the gradation between the finer depo
sits of the plain and the coarser gravels forming the slope at the base
of the Himalayas, it is difficult to estimate exactly the greatest height of the
plain above the sea. The highest level recorded by the Great Trigono
metrical Survey between the Ganges and Indus, on the road from Sahdranpur to Ludhiana, is 924 feet,1 and this may be fairly taken as the
BRAHMAPUTRA VALLEY,—cuntd.

1 The following elevations of localities in the
lndo-Gangetic plain will afford some idea of
the general height of the surface above the
sea. The figures, except in the case of Rajniahal, are taken from the maps and published
sections of the Great Trigonometrical Sur
vey, with a few additions kindly furnished by
the Surveyor General, Colonel Walker. At
all the localities quoted the height is the
approximate level of the plain:—
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summit level at the lowest part of the watershed between the Indus and the
Ganges. There is no ridge of high ground between the Ganges and Indus
drainage, and a very trifling change in the surface might at any time turn
the affluents of one river into the other. It is reasonable to infer that
such changes have taken place in past times, and that the occurrence of
closely allied species of Platanista (a fresh water dolphin peculiar to the
Indus, Ganges, and Brahmaputra) in the two rivers, and of many other
animals common to both streams, may thus be explained.
An idea once prevalent amongst both geologists and naturalists was, that
the great Indian plain had been an arm of the sea in late geological times.1
It is possible that this may have been the case, but there is absolutely no
e%'idence whatever in favour of such a view, and some facts are opposed to
it. On the southern flank of the Himalayas, no marine formations have been
discovered of later date than eocene, and even these are unknown, except
in one place east of the Ganges, between the spot where the Jumna leaves
the Himalayas, and the Giro hills, or throughout thirteen degrees of
longitude, whilst the later tertiary formations, belonging to the Siwalik
system, contain fresh water Reptilia and Mollusca, and not a single marine
shell has been found in them. In Sind marine beds of miocene date are
found, which become replaced by fresh water beds as they are traced up
the Indus Valley.and in the Salt range the fresh water Siwdliks rest upon the
nummulitic limestone. It is true that it is impossible to tell what beds
may be concealed beneath the Indo-Gangetic alluvium, and marine strata
may exist to an enormous extent without appearing at the surface. It is
also unquestionable that the amount of information hitherto derived from
borings is very small indeed, but so far as that information extends,
and so far as the lower strata of the alluvial plain have been exposed in
the beds of rivers, not a single occurrence of a marine shell has ever
been observed, nor is there such a change in the deposits as would render
it probable that the underlying strata are marine. As will be shown
presently, the lowest deposits known in the plain itself are of posttertiary age, and they are certainly fresh water, whilst the tertiary deposits
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1 Hooker, Himalayan Journals, 1st ed., London,
ifl54> I. P- 378; Theobald, Records, III, 19.
(1870). Mr. Theobald's main argument,
derived from the clay at Pattharghatta, near
Riijmahal, has been shown by a re-examination
of the locality to be untenable, the deposit in
question being merely a surface wash, contain
ing fragments of bricks amongst other things
(Memoirs, XIII, 224, (1877). Dr. Falconer
considered that the Indo-Gangetic area was
formerly an arm of t'ie sea, but that it had been
converted into land before the Siwalik epoch,
—Pafaontological Memoits, I, 29.
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are chiefly known to occur on the northern margin of the plain. The
older pliocene deposits of Perim island in the Gulf of Cambay lie, how
ever, to the south of the alluvial area, and five species of mammals found
in them are also met with in the Siwaliks at the base of the Himalayas,
so that there was probably land communication between the two areas.
'Iheonly evidence known in favour of marine conditions having prevailed
during the deposition of any portion of the Gangetic alluvium is the occur
rence of brine springs at considerable depths in a few localities. These
springs, however, are not numerous, and without additional evidence it is
impossible to look upon them as proofs of marine deposits. At the same
time it is by no means impossible that the sea occupied portions of Sincl
and Bengal long after the plain of upper India was dry land. With refer
ence to Bengal there is very little evidence. Mr. Fergusson, in a masterly
essay on recent changes in the delta of the Ganges,1 has brought forward
a quantity of historical data tending to show that the whole Ganges valley
was probably not habitable 5,000 years ago, and that the extension of
human settlements to the eastward from the Punjab has been gradual.
The latter may be conceded, with the reservation that additional evidence
as to the previous want of population is desirable. The Ganges valley
5,000 years ago, like that of the Brahmaputra valley at the present day, may
have been so swampy as to be ill suited for cultivation, and yet there is
no reason for supposing that the area had recently been covered by the
sea, for the state of the surface may have been due to an amount of
depression sufficient to render the area marshy, but not enough to cause
it to be overflowed by the ocean. That depression has taken place in the
delta is shown by the records of the Fort William (Calcutta) borehole,
to be described presently, but the only known marine beds in the neighbour
hood of the Ganges delta, those at the foot of the Gdro hills, are of tertiary
age, and probably pliocene.
In the Indus valley some evidence has been obtained of the sea having
occupied part of the area in posttertiary times.* East of the alluvial
plain of the Indus near Umarkot is a tract of blown sand, the depressions in
which are filled by salt lakes. These lakes are supplied by water trickling
through the soil from large marshes and pools supplied by the flood waters
of the rivers, and it is evident that the depressions amongst the sand
hills are at a lower level than the alluvial plain, and that the salt is
' Quart. Jour. Geol. Snc., XIX, 321, (1863).
There is one ethnological fact which Mr. perpusson has not noticed. The population of
IJengal, as any one who has seen much of
Indian races will probably admit, is shown by
colour, physique, and habits of life to Contain
a large proportion of the non-Arjan races,
the people of upper India, on the other hand,
having a much larger Aryan element. This
mixed race may have migrated into the

country, but it is at least as probable that the
non-Aryan tribes were indigenous, and that
the present Bengali race is due to an admix
ture of Aryan blood. The point is, whether
Mr. Fergusson has not taken the south-eastern
migration of the more civilised population
amongst uncivilised tribes for the original
peopling of the Gangetic plain,
' Jour. As. Soc. Beng., X LV, pt. ii, 93, (1876) ;
Records, X, 10, 21, (1877).
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derived from the soil beneath the sand. To the southward is a great flat
salt tract known as the Rann of Cutch, marshy in parts, dry in others,
throughout the greater part of the year, but covered by water when the
level of the sea is raised by the south-west monsoon blowing into the Gulf
of Cutch and the old mouth of the Indus, and all water which runs off the
land is thus ponded back. The Luni river, which flows into the Rann, is,
except after rain, extremely salt, and salt is largely manulactured from the
salt earth at Pachpadra, close to the Luni, more than 100 miles from the
e Ige of the Rann, and nearly 300 from the sea Both the present condition
of the Rann and tradition point to the area having been covered by the sea
in recent times, and having been filled up by deposits from the streams
running into it, while the occurrence in some of the salt lakes near Uniarkot, 150 miles from the sea, of an estuarine mollusc Potamidcs (Pircnella)
layaidi, common in the salt lagoons and backwaters of the Indian coast,
seems to indicate that these lakes were formerly in communication with the
The enormous quantity of blown sand, also, which covers the Indian
desert, can only be satisfactorily explained by supposing that it was derived
from a former coast line north of the Rann and east of the Indus valley.1
It apa^aw piotjalile that in posttertiary times an arm of the sea exTecTup the Indus valley at least as far as the salt lakes now exist, or to
the neighbourhood of Rohri, and probably farther, and also up the Lini
valley to the neighbourhood of Jodhpur, the Rann of Cutch being of course
an inland sea. The country to the westward has been raised by the
deposits of the Indus, and the salt lakes have be^n isolated by ridges of
blown sand.
xx
It is true that along the western margin of the IiV^us alluvium later
tertiary (Manchhar) rocks are found, containing remains oNniammalia and
precisely resembling the Siwdlik formation, and as there is nevertheless a
probability that the lower Indus valley was an arm of the sea na postterti
ary times, it may fairly be argued that the sub Himalayan Siwalifcs arc no
proof that the Ganges valley was not an inland sea at the same epoch.
Hut in the Indus region the representatives of the Siwaliks pass down
wards into miocenc marine beds. In lower Sind the Manchhar formation
itself becomes interstratiiied with bands containing marine shells, and not
very far to the westward, there is a very thick marine pliocene formation
on the Baluchistan coast, so that there is evidence in abundance of the
sea having occupied portions of the area in later tertiary times, whilst
there is no proof of any such marine conditions in the Ganges plain.

The various deposits of the Indo-Gangetic plain8 may be roughly clas
A description of this area will be found
at the end of the present chapter.
1 The authorities lor the following account
are manuscript reuorts by Mr. I heobald on
pans of the alluvia! area in Ben^.il, B'.har, .ind

the Norlh-VVestern Provin:es, sjme ext
from which were published in Records, II
(1870) ; Med!icott, Sketch of the ti.'olog
the North- Western Provinces, Recotds, V
(1873,), and various papers referred to.
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under two subdivisions, older and newer; the former consisting of beds
which are undergoing denudation, whilst the latter form the newer
accumulations, the flood and delta deposits now in process of formation.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to draw any distinct line of separation
between these two subdivisions, unless, as but rarely occurs, they contain
fossils characteristic of their age, but, generally speaking, all the higher
ground is composed of older deposits, whilst the newer alluvium is chiefly
confined to the neighbourhood of the river channels, except in the delta of
the Ganges, and in the Brahmaputra plain. Still, there are large parts, both
of the Indus ami Ganges plains, which are flooded every season, and on
these areas newer deposits are formed by the flood waters. Moreover, as
the rivers constantly change their courses, they often sweep away deposits
only a few years, or even a few months old.
The prevailing formation throughout the Indo-Gangetic alluvial area is
some form of clay, more or less sandy. The older deposits generally
contain kankar, the newer deposits do not as a rule, but there are numer
ous exceptions in both cases. In the Indus valley the alluvial deposits are
much more sandy than in the Ganges valley, and the surface of the ground
is paler in colour, except where marshy conditions prevail. The deposits
of the Brahmaputra valley in Assam are also sandy. In both these valleys
the greater part of the area is occupied by the newer alluvial deposits
whilst the greater portion of the Ganges plain, except towards the delta
is composed of an older alluvial formation.
The older alluvium is usually composed of massive clay beds of a rather
pale, reddish brown colour, very often yellowish when recently exposed to
the air, with more or less kankar disseminated throughout. In places,
and especially in Bengal and Behar, pisolitic concretions of hydrated iron
peroxide, from the size of a mustard seed to that of a pea, are disseminated
through the clay ; occasionally these nodules attain larger dimensions, some
being found near Dinajpur of the size of pigeons' eggs. In places
kankar forms compact beds of earthy limestone. Sand, gravels, and con
glomerates occur, but are, as a rule, subordinate, except on the edges
of the valley, the quantity of sand in the clay decreasing gradually as the
distance from the hills increases. Pebbles are scarce at a greater distance
than from 20 to 30 miles from the hills bordering the plain. Beds of sand
stone, sufficiently compact for building, have occasionally been found,
but are of rare occurrence. On the whole, there is no great differ
ence between the alluvial formations of the Indo Gangetic plain and those
of the Narbada and Tdpti, except that the latter are rather darker in
colour, and perhaps less sandy.
The newer alluvial deposits consist of coarse gravels near the hills, and
especially at the base of the Himalayas, sandy clay and sand along the
course of the rivers, and fine silt consolidating into clay in the delta and
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in the flatter parts of the river plain. In the Ganges delta beds of impure
peat commonly occur. Fresh water shells are of more frequent occur
rence in the newer forms of alluvium than in the older, the species being
those now living in the rivers and marshes of the country.
The only information of importance hitherto procured as to the nature
and depth of the alluvial deposits beneath the surface is derived from
five borings: one, 481 feet deep, at Fort William, Calcutta, within the
delta and close to a tidal river ; the second at Umballa, 701 feet deep, at
nearly the highest level of the plain away from the slope of detritus along
the margin ; the third, carried to a depth of 464 feet, at Sabzal-kot west
of the Indus, about 21 miles west by north of Rijanpur and about 400
feet above sea level; the fourth, at Agra, carried to a depth of 481 feet
from a surface level of 553 feet above the sea ; and the fifth, and deepest,
having a depth of 1,336 feet from a surface level of about 370 feet, at Lucknow. All these boreholes were made for the purpose of obtaining water.
'The Calcutta borehole is, with the exception of that at Lucknovv, the most
important, because it was carried down to a depth of about 460 feet below
the mean sea level. The following account of the deposits passed through in
the borehole is taken from the " Abstract Report of the Proceedings of the
Committee appointed to superintend the Bore Operations in Fort William
from their commencement, December 1835,10 their close in April 1840 :v>—
" After penetrating through the surface soil to a depth of about ten
feet, a stratum of stiff blue clay, fifteen feet in thickness, was met with.
Underlaying this was a light coloured sandy clay, which became gradually
darker in colour from the admixture of vegetable matter, till it passed into
a bed of peat, at a distance of about thirty feet from the surface.* Beds of
clay and variegated sand intermixed with kankar, mica, and small pebbles,
alternated to a depth of 120 feet, when the sand became loose and almost
semi-fluid in its texture. At 152 feet the quicksand became darker in
colour and coarser in grain, intermixed with red water worn nodules of
hydrated oxide of iron, resembling to a certain extent the laterite of South
India. At 159 feet a stiff clay with yellow veins occurred, altering at 163
1 Jour. As. Sac. Beng., IX, 686, (1840). See almost certainly a misprint ; first, because
also an excellent account by Lieutei ant (after
Lieutenant Baird Smith mentions in his de
wards Colonel) R. Baird Smith, Calcutta Jour, scription the occurrence of peat between 30
Nat. JJitt., I, 334, (1841) and Proc. Gtol. and 50 feet from the surface, whereas from
Soc., IV, 4, (1842). From the latter the account 75 to 120 feet sindy clay is said to occur,
in Lyell's " Principles of Geology " appears to and this agrees with his descriptive catalogue
be chiefly taken. Some additional details will be of the specimens extracted from the borehole-,
found in the Jour. As. Soc. Beng., II, ^69, 649, and with his figured section ; secondly,
(.833); IV, 235. (t83S); V, 374, <i836) j VI, because, as will be shown hereafter, a bed of
234, 32'- 498, 897, (1837); VII, 168, 466, peat is found everywhere arouud Calcutta at
a de,)tli ol' 20 to 30 fe«t.
(1838).
1 Eighty feet in the original, but this is
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feet remarkably in colour and substance, and becoming dark, friable, and
apparently containing much vegetable and ferruginous matter. A fine
sand succeeded at 170 feet, and this gradually became coarser and mixed
with fragments of quartz and felspar to a depth of 180 feet. At 196 feet
clay impregnated with iron was passed through, and at 221 feet sand
recurred, containing fragments of limestone with nodules of kankar and
pieces of quartz and felspar; the same stratum continued to 340 feet, and
at 350 feet a fossil bone, conjectured to be the humerus of a dog, was ex
tracted.1 At 360 feet a piece of supposed tortoise shell* was found, and
subsequently several pieces of the same substance were obtained. At
372 feet another fossil bone was discovered, but it could not be identified,
from its being torn and broken by the borer. At 392 feet a few pieces of
line coal, such as are found in the beds of mountain streams, with some
fragments of decayed wood, were picked out of the sand, and at 400 feet a
piece of limestone was brought up. From 400 to 481 feet fine sand, like
that of the seashore, intermixed largely with shingle composed of fragments
of primary rocks, quaitz, felspar, mica, slate, and limestone prevailed,
and in this stratum the bore has been terminated."
The first and most important observation to be made on the foregoing
facts is that no trace of marine deposits was detected, but on the contrary
there appears every reason for believing that the beds traversed, from top
to bottom of the borehole, had been deposited either by fresh water, or
in the neighbourhood of an estuary. At a depth of 30 feet below the
surface, or about 10 feet below mean tide level, and again at 382 teet,
beds of peat with wood were found, and in both cases there can be but
little doubt that the deposits prove the existence of ancient land surfaces.
The wood in the upper peat beds was examined by Dr. Wallich and found
to be of two kinds, one of which was recognised as belonging to the sundri
tree (Heritiera littoralis), which grows in abundance on the muddy flats
of the Ganges delta, the other probably as the root of a climbing plant
resembling Briedelia. Moreover, at considerable depths, bones of terres
trial mammals and fluviatile reptiles were found, but the only fragments of
shells noticed, at 380 feet, are said to have been of fresh water species.
The next noteworthy circumstance is the occurrence at a depth of 175
to 185 feet, again at 300 to 325, and again throughout the lower 85 feet
of the borehole, of pebbles in considerable quantities. The pebbles in
the lower portion are especially mentioned as large, and their size is
shown by the circumstance that they impeded the progress of the bore,
and that it was necessary in several cases to break them up before they
1 A ruminant bone, according to Dr. Falc
oner; Lyell, Principles ot Geology, London, ed.
1867, I, p. 479. The specimen cannot now be
found. Figures of this bone are given, Jour.

As. Sac. Btng , VI, 234, pi. xviii, (1837) j and
Calcutta Jour. Nat. Hist., I., pi. ix, (1841).
1 Figured Jour. As. Soc. Beng., VI, 321, pi.
xxi ; and Calf. Jour. Nat. Hist., I, pi. ix.
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could be extracted, so that it may be fairly inferred that they weie at least
two or three inches across (the borehole was six inches in diameter). The
greater part of the pebbles were clearly derived from gneissic rocks, but
some fragments of coal and lignite which were obtained were perhaps
from the Damuda series, though their composition indicates the probability
that they were derived from the tertiary or cretaceous coal seams of the
Assam hills.1
The peat bed, it may here be mentioned, is found in all excavations
around Calcutta, at a depth varying from about 20 to about 30 foet, and
the same stratum appears to extend over a large area in the neighbouring
country.* A peaty layer has been noticed at Port Canning on the Mutla
(Mutlah), 35 miles to the south-east, and at Khulna, in Jessor, 80 miles
east by north, always at such a depth below the present surface, as to be
some feet beneath the present mean tide level. In many of the cases
noticed, roots of the sundri tree were found in the peaty stratum. This
tree grosvs a little above ordinary high water mark in ground liable to
flooding, so that in every instance of the roots occurring below the mean
tide level, there is conclusive evidence of depression. This evidence is
confi rmed by the occurrence of pebbles, for it is extremely improbable
that coarse gravel should have been deposited in water So fathoms deep,
and large fragments could not have been brought to their present posi
tion unless the streams, which now traverse the country, had a greater
fall formerly, or unless, which is perhaps more probable, rocky hills existed
which have now been covered up by alluvial deposits. The coarse
gravels and sands which form so considerable a proportion of the beds
traversed can scarcely be deltaic accumulations, and it is therefore
probable that when they were formed, the present site of Calcutta was
near the margin of the alluvial plain, and it is quite possible that a portion
of the Bay of Bengal was dry land.3
At Lucknow the deepest of all the boreholes in the Gangetic alluvium
was driven to a depth of 1,336 feet from the surface, or nearly 1,000 feet
below sea level. The beds passed through from top to bottom were of the
same character, alternations of sand and sandy silt, with occasional bands
of kankar, and beyond the mention of coarse sand near the bottom of the
borehole, there are no indications of an approach to the base of the alluvial
1 Baird Smith, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., IX, 686,
1 In a boring recently sunk at Chan lernagore subangular gravel of quartz and felspar (1840) ; H. F. Blanford, Jour. As. Soc. Beng.,
was met with at about 150 feet. The felspar XXXIII, 154, (1864). See also notices of earlier
fragments were extremely abundant and cannot borings, Jour. As. SoC.Beng.,ll, 369,649, (i8;!3).
3 But whilst the Depression of nearly .^oo feet,
have travelled any great distance. Thii in
dication of the vicinity of rocks exposed at the probably since tertiary times, is unmistakable
surface is interesting in connection with the in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, the signs
hypothesis of the recent or'gtn of the outlet of of elevation within the same epoch in Orissa,
the Ganges into the Bay of Bei gal, — infra. on)v 100 to 201 miles distant to the south-nc-t'
p_ . ,-j.
are cqii:iliy distinct.
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deposits. Like all the other boreholes, it was sunk in searcn of a supply of
artesian water, and apart from its interest in showing the great thickness of
the alluvial deposits, it is important as proving that artesian conditions do
prevail under the Indo-Gangetic plain. After the surface water was shut
out, a water-bearing stratum was struck at 158 feet, whose water stood
at 61 feet from the top of the borehole ; at 190 feet another was met with,
and the water stood at 42 feet, at 341 feet the water rose to 24 feet from
the surface, at 750 feet to 1 3 feet, at 783 feet to 9 feet, at 975 feet to 2 feet
from the top of the borehole. At 990 feet and 1,040 feet two water bear
ing strata were struck in which the pressure was less and the water sunk
to 5 feel, from the top of the boring, but at 1,141 feet it again rose to within
18 inches of the top and at 1,189 feet a bed of quicksand was struck from
which water flowed at the rate of 10 gallons per minute over the top of
the casing, itself 24 feet above the mean level of the surrounding plain.1
There is very little of interest in the other three boreholes that have
been sunk in the CJangetic alluvium, except in so far as they bear on the
theory of the origin of the Himalayas, as will be mentioned in the sub
sequent chapter.
The Agra borehole, sunk near the southern margin of the alluvium, is the
only one which traversed its whole thickness to the supporting floor of rot:k.
The total thickness of alluvial deposits passed through was only 481 feet,
composed of sand and sandy clays with some kankar, the uppermost 150
feet being apparently composed to a considerable extent of blown sand, as
opposed to true alluvial deposits.*
Umballa is on the watershed of the Indo-Gangetic plain, between the
Jumna, which flows into the Ganges, and the Sutlej, a tributary of the
Indus. The locality is about 905 feet above the sea, and 20 miles from the
base of the Himalayas. There is very little of interest in this borehole.
The depth to which it was carried was insufficient to test the thickness
of the alluvial deposits, and it ceased 200 feet above the level of the sea.
No mention is made of any organic remains being found, but their
occurrence could not be anticipated, as they occur but rarely in the alluvial
formations of the Gangetic plain.8
The borehole at Sabzal-ka-kot is only four miles from the base of the
hills, and by far the greater portion of the beds traversed consist of sand
and pebbles, clays being subordinate, although several beds were met with.
The rarity of organic remains, especially in the older alluvial deposits,
has already been referred to, but shells are occasionally found, belonging
to species now inhabiting the rivers and marshes of the country. An
impoitant discovery of mammalian remains was made about 1830 in some
' For a detailed account and section of this
borehole, see Kieords, XXIII, :6i, (1890).
* I''or detailed section sec Rc-coriis, XVIII

J2I, (188.5).

1 l'"or detailed accounts, see T. Login, Quart
J.>ur, Geol. Soc., XXVIII, 108. (i«72).
2 I-'
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calcareous shoals of the Jumna.1 The bones were chiefly found cemented
together with substances of recent origin, such as fragments of weapons
and boats, into a mass of concrete, chiefly formed of the kankar washed
from the river's bank, but in two cases the skeleton of an elephant was
found preserved in the clay. In one instance, in which the bones were
clearly in situ, they were found 4^ feet above the highest flood mark,
and 80 feet below the summit of the clay cliff formed by the river, and
there appears no reason to doubt that all the specimens found were
originally derived from the clay. The following species have been re
cognised2 :—
Semnopiihtctis, sp.
Eli'phas namadicus.
Afus, sp.
Hippopotamus (Tetraprotodon)
palteindicus.
Equiis, sp.

Sus, sp.

Bos (Bubalus1 palifiniiicus.
Bvs, sp.
AntHope, sp.
Cervus, sp.
Fish and crocodile bones.

Three of the species, all that have hitherto been specifically identified,
are found in the Narbadd alluvium also, whilst the only genus not now
found wild in India is Hippopotamus; the species belong, however, to the
same subgenus as the living African animal.
The evidence is not
sufficient to justify any decided conclusions, except that the Jumna clays
must have been deposited in the same posttertiary epoch as the Narbada"
alluvium, but so far as the specific identifications go, they tend to indicate
that the Jumna fossils are newer than the Narbada" remains, as the extinct
type Hexaprotodon and the foreign form Bos namadicus have not been
recognised amongst the former.
Some bones were also found in the Betwa" river in Bundelhkand and
the Bugaoti between Mirza'pur and Chanar,8 but they have not been
identified.
Before proceeding further a few words are requisite in explanation
of a word which it will be found necessary to use occasionally in the
following pages and of four Hindi terms applied in the Ganges valley to
particular kinds of alluvial surface which require notice, because they will
be found freely used, and because, with perhaps one exception,4 they have
no precise equivalents in English.
To Anglo-Indians it is quite unnecessary to explain the meaning of
the term kankar, but the explanation may be of sorre use to European
1 Sergeant E. Dean, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., IV,
aOl, (1835). See also Falconer, Quart. Jour.
Ceal.Soc., XXI, 377, (1865); Palzeontological
Memoirs, II, p. 640.
- Several are figured, Jour. As.Snc. Rcng., II
pi. xxv, (1833); anil IV, pi. xxxiii, (1835).

1 Jour. As. Soc. Beng., IV, 571, (1835).
4 The exception is kh&dar, which corre
sponds to the English word strath. The Entjlisli term is, however, local ; its exact meaning
is far from commonly known, and it is only
used in hilly country.
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students. The original signification of the word is gravel, the term being
applied to any small fragments of rock, whether rounded or not. By
Anglo- Indians, however, the name has been especially used for concre
tionary carbonate of lime, occurring, usually as nodules, in the alluvial
deposits of the,' country, and especially in the older of these formations.
The commonest form consists of small nodules of irregular shape, from
half an inch to three or four inches in diameter, composed of tolerably
compact carbonate of lime within and of a mixture of carbonate of lime
and clay without.1 The more massive forms are a variety of calcareous
tufa, which sometimes forms thick beds in the alluvium, and frequently
fills cracks in the alluvial deposits, or in older rocks.* In the beds
of streams immense masses of calcareous tufa are often found forming
the matrix of a conglomerate, of which the pebbles are derived from
the rocks brought down by the stream. There can be no doubt that
the kankar nodules, calcareous beds, and veins are all deposited from water
containing in solution carbonate of lime, derived either from the decomposi
tion of the debris of older rocks of various kinds, or else from fragments of
limestone and other calcareous formations contained in the alluvium.
Bhnbar is the slope of gravel along the foot of the Himalayas. Com.
pared with the slopes in the dry regions of Central Asia, Tibet, Tutkista'n,
Persia, etc., the gravel deposits at the foot of the great Indian ranges
are insignificant, the difference in height between the top and bottom of
the slope nowhere exceeding 1,000 feet. This difference is probably partly
due to the much greater rainfall in India, and to streams being consequently
able to carry away a much larger proportion of the detritus washed from the
surface of the hills, partly also to the circumstance that the rocks in the
lower regions of the hills are not subjected to the loosening effects of frost.
Streams issuing from the Himalayan ranges lose a part, or the whole,
of their water by percolation through the gravel in the bhiibar region.
1 The following analyses will give a fair iden of the usual composition of nodular kankar: —
[ I, Ghazipur, Prinsep, "Glean, Sci." 111,278, (1831); a, 3, 4, R^nfganj, Dejoux, Re
cords, VII, 123, (1874);— 5, Barmuri; —6, Ramnagar ; — 7, Sanktoria, all near
Riniganj, Tween, ibid ; —8, 9, Sahdranpur, Thomson, Rurki Treatise on Civil
Engineering, I, p. 115.]
i
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The whole tract in its original condition is covered with high forest, in
which the sal (Shorea robusta) prevails. At the base of the slope, much
of the water which has percolated the gravel re-issues in the form of
springs; the ground is marshy, and high grass replaces the forest This
tract is the tardi, a term not unfrequently applied to the whole forest-clad
slope at the base of the Himalayas, known also as morung in Nepal.

Fig. 22.— Diagram illustrating the relations of BhAbar and TarAi.

The alluvial plain itself, in the North-West Provinces especially, is com
posed of bhdngar or high land, the flat of older alluvium, now at a consid
erable elevation above the rivers which traverse it. and khddar or low
land, the low plain through which each river flows. The latter has
evidently been cut out from the former by the streams. It is of variable
width, and is annually flooded.
In the upper provinces the high banks of the rivers are frequently
capped by the hills of blown sand, known in the North-West Provinces
as bhur. This is the extreme form of a rather important element
in the formation of Indian river channels, and the same result in a less
marked form may be traced in a rather sandy, raised bank, along the
course of many large rivers down to the limits of tidal action in the
deltas. In the lower parts of the river plains this bank, which is above the
flood level and is usually selected for village sites, intervenes between
the river channel proper and the marshy ground liable to annual floods
on each side, the communication between the two latter being kept up by
numerous creeks. The origin of the bhur. land, or raised bank, is the
following. During many months of the year, and especially in the hot
season, strong winds arise, frequently of a very local character, and some
times apparently almost confined to the river channels. '1 hese, in the dry
season, are plains of loose sand, often two or three miles across and some
times wider, of which the river usually occupies not more than a fourth.
The wind on the Indus and Ganges frequently blows in nearly the same
direction as the river channel. Such winds are especially prevalent about
midday and in the afternoon, and their effect in transporting the sands of
the river bed is so great that the atmosphere becomes too thick for
objects a few yards distant to be seen. All who have been in the habit of
navigating Indian rivers must have noticed the prevalence of these sand
storms. They are so marked that, where large sand banks exist to windward
of the river, it is often impracticable for vessels to continue their
course, except in the morning before the wind arises, or in the
evening, when the motion of the air has diminished. Much of the sand
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raised by the wind falls again in the bed of the river, but quantities must
fall upon the banks in the immediate neighbourhood, where the deposit is
retained by vegetation and gradually consolidated into a linn bank. It
is only where the quantity of sand is greater that blown sand hills are
formed. The original raising of the river bank to the flood level is due to
the deposition of silt in a manner whiHi will be explained presently when
treating of deltaic accumulations, but the elevation of the immediate
neighbourhood of the river bed above the reach of the highest floods is
due to the deposit of sand by the wind.

To enter at length into the various peculiarities of land surface1 which
are found in different parts of the great plain of northern India would be
far beyond the scope of the present work. A brief account of the principal
characters must suffice. The whole region may be roughly divided into
five great tracts, each possessing marked peculiarities. These are, com
mencing to the eastward : —
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Brahm.'iputra valley in Assam.
The delta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra.
The plains of upper Bengal and tlie North-West Provinces.
The Punjab.
The lower Indus valley arid delta.

The Assam valley is a gigantic khddar, or strath, the greater portion
being liable to flooding and consequently not in a habitable state. There,
are, however, higher tracts here and there, sometimes mere mounds,
rising a little above the general level, and sometimes small plains,8 which
may be considered as representing the extensive bhangar of the Gangetic
plain. Along the foot of the hills are gravel deposits, but they do not
appear to be very extensive.
The quantity of silt carried down by the Brahmaputra is very great,
far greater than in the Ganges. The comparative backwardness of the
river valley, as shown by the small amount of habitable land, is sur
prising, since it is evident that the river is occupied in rapidly raising its
plain by deposits of silt, and the necessary inference is that the alluvial
1 The following papers may be consulted for
fuller accounts :
For Assam— Memoirs, IV.437, (1865) ; VII,
'55, ("869).
For Lower Bengal and tl>e delta— Mr. Fergusson's paper, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XIX,
321, (1863); alsD Colebroolce, As. Res., VII,
I, (1801) ; and Rennell, Phil. Trans., LXXI, 87,
078i).
For the plains of Upper India— Records, VI,
9- (1873); Sir T. Cautley, Ganges Canal, Lon

don, i860, I, pt. iij Falconer, Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc., XXI, 372, (1865) ; Login, Quart.
Jour. Geol. Soc., XXVIII, 186, (1872); H. B.
Medlicott, Records, XIV, 30$, (1881); XVI,
205, (1883); XVIII, 112, (1885).
For the Punjab—Sketch of the Geology,
Punjab Gazetteer, Provincial volume, 1889.
p. 33.
' Memoirs, IV, 438, (1865). One of these
plains is described by Major Godwin-Austen,
four. At. Soc. Beng., XLIV, pt. ii, 40, (1875).
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plain of Assam, in its present form, is not only of later date than the
Gangetic plain, but absolutely newer than many portions of the Ganges
delta.1 The difference may be due to a depression of the lower part of
the Brahmaputra valley in Assam, to an elevation of the delta, or to a
great increase in the supply of water. The second theory is distinctly
disproved by the general evidence of subsidence in the delta, and the
third is improbable ; the evidence is therefore rather in favour of the
Brahmaputra valley in Assam having been an area of subsidence in a
relatively late geological period. As will be shown presently, there is
some additional evidence in favour of this view within the delta itself.
The limits of the delta, or the places where the rivers first bifurcate and
commence to give off disturbances, are between Rajmahal and Murshiddbad
OM the Ganges, and on the Brahmaputra opposite the south-west corner of
the Giro hills. But for a considerable distance above the actual delta the
rivers flow through a broad plain of low ground, a large area of which is
liable to flooding, and consequently to the deposition of silt. The delta is,
in fact, the natural continuation of the khtidar, or alluvial flat in the upper
portion of the river's course, and this khadar becomes broader before it
expands into the delta.
By far the best description of the Ganges delta, of the changes it is
undergoing, and of the action of the rivers in raising the land by the
deposition of silt, is that of Mr. Fergusson.* He has shown that rivers
oscillate in curves, the extent of which is directly proportional to the
quantity of water flowing down the channel. Thus, the oscillations of the
Ganges where broadest (7,000 feet in the low season) between Monghyrand
Rajmahal. average 9$ milc-s in length ; where it contains less water, and is
only half the breadth (3,500 feet), between Allahabad and ChanaV, the
oscillations are 3 7 miles long; in the Bhagirathi, where it averages r, 200 feet
in breadth, the length of the oscillations is i '5 miles ; and in the Matabhdngd,
where only 500 feet broad, the length of each oscillation becomes only half a
mile.3 The next point which he notices is well known, the tendency of
rivers to raise their banks, but the explanation is partly novel. When the
whole country is covered with water, moving rapidly towards the sea in
the river channels, and stationary throughout the intervening marshes, the
dead water of the marshes prevents the floods of the rivers from break
ing out of the channels, and, by stopping the course of the silt charged
water along the edges of the creeks and streams, forces it to deposit the
1 For a full discussion see Fergusson, Quart. \ hat! to be only about loo feet above the
Jonr. Ctol. Soc., XIX, 330, (1863). It should, sea, instead of 163, the maximum flood-level
however, be noticed that Mr. Fergusson was led i since determined by the Great Trigonomeby some published barometrical observations, trical Survey.
now shown to have been insufficient, to suppose 2 Quart. Jour. Oral. Sof., XIX, 321-54, (1863).
the level of the Brahmaputra valley at Gau- | ! Quart, your. Ceol. Sue., XIX, 324 ,(1863).
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sediment it has in suspension. Hence gradually arises a system of river
channels, traversing the country in many directions, between banks which
are higher than the intervening flats, and these flats form persistent
marshes, known in the Ganges delta as jhils or bhils.1
Each river frequently changes its precise course, the smallest alteration
in its channel having an effect which is felt for many miles above and
below. So that, just as the oscillations of a denuding stream produce
a low alluvial flat between high banks, the curves of a depositing river
gradually form a high alluvial flat, raised above the surrounding country.
In course of time this raised tract is abandoned by the main river for the
lower ground at the side, and the river bed is either filled up by silt, or,
if near the sea, converted into a tidal creek.
The present Bengal delta, therefore, comprises a large area in which
the ground has be^n raised above the general flood level, through having
been traversed by the main branches of the Ganges in past times. Such
is the case in the country north of Calcutta. The eastern part of the
delta is more backward, the marshes, or jhils, are more extensive, and the
banks of the streams less consolidated, and this is now the great deposit
ing area. But large tracts of low country, such as the salt lake near
Calcutta, are found in the western area also. The remarkable struggle
which takes placebetween the Ganges and Brahmaputra, each tending,
by raising the neighbourhood of its channel, to drive back the other, and
to gain possession of a larger tract of delta, is most vividly told by
Mr. Fergusson, but is too long for extract here. Mr. Fergusson refers
many of the more modern changes in the delta to the upheaval of the e'evated tract known as the Madhupur jungle, which had the effect of divert
ing the Brahmaputra to the eastward into the Sylhet jhils, where the silt of
the river was deposited. The result was that scarcely any sediment found
its way to the sea by the Meghnd, the great estuary of all the Sylhet rivers,
and hence the sea face of the delta to the eastward curves back in the form
of a gulf. The gap was much greater at the commencement of the present
century, but about that time the Brahmaputra having, by the deposit of silt,
greatly raised the portion of the Sylhet jhils into which it flowed
changed its course completely in the course of a few years, and instead
of flowing to the east of the Madhupur jungle, cut out a new channel to
the west of the raised tract. Since its change, of course, the Brahmaputra
has been brought much nearer to the main stream of the Ganges, and
the two rivers are now depositing silt so rapidly on the eastern sea fac^
of the delta, that great changes are taking place, and new islands are
rapidly forming, whilst the western portion of the deltaic coast line,
through which but a small portion of the flood water of the great rivers
finds its way to the sea, has undergone but little change since it was
first surveyed in the last century.
1 The former term is Hindi, the latter Bengali.
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Ill the sea outside the middle of the delta there is a singularly deep
area, known and marked on charts as the " Swatch of no ground," in
which the soundings, which are from 5 to 10 fathoms all around, change
almost suddenly to 200 and even 300 fathoms. This remarkable depres
sion runs north and south, and has been referred to a local sinking, but
it appears more probable, as has been shown by Mr. Fergusson, that the
sediment is carried away from the spot, and deposition prevented, by the
strong currents engendered by a meeting of the tides from the east and
west coasts of the Bay of Bengal. Mr. Fergusson also shows that, so
long as the Bay of Bengal has preserved its present form,1 the meeting of
the tides must have favoured the formation of a spit of sand along the
present position of the Sundarbans, as the lower portion of the Ganges
delta is calltd, and that any great deposit of silt to seaward of the
present line is impeded by the fine sediment being washed away by the
tidal currents, and deposited in the deeper parts of the Bay.
In spite of all that has been written on this subject the origin of the
swatch of no ground has by no means been cleared up. A very similar
depression has been shown to exist in the bed of the shallow sea off the
Indus delta and the cause in both cases has probably been the same, a
combination of an excess of subsidence with a deficiency of sedimentation,
the latter due to the action of surface currents in sweeping away the siltladen waters. It is not in accordance with what we know to suppose that
at such depths as we are there dealing with, there can be any currents of
sufficient velocity to account for the depression by actual erosion.
The chief point in the above theory to which exception might be taken
is the question of whether the elevation of the Madhhupur jungle is suffi
ciently recent to account for the changes in the course of the Bralimaputra
river. This tract of country is composed of a red, iron stained, clayey soil,
in which accummulations of pisolitic concretions of oxide of iron are found
and worked in places as an iron ore. The clay is of the same type pre
cisely as the older alluvium of the Brahmaputra and lower Ganges valleys.
There seems little room for doubt that this is really a region of special ele
vation, for were we to suppose that it is part of the old surface of the delta,
left standing at its former level while the surrounding area was depressed,
the height of its ground level, which rises to 100 feet above the general
level of the delta outside the Madhupur jungle, would necessitate a much
greater extension of the delta into the Bay of Bengal than there seems
any ground for supposing to have ever been the ca.ce. The steeply scarped
western face and the gentle fall to the level of the delta on the east show
1 This is probably not so old as pliocene, I since the close of the Siwalik epoch, that
because such gigantic disturbance has taken the shape of the northern part of the Bay of
place HIM, i > Linn the Assam liiils ai.d Atakan, Bengal must have changed grea'.ly.
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that the elevated area must once have been more extensive than it now is
and that the western half has been washed away by the rivers that im
pinged upon it, while the deeply eroded undulating nature of its surface
shows that it has been raised above the flood level of the rivers and so
subject to denudation for too long a period to make it probable that
the diversion of the Brahmaputra river to the east was entirely due its
elevation.
Whether the elevation of the Madhupur jungle was an'erior to, or con
temporaneous with, the depression, which it is difficult to suppose has not
taken place in the area occupied by the Sylhet jhils, it is impossible to
say, but the latter would in itself have been sufficient to account for the
diversion of the Brahmaputra to the east of the Madhupur jungle, and was
probably its principal determining cause.
An interesting point to determine in this connection is the date of
origin of the delta of the Ganges. Reference has already been made to
the fact that the plateau of the Assam range forms structurally part of
the Peninsula of India, and to the presence of n.cks of peninsular type
north of the Brahmaputra valley. Moreover, the upper tertiary deposits
south of the Assam range differ from those at the foot of the Himalayas,
so far as the latter are known, in being partly of marine origin, and as
will be shown further on, the formation of the depression occupied by
the Gangetic alluvium was mo^t probably an integral part of the oper
ations which resulted in the elevation of the Himalayas. In the same
way it is probable that the transverse depression, through which the Gan
getic drainage now finds its way to the sea, may have been formed at the
close of the tertiary period part passu with the elevation of the Tipperah
hills.
There is some direct evidence in favour of the more recent origin of
the Gangetic outlet in the presence of closuly allied species of dolphins
in the Ganges and Indus rivers, of a very different generic type from the
cetacean inhabiting the Irawadi. These two species must be descended
from a common ancestor which acquired a fresh water habitat, and the
differentiation of the Indus and Gangetic species have arisen from a sub
sequent separation of the drainage areas.1 The changes in the course of
the drainage over what is now the watershed region, which will be referred
1 The occurrence of allied (orms of porpoise
or dolphin in the Ganges and Indus, and the
circumstance that the peculiar genus living in
those rivers is unknnwn elsewhere (the ceta
cean inhabiting the Irawadi being of a very
different generic type) have attracted the
attention of naturalists already. The ova and
young of fish are not difficult of transport, and
a very trifling accident might place a pool ol
water to which the fish of one river have

gained access in communication with the
other stream. Crocodiles and river tortoises
can live for a long time out of water, and have
considerable powers of migration on land,
but dolphins are confined to the rivers, and
could neither live in a shallow pool, nor
traverse dry land. The existence, therefore,
of closely allied species, doubtless derived
from a common ancestor, in two distinct
rivers, is a very striking fact. Mr. Murray
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to further on, though they opened water communication between the Indus
and Ganges rivers, probably did so only in the torrential region, which is
not frequented by the dolphins, and the difference existing between the
two species indicates a more prolonged separation than could have been
the case had there been migration from one drainage area to the other,
when they were put into communication with each other by the wanderings of
the rivers near the present limits of the two drainage areas. We are conse
quently driven to suppose, either that the two closely allied species originated
independently of each other, which is extremely improbable to say the least,
or that the great bulk of Ihe Himalayan drainage once found its way to the
sea by a single delta, instead of two, and this must have been either at the
head of the Arabian sea, or of the Bay of Bengal. The indications of the
sea having extended up the Indus valley within the recent period, and the
absence of any similar indications in the delta of the Ganges, make it
probable that the former was the original outlet of the drainage, and that
the formation of the gap between the Rajmahal and Garo hills, and of
the Gangetic delta, is geologically of recent date.
On the western edge of the delta in Bengal there is a large area of
older alluvium, whose surface is slightly undulating, evidently in conse
quence of denudation. This tract, which is continuous with the alluvial
area of the east coast, comprises the greater portion of the country to the
westward of the Bhdgirdthi and Hiighli, and probably owes its comparative
elevation to the deposits from the Mor, Adjai, and Damodar rivers.
The great plain of Northern India is the area of an alluvial deposit older
than that of the delta, and the greater portion of the area is composed of
bhdngar land, through which the rivers cut their khadar valleys at depths
of from 50 to 200 feet below the general level. The bhdngar surface, as
a rule, is nearly flat, but is much cut up by ravines in the neighbourhood
of the rivers.
The question as to whether the great rivers are on the whole, raising their
(Geographical Distribution of Mammals,
p. 213) proposed an ingenious hypothesis to
account for the phenomenon. He considered
that the plain of upper India was once an
arm of the sea, that it was cut off by the rise
of the coast in Sind and Cutch, and gradually
converted into a brackish, and then a fresh
water lake, discharging itself by the Ganges,
that meantime the marine dolphins inhabiting
the sea had gradually becoms adapted to the
changed conditions, and had in fact become
Platanista. He then supposes that the
Ganges was cut off from the lake, which over
flowed again, and this time into the Arabian

Sea, the dolphins of the Ganges and Indus
being specialised during the change. It would
be unnecessary to refer to this hypothesis, which
of course is little more than a suggestion, but
for the large amount of support the idea has
received from naturalists. It is of course
foreign to the purpose of the present work to
discuss the genesis of Platanista, but, as will
be shown, the geological phenomena of the
Indo-Gangetic plain do not bear out Mr.
Murray's hypothesis, which, it should be stated,
was never proposed as a geological theory, but
merely as illustrative of the possible mode of
origin of allied species.
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beds by a deposit of silt, or cutting their channels deeper, has been much
discussed without leading to any definite conclusions. The abrupt scarps
by which the bhdngar is not unfrequently terminated, and the defined
limits of the khdtlai, clearly prove that the latter has been at some time or
other an area of denudation, but it is not easy to tell whether, at the pre
sent time in any given stream, the tendency is to raise or lower the
general khddar level. It is also by no means so evident, as might at
first sight be supposed, whether the bhdngar land generally is an area of
denudation or of deposition, although this can, as a rule, be easily seen
in each particular area. Thus the minor hill streams from the lower ranges
of the Himalayas between the Sutlej and Jumna must deposit sediment, for
they cease within the area, whilst between the Jumna and the Ganges nu
merous streams rise in the bhdngar, and they must be denuding agents.
In the neighbourhood of the khddar, bhdngar land is frequently cut into
by ravines, which prove conclusively that the surface of the country is being
washed away, but all such marks of rain action cease at no great distance
from the low ground, and the principal secondary streams, instead of run
ning from the upland bhdngar by the nearest route, at right angles, or
nearly at right angles to the main river, usually pursue a nearly parallel
course down the middle of each do'ib} or triangular area between two
principal streams.
As the velocity of the rivers where they leave the hills is much greater
than in the alluvial plains, there must, so long as diminution takes place in
velocity of the water when the river is carrying as much earthy matter as
it can transport, be a continuous deposition of detritus, and a gradual
raising of the area flooded by the stream. This is the case even in the larger
rivers which carry a considerable body of water at all times, while the
effect of the small streams, which dry up more or less for a great'portion
of the year, but are converted into muddy torrents charged with coarse
sediment during the heavy rains of the summer monsoon, is necessarily to
raise the surface of each dodb, especially in the neighbourhood of the
hills, and to produce floods from which finer sediment is deposited on the
surface of the bhdngar land. Whether the addition thus produced is, on
the whole, greater than the wasting of the surface from rain is a question
which it is impossible to decide throughout a great part of the country.
One question, which presents itself, is the necessity of accounting
for the rivers now cutting their channels at a level considerably below
that of the alluvial bh'ingar flat, because this flat must, at all events
in the neighbourhood of the khddar, have been deposited by streams
from the same drainage area, at a period when the main river ran
at a comparatively higher level. The change may be due to a general
1 A Persian word, meaning ' two waters,' and
applied to the confluence of two rivers, as

well as to the land intervening between them-
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elevation of the upper Gangelic plain, or to a depression in the deltaic
region. Of the former Ihere is no evidence, of the latter, as shown by
the result of the Calcutta borehole, there is ample proof, and it is there
fore quite possible that in early postlertiary times, when the animals
lived, whose remains are found in the Jumna alluvium, the area of the
Ganges delta had been raised to a considerably higher level than it occu
pies at the present time. Colonel Greenwood has shown1 that the deposit
of silt in river valleys must take place backward, that the lowest portion
of the slope must be first raised, and that the check thus given to the flow of
water will cause silt to be deposited, so as to raise the alluvial plain further
up the course of the river, and if no change of level takes place, the gra
dual elevation of the Ganges delta by silt deposit will ultimately react on
the higher portions of the valley until the livers once more deposit allu
vium on the high bhdngar land, provided always that this has not been
raised so much as to render the slope to o great for the rivers to be
depositing agents.
One point of interest has been explained by Mr. Fergusson in the
paper so often mentioned. A glance at the map will show that the
Ganges from Allahabad to RaJmahaM, and the Jumna from Delhi to Allaha'ba'd, flow close to the southern margin of the great alluvial plain. This
is due to the enormous quantity of silt brought down by the Himalayan
rivers, and the comparatively small supply furnished by those streams
which debouch into the Ganges valley from the southward. The northern
portion of the plain has consequently been raised, and the main drainage
of the whole forced to find its way as close to the hills of the southern
margin as it can. During this process the courses of the tributary rivers
running from the northward have been driven westward, and the con
fluence of these tributaries with the main stream of the Ganges has been
shifted upwards along the course of the main river, owing to the tendency
of the streams to deposit silt in the neighbourhood of the delta.
The bhabar slope of gravel along the foot of the Himalayas, although
evidently of comparatively recent formation, has frequently, to the east
ward, been cut into terraces by the streams from the hills.* This is a
necessary consequence of the streams cutting deeper channels in the rocks
of the hilly ground. It is curious to note, however, that to the westward
the bhabar is being raised instead of being cut through by streams. It is
1 Rain and Rivars, 2nd ed., London, 1866,
pp. 173, etc.
3 Hooker. Himalayan Journals, 1st ed., Lon
don, 1854, 1, p. 378 (larger edition). Dr. Hooker
very naturally, writing forty years ago, when
the study of river action was in its infancy, and
when nearly all great deposits and all extensive
denudations were supposed to be marine, attri-

( buted the gravel to a beach deposit, and the
valleys to marine denudation. There has
been since a great revoljtion in those por
tions of geological dynamics which treat of
the action of rivers and the sea, and especially
in the views held, by English geologists at
least, on the comparative amount of work
done by tl.e two agents.
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not known how far this difference is due to the greater rainfall to the
eastward, and to the streams being consequently able to carry away the
gravel as they cut down their bed in the rock, whereas weaker streams are
prevented from cutting back their channels by their inability to wash
away the gravel they have already deposited. There have doubtless
been alterations of the gradients of the stream beds through recent
upheaval or depression of the surface, and that these would have as much
influence on the present action of the streams where they cross the bhdbar
zone as the rainfall.
In connection with the surface of the upper provinces another peculiar
local feature requires explanation. Many tracts of land in the IndoGangetic alluvial plain are rendered worthless for cultivation by an
efflorescence of salt, known in the North-West Provinces as reli,
and further west as kalar (kullar). The name tisar, meaning barren, is
frequently applied to land thus affected. The salt varies in composition ;
it consists chiefly of sulphate of soda mixed with more or less common
salt and carbonate of soda ; it is only found in the drier parts of the
country, being unknown in damper regions, such as Bengal.
The usar plains have existed for an unknown time. Where the reh
or kalar is abundant, the water in the upper stratum is impregnated lo
an extent that is productive of serious injury to the health of the popula
tion. To a greater or less extent this pollution of the water near the
surface is general throughout Upper India, yet sweet water is obtainable,
in the worst reh tracts, at depths below 60 to 80 feet.
It is consequently clear that the impregnation of the soil is superficial,
and as the upper deposits are demonstrably of fresh water formation, they
must originally have been comparatively free from impurities. Still all soils
contain some salt, and all the water draining from soils is impregnated to
a certain extent. The salts forming reh or kalar appear to be the refuse
products, and to consist of such substances, resulting from the various pro
cesses involved in the decomposition of rock, or of detritus derived from
rock, and the formation of soil, as are not assimilated by plants. Unless
these salts are removed they must accumulate, and the natural process of
removal is evidently by rain water, percolating through the soil and carry
ing off any injurious excess of the rejected salts. If the amount of water be
sufficient, and through drainage exists, there will be a constant dilution and
renewal of the subsoil water, but if the water reaching the subsoil can only
be dissipated by evaporation during the dry season, salts will accumulate in
such subsoil water, and as this water is brought to the surface by capillary
action, and evaporated, the salts held in solution will be left as an
efflorescence on the surface of the ground.
That the composition of reh docs not differ greatly from that of the
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salts produced by the decomposition of such rocks as have contributed by
their disintegration to the formation of the alluvial plains of Indlia, is shown
by the composition of the river water l running from the Himalayas, the
mountains from which the detritus, now forming the plains of India, was
originally derived.
In the case of Upper India it is easy to understand how the destruc
tion of the conditions necessary for cultivation has been established,
and it is by no means improbable that a similar process has, in other
parts of the world, changed countries, once fertile and populous, into
barren deserts. The whole country is treeless. For a great part of the
year a scorching sun and a parching wind dry up the moisture in the
ground, rendering it hard and impervious to water. When the rains of the
monsoon season fall, a large proportion of the water runs off the surface,
and the earth is unable to absorb more than a portion of what remains.
Thus a great part is evaporated without penetrating the ground. The little
that does percolate through cracks, and in a. zig-zag way, through the
more porous layers to the upper water stratum, is no more than sufficient
to replace what has been dissipated by evaporation, fed by capillary
action.
This more or less complete want of water circulation in the subsoil
must have been gradually producing its effects in Upper India throughout
many generations. The natural process is so slow that it would escape
notice were it not that from time to time larger tracts of land become
barren. A disturbing cause has, however, been introduced in the furni
of great irrigation canals. Their immediate effect is to raise the level
of the reh polluted subsoil water, and thus to produce a great increase of
evaporation, with the natural result of more reh being left on the sur
face, and more land being thrown out of cultivation. It is impossible
to enter at length into the subject here, but it may to stated that, as all
canal water contains salts in solution, whilst rain water contains none, the
only change in conditions, so far as the concentration of salts in the soil is
• concerned, by the addition of canal irrigation, unless facilities for drainage
of the subsoil water are also provided, must be the addition of all the
refuse salts contained in the canal water to those which would be pro
duced on the surface by the simple action of rain and evaporation.
South and west of Delhi and west of Agra, brine is obtained in places
from wells in the alluvium. No particulars have been recorded which
1 In several analyses of river and canal water in rth. See Set. Kcc. Oovl., India, D. P. W.,
from the Ganges and ]uinn:i, the proportion No. XLII, p. 47, (1864). An able and de
of sulphate of soda varied from o-opi4 to tailed account of the origin, composition nnd
o'432S Par' i" 10,000; chloride of sodium mode of concentratinn of the reh salts by Mr.
from 0*0023 to 0*15 part. The proportion of W. Center, M.B., will be found in Kecatds,
the two to each other is nimil ir to thai found XIII, 2^3— 273, (1886).
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explain the occurrence of salt in these localities. The case is similar
to that already mentioned in the Furna valley in Berar. The distribu.
tion of the salt producing ground appears irregular, and this is in favour
of the salt being derived from springs in the rock beneath the alluvium.
The plains intersected by the five great rivers which combine to form
the lower Indus are not, as a rule, simply divided into bhdngar and khiidar
like the plains of the North-West Provinces. Owing probably to the
greater fall in the Punjab rivers, their deposits are very sandy, and this
character tends to diminish the pluvial denudation of the surface by allow
ing the water to sink into the soil. The action of winds upon the sand
of the river, the formation of bhiir land, and the elevation of the ground in
the neighbourhood of the river banks above the intervening tracts, through
the deposition of blown sand, are exhibited in the Punjab to a greater
extent than in the Gangetic plain.
To the south-east the limits of the Punjab alluvium are difficult to
trace, owing to the manner in which both alluvium and rock are concealed
by blown sand. The same is the case throughout the eastern margin of
the Indus alluvial plain in Sind.
The ancient geography of the Punjab is far better known than that of
most parts of India, partly because the civilisation of north-western India
is older than that of other parts of the country, but still more because of
the accurate descriptions given by Greek writers of the Indian campaigns
of Alexander the Great. It is consequently possible to form some idea of
the principal alterations which have taken place in the course of the last
2,000 years, in the channels of the great Punjab rivers, but our best guide un
fortunately fails us at the most critical point. Alexander never penetrated
to the eastward beyond the land of the five rivers, and there is but little
except vague tradition to tell whether the present tributaries of the Indus
have ever flowed into the Ganges, or those of the Ganges into the
Indus. Yet it is certain that in no part of the great Indo-Gangetic plain
have more important changes taken place since the dawn of history than
in the neighbourhood of the watershed between the Indus and Ganges.
An inspection of the map accompanying this chapter will show a
dried up river channel, which can be traced from the neighbourhood of
Sirsd into connection with the eastern Narra in Sind, and local tradition
states that this was formerly occupied by a flowing river. At present this
channel is dry, except in its upper part, where it periodically carries, for
a greater or less distance, the flood waters of the minor streams which
drain the outer Himalayas between the Sutlej and the Jumna. The origin
of the channel is situated at the junction of the alluvial fans of the Sutlej
and Jumna, as is shown by the course of the minor drainage channels, and
there are abandoned river courses leading from it in the direction of the
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debouchures of these two rivers from the hills. There can be no room for
doubt that, within the period known geologically as recent, this river
channel carried a flowing stream to the sea, and there is some evidence,
apart from oral tradition, to show that its drying up took place within the
historical period.
The Muhammadan historians of the eleventh and twelfth centuries
uniformly speak of the combined Sutlej and Bias rivers, now known as
the Garrah or Sutlej, as the Biyah, a nomenclature which is also employed
in the Hindu annals of Jaisalmcr. This retention of the name of the
smaller of the two rivers for the combined waters, where there is no
superior sanctity to recommend it, shows that the rivers must have received
their actual names at a period when the Sutlej did not join the Bi3s,
but pursued an independent course, and the subsequent abandonment of
the illogical nomenclature may be held to show that the alteration of the
course of the Sutlej which took it into the Bids did not take place much
before the eleventh century. Previous to this change it doubtless flowed
down what is now the dry river bed known as the Hikra or Wandan, and
there is some evidence, though far from conclusive, that it followed this
course as late as the eleventh century of our era.1
The traditions of the Hindus point to a time when a large and sacred
river, known as the Saraswati and described as 'chief and purest of rivers
flowing from the mountains to the sea,' pursued its course through the
eastern Punjab. The modern Saraswati is an insignificant stream fed by the
drainage of the outer hills alone, becoming nearly dry in the hot season and
losing itself in the sands of the Rajputana desert. It is absurd to suppose
that the language of the Vedas could have been applied, or that any con
ceivable alteration of the rainfall could have made it applicable, to the
Saraswati of the present day, and the most reasonable explanation is,
as suggested by Mr. Fergusson, that the Saraswati was in fact the Jumna,
which, in the Vedic period, pursued a westerly course to the sea, probably
down the dry river channel jijst referred to.8 It is certainly a suggestive
fact in this connection, that when the Br.ihma|'utra changed its course
through Bengal about the commencement of the present century and flowed
west of the Madhupur jungle to join the Ganges, the new channel was named
Jamuna, a word etymologically identical with Jumna. On similar principles
the old Saraswati, when it broke eastwards to join the Ganges, may have
assumed the name Jamuna or Jumna for its new course, and if this ex
planation be correct, the Hindu legend that the Saraswatf joins the
Ganges at Praydg or Allahabad, is unwittingly a true statement of fact.
This bringing of the change in the course of the Jumna river, which
1 See an interesting but anonymous article
in the Calcutta Review, Vo1. LiX, pp. I 29,
(1874) understood to be by Surgeon-Major

C. F. Oldham ; also Jour. As. Soc. Beng., LV,
pt. ii, 322-43, (1887).
2 Quart, your. Geol. Soc., XIX, 348, (1863).
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has indubitably taken place, down to so recent a date is interesting, for the
change must have occurred previous lo the present distinction of khadar and
btidHgar, and if this distinction has been produced since the Aryan invasion
the question naturally arises whether it may be due, not to movements of
elevation or depression, but to the clearing of the land from forest, and the
extension cf cultivation in the plains, and more especially in the hills,
which, by allowing the rain lo flow more quickly off the surface, would in
crease the erosive power of the rivers when in flood, and cause them to cut
down their channels into the plains over which they formerly flowed.
The surface of the Indus alluvium in upper Sind differs but little from
that of the Punjab, a considerable portion of the area is annually flooded,
and the whole drainage of a great river being here, as in Assam, confined
to a comparatively narrow tract, some permanent marshes of large size exist.
The two most important marshy tracts are along the western edge of the
valley from near Jacobabid to the Manchhar lake near Sehwan, and along the
eastern edge from Khairpur to below Umarkot. The latter is the channel
considered by some the ancient course of the Sutlej. In the neighbour
hood of the Indus the ground is rather higher, having evidently been
raised by the deposit of silt, aided doubtless by the action of the wind on
the sands of the river bed.
Along the edge of the Kirthar range, west of Sind, there is a well
marked bhiibar slope of gravel, but the breadth seldom exceeds one to
two miles except where rivers run out of the range. This gravel slopeis absolutely barren, and, like other features in Sind geology, is more
conspicuous on account of its barrenness.
There is one singular feature in the Indus valley to which nothing
parallel is to be found in the Gangetic area. The river between Sukkur
and Rohri has cut its way through a low range of limestone hills, surround
ed on all sides by alluvial deposits. The eastern Narra, fed by the flood
waters of the Indus, traverses an alluvial tract eastward of the hills. In
fact, the circumstance that the flood waters of the Indus, both to the east
and west, traverse plains at a lower level than the riverbed, is shown
by the course of the canals, and great fears have been entertained that
the Indus may desert its present channel and break out to the westward,
through the plain in which Jacoblbdd is built, into the line of marshes
already mentioned. The curious features of the tract are not even con
fined to the present river course, for at Aror, four miles south-east of Rohri,
there is another gap in the limestone range, said, on what is believed to
be good historical evidence, to have been the bed of the river rather more
than nine centuries ago.1 At that time the main stream is supposed to have
'Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, London, 1871, I, pp. 257, 264, etc.
2G
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traversed Sind considerably to the east of its present course ; it passed by the
old city of BrihmanAbdd, and then probably ran southward by the Puran, an
old river bed still existing, to the Kori creek, which was the principal mouth
of the river. The Indus is said to have deserted its old bed at Aror for
its present channel between Sukkur and Rohri, in consequence of an
earthquake about A D. 962, and as Brdhmanibdd was also, in all probability
destroyed by an earthquake! at some period prior to A.D. 1020, it is not im
possible that the two events were due to the same cause. The Indus is said
to have deserted Brahmana'ba'd at the time when the city was destroyed. All
the details preserved, however, are so much mixed up with mythical inci
dents that but little dependence can be placed upon them, and nearly all
the circumstances mentioned are more or less open to dispute. It is
questioned, for instance, whether Aror was ever situated on the Indus,
and it is contended that Bukkur, a fortress on an island in the river oppo
site Rohri and consequently in the channel now cut through the limestone
range, existed before the ninth century. Certainly, the channel through
the hills at Aror is very narrow, and it is possible that it was never tra
versed by the main stream of the river, though the configuration of the
ground supports the hypothesis that some stream has cut through the hills
at the spot. Again, it is contended that Sehwan, the ancient Sindomana,
was always on the Indus, and that consequently the main stream of the
river must have run in ancient times where it flows now. But, on the other
hand, Alexander is said to have left the river, and marched to the neighbour
hood of Ldrkhina, and thence to Sehwan, from which place he "marched
back to the river."2 It may be fairly concluded that important changes
have taken place in the course of the river, without feeling certain that
the precise nature of these changes has been correctly ascertained.
The accumulation of fluviatile deposits in the Indus plain, and the
consequent -elevation of the surface, is well seen in the neighbourhood of
Umarkot, where, as has already been mentioned, the flood water from the
Narra trickles through the sand hills forming the limit of the Indus allu
vium, and fills large hollows between the ridges of sand. The level of
the bottom of these hollows must have been, in all probability, at least as
high as the general surface of the Indus plain at no distant date.
During the floods, water leaves the Indus, and its tributary the Sutlei
as far up as Bahawalpur, and flows southward by the eastern Narra, which
must be regarded as a distributary, although its waters now seldom reach
the sea. The true head of the delta, however, is generally considered to
1 Bellasis, Jnur. Bombay Br. Roy. As. Soc., I while he places the real Bruhmandbdd some
V, 4'3. 4°7i (lk5J). There is some doubt seven miles to the north-east at a place now
regarding the exact position of BriihmanSbid. known as Depar. Jour. Rav. As. Sic nnw
According to General Haig the ruins usually series, XVI, 281, (1884).
known by that name arc thos; ol Mansurah,
* Arrian : "Anabasis," VI, 16.
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be a little above Haidarabad, where the Phuleli stream leaves the river.1
The channels of the delta frequently change, more frequently perhaps
tf»n in the c-ase of the Ganges. The sea face is, in all probability, deter
mined by marine currents, and it is improbable that any great change is
likely to take place through the deposit of sediment.
The eastern part of the Indus delta now receives but little water from
the river. It is said that a large area of country in the neighbourhood of
the Kori mouth was depressed during the earthquake of 1819," and that
the great size of the Kori creek is due to the depression. A very large
area north-wpst of the Kori creek is covered with salt, sometimes a foot
or even more in thickness, deposited from sea water.
In the neighbourhood of the sea the soil is usually argillaceous and
firm, but in the upper part of the delta the whole surface is composed
of loose micaceous sand with but little clay, and the rivers consequently
kave unusual facilities for changing their channels. The littoral portion
of the delta is so low that a broad tract of country is always overflowed at
spring tides, whilst the bottom of the sea in the neighbourhood of the coast
is so shallow, and the slope outwards so gradual, that large vessels cannot,
in many places, come within sight of the land. A tract of country of variable
width, but in places several miles broad, along the sea face of the delta, is
annually flooded by the rise of the river, the water being kept higher than
it would otherwise be by the influence of the south-west monsoon.
Reference has already been made to the Rann of Cutch, and it w.is
pointed out that this tract of country is evidently an old marine gulf now
silted up. A brief description of the area and its peculiarities may,
however, be well added to theaccouir. of the Indus delta, which it adjoins
to the eastward.
The Rann' consists of an immense marshy salt plain, scarcely above the
sea level and stretching for 200 miles from east to west, and in places
' A very good description of the Indus Helta
has been given by Lieutenant T. G. Otrless
Jour. Soy. Geog. Soc., VIII, 328, (1838), re
printed in Sel. Rec. Bombay Govt., XVII, 461500, (1855). See also a memoir by Assistant
Surueon ]. F. Heddle, (ibid, p. 403). For the
ancient changes in the delta o! the Indus see
also Cunningham, Ancient Geography of
India, p. 283, etc.
s It is slated by Carless, Jour. Ray. Oeig.
Soc., VIII, 366. (1838), that the alluvial form
ations exposed on the bank of the Kori creek
opposite Kotasir are, with the exception of
the uppermost layers, broken up in confused
"'asses, and inclined to the horizon at an angle
°!3<>or 4odegrees. The disturbance is attri

buted to the earthquake. It would be well
however, that the spot should be examined by
an experienced peologist, as the vagaries of
false bedding (or oblique lamination) in
sands and silts deposited by the strong
currents of an estuary, are very likely to
mislead any one unaccustomed to the peculiar
appearance of these deposits.
* For a fuller description of the portion north
of Cutch by Mr. Wynne see Memoirs, IX •
14, (1872). See also Burnes, Travels in
Bokhara 2nd ed., London, 1835, 1> P- 3i<> ;
Grant, Gtol. Trans., 2nd series, V, 3i8t
(1840) ; Frtre, Jour. Kay. Geog. Soc., XT..
181, (1870); Rogers, Quail. Jour. Geol. Soc
XXVI, 118, (1870).
202
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nearly 100 from north to south. From the south-eastern extremity a low
alluvial tract, dividing Ahmada'ba'd from Ka'thia'wa'r, and including an ex
tensive brackish water marsh called the Nal, connects the Rann with the
head of the Gulf of Cambay. A very trifling depression, probably not
amounting to 50 feet, would convert Ka'tliia'xva'r into an island, and even a
smaller amount of sinking would suffice to isolate Cutch completely ;
indeed, it is now an island during the prevalence of the south-west mon
soon, when the sea, raised by the wind, dams back the water brought into
the Rann by the various rivers which drain into the flat from R^jputana,
Gujarat, and Cutch, in the same manner as the level of the creeks is raised
in the Indus delta. At this time portions of the Rann are seven feet under
water, but the average depth does not exceed five feet. The inundation
lasts from July to the end of November, and portions of the surface, espe
cially a tract to the westward near Sindri, depressed by the earthquake of
1819, are constantly covered with \\ater. Below this water there is, in
places, a bed of salt, sometimes as much as three or four feet in thickness.
There can be little doubt that the Rann was a gulf of the sea within
recent times. Not only do the traditions of the country all agree with
this view,1 but the present condition of the surface, an immense flat of
sandy mud, can only be explained by supposing that the tract is the site of
an inlet, now silted up. The barren condition of the surface is due to
flooding by salt water at one season, and hot dry weather at other times ;
the soil is consequently too salt to support even the vegetation, such
as mangroves, which will grow in ordinary sea water. Unless further
depression takes place, the surface must be gradually raised by the silt
brought in by rivers, and the tracts which support vegetation must extend.
The depression of an area of 2,000 square miles around the fort of Sindri
in the western part of the Rann, at the time of great earthquake of 1819, has
been described so often,8 that it appears unnecessary to repeat the account
here. In this case the circumstance which enabled the changes of level
to be accurately estimated was the fact that the whole of the tract affected
was very nearly at the sea level, and so close to the sea that it was
* There is some historical evidence also.
When Alexander the Great sailed down the
Indus he passed through the great eastern
branch, then the main stream of the river, but
now dry, to the Kori mouth. Near this mouth
he came to a great lake (Arrian : " Anabasis,"
VI, 20). Mention is also made of a great lakelike expanse of water in this direction by some
Mahomedan historians. Sir B. Frere also
states on apparently good traditional evidence,
that Virawah, in Nagar Pdrkar, north-east of
the Rann, was a seaport from 500 to 800 years
ago. y.nif. K,\v. Gcot. Sue., XL, 195, (1876)

No mention of any sea north of Cutch appears
to have been made by the Chinese travellers
of the seventh century ; Cunningham, Ancient
Geography of India, I, p. 302.
1 An account is given in Lyell's Principles,
ed. 1868, II, pp. 97-104, and has been copied
into many text-books. For a very full descrip
tion by Mr. Wynne see Memoirs, IX, 29-47,
(1872). Mr. Wynne doubts whether the Allah
Bund was really raised, and suggests, with
much probability, that the appearance of ele
vation was due to the depression of the ground
around Sindri, south of the Allah Bund.
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flooded immediately. A further depression is said to have taken place
in 1845 '" I'16 same neighbourhood.1
At first the effect of the depression in 1819 was to produce a great sheet
of water, navigable by boats of some size, but this has gradually silted
up, and Mr. Wynne, on visiting the ruins of Sindri in January 1869, found
that the greater portion had been filled up to nearly the level of the Rann,
and that but a small shallow pool remained around Sindri itself.

Though not, strictly speaking, part of the Indo-Gangetic alluvial plain,
this will be the best place to notice that ijreat accumulation of blown sand,
in the tract between the Indus and the Ardvallis, which is known as the
Indian desert. The name implies a greater degree of barrenness and soli
tude than is actually the case. Shrubs and grass tufts are scattered thinly
over nearly the whole area, small trees are not infrequently met with, and it
supports large numbers of sheep and cattle, and a hardy population, civilised
enough to build cities and palaces and wells of hundreds of feet in depth.
Over the whole of this area sand hills are scattered more or less thickly,
but the great accumulation of blown sand forms a strip along the north of
the Rann of Cutch, from which two arms run, one northwards by Umarkot
and then turning north-east and running north of Jaisalmer to Bikaner ;
the other running north-eastwards between Balmer and Jodhpur and co
alescing with the first about Bikaner. The central area of Jaisalmer,
B<ilmer and Fokaran is rocky, with comparatively few and scattered sand
hills.
The sand hills are of two types. One of these, admirably delineated
in the Trigonometrical Survey maps, is of the ordinary type of sand
dune. Its longer axis is at right angles to the prevailing direction of
the wind, and it presents a long gently sloping face to windwards, up
which the sand grains are driven, and a steep face to leeward, down
which they roll, whose slope coincides with the angle of repose of the dry
sand.
The other type is one which is not noticed in the text-books. It is very
largely developed in the Thar district of Sind to the north of the Rann of
Cutch, and appears, equally with the first type, to owe it sform to the
1 Nelson, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sac., II, 103,
(1846). Before quitting the subject of the great
alluvial region of Northern India, it may be as
well to point out that by far the greater portion
of the earthquakes, and especially of the more
severe shocks felt in India, occur in the immedi
ate neighbourhood of the Indo-Gangetic plain,
and especially near the deltas of the great rivers.
The earthquakes are, as a rule, felt much nure

severely on the rocky ground around the allu
vial plain, than in the plain itself. When
depression takes place, as in the case of Sindri
in the Rann, the shock may be but slightly
felt at the locality principally affected, although
towns in Cutch, on rocky ground, at a distance
of several miles, are thrown down ; but this
is in accordance with experience elsewhere.
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Throughout the area rcientioivedrthe sand is heaped into

Fig. 23.- Sand hills of the transverse type ; after the Topographical Survey of Rajputana.

long narrow ridges, running about north-east and south-west to north
north-east and south south-west, with a steep slope on either side, the
crest gradually rising in height to the north-eastern extremity, which is

•

Fig. 24. — Sand hills of the longitudinal type; after the Sind Revenue Survey.

usually the highest point of the ridge, and beyond this is a steep slope
downwards, coinciding with the angle of repose of the sand.
The mode of formation of this type of sand hill is not very easy to
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explain, but from the fact that, where the two types are found together, the
longer axis of the one is at right angles to that of the other, we may con
clude that in both cases the form is decided by the direction and force of
the wind, the longer axis being parallel in one case, and in the other trans
verse, to its prevailing direction. The steep slope of repose at the northern
end of these sand hills shows that they are formed of sand grains which
are driven along the surface of the ground by the wind, and not of those
light enough to be carried in suspension, so that no theory of accumulation
under the lee of bushes, will account for the facts, and we must look else
where for an explanation. If one of the transverse type of sand hills
be examined, it will be seen that the windward slope is by no means a
uniform plane, but is composed of long narrow ridges, parallel to the
direction of the wind, with intervening depressions, probably kept open
by a concentration of the wind in them and a consequent increase of
transporting power, if not an actual development of power of erosion. It
seems probable that the longitudinal type of sand hill is due to an ex
aggeration of this effect, by which the depressions, instead of being com
paratively shallow, and causing mere saddles in the general ridge, are
carried almost, if not quite, to the base of the accumulation. However this
may be, the restriction of the longitudinal type of sand hill to the seaward
and western margins of the desert appears to show that they are connected
with n greater wind force than the transverse type.
The height of these sand hills is considerable. They frequently exceed
100 feet, ranging to 200 feet, and, according to Sir Bartle Frere, 400 to 500
feet in the southern part of the desert. The size of these sand hills and
the area they cover imply an accumulation of blown sand which it is not
easy to account for.
It appears difficult to believe that all the sand found in the desert can
have been derived from the Indus. The surface of the Rann at present is
too muddy to furnish any large supply. The sand consists of well rounded
quartz grains, mixed with smaller quantities of felspar and hornblende, and
is undistinguishable from the sand of the sea coast except that the grains are
better rounded, as is always the case with wind blown sand. That found
in the bed of the Indus is also very similar in character. The most probable
theory appears to be that the Rann of Cutch and the lower portion of the
Indus valley were, as has already been shown to be probable on other
grounds, occupied by the sea in posttertiary times, and that the sand of
the desert was derived from its shore. The most sandy tracts are on the
edge of the Indus valley, along the northern margin of the Rann, and along
the depression of the Luni valley, and these portions of the country were
all probably situated on the coast. The form of the rocky hills around
Rdlmer and Jaisalmer sho>vs that they have been shaped by subacrial,
not by marine denudation, and it is probable that the more elevated central
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portion of the desert was land, whilst the Indus valley, the Rann, and thi
Luni valley were occupied by sea.
TUT? T
The accumulation of sand in the desert region is- evidently due to the ID-El A
low rainfall and to the consequent absence of streams, the effect being
intensified by the accumulation of sand and the porous nature of the re4
suiting surface. In other parts of India the sand blown from river chan- rrm:
nels or the sea coast is either driven by the wind into other river channels, J
or it is swept into them again by rain. There are sand hills in abundance i
in the alluvial plain of the Indus, but they attain no great size, because \
the sand is always swept sooner or later into some stream, by which it is
carried away towards the sea.
Besides the occasional sand hills of the Indus valley in Sind, there are
some much larger tracts in the Punjab, repeating, on a smaller scale, the
phenomena of the Thar and the Rjjputa'na desert. The most important
of these is in the Sind-Sa'gar DoAb between the Indus and Jehlam, but
there is a barren tract in the RachnaDo^b between the Chenab and Ravi,
and sand hills occur in places also in the Ban Doab between the Ravi and
^-~
Sullej.

THE INDO-GANGETIC ALLUVIUM

Boundaries of the rack area m Rajputana, NepaJ. and North of the
are
-

CHAPTER XVIM.
THE AGE AND ORIGIN OF THE HIMALAYAS.
Geographical limitation of the Himalayas— Physical geography— Evidence of the tertiary
deposits as to the age and elevation of the Himalayas— Revd. O. Fisher's theory of moun
tain formation — Age of the Himulayai.

In dealing with the great question of the date of commencement, cause,
and history of the elevation of the Himalayas, the first point to determine
is the exact signification in which this name shall be used. The Himalayas
in a general sense are well understood to be the great system of mountains
which rises to the north of the alluvial plains of upper India, and forms the
southern margin of the highlands of Tibet, but the limits of the range at
either end are difficult to define, for it becomes continuous with the moun
tain ranges between India and China on the one hand and those north of
Afghanistan on the other, and though it is easy to regard these as distinct
ranges, once the change of general direction is well established, the ab
solute continuity of each with the Himdlayas, where the junction takes place,
shows that the elevation of the whole was part of the same great series of
movements of the earth's crust. It is, however, necessary to adopt some
definite geographical limits to the Himalayas, and those used here will be Inc
lines along which the strike of the chains of hills, and of the rocks they are
composed of, takes a sudden bend. On the west this line may be taken to
run through the hills west of the valley of Kashmir, from where the Karakoram range bends into the Hindu Kush to where the Jehlam leaves th<;
hills. On the east neither the geology nor the geography of the hills is suf
ficiently well known to define the limit of the Himalayas, but it may be
presumed to run in from the neighbourhood of Sadiyd in a north-easterly
direction.
The descriptions of the orography of this great system of mountains vary
very much according to the idiosyncracy of the writer, and the particular
meaning he may have attached to the term ' mountain chain. ' The earliest
of the writers on the Himdlayan mountains, Captain Herbert, regarded the
spur on which Simla is situated as the natural termination of the main
snowy range, giving as his reason that it was the watershed between the
drainage of the Indus and the Ganges. But this system of classification
would lead to endless confusion and completely obscure the true relations
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of the various chains of which the Himalaya mountains are composed, for
the rivers, without exception, cut at some point of their course througn
a zone of special elevation, whether we look to present contour or to geo
logical structure, and it is impossible on any rational ground to separate the
portion of the range on one side of the river valley from its continuation
on the other.
The most popular of the views regarding the physical geography of the
Himalayas is probably that proposed by Clements Markham, which regards
them as consisting of three more or less parallel ranges known as the
northern, central, and southern, respectively. This view was most beauti
fully illustrated in the map attached to his edition of the travels of Bogle
and Manning,1 where three long ranges are depicted, stretching across
the map from east to west. The view appears to have a certain resem
blance to the truth, and cannot be absolutely disproved owing to our igno
rance of the geography of the greater part of the Himalayas and to the indefiniteness of the term mountain range, but our knowledge of Himalayan
geography is sufficient to show that the orography of the Himalayas is by
no means so simple or well defined as it is represented on the map just re
ferred to.
In the north-western portion of the Himalayas, where alone the geogra
phy is known with any degree of completeness, four principal ranges arc
commonly recognised. The most northerly and most elevated of these,
which appears to bend round into the Hindu Kush at its north-westerly
extremity, is the Mustagh or Karakoram range, whose culminating peak,
28,265 feet high and the second highest in the world, was formerly known
as K2, but is now often named after its discoverer Godwin-Austen.
South of, and more or less parallel with, this comes the Laddkh range,
which may be regarded as commencing near the junction of the Sliayak
(Shyok) and Indus rivers and running thence south-eastwards along the north
side of- the Indus valley. This range, which has a most marked indivi
duality both geographically and geologically, is breached by the Indus at
about i 50 miles from its north-westerly termination in 79° of east longitude.
The range continues as far as Hanle, forming there the south, instead
of the north, side of the Indus valley, but its further continuation is imper
fectly known.
The Zanskar range appears to owe its existence quite as much to the
accident that it forms the watershed between the Indus and Chenab drain
age, and has consequently been less denuded than the regions on the north
and south, as to any special elevation it has undergone.
The outermost of the principal ranges is that which is known as the
1 " Narrative of the Mission of George
Bogle to Thibet and of the Journey of Thomas

Manning to Lhasa," 2nd eJition, Lomior, 1879.
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Pir Panja"! south of the valley of Kashmir, and as the DhioIadhdV south of
Chamba. Though the unity of these two ranges is obscured by their being
broken through by the Chendb and RaVi rivers, their geological structure,
so far as it is known, seems to show that they are in reality part cf one and
the same range. Much might, however, be said in favour of the view which
would regard them as two separate ranges, Echeloned along the northern
margin of the plains of the Punjab.
Nothing definite can be said of the south-easterly continuation of the
ranges. The Pir Panjdl, Dha'oladha'r and Zanskar ranges may be regard
ed as coalescing and becoming continuous with the great range of snowy
peaks, while the Lada'kh and Karakoram ranges coalesce to continue as
the range of mountains which runs north of the great longitudinal valley,
of the upper Indus, Sutlej, and Sanpo rivers. It may, however, well be
doubted whether either of these ranges has a real continuity along the
whole length of the Himalayas, and it is altogether more probable that,
whether we regard them structurally or according to the accidents of the
existing contour of the ground, they consist of a series of comparatively
short ranges overlapping each other at their extremities. The final
classification of the minor ranges of the great Himalayan system of moun.
tains must wait for a more detailed geological and geographical knowledge
than is at present available.
Though it is impossible to give any definite idea of the detailed oro
graphy of the Himalayas it is possible to divide the mountains into orographical regions sufficiently distinct from each other, even if their exact
boundaries are somewhat indefinite. The innermost of these is the up
land of Tibet, characterised by great elevation and a dry climate with
its concomitant of very extensive accumulations of detritus in the
valleys.
The drainage of the southern portion of this region, except that of the
comparatively small area which is drained by the upper Sutlej river, escapes
into the Brahmaputra and Indus valleys at the extremities of the Himalayan
range. But by far the greater portion has a closed drainage, or such as
escapes finds its way into extra-Indian rivers.
South of the Tibetan region rises the great zone of snowy peaks whose
drainage, from both northern and southern slopes, finds its way, in a more
or less directly transverse direction, on to the Indo-Gangetic plain. The
watershed of this transverse drainage lies to the north of the zone of highest
peaks, which is repeatedly interrupted by the deep valleys of the rivers
traversing it.
South of the snowy peaks comes a zone of lower hills, seldom rising
1 On the accompanying map the name I range which runs soulh-eastwnrds from DalDhioladhar has been misplaced. It is the ' housie, south of the Ch.imba valley.
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mucli over 12,000 feet above the sea, which has been distinguished as
the lower Himalayas. These lower Himalayas in many places graduate
into the main snowy range, so that it is difficult to draw a delinite distincton between the two ; yet, they can be recognised as a fairly well marked
feature of the range, forming a belt of hills some 50 or 60 miles broad,
between the high mountains of the central range and the low hills of
the sub-Himalayas. West of the Sutlej the lower Himalayas cannot be
recognised as a distinct feature, the high ranges of (he Dliioladhdr and
Fir Fanjdl rising directly from the sub-Himalayan zone, but the inner por
tion of what has generally been regarded as the sub-Himalayan zone in
this region rises to greater altitudes than where the lower Himdlayas are
typically developed, and should possibly be regarded as the continuation
of this feature.
The sub-Hima'layas, which have been referred to in the last paragraph,
form the outermost zone of the hills. They are usually marked by an abrupt
drop in the average height of the hills, they are exclusively composed of
tertiary and principally upper tertiary deposits, and except in the region
west of the Sutlej, seldom rise over 4,000 feet.
There can be no doubt that this sudden drop in the average height of the
peaks, between the lower and sub-Himalayan region, is principally due to the
sub-Himalayan region having been subjected to a smaller amount of elevatory
movement than the lower Himalayas, though it is doubtless also due in part
to the greater softness of the rorks they are composed of, and their greater
proximity to the lowlands of the plains, but it is not so easy to determine
whether the distinction between the central ranges and the lower Himalayas
is due principally to differences in the amount of upheaval they have
undergone or to denudation. Doubtless both have co-operated. The
bottoms of the river valleys near the plains being at a lower level than fur
ther into the heart of the mountains, and the average slopes at which the
hillsides stand, which depend on the readiness of the rock to disintegrate
and the amount and distribution of the rainfall, being probably less on the
average in the lower than in the central Himalayas, the peaks could naturally
not rise to the same altitude. This does not, however, seem to be a sufficient
explanation of the facts, and it is only natural to suppose that the belt of
mountains which contains the highest peaks in the world must have been an
area of special upheaval, while there are some features in the profile of the
main river valleys which support this conclusion. These valleys all penetrate
the hills to within 10 miles of the line of highest peaks without rising more
than 4,000 to 5 ooo feet above sea level, but as they cross this line there is a
sudden rise of the river bed which carries it up to 9,000 to 10,000 feet within
a few miles. Above this the gradient falls again and, in the Tibetan
region, the average slope does not seem to be more than a few feet in each
mile of channel. This sudden rise in the river beds as they cross the line of
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highest peaks seems to show that this has been a region of greater and
more rapid upheaval than those to the north or south, and that the rivers
have not yet been able to cut down to the level they will ultimately
reach.
It has already been mentioned that all the principal rivers draining
from the Himalayas have their sources to the north of the line of highest
peaks, and that they cross this zone of special upheaval in deep valleys.
The old explanation of this feature was that the valleys were great frac
tures in the range, through which the rivers found their way. This view has
never been specifically disproved in the case of the Himalayas, but it has
been so frequently shown to be incorrect in other cases where it was main
tained, it is so generally discredited, and moreover the shape of the valleys
is so palpably due to subaerial erosion that it is unnecessary to devote
further attention to it here, and we may accept these transverse valleys as
having been entirely produced by the action of rain and rivers.
It will be shown further on that the sub-Himdlayan ranges are composed
of the disturbed and upheaved deposits laid down by the same rivers which
now traverse them. In this case it is evident that the rivers are older
than the hills they traverse, and that the gorges have been gradually cut
through the hills as they were slowly upheaved. In the same manner it
might be supposed that the rivers, originally draining from the north of
what is now the line of greatest elevation, were able to keep their valleys
open by cutting them down, at a pace sufficient to prevent the upheaval
producing an actual reversal of drainage, but in many cases the drainage
area to the north of the line of highest peaks appears to be too small to have
given sufficient erosive power to the stream to allow of this explanation.
In the first edition of this Manual it was suggested l that these transverse
river valleys may have formerly extended further to the north, draining
a larger area of country beyond the snowy range than they now do, and
that owing to the greater depth of the gorges of the Indus, Sutlej, and Dihing or Sanpo, their upper waters were cut off by a gradual encroachment
of the longitudinal valleys of these rivers on the transverse drainage. The
present writer is unable to accept this view. He regards it as altogether
more probable that the first effect of the commencement of the upheaval
of the Himalayas, was to establish a pair of longitudinal valleys along its
northern face, whose drainage escaped round the extremities of the upheaval,
and that in the first instance the whole of the drainage north of what is
now the line of highest peaks escaped by these rivers. As the mountains
were upheaved the gradients of the rivers flowing directly to their southern
margin became steeper than those of the longitudinal valleys north of the
main range, the erosive power of the streams increased, and they were able
to cut back through the line of maximum upheaval and rob part of the
i P. 677.
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drainage which originally flowed east and west to the gorges of the Indus,
Sutlej, and Sanpo
The few geological investigations which have been made along tlie
southern margin of the Tibetan highlands have not been sufficiently de
tailed as regards the distribution of the recent deposits and forms of the
valleys, lo decide this question with certainty, but there is one specific
observation, recorded by General Strachey,1 which points lo the conclusion
that the explanation given here is the correct one. He records that the
subrecent deposits of the Sutlej valley in Hundes extend right up to the
crest of the Niti pass, and that a detached portion of it is to be seen two or
three miles soutli of the crest. The mere fact of its extending up to the
crest of the pass shows that there must originally have been higher ground
to the south; in other words, that the original watershed of the Sutlej must
have run further south than it now does, and the occurrence of an outlier
in what is now the southern drainage area, if confirmed, gives a still
further, though unnecessary, proof of the encroachment of the southern on
the northern drainage areas.
The same is indicated by the shape of the valleys which drain in either
direction from the watershed. So far as can be gathered from the admirable
maps of northern Kumiun and Garhwll, and from the accounts of travel
lers, the slopes on the southern side of the passes are much steeper than
on the northern ; the erosion of these slopes would consequently be more
rapid, and as it progressed the watershed would gradually be forced north
wards.
The most conclusive evidence, however, seems to be that derived
form the subrecent deposits of the Sutlej valley in Hundes: These show
that the Sutlej was followed approximately its present course during a
period sufficient, firstly, for the formation of a deep rock valley, secondly,
for the accumulation in this of over 3,000 feet of subrecent deposits,
and, thirdly, for the re-excavation of gorges, 3,000 feet deep, through
these same accumulations. There can consequently have been no pro
gressive cutting back of the head waters of the Sutlej during all this
period.

From a stratigraphical point of view the Himalayan mountains may be
divided into three zones, which correspond more or less with the orographical
ones. The first of these is the Tibetan, in which marine fossiliferous
rocks are largely developed, whose present distribution and limits are to a
great extent due to the disturbance and denudation they have undergone.
Except near the north-western extremity of the range they are not known
to occur south of the snowy peaks. The second is the zone of the snowy
1 Jour. Roy. Ceog. Soc., XXI, 63, (1851).
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peaks and lower Himalayas, composed mainly of crystalline and metamorphic rocks and of unfossiliferous sedimentary beds, believed to be prin
cipally of palaeozoic age. The third is the zone of the sub- Himalayas, com
posed entirely of tertiary, and principally of upper tertiary deposits, which
forms the margin of the hills towards the Indo-Gangetic plains, and has
so intimate a connection with, and so important a bearing on, the history
of the elevation of the Himalayas that it will require a more detailed notice
here than the others.
The stratigraphy and palaeontology of the rocks composing this terti
ary fringe have been referred to in a previous chapter, but it will be neces
sary to recapitulate part of what has been written, and to add some further
details which are important from the present point of view.
The classification which will be adopted is the following:—
Upper tertiary
or Suvdlik series
Lower
c. tertiaryJ .
or Sirmur series

( Upper Siwalik.
\ Mjddl & m^
)
„.
(. Lower or Nahan Siwalik.
( Kasauli croup
.
.~) .,
, ,
... group
<} ..
Dagsnai
.
.)> Murrce beds.
1 c ,B, ,
loubathu group.

The lowest of these groups consists everywhere of marine deposits,
clays, shales with some limestone, and a few bands of sandstone. It passes
upwards with perfect conformity into a series of interbedded sandstones
and clays. The latter, almost always red in colour, prevailing in the lower
part, the former in the upper, so that there is a gradual' increase in the
average coarseness of the debris from below upwards, a feature even more
conspicuously displayed in the sections of the upper tertiaries.
The distribution of these rock groups is noteworthy. There is a long
narrow outlier in western Garhw^l just east of the Ganges, in which only
the marine Subithu beds are found. A larger area is found further west
in the Simla hills, where all three groups are represented. For a part of
its length this exposure is in direct contact with the Siwalik series along
the great fault, which will be referred to further on, but along its western
half it is separated by a narrow strip of pretertiary slates. At the
western extremity of this outcrop of lower tertiary rocks, which belong by
position to the lower Himalayas rather than the sub- Himalayas, they run
down into a narrow strip, which, stretching along the south face of the
Dhaoladhdr, connects them with the larger area of lower tertiaries in Jammu.
The upper tertiaries are, like the lower, divided into three groups. The
lowest of these, known as Ndhan consists of clays and sandstones, the former
being mostly bright red in colour and weathering with a nodular structure,
the latter firm or even hard, and throughout the whole not a pebble of hard
rock is to be found.
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The middle Siwiliks consist principally of clays, and soft sandstones, or
sand rock, with occasional strings of small pebbles, which become more
abundant towards the upper part, till they gradually merge into the coarse
conglomerates of the upper Siwaliks. It must be understood that this
classification, being dependent on lithological characters, not on the palae
ontology of the beds, is not strictly accurate, and it is certain that the dif
ferent stages must more or less overlap each other on different sections.
Any classification on palaeontological grounds is unfortunately impossible
at present, as most of the fossils have been obtained through native col
lectors, and their localities are not known with certainty. But this is
unimportant for our present purpose, as it seems certain that the three suc
cessive lithological stages do represent successive periods of time, though
part of the conglomerate stage on one section was certainly represented
by a part of the sand rock stage on another.
In the north-west of the Punjab, beyond the Jehlam, the wliole of the
tertiary rock groups are said to form one conformable system from base to
summit.1 Further east their relations are less simple and at first fight
somewhat perplexing. The true meaning of the anomalies was long ago
pointed out by Mr. Medlicott, * but have been illustrated in so much greater
detail by Mr. Middlemiss in his account of the sub-Himalayas of Kumdun
and Garhwdl s that it will be well to turn to this region for illustrative
sections. Here there is normally a perfectly conformable transition from
the N^han group to the middle Siwdlik sandstones, and again from these
to the upper Siwdlik conglomerates. This conformable succession, which
is exhibited by many sections, is illustrated on two of the sections repro
duced on the accompanying plate, but it is not invariable. Many sections,
as No 3 on the plate, show the upper Siwalik conglomerates resting unconformably on the eroded edges of X.ih.m sandstones, and this peculiarity
of unconformahle contact between two members of a conformable system
finds its most striking exemplification in the short section reproduced in
figure 25.*
West of the Ganges the country has not been examined in the same
detail, but it is certain that the same feature exists. In the neighbour
hood of Ndhan the Nihan and upper Siwalik groups are in contact along
a line of fault, but the latter contain many boulders derived from the
sandstones of the former, showing that they had been elevated and exposed
to denudation at the time that the upper Siwalik conglomerates were
being deposited. Beyond the Sutlej, on the other hand, it was found im
possible to draw any boundary between the two groups, so gradual was
the transition.6
'A. B. Wynne, Records, X, 112, (1877).
* Memoirs, III, pt. ii, ( 864).
3 Memoirs, XXIV, pt. ii, (1890).

4 Page 468.
s Afemairs, III, pt. ii, Chap. IV, (1864) ; see
ulso Records, XIV, 169, (1881;.
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Throughout this eastern area just referred to, th-j upper and lo\ver
tertiaries are nowhere found in superposition. 1 hey occur on opposite
sides of a great fracture, marking the limits of the sub-Himalayan
region, and it is at present uncertain whether any beds whose age would
place them with the Sirmur series conformably underlie the Nahans in
this region.
The examination of the sub-Himalayas of Jammu has been even more
cursory than that of the country further east, and it is at present uncer
tain whether the same relations, as exist further east between the different
groups of the Siwalik series, may not be found to prevail between the lower
and upper tertiaries. The unconformity between the two is proved by the
presence of boulders of lower tertiary sandstone in the upper Siwulik
conglomerates, but the conformity is not equally well proved. The map
accompanying the only published account ' of this region appears to in
dicate a conformity between the Siwaliks and the Murree beds of the small
inliers at Naoshera, and between the Punch and Jehlam rivers, and on the
whole it is probable, especially if we bear in mind the asserted conformity
of the whole sequence on the further side of the Jehlam, that the relations
of the lower and upper tertiaries are the same apparently contradictory
ones, of conformity on one section and unconformity on another, as are
exhibited by the groups of the Siwalik series.
There is but one explanation possible for the known facts, that this
great thickness of deposits, whose unity of lithological type, no less than
the special sections showing conformity between its subdivisions, prove
that they belong to one rock series, must have been deposited during a
period of disturbance, so that while a continuous sequence of conformable
deposits was being laid down in one place, in another they were .disturbed,
elevated and exposed to denudation.
Along the whole length of the Himalayas, wherever the junction of
the Siwaliks with the pretertiary rocks of the Himalayas has been seen,
it is a great reversed fault. To the west of the Bids a similar reversed
fault forms the boundary between the lower tertiaries and the secondary
and palaeozoic rocks of the Himalayas, and in the intermediate area, where
the lower tertiaries rise up and form part of the lower Himalayan area
between the Sutlej and the Jumna, this great fault forms, for part of its
ccurse, the boundary between the Sirmur and Siwalik series.
The fauit is, however, not a mere boundary fault in the ordinary sense
of the term, that is, the fault is not of a date subsequent to the deposition
of the whole thickness of the series whose boundary it forms, nor did this
ever extend, in its full development, far to the north of the line of fault
lKecordt, IX, 55, (1876).
2H
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Mr. Middlemiss1 section, reproduced in the woodcut below of itself proves
this, for it is seen that the great boundary fault was fully developed previous

Fig. 25. —Section at the head of the Sara valley, eastern Kumiun, showing
overstep of the main boundary fault by the upper Siwiliks.

to the deposition of the upper Siwdlik conglomerates, which rest on the
eroded Nahan sandstones and overstep the fault on to the pretertiary slates.
A somewhat similar section appears to be found in the sub-Himalayas of
the Darjiling district,1 but has not been worked out so completely.
Apart from these special sections there are some considerations of a
general nature, which are in reality of greater importance. It will be seen
that this line of faulting forms an absolute boundary for the Siwaliks in
all the range east of the Sutlej, and in the hills west of the R£vi it simi
larly forms an absolute boundary for the tertiary rocks, no outlier being
found to the north, and only a few small inliers to the south of it. Now,
if the many thousand feet of tertiary strata found south of the fault had
been laid down in a continuous sequence previous to ils formation,
they must have extended far to the north of it, and it is almost impossible
to understand how they could have been so completely removed as to leave
no trace of an outlier.
It was Mr. Medlicott who first, in 1859, pointed out the meaning of this,
—that the fault is in effect an original limit of deposition, to the north of
which the SiwAliks never extended. In order to lay special stress on this
peculiarity, and to take the ' main boundary,' as he named it, out of the
category of ordinary boundary faults, he described it as a cliff, against
which the Ndhan sandstones were deposited, and an original boundary of
deposition, only slightly modified by subsequent faulting. Subsequent
investigations have shown that this description requires some modification,
but have fully established the conclusion that the main boundary is not
merely a boundary of present distribution, but in effect an original limit of
deposition. In order to understand the grounds on which this conclusion
is- based and was originally reached, it is necessary for a while to leave the
tertiaries and consider the submontane deposits of the present day.
1 P. N. Bose, Records. XXIII, 244, (1890).
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The outer margin of the hills at the present day is eveiywhere fringed
with a band of gravel deposits forming the " bhdbar," or gravel slope of the
foot of the hills. The extent and constitution of this varies with its position.
Opposite the debouchures of the great rivers draining the central portions
of the Himalayas it reaches a great development, and is composed almost
entirely of boulders of hard crystalline and metamorphic rocks, which have
mostly been well rounded in their long journey down the river valley. Boul
ders of limestone are somewhat rare, while the softer varieties of slate and
sandstone are almo-t absent, having been unable to withstand the severe
treatment they received. In the stretches intermediate between the great
rivers the nature of the gravel varies according to the rocks exposed within
the drainage areas of the streams ; where these drain only from the outer hills
of Siwdlik conglomerate, rounded boulders of hard rock will be found,
elsewhere there are seen tragmentsof limestone, sandstone, or slate, which
are often subangular, owing to the shorter distance they have travelled
and the smaller degree of abrasion they have undergone, and are always
less rounded than the hard boulders of the great rivers.
If we now turn from the submontane deposits of the present day to the
upper Siwaliks we find a remarkable resemblance between them. Not
only are the upper Siwdliks so similar to the recent deposits in geiu-ral
character that they have, not without reason, been compared to an elevated
portion of the plains, but there is precisely the same connection between
their composition and the existent lines of drainage. In the subHimdlayas of Kumaun, there is a great development of the upper and
middle Siwaliks, and especially of the conglomerates, where the kamgangd
and Kosi rivers issue from the hills. Further west, where there are no large
streams draining from the interior of the hills, the whole Siw^lik zone
becomes constricted and only the Na"lian group is seen. Between the
Ganges and Jumna the upper Siwilik conglomerates again attain a great
thickness, and are composed of well rounded boulders of hard rocks, pre
cisely similar to the debris brought down by these rivers at the present day.
West of the Jumna the conglomerates die out to a great extent, and those
which are seen consist of fragments, to a large extent subangular, of the
older tertiary sandstones, and of the formations found in the outer part
of the Himalayas of this region. Where the Sutlej debouches from the
hills there are at least 4,000 feet of coarse conglomerates, but in a parallel
section, only seven miles off, there is only about 500 feet of them, in the
middle of over 3,000 feet of brown sandy clays.1 The same features have
been noticed in the case of all the other great rivers, that the upper Siwdlik
conglomerates atlain a great thickness in their neighbourhood and are
composed of waterworn boulders of hard rocks, while in the intermediate
country they are generally represented by brown clays undistinguishable
1 H. B. Medlicott, Ktcords, IX, 57, (i8;b).
2H>
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from the recent alluvium, or if conglomeratic the pebbles are of local
debris.
There is but one explanation possible of these features, that the
Himalayan range already existed at the time when the upper Shvaliks
were being deposited, with very much the same boundaries as at present,
with the principal features of its drainage already established, and with
an elevation comparable to that of the present day. The Shvaliks formed,
therefore, the northern fringe of a series of alluvial deposits, whose southerly
extension must be looked for beneath the undisturbed deposits of the
Cangetic alluvium.
But the Siwdliks now form low hills, in which these once horizontal
deposits have been disturbed, elevated, and exposed to denudation. There
has consequently been a southerly advance of the margin of the hills since
the upper Siwalik age.
The vast thickness of Siwdlik deposits, whose upper division alone
attains many thousands of feet in thickness, all of which were formed subaerially, and even now, after the elevation they have undergone, only reach
a very few thousand feet above the sea, can only have been formed in an area
which was gradually subsiding as the deposits were heaped up. We must
conclude then that the plain country south of the hills, where the conditions
are so similar to those under which the upper Siwaliks were formed, and
where immense masses of debris have been heaped up without raising it very
much above the alluvial plain to the south, is an area where considerable
subsidence has taken place during the recent period.
There are of course no sections showing the actual nature of the
boundary between this area of subsidence on the one hand, and the region
of recent elevation occupied by the outer hills of the Sivvalik zone on the
other, but there are some considerations of a general nature which, apart
from any reasoning from analogy, indicate its nature.
The steady sweep of the boundary along the length of the Himalayas,
the absence of any deep re-entering angles or outlying patches, show
that it is in the main a structural feature, and that only its details
have been shaped by denudation and sedimentation. Nowhere are the
upper Siwalik conglomerates found passing conformably beneath the recent
deposits of the foot of the hills, and the section of the outermost ridge is
always an anticlinal, whose southern half shows an increasing steepness of
dip in a southerly direction. The beds actually in contact with the sub
montane gravels may be uppermost Siwlliks or belong to the lower part
of the Nalian group, the dip may be moderate, vertical, or even inverted,1
rarely the whole southern half of the anticlical may have been denuded
1 Examples of all these cases may be found must be borne in mind that t lie underground
in Ihe sheets of sections published by Mr. section south of the junction of the Siwalixs
iiiiddlemiss, Memoirs, XXIV, pt. ii, (i8co). It ' with the iccent deposits is puiely conjectural.
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away and covered up by recent deposits, but where it is seen there is
usually a rapid increase in' the steepness of the southerly dip near the
margin of the hills. These indications of a line of special bending of
the strata close to the southern edge of the hills help out the suppo
sition that the actual demarcation of the two contiguous areas—one of
elevation, the other of subsidence— may be of the nature of a fault, one
side of which has been raised and the other depressed, the depression being
filled up as fast as made by the abundant debris brought down from the
hills.
Though there are no sections showing the nature of the junction between
the undisturbed recent deposits of the plains and the upraised Siwaliks
the sections in the sub- Himalayas throw some light on its nature. Wher
ever the Siwdlik zone attains any considerable width it is found to be
traversed by one or more reversed faults of great throw, running more or
less parallel to the outer boundary on the one hand and the main boundary
of the Siwaliks on the other. These faults all show an ascending section
on the outer (southern) side and the dip usually flattens towards the fault,
where the uppermost beds are seen in contact with strata of a very much
lower zone. Moreover, the older beds are invariably thrown into an anti
clinal immediately north of the fault, while the southern half, when it is
present, shows an increasing dip as the fault is neared, exactly as is the
case in the anticlinal of the outermost ridge, and occasionally, as in that case,
the southern half is cut out.1
The relations of the rocks on either side of these great faults are so simi
lar to what we have inferred is probably the case between the SiwaMiks of
the outermost ridge and the deposits of the submontane region of the
plains, that it is natural to regard each fault as marking a former limit of
the disturbed tract, and the successive faults as indicating a step by step
southerly advance of the outer margin of the hills. According to this
hypothesis the great main boundary would mark approximately the south
ern limit of the Himalayas at the commencement of the Siwdlik period,
north of which the upper tertiary deposits did not extend to any great
distance or in any great thickness.

We are not, however, confined to the conclusions that may be drawn
from direct observations in dealing with this problem. It may also be
attacked from the purely physical and mathematical side, as has been
done by the Rev. O. Fisher in his great work on the physics of the earth's
crust.1 Mr. Fisher adopts the hypothesis that the solid crust of the earth is
of limited thickness and rests on a magma of greater density, whose condi
tion is actually or virtually that of a fluid. As the central core of the earth
1 Physics of the Earth's Crust, 1st ed., 8' London, i88S, pp. 114-4'.
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cools down by the conduction of heat away from it, the outer crust is
left partially unsupported by the consequent contraction, exposed to a
greater strain than it is capable of bearing, and yielding along lines of
weakness, is thickened both upwards and downwards from a zone some
where in the thickness of the crust, above which the material will on the
whole be forced upwards, and below it downwards. This zone, called
the neutral zone, is placed, for reasons unnecessary to enter into here,
as its exact position is not of great importance, at three-fifths of the
thickness of the- crust from its upper surface. If the subjacent magma
had a density one and tsvo-thirds as great as that of the overlying crust the
upward protuberance would be supported by the buoyancy of that portion
which had been thrust downwards into the magma. But such a great
disparity cannot exist, and the extra weight of the elevated tract will,
consequently, bear the crust downwards on either side as is indicated
in the diagram, fig. 26, till sufficient of the lighter solid material is de
pressed into the denser magma to provide the requisite buoyancy.
As soon as an elevated tract is formed denudation will commence, and
as it is extremely unlikely that the protuberance will be symmetrical, a
larger amount of material will be deposited on one side of it than the
Other. In the diagram this is supposed to take place on the right hand side
and its effect will be to depress that side of the range more than the other
while the elevated tract will be lightened by the removal of material
from its surface. As a consequence, the centre of gravity will be shifted

Fig. 26.— Diagram to illustrate Revd. O. Fisher's theory of mountain formation—
A. — Upward protuberance, or ' elevated tract."
B. — Downward protuberance or 'root.'
P. R. — Original limits of depressions on surface.
P.' R.'— Subsequent limits after the deposition of sediment represented hy shading,
and removal of the portion of the elevated tract represented by doited
lines.
Q. Q.' S. S.'— Original and subsequent limits of downward protuberance.
G. G.' H. H.' — Original and subsequent positions ol centres of giavity of crust, and of
displaced fluid respectively.

towards the side on which there is the greatest accumulation of debris,
while -the centre of flotation of the downward protuberance remains
unchanged. The disturbed tract is consequently thrown into a state
of unstable equilibrium, which can only be made stable by such a movement
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of rotation as will diminish the size of the depression on the left hand
side, where there is least sediment, and extend it on the right hand
side, where most has been deposited. As this action goes on, the
depression on that side where least sediment is deposited may become
obliterated, and as the crust is exposed to a tensional strain on this side it
may be that fissures will open and volcanic outburst take place.
Such, briefly stated, is Mr. Fisher's theory of mountain formation, and
there is, on the most superficial view, a considerable resemblance to what
we know to have taken place in the case of the Himalayas. The great
depression in which the Gangetic alluvium has been accumulated corre
sponds to that in which the greater bulk of debris derived from the denu
dation of the mountains is deposited, and the obliteration of the eocene
sea of the central Himalayas, accompanied as it was by a great outburst
of volcanic energy, would appear to correspond to what the theory points
out as likely to happen to the depression on the other side of the range.
But the greater part of the elevation has taken place since the oblitera
tion of the eocene sea of the central Himalayas, and we are then met by
the difficulty that we have to assume a rotation of the whole elevated tract
of Central Asia. We have no reason to suppose that so large a mass ol
the earth's crust would have sufficient rigidity to allow of its rotation as a
whole ; rather, there is good reason to suppose that it would yield infinitely
to a long continued stress. Moreover, Mr. Fisher's theory takes no notice
of horizontal compression, which in the case of the Himalayas has certainly
gone on up to a very recent period. The fact is this movement of
rotation, with the degree of rigidity it demands, as well as the ignoring of
the effects of lateral compression after the elevated tract is formed, are
mere generalisations necessary to bring the complex conditions of nature
within the powers of mathematical investigation, and are not intended
to be taken literally, as an exact account of what actually takes place.

FIG. 27.—Diagram to illustrate the theory of the elevation of the Himalayas, corresponding to
the right-hand half of fig. 26. Horizontal scale about 60 miles, vertical about 30 miies
to l inch.
A.— Massif of the Himalayas.
B — Root of the same.
C.— Earlier marginal deposits, compressed and elevaled.
e.— Continuation of the same, depn-ssed and undisturbed.
D.— Subsequent deposits overlapping: C.
b. — Sinking of lower surface of crust due to C and D.

Bearing this in mind, we have now to consider what modifications are re
quired to fit the purely mathematical theory to the more complex conditions
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of actuality. In the first place the elements of rigidity and rotation being
abandoned, we need not consider the left hand side of the diagram, and may
redraw it in greater accordance with the conditions of the Himalayan region
(see fig. 27). We have now an elevated region A subjected to denudation
and adjoining it an area extending to /?, on which deposition is taking place,
the deposits being contributed by the elevated ground A to the north,
and the waste of the rock area to the south. The tract being supposed to
be in equilibrium, the surplus floating power of B will cause it to rise when
A is lightened by denudation, and the load thrown on D will cause it to
sink, especially in the neighbourhood of A where the load is greatest, till
the magma displaced by the lower surface of the crust is sufficient to float
the load. The result will be, firstly an extension of the depression in a
direction away from the elevated tract A, and, secondly, a strong tendency
to either fracture or flexure of the crust at the junction of A and Z>.
As we may take the crust to be infinitely yielding to long continued
stresses, there is no reason why that produced by the lightening of the
one area and the loading of the other should not be relieved simply by the
sinking of the latter and the rising of the former on either side of a sep
arating plane. But denudation and deposition are not the only forces at
work, for to bring the case into connection with that of the Himalayas,
we must suppose compression to be continually in progress. This will be
relieved partly by an additional elevation of A, but also by the compres
sion and consequent elevation of the marginal deposits D, which would
not offer the same resistance at the already consolidated beds of A. In
this way the deposits on the edge of the depression would gradually
come to fc rm part ol the tract A, whose boundary would advance towards
/?, but not to the same extent as the shifting of the outer boundary of the
depression towards R.
With this amplification,— for it is no modification of Mr. Fisher's theory,
but merely a more detailed explanation of part of the process which does
not lend itself to mathematic investigation,— we find it easy to explain the
true nature of the great reversed faults which traverse and bound the Siwalik zone. They mark the successive limits between hill and plain, be
tween the area of deposition and depression on the one hand and of denu
dation and upheaval on the other, and the small amount of disturbance
which may generally be noticed in the beds immediately in contact with
the fault plane is explained by the fact that their immense throw is not due
to the effect of horizontal pressure acting on an inclined plane, but princi
pally to a vertical pressure, downwards on the one .side, ar.d upwards on
the other, of the fault.
It appears then, that so far as the tract along the foot of the hills is
concerned, the conclusions drawn from observed facts and from theoretical
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deduction agree with each other, but we have another check on the theory,
for, if it is true, the Gangetic plain must have originated at the same time
as the great mountain range to the north, and gradually increased in width
by the subsidence of the rock area along its southern margin. Now, when a
stream issues from the rock area on to the alluvial plain, it is the coarsest
debris which is fiist deposited, while the finer grained material is carried
further and deposited at a greater distance from the margin of the alluvium.
Consequently, if a boring be sunk near the southern limit ol the plain, where
it has been encroaching on the rock area, the beds passed through near
the surface should be finer grained on the average than those passed
through lower down, for these last belong to an earlier period, when the
edge of the alluvium was less distant than it is at the present day. Near
the northern margin of the plains the conditions should be reversed, for
there the rock area has been encroaching on the plains and the upper bed
should be composed of coarser debris on the average than those lower down.
The deep borings that have been put down in the Gangetic plain are
four in number. Of these, two, at Umballa and Fort William respectively,
are well situated for testing the hypothesis ; a third, at Agra, is less suitable
for reasons which will shortly appear, while the fourth, at Lucknow, being
well out in the middle of the plain, does not appear to have gone deep
enough to give any evidence of importance.
In dealing with the records of these boreholes we are harassed by the
vagaries of nomenclature indulged in by the men, never trained geologists,
to whom the conduct of the operations was necessarily entrusted. But by
adopting two classes only, sand and clay, and by including in the former
'sand,' 'coarse sand,' 'clayey sand,' etc., and in the latter 'clay,'
'silt,' 'sandy silt,' 'limey silt, ' etc., a fair idea will be reached of the
relative coarseness of grain of the beds passed through at different depths
of the same boring. This method is perfectly justifiable, as, for the present
purpose, the absolute coarseness or fineness of grain is immaterial, and we
merely want to know whether in any part of the bore hole the beds are on
the whole coarser or finer grained than those above and below.
Adopting this system of classification, we may make an abstract of the
Fort William boring,1 thus : —
o
100
200
300
400

ft.
„
,,
„
„

to loo ft.
„ 200 „
„ 300 ,
„ 400
„ 481

....... Sand o Clay 100
....
.
. „ II
„ Sq
„ 95
„
5
, 98
„
2
81
„
o

The increase in coarseness of grain of the beds passed through is con
spicuous enough in this abstract, but the reality is even more striking, for
in the sand from s8o feet downwards, some beds of gravel and pebbly sand
1 For detailed section see Records, XIV, 221, (1881) ; Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist., I, 324, (1841).
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are included, and the boring was finally brought to a standstill in a beJ of
gravel which it was not found possible to penetrate.
The second boring of importance is that made at Umballa.1 Adopting the
same broad classification of clay and sand, we get the following result:—
o ft. to 100 ft
loo „ „ 200 „
200 „ „ 300 ,

300
400
500
600

„
„
„
„

„
„
„
„

Sand 59 Clay 37
i, 56
„ 42
58
„ 42

400
500 ,
600 ,
?ot ,

5*
4<>
37

.,
,.
„

Soil 4.
Kankar j

46
54
63

95

Here we have, as the hypothesis requires, a very distinct increase in
coarseness of texture in the upper beds as compared with the lower.
Besides these two borings, one has been put down at Agra, the evi
dence of which is slightly vitiated by the peculiar local conditions. The
abstract of the section is as follows8 : —
O ft. to 100 ft.
100 „

„ 200 „

200 „ „ 300 „

300 „ ,,400 „
400 „ „ 481 „

•

•

. Sand
. »
• >i
. „
• „
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o
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7

Clay 35
„ 56
,,
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»
,.

7('i
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K?nkar o

<.

5k
o

Here there would seem to be an increase in coarseness of texture, both
upwards and downwards, from 200 feet. The explanation of this is to be
found in the fact that the surface deposits round Agra are largely com
posed of blown sand, and it is probable that the sand beds found in the
uppermost 160 feet of the section are of aeolian origin, while below that
the beds are alluvial and exhibit the gradual upward increase in fineness
of texture required by the hypothesis.
The fourth boring at Lucknow has been sunk to. a depth of r,336 feet.
As might be expected from its situation, there is no marked increase or
decrease in the coarseness of the beds passed through, but near the bottom
of the boring some beds of coarse sand were found, and these may indicate
an approach to the base of the alluvium and mark a time when its southern
boundary was not far from Lucknow.
. To sum up, of the foui deep borings which have been made, two are
completely in accordance with the hypothesis, the third one is in favour of
it, though its evidence is vitiated by peculiar local conditions, while the
fourth is so situated as to give no evidence one way or the other till it is
carried to a greater depth.
We find then that the inductions from observed facts regarding the
southerly advance of the margin of the hills, the nature of the boundary
between hill and plain, and the mode of formation and growth of the
' Records, XIV, 233, (1881).
I
» Records, XVIII, 121, (I88s).
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Gangetic plain, agree in all essential points with the deductions from Fisher's
theory of mountain formation and using the one to elucidate or amplify
what remains doubtful in the other, we may approach the interesting sub
ject of the date of the commencement of the elevation of the Himalayas.

The occurrence of marine nummulitic beds at a height of many thousand
feet on the north face of the main snowy range in Hundes, and at a height of
20,000 feet in Zanskar, shows that the elevation of this part of the Himalayas
must have taken place entirely within the tertiary period. Further east we
have not the same conclusive evidence, but the upper cretaceous fossils that
were brought from north-west of Lhasa show that the elevation of this part
of the Tibetan plateau could not have commenced at a much earlier period.
The limitation of the marine mesozoic and palaeozoic rocks to the northern
fl.inks of the main snowy range, and their absence, so far as is known, to
the south of this, may be due to an original limitation of deposit, or it may
well be due to the country over which they are wanting having been more
rapidly elevated, and consequently exposed to more active denudation.
But even if the southern limit of these marine formations represents ap
proximately the recurrent shore lines of a long series of epochs, it is dillicult to believe that a mountain range at all comparable to the Himalayas of
the present day lay immediately to the south of them. The present geo
graphical and geological connection between the Himalayan range and the
Tibetan highland is too close to make it at all probable that the elevation
of the latter was altogether posterior to, and independent of, that of the
former, and consequently the elevation of the Himalayas as a mountain
range cannot have been long in progress, if it had commenced, when the
sea flowed over Tibet at the close of the secondary period.
On the southern side of the Himalayas there is not the same direct
evidence. The close connection between the older rocks of the Assam
range, and the corresponding ones of the Indian Peninsula has already
been noticed as indicating that the present limits between the peninsular
and extra-peninsular areas had not been established at the lime that they
were being deposited, and the presence of subaerially formed Gondwclna
rocks in the eastern Himalayas suggests, though it does not prove, that
they were formed in the same land area as those of the Peninsula and
that no depression, corresponding to that now occupied by the Gangetic
alluvium, was in existence at the commencement of the secondary period.
The complete absence of any known exposure of marine nummulitic
rocks between western Garhwdl on the one hand, and the Garo hills on the
other, might only mean that the shore line ran south of the present limit
of the hills, and that the nummulitic beds are hidden by the Gangetic
alluvium, but there is not so close a relationship between the nummulitic
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faunas, so far as they are known, of the Punjab and of Assam as to neces
sitate, or even suggest, so direct a communication between the two areas.
There is consequently some degree of probability that the Indo-Gangetic depression had not been established at the commencement of the
tertiary period and we again get the close of the secondary period as the
probable date of the commencement of the elevation of the Himalayas.
The stratigraphical relation1', between the nummulitic beds of the north
west portion of the lower Himalayas and the subjacent deposits, point to
the same conclusion. There is not only a general parallelism of strati
fication, which might result from the compression both have been exposed
to, but there is a very close resemblance in the nature and degree of disturb
ance they have undergone, and the nummulitics lie with perfect parallelism
of bedding on an eroded surface of the former pretertiary deposits, wher
ever a section showing the original contact between them is found.
Were this merely a local phenomenon observed on one or two isolated
sections no importance need have been attached to it, but when it is seen
wherever the contact between the two rock series has not been modified
by faulting, from the inliers of the Jammu hills on the one side, to the
outliers east of the Ganges on the other, it shows that there had
been no appreciable disturbance of the older rocks, now forming this part
of the Himalayas, when the nummulitics were deposited. In other words,
that if the elevation of the Himalayas had already commenced in eocene
times, it had not extended into the north-western portion, or was confined
to the central portion of the range.
The close connection in structure and distribution of the upper Siwalik conglomerates and the submontane deposits of the present time has
already been appealed to as evidence that the Himalayan range existed
in pliocene times with very much the same limits and elevation as at the
present day, and with the main features of hydrography already marked
out. But these coarse conglomerates are confined to the upper Siwaliks.
As we descend the section pebbles get smaller in size and less in number
till, in the lower part of the Siwaliks proper and throughout the immense
thickness of the Nahans, not a pebble is known to occur.1
It might be held that this was due to the southerly advance of the foot
of the hills, and that we must look for the coarse conglomerates of middle
Siwalik and Nahan age in the hills north of the main boundary. It has,
however, been shown to be extremely probable that neither the Siwaliks
proper nor the Nahan group ever extended, in anything like their full
thickness, much to the north of the main boundary, and the absence of
any known outlier, though merely negative evidence, cannot be altogether
1 There is only one recorded instance of a with so much hesitancy, that it may well Ue
conglomerate supposed to be of Nahan age, and neglected,—Memoirs, III,pt. ii, p. 135,
that case is so exceptional and Us age given
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ignored. A more probable explanation is that during the formation of the
lower portion of the Siwalik series the hills to the north had not attained
anything like their present elevation, and that the gradients of the river
beds had not become sufficiently steep to enable them to transport any
thing coarser than fine sand. If this be the true explanation, as seems
extremely probable, the greater part of the elevation of the Himalayas has
taken place since the miocene epoch, and it is impossible to date its com
mencement much further back than the commencement of the tertiary or
the close of the secondary period.
Another argument of an entirely different character has been adduced
by Dr. Blanford, which curiously confirms the conclusion regarding the
date of origin of the Himalayas, arrived at on purely geological grounds.
He points out l that the mammalian fauna of Tibet has a proportion of
species, and even genera, peculiar to the region which is not exhibited by
any other continental area of the same size. Omitting all doubtful
forms, and taking no account of varieties or subgeneric types, the known
Tibetan fauna consists of forty-three species belonging to twenty-six
genera, of which twenty-seven species and four genera are not known
outside Tibet. Moreover, by far the largest proportion of species ranging
outside of Tibet is exhibited by the carnivora, only four out of nine
species of ungulata being known outside Tibet, and two of these are re
presented in Tibet by well marked varieties, while out of sixteen species
of rodents only one is not purely Tibetan.
On the now universally accepted theory of the origin of species by
descent and modification so large a proportion of peculiar species indicates
a long period of isolation. In the case of island faunas, this isolation is
due to the sea barrier which mammals cannot cross or can only cross with
difficulty, but in the case of Tibet the isolation must be a climatic one, due
to the superior elevation of the region, and after comparing the degree of
specialisation of the fauna with that of various islands Dr. Blanford comes
to the conclusion that this isolation must have commenced in middle tertiary
times. This agrees remarkably with that arrived at on purely geological
grounds, and from a study of the relations of the Siwdlik to the tertiary
faunas of Europe,2 that the elevation of the Himalayas commenced with
the tertiary era and that the range only attained an elevation comparable
to that which it now possesses towards the commencement of the pliocene
period.

Two views have been propounded, regarding the antiquity of the
layas which are antagonistic to that just put forward. The first of these,
1 Ceal. Mag., 3rd dec., IX, 16.), (1892).
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commencement of the tertiary era, for to the north of the fault, which
bounds the nummulitics, we come to conditions so different, both stratigraphically and structurally, from those which obtain to the south that we
can no longer apply the same arguments, and as will be shown presently
the question of whether the existence of a land area, immediately north
of the nummulitic outcrop at the time when these beds were being deposit
ed, can be admitted as evidence regarding the date at which the elevation
of the Himalayas commenced, depends entirely on the exact meaning we
attach to these words.
The second argument depends on the different degree of disturbance
exhibited by the successive zones. As can be seen from the section, the
beds in the outermost zone have undergone least compression, those of the
next more, and so on. Mr. Middlemiss argues that this increase in the dis
turbance the beds of each successive zone have undergone, is the result of the
successively greater periods of time during which they have been exposed to
the disturbing forces, and that the far more intense compression, to which
the rocks within the innermost tertiary zone have been exposed, indicates
that they have been exposed to pressure, during a period of time, which
would carry back the origin of the Himalayas far beyond the tertiary era.
To this it might be answered that, even if the compression of every zone
had been contemporaneous, it is natural to expect that its intensity would
not be everywhere uniform, but would die out laterally, graduating from the
zone in which it was greatest to that in which there had been none.
It is, however, probable that, in the tertiary zones, the different degrees
of compression exhibited by the successive bands is, to a large extent, the
result of the different periods during which they have been exposed to com
pression. And when we come to the far more intense compression ex
hibited by the older brocks, which, as descried by Mr. Middlemiss, have
been cleaved and foliated by the intensity of the compression they have
undergone, he himself affords an explanation, in the observation that the
strike is often transverse to that of the tertiaries, indicating that the com
pression had not all been in a direction transverse to the course of the
range.1 This divers'ty of strike is appealed to as showing that the com
pression of the Himalayas was in part due to other, and older, directions of
thrust than those which produced the folding of the sub-Himalayan and
many of the Himalayan rocks.
Here we are at once brought face to face with the question of what is
meant by the commencement of the elevation of the Himalayas. Seeing
that the present state of the range is the result of a long chain of physical
causation, each step of which was the inevitable result of all that went
before, it is impossible to say what was the first origin of the Himalayas.
' Memoirs, XXIV, 183, (1890).
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We may throw it back to the period when the earth first acquired a solid crust,
or still further hack to that primeval chaos from which, according to one
hypothesis, the universe was evolved. But in this place the words are
used in a much more limited meaning. If the limitation of the palasoroic
and mesozoic deposits along the northern flanks of the snowy range represenls at all approximately the general limit of land and sea during their
deposition, it might be maintained that the general course of the Himalayan
range had been determined in palaeozoic times, and yet the elevation of
the Himalayas in the sense in which the words are here used, might not
have commenced till the dawn of the tertiary era. The further back in
time we go the more difficult does it become to follow the sequence of
cause and effect, and in speaking of the elevation Himalayas only that
final compression is meant, which caused it to rise as a conspicuous moun
tain range with the same limits and extent as at present, and the antece
dents which may or may not have been the direct cause of this result are
excluded.
Taking this restricted definition, the transverse strikes mentioned by
Mr. Middlemiss, and the systems of compression they indicate would not
be connected with the elevation of the Himalayas or belong to the Himalayan system of disturbance.
It would be unnatural to suppose that the great area now occupied by
the Himalayas had in no part been exposed to compression, previous to
the end of the mesozoic era, and it is noteworthy that the most conspicuous
instance of transverse strike quoted by Mr. Middlemiss, where a north and
south strike extends for sixty miles, lies on the continuation of the Aravalli
range. Now, without assuming, what there is no possibility of proving,
that the Aravalli range ever extended so far north, the supposition would
explain how there might be an intense crushing of the older rocks,
accompanied by a strike transverse to the general direction of the range,
which was due to a totally distinct system of disturbance from that which
produced the Himalayas.
In this way we see how the crushing of the older rocks of the Hima
layas and the divers strikes they exhibit, which Mr. Middlemiss rightly in
terpreted to indicate successive systems of compression ranging over along
period of time, may have been largely anterior to that final compression to
which the elevation of the Himalayas is here restricted.

Another opinion regarding the antiquity of the Himalayas, which requires notice, is that recently propounded by Sir H. H. Howorth,1 who has
gone to the opposite extreme and regards the elevation of these mountains
>Geol. Uag.,y& dec., VIII, 97, 156, 2Q4, (1891) ; IX, 54, (1892).
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as having taken place almost, if not quite, entirely wilhin the pleistocene
period. This opinion appears to have been adopted in the first place
to satisfy the requirements of his theories regarding the entombment
of the mammoth in northern Siberia, but is based principally on the
supposed absence of any traces of glaciation in the Himalayas, as also in
the Altai, Caucasus and Ural mountains, all of which are supposed to have
been elevated within the pleistocene period.
We have already shown that there is evidence of a former great exten
sion of the Himalayan glaciers, evidence which might be amplified to almost
any extent, but the only instances, in addition to those already quoted,
which need be mentioned here, are the glaciers on the Babeh pass, now
barely more than a mile in length, which at one time extended at least
fifteen miles and probably more, and the morraine recorded by Colonel
McMahon on the southern slopes of the Dhaoladhdr, at an elevation of
only 4,700 feet.1
The HimaMayan glaciers, it is true, never spread over the low ground in
great ice sheets like those of Europe, but there is reason enough for this
in the thirty degrees of latitude by which the Himalayas are nearer the
equator than the Alps, and in the much greater distance which separates
the watersheds from the lowlands. In the Kangra valley, where alone the
high mountains rise steeply from the low ground at their foot, there is good
reason to suppose that the glaciers once reached to below 2,000 feet above
the sea.* And the erratics of the Potwdr3 show that ice in large quanti
ties was not unknown there at one time. As it is out of the question to
suppose that even in the glacial period these glaciers could have origi
nated at low altitudes, the only possible conclusion is that the mountains
must then have had very much their present elevation.
Another argument for a greater age of the Himalayas is the time re
quired for the excavation of the great river valleys. Sir H. H. Howorth
avoids this difficulty by denying that the valleys are the work of the rivers
that flow through them, but it is impossible for any one who has studied the
action of subaerial denudation not to see that the forms of the hills and
their intervening valleys are due to the action of rain and rivers, aided by
frost. A glance at the photograph so admirably reproduced in the frontis
piece of this volume will show to the initiated eye that the shape of the
mountain is due to the disintegration of the rock by frost and the removal of
the debris from the hollows by streams and glaciers, and not to any disrup
tive force. Even if we could acknowledge that the courses of the drain
age were in the first instance determined by fissures, a long period of time
would be required for the opening out of the valleys and the removal of that
vast mass which the beds of the Siwdlik series tell us was brought down
from the Himalayas.
1 Records, XV, 49, (1882).
2 Kecordi,\X, 56, (it>76).

Records, X, 140, (1877) ; Supra, p. 42.
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These arguments would be sufficient to show that the Himalayas must
have existed as a mountain range previous to the glacial period at any
rate, but it is not necessary to appeal to them, for the evidence of the
pliocene sub-Himalayan deposits shows that the range must then have had
very much its present elevation, with the main features of the existing
drainage system already marked out.
The close agreement in the results attained by the several distinct
lines of purely geological reasoning, and that derived from the pecu
liarities of the living Tibetan fauna, gives a very strong presumption in
favour of the correctness of the conclusion arrived at, and discredits at once
the hypotheses of an older or a later date for the origin of the Himalayas
than here maintained. There seems, however, to be this much truth
in Sir H. H. Howorth's supposition of the recent rise of the Himalayas, that
their elevation, if not still in progress, has only recently ceased, and that
they are probably now somewhat higher than they were during the glacial
period.
The evidence pointing to this is of various kinds. There is, firstly, the
natural presumption that the mountains which now form the most elevated
peaks of the world cannot be in a state of decadence, and as there is no
such thing as rest in nature, that they must be still growing. Then
there are two recorded cases1 where a differential movement of the oppo
site sides of a fault has taken place at so recent a period as to cause
interruption of the minor drainage courses, and to exhibit itself as a distinct
rise in the surface of the ground, which has hardly been modified at all by
denudation. These earth movements show that the Himalayas are still
in a state of strain, and we may naturally conclude that this s'.rain is due
to the compression which has caused their elevation.
Better evidence is yielded by the sub-recent fossil fauna of the Hundes
plain. It was formerly believed that this fauna was tertiary, the presence
of a rhinoceros was supposed to indicate that the deposits must have been
formed at a very much lower level than that at which they are now found,
and that they had subsequently been elevated several thousand feet without
any discernible disturbance. The incorrectness of the first supposition has
already been shown.8 The last is one that cannot be granted, and as regards
the second, the presence of the peculiar Tibetan genus Pantholops out.
weighs the evidence of the rhinoceros. It is true that a rhinoceros could
not exist on the present plains of Tibet, not on account of the cold, for the
Tibetan species may well have been protected from that by a thick coat of
fur, but on account of the impossibility of its picking up a living from the
scanty vegetation of these arid plains. It must not be forgotten, however,
that there would almost certainly be shallow lakes and swamps, when these
1 Records, XXI, 158, (1888).
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deposits were being formed, and at the present day the river valleys of
Tibet, even at a height of over 13,000 feet, can under such circumstances
support a growth of grass and shrubs which could easily have given sus
tenance to the rhinoceros of Hundes. This animal in any case shews that
the climate of Hundes must have been somewhat milder than it now is, and
as there is little difficulty in supposing that these deposits may have been
raised 1,000 to 2,000 feet without any appreciable disturbance, though it is
impossible to grant an elevation of 10,000 to 15,000 feet, we may well sup
pose that this increased inclemency of climate is partly due to the desicca
tion resulting from the change of condition of the rivers, from deposition to
erosion, and partly to an increased altitude of the plains and of the moun
tains south of them.
The gradual desiccation of the Tibetan lakes points to the same con
clusion. There are no data available regarding the rate at which this is
taking place, but the fact that some have dried completely up, while others
show but little reduction on their original size, indicates that the process is
htill in progress and that the climate of Tibet was once moister than it
now is. There appears to be but one explanation possible of this increased
dryness of climate, and that is a rise of the mountains to the south, which
has resulted in a more complete cutting off of the moisture from the mon
soon winds.
The cause of the origin of these lakes in Tibet is not thoroughly
established. Ever since the publication of Mr. Drew's book on the Jammu
and Kashmir territories it has been customary to attribute their origin to
the damming up of the main valleys by the fans of tributaries, which
attained a great development during the glacial periods, when the disinte
gration of the rocks was more rapid than it now is, while the transporting
power of the streams was no greater if so great. The present writer is
unable to accept this view in its entirety. In the case of the Pangong lake
he believes that Us formation is entirely due to differential movements of
the surface, which raised a portion of the original river bed at a more
rapid rate than the stream was able to erode and dammed back the drainage
to produce the present lake. Even in the case of the Tsomoriri in Rupshu,
which is accepted as the typical instance of a lake formed by a tributary
fan, he has shown1 that there is reason to believe that this fan could not
have caused an interruption of the drainage had there not been an eleva
tion of a portion of the river valley further down its course, and a conse
quent diminution of the gradient. Whatever may be the cause of origin of
these lakes there seems no reason to doubt that the broad shingle plains,
which so frequently occur just above where the rivers enter a gorge, are
produced by a check in the gradient consequent on a recent elevation of
the river bod in the gorge, and consequent checking of the gradient im
1 Kccords, XXI, 156, (iSSS).
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mediately above it. A similar action might well, under favourable circum
stances, give rise to the formation of an actual lake, while the existence of
an exit would depend on the rapidity of the movement, the supply of
water, and the nature of the climate. Whether such has actually been the
case or not, there have certainly been irregular movements of the beds of
the streams and rivers within what is, geologically speaking, a very recent
period, and these irregular movements can only be regarded as evidence
that the disturbance which caused the elevation of the Himalayas is still in
progress.
Thus, from whatever point of view we look at the subject, we see that
the decadence of the Himalayas has not yet begun, but whether they have
yet reached their maximum development is not so clear. There are no
data from which we can decide whether the rate of elevation in the imme
diate past has been greater than at present or no, but looking to the
general indications, throughout the world, that the great earth movements,
which caused such profound changes in the form and distribution of
land and sea during the tertiary period, have reached their close, and that
the present is a period of comparative quiescence in the history of the
earth, we may suppose that the chapter devoted to the elevation of the
Himalayas is reaching its close and that they soon will enter on their
decay.

There remains one more point to be referred to before finally dismissing
the subject of the origin of the Himalayas, and that is the supposed con
nection between mountain ranges and sedimentation. The enormous
thickness of sedimentary deposits seen in the sections exposed in moun
tain ranges has been frequently noticed, and by many observers their ac
cumulation has been regarded as the immediate precedent, and proximate
cause, of the mountain ranges. It is, however, doubtful whether in this
case cause and effect have not been confused. Sedimentary accumulations
of great thickness are known elsewhere than in mountain ranges, but it is
only where the beds have been turned up at steep angles and extensively
denuded that their thickness becomes conspicuous, and it is only where a
great thickness of sediment has been previously accumulated that moun
tains can be formed of stratified deposits. Otherwise the underlying
crystalline and metamorphic rocks will soon be exposed by the denudation
which is always much mere active in mountain ranges than in more level
ground. The subject is, however, of sufficient importance and interest to
make it necessary to inquire whether there is any indication of a con
nection between the present position of the Himalayas and the distribution
of the sedimentary deposits which preceded its elevation.
In the north-west Himalayas there is a great series of sedimentary
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deposits, ranging through the palaeozoic and mesozoic eras, which represent
long periods of accumulation of sediment in enormous thicknesses of strata.
Here there is a distinct temptation to regard the mountain range as the
result of this vast accumulation of stratified deposits, hut as we trace the
range to the eastwards difficulties come in.
The zone of marine deposits found north of the line of highest peaks
in that part of the Himalayas which has been accessible to exploration
has been referred to, as well as the non-recognition of these beds south of
the main range. How far the same distribution holds good further east
it is impossible to say with certainty, but we know that Jurassic and
cretaceous fossils have been obtained from the region north of the hills of
Nepal and Sikkim and the discovery of sedimentary strata of unknown,
but probably tertiary, age near the Cholamo lakes seems to indicate that
the same parallelism between the boundary of the sedimentary deposits
and the line of highest peaks prevails at least as far east as Sikkim.
Whether the present limit is in the main due to an original limit of de
position or to the effects of disturbance and denudation is for the moment
unimportant. The absence from the main range and the hills to the south
of them, so far as is known, of any extensive series of sedimentary strata
later than older palaeozoic or even older, precludes the idea that the eleva
tion of the range was immediately consequent on a great accumulation of
strata.
In the eastern Himalayas our difficulties are still very great owing to
the scanty observations available. The only sedimentary deposits that
could possibly be marine, or that have any great thickness, are certainly
long anterior to the carboniferous in age, and these occupy a very
small area in comparison with the great expanse of crystalline schists,
gneisses and granites. But there are some small patches of coal bearing
Damuda rocks, which have been recognised at several spots along the
outer edge of the Himalayas, and are important as showing that this re
gion was dry land, at the close of the palaeozoic era, when marine forma
tions many thousands of feet in thickness were being deposited in the
north-west. It is not possible to say that no marine strata of later date
than permian exist in the eastern Himalayas, but it may be taken as
tolerably certain that, if present, they cannot be of a very great extent
or thickness, and this portion of the Himalayas appears to have been a
land area continuous with that of the Peninsula throughout the secondary
era, such interruptions of continuity as there may have been, if there were
any at all, being of minor importance and only temporary. But though this
portion of the Himalayas was a land area, there is no reason for supposing
it was a mountain range at these early periods ; the great height of the
snowy peaks suggests that their upheaval must have been comparatively
recent, and the palpable unity of the range as a whole prevents us from
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ascribing a much earlier date to this portion than to the rest, which it has
been shown could not have existed in its present form in the secondary
era.
In view of this divergence between the eastern and western portions
of the range, it is impossible to attribute the rise of the Himalayas to the
sedimentation in what is now its north-western portion, and we must look
to some more wide reaching and deep seated cause for its present position
and course — a cause which was independent of and able to obliterate long
standing structural features and to introduce new lines of separation
between areas of elevation and subsidence.

CHAPTER XIX.
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE INDIAN PENINSULA.
Earliest periods— Origin of Aravallis and East Coast— Mesozoic Indo-African continent —Origin
of the West Coast and Western Ghats.

The previous chapters of this book have principally been devoted to the
stratigraphical description of the various rock systems of India, and though
reference has been made in the course of this description to changes in
the distribution of land and sea, and to the earth movements which have
marked out the salient features of Indian geography, such references have
necessarily been somewhat swamped by other matter. This chapter will
consequent]) be devoted to a brief resume1 of the geological history of
India, of those changes of land and sea through which it has reached its
present form.
The earliest stages of the geological history of India, as of all other
history, are wrapped in obscurity. Dimly we can discern an old land
surface composed partly of a very ancient granitoid rock, which had even
then solidified, been penetrated with quartz veins and trap dykes, and
exposed to extensive denudation, and partly of later rocks, themselves the
product of the denudation of the granitoid gneiss. From the waste of this
land surface the rocks of the Dha'rvva'r system were formed, in a sea where
volcanoes poured forth their lavas and ashes, much as at the present time.
But whether any living thing was to be found in this sea, or whether the
earth was still unfit for the support of either animal or vegetable life, it is
impossible to say.
These Dha'rwa'r deposits were in their turn compressed, contorted and
exposed to great denudation before the commencement of the Cuddapah
epoch, but it is impossible to trace even approximately the changes of dis
tribution of land and sea during this earliest period of the geological
history of India.
With the commencement of the Cuddapah epoch, some definite indica
tion of the distribution of land and sea appear. All Southern India, south and
west of the Cuddapah and Kalddgi basins appears to have been dry land,
while the sea spread out to the east over part of the present Bay of Bengal, and,
to the north over what arc now the Nizam's dominions and the Central Prov
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inces. The exact limits of this sea cannot be defined with accuracy, western
Bengal and Chuti^ Ndgpur were probably dry land, and this rock area
probably stretched to the north-east over the Gangetic delta, to Assam and
the eastern Himalayas. In Bundelkhand there was dry land, to the south
of which the BijaVar sea spread to the valleys of the Narbada" and the
Son but had probably been obliterated by the time the Cuddapahs were
deposited, and at a later period a fresh depression admitted the sea to the
north-west of Bundelkhand, in which the beds of the Gvvalior system were
deposited.
Nothing is known of the early geological history of the great area
covered by the Deccan trap, nor of what was going on where the Hima'layas now stand, or where the Indus and Ganges rivers have spread their
alluvial plains. In fact, what with complete want of information regarding
the greater portion of the area, and the incompleteness of that available
regarding the rest, the conclusions that can be drawn regarding these
earliest periods of the geological history of India are of the most meagre
description. This much, however, seems certain that none of the leading
features of Indian geography of the present day had been marked out, none
of the mountain ranges had arisen, none of the great river valleys had com
menced, and the distribution of land and sea was very different to what we
now see.
The close of the Cuddapah epoch appears to have witnessed the com
mencement of the earliest of those earth movements whose effects on the
surface contours and geography of India are still prominently noticeable.
It was then that the great mountain range, of which the present AraVallis
are but the wreck, was raised, and extending far beyond its present
limits, stretched across what is now the Gangetic plain, possibly even to
the Himalayas. At the same time another zone of contortion was formed
running along the south side of the Son and Narbadi valleys, which was
probably marked by a range of mountains or hills, not rising to the same
height or importance as the Ardvallis, and bearing much the same relation
to them as the hills west of the Indus alluvial plain do to the Himalayas
of the present day.
To the same date must probably be ascribed the zone of contortion
which runs along the eastern margin of the Cuddapah basin and can be
traced northwards to the GodaVari valley.
These three zones of contortion, whose disturbance took place during
the Vindhyan epoch, and must once have been marked by mountain ranges
much more important in size and elevation than their remnants at the
present day, seem to be due to the last great movement cf compression
which has affected the rocks of the Peninsula. Since then the disturb
ances have principally taken the form of movements of elevation and sub
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sick-nee, only to a comparatively minor extent accompanied by compres
sion of the rocks, and it is interesting to note that the earth movements of
this period have still their influence on the limitation of the Peninsula.
On the north-west the Aiavallis have remained the boundary of the
peninsular land area. West of them the great desert of western RajputAna was alternately land and sea through long ages, but the sea never
spread east of the barrier of the Arivallis. On the south-east the bend
ot the east coast north of Madras follows too closely the general course
of the Nallamalai range for the connection to be accidental, and as we
know that from the Jurassic period to the present day the position of the
coast has been practically where it now lies, we may naturally conclude
that its course had been laid down at an even earlier period, contempo
raneously with the great Vindhyan epoch of disturbance. In the course of
ages there have no doubt been alternate elevations and depressions of the
land, at times it has encroached on the sea, at times the sea has flowed
over what is now dry land. But the fact that the only marine deposits
in this part of India are confined to the neighbourhood of the coast, their
small thickness, the manner in which they thin out away from the sea,
and the character of the rocks, indicate that when they were formed the
shore line could not have been far off, and point to a persistence of
the general run and position of this the oldest feature of the geography
of India.
The Vindhyan epoch is ihe age to which the rise of the Aravallisand
the demarcation of the east coast has been ascribed, but what this age is
in terms of the European sequence there is no means of determining. The
upper Vindhyans have been looked upon as devonian, on the strength of
their resemblance to the Table Mountain sandstone of South Africa, and
though the evidence is insufficient, it is certain that they cannot be much
newer than the date indicated, and it seems difficult to make them much
older. They may consequently be ascribed to some portion of the middle
or latter end of the lower palaeozoic, and it is to be regretted that no
more exact correlation can be made, for we find that in silurian times the
sea flowed over the north-west Punjab and the north-western portion
central Himalayas, and over the hills east of the Irawadi valley. No
silurian deposits have been found in that small portion of the eastern
Himalayas which has been examined, nor in Assam, and it is probable
that the land area stretched north eastwards from the Peninsula over
these regions in silurian times, as it seems certainly to have done at a later
period.
Towards the close of the palaeozoic era, at a period corresponding
to the upper carboniferous of European chronology, we have some definite
information regarding not only the distribution of land and sea, but also
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the climate. The great Gondwana era opened with a period of exception
al cold. The Peninsula was a land area over which many large lakes were
probably scattered, while on land there were glaciers flowing down
into these lakes, and into the sea which covered part of the great Indian
desert, the north-west Punjab, and a very any large portion, if not the
whole, of the area occupied by the Himalayas west of the Ganges valley.
The same sea appears to have stretched westwards to the furthest boun
dary of Afghdnistan, and it was continuous in some way with that
which flowed over eastern Australia. It is not clear whether this com
munication was round the south and west of the Peninsula or round the
east and north. We know from the evidence of the Salt range fossils
that after the glacial period then; was an irruption of European forms and
a complete change of type of the fauna ; this period was one of extensive
changes of land and sea when vast areas in South Africa and Australia
were converted into dry land, there is consequently a possibility that sea
stretched south of the Indian peninsula and the close affinity of the
two faunas is more in favour of this direct communication, than of one
round by the more circuitous route round the north of the peninsular
area, which seems at that time to have extended much further to the north
east than it now does. At the close of the Jurassic period the Indian
peninsula was still dry land, the east coast was not very far removed
from its present position, and on the west the sea flowed over Cutch, the
Indian desert and the north-west Punjab and central Himalayas. It is
not possible to say whether the north-easterly extension of the peninsular
area over Assam was still dry land, but the land connection with Africa was
still maintained. Still the presence of some eastern species in the western
sea shows that there must have been either a temporary and direct,
or more permanent and circuitous, connection between the two. If
the first of these explanations is the correct one there may have been a
temporary subsidence, by which the land communication between Africa
and India may have been severed for a time, and certain forms of life
enabled to cross from one maiine province to the other. The alter
native explanation would be that the form which is common to the two
areas, being an abundant and wide ranging one, was endowed with great
powers of spreading, and reached the western sea round the north-easterly
prolongation of the Indian peninsular land area.
In the cretaceous period the land connection with Africa was still
maintained, the eastern coast line of the continent ran not very far from
the present east coast of India, across the Ganges delta, and along the
south side of the Assam hills. On the west of India a different sea flowed
over Arabia and the Arabian Sea and extended inland at least as far as
Barvvai on the Narbada. Sea also flowed over the hilly country west of
the Indus alluvium and over Tibet.
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The close of the cretaceous period witnessed that grea outburst of
volcanic activity which buried the whole of western India deep in lavas
and ashes, and extended from Sind on the one hand to RajSmahendri on
the other. It is not improbable that this great outburst may have been con
nected, as it was probably contemporaneous, with the commencement of
that great series of earth movements which resulted in the elevation of the
Himalayas and the extra peninsular mountain ranges generally. But how
ever this may be, the lava flows must have obliterated all the pre-existing
surface features and the origin of the main features of the drainnge system,
of the northern part of the Peninsula at least, cannot be ascribed to an
earlier date than the close of the Deccan trap period.
In the tertiary era we find no further evidence of a land connection
with Africa; at an early period the west coast was approximately in its
present position, and it is probable that at the clcse of the cretaceous or
commencement of the eocene period the great Indo- African continent was
finally broken up, and all but the remnants in India and South Africa sunk
finally beneath the sea.
The eocene sea flowed over western Rajputa'na and the Indus valley
to the west, over a large part of Baluchistan and Afghanistan, and over
the whole of the north-west Punjab and the outer Himalayas as far east
as the Ganges river. We do not know if this sea stretched eastwards to
the north of the Peninsula till it joined that in which the nummulitics of
Assam and Burma were deposited, but on the whole it more probably did
not. Sea also flowed over the central Himalayas and was probably con
tinuous with that just referred to, across the north-western termination
portion of the range.
One of the first effects of the great series of earth movements, which
resulted in the formation of the mountain ranges of extra peninsular India,
was an encroachment of land on sea, and the driving back of the sea first
from the Himalayan and Punjab areas, and fin.illy from Sind and Burma.
The same period as witnessed the gradual growth of the Himalayas also
saw the rise of the Arakan Yoma, and Manipur and Nag5 hills, on the one
hand, and the greater part at any rate of the Afghanistan and Baluchistdn
hills on the other, and as the most important part of this history has been
told in the last chapter it will not be necessary to repeat it here.
It would have been in the last degree extraordinary, if such extensive
and violent earth movements all around it had been accompanied by
absolute quiescence in the Indian peninsula, but such disturbance as mav
have taken place in no way took the form of compression, and the onlv
change which can be attributed to this period is the origin of the Western
Ghdts. Reference was made in the first chapter to the difficulty of ac
counting for this feature, and its resemblance to a line of sea cliffs modi
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tied by subaerial denudation was noticed, as well as the occurrence of a
land shell closely allied to a marine form. But though the sea may once
have washed the foot of the ghdts, it is impossible to grant that they owe
their origin entirely, or even largely, to marine denudation. Marine
denudation works slowly on hard rocks, and during the ages that would have
been required for the sea to carve the low lands of the Konkan out of the
Deccan trap, it is inconceivable that the rivers would not have cut their
valleys much further back into the scarp than they have done. It is far
more probable that the main features are due to late tertiary earth move
ments, and the great rock basins of the Narbadd and Ta'pti valleys show
most conclusively that there has been a movement of elevation to the west,
which certainly checked and may even for a time have interrupted the
flow of those rivers, while the ground along the foot of the gh^ts has not
been closely enough examined either to prove or disprove the hypothesis.
Whatever may have been the cause of the origin of the Western Ghdts,
the present easterly tread of the peninsular drainage must be an ancient
one, for had there been any considerable rivers flowing to the west they
would have preserved their channels, or if the movement had been suffi
ciently rapid to reverse the course of the drainage, deep gaps would have
been left to mark their former course. There is only one such gap, the
Pa'Igha't, north of the Travancore hills, and it is possible that a river may
once have flowed westwards through this, whose drainage was reversed by
the earth movements which raised the Western Ghdts, leaving the lower
part of its course to be occupied by a much smaller stream, while the bulk
of the drainage was diverted to the east. With this possible exception it
is probable that the main features of the peninsular drainage, the two great
westerly flowing rivers to the north, and the series of easterly flowing ones
further south, were marked out at the close of the Deccan trap period.
We see then that the origin of the west coast of India dates from the
middle of the tertiary epoch or a little earlier, when the dry land which
stretched westwards into the Arabian Sea was depressed, and at the same
time that to the east was elevated to form the Western Ghats, the most
recent and also, perhaps more correctly therefore, the most conspicuous
feature in the geography of the Indian F'eninsula.
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96.
y*
29a
324.

E
Edlabad
Elephant point
....
I'.llichpur
....
Ellore
Etichapalli
.....
Encharam
.....
Eshwaraktiparu
....

19 41
16 28
21 IS
16 43
19 2

18 28
15 50

78 35
96 23
77 29
81
9
79 57
79 47
79 4°

90,
425.
265.
152, 1 79, 269.
186, 402.

92.
83.
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1
F
Fatehjang
Ferozpttr
Foul I
False I

....
.....

I-atitude.

0

33
3°
18
18

1

35
57
6
41

,.,,

Longitn ic.

0

/

72 38
74

38

94 7
93 So

420.
428.

n.
21.

G
oe
9
0
/
Mcr
33

TR ou
en
7°
68 40
67 20

397, 3981 399.
321, 323.

Gaira H.
.....
Gtfj K
Gundahari H
Gandak
Ganges R.
Grfngta
Garhwil
.....

23
26
27
30
25
23
30

37
52
6
22
45
45
8

fiaro H.
Garudamangalam ....
Gatparba R
Gauhati
.....
Gauli
Gayi
Ghaggar R
Ghansura
.....
Ghazipur
...
.
Gidhaur
.
Gilgit
...
Girnar .....
Giumal
Goa
Goalpara
.....
Godavari R. .
.
.

25
ii
16
26
15
24
24
24

30
5
15
ii
34
49
37
59

90 15

24 51

86 14
74 22
7° 42
78 14

57, 59-

73 57
90 41
81
o

3774*733, 89, 91, 151, 162, 168,
179, 184, 264, 268,402,

Gogi

16 44

76 49

88.

21 30
32 10
'5 30
26 ii
17 30

69 46
67
84

12
o

70 32

78 -48

73 58
75 45
91 48
74 24
85 3
83 10
85 20

3°4>30S. 306, 31 1.
310.
318.
426, 450.
220.
43. '17. 134-23 1,310, 46^.
466,48...
296, 323, 332.
237.
84, 403.
427, 440.
38157, j8.

9958.

279,
229.
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Latitude.

0

Gokak
Golagha't
Holapilli
'".•«iii;i

......

(iooty

......

(Jondicotta
(iopat R.
Gu'i&r&t

....

16 10
26 30
17 43
24 40
15
7
U 49
24 25
25 "
22

Guntiir .....
Gw?dar ......

1

2O

• (
*v
14
18
16 18
25 o
26 i1 j^

SO?

Fage.

Longitude.

0

/

74
94
80
77
77
78
82
72

53
o
58
20
42
21
15
o

83. 4°3296.

179.
255-

78, 80.
81.

56.

75 34
78 48
80 29
62 40

3°°-37o. 3^7, 407, 414258.
7978,81.
316.

78

12

65,
17^.
*j* 2?6,
"j > 270
/ y* .'/
j*

66
78
68
70
68
69
67
77
79
77
77
74
72
72
74
73
98
73
85
95

42
3°
25
o
27
51
24
2
4
2
8
45
59
45
33
^
46
'5
25
32

306, 309.

H
HabR
Haidardbad
Haidarabdd
Hakra R
HAIa
Halamdn H. .
Hamadun
.....
Handia
Hanle
Harangaon .....
Harda
Harin Pal
......
Haripur
Hasan Abdal
Hatni R
Haveliyan
Hawshuenshan
....
Hazara
.....
Hazdribdgh
Henzada

24 52
17

22

25

23

28

o

25

48

23

20

30

29

22

28

32

47

22 45
22

21

22

2

34

o

33 49
72

12

34 3
24 28
34 9
23 59
J7 33

33, 261, 265, 411.
4534503'2.
2l8, 220.
293-

53, 398460.
256.
54, 398396.
116.
138.
2'3-

lift,
18.
43, 138, 229. 352.
3, 3<>, 3', 62, 154, 166,177,
147,337,425-
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Latitude.

O

1

......

34 20
26 44
70 3m
O

Hindu Rush .
.
-.
Hingir
.....

36 o
« 57

Herat
Hindaun

2^
J

Hingoli
.....
Hiran R.
.....
HUvaR
HoshangabJd
....
Hothian Pass
....
Hughli R
Hukong
.....
Hundes
.....
Hurnai
.
Hutar .....

74
OT

Page.

Longitude.

o

»

62

II

77

5

67
w/

•»/
47

14.^.
•to

71
83
6c
*'O

o
46
47
^/

7. 4i. HO1 68.

402.
266.
144, 366.
103, 159, 258, 275.

140.
67, 71.

MS.
O
J

«9 43

77

"

22

12

7A
/*r

\,)
•*•

<9

l6

*5 45
" 55
26 45
31 20

94
77
67
82
96
80

12
46
57
26
30
o

30 5
23 50

68
83

o
53

*9°>3<>5>3>7-

25 44

76

14

93> i°3-

22

75 54
81
o
70 30

3.
91.
44> 3°5, 345. 4<9> 4^8, 449.
460.

79 46
82 28
96 o
78 41

34-

75 35

140.

55, 187, 262, 264, 372, 396,
398.
123.

20 45

3"344442375, 294, 348, 422,464, 477,
485161.

I

Indargarh

.....

Indrawati R.

•

Inikurti
.....
I n naparazpa! ayatn

[skardo

42

19 10
20y

5**

14

21

17

'5

2^J

3O
\J

16
35

2
12

1 80.
302, 324, 336, 378, 423.

82.

J

Jabalpur

23 11

79 59

Jabi
......
Jacobabad
Jaggayyapet
....

31
28
16

72
68
80

54
17
52

10
29
9

457-

78.
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Latitude.

Jaintia H
Jaipur .
.
...
Jaisalmer
.....
Jakhmari
.....
Jilna
Jamalamadugii
....
Jambughora
....
Jamfra Pat .
Jamkhandi .....
Jammu
.....
Japvo ...
...
Jarra ......
Jashpur
.....
Jaunsar
.....
Jehlam
.....
Jerruck
Jessor ...
.
.
Jhalra Pdtan
Jhand
JhAnsi
JhariA
Jhilmilli
Jind
Jodhpur
Jowai
Jumna R.
Jura H.
Jutogh

.....
....

Longitude.

O

1

O

1

25

30

18
26
26
19
H

55
55
9
5°
Si

92
82

IS
38

22

19

23
16
32
25
23
22

5
30
44
36
41
53

7°
67
75
78
73
83
75
74
94
69

57
56
£6
26
47
45
22
54
6
5

P«g«.

27•J 27O
31
6

fin *itj
**f\
uy

296. 3344.375227, 308, 455.
287, 289.
19, 402.
8573255, 37482.
33°. 354. 357. 4<57335218.
37544, 117140, 419, 466.
3°3>3°6, 309, 3 1 2, 315.
43493.94.98, 102.
419.
27165.
15772.
40, 5', 5474, 106, 430, 455.
296.
436, 446, 450.
o 22O.
2 IS.

77 10

134-

18 52
34 30
30 26
25 8

96
69
67
94

342.

3° 43
32 35
25 3
23 10
24 32
33 26
25 27
23 44
23 24
29 19
22

27

26

17

25

26

29

15

84

12

77
73
68
89
76
72
78
86
83

54
47
18
15
12
5
37
29
55

76

*3

/

71

1 "
74 SD
73 4

92 16
77 10

K
Kabaung R
Kabul
Kach
......
Kachao H

18
18
19
46

7. 4i9293148.
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Latitude.

0

Is.-icli.iodi

22

29

35 30
Kdimur H
Kakindiya
Kalabagh
Kaladgi
Kalahandi
Kalapani R
Kaliana

34
24
23
32
16
.

.

.....

4°
30
47
58
12

20

O

25

24

28

I

77
i
30 50
Kalu R
Kalyan

...

. . i
Kamatki ghat
Kamthf

....

.

13

12

52

3I

20

21

3°

24

20

22

27

23

27

25

3'-1

15 36
18 30
24 51

Karakoram range .
Karali H
Karanpura .....
Karauli ...•••
Karchat
Karen-ni
Kargil

21

3i 37

Kandahar

Kentkot
Kapili R
Kappatgod

25 35
19 14
19 o
17 16
18
i

.....

35

29

22

12

23 57
26

30

25 45
19 30
34

34

Page.

Longitude.

0

1
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71

"
o

73
81
70
71
75
83
91
76
i?
76
90
73
95
80

33
45
26
36
32
20
48
6
52
59
o
10
ii
ii

74
79

5
14

74 53
65 30
33 o
79 o
83 15
94 53
70 28
92 40
75 54
79 48
6? 4
77 6

25341.
138.

3220.
228, 326.
50, 82, 265.
375-

61.
72, 159374351332271,278.
33933. '5°2591 68.
48.
293357, 484167, 1 68.
56.
18.
222.
296 ,331-

37592.

73 53
85 5

3", 3*4, 3'5140, 229, 460, 461.
278.
166,177.

77 4
67 46
97
o
76 6

94, 103.
306, 312.
142.
346.
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KarharbdrJ
Karnul .
Kara R.
Kartse .
• Karwf .
Kasakanahal
Kasauti .
Kashmir
Kashmor
Kasom H.
Kateru .
Kathiawar

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Katikela
.
Katrol .
.
Katta
Kau-ran-gyi .
Kavhad
.
Kawant
Kayal
Keantali
Ken R. .
.
Khaibar Pass
Khaiiemurut H.
Khairgaon
.
Khairpur
.
Khalsi .
.
Khandesh
.
Khanpur
.
Kharakpur .
Kharir I.
.
Khasi H.
Khattan
Khelat
Kherly
Kheura

.
i

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

,
.
\ .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
•
.
,
.
•

Latitude.

Longitude.

24

to

86 20

15

50

76

S

22

12

74
76
80
76
77
74
69

10
o
57
39
i
51
36

Page.

1 60, 164.
35, 40, 86, 89, 395.
266.

132.

34 16
25 12
16 31
30 53
34 6
28 26
25 o
17 3

94 43
81 48

334-

22

20

7°

189,253,259,279,323,^95,
408,409,412,416,454.

21
23
32
16
32
22
8
18
24
34
33
19
28
34
20
33
25
23
25
29
28
27
32

47
12
31
31
27
6
38
o
22
5
28
49
3
20
54
49
7
52
34
34
53
12
39

84 9
69 50
72 30

33-

93 48
72 ii

340.

74
78

253-

55

5
10

94 34
79 20
71
8
72 5°
79
69
96
74
72
86

15
44
52
46
55
35

70

22

9i 55
68 29
66 28
77 5
73 3

94, 9788.
350.
41, 44, 116, 134,420.
IS. 345. 428.
268, 270.

221.
122.

III.

13.
297. 338.

52, 59. 94, 97141.
353158.
451345, 347261, 278, 396, 398.
116, 139.
59. 3752l8, 220, 321.
60, 150,246,296,329,332.

291, 293- 3-M, 3°7- 143. 29*
69.
1 10.
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Latitude.

Khisor H
Khulna
Khundghat
Khwaja Amran H.
Khyber, see Khaibar.
Kim R
Kira H
Kirana H
....
Kirthar H
Kishengangd R
Koari Bet
Kohat
Kohima

71

IO

IOQ.

4Q
25

t?9 37
72 16
66 30

434-

72

too.
218, 219.

3° 39
21 25
23 37
11 S7
2O

12

27

o

23 58
33 36
25 4o

•

Korba
....
Kori R
Korkai ......
KOM R
Kota
Kotri
Krol H
Kubo
Kuch Behar .....
Kuchri ......
Kulmg
Kiilu
......
Kumaun
.....

TO

15 H
16 o
13 8
2O

Kundair R

2O

12

27

Koil Kuntla
Kolamnala
Kolar

1

/

34 45
16 30

.....
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22
32

Longitude.

41

23 45

4O

69 17
72 44
67 32
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12

71 o
79 20
69 47
71 29
94
73
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79
78
85
82
68

9
31
23
52
10
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40
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2J.
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79 49
79 Ix
80 2
68 35
68 22
76 10
9L 30

26

2O

89 29

II

2

2Q

^O

18 55
23 dl
25 22
3° 57

27 4
32 3
31 53
29 35

77 7
79 41

U

78 4°

5°

7° 37
78 9

122.
142, 243.

72.
201-

8, 3°5. 308, 3". 3i 5.45'138.
33, 40, 82, 402, 412, 416.
218.
325148.
308.

86.
82.
48.
375, 376.
165.
452.45313469.
184.
453253. 3°6. 3'2. 3'5.428.
'33- 13 i9> 423332.
228.
130.
117.
43. "7.349. 464, 466, 469.
480.
78, 84. 86.
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latitude.

o

Kuram R
Kyaukpu

/

5'3

Longitude.

0

Page.

I

3^8.

33 37
19 25

70 34
93 4i

12

23 5°

77
77
78
74
9i
91
67
68

o
40
24
21
47
46
50
49

2-7
**5

f\
u

7Q
•; '

d«5

321. 3«262.

tyiy
2n*97 33
34 10
it 30

68
uo

i?
13

A et
45^-

77

40

44. 345-

99

°

297.

"yf\
*y

Ai
41

*f 11 11

("»
w

2O C A 7 7
^yO» 4//'

32 9
34 50

78

17

79

2O.

L
Laccadive I
Ladakh
Ladera
Lahore
Lairangao
.....
Laisophlang
Lakhi H
Lakhpat

Leh
Lenya R
Lilang
Lintzithang
Lokapnr

.....
.....

LonaY
Long Island .....
I.uckeeserai ...
Lucknow
Ludhidna
Luni R
Luni Pathin H
Lynyan

0

34
26

10
3

3«

34

25

20

25 13
26

0

BI'l

16

10

75

'5
C7
57
26

*5C
35

ns
lu

7 i
79

in
4°

19
16
25
26
30
26
3°
-' ^
25

59
15
ii
52
55
35
»o
20
39

76 33
94 40
86 9
80 58

29

22

24

15

iyy

*JA

*6

'<*

fifl
"9

75 53
72 35
69 40
ii, 45
.~
oo
68 12

12.

44, 4fo, 461.
105.
428.
33°246.
286,303,305,317.

130.
294.
218.

84.
fjr\ ,i
'9419-

337-

5943*. 47".
428.
430,4573°522.
3»3-

M
Mach
Madanpur
.....
Maderapaucum
....
Madhupur .....

'3 27
24 34

67 23
78 46
80 4
90 o

3°4-

29.
389441-
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5'4

Latitude.

Madt-as
Madura

....

Mahdbalipuf ....
Mahdbar H
Mahaddyi R.
. ' .
Mahadeo
.....

o

>

13

4

9
17/

'2 37
24 35
15 27
25 12
22

Mahanadi R
Mahdnadi R.
....
Maharajpur .....
Mahendraganj
Maher ...
• _- .
Maheswar
....
Mdhudgarhl H.
Mai-f
.....
Maidanf H
Main Pit
Maiwand
.....
M.ikiim
....
Maldive I.
Mal6ri
Malparba R.

.

Mdmand
.....
Man R.
Manbhum
.....
Manchhar Lake
....
Mandalay
.....
Mandar H. .
Mandld

2O

20 45
24 o
26 54
25 18
24 43
22

II

24 29
1Q

20

32

5'

22

48

3i 43
27 18
25 45
6 o
IDy

....

55
S-!
J

11

20 53
16 o
16 3
29 39
22

20

23

20

26

25

21

59

24 5°
22 35

Mdndogarh

.....

22

21

Mandsaur
Maner R

.....

24

3

18 30

Longitude.

0

1

So

17

78 10
73 41
80 14
85 55
74
9'
78
84
80
78
90
85

*5
47
30
30
53
18
54
13

75 37
87 26
94 13
71 11
83 20
65 «6
95 41
71 25
73 it>
79 4°
76 23
75
73
68
75
86
67
96
87
80
75
75

57
3°
45
r°
25
42
8
5
24
26
8

79 45

Pane.

4, 12, 378, 388, 404 •
39, 184, 412.
4, 278, 374.
12.

57, 58.
381.
246.
5, 167, 279.
39,91, 107, 151.
96.
105.
33257258.
376.
297. 338.
228, 326.
263, 267, 374. 3*3.
294.
33'7412.

184.1
401.
403377. 4°93°725362.
3 5, 3'3. 45'1.8, 336.
3i92, 279, 383.
24970.
89.
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Latitude.

5'5

Longitude.

Manga Pir see Pir Mangho.
Mangli ....
Manimalai
.
.
•
M.inipur
.
.
.

24

48

Mansurah
.
•
.
•
•
Maobehiarkar
.
.
.
.
Maosmai
.
.
.
.
.
Mdrai
Maraura
.
.
'.
.
.
Maravatur
Mari H
Markha R
Marot ......
Marpanmadi
.
.
.
.
Martaban
Mashalak H.
....
Maski
Masulipatam
Matabhanga R
Matapenai H
Mathar
Matheran- .
.
i
.
.
Ma-tun
Maulmain
.
.
.
•
.
Mauphlong ....
Meerut
•
.

25
25
25
24
24
H
ag
33
27
n
16
30
15
16
23
22
33
18
19
16
25
29

53
24
15
7
23
13
20
55
6
31
32
20
57
9
40
12
33
59
12
30
27
I

Meghna R.
Makalgandi
Memkal
Mergui .
Midnapur
Milam
Minbu
Minet-loung
Min-gyi.

23 45
19 35
151
1211
22 25
30 26
20 13
19 10
18 8

.
.
ghat .
.
.
....
.
.
.
•
....

....
.
.
.
•

20

•

.

22

79 4
76. ii
93 59
68
91
9«
81
78
79
68
77
75
76
97
66
76
81
88
73
67
73
95
97
91
77
91
78
77
98

49
48
47
16
52
o
50
20
8
28
33
50
43
12
45
53
5°
18
o
33
48
45
o
48
o
38

87

21

80

,3

94 57
95 35
95 30

169.

379, 147, 2.J7, 334. 335.
423- 494452295246.
Sft-

as.
236"
29i. 3°4. 3<»7. 3l!j346. 34770

37

142, 378. 425.
41748.
150.
44".
278.
325271. 3M 387337142.
61, 295.
427.
441.
267, 276.
50
141.
374. 39A 415
129, 130.
2O.
33942521-
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,
Latitude.

Mogouk

.....

Mohar

o

/

*S
22
25
25
22
25

'°
55
54
18
45
10

Longrtihle.

o
82

r
38

96 33

67 56
78 13
78 54
86 31

P»S«.

20, 56, 60, 436
453«>3105'
161, 397.
37o, 375-

MolSm, see Myllirn.
25 5
35 23
24 5"
24 o

Monze, Cape .
Moran R.

.

.

•

•

•

22

20

26

14

Mortaka
.
<
•
•
•
Motiir ..••••

22

16

22

17

Mugger Fir, see Pir Mangho.
Muhammadpnr
.
•
»

«

Mulakhel

•

.

!Uui\lml.ib;ul

A'iussooree

.

.

•

.

.

.

•

•

•

Myitmakha Khyonng
.
MylUm ....-•
Mysore ...'••

27 9
20 4
32 55
30

12

19

2S

33
24
20
32
3°
31

54
ii
44
38
27
58

98
86
66
87
77
78
76
78

77 3
79 44
71 13
7' 3i

44454*S53 93.67.
69.
92.
228.
428.
402,

49
6
6
43
22
30
S2
4a

>3>
114,
434337.378,4»5'
42561,62.
o'» 37»48, 41*.

15

8. 335. 494-

18

15
3°

12

I»

tr

94

17

' 77, 44«»3". 3I5-

3°
26
>9
25

25

19

l8

18.

75
73
S3
77
7'
78
7»
88
95
95
9i
76

22

46
30
43
30
32
16
6
37

35«, 35S
440.
4,01.
216,

N
Nagd H
Nagar Parkar

26

.

24

21

7" 47

454.
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Latitude.

-

0

Ndgari Nose .....
Nagode

Nahan
Naira R
Nal Lake
Nallamalai H
Nambar R. .....
NamdAng R
Nancowry
.....
Nandgaon
Nandial
Nandialampett
....
Naoshera
.....
Ndrakal
Nartadd R
Narcondam I.
Narha
NariR
Narji

...

t
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.
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.
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.
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.
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„
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.
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„
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„
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.
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.
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„
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„
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„
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.
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.
.
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.
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.
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.
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334,336,338
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„
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„
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„
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. 248
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Arabia
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„
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„
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.
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Deccan
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„
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„
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275. 281
„
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282, 320
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255, 287,
289

Deccan trap, represented in eastern
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.
.
29!
„
sedimentary beds .
152,262,
280
,, subaerial origin
.
.
274
outliers at Rajamahendri 152, 268
Delhi system
68,69,73
„ age cf the.
75
„ relation to Gwaliors at
Hindaun
• 67, 7»
Denvva group
173. 1 86, 193
Deoban limestone
.
117
Deola and Chirdkhdn marl .
•
249
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.
.10, 404
„
Ganges delta .
•<o,433
„
West coast
",407
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455
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. 48, 75, 490
„
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217, ?2o, 221,
222, 225
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.
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„
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403
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Diorite .28, 40, 52, 61, 62, 63, 74, 84, 106,
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.
.
. 148, 335
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175, 257
Dolomite 30. 76, no, 113, 125, 127, 133,
138, 139, 299
Dolphins, in Indus and Ganges
Rivers
.... 443
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Dubrajpur group
.
.
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in transitions of Bengal .
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Rer valley
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„
„

.

40.63

61
63
36
176

Earthquake, changes of level ac
companying ii, 12,454
East Coast, antiquity of . 2, 39, 244, 492
„
changes of level 10, 404, 405
„
plain of marine de
nudation
.
10,388
„
recent changes .
.
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.... 203
Ech.mospharites
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.
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Elevation, evidence of . 10, 404, 407, 408
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152,179,394
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Endogenous volcano of Narcondam
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Engdain tract .
.
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•
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• 26,27,30
EpistilLite
200
Epsom salts
.
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, IO
Erosion of sea coasts ...
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Eruption of mud volcanoes .
.
21
i,
, submarine volcanic .
18
Euphyllite
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Extra-peninsular area, contrast
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.
.
2
„ transverse drainage of the
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.
3

Facetted pebbles
.
.
.120
120
False bedding . 123,150,233,234,237
^ults, movement apparent at surface
'
•
•

Felspar, ptiphyritic in Deccan trap
257,259
„
undecomposed in gla
cial beds .
.
. 201
,,
Gangetic delta
.
. 434.
„
in sandstones 134,157, 170,201
Felsite, Malani ....
74
Fisher's theory of mountain forma
tion .
.
.
.471
„
modification to suit Himdlayas
.
.
.473
Fjords in Andaman and Nicobar
Islands
...
12
Flexible sandstone, Kalidna
.
72
«
„
Charli .
.
158
Forest, submerged, at Bombay
1 1, 405
„ on Tinevelli coast .
11,407
Fort William boring .
.
432, 47^
Fossil wood group
.
. ,8, 340, 424
Fossils, doubtful, Bhimd series
.
88
,,
>.
Curldapah series
81
>>
»
Deoban limestone 118
»
,,
Gwalior seriss .
66
»
,,
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86
-. reputed,
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near
Dharampur
.
138
»
>>
upper Vindhyan
101
Fossil plants, uncertainty of rela
tion in .
.
.
.193
Frog beds, Bombay .
.
.272
Fuller's earth
.... 308

Gabbro
....
Gaj group .
. 309,311,318,339, 340
„
fossils in Salt range
and Himdlayas
354
„
representative in Cutch
and Kdthidwar .
. 322
Galena
.....
Ganges, former continuity with
Indus
.
.
428, 443
,. delta
.
.
.jo, 433> 440
„ age of the
...
„ course through the Gange
tic plain .
.
. 446
Gangetic alluvium
.
.
.
„
analogy with upper Vindhyans
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.
.
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.. deep borings in
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432, 475
„ fluviatile origin
.
15,
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Gangetic fossils .... 43^'
„ nature of boundary w'ith
sub-Himalayas .
.
47"
„ salt wells
.
429, 448
Garhwal, supposed jurrassic
.
230
Garnetiferous gneiss . 30, 32, 34, 36, 37
Ghazij group
.
.
3°4
Giuinal sandstones
.
.
229, 294
Glacial action, in Hawkesbury sand
stones
200
Glacial boulder beds, carboniferous,
Indian i~2o, 129, 133, 135,
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„
„ Africa and Australia J2I,
198, 203, 206
„
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.
120, 212
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.
346
„ Pokaran
.
.
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„
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of
. 14, 368, 418, 4«6
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213,493
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.
.110
Glauconite.
.
.
257,260,261
Gneiss, limestone in . 30, 38, 39, 40, 45
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nite .
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.
40, 41
„ of different ages 24, 33, 36, 40,
41.5°
„ sedimentary origin of
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50,
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„ Himalayas 'central ' gneiss 41, 42
„
„
in sub-Himalayan
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.
45
„
„
relation to slates 115,
116, 117
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.
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„
„ in cretaceous of S.
India
.
237, 239
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.
.
53
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.
. 24, 29
„ accessory minerals in
.
30
„ apparent interstralification
with sedimentary beds 24, 40,41,
71
„ banding not due to stratifica
tion .
.
.
. 46, 53

Gneiss, relations to transition sys
tems ...
24, 31, 32
„ older or Bundelkhand, ab
sence of limestone in
. 26, 27
„ antiquity of
.
.46
„ Bellary ....
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„
Bengal
32
„ Bundelkhand .
.
-24, 25
„ Dhar Forest .
•
53
Gneissose granite, confused with
gneiss
.
.
- 4'» 71
„
of Aravallis
.
•
4°
„
of Himalayas .
.41,42
,-,
date of intru
sion .
44
Godavari, alluvial deposits 396, 401, 4°2
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g°roe °f tne '

'

'
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Golapilli group .
.
.
179. 186
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• 37. 49. 6.>
Golden oolite
.
.
.
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Gondwana rocks, Son-Mahanadi
watershed
.
•
•
•
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Gondwana system
.
.
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„
contrast of upper and
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.
15$, 178
„
distinction between upper
and lower.
.
.155
,,
distribution
.
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„
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.
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„
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.
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„
floras, foreign affinities
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„
fluviatile origin .
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„
homotaxis .
.
.191
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range in time
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.
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relation to cretaceous 152, 173,
182
„
existing river
valleys
.5, 153
Vindhyan pebbles in .
151
Granite, Afghanistan .
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Aravallis
.
. 4°. 69, I1
„
Himalayas .
•
• 42. 44
Peninsula 32, 35, 37. 38, 56. 5s. °3
gneissote structure in
. 23, 42
intruded by solution
. 43, 62
Graphitic schist
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Graphic granite ...
•
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Gravel slopes at foot of hills 4»7. 4^4
Green earth or Glauconite 257, 260, 261
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Gryphaa, reputed occurrence in
upper Vindhyans .
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...
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Gwalior system 47, 50, 64, 69, 100, 108
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at Hindaun .
. 67, 71
Gypseous shales .
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320,321
Gypsum
.
110,288,303,307,311,
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„
origin of
.
.
112,327

Hislopite ..... 260
Hornblende
.
.
25, 26, 30, 266
„
schists
...
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„ replacing diorite
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. 66, Si, 95
Hornstone breccia
...
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Hundcs, subrecent gravels 348, 422, 464,
485
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27, 30
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.
390
stone 378. 383, 399, 402, 403
Indo-African land connection
209, 253,
493
I ndo-Gangetic plain .
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. 1,427
Indus river, alluvium .
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„
changes of course
. 452
„
delta
.
.
-452
„
floods
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.
419
„
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Ganges
.
.
. 428
„
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. 419
Indus valley, former extension of
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429
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.
.
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Gondwana pebbles in
.
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„ Rajamahcndri
152, 265, 268, 269,
270, 274, 275
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.
•
34 .
Intertrappean beds .
.
276, 265
„
Bombay
.
262, 272
„
Rdjamahendri
152, 270,
271,274,275
Intrusion of granite by solution . 43, 62
Irawadi delta
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.
•
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.
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162, 163, 165, ift)
Iron ore 38, 186, 341. 371, 37 2> 43'. 442
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.
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Haematite
.
30, 52, 55. 3<A 37 2
Haematite schists
•36. 49. 50, 67
Haimanta system
114,117,137
Hakra R. .
. 449
198, 200, 207
Hawkesbury sandstones
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Hawshuenshan, extinct volcano
Heulandite
260, 261
High level laterite
373. 3/4
„
origin of
379.,385
Hill nummulitic limestone
352.. 354
Himalayas, absence of fossils south
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477
,,
age of the .
.
367 477
,,
antiquity of river val
leys
.
.
4^3.484
„
cutting rock of trans
463
verse valleys .
„
drainage system .
. 461
„
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471
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extension cf
glaciers .
.
14,484
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high peaks due to special
upheaval
.
41 ,462
460
orography .
„
post-tertiary increase of
height .
.
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,.
present position inde
pendent of previous
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. 489
„
theory of elevation
. 473
„
transverse strike in
482
„
parallelism of bedding
between eocene and
pre-tertiary
.
350, 478
,,
relation to Indo-gangetic plain .
.
104, 466
Hindaun, outlier of Gwaliors
67, 71
Hingir group
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156, 168, 169
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„
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.
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.
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,
.
.117
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. 449
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92
Karakoram stones
.
.
.140
Karambar rings
.
.
. 3?9
Karewa deposits
.
.
. 420
Korea
.
•
.
.
.418
Karharbtfri group
.
160,165,198
Karnul series .
.
80,81,84,108
Karoo beds
.
.
.
-195
Kasauli group .
. 349, 351, 355,356
Katrol group
. 189, 217, 221, 224, 226
,,
age of the
.
189, 217
„
plant remains .
189, 222
Katta group
.
.
.
122, 123
Kayal, abandoned seaport .
.
13
Khddar and Bhdugar, distinction of 438
444, 451
Khasi trap
61
Kheura, saltmines .
.
. no

PAGE

Khund ghdt group
.
.
.122
Khwaja Amran slates, doubtful
age of
14.2
Kieserite
no
Kir:ina hills

....

72

Kirthar group .
.
301, 305, 309
„
fossils in Himalayas
and Salt range 347, 354
„
relation to Manchhar
series .
309, 314
„
„
Nari group 309, 310
„
„
Rar.fkot group 303,
306 307

„

representative in
Cutch
.
.321
Kistna alluvium
.
.
396, 402
Kistna group .... 82, 90
Kohat tertiary .... 325
„ rock salt and gypsum
1 1 2, 326
Koil Kuntla limestones
.
.
86
Kolkoi emporium
...
13
Kolumnala shales
...
82
Konkan ..... 377
Korkai, abandoned port of .
.
13
Kota Maleri group .
184, 195, 208
„ correlated with Demva
173, 186
„ relation to CHkiala .
lS6
„
„
Kamthi
.
.185
Krol limestone .
.
.
134, 138
Krol quartzites .
.
.
.134
Kuchri ammonite bed
.
. 228
Kuling series .
.
.
130, 138
Kundair group ....
86
Kyanite
2?i42
Kyauk-pyu, mud volcanoes
.
20

La Croix, on gneisses of Salem . 25, 39
Lake basins of Himalayas .
421,486
Lacustrine deposits, simulation of
418
Lameta group .
.
29, 262, 263
„ mode of formation .
. 276
„ Rtfjrfmahendri outlier
265, 268
„ relation to Deccan trap . 264
„
„
Bdgh beds
.
264
„
„
Gondwanas 264, 151
Laramie fossils compared with
Deccan trap
.
.281
Latitude, secular variation of
212, 213
Laterite .... 55. 256, 369
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PAGE
10, 388,
393- 404
„ nummulitic
300,306.308,321,
350,353.374
Launionile
....
260
Lead
.
.
.
. 45, 63, 81
Lemuria ....
209
Lenya river coal beds .
.
. 297
Lepidolite .....
30
Leucopyrite
.
...
30
I .evel, changes of
.
.
.
12
Lias, probable erroneous identifica
tion in Central Himalayas
131
,, relationships of Gondwana
floras
.
.
•
192. lyS
Lignite
.
.
299, 300, 377, 404
I.ilang limestone
.
. 130, 138
Limonite .... 370, 372
Limestone, absence in older gneiss 27, 36
„
disturbance caused by
solution of .
. 102, 330
.,
occurrence in newer
or banded gneiss 30, 38, 39,
4°, 45
Lithomarge ....
372, 377
Littoral concrete
.
.
4°7, 4°8
Loess, of Baluchistan .
.
9, 4>8
Londr lake
....
19
Low level laterite
.
.
373. 37°
„
of east coast . 10, 388, 393, 404
Lucknow boring
.
432, 434, 476
Lydian stone
....
266
Lalerite, low level of east coast

M
Macrocephalus beds .
219,221,227
Madanpur gorge, Deccan trap in
29
Madhupur Jungle
.
.
.
441
Magnesia, carbonate of
.
.146
Magnesian sandstone group . 109, 113
„
-fragments in carbo
niferous boulder clay
120
Magnesite
38
Magnetite
.
„
.30, 38, 259
Mahabar schists
...
58
Mahadeva series
.
.
.172
„
doubtfully represented
by Nimrfr sandstone 253
„
relation to cretaceous . 152,
174, 249
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Mahdnadi alluvial gravels
. 403
Ma-f group
.
.
.
297,338
„
in Manipur
.
.
148
Main boundary fault .
349, 357, 467
Malabar laterite
.
.
. 383
„
gneiss
...
36
Maldni series .
.
.73, 106, 227
„ fragments in carboniferous
of Salt range
.
.120
MaleVi group
.
.
.
184, 185
Manchhar series 312, 313, 316, 364, 366
„
estuarine beds in
314
„
„ relation to Gaj group 31 4
,,
„ Kirthar group . 309,
3>4
,.
,,
Mekran group . 315
Manganese, oxide of, in laterite . 371
Mangli group
.
156, 170, 195
Manipur, alluvial plain
.
. 423
Marble rocks, Jabbalpur .
.
55
Marine denudation, plain of, East
,, coast ...
10, 388
,,
West coast .
.
.
n
Marsh gas, from mud volcanoes .
ao
Massive limestone, of ]ammu inliers 140
of W. Garhwal
117
Maulmain series
.
.
141, 29$
Mayo salt mine
.
.
.110
Mekran group
.
.
314, 430
„ relation to Manchhar .
315
Mica mines
...
32, 34
Miliolite ....
340, 395
Monren, extinct volcano near
.
18
Moraines, at low levels
.
14, 484
MoraV group
.
.
.
. 65, 66
Morung
438
Motur group
....
167
Mud volcanoes ....
20
Multani mitti
.... 308
Murchisonite
.
34
Murree beds
.
.
349, 355, 467
Muscovite
.
.
.
30, 44
Muth series
.
114, 115, 129, 137

N
Ndgari quartzites
...
80
Nahan group
.
.
.
356, 364
,,
absence of pebbles in
465, 478
„
fossils .
.
.
356, 358
Nallamalai group
.
.
81,90
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Nandial shales ....
86
Narakal, smooth water anchorage 405
Narbada river, alluvial plains
. 396,
397> 43'.436
„
„
formed in a rock
basin
.
398,495
„
supposed former course
of

...

Narcondam Island

.

.

Nari group

.

.

.

.

398

17

308,312

„ relation to Gdj .
.
309.312
„ relation to Kirthar
.
309, 310
Narji limestone
...
86
Natrolite
.
.
.
.176
Needle shales ....
157
Negrais rocks .
.
145,336,344
Netbolus beds
.
.
.
109, 1 1 3
Neocomian, Afghanistan
.
196, 294
„
Ammonites in Sripermatiir group 182, 207, 2<>S
„
Cutch
152,207,216,286
„
Hazdra .
.
. 286
„
Salt-Range
.
. 286
Nepal valley, subrecent deposits
421
Newcastle beds
.
198, 200, 206
Nimar sandstone
.
.
.
253
Nodular limestone group
.
. 849
Nummulites, cretaceous in Balii- .
chistan
.... 291
„
at high altitudes in
Himalayas .
347, 477
Numtnulitic group of Cutch
320, 32 1
„
limestone, hill type 352, 354
„
sea, extent of .
. 494

Obliq'ie lamination, see false
be Iding.
Obolns beds
.
.
.
109,113
Olenellus .
,
.
.
.113
Oligoclase
.
.
.
. 30, 44
Olive shales, Sind
.
.
. 288
Olivine
.
.
.
.
175, 259
Ongole area of upper Gondwanas
181
Oolitic relationships of
Rajmahal flora ....
193
Oolite, golden .
.
.
.219
Ophitic calcite in sandstone
.
159
Orthoclose
.
.
25. 26. 30, 259
Otaccras beds .
.
.
.130

IMGfe

Pachmarhf group
.
.
.172
Pakhal series
.
.
. 89,92,108
„ identified with Penganga
beds
....
go2
Palzeontological anomaly, creta
ceous, Baluchistan
.
211
„ South India
231, 236, 238,
242, 244
Cutch Jurassic 195, 224, 225, 229
• ..
Kota MaleYi group
.
196
„ Siwalik
.
.
.361
„
Umia group .
.
195, 224
Palajozoic and mesozoic, absence
of break between .
.
.119
Palghal group poss'.bly an old
river valley .... 495
Panchet group .
.
.
166,170
»
age
.
201, 204, 207, 208
,,
alliances of flora 193, 194, 200.
204
,,
fossil in Kota-Malcri group 189
,,
undccomposed felspar in 170,
207
Paniam group ...
.86
Panjal
conglomerate,
glacial
origin of
.
.
135, 136
,,
„
gneissose granite
blocks in
.44
Panjal system .
.
.
116, 134
P.ipaghni group
...
79
Par sandstone ...
.65
Pdra limestone .
.
.
.130
Paradoxides beds, represented in
Salt Range .
.
.
.113
Parihar sandstones .
.
.
227
Patcham group
217,218,221, 226
Patthargatta, supposed older allu
vium at
....
428
Pavulur group .
.
.
156, 181
Peat
.
10,404,415,421,434
Pebbles, deformation of
. 49, 54, 59
Pegmatite
.
.
27,31,58,107
Pegu group
.
.
. 336, 338, 340
Pellety laterite
.
.
.384
Penganga beds
...
90
„
valley, glacial action in 158,
213
Peninsular area.—
„
absence of disturbance
in
.
.
. 2, 5, 494
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I ,U,k

Peninsular area, antiquity of drainage
system
.
,
153. 495
„
former extension into
Assam
.
.
443, 488
„
„ connection with
Africa 209,253,493
„
mountain ranges
2, 4,
5
„
possible recent submer
gence
i
.
4
Penner, alluvial gravels
.
. 403
Peridotite .
.
.
.
. 346
Perim Island, upper tertiary
fauna .
.
.
323, 341, 429
Permian glacial period
.
. 207
„
relationship of Bijori
fa una ....
195
„
Gi ndwana floras .
.
192
Permo-carboniferous, Salt range 121, 125
Petroleum
.
292, 331,336, 338,
343
„
In mud volcanoes
.
20
Phlcgopite
.
.
.
31
Pikermi fauna .... 365
Pinnacled qu.irtzitcs ...
86
Pistacite .
•
•
•
35
Plain of marine denudation
„ east coast
80, 388
„ west coast
386, 394
Plant fossils, uncertainty of relation
ships inj .
.
.
.
193
Platan ista .
.
.
.
.428
Plateau quartzites
...
86
Pokaran, glacial beds and roc/tes
moutounces ....
160
Poonahlite
.... 2£o
Porcellanic beds (hornstonej
66, 8r, 95
Porebandar stone
.
.
. 395
Potxvar, erratics
14, 418, 484
Pulivendala subdivision
.
.
80
Pulkoa schists ....
96
Pullampet slates
.
.
.
81
Pumice, of Puppa
...
18
Puppa, extinct volcano of
.
17
Purna alluvial plains
396, 407
Purple sandstone
109,113
Prehnite ..... 260
Productus limestone scries 119, 123, 136,
206
„
reported occurrence in
Stilaiman hills .
.
141
Prome beds
.... 339

Pseudo breccia or conglomerate 292, 291
3 '4
Pyrites
.
. 26, 31), 299, 300, 303
Pyroxene ....
Sjo, 266

Quartz amygdulcs
176,26.1,289
Quartz, anhydrite inclusions in .
112
„ bipyramidal crystals
.
no
„ trihedral
26(1, 289
Quartz reefs
27, 35, 62
Quartzose schist
...
26

Ragavapuram shales
180, 183, iSv
Raialo group
08, 69
Rain marks
....
96
Raised beaches on Arakan coast
n
Rajdmahendri, infratrnppean
26?, 280
.,
intertrappean
270, 280
RAjmahal group
.
175
n
age
203, 207
ti
flora
177, 1X3, 188
„
„ relation to Euro
pean floras
192, 191
RdjmahcLI series
49, 155, 174
„
connection in Uitenhage
series
182, 205
„
outliers on east coast 152,178,
23*
Rdjmahdl trap
75,412
,.
correlation with Sylhel
traps
Ai, 150, 176
„
dykes in Damuda series 31, 177
„
foci of eruption .
.
176
.,
connection in Deccan
trap
176,279
Ramrf, mud volcanoes of
.
.
ao
Raniganj group .
.
162, 166, 167
»
age
.
.
.
.197
,,
coal .
.
.
161, 166
»
flora .
.
163
Rdnfkot group .... 283
„ fossils in Himdlayas and
Salt range .
.
.35+
,, relation to Kirthar 303, 306, 307
Rann of Cutch .
11,13,215,408,453
Red sand hills .... 416
Red soil
410
N
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Regur
.....
+10
„ origin
.
.
.
.413
Keh
417
Resin fossil
.
. 295, 297, 299. 300
Rcwa group
I< o, 102, 107
Rhtetic, Afghanistan .
.
.
197
„ central Ilim-ilavas
.
131
„ relationships of Gondwana floras
192, 913
Rilly la Montaigne, fossils com
pared at Deccan trap
.
.281
Ripple marks
70, 96, 100, 113, 123, 150
Roches moutonnees, ancient, at
.
Pokaran
.
.
.
.
160
Rohtas group
.
95, 96, 97, g8, 103
Ruby
....
45. IO7
Rutile
30

Serpentine lock
„
„
„

.

.

Afghanistan
Arakan Yoma
Manipur .

28,30,80
143, 292
145, 146
147

Shillong quartzites
.
. 45, 60, 295
Shrishalam quartzites ...
82
Silicified wood, Bl;i,.ia
.
.
88
„
Cretaceous, South
India
Cuddalore

„

.
.

.
.

„
Godavari alluvium 402
„
upper tertiary
341, 346
Silurian, newer rocks coloured aa.
in Himalayas .
.
116
„
probable presence in Tenasserim
.
.142
supposed occurrence in
ICIiaibar Pass
.
.
141
„
sea, extent of .
.
. 492
Silver
....
45, 63
Simla slates
.
.
115, 117, 132
Singhe la, nummiilitic outlier
.
3»7
,,

Sabzalkot boring
.
.
.
St. Thom6, advance of land at
.
Saietekri beds ....
Salses or mud volcanoes
.
.

435
12
64
17

Sitsyahn shales ....

Salt, Kohat

326

Si walik series, age of the

.

.

.

„ Runn of Cutch .
.
„ Salt Range
.
.
Salt lake, Calcutta
.
.
„
Umarkot, marine shell
Salt marl, ...
.
„
hypogene origin of .

Salt pseudornorph group

. 454
.
109
• 44>
in 430
11:9, 326
. 111

109, 1 14

Salt pseudomorphs, in dolomite of
Salt marl
...
no
Salt range, analogy to Assam
range .....
8
„ carboniferous glacial period 120, 206

„ Australian fossils in

121, 493

Salt wells, Gangetic alluvium

„

Pachpadra

.

429, 448

.

430

„
Purna alluvium .
. 401
Sandhills
.
.
.
4'5. 45.S
Sandstone, flexible in AKvar group
72

„

Talchir group .

158

Sapphire, supposed occurrence in
pegmatite ....
107
Saraswati river, changes of .
. 450
Sattavddu group
.
.
.156

Scapolite
Schorl

.....
32
.
.
.
.
. 27, 30

Scolecite ....
Scan i beds
.
.
.

260, 261
. 94, y6

235
393

Sirmur series
„
„
„

.

.

.
.

349, 465
339

3 14, 359

Assam .
.
.
Burma
.
.
.
Cutch and Kathiwar

332
338
322,

324
„
„

fauna 316, 319, 324, 341, 359
SinJ and li.il jchislan 356,
405
„
Sub- H imalayan area 356, 465
„
„ analogy with
Vindhyan out
liers on Aravallis .
.
104
„
„ formed during
subsidence .
470
„
„ gneiss inlier in .
45
„
„ relation to river
valleys .
358, 469
,.
„ upper
beds
coarsest
.
358
Smooth water anchorages .
. 405
Soda, native sesquicarbonate of .
19
Speckled sandstone group .
120,206
Spintangi limestone .
.
307, 318
Spin shales
.
•
228, 229
Sripermatiir, cretaceous fossils at .
244
Sripermatur group
.
.182,184,207
„
neocomian cephalopoda 182,
207, 208
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. 28, 80
Steatite
.
.
. 30, 176, 260
Slilbite
Stone implements
383, 399
198
Stony creek beds
203
Stormberg beds
Striated pebbles in carboniferous
glacial boulder bed
120,133,158,
1 60, 199
Subalhu group
.
347, 350, 357, 480
Sub- Himalayan zone distinction
frcm lower Himalayas .
. 462
„
encroachment on
Gangetic allu
vium
.
. 481
„
inliers, rill nummulitic lime
stone .
.
353
„
„ gneiss
.
45
„
„ jammu
140, 347.
35'
„
„ successive ori- .
gin of faults
in .
. 480
„
tertiary deposits of 356,
465
„
wanting in Bhutdn 318
Sub-nummulitic group
.
320, 321
Subsidence, evidence of
4, 10, 407, 433
Sullavai series .
.
. 90, 91, 108
Summit bed of laterite .
.
.
374
Sun cracks .
.
.
.
. 70, 96
Sunda volcanic chain .
.
.
18
Sundarban ..... 442
Sutlej river, former independent
course to the sea .
.
. 449
Sutlej valley, Upper, deposits
422, 464
„
„
conditions of formation 409
Swatch of no ground .
.
. 442
Syehedritc .....
260
Syenite
...
36, 44, 74, 234
Sylhct jhils, depression of the
. 443
Sylhet trap.
.
.
.61, 150, 176
Sylvine
no

Syringosphartda

Tr'ulpulti beds
Tabling limestone
Tal beds

,

.

.140

80

137, 23°,
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Talc schists, in Bundulkhand
.
36
Talchir group .
.
.
157, 165
,, age
206
„ boulder bed
.
.
157, 198
,,
flexible sandstone
.
.
158
„ mode of origin .
151, 158, 159
„ resembled by Pengangd
shales ...
.90
„
„
transition shales 50, 62
„ Western Raj put Ana.
106,160
Tangis or rifts
.
.
9
Tanawal or Tanol series
.
.
139
Tunr land ..... 421
Tapti and Purna alluvium .396, 400, 431
Tardi
..... 438
Ten's or red sand hills
.
.416
Teitiary deposits
„
contrast of lower and upper 302
„
passage into recent 283, 318,319,
325. 391
Tesselated sandstones.
.
.
157
Thomsonite
.... 260
Tibet, lakes
.... 489
„
peculiarities of fauna .
. 476
Tin
30, 45
Tinnevelli coast, advance of .
.
13
„
submerged forest .
.11,405
Tipam sandstone
.
.
324, 332
Tirohdn limestone
...
96
Tongking, Gondwdna plants in .
196
Tosham hill, felsites ...
74
Tourmaline
,
.
.
. 30, 32
Trachyte
.
17, 1 8, 176, 258, 278
Transition systems, age of . 72, 75, 108
„
definition of term
.
48
„
relation to
newer
gneiss .
. 24, 31, 40
:,
resemblance to Talchirs
.
.
.55, 6a
Trappoid beds, Ecca series .
. 203
,, lower Vindhyan .
.
95
„ Talchir group
.
.
158
Triassic, fossils in Attock slate area 115
,, relationships of Gondwana
floras
.
.
•
192
„ of Maleri fauna
.
.
195
„ supposed in Burma .
144, 336
Trichinopoli group
. 233, 536, 240, 245
„
relation to Ulaiiir 234, 235, 237
„
Ariyalur
.
235, 241, 238
Iriixlly group .
.
.
iSo, 1 86
Trivicary grits .... 393
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u
Uitentiage series
.
. 182, 205, 207
Ulster, ferruginous beds of .
. 3^4
Ultrabasic rocks .
.
.
13*, 316
Umballa boring .
.
.
435. 47°
Umia group
.
.
188,217,223
„ age .
.
.
.
207,224
„ alliances of flora
.
. 164
„
coal
.
.
. 223
,. relation to neocomian .152,223,286
Underclay, wanting in Damuda
coal seams
.... 202
Unio, aberrant forms of
.
. 319
Utatiir group
.
.
233, 23^, 245
„
relation to Ariyalur 235,239,241
„ Trichinopoli 23 1, 235,237
Utatur, upper Gondwdnas .
. 182

Vaikrita system
75
Valimukam, submerged forest
at
9, u,4°5
Valleys formed pan' fassu with
elevation of hills
...
9
Valudayur group
.
.
. 235
Vemavaram shales .
.
I Si, 184
Vempalli group ....
79
Venkatpur beds ....
92
Vesicular laterite
.
.
. 383
Vindhyan era, disturbance of rocks
during .
.
. 491
Vindhyan system, lower
.
93, 108
„
debris of, in upper
.
99
„
disturbance newer than
valleys? ...
99
„
doubtful propriety of
classing with upper
Vindhyans
.
.
93
„
outliers in Aravallis . 94, 103
„
relation to Bijawars .
52
„
relation to upper Vin
dhyans
. 93, 96, 98, 99
Vindhyan system, upper
.
. 67, 98
„
age .
.
.
. 492
„
analogy to Gangetic
alluvium .
.
. 104
„
local disturbance of
. 102

Vindhyan system, upper, outliers in
Bundelkhand .
29, 104
„
outliers on Aravallis . 103
.,
„ west of Arjvalli
range .
. 106
„
„ relation to main
area .
.107
,,
pebbles in Gondwana
rocks
... 15?
„
relation to Ardvalli range
7'. i"3106
„
system, lower Vindhyans 93,96
9^99

„

represented by Sullavai
series .
.
.92, 108
„
reputed fossils, in
. K'l
„
scarp, in Bundelkhand,
defined in Deccan trap
period
...
29
V'irgal group
.
.
.122, 123
Volcanic action, suppost-d at Lonar
ly
„ beds, A ttock slates
. 116
„
„ Bengal transition .
63
„
„ Bijawar
.
. 52, 54
„
„ carbonaceous system 134
„
„ carboniferous, Kash
mir
.
135, 136
„
„ Chil pi ghat series.
(-4
„
„ Cretaceous 148,287,289,
290, 292
„
„ Cuiidapah .
.
80
„
„ Deccan trap .
.257
„
„ Dharwar system48, 50, 49 j
„
„ Gwalior system . 65, 66
„
„ J an nsar system
. 117
„
„ Malani ...
74
„ Rajmahal
.
175, 177
„
„ Salt marl
.
. no
„
„ Silurian
.
. 115
„
„ Tertiary, lower 292, 293,
328, 346, 348
„ Tertiary, upper . 339
„ eruption, submarine
.
18
„
„
neck, supposed, in
„
Bassein .
.
18
„
„
Wajra Karur 40, 107
Volcanoes, cretaceous
.
. 292
„
Deccan trap . 258, 277, 279
,,
mud
...
19
,,
Rajmahal .
.
.170
„
Recent
.
16
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PAGE
Wood, fossil, silcified, Bhfmd
.
88
„
„ cretaceous, South India 235
„
„ upper tertiary 341, 342, 355

w
W.-ulhw.-in sandstone
.
, 253
Wajra Kanir, volcanic neck ,
40, 107
Warkalli beds
.
.
. 399, 394
Western ghdts, origin and age of
«o. 397. 494
Wlanamatta group
.
. 198, 200
Wollastonite
....
30

Zeolites .
.
. 176,260,262,412
Zones of amm nites, recognized in
Cutch jurassics
.
.
.
224
Zoological provinces, cr?taceous .
243
„
Gondwana period . 193, 591
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